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Introduction
Mr. Edwin S. Munger is a successful experiment. The experiment started a number
of years ago. It was an experiment with a new method of producing an expert. After
World War II ten million men returned from overseas to the United States. Many of
them had been in Africa, Asia, Europe and elsewhere for years on end. But the
country to which they returned was deeply ignorant of the very world which it had
helped to save from conquest by Germany and Japan. There were some experts on
Russia and China, fewer still on India and Southeast Asia. On Africa there were a
couple of lonely men with no one to talk to and nobody much who wanted to listen.
Expertness in the American university world, especially in those days, was often
training in the difficult art of looking at the world through the eye of a needle.
Geographers of China without history, historians of Russia without economics,
economists of Japan without anthropology, anthropologists of Africa without
geography - this gave concentration, good thesis titles and no community of dis-
course. But help was at hand. During the war a few bright spirits recognized that
fighting Japan and then making peace with Japan might be carried on more success-
fully if the geography, history, economics and anthropology were regarded as
v
aspects of a total Japanese culture. Moreover, it did not seem to be quite so ridiculous
or impossible for well-trained men to acquire an expert understanding of a whole
people, an entire country or a large and even diverse area. Universities experimented
with area studies, and for a while the experts permitted the upstarts to look round
instead of through the eye of a needle.
Of the many excellent things about America is a readiness to try something that
has not been tried before, even though it may look silly or wrong. And so a bold
foundation undertook the experiment of trying to create an expert generalist or a
general expert. There appeared in India, South Africa, East Africa, Brazil and
elsewhere able young men with the mission of seeing all they wanted to see, learning
each according to his qualities, all they could learn, and setting down in writing their
opinions, observations and conclusions. If any of them had a thesis, or wanted a
Ph.D., or planned ultimately to get back of the eye of a needle, that was incidental.
Otherwise, it was not cricket.
Edwin Munger was one ofthese people. He was a geographer, which meant that
he had his own eye of a needle. With a Ph.D. under his belt, he could run for cover
if he had to. But he did not. As any reading of his published wqrk shows, he became
very skilful at looking at Africa from all sorts of angles. He skipped over the Germanic
spirit of the nineteenth century scholarship into a free-ranging eighteenth century
Voltairean spirit willing to look at geography, history, politics and even Afrikaans
poetry. It was not a pure zest for scholarship that caused him to marry a South
African girl, but his admirers know that this was helpful.
Of Voltaire the historians of the day said that he was a master of all knowledge
except history. Mathematicians, philosophers and divines made the same exception
in the case of their own subjects. Scholars may want to express the same qualifications
about a geographer who writes on constitutions, ethnology, penal codes and even
rape. But they would miss the point. Ten years of traveling, looking, learning,
writing and talking have produced in Mr. Munger an expert generalist. He has
much of Africa, and certainly South Africa, in his veins and in his pores. His has
been a systemic as well as a cerebral education.
For the United States the appearance of a growing number of men with this
systemic, visceral, pervasive understanding of other lands and peoples is a superb
enrichment. It means that Americans are less prone to fashion their opinions out
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of theoretical deductions from their own history. This bad habit explains much of
the naive or clumsy handling of America's foreign policy. A position based on
American political thought does, of course, lead to more sympathy for Julius
Nyerere than for Verwoerd. But the new generation of scholars like Edwin
Munger make it possible for American public opinion to understand that Mr.
Verwoerd is a man involved in one of the most difficult problems of modern history.
If one, indeed, accepts Mr. Verwoerd's assumptions, which I cannot, then Mr.
Verwoerd becomes a very logical man, acting according to principle, and in a
spirit of great courage.
One of the saddest paradoxes about Africa is that it needs literally millions of
fresh highly skilled experts. But the clash of grinding racial antagonisms may be
leading to the expulsion of nearly four million people already in Africa who have
many of the skills that Africa must have in order to prosper. Maybe the dams have
already burst, and the destroying floods are inexorably on their way. Mr. Verwoerd
is certainly in their path. But meanwhile it is valuable to read the understanding
and thoughtful things Mr. Munger has to say about Germans and Afrikaners,
Jews and Indians, black men and colored men. He knows that if there is hope in
South Africa it must come from Afrikaner liberals, although here I myself would
wish that he had more to say of the now lonely, and courageous and generously
minded English liberals. It is always a little harder to see the virtues of a people
whose language is the same as your own. There is a special bias towards people
whose tongue you have arduously learned to speak.
All this will be written again, later on, in fuller knowledge, maybe not through a
haze of tears or after the atomic dust has settled upon a broken world. If the fates
are very kind, this may be written again by men free of the angers that now rack
Africa. That Mr. Munger has written so fully, so variously means that the final and
more definitive story will be better and more fairly told.
c. W. de Kiewiet
President,
The University of Rochester
Rochester 20, N.Y.
July 17,)916
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Publisher's Notes
We take this opportunity of thanking the American Universities Field Staff
Organisation for their permission to publish forty-nine of Prof. Edwin S" Munger's
African Field Reports in book-form"
Our thanks are also due to Mr. C. W" de Kiewiet, President of the University of
Rochester for his kind co-operation in writing the important introduction to this
book.
Your attention is drawn to the fact that the reproduction and printing of the book
has been done by Photo-Lithography. The variations in type-faces which will be
noticed throughout this publication are due to the original reports having been
typed on different typewriters"
The Publisher
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Biographical Note
In September, 1961, the writer of these reports assumed the post of Professor of
Geography at the California Institute of Technology. He was previously associated
with the American Universities Field Staff from the time of the first AUFS tour of
constituent American universities in 1951. Concurrently, he was a member of the
Department of Geography of the Universi!y of Chicago until he resigned as Research
Associate (Associate Professor), in 1961. Previously, he was a Fellow of the Institute
of Current World Affairs, visiting Africa twice under its auspices, and, in 1949, had
been awarded the first Fulbright scholarship in Africa, at Makerere College in
Uganda. Professor Munger first visited West and Central Africa in 1947~ in con-
nection with a thesis on Liberia, and has spent most of his time in Africa since then,
making bi-annual visits to the United States to lecture on African Affairs. He was
Chairman of the Ford Foundation's African Universities Program of assistance to
emergent African Institutions from its inception in 1957 to 1961. He is a former
trustee of the African-American Institute and has served as a member of the board
of the private United States-South African Leader Exchange Program since its
foundation.
In his African studies, Dr. Munger has visited every territory and major off-lying
island of Africa and has repeatedly lived in West, East, Central and Southern
Africa. He has written for the Encyclopedia Britannica, Foreign Affairs, Geogra-
phical Review, West Africa, Zaire, Economic Geography, Forum, Current History,
etc. He is the African consultant of the Denoyer Geppert Map Company and often
speaks on African affairs on the radio and television in America and abroad.
Professor Munger is 39, the son of Royal F. Munger, the late Financial Editor of
the Chicago Daily News and grew up in La Grange, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago.
He was an undergraduate and graduate student at the University of Chicago, which
awarded him the Ph.D. in 1951. In his twelve years of African studies Prof. Munger
has built up a very fine Africana library. With all his travelling across Africa he was
in a position to purchase many rare items. His Africana library is one of the be~t
private collections in the United States.
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GHANA'S FINANCE MINISTER:
KOMLA AGBELI GBEDEMAH
A Study of a Remarkable African
Personality; his Problems;
and his Policies
A Report by Edwin S. MWlger
K. A. Gbedemah
Accra
February 26, 1959
In a widely publicized incident two years
ago an important African leader was refused a
glass of orange juice in a Delaware restaurant.
President Eisenhower later apologized to Ghana's
Finance Minister K. A. Gbedemah personally at
a White House breakfast.
Gbede:mah (pronounced without the G) had
been forewarned of the restaurant's policy by two
Copyright © 1959 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
GHANA
cational
He has
to send
drain.
As a shrewd pu' ""'...
has few
civil service
....... ,......'....... with a almost
pe:ra~m.eIJlt he also has a capacity for 1"1"I,n"'''''110'1"I
acumen gained as a businessman.
Gbedemah needs all his resources to cope with
Ghana vs economic
2
American driving with him. and so,
contrary to newspaper reports, was not shocked
or Nonetheless, his at
the racial discrirn.ination was genuine; but it
never obscured his cool appreciation of the irn.-
the incident made on the American press
and his own reputation in Ghana. He is intrigued
the for rights in America and
would relish an active part in it.
KomIa Gbedemah is the Min-
ister in Kwame Nkrumah I s Cabinet and most
to becorne Prim.e Minister if Nkrurnah
becomes President of a of Ghana.
Gbedemah lacks the of high status in
West Africa since he has neither traditional
aUl1:Il.OITtV nor a university degree. But edu-
'P-P'Ol.ntmen.ts have been his .........,..........,.II...u.~
<;;lg:,,'.r""' .... ~,n in the face of hard luck
"ten men down the
The first of a multitude of problems
Gbedemah must solve is Ghana I s unfavorable
trade balance. The deficit of 1 million
or:~t:""!d to *,,14.4 million in 1957.
costs continued to rise faster than exports into
1958. Recurrent costs built into the budget by
new social services and the expanding physical
have moved steadily upward.
Gbedemah is also with the need
for diversification. In Kwame Nkrurnah
"""....."..,"" ...1/""'"r! the view that "when a country is com-
on one crop g.» cocoa) for a
3market, the government of that country is incompetent
to assume economic responsibility for it. "
In recent years over one million dollars have been spent by Ghana
and investors and governments to study economic development
and trade in Ghana. It may surpass Israel as the most in-
studied new nation. Minister Gbedemah has personally created much
of this interest in Ghana. Ahnost all who have met him during his visits to
North America, and Asia, have been favorably impres sed. Con-
servative businessmen (and charlatans) have come to Ghana from Germany,
America, Egypt, Czechoslovakia, Holland, Italy,
Great Britain, and elsewhere to "have a look, II which consists primarily of
Il.GJ"""'"....u.J5 with the Ministers and knowledgeable civil servants. A
stream of has flooded govermnent offices. The new govern-
:rnt::u.!>"!!Jl..u....CiloJ'.......... U Ambas sador Hotel, far from being too large as some feared,
cannot accommodate the heavy flow of trade missions and private business-
men. Both the of the of Ghana and a member of the
EconomiCS believe that one of the greatest economic needs in Ghana
is a cessation of investors who don't invest, to let such men as
Minister Gbedemah get on with what is known can be done. Ghana has had
more nibbles and fewer bites than a novice and has found the
process
In 1957 Ghana attracted only a few thousand of fresh
whereas Nigeria drew including oil company invest-
ment. 1 The few investors who have come to Ghana have not all had
One American grabbed the bait of large without looking
for the barbs and is now trying to salvage half his capitaL Another group,
from the eastern into a small scheme to haul fresh
fish in a refrigerated truck from the coast to the protein-deficient interior.
half of the capital was reportedly contributed American Negroes.)
Failure came on fronts. The preference of up-country consumers for
dried fish remained. Also, worried African traders used political influence
to threaten legislation that would bar the truck from the roads •
......... 'VIlJ of Ghanaian private enterprise is slow and severely
limited by the lack of local capital for large projects. Direct investrn.ent
the government has produced (a tile factory clos ed) or has tied up
too much capital in relation to the benefits. The 1..309,000,000 Volta River
project to produce electricity and alUJ::Q.inium has overshadowed other devel-
VIJ'.1J.J.\CJlJLII. projects. Nkrumah's visit to the White House stimulated a new
sector a as
23, 1959, as in a cable from the Federal Ministry of Fi-
nancee The official Ghana figure is not yet available for publication.
4survey by a Kaiser team.; yet the Volta flows on, well studied but unda:m.Ined..2
The bitter truth is that Ghana is as dependent on cocoa as it was a decade ago ..
The lack of investment in Ghana can be looked at in at least two ways ..
Gbedem.ah supports the view that it takes time to launch new schemes in
undeveloped countries and, while m.any plans are in process, a little delay
before the big rush of growth is to be expected.. A second possibility is that
certain factors in the Ghana situation are blocking investment. Evidence
for this lies in the nurn.ber of firm.s who have looked carefully and then with-
drawn.
Here are suggested answers to som.e of the questions an Arn.erican
investor might well ask himself about Ghana:
(1) What is the future political situation in Ghana and in West
Africa? It is reasonably encouraging; however, a volatile transi...
tion period holds dangers ..
(2) What is the skilled labor supply? There isn It much skilled
labor ..
Will the governrn.ent allow the immigration of skilled for-
eigners? Yes j the governrn.ent is definitely sYmpathetic toward
an investor who brings in his skilled workrn.en, as long as he will
also train Ghanaians.
Will the governrn.ent insist in the future on such a rapid
Africanization program. that company operations are hampered?
Gbedemah says no. A few foreign firm.s are featherbedding to
m.ake it seem. they are Africanizing faster than actually is the
case. The com.petition for potential African m.anagerial talent
is fierce. The govermnent pays high salaries, absorbs most
college graduates and binds many of them. by educational contracts
for five years. Gbedemah favors more graduates entering busi-
ness instead of the civil service. A Mobil Oil Ghana, Ltd...
sponsored program in- business adm.inistration at the University
of Ghana j has been set up by Dean John Fox of the Harvard Grad...
uate of Business Administration, to train competent per-
sonnel.
What is the supply of s em.iskilled labor? This is Ghana t 13
labor surplus. Thousands of primary-school graduates scorn
unskilled work, yet cannot find white-collar emplOYment. Serious
Z The development of the project since it was first :mooted in 1924, is
William A. Hance in African Economic Developm.ent,
Council on Relations); New Yo rk, 1958 ..
5unemployment exists for such Ghanaians.
(6) What is the supply and reliability of unskilled labor?
Unskilled labor is available. Much of it is migratory from
the French territories. ,No legislation against migrant workers
at the unskilled level is anticipated.
Will the Trade Union Congress cause crippling difficul-
ties? The promise of the T. U. C. leaders is no. The Secretary-
General of the T. U. C •• John K. Tettegah. has announced that:
liThe workers of Ghana will place no obstacles in the way of
either local or foreign investors wishing to contribute to the
economy of Ghana. Contrary to this accusation which has been
levelled in some quarters» the Labour Movement as a whole is
prepared to go out of its way to encourage foreign capital to
industries and other enterprises in this country. "
The union movement is actually so closely allied with
'POIJ.~l':lC.li:Ii that labor peace or problems depend as much on the
relations with the government, as on his own labor
In its present mood, the government would not toler-
ate crippling strikes against a friendly foreign concern.
Will bribery and corrupt practices absorb too great a
of the profits? Under Nkrmnah's leadership, the
'DroSl!:ov'eI~mnE~ntpress continues to attack corruption. Two for-
businessmen who offered large sums to influential Ghana-
ians were deported. Foreign liussinessmen now give more
than formerly. and the favors received have also increased.
Will profits and capital be allowed ready repatriation?
This depends on the investment, but the general answer is yes.
The business community has confidence that the fiscal policies
of Minister Gbedemah will protect them from runaway inflation.
( In what areas is private investment allowed? Prime
Minister Nkrumah gave some indication on September 3, 1958.
when he outlined three categories of enterprise. The first is
reserved exclusively to the Ghana government and includes
broadcasting, railways, atomic en~rgy, etc. A measure of
government participation is compulsory in the second category,
in which the most significant item is the production of alcohol.
The final group of enterprises (falling outside of categories one
is open to private investors provided they recognize.
train Ghanaians» and (c) develop the useo! local
resources where possible.
6(II) Is there an investm.ent opportunity yielding a return
cornrnensurate with the risk? This appears as the greatest
drawback to investrnent. Ghana's wealth is agricultural and
so are the best investm.ent prospects e In a 1953 report, Pro-
fes sor Arthur Lewis recomrnended a fivefold increase in
expenditures on agriculture. It is not easy to ernploy private
foreign capital in this field. But opportunities do exist in
Ghana. The Rockefeller Brothers Fund has begun a most
prornising scherne to act as a catalyst for American invest..
rnent in sound projects
EXPENDITURES
Ghana's need for diversified investrnent was stressed in Gbedernah's
last budget speech when he pointed to the danger of dependence on cocoa.
The price of cocoa has soared to over *.a400 a ton and plu:m:meted to under
170 in recent years. Ghana's second Five-Year Developrnent Plan was
postponed because of the rnajor break in world prices» and econornic
growth in the private sector has suffered. Ghana estimates 1958..59 pro..
duction at 237,000 tons ....up from. 195» 000 but not likely to rnuch
greater total revenue.
Cocoa farmers are partially protected froIn the wide in
world prices by the Cocoa Marketing Board which atteInpts to create a
cushion in good tiInes to carryover in bad. But a Inernber of the board
cornplained bitterly to Ine that the government is taking Inore and Inore
of the profits between the board I s low internal buying price and the world
selling price. He feels the stabilization fund is threatened and will not
protect the farIners in a long slurn.p. This financing of a large part of the
country's development by underpaying one section of the country for the
product it exports has had and will have political repercussions.
Gbedernah has sought world stabilization an agreernent
and consurn.ers. The consurn.ing countries have not and
the Minister has faint will while the world cocoa shortage exists.
__._""._~ speech, Gbedernah forecast a decline in revenue
An era of cutting valuable
Scientific planting can sustain to 40 per
export rate.
In his
for Ghana's second best !p>vn.n,,..i!"
on land is
cent of the
V ....U..... .lUlA.jl;:. countries!, would
At the
.l.VJl.,c;..u.~a..Il.Jl."'.I:ll'" is a
expansion. have been the
The establishment of an Accra
7Diamond Market for African "winners " who search for diamonds
in an operation similar to placer mining) has been a constructive government
move in a field where lack of enforced regulations can chaos.
Gbedemah is proud that a of the funds for
L 000 in 1957/58 year--was on infrastructure and social
services. This has yet to produce revenue for the government j although
Gbedemah expresses a convincing confidence that the for roads j
etc. j will payoff. But Ghana has neared the limit
of such Government investments are now required to yield a
Irlore immediate return in order to start a flow of money for reinvestment.
Gbedemahis conservative business sense has contributed to the con..
solidation of some of the hastily conceived investments of the
Gbedemah j the is aware of national
in such as Ghana and t~e Black Star Line j which
are in association with BOAC and Israel
Taxation is an investment factor not mentioned. In his
la.st Gbedemah reduced the company incoIne tax of nine in
the 20 (one of the tax rates in Africa and modelled on
that of the U. K. ) to eight for ""' .....a...q ..a.....J.
and flat if are reinvested in Ghana. This
still discouraged by the 40 per cent tax on profits j no
or how great the need for capital to
of Finance on the recotnmendation of a United Nations
The Minister of Finance addresses
the House from the "box. "
8tax expert has now arranged a tax holiday for the first two years for s:mall
co:mpanies and lower rates all around.
A tobacco factory was among the first to take advantage of tax
dianges. Profits on locally manufactured cigarettes have been so great
that the company voluntarily offered to pay taxes before legally required
to do so. Gbedemah laughed when I :mentioned this to hi:m: III'm losing
revenue steadily on imported cigarettes that aren't selling. If Pioneer
has that much money, I'll have to look into their whole profit picture. II
Gbedemah took the courageous political st~p of increasing the tax
on individual incomes to make up the loss of company tax revenue. A new
tax of 1 per cent on inco:mes of *..600. was estimated to produce l...35, 000
in new revenue. In addition, rates for existing taxpayers were boosted
25 per cent. In his determination to budget a surplus, the Minister raised
the already high gasoline tax on the grounds that most cars in Ghana are
now driven for pleasure.
A small stir was created by the provision to exempt raw materials
from customs if they are used in local :manufacture. The effect is unlikely
to be great. The home market is limited and costs of exporting a product
manufactured from raw materials that have borne the cost of transport to
Ghana, are likely to be high. Ghana lacks the special skills or low wages
to make re-export feasible.
Gbede:mah is moving slowly but steadily toward modifying Ghana's
financial ties with Britain. Ghana has issued its own currency replacing
that of British West Africa. Gbedemah instructed the Crown Agents in
London not to tie up any more of Ghana's reserves in long-term British
government loans. He looks forward to investing a part of the country's
reserves in Europe and America. A s:mall gold reserve is to be accumu-
lated in Ghana itself. Meanwhile there is pressure in Ghana for :more
dollar imports based on the surplus of dollars Ghana contributes to the
sterling bloc.
Gbedemah .favors .legislation to protect African consumers from
excessive interest charges on credit purchases. He wants Africans to take
a bigger investment role, and is working on a plan to offer the public shares
in government industries. (Nigeria has already offered to Nigerians
$5,000,000 worth of shares in a cement factory at Nkalagu.)
EUROPEAN SIX NATION COMMON MARKET
Ghana, as an independent nation, is not a:mong the African areas
included within the new European economic grouping. Ghana's relationship
with is further determined by Ghanaian-British financial ties. At
9the United Nations Economic Conference in Addis Ababa in January, the
African politicians were notably reluctant to associate themselves with
European economic schemes. Gbedemahdid not attend the conference
(probably because Nkrurn.ah was absent in India) but the Ghana delegates
were instructed to beware of involvement.
In Abidjan, I found Ivory Coast politicians almost gloating about
their country's advantage over Ghana inside the six-nation market. Ghana
may have real difficulties in exporting to this area when he r African neigh-
bors offer the same products. For example, Ivory Coast cocoa has a 9 per
cent tariff advantage over Ghana in .exports to Holland and West Germany.
However, the West German Ambassador in Accra, Carl Stein, speaks con-
fidently of Ghana's maintaining the German market. He believes an accus-
tomed taste for Ghana cocoa will help; if not, he suggests West Germany
will seek a special agreement with France and other partners to assist
Ghana. Ghana exports, without established markets, are more severely
threatened by tariff changes.
The problem of exports may not be the greatest difficulty created for
Ghana by the Common Market. An excellent German synlposiurn. stresses
the advantages France's five partners have in: channeling their investments
to those parts of West Africa associated with France. 3 The German atti-
tude is (translated), "We have become the apostles of European co-operation
for African investment. II Financial guarantees, tariff advantages, and busi-
ness associations developed through the Common Market, will militate
against German investment in Ghana. This is an additional hurdle for
Gbedern.ah to surmount in his search for investment, and particularly a
diversity of overseas investors •
CABINET IDEOLOGY
Difficulties of attracting private investment have softened many
conditions Ghana politicians once considered attaching to the anticipated
flood of foreign investment. Our checklist did not raise the spectre of
nationalization. The government promises th~t it will not happen. If it
does, the government says fair compensation will be paid.
In theory the government is socialist. The 1958 edition of the
Convention People I s Party Constitution-includes a:rnong its aims "a Welfare
State based upon Socialist principles. II It says, "the Party shall achieve
the Econo:rnic and Social foundation of the Welfare State by stages through
successive Five-Year Pla.ns." Finally, lithe party realizes that the kind
of African Socialism it envisages cannot be reached in one jump, for'
Socialism is a form of social arrangement based upon a high degree of
industrialization and agricultural productivity. II
3 Der Gerneinsarne Markt und Afrika, publication No_ 3 of the Deutsche
Afrika-Gesellschaft, Bonn: 1957.
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Nearly all of Ghanals Cabinet Ministers are formal supporters of
socialism. Nkrumah has long prescribed socialism for the economic ills
of West Africa. But there are some doubts in the Cabinet. A recent draft
of a .policy statement said the gold mines would not be nationalized imme-
diately. Kojo Botsio suggested striking out "immediately" because it was
inaccurate and might scare investors. On his American tour, Nkrumah
carefully played down socialism and played up his receptivity to investment.
Gbedemah supports free enterprise. Nationalization is not in the cards now.
Ghana may preach socialism but it practices capitalism--or is prepared to
do so if the capital will come. Gbedemahis task is to encourage it.
Gbedern.ah stands out in the Cabinet as the man with hardheaded busi-
ness experience. He knows socialist principles. He believes Ghana has
been exploited. If you sit down and talk with hirn., as I have done on various
occasions in the last eight years, you sense his devotion to his country, and
his alrn.ost desperate desire to see it acclairn.ed a success. But he is well
aware of the question rn.arks Ghana raises in the minds of investors. Few
men know their country better than KomIa Gbedemah. His own growth to
maturity mirrors the maturation of Ghana from a colony to a leader of inde-
I-""'~~"'''''''~~''' Africa. Whether or not Gbedemah caps his career by becoming
Prime Minister of Ghana, does not depend on the approbation of foreigners,
be they statesmen or businessmen, but on his position inside Ghana politics.
This is rooted in his association with Kwame Nkrumah, and the organization
of the Convention s Party. Gbedemah and Nkrumah were classmates
at Achimota, an outstanding boarding school. The two heroes of the Ghana-
ian independence struggle followed divergent paths for 20 years after second-
ary school, but their early friendship gave them an essential bond of mutual
confidence.
THE PATH TO SUCCESS
Komla Gbedemah is an Ewe (pronounced Eh-vay). So are many out-
West Africans, including Daniel Chapman, Ghana's Ambassador in
The Ewes have a reputation for hard work, intelligence, and
Tribal loyalty is another strong characteristic. One mil-
have maintained a group identity despite the administrative and
differences among French and British Togolands, and eastern
Ghana.
The Gbedemahs come from the coastal town of Keta near what was
British before the recent unification with Ghana .. Minister Gbede-
mah shares. a sense of tradition and takes great in his ancestors,
one of was a famous warrior. His
lived to be more than 80, an extraordinary age for anyone on the once
malarial and West African coast.
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Large of his father and dom.inate the wall of
Gbedem.ah I s Accra living room.. He says he inherits an individualism. and
of from. his as well as from. his father who
rebelled at the vocation, and ran a.way to seek an education.
Gbedem.ah Senior was his chance in the Brem.en which had
been active in Keta and had the first Ewe grarmnar
....... .......,.,'WJl'i,.~... in 1856. There he com.bined work as a steward for the Germ.ans
to pass the grade, Standard before Deco:ml.ng
Komla Gbedem.ah has a deep for Gerrn.an "' ...<l:ll....,.&..u.JU~
was, of course, Germ.an until 1914. Gbedem.ah gives great credit to the
t.bJOr,ougnne:ss with which Germ.ans taught the Ewes to with their hands.
He cites the skill handed down from. Ewe father to son in such trades as
...".."",..,.,.,...,..,u· and m.asonry. West Germ.any was the first Gbedem.ah
and he has since developed close ties with Germ.an business-
m.en. He was when the West German Governm.ent last
that it would build a technical institute in Ghana to rais e the level of
technical engineering and craft skills.
Gbedemah Senior his education at
Coast in the Gold Coast. In 1903 he work in and became
.......~~''''~~ pharmacist in 1907. Two years later he went horne to Keta
.... &>,." .....,..,&>n to Nigeria with a the daughter of a catechist.
Komla Agbeli Gbedemah was born in
1912. His first name sim.ply means was born on
com.m.on practice in West Africa. In for example, the s
nam.e is Kwabena.) Gbedemah's second nam.e means cassava. It is the
answer to an Ewe riddle: Ele do me ke xexi is in the hole with an open
wnbrella ? )
Komla was three years old when his parents returned to Keta to live.
He grew up in a happy, carefree, yet disciplined atmosphere. In 1919
Gbedemah Senior left his family in Keta and began working as a factor for
the Anglo-Guinea Produce Company in the heart of the cocoa district. Kom.la
lived- with his mother and elder and continued his schooling at the
Bremen Mission. YOlUlg Gbedemah was a slim, bright, energetic of
ten when he caught the eye of a maternal uncle who taught in Accra. Komla
studied in the Government Boys I School in Accra for two before enter-
Adisadel grammar school in Cape Coast.
vacations, Gbedemah would live with his father. Their rela-
close. father not often the in
the African family that he is to an American Gbedern.ah's rel~tions
with his own are much m.ore on the American I deduce
from his com.rnents that there was som.ething in his childhood that
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he would like his offspring, to enjoy.) Gbedemah remembers rising to begin
the housework at 6;00 a. m., and often finding his father had already left to
begin the day's work with the cocoa farmers, not to return until dusk.
After four years of stimulation and study at Adisadel School, sixteen-
year-old Gbedemah and his ablest fellow students took the Cambridge Junior
Examination. One half of the 22 students failed. KomIa not only passed,
he a.lso distinguished hirnself in mathematics. Then the price of cocoa fell
and many growers were unable to pay their debts. Though he had no money
to finance further schooling, his father encouraged Gbedemah to apply for
the King Edward VII Scholarship at Achirnota. He won the scholarship and
continued his schooling in the top class, which had'been winnowed down to
three boys. He made an outstanding impression on his teachers, including
the famed African educator, Aggrey. It was at this time that he found
among his schoolmates a young lad from Nzima (at the opposite end of the
coast from Keta), Kwame Nkrurnah. Life kept improving for the eager
young student when he passed "school certificate" in 1930 with exemption
from the London matriculation or university entrance examination.
Aggrey House at Achimota in 1930. Gbedemah
is at extreme left of the second row and
Nkrurnah at the extreme right of the saIne row.
DZ') GBE ENYE LITSA..QBALE
(LUCK CHANGES LIKE A CHAMELEON'S SKIN)
After the two succes sful years at AchiInota J Gbedemah entered a
long stretch of twenty years during which his great promise and numerous
minor achievements never quite culminated in the career breakthrough his
ability suggested. Gbedemah was a hard plugger J in comparison with his
friend Nkrurnah, who alternated between flashes of brilliance and a moody
moros enes s over setbacks.
Gbedemah hopefully began his studies as the first advanced science
student at Achinlota in 1931. Achirnota1s reputation as a superior school
was to corne later. At this stage, the teaching and coursework were dis-
organized. Precious time was wasted without proper as sigmnents. Gbede-
rnah began studying biology.. After nine :months, the school authorities
decided that the staff was not equal to the teaching task. Gbedemah was
switched to physics, che:mistrYJ and mathematics. A member of the staff
at the time has told:me that Gbedernah's later failure to pass his examina-
tion was no discredit to the young bOYJ but a black rnark against Achimota.
Gbedernah formed one of his closest friendships with a British instructor
at AchirnotaJ a relationship which continues to this day by correspondence
between Carnbridge and Accra. This friendship helps to explain why Gbede-
mah is not a racist. Even in his bitterest moments of criticizing Europeans
in Ghana, he allowed for at least that one exception: the man who had drawn
outJ understood, and encouraged a young African boy in the face of dis ..
a pPOintm.ent.
GbedelIlah was pro::mised several scholarships for study in the United
Kingdorn. One was actually awardedJ but sornehow the rnoney was not forth-
corning. He wanted to be a doctor, and speculates that if he had gone on the
promis.ed scholarships he would now be a Senior Medical Officer with civil
service restrictions on political activity.
With his schoolwork ended by failure, and glowing promises of help
accomplishing nothing, Gbedemah sought ernployment. His father felt he
could not pay all the fees owing to Achimota. The institution retaliated by
refusing to give their brilliantly promising student of a few years before--
whose educational qualifications were then excellent for the country--even
a bare testimonial to show an employer. Added to the exaxnination failure,
this was a heavy blow in prestige-conscious West Africa.
The world depression gripped the Gold Coast like an octopus. Em-
ployment was almost impossible with the best credentials. Gbedemah lived
from hand to mouth with the of the fine African tradition of extended
family responsibility. The floundering young man2 realizing the handicap
of academic failure and unable to find adequate work, made another try at
the science examination in 1934. Another failure. Gbedemah's bitter
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Gbedemah in 1931 at the age of a student at Achirnota School. He
is a blazer with the shield of Aggrey House on it. The shield
consists of black and white piano keys, both of which must be
to nrn.."tr
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-was intensified by his conviction that he could succeed. A
of his father found Gbedemah a teaching post in a new secondary
schoo10 (Teaching is still a co:mm.on occupation for young men who fail
their exam.inationse )
JI-III.JLI.U..U'l;;; for mathematics and the new teacher
in rural The years of town life had held
and excitement. Gbedemah gave up and headed
without a school he could
tn'\ril"n <I'''1'1\T at an As an alternative he took
into business for him.self. He didnit make much of a
..."""if"'... ,........ was the of and he did all the work
and identified a prol1ta,0.1
K11'"(Y"""' ...... sugar in wholesale qu.aIlLt11~le:s
manufactured IiAshanti II and "Korle Bu Dzeke. Ii
The latter is a hard that takes its name from
of Accra. For too poor to afford bus from Korle Bu to central
Gbedemah a to last the hike.
Accra market women their candies in small To reach
Gbedemah .if"'Q.\\........ 'C .... his in a battered suitcase and
1">.... ,.............-.....1"> with the women traders. His
Gbedemah says his was better and lower than
that of his The first he
achievement in those The young <!"'1'1\iI""I",lPn"l"<!"'1'1\/I>''11
and three years he had a
.... u........"'.....u.~ and a staff of six.
Before Gbedemah could become 2 in the Ewe a likesin:>
the of cocoa Mounds of cocoa were burned.
suffered a severe economic sion. Candy became a to
the m.an in the street. Gbedemah reduced his staff to two and
To make ends meet, he went back to teaching as Science Master at Accra
The start of war in 1939 was the final blow. The drain on
"" ......... if"'J..........,JF, resulted in a sugar shortage and the end of candym.aking
TO BUSINESS
Ewe Gbedemah had lived in the Ga area of Accra a long time. It
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was no surprise in 1941 when he married a Ga girl, Miss Adelaide Plange,
the daughter of the district postmaster. This cross-cultural marriage
created a few difficulties when Gbedemah wanted support back home in Keta,
but on the other hand it was to help his politicking with the Ga people.
In 1942, when politics were damped down by the war, Dr. J. B.
Danquah, the doyen of Gold Coast politics, organized a symposium. on na-
tional issues" Seven prominent men were secured as speakers. In search-
ing for the eighth, Dr. Danquah decided to take a chance on young Gbedemah,
who had shown flashes of ability on the periphery of politics. Gbedemahis
speech on the future of West Africa, in which he showed a thorough grasp
of political develop:ments over the last twenty years, impressed the audience,
especially coming from the youngest of the speakers.
(Silver-haired Danquah is now officially retired from politics, but
remains close to the Opposition party. He speaks with obvious pride of
picking Gbedernah as a comer, although he remains uncompromisingly
opposed to the Convention People I s Party with which Gbedemah is aligned. )
Gbedemahls heart was not in teaching. The war had closed his busi-
neB s but it provided the opportunity for a start in local construction. Al-
though he continued teaching, he poured his energies into buying and selling
timber. He established agents in Swedru, Asan Kungwa, Akwatia, Suhum.,
Kade, and other small towns. His success multiplied when America
entered the war in 1941. Short-range fighter planes were shipped from
the United States by sea to Takoradi Harbor in the Gold Coast, assembled,
and then flown in stages to the battle raging in the Middle East. The Amer-
icans needed all kinds of local supplies. They found Gbedemah a shrewd
but fair man who could be depended on to keep his word. His busines s
prospered so well that he left teaching in 1943 to put in an 18-hour day
m.anaging on many fronts. One day he would be in the forest watching a
gang cutting trees; the next, perspiring in the burning sun, he would be
directing the loading of a truck of sand; the third might find him. checking
the of chickens to satisfy an American purchasing officer. The busi-
ness finally involved 47 employees. Many other Africans prospered through
their association with Gb.edem.ah"
The war boom pas sed swiftly in West Africa. When the invasion of
began, the Gold Coast was already a backwash. Gbedemah had made
a success of a second business, but for a second time, success folded under
him. This tim.e a com.plete change was not required. He shifted to building
contracting for individuals and a transport service. Gbedemah
sensed the mobility of the country and the higher cash incomes.
He started a passenger bus line with the traditional "Marnm.y Wagons" " as
Ghanaians call the open..;sided trucks with benches for passengers and color-
ful over the-cab such as "The Yankees Will Win~ II "Donlt
Die "Praise the Lord. "
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POLITICS BEGIN IN EARNEST
Although Gbedemah appeared well set as a prospering busmessm.an
with a growing family, he was yet to find his metier. His father was am.ong
those who talked of independence and criticized the governm.ent. But the
political temperature was still to rise for some years in the Gold Coast be-
fore politics caught the stable businessD:lan Gbedemah in its feverish grasp"
In 1948, the Gold Coast was like a ripe coconut, ready to fall on the
of a British Governor and officials who were unaware that the postwar
country they ruled was a different world from the Gold Coast of 1939. Afri-
can troops had served creditably as far away as Burma, and had becom.e
used to higher standards of living"
Educated Africans, led by Dr" Danquah, had spent six years in frus-
trated waiting for the day when they could press their political demands with-
out being accused of wartime treason. Finally, as was pointed out by a
British Com..rn.ission of Inquiry, the~e was the "failure of the govermnent to
realize that, with the spread of liberal ideas, increasing literacy, and a
closer contact with political developments in other parts of the world, the
star of rule through the chiefs was on the wane. "
Against this political background, was a deep popular discontent
with the cost of living. From the m.iddle of 1939 to early 1948, the cost of
some im.portant staple items rose as follows in dollar prices:
Dutch textile prints
Drill cloth from UK and Germ.any
.AnlE~rican flour
Enamel basins s Japanese ... Belgian
Indian shirting material
1939
$3.40
1.65
3 ..00
.70
.99
1948
$ 9..60
5 .. 70
10 ..50
6 ..40
4 ..45
The Gold Coast public did not accept these price increases passively
and accused the Syrian merchants, the large European trading companies,
and the Govermnent's price controls for the hard squeeze on their slender
incomes. A successful boycott was organized. The hostile anti ...Govermnent
press fanned the flames of every grievances while the administration seemed
content to govern from on highs in the same fashion the "model colony" had
always been governed. Here and there an African appointm.ent was made ...
Dr. Busia (present Opposition leader) as a District Officer, for example ...
but the public had little or no faith in the Govermnent1s desultorily announced
good intentions. The economic heat was concentrated by the political prism..
In the Ewe proverb: Ko edzia ada (want gave birth to rage).
These pressures exploded into violence when a hostile crowd pi
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African ex-servicemen marching to present a petition to the governrn.ent
clashed with the Gold Coast police. The ex-servicemen abandoned their
permitted route and procedure, degenerated into a mob, and attacked the
police with stones, alrn.ost overrunning them. The police finally opened
fire$ killing and wounding a handful of their assailants.
The United Gold Coast Convention Party, led by Dr. Danquah and
Kwam.e Nkrum.ah, was charged with arranging the disturbance to coincide
with looting in downtown Accra. The crucial questi-on was whether the loot-
broke out before or after the rioting near Christiansborg Castle on the
outskirts of Accra.
Gbedernah now entered politics as an innocent observer. A municipal
bus, the departure time of which could be precisely determined as 2:45 p. m. ,
left the downtown terminal and passed through the looted section of Accra at
3:00 p. m. Gbedemah.was on that bus, as he was every Saturday afternoon,
en route to deliver a sermon as a lay Seventh Day Adventist preacher.
Eighty-one witnesses appeared before the investigating commission. Gbede-
mah testified that not only had the looting not started at the time of the shoot-
but also that practically no one was in evidence on that quiet Saturday
afternoon. In fact, Gbedemah had no knowledge of the event until 5: 00 p. m.
Witness Gbedemah became closely involved with the accused politicians,
whose planning and ambitions caught his imagination. He now says, "From
then on I knew the struggle was going to be a desperate one, and one in which
my services would be needed. II
Gbedemah came to the m.ovement well after it was under way. But
once a politician, he blazed with the intensity of the Gold Coast sun. Within
six months, he had sold his business. On September 3, 1948, he joined
Nkrurn.ah, Botsio, and C. K. A:m.egbe in starting the Convention People's
newspaper, the Evening News. Three days later, Nkrurn.ah went on
a five-week holiday to the Ivory Coast, while Gbedemah and Botsio began
building up the infant publication. In six months, it reached daily circulation
of 15, although its finances were precarious.
The atmosphere grew steadily more tense. Today, Gbede-
mah shares in the warmth of relations between Britain and Ghana. But he
was a bitter man at that political stage and has not forgotten it. His face
flushes when he recites stories of "beatings and intimidation of 0 ur C. P. P.
followers. II The government radio called the C. P. P. "a subversive organ-
ization without any real support of the people. II In a conversation with me,
Gbedemah recalled IIthings I witnessed with my own eyes and will never
II He showed me pictures of British policemen with truncheons
beating up Africans, and said he is saving them for his own
when he writes it.
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Thirteen months after he entered politics, Editor Gbedemah of the
was sentenced to six in for printing a false
=..;:...;:.;;.;..;......,l;iil:-:----
T?,.U;'TlolOl and armored cars had landed in the Gold Coast. Gbede-
maintains to this day that believed he was the truth.
A familiar historical pattern was unchanged: made Gbede:rn.ah
a national hero. Kwame Nkrum.ah sat down and wrote for the editorial page
of Evening News: "In the struggle for Liberation of our Fatherland,
KomIa Agbeli Gbedemah has followed the imperishable footsteps of re-
nowned martyrs for their countires I freedom. II Nkrum.ah invoked Church-
ill's toil, tears, and sweat" speech, and the defiant prose of
Garibaldi. He continued: "The colonial struggle is not a bed of roses,
and takes people who are strong in will and love their country--
Gbedemah.... II Concluding with a characteristically Biblical touch,
Nkrumah wrote, "Agbeli has marched to Calvary, but the day of resur-
rection, yea the day of redemption for Ghana approacheth. Long Live
..n.~~""'~~~ Gbedemah. Long Live C. P. P. Long Live the Ghana that is to be. "
When Gbedemah came out of James Fort Prison, the political situa-
tion was even hotter, so hot in fact that his release came as Party leader
Nkrumah was sent to prison. On his way from court to the prison van,
Chairman Nkrurn.ah is alleged to have said to Vice-Chairman Gbedemah:
"KomIa, you are out; we are going inside. Everything now depends on
you. II
IN CHARGE
The Convention People I s Party was a mas s movement with a tre-
mendous following, little money, strong leaders (many in and was in
need to show some concrete succes s. Nkrurn.ah could not have
had a better lieutenant. Gbedern.ah's irn.prisonm.ent had not weakened his
He went to the Corn.rn.is sioner of Police and dem.anded that a ban
be rem.oved if the Government really wanted a fair political
Gbedernah won his point. He rapidly acquired political acumen
o....u... "" .........o for the municipal elections that could break, or might make,
All the time he was loyal to Nkrurn.ah and in irregular contact
notes written on toilet paper and smuggled out by the
son Bankole Timothy, author of an unofficial biography of Nkrurn.ah,
says that it is to Gbedemah1s credit that "during the Nkrurn.ah confinement
he did not seek to take the away from but he did everything
to stabilize the of "
Nkrum.ah testifies in his autobiography4; messages
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from prison, however, Gbedemah managed to keep my name alive in the
minds of the people and encouraged them to carryon their struggle under
his guidance until the day that I would once more be able to lead them. II
One of the early stalwarts later told Professor David Apter, 5 "as soon as
they put Kwame in jail we toured the country with Gbedemah. We went up
and down the land into almost every village, making seven or eight speeches
a day, and covering thousands of miles in a week. With Kwam'e in jail.
Gbedemah was in command and he really organized the party. "
During this hectic period, I often heard Gbedemah at rallies in the
Arena. He was both a logical speaker who marshalled his facts well, and
an impassioned orator. On one occasion, he so in!lamed the crowd of some
three thousand Africans (I was the only non-African) that the man behind me
pounded my shoulders black and blue in friendly enthusiasm.
One hot, sticky Accra morning in December 1950, well into the hot
season. I climbed the backyard concrete steps to the old C. P. P. head-
quarters in Horse Road. to talk with the Acting Chairman of the party.
Gbedemah, in his shirt sleeves, suggested that I take off my jacket. While
he dealt with a messenger, I looked at the books on his desk: James Burn-
ham's Managerial Revolution,the Koran in English, Professor Sidney Hook's
Hegel to Marx, and Quintin Hoggls The Purpose of Parliament. (In 1958 his
shelves had such books as A History of Banking in the British Commonwealth. )
In the talk we had, he said that the C. P. P., in looking for friends,
turned first of all to America, then to India, and then to Britain. He stressed
that the party was not in favor of a break with the Commonwealth. As for the
Soviet Union, "it depends on her attitude. She has never done anything to
us, " he said.
Asked what America could do, Gbedemah spoke of the right kind of
investments and technicians. He said he wanted busines s loans which the
Gold Coast wouldpay back. He complained that for five years--since 1945--
the British had talked about the Volta River scheme. He said, lilts comple-
tion will bring enormous benefits to the Gold Coast. With American help
most of it could be compl.eted by 1953. We saw what could be done during the
war when American troops were h ere, but the British are still talking about
it. II .
I pointed out the unifying force of the struggle for self-govermnent,
but asked him what would happen when the C. P. P. had achieved independence.
He answered, "Yes, it is easiest to have unity now. But we will work to-
gether even after self-government. "
5 The Gold Coast in Transition by David Apter 0 Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1955.
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Finally, I asked Gbedemah about his country's role as an independent
state with regard to other colonial areas in Africa. He paused a mo:ment,
looked up as if listening to the cacophony in the street below, and co:m:mented;
"Personally, I think we have enough to do here at home. When the 22,000,000
Nigerians [in 1959 the figure is closer to 33,000, OOOJ and the al:most 5,000,000
of us are free, the pressure on the French in Dahomey will be too strong to be
resisted. We have much to do before that ti.:me comes. "
Nowadays, observers often make the point that Minister Gbedemah is
remarkably calm. and confident, poised and polished. But on that perspiring
morning, eight years ago, although Korn.la Gbede:mah had yet to win a single
election victory or make his first trip abroad, he displayed alrn.ost as much
outward self-confidence and savoir-faire as he has today.
NE EL::> DOKUIWO, AMEWO LAL:)WO
(IF YOU LIKE YOURSELF, PEOPLE WILL LIK.E YOU.)
The C. P. P. won Cle Municipal Elections by a crushing 15-1 :margin.
Now Gbede:mah plunged into ca:mpaigning for seats in the legislature with an
organizing passion that rarely overran sound reasoning. Ghana is a country
with a strong Christian tradition and a respect for law and order. The gov-
ernment had branded :many C. P. P. leaders (including Gbede:mah) as crimi-
nals with prison records. How to turn this appa:rent stigma into an asset for
the party? It was Gbedemah who found the technique. I re:me:mber the day
well. After a ten-minute wait in line, I paid my one-shilling ad:mission
charge and joined the swelling crowd at the West End Arena. Loud-speakers
were blaring "Sioux City Sue, " "And the Angels Sing, " and "Deep in the H;eart
of Texas, " while a happy throng of humanity came through the gate. A girl
in her twenties with a red felt hat walked slowly by with an elderly lady in an
old-fashioned silk dress. Beside me, in front of the thatched fence, were
four barefoot :men in loose, flowing kente cloths chatting in Ga. I bought a
packet of Wrigley's PK chewing gum fro:m a s:mall-s:mall boy and shared it
with :my neighbor in an open-necked white shirt and gray slacks. After talk-
ing with more than 40 people in the course of three hours, and :moving through
the stea:ming crowd, I ha'd no doubts that here was a m.ass rnove:ment.
There was great enthusiasm. and shouting as Acting Chairman Ko:mla
Gbede:mah approached the microphone on the wooden stand. He spoke pas-
sionately of "positive action." With a.great show of dignity he awarded
"degrees of political science" to seven "graduates" of "St. Ja:mes University
Prison. II He announced that the proud letters "P. G. If for "Prison Graduate"
were to be placed after their names in recognition of their suffering' and
sacrifice. Gbedemah hhnself wore a Gandhi-style white cap as a distin-
guished "P. G." He didn't speak much about hirn.self, but kept a retinue of
s.peakers in action. They shouted such slogans as: IIWe black people have
the power to triumph over our past handicaps and show the world what we
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can do",; "Anlerican Wall $treet helps Englishm.en keep us in the chains of
poverty"; "SELF-GOVERNMENT NOW"; and "Africa can and will learn from
America how to master the machines of progress. "
It was a good political rally. There was fun and excitement. There
was something to whet the interest of the intellectuals and much to touch the
hearts and unloose the cheers of the illiterate.
Gbedemah himself was moved when a large flock of sea gulls flew
over the rally in perfect "V" formation. It reminded him of Churchill's
"V" for "Victory" and sent him home that night with an almost religious
JLC''''' .....,JUJ>< that the were an omen of success.
Gbedemah's smooth performance that afternoon was typical of the
way he ran the campaign. Recently, discussing the role Ghana might play
in African nationalism in central Africa, I recalled his days as an organizer
of to the established government. Gbedemah I s face broke into a
wide smile, "Ah, but that was years ago. Now I'm on the other side
of the fence. I can see how many mistakes the opposition makes! 1I
The final master stroke of the successful campaign, Gbedemah's
was to have Kwame Nkrumah stand for election, even though
leader was in But where could Nkrumah be sure of elec-
Gbedemah was for Accra where his personal popularity and
...... , ...A.,........... almost certain victory. Gbedemah decided
his "Prison Graduate"
cap, addresses a 1950 in the Arena.
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that he would step down in Accra and place Nkrumah in nomination. In the
midst of running the national campaign, Ewe Gbedemah was compelled to
rush to Keta to launch his own new campaign. He had to build up personal
""..""'.,." ..... '11'.1" in Ewe district, where long absence had weakened associations.
When results of the first national election were announced in the
Accra market place, and the sweeping C. P. P. victory of 34 out of 38 seats,
including Gbedemah'sll became the crowd witnessed a never-to-
sight. The well-built future Finance Minister turned an exult-
ant cartwheel in the dusty road.
From that point» the path to self-government was a fairly straight
one. Convention People's Party, with a triumphant Nkrumah at its
head, moved first to control the Legislative Assembly, then on to final
independence. The one major hitch occurred when the Opposition under
Professor Busia, dem.anded a federal form of government. A campaign
of violence and terror broke out in Ashanti. Britain hesitated and ordered
investigation of the constitutional position. When it looked as
1,..1..I..... u.,I;:, ...... independence negotiations break down, NkrUITlah sent his
trusted lieutenant, Kojo Botsio, and Ko:mla Gbedemah to London. The
between the two men was evident on the plane. Observers say the
men scarcely talked during the Botsio read magazines and Gbedemah
worked on the constitutional papers. British officials emphasize that it was
Gbedemah's hard bargaining, yet consistent and logical argUITlent, that
removed the last stumbling block to independence. Nkrumah and the C. P.P.
have subsequently repealed most of the constitutional safeguards then agreed
on with Britain. The grounds adv~nced in parliamentary debate were that
the C. P. P. leader s had been forced to accept them. During this argument,
Gbedemah looked uncomfortable to me, as he lounged on the blue leather
seats in the House.
GBEDEMAH TODAY
Four sets of seeming opposites throw light on Gbedemah's strengths
and weaknesses., His two greatest assets are a cold, hardworking, efficient
administrative skill on one hand, and a. real flair for drama on the other.
political judgment contrasts with occasionally naive judgment of peo-
pIe. Gbedernah's failure to attend a university is countered by his service
on the University Council. Finally, his long isolation in Ghana and concen-
tration on domestic affairs, is balanced by his newly acquired interest in
world race relations and by his extensive travels of late.
Gbedemah's solid popularity with civil servants is the result of
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'I1"l>.,",h...~""ft' the· best administrative techniques--an uncom.m.on practice in West
. Africa. His staff says he is keenly aware of individual responsibilities,
strengths, and weaknesses. He is often helpful on personal problems. The
hand~h.ake follows promotion as the friendly question follows the birth of a
staff member's baby. Gbedemah works conscientiously. He sweats over
the writing and delivery of his budget speech. In return, his staff burns
expensive Accra electricity in the office and at home when the budget is
due, and is rewarded by Gbedemah
'
s quick appr~ciation. Unlike most of his
colleagues, Gbedem.ah keeps his juniors informed on his thinking. During
a World Bank meeting in Washington, Gbedemah left the Sheration-Park
hotel ahnost evening for a long stroll with his staff to discuss prob-
lem..s at hand.
The final funnel for work in the Ministry of Finance is Permanent
Secretary Miller-Craig. One might expect a touch of jealousy among Afri-
can staff because of Gbedem.a.h i s reliance on Europeans. But the senior
................'..........". civil servant in the Ministry, Mr. Kwame Kateng, who is no syco-
and can be shrewdly critical, is outspoken in his admiration and re-
for Minister Gbedemah. The view among both African and European
civil servants is .that Gbedemah has one of the two best Permanent Secre-
taries in the govermnent. (The other is M. L. Adu in External Affairs. )
Gbedemah sets a high standard for Africans working under him,
and gives time and thought to their training. He is strong for promoting
Gbedema.h helps give a send-o Uto a national lottery. At left,
Director of the Lottery shows him a new poster, and at
right, he congratu1a.testhe first winner of a premium bond.
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Ghanaians--one of his form.er juniorsrtow has ministerial rank--but not at
the price of inefficiency. Both his BritishPennanent Secretary and his Am.er-
ican Negro private secretary, have Gh..anaian wives and are deeplycom.rn.itted
to Ghana. There is a constant and undeJ'standable temptation to politicians
to ask that a West Indian or Englishm..an be declared redundant because a
Ghanaian protege is almost qualified for the job. Gbedernah's approach is
not to ask for favors but to help Ghanaians qualify on merit.
In Washington
Gbedemah is
greeted by
Eugene Black,
head of the
World Bank.
Gbedemah is the best prepared man at Cabinet meetings. Almost
alone among Ghana Ministers, he personally writes out extensive minutes
of the numerous meetings he participates in at home and abroad. He regu-
larly reads the London Times, .Economist, and all Ghanaian papers (three
dailies). Occasionally, he reads The New York Times and whatever articles
his staff feeds to him., including a sprinkling of socialist publications. Most
of his book reading is on world affairs, although he keeps a novel handy for
relaxed moments.
THE DRAMATIST
Quite humanly, Gbedemah enjoys the drama of the barefoot boy from
Keta acting on the world stage. Gbedemah is lion stage" almost all the tim.e
and is conscious of the impression he creates. Some visitors find his self-
consciousness annoying. To me, Gbedemah plays the role so well that it is
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a part of him. It isn't simple conceit. He listens to a story as well as he
tells one. But he does think ahead for effect. His "Prison Graduate" cap
was an inspiration. Again he scored with headgear by wearing the Guinea
national cap, selected by Sekou Toure: when he flew to Conakry to start
the Guinea loan negotiations.
When Eisenhower invited Gbedemah to breakfast, the Ghanaian
minister carried a large suitcase with him on the train from New York to
Washington. His companion questioned the need for the large bag on an
overnight trip. The answer carne when Gbedemah dressed to meet the
President, and put on a magnificently colored kente cloth that delighted
photographers.
In Ghana, Gbedemah was like a tickled schoolboy when he seated
Vice-President Nixon and the chief RUB sian delegate to the inaugural cere-
monies in close proximity at his own dinner table. His boyish charm and
delight in dramatic situations, in contrast with his bespectacled austerity
as Finance Minister, has great appeal. It may account for his attractiveness
to women, for whom he has a sensitivity uncommon in Ghana.
Gbedemah's sense of drama does not distort his sense of form.
Ghanaian Ministers are currently known for making two or three dinner
engagements the same evening and not showing up at any. At diplomatic
gatherings, where a vacant seat might prove embarrassing, the general
practice is to rely on buffets. When Adlai Stevenson was a private dinner
guest in Accra, the host waited later and later for Minister Botsio. The
moment Gbedemah learned the cause for the embarrassment, he called
Botsio's home. In error, Botsio had gone to bed, but he quickly dressed
and went to see Stevenson. Such an incident would be unlikely to occur
to GbedeITlah.
/
JUDGMENT AND NAIVETE
GbedeITlah's level-headed coolness and ability to cut through to the
issue account for ITluch of success with people. But he does sOITletiITles
misjudge. He was aITlong the Ghanaian leaders who were led down the jungle
path in the early days of the C. P. P. governrn.ent by an AInerican cOITlpany
intent on selling the Cabinet on a gigantic building program. The program
turned out to be a technique to sell earth=ITloving equipITlent. The Cabinet
has been taken in on other occasions, but the ITlOuntebanks now find the
going harder. A European businessITlan, who had been accused of cheating
the Liberian government out of thousands of dollars, was summarily de-
ported {roITl Ghana when he used undue financial influence on rneITlbers of
the goverllITlent. In another case, a Ceylonese representative of the emi-
nently respectable CaITlp Bird group in London was and a
high-ranking civil servant dismissed. Gbedemah is one of the best watch
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dogs on shady dealings.
However, he is not infallible on straight financial proposals. He
was a party to giving an honest New York entrepreneur an option on the
Volta River project, although the :man had only the shortest kind of finan-
cial shoestring to tie up the :massive project. While the option was in effect
it delayed the search for Volta :money for several :months and i:rn.posed extra
work on the Ministries concerned.
Gbede:mah has also occasionally :misjudged in personal affairs. He
receives a tre:mendous nu:rn.ber of requests of all kinds. On a typical :morn-
ing, he will dispose of several favor-seekers at ho:me between 7:00 and
7: 30. Ties of tribe and kinship are not easily ignored. Gbede:mah has per-
sonally guaranteed a nu:rn.ber of bank loans. Several of the recipients have
let hi:m down, although he clai:rn.s the total loss is under $1,000. He is
proud that he recovered a bad debt fro:m a for:mer C. P. P. Me:mber of
Parlia:ment after prosecution.
Against losses, Gbede:mah can chalk up the good will of :many of his
Keta constituents. The sa:me is true of his colleagues. Ministerial rank
in Ghana is not an open s,esa:meto a good credit rating. Gbede:mah has ex-
cellent credit and told :me of personal loans to colleagues, including the
Pri:me Minister.
The Ghana Govern:rn.ent is ca:mpaigning against the Ili:rn.perial legacy
of corruption" as a party paper labelled it. The Anglican Bishop in Accra
is not convinced that Britain is entirely to bla:me, but he too has publicly
spoken against corruption in high places. Gbede:mah's reputation is such
that rarely is his na:me involved in the frequent ru:rn.ors of illegal financial
dealings. One of the few allegations against hi:m is interesting because,
like Illost ru:rn.ors, it has a logical basis, and because of Gbede:mah's :method
of countering it. It begins with his love for his eldest son.
Ko:mla Gbede:mah says that his finest invest:ment is in his five chil-
dren. The pattern varies in different Ghanaian societies, but :most father s
do not spend much time with their young children. Gbedernah devotes a
deal of attention to his children considering the :many demands on his
ti:rn.e. In 1953, when his oldest had begun school, Gbede:mah spent an
afternoon showing the lad, with the help of batteries, wires, and a light
bulb, how electricity works. The son now wants to be an electrical
choice to his father! s satisfaction- -and is attending school in
Switzerland.
The Ghana ru:rn.or is that Gbede:mah has deposited a large
surn. of money abroad to for his son's education regardless of what
haplP,en.s in the rough and tu:rn.ble of Ghanaian politics. In the air-conditioned
coolness of his at ho:me, Gbedem.ah showed :me a large, neatly arranged
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three-inch-thick file on his son's schooling. There were letters to and froIn
school officials and Mrs. Pfaendler, a Swiss lady who is keeping an eye 0 n
the son; fortnightly letters beginning "Deal' Dad" and ending IIAuf Wiedersehn";
currency pel'IIlits froIn the Ghana Exchange Control authorities, and even
bank deposit slips. The detail and neatnes s of his personal records gave
GbedeInah·reason to expect a visitor to be iInpressed.
However, one had to sInile inwardly when he said this "proved" he
did not send Inoney abroad for his son's education. I did not doubt his verac-
ity, but SOIneone who kept such careful records would scarcely be so foolish
as to include any evidence of illegal financial transactions if they existed.
It seeIned a little naive of GbedeInah to expect such proof to convince a
visitor who held real doubts.
GbedeInah I S source of incoIne for expensive overseas education is
aboveboard. InvestInent in residential real estate is the typical w.ealth-
producing venture for rising politicians in West Africa. GbedeInah' s
investInents consist of five houses, one renting for a reported $400 a Inonth.
He built theIn with capital froIn busines s days and with an overdraft arranged
by Barclays Bank. GbedeInah sought and obtained a favorable opinion froIn
the Attorney General on the propriety of the loan. GbedeInah told Ine he
regrets the way SOIne leading Ghanaians have abused their credit standing,
and said it is essential that Ministers set a high standard of financial
integrity.
GbedeInah sOInetirn.es errs in overestirn.ating his undoubted ability.
One of the leading IneInbers of the British cOIIlIIlunity in Ghana, a Inan of
stature and Inature judgInent who knows GbedeInah well, told me the Minister
has the "finest intellect of any Ghanaian ll but is subject to the influence of
flattery. His exact expres sion was: "He takes butter well. "
Bill Gordon, Assistant Editor of the Atlanta World, found GbedeInah
"dedicated to his work with a thorough grasp, If but that he is livery status-
conscious and SOInetirn.es too pleased with his position. "
Nearly all the people I interviewed on GbedeInah spoke of his intelli-
gence. The Governor-General, Lord Listowel, said he was " a Inan of real
intellectual ability." An econOInist who likes Gbedemah treInendously,
said: "He has an exceptional ability to pick people and to absorb reports.
He is a good businessInan, which is not the saIne as being a good econoInist.
He knows very little econoInics and doesn't appear to be learning Inore. He
is not sufficiently aware of his lirn.itations in this field. II. If GbedeInah is
occasionally lacking in percipience, he Inakes up for it with good will and
hard work. '
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UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
Despite his sense of dram.a, Gbedem.ah does not concentrate on
showy devices for public approbation. H~ is head of the Ghana Society for
the Blind and does far m.ore than lend his naIlle and prestige. But his larg-
est contribution of energy outside government and the C. P. P. is to the
University College of Ghana.
In a discussion with David William.s, editor of West Africa, Gbede-
Illah once expanded on the great disadvantage it is in West African politics
not to have a degree. The Minister says he is convinced that his intense
desire to redeeIll him.self from. the acadeIllic failures has been his m.aking.
The lack of a degree COIlles up repeatedly. It intensifies his rivalry with
Call1bridge-educated Kojo Botsio. But it helps him. get on well with Minister
Krobo Edusei, despite a repugnance for SOIlle of the tactics of the "Crowbar, "
(as Tim.e caricatures Edusei to the latter's irritation).
Gbedemah's pride in being a m.eIllber of the University Council is
understandable. The adm.inistration, faculty, and students all speak favor-
ably of hiIll. As a m.em.ber of the Cabinet, his univeristy role has not been
easy. Most m.em.bers of the faculty ( 90 per cent non-Ghanaian, IllOStly
British) strongly ~ym.pathizedwith the C. P. P. in the early days. They have
now turned to sharp criticism.. The students, IllOSt of WhOIll will be going
into govermnent posts, do not play the political role their contem.poraries
play elsewhere in the world. But they are also critical of the C. P. P. gov-
ernm.ent and are not bashful about heckling government speakers with sharp
questions.
Friction between the governm.ent (especially Nkrum.ah) and the Uni ...
versity ended when the last Principal left. The new Principal works peace-
fully with the govermnent without com.prom.ising his academ.ic autonomy.
Gbedem.ah has never been accused of bringing party politics into
the affairs of the college. This is rem.arkable in light of the fact that the
Opposition leader Kofi Busia (D. Phil. Oxon.) was, until recently, the lead-
ing African Professor at the University. Gbedem.ah's attitude toward Busia
and his facility in debate are shown in this political exchange:
GbedeIllah:
Busia:
GbedeIllah:
Dr. Busia is unable to tell the world that he believes
in dem.ocracy. If he is defeated he will not accept
the voters' verdict. You feel you can terrorize the
voters into obedience.
Don't worry, by the Grace of God we will not lose.
God exists in abundant measure for us all, but he
does not descend on election day in the form of votes
to fill the ballot boxes .
When Kofi Busia talks about Gbedemah, an ambivalence is immedi-
.evident. Busia Gbede1Ilah. He admires his political ability. He
is ahnost hurt that Gbedemah is not on his side. But his praise is by way of
.. "' .. ,..~ ........ Gbedexnah is the least obj ectionable of a gang of rascals. Busia can
sarcastic biting in his criticism of Gbedemah, but his
voice seems to include a tone of regret.
Nkru.m.ah studied abroad and became men of the
while was struggling in business. The Gold Coast was
then more isolated from world affairs than it is today. It was noticeable at
the All-African. s Conferen.ce that Gbedemah had neither the back-
If'!(?nn?'1,,n nor the contacts of Nkrumah, Botsio, and Busia. But he
more time in Conference Hall than any other Ghanaian Minister.
The Governor General,
Lord Listowel, and
Nkrumah, Gbedemah,
and Krobo Edusei, at
the All-Africa s
Conference.
the last three years, Gbedemah has become the most widely traveled
Ghanaian. His most recent was to Japan to discuss trade and the
\I.JlCl.uc;ec; "'ii"'"",nl'1I,p,~1l'" to buy cocoa direct fr01Il Ghana.
juice incident" mentioned previously occurred
New York to Princess Anne,
He was accompanied three Ameri-
and two of the1Il from
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After several hours of driving, paused at a highway restaurant
in New Jersey for refresbm.ent. Later, after they had crossed the Delaware
state boundary, one of the group pointed to a restaurant of the same chain and
Gbedemah that in this state they would be refused service. Speaking of
the cordiality he had always found in America, Gbedemah said he wanted tQ
see what would The group at the next establisbm.ent that
carried the now-familiar sign of a well-known restaurant chain, and Gbede-
mah and his secretary, Bill entered the restaurant and ordered
orange juice.
The waitress prepared a container to hand over, but Gbedemah said
he wanted to drink it there from a regular paper cup. The waitress said she
couldn't serve "Colored." Gbedemah's teInper shot up but he was outwardly
calm when the manager came and he was again refused service. Gbedemah
explained who he was without changing the manager's attitude. As the two
men Gbedemah stopped, went back inside, and down the money
the two of orange juice without taking them.
In his speech that night at Maryland State College, Minister Gbede-
mahreferred to the discrimination, but nothing appeared in the press.
back to New York the next day, Gbedemah suggested agai~
at the restaurant. However, the car passed it around 6:00 a. m. before the
restaurant had opened. That same morning, Gbedemah was overheard tell-
ing story as he stood outside Mayor Robert s office in New York
Questioned by a Hera ld Tribune reporter, Gbedemah told of being
refused the orange juice. The reporter assumed the refusal was a surprise.
The press played up this angle. Gbedemah never said he surprised.
But he never volunteered that he was forewarned. Gbedemah is not entirely
""..........,................ with the of the incident. Most of the stories not The
York TiInes editorial) that Gbedemah was angry because a
was insulted. In fact, Gbedemah deeply and sincerely
resented that any person with a dark skin would encounter discrimination in
the restaurant. .
Gbedemah's interest in American race relations was first by
a cover story in on the Reverend Martin Luther King, the leader of
the bus boycott. On the strength of the story,
Gbedemah for the Ghana Government to invite King to the
ence Celebrations in Accra. The two men found a deep mutual interest.
Gbedemah admires courage. H~ says the Negro minister has a "much
than I had in Ghana with the British. II Gbedemah wonders whether
manage as well in When was stabbed
Gbedemah immediately sent a wire from Canada where he was
.,."I.....LLU.I..I..Il..I:I' a Commonwealth conference.
Gbedemah welcomes
like to work in Ghana.
described u[)eCLer.nan
N'""',nr ....' ..''''''.C/ with needed skills who would
carried a that inaccu-
American immigration. The
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Minister really feels that it is unrealistic to expect that many Americans
of African descent will wish to migrate and that Ghana will have the open-
ings to use the qualifications of very many.
Gbedemah's interest in race relations also extends to South Africa.
He exchanged sharp words in the press with Minister of External Affairs
Eric Louw three years ago, and called Nkrurnah's initial appointment "a
good British answer to Dr. Malan." Last year, while acting for Nkrurnah,
Gbedemah prematurely announced in parliament that diplomatic relations
would be established with South Africa. Negotiations were at a tender early
stage after Nkrurnah had lunched with Louw. Nkrurnah corrected this gaffe
on his next appearance in the House.
After the boycott demand at the Accra All-African People's Confer-
ence6 , and while Nkrurnah was in India, Gbedemah criticized South Africa:
"We cannot be friendly with South Africa if they continue their policy of
racial discrimination. We cannot move with any power that chooses as its
policy to dominate the black race. Until South Africa changes its attitudes
toward our friends in the south, we in Ghana cannot move with them. "
Later, both Botsio and Nkrurnah said correspondence anticipating
official exchange had taken place. Nkrurnah does not go along with the con-
ference ban on diplomatic relations in those instances where he feels they
will further Ghanaian aims in Africa. A possible candidate for Ghanaian
High Commissioner in South Africa (where he would rank above the Ameri-
can Ambassador) is an outstanding civil servant, who told me the post would
interest him and who could well make a tremendous impact on the South Afri-
can scene.
Gbedemah's interest in the Union was demonstrated by his attendance
at a special jazz concert by Lionel Hampton in London's Festival Hall to
raise money for the Treason Trial Defense Fund. 7 Gbedemah made what
was described to me as "a substantial contribution" in his private capacity.
When Gbedemah is operating in his own bailiwick as Minister of
Finance his views on Ghana-South African relations weigh importantly.
Ghana accounts for only 2 per cent of the Union's export market, but if
Ghana should elect to lead an all-African or a world boycott of South Afri-
can products, the effect could be tremendous. There appears to be recogni-
tion in Ghana that such political pressure is full of dynamite for the boycotter
6 See ALL-AFRICAN PEOPLE'S CONFERENCE (ESM-l-'59), an AUFS
publication.
7 A fund to assist those charged with plotting to overthrow the regime in
the Union .of South Africa.
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as well as the boycotted. (A Ger:man visitor to Ghana :made clear his reac-
tion to boycott proposals by facetiously suggesting that his country should
boycott Ghanaian cocoa until de:mocratic rights were restored in Ghana. )
It is :more likely that Minister Gbedern.ah will work through :measures
other than boycott to reduce Ghanaian irn.ports frorn. South Africa. For
exarn.ple, Ghana irn.ports over $150, 000 worth of eggs each year through
Durban and Cape Town. Gbedern.ah is trern.endously interested in develop-
ing a chicken farm that he owns. He spent several long week ends recently
putting the finishing touches to it. He hopes it will spark a :move to rn.ake
Ghana self-sufficient in egg production. The farrn., however, is not directly
linked to Ghana 1s attitude toward South Africa, since Gbedern.ah established
it for sound business reasons long before the controversy began.
GBEDEMAH'S FUTURE
Ghana is still on the first exhilarating wave of independence. The
Convention People
'
s Party bound together diverse interests into a coalition
with the corn.:mon desire for freedo:m as glue. The coalition faces the danger
of co:ming unstuck when the surge of achieven1.ent no longer hides internal
problems. It takes all of Nkrurn.ah IS charism.atic qualities and political
skill to rn.aintain the very real unity of Ghanaians. Despite Nkrurn.ah, the
differences are showing.
LOYALTY TO THE C.P.P.
Gbedem.ahis both sharply critical of some C. P. P. colleagues and
intensely loyal to the Party. differences with party leaders are :more
than those si:mply of socialism. vs. capitalis:m. The Minister of Finance
is a conservative, efficient :man. He is often appalled at the adventuring
of the so-called "wild :men" in the C. P. P. He disapproves of the way so:me
colleagues run their Ministries, and of their failure to rn.ake positive contri-
butions to Cabinet rn.eetings.
Gbedemah is arn.bitious and not always unresponsive to the blandish-
ments of intriguer s. His prirn.ary arn.bitions have been satisfied. In recent
years he has seern.ed to believe that he could run a governrnent far better
than any of his intraparty rivals, and}?erhaps even better than the Prirn.e
Minister. But his arn.bition, vanity if you will, is kept in check by his
caution in protecting the standard of living he has achieved.
Gbede:mah's close Am.erican friend, Dr. Marguerite Cartwright,
wrote in United Asia, February 1957, that he is "ferociously loyal to
Nkrurn.ah and the party. II No one can doubt Gbedern.ah's intense feeling of
identification when he talks of school days when Nkrurn.ah would sit on the
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of his bed at Achimota and two would th.eir dream.s.
When NkrUInah was in he could not have had a better lieutenant.
For a decade, Gbedem.ah has never shirked hard work where the was
c~ncerned. did not daunt him. m.em.bers suffered from.
terrorism. in Gbedem.ah and Edusei risked lives
for the A friend
recalls a drive
at 80 m.iles per hour on the
winding Ashanti roads ~o
avoid when Gbede':'
m.ah went to address em.-
battled groups of C. P. P.
who feared m.ob
violence and som.etim.es
suffered from. it. He
to one crowd in Fanti
"You of Ku:m.asi
have suffered This is
the of your deliverance.
You will see the decline and
fall of the Ku:m.asi II
The crowd of 10,000 shouted
back in Twi-
Nkru:m.ah, a Northern
holds a Ku:m.asi crowd
Gbedem.ah is to
the C. P. P. and Nkru:m.ah.
~a.IIJ&-,II;;;'Uhis and m.ental """""""':'IUL-
ness. If the had broken down in J1-JJ .............""".."",
Gbedem.ah would have returned to Ghana to lead a action cam.paign
to secure He was then to go to jail ....""'"...........
An ironic turn is that som.e of the men who served jail term.s while
II;;;Cll:llJl.Ul>l. for Ghana I s freedom. now find them.selves in
them. is Dzenkle now an who has run afoul of
the Preventive Detention Act. fonner C. P. P 0 m.em.ber shave
fered to give pause to any of the team. who m.ay have
GUINEA
The between Gbedem.ah1s conservatism. and his
is illustrated the 000 loan between Nkru:m.ah
and Prim.e Minister Sekou Toure of Guinea. Leader Kofi Busia
a.ll.IAl'ioQ~'C""" it on the that it was out,
failed to take into account m.ade to northern Ghana for
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and
Local newspaperrnen believe that these are rnore or less the
against the loan forward Gbedernah in the confidential confines of the
inner Cabinet group. This is not to that was not anxious
to Guinea$ but that he raised serious to the Ghana-Guinea
loan. However$ when his doubts were passed over, Gbedernah defended the
loan in a broadcast over Ghana Radio. He made a attack on Pro-
fes SOl' Busia for his and faint heart. Gbedemah argued that ...""'J.........J ......~
money to Guinea for to or New Zealand
J.lt::LL'-U..u.;; money to Great Britain securities
Gbedemah did not answer Busia on CQlmpa,r
and or the need for a .-_.~_,~~
"".,..,::>r-v'", of a move to link two countries that have !l'lr;;<ln,I':V
!.ll'U..U.L'-C.. " ... V ......... and different Busia asked Gbedemah to
loan of 4 per cent of Ghana's 000 national incorne to another COUIJltrv
when British Conservative is criticized for that 1 per cent
of income go toward loans to countries. Busia
Gbedemah1s calls for financial and failure to
000 for northern
The loan was an almost and Gbedemah went
with it on these On his return frorn Guinea» the said
Guinea faced "several II but so did France, who to
retain Guinea in the franc zone but must avoid any appearance of a benevolent
attitude towards a which has left its II The Cabinet Min-
ister sent Nkrurnah as Ghana I s envoy to is not of a calibre
to facilitate much economic ex.cn&LD.g
Gbedemah ........ II""Jl&llo,UIl;;/l:JI for
the United K1:nllla.o:m.
Gbedemah I s future is bound up with Nkrurnah IS
If the Prime Minister allows a free of forces in the
choice of his he will vacate the
Mean-
Nkrurnah seerns to be some care to dis
courage the of any immediate ................"'........... 11:.
to his tenure. He went out of his way hi a
affairs in to tell he did not
want a PriIne Minister. When of
a contest among his Cabinet
members as exhibited the elaborateness of their
send-oHs and Nkrum.ah stcel)'peiQ
.lI.1&<'lIo'-'U..u.~ the and
end to the cornJpe1l:.lt:LOIl.
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.Gbedemah enjoys support in a variety of quarters. Ghanaians in the
Civil Service are for him, and he also has the confidence of the foreign com-
munity. He is target of les 13 criticism from the Opposition than any of the
leading Cabinet Ministers and in fact the Opposition often embarrasses him
poiitically by suggesting that he is an honest man in a den of thieves. Mr.
Justice Nil Ollenu, who taught school in Accra when Gbedemah also was a
school teacher there and who has known him most of his life, fought Gbede-
mah in acrimonious politics. Nevertheless, the Judge refers to Gbede-
mah as "a fair opponent" who was "never in any way personal." This is by
way of a major tribute in a country were politicians in all camps often sub-
stitute invective for hard facts in political speeches. There may actually
be a good deal of support for Gbedemah in that unlikely political area--the
camp of the Opposition. It is striking how many able men who once led the
Opposition now fill responsible nonpolitical posts. These appointments ....
many of them Gbedemah..inspired.....weaken the Opposition, recruit excellent
men for positions of importance to Ghana, and give the Government a reputa-
tion for nonpartisanship.
INFLUENCE OF UNIONS
Gbedemahls weakness among Ghana's pressure groups lies with the
labor union movement which has always been a close left-wing brother of the
Convention People's Party. Nine years ago, when the red-tinged speeches
of Trade Union Congress officials contrasted with the more moderate utter-
ances of the C. P. P. 9 I asked the then acting party leader Gbedemah for an
explanation. He replied, "T. U. C. people have had very little opportunity
for education. It is up to the rest of us in the Party to teach and guide them.
They mean well but they do have different ideas." The C. P. P. has followed
the linerecornrnended by Gbedemah but Nkrurnah has been the principal
teacher, while Gbedemah' 13 position with the T. U. C. has not improved.
In the early days the C. P. P. unions were actually members of the
Communist-backed World Federation of Trade Unions. When he was strong
enough, Nkrurnah maneuvered the "party unions" away from these official
ties and into co-operation with the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions. He used force to throw out several pro-Communist members of the
C. P. P., but generally used subtler means to bring the unions closer to him.
This meant many concessions inside and outside the party. Nkrurnah appears
convinced that as long as he keeps his main opposition to the right, and doesn't
lose control of workers I groups to the Communists, he is secure.
Delegates to the All-African People's Conference were invited from
political parties and trade unions. The head of the Trade Union Congress
in Ghana was given a top conference position. The Ghana Government will
probably build handsome new headquarters for the T. U. C. The whole union
position is under legislative consideration. A veteran union observer says
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that the T. U. C. is selling out the workers in Ghana by handing over
traditional union rights, including the right to strike, to the governm.ent in
exchange for a position and political influence. The Ministry of
Labor will be the apex of the labor movement, and T. U. C. rules will require
Ministerial approval. Unions without C. P. P. affiliations have long been
losing ground in Ghana.
As David has out8 , Gbedemah once enjoyed substantial
personal organizational support from the C. P. P. left--despite the fact that
Botsio is ideologically to the left of Gbedemah. This "Gbedemah blocH later
became the so-called C. P. P. opposition from the back benches, but its
parliamentary power was crushed in a series of clever Nkrumah maneuvers.
At the same tim.e, Gbedemah was promoted to greater responsibility--all
without an open split in the top hie,rachy .
\
The Minister of Finance lacks Nkrumah's long ideological identifica-
tion with labor. Today, he has some supporters in the union movement, but
probably more enemies. Gbedemah is a be tter political organizer than any
union leader in Ghana, but will do well in a showdown to neutralize the power
of unions in the C. P. P. There remains the possibility that he might strike
a bargain with am.bitious union leaders and rebuild a leftist group out of his
early who are now dispersed.
Gtlledlernan certainly has Ewe support, has not lived in
Keta for over 30 years. Another of the in Ghanaian life,
the Rev. Christian Baeta of the Departm.ent of Religion at the University,
often converses with Gbedem.ah in Ewe. Usually there comes a point in
their intensive discussions when Gbedemah1s ordinarily adequate command
of Ewe will no longer carry his ideas, and he switches to English. I'm. not
sure whether his command of Ewe is limited or whether the language is
~dequate. However, he is thoroughly an Ewe, and is proudly claimed by
the Ewe people.
His tribal position creates som.e because it raises
the is sue of irredentism.. Greater Eweland as a concept runs counter to the
decision of the C. P. P. Cabinet that Gh<ilna will not surrender one inch of
territory. Yet the spirit of Ewe nationalism. persists, and occasionally
places Gbedem.ah in a tight position. The question of Ewe aspirations is one
that Gbederrlah prefers not to discuss at length.
Gbedemah's tribal support is not lim.ited to the Ewe. Through years
of intense politicking, he has attracted supporters in all parts of Ghana.
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His second broad area of tribal is from the Ga around Accra.
He has lived their language J and has a Ga wife.
Gas feel the central is not them
has been for purposes acres for Tema
and then sold at a Inany times the compensation paid by the Govern-
ment. Gas are in the Cabinet. One weak Minister
owes his to the need for a second Ga Minister.
Gas looked to Gbedemah for When Ga criticism
Nkrumah reached a peak J Gbedemah tackled his dilemma in a at
Nsawam. to he accused the Gas of to
the Prime Minister. He linked their criticism to the rebuff the British
Gbedemah and Ga Chief
with model of
of the "tribal state. "
in and said he expected better under-
stcl.n<:lln.g from them. Ga nationalism has persistedJ but not Gbedemah's
with the militant members of the com:mlmilt
THE GHANA
Economist Lewis, Nkrumah's brilliant economic adviser now
on loan to the United Nations for service in Addis Ababa, emphasized to me
status shift in Ghana over the In 1859 the of the
chief was supreme. the was with the chief for
power and structure of dimmed
the lustre of tribal But in is at
the of power and esteem.
l:!,;n,.nlne~a.n world and
status.
Education was once the open sesam.e to the
it is less exclusive and confers far les
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workers have 000 World War U to
28, 000 at Over 000 white-collar workers will enter
the labor force in another five years. To absorb and to take
of the best economic Professor Lewis says Ghana
must a new attitude toward rural Far:mers must be
to send their children to and children :must be to return to
agriculture where modern is needed.
At this crossroads is Ghanals ;:;t,andlln,g
eJ.qJlD]rnt~n"(; lA>mcrnltt:ee which is co:ml)rl
of Nkrumah Botsio g and Gbede-
mah. Last :month it took up its 975th paper
in the course of years of meet-
The co:mmittee benefits eco-
nomic advice of Lewis ~ and often
seeks advice fro:m Co:mmander Sir Robert
Jackson, a Briton the Ghanaian
Government, on world is sues affect-
Ghana.
But, as Nkrumah has 1)Olmted
measure of industrialization is to
absorb those who insist on flocking to the
towns. The Pri:me Minister was
by the industrialization he saw in
viewed Ghana i 13 modest industrial more
Nkrumah and most of the na-
tionalist leaders in Africa believe that if
do not urban had better
for their own retirement. Here is
the where economics and l:J'u... .ll.~•.ll. ..... t::>
meet.
Gbedemah with Pro-
fessor Lewis.
In the i:)'ti:Ln<llD.g
Committee serves as an 11'"1r"H'"\""\'l"'1r.:::l
The triumvirate of C. P. P.
nnnn?1hI1'1l"il;;nr and the
leaders ha.s
of recon-
and Ghana I s role in affairs.
Gbedemah is
is a :man
Ghana is fortunate to have a Ko:mla ......:;. ....~ ......
fortunate that Ghana needs him so
whose future is so intertwined with of his
to influence it so nr'ofotll11CU
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Africa For Africans Only Demanded By
Delegates From 28 African Countries
The night before opening
speech, Ghana's Prime Minister pointedly
ordered a special showing of the film of
his recent American tour.. He escorted
Etta Moten Barnett (of Porgy and Bess
fame), While ~laude A. Barnett (publiSher
of the Associated Negro Press) escorted
Accra, Ghana
January 8, 1959
Edwin S .. MungerA
Kwame Nkrumah's face lighted up
and his eyes held a humorous glint when
asked just which country he had in mind in
warning the assembled delegates at this
historic Pan-African gathering not to for-
get that "Colonialism and m.ay
come "in a different guise--not necessarily
from Europe .. " I told him the Tass East
German, United Arab Republic, and Peking
China correspondents were cabling that he
attacked United States dollar imperialism.
Nkrumah looked me straight in the eye and
said quietly, "You know which country I
meant."
He then asked, "What did you
think of Du Bois' speech?" I replied that
the speech of the venerable leader of Pan-
Ah~ricanism, Dr .. W E .. Be Du Bois, read by
~s wife, was a straightforward call to
communism and not in the best interests of
the people of Africa.. Nkrumah looked
across the small gathering in Kri8tiansborg
Castle to where Mrs .. Du Bois, Mrs. Paul
~obeson, and Dr .. W.. A. Hunton, US Com-
munist Party specialist on Africa, were
talking together, and commented, "I've got
to stay out of that .. "
The publication in these pages is one of a con-
tinuing series from AMERICAN UNIVERSI-
TIES FIELD STAFF correspondents on current
developments in world affairs.
This correspondence is distributed by the
AUFS as a contribution to the American fund of
information on significant foreign events, trends,
and personalities. The informal letters and re-
ports, reflecting the current judgments of men
on the scene, are of primary interest to the univer-
sities and colleges which co-operatively sponsor
the AUFS, a nonprofit corporation.
The publications are available by subscription
to other educational institutions, business and
publishing firms, and public affairs groups inter-
ested in the findings of exceptionally qualified
correspondents. The writers have been chosen for
their ability to use scholarly as well as journalistic
skills in collecting, reporting, and evaluating
data. Each has resided in his area of assignment
long enough to be thoroughly at home in it, and
has combined personal observation and experi-
ence with advanced studies.
The letters are copyrighted and must not be
reproduced or republished in whole or in part,
or given secondary distribution, except by ar-
rangement with the AUFS. Faculty members of
colleges and universities receiying the AUFS
services are privileged to use the letters in class-
room work, and students of these institutions
may draw on the material in them for academic
papers not planned for publication.
Letters and reports issued by the AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES FIELD STAFF are not selected
to accord with an editorial policy and do not
represent the views of its membership. Respon-
sibility for accuracy of facts and for opiniollS
expressed in the letters and reports rests solely
with the individual correspondents.
Phillips Talbot
Executive Director
s arrival
certain
S
was
The official start of the AII-
's Conference was on December
on November 23, with
to unite Ghana and
was hasti conceived and
a solid boost to the
irations and the desire for
pe s, and (2) make
initiative re-
mained with Nkrumah and Nasser and
for the liberation of the
the chief rivals but an
will ak wi
pe
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Mrse Nkrumah and Mrs ekou In the
course of the , Nkrumah made it
in a dozen ways to American friends,
that the Communist bloc is "not to
control this conference" and that
must be free and governed Africans"
This sixth Pan-African Conference
saw the t number of Communist leaders
ever south of the Sahara, and saw
their defeated in every public test of
s s to manipulate the
anticolonial and nationalist movements, and
failed e But this is the first round of
what will be bout between African
nationalism and communisM. I was espec
conscious of this living in a hotel room
between the head the UAR dele and
the pressmen.
Nkrumah was the least in evidence
and the foremost in tance of all the
leaders in Accrae He was s
tiona and leaders includ-
ing of course the seven-man official
Russian dele the force of his
pers and leadership, not by dic-
tation Kwame Nkrumah called the important
shots the conference e In this he was
clos supported Tom Mboya of , who
acted as Chairman, and from the con-
ference with new stature as a continental
leader.
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Ghana and Guinea are vir unknown to each other It is no
wonder, inasmuch as they b~th speak different European and
African languages, and have had sketchy communications~
Contary to press reports, the crowd vas not large, if you exclude
the Cub Scouts stretched for several miles along the route and
the full diplomatic corps sweltering on the sticky tarmac. The
crowd was more curious than enthusiastic, and far more excited
by the prearrival drilling of a Ghanaian battalion than Sekou
T stepping out of the Ghana plane. Inspecting the
Sekou Toure indicated his understandable nervousness by
his feet to keep in step with the commanding officer
As the party swept the crowd, the Ghana Trade Union placard
bearers dut held up French and slogans. Through-
out the welcome spontaneity was lacking It was all too new--
too sudden.
Despite the reports that circulated in Britain to the
c , the best information here is that the Macmillan
government was informed of the projected union a bare 24 hours
before the agreement was signed. The timing of the union was an
inspiration To work out the rough draft, Nkrumah cancelled
numerous appointments which he had made before he learned Sekou
T would be in Accra the day
The historic signing of the and the
ilo,ooo,OOO loan to Guinea took place in the baroque furnished
State House before a small group of 80-odd hastily assembled
ts and correspondents o The late afternoon sun streamed
in the west windows past the French brocaded curtains, to flash
on the crystal chandelier and glitter on the polished parquet
floor. The j green red, and blue robes of the
and the s formal ack to the pageantry
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Kwame Nkrumah (left) and Sekou Tours pos. for photographers
on the parapet of Kristiansborg Castle, Accra.
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court, or at
were set
the signing of the first
African states, one had a
many changes as Africans
when unseen
watching
union of emergent
of seeing the first of
own destinies"
words in the whole
es: n the
of the thirteen American c which, on of their
, constituted themselves into a confederacy which
into the United States of America"GG""
*
Few politicians in the world
can match Nkrumab's acumen and sense of
timing, even when he plays by ear as he
did over Guinea. Nkrumah seized the
in the world news and particu-
the African press for his eon-
ference--for that is what out to be.
Nkrumah needed the boost of
this Ghana-Guinea declaration" The
Afro-Asian Economic Conference in Ca~ro,
the Afro-Asian Solidarity
with its Russian and Chinese
secretaries, started the same
as the All-African 's Confer-
ence and ed as a rival it" The
dates of gathering were set
before the Accra , but Cairo
shifted the is make it
more of a counter to Accra" Last
Soviet Union used the AfrO-AS
Conference in Cairo as a
which to announce
es of economic aid to
countries and to proclaim ~our con-
dition is to help without conditions at
all,,"
The key to the conference, which will be more important
to Africa than Bandung1 , is in Nkrumah's opening speech, which
et the tone for the whole affair. (It is in full on the
following pages, along with a running commentar~)
I The Asian-African Conference held in Bandung, Indonesi~
18 24,
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* the frent
Nkrumah
mentioned
audience"
his
Governor-General of Ghana, Lord Listowel,
row official 0 All
Chairman Tom
c before 13
of the hall in
* * Ghanaian visa
conference visitors
Communists and Ghanaian
it is known
were vir
ti controls
are not
Iron
suspended for
out known
if
* * desirous of main-
the Ghana
with
, not to mention
at war with
necessitated the conference
--a fiction which wore thin
Nkrumah ref~rs to his role as
'13 P In addition to some
the conference in cash Ghana at
in kind The Prime Minister's
personal press took leave to try to sort out the 13
relations of the conference which the excellent
information servic could not touch" About 100
service abandoned their as
the conference deadline
* Fellow African Freedom Ladies and Gentlemen:
to welcome here
from allover this
in this All-African
observers
host to a
cans, and in
conscious
the leader
this
It is considerable
official who have come
c of ours confer ther
Conference as well as the fraternal
other vis to Ghana c
of Africans
you as Prime
t Yet my real role
cal and it is as
want to you$
* *
* * *
Nkrumah his address
soft
clos
Confer-
at organizing
an Ethiopian
J but he is
inflow of "African
• Nkrumah has a
Makonnen who worked
the last
energetic
West Indian wi
the Communist
'* Ghana has
in-arms" the "
pre-C .. P .. P
with Nkrumah
ence in Manches
housing for this
name, Makonnen
still
,
'* '*
himself.
in eastern
election as leader
and Asians) in the
• of the African Na.tional
Africa. was a.nother notable absentee. Some of
not come beca.use did not wish to be
to Nkrumab on his ground, although
the conference.
But looming even larger in their absence were those
leaders who neither came nor sent representatives. The most
powerful figure in West Africa is 'Me Houphouet-Boigny. The
conference organizers wooed him at length and sent him special
inv~tations through his political party (Rasemblement
Democra.tique Africa.in), direct to him personally both in Paris
and Abidjan, and through the French Embassy in Accra.. In fact,
of the thirteen territories south .of the Sahara which voted to
remaih with Franee. only one was represented by its ruling
African political party--Senegal. There were many minor parties
represented. including one which sent three delegates to repre-
sent its three members.. The absence of the extraordinarily able
leaders of "French" Africa gave the conference an English bent
not truly representative of the power balance in Africa. The
Sudan was likewise not represented. The local view was that the
conference came too soon after the military government took over.
* * '* In the face of the shortage of money, one criterion of
participation was the cash for transportation.. Financial help
was given for the homeward journey in some cases. but a number
of east and central African organizations were not represented
for financial reasons. The odds referred to were too great in
Portuguese territories. However~ an Angolan exile in L~opold­
ville did attend the conference and wrote anti-Portuguese
articles for the Ghana press under a pen name.
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*
AsI look round th~s hall, my pride overflows at the
sight of so large a number of African comrades-in-arms, who
imbued with the fervent desire td see Africa free, unfettered,
and united, have gathered here together on African soil for the
first time in the history of our continent.
This assembly marks the open~ng of a new epoch in our
continent's history and it will be recorded in our annals in
worthy of its significance as the First
People's conference.
We have had Pan-African Congresses before, in fact,
five of them, but all of these, by force of circumstances, were
carried out outside Africa, and under much difficulty.
* * Never before has it been possible for so representa-
tive a gathering of African freedom fighters not only to come
together, but to assemble in a free independent African state
for the purpose of planning for a final assault upon imperialism
and colonialism.
Congratulations for making this possible are due in
large measure to th~ organizers, the sponsoring nationalist and
.trade union bodies; but without the ready response and determi-
* * * nation of the participants to make their own way here in many
instances against great odds. our conference would certainly not
be so fully representative of the African's aspiration to
freedom and independence. This fact is itself a wonderful
achievement, and I know it will be written into the records of
Africa's chequered history when the last bastion of colonialism
has been razed to the ground.
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* The obvious to all
unions an e status s
ized Cairo soon the conference
with demands for the ac dozens of
Some of these had has letterheads@ With others the
fell , because the last batch of organ-
same letter aper with a left at the
in for dif Mre Zakaria
"Lake Chad Studen Cairo," ac
the conference Mr Chaffar of the
Group, Cairo " cted representation
s the millions e Confer-
ence made sure that bulk of
these their requests the waste
baskete It almost every c had a
Cairo lib
in
a "red
to
information
Nasser's has a s
office, and
colonial who wants to
Cairo G and Tom
when Cairo Offic II
the Kenya Kiana
a former s who had failed
, and is now infected with
and Kiana resent Nasser u
situation his own ends
dislikes the Afro-Asian
, and Cairo to
movements in Africa@
Committee was to
were incensed at the
n He sees it as a rival to
as an historic date in the
"A£rica Freedom Day" was
6, of the resolutions
States in Accra on
All-African P s C ee
* * Nkrumah
Committee, run
for the
section
ccra e Nkrumah and
Cairo-launched II
"Africa Freedom
African nationalis
claimed in Article
Conference of
1958, and was indorsed
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Invitations were sent out to all bona fide
and trade union ations s of their
or the relationsh wh exist between
various for if we are to attain the or
to which we committed--the total liberation
then it is necessary to our al
interest of's supreme ne
cal
cal coro-
in their
objective
Africa--
in the
I had the honor to welcome to
on a different level--that is
representatives of the Governments the inde-
statese That conference unlike this one, was
ed, and confined in its to Heads
Governments and their of this
conference arose out of talks at the time of Ghana's
ce Celebrations on the 6th of March, A
committee composed of the Ambassadors of the
held a series of mee and as a result a
was drawn and a date was fixed for the of
* * the onference e date fixed and the venue
chosen was Accra@ There is one in connection with this
conference which I would like to elucidate for the
benefit the are here
That decision to confine the conference to
mental level did so with the t reluctance as we
aware of the desire of our comrades still under the
of fore t domination to be present I would
to mention the that concerned us most in
connection with conference was the
tion of in the
territories the representatives of
countries. We too conscious of our
commitment all s means, the speedy achieve
ment of territories Africa@ That
conference collec and organized col-
lec t African states who had decided
to call distinctive role which Ghana was to
act host to This ent conference is the
consummation of iaion
You will have read the
reached at the Accra Conference
communion with fellow African
the of the
co
of racialism As I
attained her present
Ghana will be
total liberation
e nor shall we
been reached, and
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COMMENTS
* Nkrumah stressed the word nonviolence in addressing
the delegates. The call to the conference had emphasized the
Gandhian approach, saying, to give the version sent the French
territories, "dielaborer des projets pratiques et de preparer la
tactique et la strategie a la Gandhi en vue de la Revolution
Africain Pacifique.G.o"
The first attempt to change the direction of the
conference came at the initial meeting of the heads of dele-
gations o The Communist bloc strongly supported the plea of the
Algerian Liberation Front leader Dr G Fe Oroar that all means in-
cluding violence must be used. Spearheading the attack on this
shift was Jordan Ngubane, delegation leader af the Liberal Party
of South Africa, who was given his passport at the last minute
for his first trip outside South Africa. Ngubane argued that
despite great provocation, the African movement must strive for
peaceful transition in Africa. The debate ended with a playing
down of the Gandhian ideal, but a rejection of violence. Tom
Mboya was subjected to heavy pressure after this episode. At a
press conference he made it clear that the conference "rejected
violence," but that Africans could not "always turn the other
cheek." Instances of violence must be evaluated in the circum-
stances. Mboya stressed that the colonial powers would playa
major role in the presence or absence of violence by the
"climate they create." He had Portugal in mind when he referred
to "certain territories where the most elementary forms of
political organization are denied by the authorities." He said
in such places there might be no alternative to violence. But
like Nkrumah, the Conference Chairman was emphatic that the
conference stood for nonviolence. By questioning Mboya on the
Algerian situation, Communist newsmen sought to draw him out to
support violence, but failed.
* * Some of those who "happened" to b e in Accra were those
who tried to gatecrash the circle of independent states. The
FLN was not let in; the Nigerians were not permitted to partici-
pate on the grounds that Nigeria was a dependent country, albeit
one with the largest population in Africa.
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and colonialism have been wiped off this African continent@ We
disdain to hide these aims and objects of ours. We proclaim
them freely to the world.
* We have pride in our determination to support every
form of nonviolent actions which our fellow Africans in colonial
territories may find it fit to use in the struggle for their
legitimate rights and aspirations. We make no apology to anyone,
and we will not allow ourselves to be deflected from the just
cause, a cause wholly in consonance with the principles enunci-
ated in the Charter of the United Nations.
* * It waS in this spirit that I suggested to the repre-
sentatives of several African nationalist and trade union organ-
izations who happened to be in Accra during the first celebration
of Ghana's Independence in March this year, that they should
take the initiative in organizing a conference at which they
could air as they liked their views on colonialism, imperialism,
racialism, and other subjects on our agenda.
*
The
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ed text reads "full moral
* *
* * *
This Rooseveltian touch had no effect on the crowde
This worded battle cry of the confer-
cular oratorical flourish
fact he seemed to treat the constant references to
ism and colonialism" as so much necessary salt and
; he believed in what he was s ing~ but the words sounded
and datede
* * * * Prime
father of
workhorse
did
3:00 a"m ..
foode
George Padmorels official ition is Adviser to the
ter on African Affairse Dre Du Bois ~s the
Pan-Africanism Padmore is the father.. As the
behind the All-African IS Conference he
from the to s up to
address , to merchants free
There is a dicho in Ghana's fore relations In
the Minis of External Affairs (which Kojo Botsio
took over Nkrumah had to assume Krobo Edusei's
Interior t) is concerned only with is relations outside
Africa, Padmorels office handles African matters.. But the
division is a c one and has given the able Perma-
nent Se~retary, Adu, maQY headachese For Ghanaian
Ambassador in Washington is often left uninformed on African
matters and finds it difficult to answer reporters l questions
because the Minis of Affairs itself is not in-
formed.. This ad hoc arrangement worked only because the Prime
Minister brought "state departments I! together under his
personal control.. Now that Botsio is the nominal Minister at
least. the chances for smooth co-ordination are decreased.. An
appalling ignorance of affairs in the rest of Africa exists in
Ghanaian official circles In George Padmore, who does to
keep in close touch with continent-wide events, and who has
written on them for two decades, Nkrumah has an unusually w811-
informed African adviser ..
Padmore speaks with force in public--and great force
in private--of the struggle between communism and African
nationalisme Almost alone in the African nationalist group
George Padmore can match the ideological juggling and manipu-
lative techniques of the Communist leaderse When Cairo wrote
that 100 de were coming to the All-Africa Conference,
P sent back word that five were allowed~ and said privately
iiI wasn't head of the section of the Comintern all those
years not to know their tacticsL" Then word came that 30 dele-
would arrive. The same answer: five 11
presented themselves for credentials; five were allowed,
others sneaked in under other guises e The continuing internal
suppression of the Communist in the UAR did not affect the
surface co-operation of the UAR and the Communists ..
5'5
a conference would have the
of the independent African
to was endorsed
Accra conference
I assured them that such
full of all the
states, an assurance which I
res unanimous
this
* *
Out of this informal suggestion, there waS set by
the of the various al parties and
unions in Accra, a ory committee charged
with conferenc8e That labors are
well t by the presence of large assembly
here , and you are to be congratulatede The cause
we embr~ce is a noble and irresistible cause As as we
remain to that cause--the cause of national and
-we have nothing to fear but fear itself e
As the call sent out
* * * exhorts" of unite
our chains e have a continent
dignity to attain1
committee
nothing to lose but
We have freedom and
As I said earlier on, this conference opens a new era
in our African his and our s is to out
alism and colonialism rrom c and erect in
place a union or free, independent African states@
* * * * The climax of our earlier Pan-African Congresses was
the Fifth, which was held in Manchester in 1945, where I had the
luck to be made a joint secretary with Mr George Padmore,
is now my adviser on African affairs
That Congress was perhaps only less historic than this
first All-African People's Conference@ For that conference
brought together for the first time Africans directly delegated
and springing directly from nationalist and trade union organi-
zations in Africa, as well as having Africans among its organ-
izers e
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* Pan-Africanism is discussed in a later section.
* * One of Padmore's early worries on the direction of the
conference was the strong possrbility that Dr. Du Bois would
actually come and demand a prominent position on the program.
Padmore felt that he could handle Robeson, but wasn't sure how
to contain Du Bois, who was expected to take the direct line
that the future of Africa lay entirely with the Communist bloc
and that all delegates should visit Moscow. Du Bois, with the
weight of experience and the great respect of African nation-
alists, might have dominated the conference. Padmore's problem
was solved when Du Bois sent word that he was tied down by com-
mittee work in Moscow. The fiery Red speech he sent failed to
ignite ~uch enthusiasm; not nearly as much as mention of his
name had set off the opening day of the conference. A visiting
professor from Roosevelt University chuckled: "It was easy to
praise the old leaders when they couldn't get passports to leave
home, but it is a different situation now."
* * * Nkrumah had more than one source of flattery in mind.
During his state visit to Egypt, he was flattered and played up
in every conceivable fashion. Huge Nkrumah pictures were widely
displayed in caf~s "twinned" with Nasser. But as one of his
close aides said: "We weren't there two days before we could see
we were in a police dictatorship. We were shielded from the
people by secret agents at every turn, but nevertheless we got
messages from many people in political prisons begging Nkrumah
to intercede for them. Nasser made a tremendous effort to
capture Nkrumah but this was lost almost from the start."
Nkrumah is also well aware of the power of flattery
from the colonial powers. I remember hearing'him tell a small
gathering of close followers a few weeks after he was released
from prison in 1951, that the greatest danger was British
flattery--and he called them the world's top experts. It was at
this stage that he forbade his new ministers to move into the
nice bungalows built for them and laid down a policy of no
social fraternization with Europeans until the government was
truly in African hands.
* * * * (1.) Achieved.
(2.) Almo~t achieved.
(3.) Begun in earnest.
(4.) A task for more than this generation.
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* All previous Pan-African Congresses had been organized
and made up largely of those outside Africa who had the cause of
African freedom at heart.
* * The moving spirit in those Congresses was Dr. W. Eo Bo
Du Bois, and he played no small part in the 1945 Congress, where
we laid down the program of action for the various territories
in Africa for continuing the struggle against colonialism and
imperialism.
Now a new situation has arisen in Africa. Some of us
have since 1945 thrown ~ff the trammels of imperialism and set
up independent sovereign states. Other territories are drawing
near to freedom. Nationalist ferment in Africa is gaining
momentum. Therefore this conference must make a new appraisal
of the position which exists in Africa today. We must here work
out a new strategy and tactics for gaining our hoped-for aspi-
ration and objective, namely the freedom and independence of
Africa.
Our deliberations must be conducted in accord and our
resolutions must flow out of unity. For unity must be the key-
note of our actions. Our enemies are many and they stand ready
to pounce upon and exploit our every weakness.
* * * They play upon our vanities and flatter us in every
kind of way. They tell us that this particular person or that
particular country has greater or more favorable potentialities
than the other. They do not tell us that we should unite, that
we are all as good as we are able to make ourselves once we are
free. Remember always that you have four stages to make:
* * * *
(I.)
( 2. )
( 3. )
the attainment of freedom and independence.
the consolidation of that freedom and independence.
the creation of unity and community between the free
African s-tates.
(4.) the economic and social reconstruction of Africa.
And here we must stress that the ethical and humanistic side of
our people must not be ignored. We do not want a simple materi-
alistic civilization which disregards the spiritual side of
human personality and manls need of something beyond the filling
of his stomach and the satisfaction of his outward needs. ~e
want a society in which human beings will have an opportunity of
flowering and where the humanistic and creative side of our
people can be fostered and their genius allowed to find its full
expression. Much has been said and continues to be said about
the inability of the African to rise above his low material
wants. Frequent reference is made to his noncontribution to
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*
Ghana is
to rewrite or
some cases and not
local One
least
nationalism ..
a novice at
his in
in others
doubts if there
it appears
occasional attempts
may be valid in
which serve to bolster
a nation without some
in the s of
value
which
to own
an Jlfrican
Nkrumahis own
to give
belief is
of his call
* * This somewhat
of an aris is distin
feels that Africans have a
they themselves must release ..
and is the
* * * Nkrumah's
tribalism which
still faces the
eastern frontier ..
t success 2 • is his triumph over
in the unification of Ghana.. But he
problem of Ewe Irredentism on his
* * * * Nkrumah has often spoken in private of the need for
African nationalists to break away from hothouse ideas.. He has
implied that a major part of his success has been his ability t~
change. modify. and even abandon ideas which he once embraced in
doctrinaire fashion ..
t faction we all
on this African Continent,
J our African will
to the sum of manis and
this is an
great
free
to civilization ..
* know. There have
and when we are
once add its
culture ..
our
have
men
of free expres
the arts?
serfdom and
into the limbo of
How can
though t, become
* * Culture and civilization the ages have
flowed from a leisured class and shall from an aristo-
cratic class, with the b and endowments which
have made possible the to this side of human endeavor o
I once Africa is free independent we
of the human our continent
none. The African Pers and freedom
the chances to find its free sion and make its
contribution to the t culture and civili-
zation o But just now our attention is upon the s to see
our continent completely free and emancipated.. This struggle
must be undivided We cannot ve it half our attention.. It is
a and many-sided battle and demands everything we are able
to give it.. Its complexities are manifold and I see from our
that you are alive to them.. The ial delegates of
conference are going to be called upon to deliberate on
some of the major problems facing our continent today; problems
which, while th receive the consideration of eminent associ-
ations of , still remain unsolved, simply because these
dodge the simple fact that are incapable of solution
in the dividing system of and colonialism.. These
problems which we are about to de here are of wide di-
mension They mar and twist throughout Africa today
and will alas, with independence leave heavy legacies of
and tribalism behind be solved. Your delibera-
tions are to range over such problems as colonialism, imperi-
alism, and racialism; the arbitrary divisions on our continent
* * * with their resultant frontier p e:xities; tribalism and racial
laws and practices and religious separatism] and the position of
traditional authorities particularly in the evolving free demo-
cratic society on which our eyes are focused
* * * Now let me say a few words to you out of my own
experience as the founder and leader of a political party which
led the struggle for independence in our c You not
think it amiss for me to ~ffer you some advice on the bas of
our experience of the struggle against colonialism I talk not
from books but from life .. Nor do I to fit facts into theory
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* A delegate from Western Nigeria saw (or perhaps wished
to see) in this a clear warning against Africa adopting a hard
and fast Communist policy.
* * The Ghanaian Prime Minister is being true to himself.
Even in the most difficult days of his leadership he preached
"Seek ye first the political kingdom."
* * * This section was interpreted with widely different
conclusions by those at the conference. One school held that
Nkrumah was showing how easily Africa can adopt and adapt com-
munism, while another saw the section as an affirmation of
Africa's ability to grow from her own experience with help of
ideas engendered by British socialism.
* * * * Nkrumah may be a seeker of power--but if so, it is as
much the power of African expression as any material or military
power. This humanistic, almost mystic quality is not generally
shared by his Ghanaian associates, nor by African nationalists
elsewhere, although Mboya--almost twenty years younger than
Nkrumah--has a sense of it.
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* for fear of being misinterpreted.. Our whole struggle was planned
to face up to the facts as we found them.
My first advice to you who are struggling to be free
* * is to aim for the attainment of the Political Kingdom--that is
to say, the complete independence and self-determination of your
territories. When you have achieved the Political Kingdom all
else will follow.. Only with the acquisition of political power--
real power through the attainment of sovereign independence--
will you be in a position to reshape your lives and destiny;
only then will you be able to resolve the vexatious problems
which harass our continent ..
But this power which you will achieve is not in itself
the end.. It is the means to an end, and that is why the use to
which power is put is so important.. Today, Africa is convulsed
with the desire to be free and independent, and coupled with
this will to independence is an equal desire for some form of
African union or federation ..
* * * There is a searching after Africa's regeneration,
politically, socially, and economically, within the milieu of a
social system suited to the traditions, history, environment,
and communalistic pattern of African society, which, notwith-
standing the inroads made by Western influences, still remains
to a large degree unchanged.. In the vast rural areas of Africa,
the people hold land in common and work it on the principle of
self-help and co-operation.. These are the main features still
predominating in African society, and we cannot do better than
blend them to the requirements of a more modern socialistic
pattern of society ..
* * * * We must rededicate ourselves to the task of organizing
our people and leading them in the struggle for national inde-
pendence.. Africa must be free.. We must then use the political
power which the people vest in us through freely won elections
to bring about the ~peediest economic and social reconstruction
of our countries, so as to provide a higher standard of life for
all the people.
And looking forward we see that, coupled with the con-
suming aspiration for freedom spreading like a forest fire
across Africa today, there is an equally irresistible current
which is rising higher and higher as the final day of liberation
advances. And that is the burning desire among all the peoples
of Africa to establish a community of their own, to give politi-
cal expression in some form or another to the African Personality.
It is this desite which animated my Government and the
Government of Guinea to initiate recently certain action which
COMMENTS
* In ting the course Nkrumah and Pan-Africanism
will follow words are "United," "Union," nStates," and
icse" with Guinea of the thirteen
American colonies and the "Uni~ed States America" in c
for a "Union of West African States." The banner outside
the conference site izes the "Union of an Republics "
Nkrumahts trade union llowers at home eak of
"Union" and n whereas Padmore leans and
"States" The models are clear
at the cone of
excluded and
American
Nkrumah ized
to those Africans
sys tem.
but a
is s
erious suggestion
an extension to Africa.
Here is a c
Afro-Asian s
there has been
continent includes
"our own c
who wish to
* *
* * * this caused a notable the
Communist bloc ,I was clos no sug-
gestion that either or America were themselves
liberate Africa th is not a blunt message to P
and Moscow, also Cairo. T Enaharo of the
Action aid to I'm a
difficult used to the idea being
Africans all n He made it ar that they
should be leave Africa to the
ans.
* * * * text"
soc
The words our comrades are additions to the
Nkrumah an d cons ider II comrades n
t and not a communist expression
* we will constitute the nucleus of a united West Africa
which will gain the adherence of other states as
well as those to We further hope that this c to-
ther will to a Union of African States
nst as the thirteen American Colonies have now
into the 49 States cons the American C
We are convinced that it is in the inte
of such African unity that we shall be to safeguard
our individual national freedom We have no illusions about
this being an easy task But with the spirit and determination
there and the good will and co-operation of our pe , we
shall, I am firmly convinced reach our ective$
Their
within this context of endence and
s of the constitutional framework in
find expression, that we shall be able
legacies of alisID espec the
on our continent, done to s
colonial and ist powers
an end
,
will
the disastrous
divisions of
and avarice
now coming toare
c
wh
to solve
arbi
the
* * Some of us, I think, need is a
continent on its own It is not an extension or any
other continent We want therefore, to our own com-
and an African Pers Others may eel that
have evolved the very best way of life, but we are not bound,
like slavish imitators, to it as our mold If we find
the methods used others are suitable to our social environ
ments, we shall adopt or them; if we find them unsuitable
we shall reject them0
I hope that shall not at on the African conti-
nent squabbles and constant harmonies which have
of other continents~ It is our belief that
, the peace of the world will be better
ed, for the elimination of and colonialism
will remove those jealousies and which have led to
two World Wars and are keeping us now in a constant state of
tension with the threat of nuclear weapons e
* * * The liberation of Africa is the task of the
We Africans alone can emanc ate ourselves We welcome the
expressions of s t from others, for it is to.know that
are wished we in our struggle we alone can e
with the monster of ism wh has all but ~S0
ist
b
A we have made inroads into
, we look ~orward to the
of the end of colonialism in
* * * * comrades in Nigeria our comrades in
the Cameroons and our comrades in Somalia
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* Ghana could scarcely fail to impress any visitor with
its racial tolerance. There is a live-and-Iet-live attitude
that is rare in the world today. For example: white South
Africans are cordially receive« by Ghanaians in contrast to the
unpleasant treatment such visitors occasional~y receive in India
and Pakistan. There are a handful of African chauvinists, but a
broad tolerance of all races and nationalities exists which
strongly bears out Nkrumah's statement.
* * Nkrumah's attitude and that of the conference on the
whole was relatively moderate--considering the circumstances--
toward the parts of Africa where a white minority governs for an
African majority. His determination to effect a change is un-
matched, but he prefers such a straightforward and logical argu-
ment as this totable pounding. Chairman Mboya was equally de-
termined on African self-rule, but unlike those who would try to
seize it tomorrow, he wants a definite timetable laid down for
each territory which will not be decades away. The figure of
five years came up for some territories. Nkrumah met privately
with a mixed delegation from South Africa (Which excluded Mary
Louise Hooper from America who had been deported from South
Africa, but bore credentials for the African National Congress)
and was .asked for support against the apartheid policy and also
against the control of the African National Congress by white
and African Communists. £e sent a messag~ to South Africa
urging organization, but saying "I strongly advise you in South
Africa not to resort to violences because in the long run you
will lose." Nkrumah is not yet ~eady to depart from his
luncheon agreement· with South African Foreign Minister Eric Louw
on representation in South Africa, but was urged by the mixed
South African delegation to take a more active interest in Union
affairs.
* * * This passage strikes me as a clear warning to Africa
against Soviet and Egyptian designs. Whatever evils may be
ascribed to capitalism and American economic imperialism, they
scarcely secretly rear their heads. On the other hand, Nkrumah
is a consummate politician and deliberately phrases some state-
ments with a touch of ambiguity.
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who already are holding guard over fre~, independent Africa.
With their accretion ve shall gather aspiration and shall
be able to accelerate our orfensiie against colonialism.
Yet while we believe that Africa belongs to the
* Africans we are not racialists or chauvinists. We welcome into
our midst peoples of all other races, other nations, other com-
munities, who desire to live among us in peace and equality.
But they must respect us and our rights, our right as the
ority to rule@ That, as our Western friends have taught us
to understand it, is the essence of democracy.
* * We find it rather ironical that we in Africa have to
be reminding the European communities on our continent of this
fundamental principle to which they give so much lip service but
to which they pay so little heed in practice. They use racial
doctrines as instruments of political domination. They manipu~
late the electoral systems to suit their convenience in a manner
which makes a mockery of the whole conception of Parliamentary
Democracy. Invoking the principle of democracy, we say that
Africa belongs to Africans!
Fighters for African Freedom, I appeal to you in the
sacred name of Mother Africa to leave this conference resolved
to rededicate yourselves to the task of forming among the po-
litical parties in your respective countries a broad united
front, based upon one common fundamental aim and object: the
speedy liberation of your territories.
Down with imperialism, let uS say. DOWDwith coloni-
alism. Down with racialism and tribal division. Do not let the
Colonial Powers divide us, for our division is their gain. Let
us recall that our continent was conquered because there were
divisions between our own people and tribe was pitted against
e.
** * Do not let us also forget that colonialism and imperi-
alism may come to us yet in a different guise--not necessarily
from Europee We must alert ourselves to be able to recognize
this when it rears head and prepare ourselves to fight
tit.
FriendS and Comrades I enjoin you to let us close our
ranks. For the day we stand in serried line, that day coloni-
alism in Africa is defeated. And we must bury that pernicious
tem wi th all speed.. Only with the intermen t of imperial'ism
Africa be free from meRace and live and breathe in liberty,
where men of colour shall walk with head held high in human
Fellow African Freedom Fighters still carrying the
burden of imperialism, together. We who have won our
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* Significantly, the final phrase of the speech is
"United States of Africae"
The Courtyard of the Accra Community Center, site of the Conference
Mboya and Nkrumah walk together,
work together e
The "Five-Man" UAR Delega
(at right J its leader Galal
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freedom s~and uncomprisingly behind you in your strugglee Take
heart e Unite your forcese Organization and discipline shall
command your victorYe All Africa shall be free in this, our
lifetimeo For this mid-twentieth is Africals e This
decade is the decade of African Forward then to
independence 0 To Independence now e
*
Tomorrow, the United states of Africao
The decorations were put up with the help of
the Union Council--note the slogan e
Conference Chairman
Ghanaian
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Africa was "sliced in 1884 at the of Berlin,
Chairman reminded the conference. Until now a rela-
struggle has b6en waged between the of
African nationalism and those of European colonialism which al-
ready contains many of the educational and philosophical s of
its own defeate A "scramble for Africa" has been changed to a
"scram from Africa," according to Africa is just now--
with increasing rapidity--becoming scene of a new scramble
as Moscow and Washington contend for influence on the continente
This was evident at the conference.
The Communist bloc's greatest success came on
daYe The usual technique of making long speeches, in
sending long telegrams to be read to the conference
ircuited by the pro-African (if not also pro-West)
conference leadership, which saw to it that few messages were
and only the names of the other senders announced.
[ t this with the procedure at the Pan-African Student
Conference in Kampala: see
(ESM-12-'58), an AUFS
Soviet Prime Minister Khrushchev's name
a tremendous roar of applause in the tightly packed assembly
halle He had the enthusiasm of the Communist claque plus, and
was no mistake about this, the genuine enthusiasm of the
great majority of African delegates. However, much if not most
of the enthusiasm of the delegates was created because of the
simple fact that the head of one of the most powerful states in
the world had recognized the existence of the conference and of
an African cause by sending a message--no matter what the content
of the message. The names of Chou En-lai and Dr. We Ee Be
Du Bois were loudly applauded. But lesser Communist ities did
not ignite anything like the same enthusiasm. When the~r names
were read one could easily pick out the 20 per cent or so who
clapped tremendous vigor and almost made up in quality
was lacking in quantitYe The United Arab Republic was con-
spicuous by its enthusiasme The technique of building up a
crescendo of noise and then a small claque rise to their
feet pulling the whole audience them bandwagon style, was
not successful and showed how restricted the Communist sup-
port really waS e
The USA, on the other hand, was scarcely in the
picture. The American Committee on Africa had some suppor but
the names on its telegram which might have sparked enthusiasm
from the African delegates, such as that of Eleanor Roosevelt,
were not read aloud. The name of George Meany of the AFL-CIO
drew scattered e. Adlai Stevenson's message was deliber-
or ace sidetracked an African editor
Most
American comment e
its absence was any official
Americans present were chagrined
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in their anger at the lack of some American lndi-
good viII. The available American message vas de-
by Americans and African friends as
"condescendingly tic," "irrelevant to
temper," and "an example of American arrogance." At the dis-
cretion of American Ambassador Wilson C. Flake, and to the re-
lief of the critics, the message was not used.
As the conference wore on, critics such as Congressman
Diggs of Michigan, Editor Claude Barnett, and Irving Brown of
the AFL-CIO, pressed for act~on on a new message. Barnett said
the silence was a "terrible e " and an
of "how not to conduct American relations wi Africa." New York
Kenneth Love said it was "very disappoint-
African Liberal leader Duncan commented
"the American to express a view left a
vacuum which the Communi~were not slow in filling to
satisfaction." State personnel present were
far from
to the absence of of-
that he was sur-
fraternal
their Government. told
dis he was in the
both reacted
Nkrumah said
number of
from
ial
Nkrumah and
American vord.
that the
receive better
ible American
ficial
ed
I t
of the tide
sed to him direc
Flake told a
and of how
respons
Ambassador Flake
criticism of American inac
more vociferous outside
n think I have lead in
is to criticize it one doesn l
In of the American position it is true that
the conference vaS a tricky one unofficial--and a s
American statement could have been disastrous if the conference
had turned out differently. Still, Barnett resented being told
that no message could come from a official because such
action would leave the American open to requests from
"every two-bit conference.~ , far more than Ameri-
can or Russian ideology, was at stakee
, the American Embassy requested a message from
a official@ A message from Vice-President Nixon reached
Prime Minister Nkrumah as the conference was closing and some
delegates had departede It assuage some feelings but the
real to demonstrate interest in the affairs
of the es, if not some indication of vi~h
their self, had long pass
African could have easily resented any
American to dominate their conference In the end, the
Russian hard-sell tended , while the softer American
approach (or lack of the wiser course.
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Nevertheless, as Mason Sears, United States
the UN Trus Council, it: "We must
in the Africa ."
AMERICAN CULTURAL GROUPS
entative on
greater acumen
The United States Information Service held a cess-
ful concert by Miss Camilla Williams, American Negro soprano,
which was attended Tom Mboya, Ghanaian Minister of External
Affairs Kojo Botsio, and a number of delegates.
Individuals from American organizations were warmly
received and found their sympathy for African aspirations deeply
appreciated. Dr. Horace Mann Bond, former President of Lincoln
Universfty, represented the Association for African Culture.
The American Committee on Africa was praised from the pl~tform
Chairman Mboya. Over 180 delegates and friends attended a
reception given by the African American Institute.
The unique role of Americans of African mces in
relations between the United States and the emergent states of
Africa was demonstrated at this conference. American Negroes
find their proud sympathy with African goals inspires a special
confidence from African leaders. One American foreign service
officer was so much liked Ghanaian conference officials that
he was invited to sit in on their confidential meetings--he de-
clined because of his official status.
America does have a valuable and effective asset in
Americans of African descent, but they and Africans quickly and
deeply resent crude attempts to use them 0 The Americans are
keenly conscious of their country's image in Africa and are mo~t
anxious that it shall reflect what is best in their country. In
Africa they are intelligent and often skilled fighters for
African rights while exerting a moderating influence on those
who would race the engine of nationalism to its own destruction@
COMMUNIST GROUP
There was the smaller group of American Negroes working
the Russian side of the street carrying powerful sentimental
arrows in their slings. However, Paul Robeson's message that
he regretted being tied down on his concert swing through Europe,
didn't penetrate the conference and Mrs0 Robeson carried
more of a sentimental than a fighting appeal. She appeared at
press conferences representing, she said, "The American
Press .. " Her statement the presence and the
views of Claude Barnett, Gordon of
and George McCray writing
On the whole the Communist team was
An exception was likeable Professor
African
, an
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USSR DELEGATION HUDDLE@
(professor Potekhin with
back camera at lefts)
Moscow announced after the
conference that Potekhin
would head a new Soviet
drive in Africa
on African arfairs with a sense of humor even about diffi-
situations in his own c knowledge of West and
South Africa is ive and s a textbook point of
well supplemented (especially on South Africa) by many
conversations with visitors to Russia, "not all." says Potekhin,
their real names@" Since his visit to Ghana a year ago,
he has revised some of his Marxian interpretations of the
Ghanaian scene-~especially of feudalism and e of the
chiefs@ Lunching with Oleg Orestov, recent arrived permanent
Pravda correspondent, I spoke of Potekhin 1 s ility in
interpreting Africa as he found it when he came to the fields"
Orestov replied with a smile, "Well you can't expect me, writing
for a political newspaper, tobe as flexiblee"
Orestov is a charming, erudite man with a slim dark-
haired wife and two precocious and coke-drinking sons@ He had
a long spell in India during which he translated the poetry of
Tagore from Hindi into Russian@ Mrs@ Orestov said she had many
uses for income accruing from the booke The Orestovs are under-
going the usual troubles of establishing a domicile in Accra:
finding shops to trade with; discovering what to do when the
electricity fails; arranging for a good cook; deciding on schools
for the children; plus explaining unsuccessfully to the home
office the extraordinarily high expenses involvede
The Orestovs are getting settled~ but the same cannot
be aid ror the USSR Embassy@ It takes only a rew
weeks for the name of a proposed to be accepted or--
jectede The Ghanaians have been sitting on the
Russian nomination for over seven months@ One catch is the
Russian plan to set up the with 72 Russian nationals,
inclUding cultural personnel e Ghana government stall is the
lack of suitable hous~ng in Accra@ Rousing is tigh~,
but the Russians that their Ambassador will settle for what
the German and I sadors will with: the modern
air-conditioned Ambassador Hotels
than
However, the USSR is much more successful this year
were last year e The leader of the Russian delegation
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was inv·ited to address a Convention People's Party rally in
Accra. He told the 700 listeners, "The Soviet people are
w~tching with great sympathy and attention the noble struggle of
the Africans for their freedom and independence." On his de-
parture from Accra, the head of the Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity
Committee, Mr. Pigam Azimov, told the Ghana press that the
conference would "tighten the bond of friendship between Africa
and the Soviet Union." He said it had been a fine chance for his
colleagues to know the "inside stuff" of Africa. Smiling
broadly, he concluded: "The imperialists and colonialists are
trembling with fear and wonder what steps we are going to take. u
Despite all this, Izvestia was whistling in the dark
of the Rus s ian winter when it edi torialized: U In an effor t to
discoura~e the peoples of Africa, to suppress their determination
to gain freedom and independence at all costs, the principle of
nonviolence and nonresistance was put into play. But this trick
of the colonialists failed completely. Most delegates made
militant speeches urging African peoples to use all means at
their disposal to win independence." Izvestia was equally wide
of the mark and obliquely criticized Nkrumah, when it declared:
"Colonialists and their agents tried to make the Accra confer-
ence accept the idea of local struggle of the African peoples
within the boundaries of their continent, fanning the national-
ist passions. This move was also a flop." If there was a
flop--this time--it was the Russian strategy.
Meanwhile, the United Arab Republic Embassy is over-
burdened with its extra duties for Moscow and Peking. A local
chief in Kumas who controls the important "strangers" zone of
the city, has been invited to make a good will visit to Peking@
The invitation was relayed by an UAR official through his embassy.
The UAR appears to have one of the ablest staffs in political,
economic, press, and cultural fields.
The UAR Delegation leader, the
UAR Ambassador, and the self-styled
leader of the Cameroons Army of
Liberation holding an informal
discussion.
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In comparison with the ad hoc and delayed Communist
position, the United States has just completed a handsome new
embassy, although large enough for only one-half of the American
officials in Ghana.
Senator Hubert Humphrey, speaking after his Moscow
marathon, was only partially right when he declared the Commu-
nists are "out there in Ghana working at real diplomacy
while we mess around in the old Florentine way."
PAN-AFRICANISM
Delegates were well aware of the interest in their
affairs on other continents, and seemed to find strength in nu-
merous references to Pan-Africanism Over four years ago,
Kwame Nkrumah, in a public speech, said he planned to call a
Sixth Pan-African Conference in Accra. If not officially so the
All-African People's Conference is the lineal descendant of
African gatherings begun in Paris just after World War I
Accra probably represents the final triumph of the
ideas of nonracial Pan-Africanism over the ideas of Black
Nationalism as trumpeted by that flamboyant pers Marcus
Garvey whose appeals raised many thousands of dollars rom
American Negroes. Little of Garvey's antipathy for people of
mixed ancestry, which stemmed from his resentment of the domi-
nation of "brown" over "black" in his native Jamaica, was evi-
dent at the conference@ Three American Negroes who had strong
racist attitudes were criticized as "black chauvinists" by the
rest of the large American Negro group present. Virtually no
such chauvinism was expressed by the African delegates, who
appeared more concerned with a man's ideas than with the shade
of his skin.
Nkrumah does pay tribute to an early inspiration from
Garvey l s philosophy and Ghanats shipping company has taken the
name of Garvey's ill-fated "Black Star tine." But neither
Nkrumah nor the conference was racialis.tic. There were even
white delegates from South Africa participating in committee
work. Garveyism's tremendous emotional pull for the Negro
masses in the United States has long since given way to the in-
tellectual pull of W.E.B@ Du Bois and Pan-Africanism.
Du Bois was the organizer of the first four Pan-Afri-
can Conferences and attended the fifth, held in Manchester
England, in 1945, with Kwame Nkrumah and George Padmore as joint
secretaries. Nkrumah has pointed up3 the marked change from the
first four Pan-African Congresses to the Manchester Fifth, which
was not solely supported by "middle class intellectuals and
bourgeois Negro reformists, Ibut also by workers, trade unionists,
3 Ghana by Kwame Nkrumah, (tondon: Thomas Nelson and Sons.
1957), pp. 53.
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co~operative societies and African and other coloured students."
The participation of labor groups continued at Accra with less
ideological identification. The controlling leaders of the con-
rerence thought they needed the votes of urtion delegates from
their own countries.
The influence of the .WFTU (World Federation of Trade
Unions--the Communist group, as opposed to the non-Communist
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions) was insigni-
ficant at Accra compared with its prominence at Manchester. The
Manchester Congress had been called to dovetail with the inter-
national meeting of the WFTU and led to close collaboration.
The WFTU and the ICFTU did not clash openly at Accra, but the
supporters of the latter were in the majority.
The first and second sessions of the Manchester Con-
s were devoted to the color problem of Great Britain, and to
• Du Bois' speech on the racial situation in the United States.
This harked back to the first Congress in Paris in 1919, when the
American government was extremely apprehens it would be
attacked because of the 10-odd lynchings in American that
American race relations vere not • subject for discussion
Accra.
West Indian was a burning issue at the 1945
Manchester Congress, but vere DO specifically West Indian
delegates in Accra, and the Caribbean was ignored.
The first five.Pan-African Congresses would have been
better named Congressese Du Bois attempted to hold a
Congress on African soil at Tunis in the 1930's, but French
officials prevented it. The act'ual shift to an African venue at
Accra, marked a final shift from racial Pan-Africanism as shouted
Garvey to whatSt@ Clair Drake calls "residential Pan-African-
iSDle"
The All-African People's Conference was distinctly
called Africans to meet on African soil where African dele-
gates could discuss African problems. Padmorevs guiding hand
vas felt despite his being a West Indian, as was the partici-
pation of Ras Makonnen who had headed the movement
in Great Britain o the Manchester delegates made
visions for world-wide actions, the Accra delegates laid
plans
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take active part in dealing with the problem. n was not appli-
cable the leadersh ip "in Acera <I} The conference s truck a strong
"pan" no African le~ders are primarily wrapped up in their
individual national struggles, but ma~y of them expressed a be-
lief that strength will come from greater unity, that Africa
can avoid the narrow nationalisms of Europe. But as the confer-
ence was breaking up there were badly strained relations--no-
tably between east.ern Nigeria and Liberia--sugges ting tha t
boundary revisions and federations will not come about easily@
Any new federations will have to allow the hero role of the in-
dividual nation-builders to be retained@ must also, so
African delegates said privately, manage the maximum
number of votes in the UnitedNations@
CONFERENCE SPEECHES
all conference speeches were delivered without
for anyone else was saying. were filled with tire-
some polemics on the local polities of each speaker's country,
and contained a heavy quota of unimaginative" repetitive de-
nunciations of colonialism and imperialism. A rare bit of live-
liness was provided by a woman from the French Cameroons who
talked endless on women's rights and demonstrated her attitude
by res ting increasingly muscular efforts of Chairman to
put an end to her speech.
There are some new, and a fev valuable points worth
winnowing from the voluminous chaff. These are divided into
three broad categories: political regroupings and boundaries;
anticolonialism of all kinds; and civil liberties.
( Political Regroupings and Boundaries*
The conference never really got down to the issue of
boundaries. perhaps Qecause it was sensed that they would be a
divisive rather than a unifying influence. Political groupings
were another matter e The leader of the Action Group, the con-
trolling political pa~ty of Prime Minister Awolowo in Western
delivered under the guise of polite support,a sharp
Prime Minister Nkrumah for his recent maneuverings.
The CGPGP@ ingly headed a report of his and
Chief : "Nigeria Speaks With One Voice; Awolowo
Backs Union." Actually Chief Enaharo said:
"The Action Group fully supports the evolution of a West
African federation with the ultimate objective of an
African C of States@ We sugges however, that
each s toward this objective should be con-
s and should be taken wide c
at the very earliest s @
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"It would not be realistic, however, to expect the Federa-
tion of French t Africa, the Federation of French
Equatorial Africa, the Cameroons, Togoland, Sierra Leone,
Liberia, Gambia, and the Federation of Nigeria, with a
total population of over 60 million to 'adhere' to a union
predetermined by Ghana and Guinea with a population of six
million and in the formulation of which Union their leaders
have been consulted. ~he leaders of French Wes French
Equatorial Africa, and Nigeria have had considerable ex-
perience in the organization of federations, and my dele-
suggests that their experience would be of consider-
Ie value to the proposed Union of West African States "
Thj.s was the exact line taken by the spokesman of the
United Party Opposition, Sir Stafford Cripps son-in-
, who attacked Nkrumah's haste in the Ghana
the conference. Kofi Busia, U.P@ leader, was
personal and referred to the "prec declaration"
for Nkrumah flprimar a prestige policy rather than one
which looks to the best interests of the people of Ghana "
At an Opposition meeting, Busia said of the union:
"it is designed merely to enhance his own personal prestige
and further the fulfillment of his long cherished personal
ambition to become head of a United States of Africa, re-
gardless of the cost or consequences of such ambition to
Ghana. In our view the best way to help Guinea and to
serve the interests of Ghana and West Africa, not by a
chimerical Union which increases the difficulties of both
countries and turns their steeplechase of parliamentary
democracy and economic development into a handicap race in
which both will fail to win.their heats. Those who have
money to invest will look round for more promising horses
to back. it
Sylvanus Ee the Prime Minister of Togoland,
did not attend tha conference spoke in Lom' of the "huge
n a federation faces although he expects eventually to
oin it after much fuller consideration. He did not come to
Accra because, he said J many nations came and the program
was "too " for prac results~
The Liberian delegation under C. Ae Cassell, na
the Liberian role as an independent country which
so many tribulations. In lining up on the side of
caution, he said:
nW'e feel strongly over the ques tion of nonin terference in
the internal affairs of ~thers and the consequences that
follow therefrom; therefore we believe that each
en should be left free to ork out its own des
to exercise the right of self-determination. Our
such c tances being only that of rendering
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asS is tance.
"With respect to the adoption of an ideology for all Africa
if such be necessary, and we do not perceive such necessity,
we believe that it is not a light or small matter, but one
that should be dealt with only after long and mature con-
sideration. It is not something to be imposed by resolu-
tions, fiat, or mandatee"
The chief delegate of the Juvento group in Togoland,
voiced a plea not often heard in Ghana these days:
"In their struggle for their legitimate rights--reunifi-
cation, national independence and peace--the youth and the
people of Wes tern Togoland are facing grea t difficul ties ~
But neither mass terror nor the psychological war of pre-
liminary intimidation being waged by the colonial system of
government to suppress the aspirations of the people of
Togoland, can halt their onward march to get their country
reunified and independent. The idea of creating a free
United African State is a laudable one, but will this be
achieved by integrating parts of other territories into
others and tear them asunder like Togoland7 Does this per-
nicious action not represent the colonialist system 'Divide
et imperate Whither are we drifting?
"We are sure that the Cameroonian delegation will not fail
to put the desire of reunification and independence of their
country across to this august All-African People's Conference
for their consideration and immediate action. Our delega-
tion hopes that when the appropriate time comes 3 the ques-
tion of Togoland reunification and independence vis-a-vis
union with Ghana shall be settled once and for all."
The P.R.A. (the African Regroupment Party) in Senegal
shouted its case for immediate independence for Senegal on the
Guinea pattern, and lI aga inst oppression" however subtle the form
may be. n It. declared that the choice lay only between lithe
French Community and a United States of West Africa already in
formation. 1I
However, the U.P.S o (Senegalese Progressive Union),
which holds 57 out of 60 of the Senegal seats, expressed great
satisfaction with the local autonomy as part of the French
Community. Their chief delegate said:
"~he question which is put at the moment is to know how to
establish the United States of Africa. In the present
structures in which we are enfolded, some in the Common-
wealth, others in the Franco-African it seems to
me to be difficult to set up a United Africa~
aside the links that join uS to the old
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, a fact remains; that is that even the
wealth states that say or believe that they are totally in-
dependen t are no 'in f ac t, all independ en t lil There are
forms of neo-colonialism from which some of them suffer@
"At a closed session one of the delegates suggested rightly
to add to the agenda the study of new forms of colonial
domination@ He was not listened to, and I regret that he
was not listened too"
George Mbaraga, speaking as leader of the Kamerun
National Party, attacked the British and the French for Blopenly
juggling" elections and "manipulating" to keep the Cameroons di-
vided. He charged inter alia:
"In the British Cameroons" the ballot box is sidetracked.
This is true of the so-called French Cameroons. I want to
stress the questions gnawing the Cameroons deeply. They
are the forthcoming referendum--the so-called elections in
the British Cameroons mean nothing to any right-thinking
man--the state of affairs in the so-called French Cameroons
and the unification and independence of the Cameroons@
"We are all happy that independence comes in 1960. But com-
rades, we want the genuine thing as enjoyed by Ghana and
Guinea. The two Administering Authorities by their usual
methods pay lip service to the autonomy of the Cameroons@
Why do I say this? Free speech etc@ are not allowed in the
so-called French Cameroons where the horrible massacre of
innocent people French troops has gone on day after day
since 19551il Character assasination means nothing to these
people.
"The referendum must be conducted by the United Nations with
United Nations troops (an international police force) in the
two Cameroons@ The imperialist police should be withdrawn
from the two sectors. After the referendum, the coun
should go to an election@ The UN troops must still be
the coun The so-called elections due to be held in the
British Cameroons in January should be watched UN ob-
servers@ The International Police Force, which say is
in the months of decision ahead, may leave
a true Cameroons people's government has been elected
and established e It is this free and united Cameroons
government that can negotrate the abrogation of Trusteeship
Agreemente Whatever France and Britain have said, I appeal
to this conference to set them all aside They speak for
elves. The former cannot re her so-called lost
herself on territories.
"The unification and of the Cameroons is a
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simple question. It is those who it that oppose
it. It is a shame they are not here", These questions are
in the heart of every Cameroonian. That is they adop-
ted the old German spelling of their c want the
map of the Cameroons set as in 1910@"
The "Somali Democratic Party" of French Somaliland, in
the person of Ali Abdillahi, attacked the validity of the recent
referendum of the French Community [See THE IVORY COAST.
(ESM-lh-'58), an AUFS pUblication] as follows:
"Led by their leader Mr. Mahmoud Harbi, the people of French
Somaliland voted against their incorporation in the so-
called French Community which in reality is a diabolical
device to perpetuate Frenc~ Imperialism in Africa. The
French colonialists however shocked public opinion by de-
claring that the people of Somaliland have voted in favor
of their remaining within this hated French Community@"
Ali Mushin, leader of the Zanzibar Nationalist Party
made a plea for the exercise of United Nations authority in the
t states of Africa inter
------
~In the sixteenth c , Ibn Batuta the Arab historian
and traveler, recorded that the standard of living
the East Coast of Africa was c to that of Europeo
In the nineteenth century our manned'and captained
entirely by Zanzibaris, plied the seven seas to Europe,
India, and America But now after 70 years of British rule
we are told that we are not t fit to rule ourselves@ If
this be so, then the fault entirely that of our protec-
tors who have so systematically whittled down our capacity
to rule ourselves@ If this be so, then I s it is high
time we parted company with our protectors@ are told
that we are not yet ripe for independence, as if we were
bananas. Under any circumstances, who is to decide our
ripeness? Surely he whose prosperity is dependent on our
failing to reach maturity should be the last person to be
our judge. Nor is it lik~ly that that power will take the
task of speeding the process of ripening with anything
like enthusiasm. goad the colonial powers to perform the
ies which they profess to be destined to perform I hope
conference will consider the possib of requesting
the Afro-Asian group in the United Nations to demand that
all colonies and protectorates, irrespective of how they
have been acquired should be placed under United Nations
. Trusteeship and that ~N observers from among the free
African States be placed in each protectorate and colony to
see that the administering authority is carrying out the
responsibilities of trus fi
One of the
Accra, waS Gabriel DW
t French African leaders not in
sier President of the Grand Council
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ot French West Atrica. Speaking in Paris, he declared himself
s on the side of federationA He believes that "there
can be .no French African Community if there is not in the first
place an African Community@" He blames tribalism and regional
divisions for much of Africa's undeveloped state. Colonialism,
he says, has one factor in its favor: creating larger political
units
From Bathhurst J British Gambia, the Prime Minister of
Hamadou Dia, is reported to have called for a federated
Senegambia.
(2) Anti-Colonialism -- All Kinds
Chairman Tom Hboya told the delegates that African
states will be friends with all but will "not tolerate inter-
ference from outside by any country--any country, dnd that means
undermine the independence we are getting. If the big
power blocs have nothing better to do but fight each other--let
them do it outside of Africa." The last remark produced applause,
as did his opposition to nuclear testing in the Sahara and mili-
bases in Africa. He criticized those who preach democracy
own countries, for nnow we've heard it we want to see
here in Africa@ We do not intend to be undermined
who pay lip service to democracy but have a long way to
go in their own countries." Mboya identified his target pri-
vately as "the USSR in Hungary and the US as well." He drew
particular applause from the UAR group, bu~ also generally, when
he declared, "We will never, never sell our freedom for capital
or technical aid. We stand for freedom at any cost."
The leader of the Liberian delegation warned his fellow
"In the process of freeing ourselves of the shackles that
ently bind and hold us, let us make certain and insure
we do not exchange one set of jailers for another; or
substitute one form of imperialism for another, and, per.
chance, a more evil or destructive one e "
Dr. Gikonyo Kiano of Kenya, did not speak as a member
of the Legisla ture bu t as a delegate of the f as t growing Path-
finder organization in East Africa and Nyasaland. The Universi
of California-trained political scientist was particularly sar-
castic in his private condemnation of "Nasserism," which he said,
"we who live in East Africa want no part of whatsoever."
Kiano got more than the usual quota of attention when
he told the conference inter
------
"The African knows what his are. He also knows what
his grievances, his hopes and surferings consist of. We are
here, therefore, not so much to tell each other what our
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miseries are--we know them only too well--but we are here
particularly to seek answers to a very important question;
and that question is: By what methods, tactics, and idea-
logical approach can we forever obliterate imperialism,
colonialisID, and exploi ta tionof the African by foreign
peoples?
"I believe, as my delegation believes, that first there is
a need to declare now our firm and noble ideological prin-
ciples which guide our freedom struggle. In this respect
we believe in the moral and mighty power of nonviolence--
but not the idea of turning the other cheek. We believe
in ~he mighty force of uncompromising will and readiness to
suffer and sacrifice for the ideals of democracy which are
the goals of our struggle--these ideals briefly stated are:
(1) The right of every man and woman to choose the
government under which he or she shall live.
(2) Equal opportunities ~or everyone to mobilize all
his abilities and potentialities in order to acquire
and enjoy a satisfying standard of living.
(3) The God-given rreedom to express one's op~n~on or
join any association he wishes without interference by
the state so long as his overt actions are constitu-
tional"
"Our struggle is therefore prompted, Mr. Chairman, not by
negative emotions of hate or bitterness but by the positive
dedication to the ideals of freedom under African democratic
governments. Whoever is against the idea of Africa being
ruled by the African, be he a white settler, Fascist~
Communist or capitalist exploiter, any European and Asian
who is against the advent of African democratic governments
in Africa should hear this: The ports are open and ships
available for such enemies of African Freedom to pack up
and quit Africa."
(3) Civil Liberties
The Ghana Opposition greatly annoyed Nkrumah and in-
furiated C.P.P. leaders by using the Pan-African gathering to
score local political points@ Opposition leader Busia issued a
statement:
"We can share in the battle for responsible emancipation by
showing concern for the freedom and dignity of the individ-
ual. That is why Ghana's claim to be a star of freedom must
be tested by the freedom permitted to the individual ~n
Ghana. Deportations and detentions without trial of politi-
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of Kenya insisted:
"Kenya, Tanganyika, Nyasaland, the Rhodesias, and South
Africa, like Ghana or Nigeria, are African countries, not
vhite settlers' propertY$ Thus these territories must be
ruled by the African peoplel Bogus theories of multi-
racialism, partnership or Bantustanism are essentially de-
vices to deflect the African from his rightful goal of
governing his countryo The whites and Asians residing there
viII have to accept African citizenship first if they want
to live there as ci tizens $ II
The Mau Mau is the prime example of the use of terror-
ism soutq of the Sahara e the Kenya delegation marked the first
important association of the present generation of Kenya leaders
with individuals who, rightly or wrongly, had been accused of
Mau Mau associations. Mbiyu Koinange and Joseph Murumbi came
from London for the conference and worked with Mboya and Kiano e
I had last seen Joe Murumbi in 1953 in Bombay, when he was still
officially Secretary General of the Kenya African Union, long
after the outbreak of Mau Mau e Koinange l s eighty-year-old father
is reported to have been recently released from a detention camp
Both Koinange and Murumbi are
living in self-imposed exile in Britain e
The conference listened with great sympathy
to demands that Jomo Kenyatta (who partici-
pated in the Manchester Conference) be re-
leased, especially in the light of new
evidence of the alleged "frame up"which
Tom Mboya presented to British Colonial
Secretary Alan Lennox-Boyd in London be-
fore continuing on to Accra e
NyasalandVs most powerful leader,
Dr e Hastings Banda of the African National
Congress, made the headlines with his state-
ment that lithe white man has nothing to
fear from USe We do not want to dominate
or be dominatede But the majority must rule and the majority in
Africa is the African e " He said that civil rights problems in
Ghana were merely "growing pains," and observed that Britain
had "cut off the head of one of her kings, and America had a
civil war." Banda dismissed communism as a bogey, adding, "it
all depends on how Britain and America treat the new African
states that emerge. France does not matter--France is no longer
impor tan t$ II
PRO-SOVIET
By far the most articulate of the pro-Soviet speeches
was written by America's W.E.B. Du Bois and delivered by his
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He for full association with communism:
"First I would emphasi2e the fact Africa must
choose between private capitalism The
whole world including capitalist countries, is moving to-
ward social inevitably, inexorably. You can choose
between blocs of military alliance, you can choose between
groups of political union, you cannot choose between
socialism and private capitalism because private capitalism
is doomedl
"The great Communist states like the Soviet Union and China
have surrendered completely to this idea@ The Scandanavian
states have yielded partially; Britain has yielded in some
respects France in and even the United States adop-
ted the Deal wh was largely socialism, though today
further American socialism is held at bay by 60 great
of corporations who control individual capitalists
trade union leaders e
nOn the other hand, the African tribe, whence all of you
sprung was communistic in its very beginnings No tribes
man was free@ All were servants of the tribe of whom the
chief was father and voice e Read of the West Coast trade
as described by Cas There is no trace of pri-
vate enterprise or initiative. It waS the tribe
Which carried on trade and the chief was mouthpiece of the
common wille
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delegation feels sure, that all their efforts will fail,
the peoples of Africa will stand together and the
solidarity of Asia and Africa will a prevail.
"They have worried whenever we people came together. They
have been worried by the Bandung Conference of the indepen-
dent countries of both Asia and Africa. They were worried
C 0 Conference the Afro-Asian solidarity,
were worried the Accra Conference of the Independent
African States.
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But Conakry has communications with Accra and the rest
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in another guise" than Accra4} The Communist group favored
Cairo but this was not possible they talked of
There is a suggestion that the Com.munist design for
Africa is to secure a physic~l base in one of the newly inde-
pendent countries (Ghana~ Guinea, or even the southern Sudan)~
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where an African Legion can be trained for physical and propa-
ganda subversion, meetings can be held, and a cadre of disci-
plined adherents developed@ The history of the communist move-
ment in China may provide precedents for Africa@
With Conakry eliminated and Nigeria still waiting for
independence, the symbolism of the black star of Ghana, the
facilities, the enthusiasm, and-the impetus of the conference,
all made Accra the logical choice@
Consequently, Nkrumah is now forced on to the other
horn of his dilemma@ Ghana has been meticulously careful in its
official diplomatic relations. Nkrumah and his advisers want to
conduct Ghanaian foreign affairs with such a competence and a
strict adherence to long-established rules of Western diplomacy
that no criticism can be made of the emergent African state.
But Ghana will find official relations with the European powers
in Africa rather difficult if Accra is the base for attacks on
such powers. Protests that the Ghana government is not techni-
involved, will not carry much weight.
Furthermore, Ghana may w~ll find that many of those
who seek free entry to help in the common struggle against
imperialism elsewhere in Africa, are in fact more interested in
subversion of Ghana itself@ Yet to refuse entry and facilities
to allies in the anticolonial fight will be difficult.
(2.) The next conference is to be held "within two
years" in Tunis. The steering committee, to meet this June in
Tunis and choose a Secretary-General, is composed of represen-
tatives of Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa, Ethiopia, Al-
geria, Tunisia, French West Africa, Guinea, Togoland, Belgian
Congo, Cameroons, and the UAR.
Both the composition of the committee and the site
keep control firmly in the hands of Nkrumahts group, of which
Tunisian Prime Minister Habib Bourguiba is the staunch North
African ally. The leader of the delegation of the Tunisian
Neo-Destour Party, was the Tunisian Ambassador to London, M@
Taieb Slime He made one of the most moderate and cogent speeches,
urging ,Ghana and Tunisia to make greater efforts toward their
own success
Picking Tunis for the next conference under the eye of
Slim and Bourgufrba was a slap at Nasser@ In his recent Foreign
Affairs article , Nkrumah had praised Bourguiba while he ignored
Nasser@ The gulf separating Nkrumah from Nasser was not
narrowed when Nkrumah accepted a Piper Cub airplane from Israel.
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(3.) Conference delegates, the independent states,
and the democratic world, were asked to boycott South African
goods. The nine independent African states were asked to impose
a labor boycott~ and to sever diplomatic relations with South
Africa. Details were left to the steering committee meeting in
June. Chairman Mboya said that the South African situation
called for more than mere resolutions.
If such a boycott were put into effect it could have
far-reaching consequences. However, boycotts are not easy to
manage. Thousands of African migrant workers do not go to
South Africa because they like the politics there; they go be-
cause of the relatively high wages. Conference delegates ate
South African eggs for breakfast, had South African canned vege-
tables for lunch and fresh South African rruit for dinner, pre
sumably because these edibles competed successfully with food
from elsewhere. Ghanaian Minister Kofi Baako said after the
conference that Ghana will boycott if asked to do so by the
steering committee. In the first eight months of 1958, South
Africa exported goods to Ghana to the value of $2,700,000.
These goods--food and gold mining equipment were most tant
--came to about I.S per cent of South Africa's total exports.
On the other hand, the independent countries (the boy-
cott calls came from leaders not in office) could effect a boy-
cott of South Africa more easily than they could tear down the
"iron curtain around Angola"--another task set for them.
(4@) On the issue of racial discrimination, a strong
recommendation supported by Nigerian, South African and Liber-
ian delegates, that the United Nations Declaration on Human
Rights be written into the constitutions of new African states,
was defeated in a heated debate, in which the Algerians headed
the opposition. The reason advanced was that this would tie
the hands of new countries e
(5) Tribalism was not the important topic suggested
conference planning@ The significance Nkrumah has attached
to defeating it in Ghana, was not echoed by the delegates e The
chiefs who came, were shrewd politicians and yielded to no one
in their progressive thinking. The Asantahene, symbol of
Ghanaian tribalism, made a substantial cash contribution to the
conference e
The ian FLN tion'
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ians
at stage@ To
countries to attack the nation-
is more tribal than national@
on tribal support for tribalism
clear that
convenient
in some
a nationalism
still
target
It was
find tribalism a
attack tribal
alist
Too many
to be a
The forces which divide African ians were
never far beneath the united ition to colonialism@ To
have made tribalism a dominan sue would have been to promote
dis
A delegation is to be sent to United Nations'
on the Cameroons, the first tic s of
the new Becretariato Ghana, Guinea Tunisia the UAR,
greed'to make financial contributions toward this. A subse-
secretariat proposal to send an observer to investigate
riots in Leopoldville, has not materialized
The most conclusion of the All-
African s Conference was that Africa must be ruled
Africans@ rejected federation proposals colonial powers@
It attacked the idea that East Africa is and not
essent African@ It refused to accept the Portuguese con-
of a greater Por which includes Mozambique and An-
At the same time the United States was cautioned not to
economic imperialism, and the Soviet Union was warned
to Ie Africa alone@ It re cted the concept of Asian and
African solidarity. In this it provided a clean break with
reported from Nkrumahis visit to India would
appear to change this@ The tie that is to bind in Africa,
ording to the conference, is not religion not political
ology, not color but the unity of people and living in
Africa o The heart of the anticolonial 'struggle has shifted
from Asia to Africa
, 66, and 67 courtesy A@ K. Deh,
other photographs courtesy
[Photographs, pages43. ,
Accra Community Center;
Ghana Information Service.
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o A Te
tion in the referendum can become a member
of the Community provided for under one of
the sections of this new Constitution. The
section (Title III) stipul that the
member States shall be self-governing in all
matters except foreign policy, defense,
currency, common economic and financial
J and the disposition of strategic raw
also These powers are reserved to the
CommunitYe In addition, except sial
the C retains of
gher education, the courts and inter-State
and communications By"C
is meant, not the French government, but
governmental institutions--an Executive
Council, a Senate, a Court of Arbitration--
common to all the member States including
Franc8e A further ion of Title XII
s that a member State can e
its status within the C or sever its
tie~ complete at time that
this dec ion is ratified
the p State concerned in a
the-
win and
was s~pervised
Interior [M@
African with a
The R.D@Ao runs
know better than
The result of the vote in the
Coast was incredible--98 3 per cent
of the voters cast their ballots;
99099 per cent of the ballots favored the
affirmativeo After at these
In the referendum, the peoples of
the French African territories were given
the choice of accepting or rejecting the new
French Constitution. By voting "oui,"
indicated their rence for membership,
temporary or permanent, in a French
Community2 of self-governing peoples; by
voting "non "th showed themselves in
favor of independence from
e.
agencies
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statistics, the question arises: did the ReDeA. cast a
measure of doubt on what could have een a sweeping and undis
puted victory? It knew it would win--in the March 1957 election
the vote was 86 5 per cent for the R.D@A@and the par elected
all 60 Councillors@
If the referendum held in the
completely uncoerced and secret, I estimate about 90 per
cent of the people would have gone t~ the polls and about 85 per
cent of the Toters would have supported General de Gaulle's new
Constitution@ Even friend, whom I previously quoted, and the
handful of Africans could find whose sympathies lay in the
negative, agreed that there was overwhelming public support for
joining the Community@ But can "overWhelming public support"
explain the tallies that were recorded for instance in the c
of Grand Bassame There, out of 7,115 registered voters, 7,
cast ballots; of these 7,110 voted "oui A and one Toted "non@n
In other areas of th. Ivory Coast, the Yotes ran 9,809 to 0;
199 to 10 The largest opposition Yote was registered in
Ab jan itself, where 61 negative Totes were cast as against
R P Bll UIE
liBERTI: - EGAUn: -
AISle
pal' la Loi constituUonnelle du 3 luin 1958
Institue pal' la Loi constitutionnelle du 3 juin 1958 There is a plethora of stories
about how these ballots were
used and not used. For example,
an Inspector General of France
d'Outre-Mer who was in Guinea at
election time tells how the
uneducated Africans were told
that the white ballot (oui) was
for white people and the dark
ballot (non) was for Africans
and they must use that. He also
says that Sekou Toure's men
asked Africans if wanted
the French to leave, and if the
answer was "no" then they were
told to vote "no" in the ballot-
ing e Similar techniques were
used in the Ivory Coast, but
most commonly the "non" ballots
disappeared. In fact, in a
casual to~r through the Abidjan
Town Hall, I discovered boxes
and boxes of unopened "non"
ballots and just a handful of
"oui" oneS e But this would
also be true if they had been
available at the voting places
but were not requested.
R~P BL QU FRAIN(:AIS
lIBERTE • a:GAUn: - FRATERNITt:
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affirmative ones (The n n returns here
resulted am a free~ vote where more Frenchmen were
evidence and the natural concentration. of more ticated
African opposition in the c ) Over-all, there were
216 Noes cast out of 1 6 votes
Radio Moscow was on when it ted that
such a vote <l> comments. tor
however, e such votes~)
It would have been too miraculous for no one to be sick, no one
to take advantage of a to go fish no one to er
Pernod to and no one to have died
district where 5 out of 10 585 tered voters were
recorded as vo
Percentage of votes
"Yes"
"No"
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Mayor of
Coast Ass
of statee
an, President of the Ivory
and (in France) a Minister
The ReDeA. leader in French West Africa, Felix
Houphouet-Boigny, occupies an exceptional position in the Ivory
Coaste Houphouet-Boigny is a chiefo His Baoule tribe is the
most powerful in the country and is strategically placed in the
richest and most central part of the Ivory Coast. (Kwame Nkrumah,
the leader of the C.PoPo in Ghana would occupy a similar position
if he were the Asantehene [hereditary king of the Ashanti tribe],
if the CoPeP@ had its strongest roots in Ashanti [the most
central district in Ghana], and if he were a member of Prime
Minister McMillan's cabinet in the United Kingdomo)
True Houphouet-Boigny has minor opposition in all
four corners the Ivory Coast, but those in opposition are
divided@ They disagree quite as much among themselves (particu-
as regarding religion) as with Mo Houphouet-Boignyo The
pover of his RoDeA is so great because it has welded together
tribalism and Western political organization instead of main-
taining them separately as one finds elsewhere in Africa.
opposition to him in other African states is quite
vocal A cabinet minister in Liberia derisively described
Houphouet-Boigny as an "Uncle Tom" whom the French had tamed
with "money, women, and powero" Ghana CoP P. leaders have been
sharply critical of him and other leaders in French Africa for
not having the courage to make their countries independent when
the opportunity was offered.
M. Houphouet-Boigny is a very shrewd man@ He may be
right or he may be wrong, but his position is carefully calcu-
lated and he does carry his supporters with him. He has said
for example, "We aren't part of a Franco-African Community--
France is a part of an Afro-French Community." His lieutenants
argue that the Ivory Coast is the country in Africa with the
greatest influence in Europe--not the other way around e
Houphouet-Boigny is in agreement with Nkrumah who believes that
the world is divided into two major power blocs and that African
states cannot tip the military scales either waYe But the Ivory
Coast leader goes further and says that only a few nations can
afford to be economically independent in the world today. He
criticizes Ghana for spending money on battalions, that couldn t
really defend the country, instead of on economic development.
He says that real independence is not even possible for West
Germany and France who need to belong to a larger association.
One of Houphouet-Boigny's associates laughed when I
cited criticisms, made Ghanaians and Nigerians, of the Ivory
Coast for not taking its He wanted to know what inde-
pendence means--didn't Ghana belong to the Commonwealth and just
how different was that organization from what the new Community
evolve into meaning.
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This difference in national iots waS out
further in a conversation held between Ivory Coast Minister of
Economics Jacob Williams <an African) and Prime Minister Kwame
Nkrumah of Ghanae (Williams comes from the southeast Coast
t s the border from southwest Ghana, where comes
As Williams' wife tells the s , Nkrumah took her
husband aside and wanted to know seriously if
the R0D A0 hones wanted to co-operate with
Francee Williams said repeatedly that no one was him,
that in his own best judgment the Coast was
under the present arrangement
Houphouet-Boigny is a wealthy American
criteria, but he remains first and foremost a litician e Unlike
some of his French and African ministers who in modern and
ensive homes in the swank new suburb of Cae the RoDeA e
lives in a s and comfortable older house
in the main European section of Abidjan a few steps from
the offices and the legislaturee He makes te an
American politician-s fetish of going back to his own home
village and modes claiming himself a simple country farmer
who is somewhat dis of pomp and glory His vi of
Yamasoukro, where his mother still lives, is a model of what can
be done to make a prosperous of traditional ways and
Western anning@ M Houphouet-B is democratic in
manner and mixes eas with and minor government
s"
AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE FRANCAISE
The ReD"A e is much more than Me Houphouet-Boigny its
leadere The p has strong roots in the varied soil of the
This cartoon,
lished in The
(Ghana - .........---
News
that
Ghanaian leaders
Sekou
Toure and hoped he
would find wide
support in the A OeFe
M Houphouet-Boigny
is presented as a
muffled and shadowy
(lower right)
who is almost
totally eclipsed
De Gaulle ..
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On the other hand Africans are not ne as excited
as the French about Dakar@ Instead, carryon a s
with Ghana@ Houphouet-B told Kwame Nkrumah to
years and then see which c is further ahead@
boast is repeated among educ Africans e Again,
many Africans (no Frenchmen) speak with of Radio
broadcasting at a favorable hour in Engl to Ghana,
of great achievements in the Coast Practic
no one tens to these adcasts in Ghana which also be
true in reverse when Radio Ghana be its French-
broadcasts shortly There is far more consciousness of
each other's c in Ghana and the Ivory Coast than ever
before
that Kwame Nkrumah has no
Ghana has no impact It
outside the small number of Ghanaians who reside
in the Ivory Coast, Nkrumah does not have a onal fa
but the influence of Ghana in accelerating cal
ment of the Ivory Coast is not so eas zede Minister
Education Ernest Boka told me with force that Ghana's influence
was "treB importantL" The vote of Coast citizens
in Ghana was 3.50 uyes" and 92 nno ll the
reflected in part the s Ghana a "no
The Ghanaians asked for a rectification of the
Coast-Ghana border a few years ago There are definite
cations that commercial quantities of oil could be pumped out
from under the border itself, so an adjustment of a few miles
could be economically importante The border is at present ill-
defined in places French-speaking Africans are defini less
sympathetic to Ghana's wishes than the French were in not wanting
to make adjustments$ This may be described as part of a distinct
Ivory Coast nationalism, another manifestation of which is the
tension that exists between Iv.ory Coast Africans and Ghanaians
who hold jobs in Abidjan$
EDUCATION
The Sharpest African complaints I've heard ainst
French Colonial rule have been on the slowness and the s
of educational development e The ent Minister of Education,
Ernest Boka, makes no bones in c icizing
Boka is a good-looking, sturdily built charming,
man of about th ,who has accepted an American government
invitation to visit the United States in 19S9@ He was trained
law in France Boka finds it inexcusable that the French
didn1t start secondary school education in the Coast until
after World War 110 It was real about 19.50 when the major
change was made from educat a handful of African evolues
(Which could be done in France after school
concept of mass educatione
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an: In the foreground, in front of two
semi-circular government office is
the entrance to the new bridge At right is
the Ivo~y Coast terminal, and across
the bridge is the new area which is
capable of reI expansion At
the t of the is the entrance to
the Vr C connects this large
and with the Atlantic Ocean 0 The
s of the canal ends in an enormous
natural depression the sea bed which is
utilized to ke the canal entrance from
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when hands moved in Gallic tures, it flashed when it
found his watch and gold as he sat back in an
asy chaire ter Kacou is much older than his colleague
Boka, less ient@ He was nonetheless enthusiastic as he
ran his hand greying hair and co and cle
on the and problems of technic education@
dido t hes eak of his desire for Africanization which
he felt was ind technical fields The Minister
seemed most of the 700 students in the al school
an all of them on scholarshipse He finds
himself c the itous of a e for
office work as ag~inst manual But he inted to 1 000
for 200 es in new technic course this yeare
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and the courses are the same as in France.
Africans exert s pressure to keep courses the
same as in France, even on the sec chool level. A number
of substitutions which common sense suggests have been made
(with no intent of lowering standards) so that African students
can learn more of the b J Z , his and e of
West Africa and specific the Ivory Coast e I of
textbooks and am impressed the care with which
been written to African students from a bush
the transition necessary to understand discussions of
II and nuclear Considerable emphasis is placed on
African history geogr One may have that future
African teachers are going to ace quite so much asis on
the travels of e French explorers, but the concentration on
the African environment is encouraginge
The universi finds its immediate stification in
the need for more Africans in the government civil serviC80 The
ear courses may not lead to regular es but will be con=
centrated on out Africans with solid post=se
school training who can move into responsible positions.
with about 100 students the univers will, in the
its enthusiasts both French and African, move forward very
in the next five years.
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Elephant tusks have long since been replaced by tree
c a source of weaith in the Ivory CoastG The
tied to France but has a growing world export
Cocoa production has doubled in ten years to
over 15,000 tons and is sold to France, the
United States Holland, Germ , and
the Soviet Coffee are now
over 119,000 tons for markets in France, the
United States, Algeria, and I r
is the greatest immedi source
expansion. Bananas have been
tised on the French home marke
all industrial and commercial is
gested the c electric
Abidjan has risen sevenfold in
to 28,000 kilowatt-hours annually~ A new
is nearing completion and consumption is expected to
35,000,000 kilowatt-hours in 1960.
The Ivory Coast has a favorable balance of trade over-
all and with the hard ~urrency areas of the world, a tact which
African iticians may well use in inside the Com-
munityo Last year the value of exports 26 bill~ons in
C.. F .. A franc
balance ..
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billions of sive
Both
fund
tructive ways ..
appear well aware of the French con-
and economic
on F"I .. D"E .. S the twar
into overseas in con-
The French had an influence in
ago but their power has dwindled ..
e are e aware that if incur too much
from the .. D.. they will themselves on a boat
to or~ more will not come back after their next
three-month annual vacation.. This ituation is somewhat com-
to the British-C .. P .. P" ture in Ghana, alth there
much c er poss less sens in
The are not too concerned that
they have ten out of a membersh of 60 in the is
lature and two tars.. There is no const
with a white and all the councillors are members
R .. D .. A.. The seems to be that the French Ministers
a fine job and this benefits the c One African
ir ence characterizing them and con-
who also add to the level debates
between the French and Africans are much more
natural than On every level one finds racial
discrimination has disappeared When I s in Abidjan's
Hotel du Pare seven years ago Africans told me were not
allowed in the d rOOID 0 Now see Africans c in
occas themselves and have encountered no c
towards my can dinner guests~ There are still a number
French or almost entire French societies, and ac
But the barrier is not a racial one--rather it is a
matter of skill, knOWledge, or s human interest~ Fashion-
able socie some of the groups and the aviation club
have few or no Africans.. are two ans who with
the aero group and more would be welcome have time,
money, and interest.. One of the African ters is
lessons but has yet to solo There are many French social.
without Africans- , etco--but,
other hand, there is surprise when there
are Africans present ..
Francs de la C
valued at twice the amount of
S.. Fonds d'Investissement pour Ie
Social des Territoires d'Outre-Mer0
are
at
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ABIDJAN PARTY:
Guests crowd the dance floor@@@
and are entertained
the latest in dress s
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observers have often over-
of French eals such as
an territories o With the
of administrators, missionaries, and the
rare bus French in colonies have often been
second not these ideals@ I do
not mean to suggest that all Corsicans, as a definite sub-group
in the French in the Coast (10 per cent) and
elsewhere in ., are second rate but I do question their
concern with French ideals as evolv in Paris@ French from the
mainland of the ethics of Corsican businessmen, but
this may be a jealous reaction to their hard It is
well known that the white population of the Coast a decade
contained an unusually high percentage of rogues@ Men came
Corsica and Paris to away from something and to go back
with s When Africans or ethics stood in the way of
the goal, the and ideals
One of
of the many
in France, and
he returned to the
of the an at
cordial relations between
Th~s picture has altered. For want of a better term
one can say that a "better class" of Frenchman, who now often
comeS with his family, is emigrat to Abidjan and
Educated Africans are aware of the
cans educated before the war
"fine " he came to know in his s
then mentioned how shocked he was when
Coast and c them to the quali
here The augurs well for
the two groups this transitional
"What
an
are f con-
is second@
tion and money ..
it ions have
even in cases
official
jan has
A question I've
determines social status
resnondents may not know it but ir answers
istent@ First comes government position;
Race or color is a factor dis behind
Most Europeans and those ans important
a tatus ~ell above that of the Lebanese commun
where the Lebanese family is we
government figures show the
grown from I 000 in 9 to over
the census s s Lebanese and
ing in
French
cand
better
would
The level and us e of and spread-
Ghana at a rate but like the use of
in the Coasts An African Minister ays
that he communicates with the of his much
French than when e tries to use the smatte of what
be his tribal if he knew it In the referendum
three African were used in the A O.. F@ and these
course of the to use
from
in
of
African
says he
in
rather
the
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On the other hand,
has been a s icant African
t on the reI
e to the Ivory Coast@
in thus
on an African's
of French instead of to use
the vernacular himself~ Adminis-
trative officers are not enc
learn an African language and
a handful of Frenchmen
know an Coast language.
but French
Bar
victorious bowls
a
Africanization has moved
in the military
forces Before the war
even many of the non-
commissioned officers
were French; now, the
Africans are tak over
these ranks and a number
of them have been com-
missioned
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that the referendum be
French-African could end in a
ere are more than loose in the new
with ill-defined relationsh the C
Coast and s other
the control of
teacher commented c
created much enthusiasm but
on What would
match? The old of an
ssion is advanc Also the
t students educated in France are
in sizeable numbers mus be considered
will be c home in the next few years
ry Coast students in France--the Same true for Africans
territories--are Marxis influence This
both a French educational offic a returned
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LIBERIA'S ECONOMIC ~ND HUMAN PROGRESS
Monrovia, Liberia
October 5 1958
To approach it in another way,
the Liberian annual budget has soared from
as low as $600,000 shortly before my first
visit in 1947, to almost $25,000,000 at
present The 1947 private report of a
leading American shipping company described
Monrovia as "a dirty, squalid, collection
of tin shacks and mud huts with no sewage
system, unpaved roads, no hotels, but
numerous little churches$ The port is
just as primitive as the rest of the city."
1958 the changes in this same city had
een fantastic ..
A Letter from Edwin S.
I looked again. It was in the
gutter a green glass, unchipped,
size, empty beer bottle with its Dutch
label still fresh. The noisy crowd con-
tinued to jostle by on the sidewalk.
Smartly dressed Liberians in Palm Beach
suits passed women from upc clad in
what the guide books (when they are
written) will call "colorful native dress n
The gutter was no surprise. I had expected
to find Monrovia's streets improved in the
eleven years since my last visit. But the
untouched beer bottle was a startling
revelation. The fact that hundreds --
perhaps thousands -- of Liberians had
passed by, with no heed for What would
have been a desirable possession in 1947,
revealed in snapshot clarity the breadth
of Liberi~ls economic progress. In 1947
that bottle would have been salvaged for
use as a valuable container; now it was
just gutter rubbish.
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MONROVIA: ELEVEN YEARS OF FANTASTIC GROWTH
Broad Street, Monrovia, (as seen from the
fourth floor of the new Monrovia City
Hotel): the physical changes in Monrovia
reflect the remarkable economic and social
progress of the tiny African republics
Port of Monrovia: now, ships aremechani-
cally loaded with iron ore brought down by
train from the rich Borni Hills deposits
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Here are some of my own observations, separated by the
passage of 11 years:
1947
At the busiest intersection a
lonely barefooted policeman
turned a signboard to indicate
"stop" and "go" to the occasional
car It was always "stop" when
one arrived as if to justify the
policeman's existence. No taxis
as such ..
Almost every night was a battle
to refix the noisy gasoline
generator in the back yard that
furnished occasional light and
radio music for the upper-class
Liberanfamily I lived with.
The generator adjoined the Chic
Sale
The arch and figures commemmo-
rating Liberia's Centennial a
few months before, had crumbled
badly in places where a chiseling
contractor had used sand for
cement.
In a comic opera scene, I took
over for the confused court
reporter at a trial and wrote
the report myself on a typewriter
which had many keys m-ss-ng ..
In front of where I lived, under-
fed prisoners picked and shoveled
desultorily at the rutted road ..
Numerous malarial mosquitoes ..
The only safari live ever made in
Africa was done in true New Yorker
cartoon style (complete with pith
helmet) .. At times hacking my way
through jungle in front of a line
of loaded carriers, I followed and
twice lost the trail to the fabled
Bomi Hills iron-ore deposito
Monrovia's population: officially
25,000; by my estimate after a
house count, 9,000 ..
1958
More traffic lights than the
numerous cab cowboys can be
patient for. Taxis have a
high fertility and mortality
rate but the net increase is
remarkable -- 300 licensed
They are a favored (and
protected) form of investment
by small Liberian capitalists.
The Philco air conditioner
in my fourth floor, clean
hotel room, wrings enervation '.
out of the humid air The
plumbing would satisfy both
an American and a Frenchwoman.
The arch and heroic figures
glisten with fresh paint.
The new Legislative Building
is quite handsome.
Government offices have
modern business machines~
I watched competent Liberians
operating them in the
Executive Mansion.
In front of the same house,
I was almost sideswiped by a
huge earth mover ridden (I'm
alive to say) with real skill
by a Liberian jockey.
Haven't seen one ..
The regular ore trains on
the route, the highways,
plane strips, and the
hospital and cinema and
active modern port, not to
mention bridges, make
a different world@
Monrovia's population:
officially, over SO,OOO, a
reasonable figure.
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EC
in an
c "sawmll1 Timber
probably Liberiaia greatest
undeveloped natural resource
German business men and the
West German government are
playing an.active part in
promoting this industry
Liberian students are being
trained in fores under
the guidance of German
instructors"
Despite a alumpin the prices of its
commodities, Liberia has had a fantastic boom over the t
decade" The Firestone story has b~en well told many times and
written up as an outstanding example of American management
abroad" The vision and courage of Colonel Lansdell Christy in
bringing the Bomi Hills iron-ore deposit into production a
aaga for those who think fortunes canlt be made under present tax
struc s" His voluntary revision of the Liberia Mining .
CompBnyl~ payments to Liberia at a time when anticipated profits
pyramided is well known .A nearby iron-ore find is tD be
developed with joint American and L~berian capital" To the east,
a huge iron-ore deposit is being Qpened up by LAMCD (Liberian
American Mineral Company), which combines Liberian, American, and
Swedish capital" German, Spanish, Dutch, and other non-American
businessmen have also invested in Liberia"
The twenty-five million dollars the Liberian
will spend this year consists of twenty million dollars in
current income and five million dollars in loan funds" All in
all, the erian government is currently enjoying the following
Liberia desper~tely needs
all-weather roads to open
up the interior" These
roads will create the need
for numerous expenBive
(similar to the one shown
left) to extend over frequent
rivers that break the he
al forest" of the co
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line of credit:
$20,000,000 United States Waterworks, harbor roads
000 Roads
8,000 000
5,000,000
Israel Construe
Harbor work
The future is Even in
rubber there is ication; is active and there is
a boom in local Liberian rubber g (over 1,000 growers with
over 50,000 acres of rubber trees) No doubt to the relief of
Firestone, its contribution to the al income will, it is
, fall from a point of over 90 per cent to less than 50
cent in a few yearse Firestone has also d sted itself of
n ional bank which is now the National C
Bank of New Yorke
Liberia, however, is not a a
ore and rubber.latex@ The human are
to iberia and to American-Liberian relations
characterized
sympa-
Liberians in the West can be
sensitive to criticism of their
with them because Liberia been vic
led since the it became endent III
years agos Recently, in the House of Lords, Lord Jer lashed
out at Liberia' premier world position in registered shipping
with these and inaccurate word~: "1 do not
a Liberian ex±sts knows the stem from the stern of a
I understand they live mos in the bushe" This is in
the same vein aa the savage satire ats (banned
in Liberia) by Elizabeth Furbay accounts
which have been used to and aspi-
rations of Negro people
If, with patience and sympathy, go than the
ens of most educated young L rians, you will hear
criticism of many personalities and patterns of living in
as President Tubman is seldom pers criticized, but
the hack ticians who line their J the uneducated
univers sors who couldn't to teach in an
American high school, and the mustiness and deadwood in
J come under scor censure from the
in Liberia
Liberian men
) to
has been more
than the ab of a dozen
( to cabinet level but mos
an ant hill an ant hill
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end
, the Information artment has
that a decade ago had a "
And a young educator -- wise b his years
the hypocrisy in educational standards and begin with one
good primary school so that some of the qualified foreign
teachers at the University can be used. When a trained physicist
must teach arithmetic and a cultural anthropologist teaches sixth
grade ge , no progress is made by labeling the whole
package a "great world universityo" Foreigners, and especially
American Negro personnel, shatter the illusions at their
peril@ But young Liberians who have been educated in
are an essential contribution toward realizing
tearing into the ant hills.
However, self-criticism or frank discussions among
friends are a far cry from public education. In the opinion of
reasonable observers. there is less political freedom in Liberia
today than at any time since President Tubman took officee The
Opposition is driven underground - but don't form too haa a
conclusion. Liberia is not a dictatorship by any means@
government is highly responsive to changes in public opinion,
and it meets shifts in such sentiment perhaps faster than in
differently organized democracieso An election is coming Upe I
am quite confident that if the Opposition were allowed to conduct
a full dress. slam bang well financed campaign against President
Tubman he would be re cted for a fourth term by a landslideo
In fact opposition to the government may appear much stronger
than it is simply because it can't blow off steam every so oft.n~
But steam does get blown off. The young Liberians
come home -- some 40 a year now, a figure which will double
before long -- and they find they do not dare to criticize the
government if for no other reason than that the government
employs over 90 of theme This Liberian government is the best
government Liberia has ever had and is more democratic and
efficient than some other free governments in the world. But it
is very far from perfect e It is staunchly supported, both
morally and financially, by the American governmente Through
its power and prestige the United States can take much of the
credit and deserves a good slice of the criticism for the
Liberian government e
This is how the steam blows off e There is no pressure
-- at least not legal and economic -- against criticism of the
United States@ And so, returning Liberian students are often
strongly critical (and occasiorially in private and in the ~ress
vehemently so) of the United States@ If this is often an oblique
attack on their own government, for which they work, then it is
all the more understandable If the United States blocks
Liberian progress by supporting incompetent and c hacks
around the President, why not lambaste the Americans?
PRESIDENT WILLIAM VACARAT SHADRACH TUBMAN
The President was wearing a light suit and had a fly-
swatter at his right elbows Where he found flies in his air-
conditioned office, I couldn't imagine He leaned back informally
behind his huge desk memento-cluttered in approved Presidential
s When he to pick up an ivory cigarette holder, a
large gold watch - gift style came out from under his white
cuff We started off with the referendum and Guinea's new
positions . Immediately, the Presidential candor was evident He
of the great honor of being an independent state but
cribed the "heavy burdens and responsibilitieso" He implied
strongly that Liberia had become independent far too soon and
cited the opposition to independence in Grand Bassa, where angry
voters had turned over the polling booths to show their negative
attitude We discussed L~beria's early history and general
American indifference to Liberia despite the activities of United
states colonization societies e His voice had a bit of iron in
it when he spoke of losing 65 per cent of nour territory by
forcee n The President pointed to the advantages Ghana and
have in the Commonwealth of Nationso He said: "Sekou
Toure will be alone; he and I will be alike in that we will be
partners in afluence or in distress, but can never be sure
of ing in international politics e " President recalled
also his visit to Sekou Toure a few years ago and the visit of
Mrs. Sekou Tour~ to Liberia last year: n call him leftish.
I'm not sure I know What they meano He believes in democracy
and wants his country independents That is a good thing."
President Tubman: he has done more for
Liberia than any man in its history~
President Tubman did not hesitate to say that the
"primary schools are weak o We are reviewing the whole structure
of education to seek higher standards. We have retired over 50
. per cent of our primary school teachers in less than two yearso"
But he criticized American companies for claiming that they can't
find competent Liberians. He made it clear that he did not
ace the delayed and slow
"Liberianization ff at Firestone as being
atisfactory In higher education he
put the greatest stress on engineering
and agriculturee Tubman does put teeth
into his proposalse Overseas subsidies
for L~berian students at the primary
.and high school levels have just been
withdrawn, both as an economy measure
and to promote better primary schools
at home@ This will Save $100,000
according to Treasury Secretary Charley
Sherman, but will also "make a lot of
squealeD
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When the President was asked about Nkrumah@s cone
African personal ,Tubman leaned in his chair,
the ivory c r, and aid with a
"Well hews the Prime of Ghana, an independent
state.ll and he is entitled , aims, and ultimate
aspi r ations0 But I think a United States of Africa is t as
rem~te as a federation of Europe, Asia, or the Americas@"
That same evening, the President joined an informal
party of less than a dozen people on board a large new Krupp ore
boat: the Liberia Mining Company was celebrating the loading of
the 1 aaath ship and 11 000,000 tons of ore The President wore
a brown sport shirt with short sleeves and was in good forme
He gave a dissertation on the virtues Walker Black
Label Scotche After relating a trying ence aboard a
British warship concerning a lack of ice drinks, the Presi-
dent filled his glass with five ice cubes and commented, "This
is one department where I am completely Americant" In many of
Mro Tubman's comments, one sees wide experience brought to bear
on a canny administrator with a keen sense of his people s needs
and motivations e He made quips about the American ambassador
beside him and about his ambassador to Germany who is home on
leave at were friendly but carried a messageo The President
also told of being in the lobby of' a German hotel and overhearing
a stout British lady say to her friends, "If that is the Presi-
dent of Liberia, 1 1 m the Queen of Englando" Mr o Tubman gave a
wry smile@ "There was no resemblance to the Queen@" Liberials
greatest disaster might be to lose this shrewd leader in the
next six or seven years before a worthy replacement becomes
qualified to step in
SOCIAL CHANGE
I told Mr@ Tubman that the most impressive change in
Liberia over the last 11 years struck me as being his policy of
unificationG He was pleased and talked for a quarter of an hour
on this policy of breaking down the culture bar of Americo-
Liberianism and of promoting the unity of all the peopleG Let
me quote from a speech by President Tubman last year to a
nationaL convocation o~ chiefs and leading c~t~zens:
"We must now destroy all s that tend to divide
USe Americo-Liberianism must he forgotten and all of
us must register a new era of justice, equality, fair
dealing and equal opportunities for everyone from ~
every part of the country, regardless of tribe, clan,
section, element, creed or economic statuse
"For the past ten yea.rs we have been working hard for
tte unification of the people; and thus far the results
have been favourable and encouraging e But there are
till a few die-hards on both sides opposing the
Unification Program in the hope that one element will
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overcome or exterminate the other
No such thing will ever happen
That is a fallacy
"~f any person, civilized or uncivilized, opposes the
unification of this nation, he is an enemy of the
State, a conf~rmed political lunatic and should not
be followedm
"Let us resolve at this National Executive Council
for ourselves here sent, our constituents and
our posterity to our country a United Nation
under God with liberty and tice for all This is
the principal reason for th convocation o "
While c imenting him on his political courage and
on his physical exertions in traveling to all parts of his
country by air~ on foot, and by hammock, I said, "But, Mr Q
President have you not promoted tribalism by encouraging ch~efs
and thereby sown seeds of eventual discord?" The President said
that this was true but that Liberia must now enter a new phase
which he would announce fairly soon -- integration Unifica~ion
was the first step, but total integration of the Liberian tribes
into one people would be the next goa10
At the same time, the President stressed the uneven
cultural development of the Liberian peopleQ He pointed to the
necessity of having two sets of laws -- civil law (taken from
the West) and tribal law -- and cited arguments heard elsewhere
in Africa (including South African reserves) concerning the
benefit to all of this dual eadem But he agreed that tribalism
was a temporary phenomenon and said he planned that the Western
civil law be gradually extended from the forty-mile belt along
the coast into the interior until it covered the whole country
from the coast to the interior border 0 ' How long would this take?
The President was reluctant to say@ He expressed frank surprise
that so much human engineering had been a~complished in the last
decadeQ Asked again, President Tubman said he thought tribal
law and administration would be replaced throughout Liberia in
about fifty years G
It is truly dramatic the way the century-old
distinction between Americo-Liberians and trihal or bush people
has been almost obliterated in a decadeQ In 1947 I talked at
length with former President Edwin Barclay who, in addition to
being a racist which Tubman is not. had a great contempt for the
"bush people," as he called them It was a cause for gossip in
1947 when a prominent official 'of the government had sociologi-
cally "passed" from being a tribal man to being an Americo-
Liberian, i@eo J strictly defined as one descended from the origi-
nalfreed men returned to Liberia from America or taken from
captured Slave shipsG In fact, a high icial then denied, to
me, a tribal affinity on his mother's side of which he now
boasts Everything tribal was then disdained and preference was
Shown for so-called "civilized" living symbolized by
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coats~ white bread, Scotch, or ante-belluM architecture@ The
change is miraculous. An anthropologist is having difficulty in
making a certain study because practically no one will admit to
being a simple Americo-Liberian@ The fact that tribal admixture
had proceeded a long way' by 1947 is' not the point -- the point
is that in 1947 virtually no one would admii it and my Americo-
Liberian friends identified. for me (and often scorned) those who
had attempted to pass into the charmed civilized circle@ ,
Now this change has given rise to a number of psycho-
logical problems. Take the national motto: The Love of Liberty
Brought Us Here College students, largely of tribal origin,
are confused "We were always here," they say, "should it not
read: The Love of Liberty .Kept Us Free?"
Soon the nation will be celebrating the public holiday
of Matilda Newport Day in honor of the intrepid woman among the
early pioneers from America who fought off the savage inhabitants
of the country, as the America-Liberians traditionally explained
it But what kind of a national holiday is this for the majority
of the citizens of the capital of Liberia if they are proud that
their ancestors were the ones that were fought off?
Dr@ Je No Togba, one of the
most distinguished Liberians
of tribal lineage (he belongs
to the seafaring Kru tribe),
is a former president of WHO
(World Health Organization)eEducation is the
obvious key to release the
potential of tribal Liberiao
Yet it is in education that Liberia has fallen the farthest
behind its neighborse My friend Jim Johnson British Labour
MoP. and a friend of Liberia, recently made a jus-tified,
although unkind, reference to the American standards of edu-
cation, or rather, no unified standards at all, for the 55,000
elementary, 2,500 high school, and 750 university students in
The need of -- shall
we say former -- Americo-
Li~erians to identify with the
country and seek some tribal
affinity is linked to their
desire to be a part of the new
African personality. (Perhaps
Americo-Liberians were the·
last outpost of Western
civilization in Africa in
contrast with the new African
ciVilization.) This change
is a great gain for Liberia@
Already there are many men
of tribal origin in the
government and their potential
is many times greater than
that ever promised by the
15 000 tradition-hampered,
status-bound, anachronostic
Americo-Liberians@
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1iberiae The appallingly low standards have
on the distrust for American education found
Africa - and not least in independent Ghanae
work of Prairie View College at the Booker T e
for practical training is a relatively bright
a direct influence
in most parts of
The ICA-supported
Washington Institute
spate
AMERICAN POLICY AND LIBERIAN CAPACITY FOR TROUBLE
Liberia is certainly not a "hot" strategic area for
the United Statese But·, it can have a significant psychological
influence on American relations with emerging African statese
The pressure, especially from younger men, to tweak Uncle Samls
nose until it hurts enough so that helll pay some attention, has
already been felto Liberian Secretary of State Momolu Dukuly
(a Mandingo) was in Washington recently and tried unsuccessfully,
I m told, to see Secretary of State Dulles Understandably, Mr o
Dulles was involved in a crisis o Furthermore, Mr. Dulles had
not long ago attended a dinner given by Liberian Ambassador
George Padmoreo Mro Dukuly was seen by Deputy Assistan~
Secretary of State Joseph Palmer, a fast-rising man in the Africa
fields But all that the Liberians are interested in is that
Palmer has been designated American Consul General in Rhodesia
The fact that Rhodesia may be an embassy in a few years and is
a highly sought after post, doesn't count with the Liberians e
A Secretary of State waS received by a Consul General~
On the other han on September 26, Mro Dukuly
addressed the General Assembly of the United Nations and came
out for what could be described as almost a neutralist position
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United
States of Americao This was put on the front page of Pravda,
according to the Russian radio broadcast which gave listeners in
Liberia their FIRST account of what the Liberian Secretary of
State had told the United N8tions~
Let us not exaggerate Russian relations with Liberia*
After the widely publicized Russian visit to Monrovia, and the
talk about diplomatic relations, President Tubman and influential
Liberians became quite cool to the idea of Russian influence* I
doubt whether formalities necessary for the establishment of a
USSR Embassy will be ?ompleted for some years -- if ever o
However, the United Arab Republic and Liberia are
members of the same "African Club" and one of the rules of the
club is that you recognize each other The UAR is likely to
have a diplomatic representative here fairly soonG Indications
point to as many as six officerso A UAR ambassador will have
some fertile ground to sow* Upcountry, a good part of the
commerce is carried on by Muslim Mandingo traders When you
travel in the hinterland you encounter them in the smallest
villages, peddling their wares and always moving from place to
placeo Uneducated, often shrewd, they are not particularly
politically minded, but they do have thei~ grievances against
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the coastal. government which ,usually ignores them except at tax-
collection time
. On the coast, the major part of the retail trade is
controlled Lebanese and Syrians who could be a good source of
co-operation - especially financial -- wit~ the UAR@ This is
not changed the fact that most of the Lebanese are Maronite
Christians These merchants could profit from a political voice
in Monrovia insofar as their bus~ness is affected by political
and fiscal decisions of the Liberian government
It will be dismaying to the Americans and to European
nations with interests in Liberia if, driven to extremes in their
attempts to be heard by the United States, the leading Liberians
find themselves threatened by a Nasser coup
Liberia wants to be a friend of America@ Liberia
needs a friend Perhaps the United States needs Liberia if
America is to have other friends in the same social circle@
The unchipped green glass beer bottle symbolizes Liberian
e60nomic advancement. But it is possible that even more than
economic progress Liberia wants warm, international friendships
of the kind that could be mutually helpful.
All of the Liberian Information S
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Santa Isabel
Fernando Po
19 It is nel~e~JSary
and mission
"'''''''''''","i'\''''lll There remains a
Y'!;iA,J.I'O,," Q..J6 Franc0 ~
Fernando Po has an excellent road with tar on the
route 0 around the island you see far more cultivation
~~,~o~,~~ from the at a distance the cocoa trees merge with the
sru:laE~-tlroaW:::::U:l!? tall trees 0 The cocoa is of is
eSI:::aT:>OO the swollen shoot disease\!> A a cocoa
Carlos second told me he has hectares
for field 'Work(jl' about double the size of the
African finca.s about ten acres~
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Rio Muni, like neighboring Gaboon, has a
nO"Cll:li.I1t! so severe as Fernando Po" recru!ting is a pe:relmi,aJ. ne;aa::lCl:lS
The people on the island have .not to 1J.M;lI..I.,i'''a."".LVU
the Spaniards would like and are therefore written as
The Bubis do have a very low and appear to have
Western when compared with the industrious
two-thirds of the population@) The Bubis have a
and a of debilitating diseases G
accusations have been hurled in the past about
"Sad of the Women" was recorded
in eastern Liberia in "We were here
For this trouble Jeh was and fined lll For this
to our He caught our husbands and brothers"
there die 0 And there die1II
and the of President Tubman
Liberians now coming to Fernando Po.
Fernando PO G
Nations
came to our
reason
them to Nana
no
watches
The
British VVJ'A"'~a.A"..
in
ians
stead of aC~Cel)~Jng
and nen" can· t save en<:>wz:n
been here over ten
any morel
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ISLE SWEET AND BITTER
J! Letter from Edwin S.
Sao Tome
Sao Tome Island
12"
islands
that at one of many cere-
On General
s said "None could
exuberant or more
sticated dAmonstration
A
said to a
no distinction be-
tween these hearts: are
we are
have the same
, we all have the same
to tread e What a
lesson this c
is giving world ttl
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than what I have seen here on Sao Tome."
From my observations in each of the seven bits and
pieces of overseaS Portugal south of the Sahara, there is no
doubt in my mind that. politically. the most tranquil terri-
tories in Africa are Portuguese e No colonial power is making
a greater effort to Christianize the indigenous people under its
sway. and in no white settlement is there less of
a al color bar@
Two this month a wave of rebellion broke the
The Sao Tome which still
longer was not d in the
There were over 21 000 casualties. civil war
bitterness@
to
I first of in the summer of
visited friend in Goa@ He is an electrical
ust returned from seven years' service on Sao
d the outbreak to a reaction the
absentee owners who put pressure on the
labor supply.
Labor has been a troublesome for Sao
When the Portuguese discovered isl in 1470, it was
and slaves were imported from Angola, Gaboon"
By Portuguese Royal Decree" each European settler
one woman slave as a mistress@ There are DOV
out of a total population of some 53,OOOe A little
the people of Sao Tome are metropolitan Portuguese~
Tome@
not
\ve st Afric a@
was permitted
4,000 Creoles
over 000 of
Of the 48~000 Africans, 34,000 are men@ Of these,
about 28,000 are contract laborers who serve from four to five
years and are paid a minimum of $5 a month in addition to food,
housing. and medical attention~ The standards are set by govern-
ment boards, and the Portuguese government does see that planta-
tion owners live up to their contracts@ Despite this the
Africans in the interior of a have considerable of
being encouraged to sign up for contract labor on Sao Tomee
Whether this is the result of conditions in the past which have
now change I cannot say@
Alone, I inspected two cocoa rocas and was surprised
atthequaliti of the housing provided for African workers It
falls short of American standards, but it is several cuts above
workers' homes and barracks in many parts of Africa~ The
physical facilities, the and the simple medical care are
prob better than the African workers had in their Angolan
villaees Whether this alone justifies bringing Angolans here
is another question@ There is mis there is hard work under
none-too-gentle taskm~s I suap and there is ~ore
tuberculosis than the attractive tuberculosis san~tarium can
handle, but I have not encountered the cruel working conditions
some critics had led me to expect e Whatever the lot of the
1"29
ans, are neither in nor near a. state of rebellion from
all I can learnl!'
A Creole of some local standing the rebellion
as fol1.ows (I have tried to keep his precise words): "We Creoles
are a proud people and occupy a distinct level within a socie
is highly stratified despite our liberal Portuguese attitude
on color. It is true that Creoles have no skills and were
c if not loafer but they
could to work on the roads in the fields
the same conditions that laborers from work under.
A wise Governor would have made some s
and Ii on the di before he forced the
was a much needed but carried
of field hands Tome."
With some
mountains behind the little
bellious Creoles killed the
the Ramshackle homes
and sheets. The
disguises a bitter and hard exis
ambitious and resourceful man could do much
of lifel!' Few Creoles have displayed that
The of rebellion are
and economic. hundred
wrecked slave ship descended mountains and
estates before retreating to the densely ,forested
to be pacified until late in nineteenth
al
In more recent times there have been ated Creole
sings. One was in the late 1920 1 s, 193 and
was a state of tension off and on until the explosion two
years ago
The Governor in 1953, later recalled because of the
was all accounts a hard-working and a
roea owners are c to take their generous
and send them to so the great bulk of local investment
must be undertaken by government@ The Governor, noting the
number of unemployed Creoles under conditions,
his officers out to announce that every e man without a
steady job must forthwith work the state at a small wage.
Immediately the island began to hum with verb complaint
al activity@ A lsr cinema was built~ roads were con-
structed, bush was and drained (greatly reducing
the incidence of malaria and improvements were taken in
hand which benefited all tions of the In his
the Governor projects morning,
noon, and night@ However much the oles themselves were bene-
fi from improvements it was clear that they would
prefer to the roadside but a choice was not
given them.
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All this
conscious Creoles
a treasonable offense in
and a se customs
Creole how I
does-~joined in and
pistols and rifles and so
It is my oelief pos
iso~ated forests
still face to face with
a few
s were Creoles
exist in the
the island is
week.
c
orders
like
vendettas.
is a smaller
town, San Antonio)
bay. I believe there has not been trouble on
although my stay there was too short verify this.
The President of came
than public professions of sweetness and
the Portuguese are extremely
tors in Africa. The President
in the economic situation. Up
the leading world exporters of cocoa. Exports
a peak of 50,000 metric tons in 192~ to 8,000
fertility, an absence of suitable new land on
isl disease, and poor management have c
decline.
for more
Opportunities are being up in
service for Creoles, ~nd roads are being to serve the
southern part of Sao Tome, where Creoles can take up farm land.
Unlike Angola, where the ten-ye economic boom keeps feed-
itself the investors in Sao Tome tend. as I have said, to
their profits out and allow the island to for lack
fresh investment. I look for some redress of Creole es
and a new and heavier tax on cocoa s or a forced st-
ment@ Undoubtedly there will be c opposition
from some s in Li but the appears too
serious, the results tion too disastr.ous" to off
or reform
Characteristically" the police and are meanwhile
strong and almost no word the actual
the Portuguese press" let alone outside of •
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INSTITUTE OF CURRENT WORLD AFFAIRS
Nationale*,
Eli sabethville
Bel gi an Congo
(Mailed from
Southern Rhodesia
September 30~ 1952)
of the
Affairs
raw
en route to
a return flow of
The is Ii two million metric
tons annually, exclusive of internal freight, cross
and primitive country.. In 1951 the Congo ex-
_""'''''f''A!lln .598,184 tons of agricultural and forest prod-
chiefly palm oil logs, and cotton.. }tlnerals
453,668 tons primarily copper zinc concen-
manganese, and cobalt.. The t represented
world/roduction.. Valuable ties of tin, industrial
diamonds (70/0 of world output), tungsten, tantalite, rubber,
and pyrethrum also shipped e undisclosed tonnage comes
from what are the world's richest uranium deposits ..
Mr ..
Mr 4l Walter S"
Institute or Current
522 Fifth Avenue
New York 3 New York
The Belgian Congo coincides roughly with the basin of its
fluvial namesake between the Ruwenzori Range in the east and the
Mountains in the west Sheer distance makes transport
cult.. The bulk of the country is over 500 miles from the
1000 miles from the Indian Ocean, and 2000 miles
from the Cape of Good Hope
less
corridor, the Belgians neverthe-
century nationalism by channeling
the
and maps on the geography of ocean outlets for
and current thinking in the Congo on this issue
..
of the Voie Nationale concept ..
: the four networks; flow of
; means' of ; and Bel an outlets ..
gn outlets: west coast; east coast; and South Africa
Conflicts between forei outlets and Vole Nationale: the
; €IS; Lobito vs .. Matadi; and official
views ..
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their foreign trade through this narrow outlet a railroad from
Leopoldville to Matadi, an ocean port 95 miles up the Congo River.
Political feeling for this all-Belgian route gathered economio
support in the depression of 1930 The two forces gave
birth to the concept of Voie Nationale e
The government has a hand in all
or stockholder in the railroads. Congo
handicapped by long distances to world markets, could no
compete during the depression, were given relief govern-
ment ssure on the transport es to carry s at cost
or if necessary to sell them. At one were
carried at less than 5d a ton from on In turn,
the system was given all the overseas of
the Congo and only a trickle follow alternate s
through foreign countries@ With this help the continued
in operation and a disastrous collapse of the economy was
Out of this experience came a mobile scale of
charges geared to the current prosperity of each sector of
economy starting from the usual differential coromodi rates. A
Congo product bringing high profits pays an bill,
but charges are qUickly adjusted should sales s de-
signed to maintain continuous production without sastrous
and starts when prices for primary products fluctuate widelYe A
semi-governmental board adjusts freight, charges every three months,
although in early 1952 palm oil prices dropped so sharply that an
interim reduction o£ 50% was made e Government export taxes are ad
valorem, tending to reinforce the £lexibility of the mobile scale e
(The spectre o£ government revenues plummeting overnight not
arisen in the current decade-long boom e )
The mobile scale also applies to internal trafflc o Most
rates £or intra-Congo shipments to local industries are ona-half
the export rate e Food for internal consumption is one-half of
that e Consequently, a bargeload of palm oil destined overseas
pays four times the freight of a comparable to be used
in African cooking., The objective is to insure te as
for African workers and keep their expenses low so sal es
can be paid and labor costs of export production at a minimum.
Voie Nationale means first the all-Belgian route to the
sea at Matadi., Secondly, the water and rail network into the
hinterland via the Congo River to Stanleyville and the west and
the Congo and Kasai Rivers to Port Francqui linked rail with
the Katanga. Leopoldville functions as the break
Thirdly, the concept relates to governmental
economy through the mobile price scale adjus
charges in relation to market sand
is extended in a sense by through tariffs of
companies between Antwerp and interior Congo
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Internal Transport
Four Surface
Transportation within the Congo is divided along regional
lines among four companies whose systems interlock, as shown on
the next page e The largest of these, Otraco (L I Office d'Exploita-
tion des Transports Coloniaux), is a para-governmental organization
Although it functions as a priva~e company with private capital and
its own directors, its bUdget must be approved by the Belgian leg-
isl which has granted it large sums of moneYe Otraco serves
Mayumbe region in the west. by means of the ocean port of Boma
an 87 mile long railroad to Tshelae The port of Matad! and
the railroad from Matad! to Leopoldville are operated by Otraco e
It also s the public river port at Leopoldville and over
miles of naVigable with numerous ports on the Congo
River In the eastern region it has a trucking network
and steamer services on Lake Kivu
The operating company in the southeast, the
is the BeCeK e (Compagnie du Chemin de Fer du Bas-Congo au
It a railroad from Sakania (junction point wi th Rhodesia
ways) 442 miles long to Bukama, where it connects th the C
A BeCeKe engineer e Locomotive engineers and
most river cargo boat c are African@
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discussed beloW'"
Bukama to Port
run from Tenke
the
river
The
des Chemins
in the ea
network is the C
aux Grands Lacs
northeast"
boats on
connections
south to Lake Kivu"
river at Aketi to
has miles of track"
1000 of roads"
the
du )
and
and
its
Bondo and Ti tule
services over
Costs
rates have been sa
and C"F .. L" 1
i 'GS costs 'are 1
two maps
the
of
railroad
and the northeast"
ville area al
estimates that S% Congo
permanently, 8.1 though
in a Leopoldville warehouse three or four years before re-
shipped to the The funneling of such a
of Congo forei trade thrOUgh one outlet makes the
sensi ti,re any flow stoppage at Natadi or
In 1948 there Was a severe bottleneck at which was
broken after round-the-clock work under crisis conditions that
demanded the personal attention of the Governor-General and the
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Brussels Thousands of dollars
Belgian officials said that
~~~Jn~' would solve the
cause there
and
the river for
where cement and
over a month The
American
for Matad1" The
New York dock strike
materials have been
s
waS
that reduced
two years
into
over how to
forei
present
such occurrences s
s, which will be discussed
do or it"
Those who the present system out that
Otraco has been up to three years for to be de-
that the Korean war threw a sudden unpredictable load
Qn that were to recover from the
stra.in of World War II, was minimum maintenance
most no
business executives, and colonists
that the Congo needs vi
s.. They d1 over whi
new facilities most
stion of whether water, rail, or
of the expanded M" Pierre Wi
onies vi the problem
is
be the
Minister of
j has said
"Geography dictates a preference" The Congo Hi ver and its
wonderful system of tributaries spread out over the whole ter-
ri These natural routes form a passageway for the s
whi for a reasonable ce, enormous loads
is difficult to criterion will be the
basis of choice between railroads and highways" The railroads
can show a t when c more than a certain ton-
below which, i s use trucks which
travel on modern
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navi routes constitute at the out-
lines of our African co~~lcatlon
are to it what the sh so expres-
i But their be
ed ..
it will be
s will haul
under Ml>
rail line from
the
the present Minister
a much earlier consi ..
dent of the .. K.. who would
theaosts and delays of
water route
Otraco
some time ..
ssible is
Kas
and
enormous sums
R1 ver useful
to main-
the French
utili
The water
co:m:OIl!lI'] son because
is nonsense to
with miles
of the
debaters answer
to make the
Kasai would
are so
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The railroad enthusiasts use the time factor against those
who foresee hard surfaced north-south and east-west highway trunk
lines bisecting the country as outlined in the ten year plan.
Those roads will take ten years to bUild, they reason, while now
is the time to capitalize on the high world prices. The original
plan for roads has been losing ground without many on-the-spot
backers, although Cornelis, the director of the plan, says they
will be put through and points to work already begun on the most
uT'gently needed highway from Stanleyville to Costermansville. He
predicts completion of this portion in 1955.
Matadi.--If Vole Nationale is to function successfully,
concerned agree that Matadi will probably need continuous ex-
pansion@ Operation of the port is handicapped by the narrowness
of the flat land along the river backed by hi&~, precipitous s
The water is deep enough for berths at Matadi~-the rapids are
farther upstream. Seven large ships can now be worked simultane-
The Ten Year Plan called for a capacity of 12,500,000 tons
In three years facilities will be completed for a total
ships, according to M. Van der Heyden$ the head of Otraco.
He pointed out that there are nearly two miles of deep water along
which the port could expand and told me Otraco will be able to in-
crease the percentage of Congo trade using Matadi@
Part of Matadi wharf looking up river.
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The railroad from Matadi to Leopoldville can be double-
tracked except where it enters the river valley near Matadi. The
capacity of the be handicapped by the
I land in In 1927 Belgian
tiations wi th the kilometres to
Metadiarsa in of less stra-
terri Congo-Angola border. The
s behind and can be further
but only at great cost. To double the size of the railroad
yards would be fantastically expensive, yet it 1s a long
from Matadi before a good site is available.
Ango-Ango is really an auxiliary port of Matadi
t on the river e The bend below Matadi has an aspeci
in high water that causes difficulties for slow
tankers e An oil line runs fro~ Angc-APgo to
Boma.--Boma was capital of the Congo until the Governor-
General ana-the a&ninistration moved to Leopoldville.
of the maps on pages 6 and 7 reveals the dominance of
of wood and bananas over its imports. Al though its ..... ..,............... 'l-
tonnage-wise, the port ranks below Lobito
Dar-es-Salaam in the value of-its s
The area served by the port of Boma is circumscribed at
present e Its natural hinterland includes a large part of the in-
terior of Cabinda, one of the African territories least touched
Western commerce. Even if the Portuguese for
Cabinda (wood is an excellent possibili ) national-
ism might still direct them to the open roadsteads that
serve as Cabindats
Matedi
terri on the
and only
for Bama as
hi or
The Belgian territory
a narrow ,gauge railroad from the
viding the hinterland of Boma and
the north bank of the Congo runs like
The river is crossed by a regular
Matadi--the airport is on the north
but the ferry is primarily for sengers
and light loads. For Boma to serve more of
the Congo would require 8 bridge across the
river e At Matadi, the first point of Belgian
south bank, a bridge would be extremely
to the congestion at Matadi e The· only al
a more important Congo port would be a
railroad along the north bank, which
bridge farther upstream e
~~~ --This t of land is the subject of
the Congo press as a national outlet suppl
idea is old. In 1910 began ans to ze
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at Bananao In commission recommended con-
of an ocean ' gave to
form a company and se the ssion
action o The head of a develop spoke of
ton ships officials ected to
on the Matadi and
it had not been SUpport was
and found a The Ten Year
a modest fishing harbor and 300 yards of wharf There
for a or land route connecting Banana with the rest
the grand so long and voci
and di I found no one in official author!
favor , nor expected the great dream to be
speculation and newspaper controversy contlnues~
ment official suggested frankly that those who own
would benefit financially had planted articles and
cussion o
Forei Outlets
Whatever development may take place at Matadi, and
Banana no one suggests that the Congo River can ever handle
re imports and s of the 0 If the
boom continues, is that these onal
a smaller percentage of the countryts
and potential foreign outlets lie in three : on
west coast, the east coast, and in the Union of South Africa.
The foreign tr~de of the Congo is largely th
the United States. Unlike its neighbor Uganda, which sends
of ts exports to India, the Congo has little trade with the east-
ern hemisphere o As the major hard currency territory
the Congo is able to bUy extensively from the United States,
ranks second only to Belgium as a source of Congo imports. The
importance of foreign west coast 9utlets rests primarily on their
relative closeness to the overseas countries with which the
trades ..
Douala ,,--M Cornelis, High Commissioner of the
Congo Ten Year Plan, put a stubby finger at the top of the
hi 13 office wall" "We are considering Douala here, for """'"'........... 'W'O'i!"
and imports of the northern Congo." . Douala seldom
sidered and never 'lsed as a Congo outlet.. It is the
of the French Cameroons whose hinterland is oriented
northeast or that vast tory, and the cotton and
duction around Fort Lamy and east of Lake Chad o The
of a road due east from Douala gives point to Comelis' statement.
It will be strategically important as the
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of Africa's waist.
ern border of the
of the Congo,.
The river port is
and due west of
the north-
ri
of traffic
has not figured as a
do not exist, but
on the Congo-Ocean
The French deny that
of
surmounted
mountains and over river
for occasional
, Pointe Noire
gures probably
that transport costs
are 50~ higher than on the Matadi line~
figure but agree their costs are higher,.
to be a simple but is actually a major
going over Congo-Ocean is transportation across
, which separates the two capitals,. It takes
less to go by fast passenger launch
, but there are no regular facilities for
A bridge has been proposed intermi for years,
the French, but estimates of costs have
serious consideration,. When in ,
of Brazzaville will be or increase
c,. Then Belgian exporters up would be to make
whole bargeloads destined overseas and route them via Brazza-
and Pointe Noire, but neither country expects much'Belgian
traffic +'0 flow through Pointe Noire,.
enclosed by a
Bengu~l a ~.• .,.,~-n""."..,
from the base landward clifrs
is ampl e room for
Loanda is the neaTest an port to the Congo,
it handles no Belgian frei The growth of a Congo
and poor roads north of the Loanda
ateau and the railhead at Malange, which is less
than two hundred miles from the Congo border.. Across that border
ans who work in the ~omparatively Kwango region complain
their transport facilities press for improved con-
nections to dville-Matadi outlet and not toward Loanda,.
outgrown neighboring Ben-
a British-built line
s than all other forei
east and slightly
to Katanga More important
minerals to be shipped through
The importance of
--This port has rapi
-:""'l...----
et of the Benguela
handles more imports and
combined,. runs almost
the shortes west coast route
mere di it allows
cumbersome expensive
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Lobito to the Coneo is not doubted by even the most Voie Nationale
minded Beleians. The occasional bottlenecks should be less fre-
quent with the delivery of new.equlpment e Cooperation between the
B.CeK. and Benguela by loaning new equipment helped ease a tieup
last year" A fe.ctor in the railroad's favor is that the heaviest
loads are on the "downhill u direction toward the coast. Costs are
increased by the difficulty of operating in arid country for
hundred miles west of the Congo border at D1loloe
East Coast
The Congo's agricultural exports, th the or
palm products are grown primarily in the eastern part the
colony@ The cotton areas are in the center-east and the north-
esst@ Coffee, tea, and pyrethrum plantations are on the high ground
along the eastern border. European agriculture is expanding in
area
Minerals are also concentrated in the east, ranging north-
ward from the heavy copper production of the Katanga through the
tin mines along the Lualaba to the gold mines of the northeast e
The chief factor in favor of east coast outlets is their
relative proximity to these major agricultural and mineral export-
ing areas. The mines are also large importers of heavy machinery.
In the long run it is probably cheaper to use the shortest route
to the sea even if that means a longer 'sea voyage around the Cape
of Good Hope or Suez Canal tolls.
fort SUdan.--Belgium waged a hot fight with Britain at the
end of the nineteenth century for an outlet down the Nile
that would drain what is now the northeastern Congo.
was frustrated in his attempts then, but Belgians are
ing seriously about shipping by Nile steamers and across
to Port Sudan on the Red Sea During World War II supplies were
routed over Vicicongo and across the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan for the
~ftddle Bast o There is a good dirt road between the
head at ¥rongbere to JUba, the terminus of the Nile
it is not likely that this route to Port Sudan will
for some time.
Mombas8e--In World War the harbor of Kl1indlnl, one of
the finest in all of Africa, sheltered hundreds of British naval
vessels driven out of Ceylon o Its wharf area is c of
exp8TIsion even though the area of the town, an i
congested. Mombasa handles 98~ of the overseas
Uganda. It moved 2,739,908 tons in 1951 compared with 1,
tons in and has been bottlenecked intermittently since
especi so last year. The railroad, which must cross
of the barren and unproductive nyika before
frequently been unable to move volume offered"
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under construction from Kampala, the present terminus, toward Fort
Portal at the foothills of the Ruwenzori Range 0 .From there it is
only a short motor trip through a low pass in the mountains to the
northern Kivu region of the Congo o
In 1951, $2,880,700 worth of goods were over the
railroad to Kampala and then by Belgian trucking es to the
Congo, principally to the small port of Gama at the north end of
Lake Kivu o
A committee appointed
make an economic and railroad
Governor
survey
attracting new trade: the trade
lorries in increasing numbers
tons per annum to and from an
posts of and Kisoro ..
"Beyond the proposed terminus [on Lake George] but within
easy reach of the shores of Lake Edward, stretch well-
populated and prosperous areas of the eastern ,Congo, where
extensive activity is postUlated in the Belgian Government's
lO-year development plano These regions would be f~r better
served a western extension of the Kampala than
by any means of transport now avail or likely to be
available for many years o 0 e
"The cOITL.vnittee considers it essential therefore that a
road be prOVided to divert this volume of traffic at
using' the main Mbarara-Mas a roed to
head o Such a road would ensure the exi
trade of south-west Uganda, the eastern Congo, Ruanda
would be directed to the railway after the shortest possible
road haul ..
"It is not a question of
is already there.. Heavy
are now carrying over 12,000
territory through the border
Until the railroad and Mombasa can handle the needs of
8nd Uganda, there will be slight opportunity for any expansion of
Congo trade over either the truck or new rail route. Future possi-
bilities are good.. Goma is 1138 miles from MOl11basa with one
tr~nsshipment; 2033 miles with transshipments over the Voie
Nationale to Matadi ..
Dar-es-Salaam .. --The Coroite Spacial des Transports pour
llEst de la Colonie has repeatedly demanded more intensive Belgian
use of Dar-es-Salaam to avoid what they call the disastrous and
chronic bottlenecks at Hatadi.. The Comite suggests designating
the railroad across Tanganyika another national route. The Congo
has never fully exercised her treAty rights to a free port in Dar-
es-Salaam and to use Belgian freight Cars on the railroad across
to Kigoma on Lake Tenganyiks J where Belgian steamers
connect with AlbertVille and Usumburs e The Belgians have built
new dock facilities at Der-es- and Bel an ships there
regul
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had little incentive
because of wi de
over this route
and 000 tons
when route was
there were 2300 tons at Dar
goods were slow
the figure ed to
of the and Buzl
Rhodesias, southeastern
is
.at mouths
outlet of the
use of
needs of
Baira
Rivers i
and
by
depend
outflow from the
As in the case of
minerals is a
coal from the
doesn t show
on page 6 shows a
is shown on
rail haul without
@ A return movement of hi
colliery in Southern Rhodesia t-o
While Beira is a
its relative closeness and rail
more crowded than Matadi in
to·120 days to
in 1950 In
tion of the port.
m~,~~,u~,~. From an estimated
in 1948), the speeded up handling to 2,400,000 tons
in 1951 0 In the first months of 1952 Baira discharged and
loaded 911,911 tons of cargo compared th 838,548 in the first
five months of 1951" Still, it is doubtful whether the can
increase its use of Beirafor several years at least because of
pressure on the port from the Rhodesias, whose overseas trade
threatens to swamp even the increased capacity of the ECA!
MSA are helping to develop Beira with $1,200,000, but are
natural limits to the port's expansion.
Louren~o Marques,,--In contrast to Beira, this port--bullt
in a lovely bay 15 by 22 miles well protected against the worst
storms from the southeast, capable of berthing twelve
unloading them with an assortment of sixty-one cranes from
three to eighty tons capacity--is seldom crowded and has a
tion for rapid and efficient handling of cargoes.
Neither the Rhodesias nor the Congo can use
now because, they lack direct rail connections 0 The
on which the Rhodesians and have started work from
opposite ends, will entail about miles of new track
country and will bring Elisabethville to within
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miles from Lourenco Marques When completed--June, 1955, is the
target date--lt will provide another outlet for the Congo and,
more important, absorb some of the Rhodesian pressure on Beira"
Then a cutoff from Sinoia to Kafue is anned which will bring
Elisabethville 500 miles nearer Beira"
South African are too far from the Belgian Congo to
become outlets under normal conditions" Under wartime stress
freight was railed 2000 miles from into the Congo
the Union which handles over
a , or all the other South
port Elizabeth do function as speci
South African distributors of light
afford to break bulk shipments at South
can s and send on of a to retailers in the Congo
Port Elizabeth is not. enough tonna~e-wise. to be
shown on the map of imports, by value its ~2 320
worth was more than Baira, Pointe Noire, and Banana
Voie Nationale through Matedi
s in the west and the
th forei routes is sharpest of
the colony and the southeast" The c map on the next
page shows mileages and handlings of alternate routes ov~r Voie
Nationale and the competing foreign outlets from four centers of
the Beni, Ooma Costermansville, and Usumbura" Where con-
of new s is that is indicated, and the
axis highway shown line for comparison"
There is a danger in glibly totaling abstract distances
and routes without regard for local problems" example, it is
to plan the top priority rail link between Kabalo and Kamina.
when the rtunder construction" designation is removed from the
meny problems remain on the spot" All the freight cars, coaches
rolling stock of the connecting C"F 0 L" line must be converted
from metre to the 3'6" gauge of the B"C"K" and railways of
southern • This can be done because equipment purchased since
1937 was made to allow for this change (as holds true for East Afri-
Can railroad equipment also)$ Traffic must be held up while extra
gangs work feverishly to widen the rails five more inches Still
problems will remain" The increase"d traffic willcsll for longer
trains 0 The C$F"L" section to Kindu is through rolling country with
o It isn't possible to put on double-headers because
s won't carry the weight of two locomotives at once.
cons ted haste the first world war to sup-
s to the army fighting the in what is now Tanganyikao
the metre gauge is converted, it will no longer be possible
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exchange occasional freight cars with difficult loading problems
barge with the Ponthierville-Kindu unless the latter
s also converted o And so OD o
an€i rail
1000 mile @
with handl-
From Costermans-
miles closer
to Dar-es-Salaam water
coast outlet is least
is 2235
east coast route o
Mombasa is 200 to
From Usu.m.bura
miles 0
Voie
instead of three on the
and the northern
than ¥~tadi with
Affairs
of Kivu
settlers
coast out-
and scorched
Provincial
em
save
ments o
Don
to the
s
are not
lets to the
sdi torial
Governor
have
for
has said repeatedly that
and that Voie Nationale must
maximum usa of Dar-as-SalaaM The Ten
states on page 206 that the natural
are Mombasa and Dar-es-Salaam~ and
those routes because of the
and avoid bottlenecks
Pierre de , wri in
of the Nationale
st" Another
called for the abandonment of Voie
ever to suffice for the needs of the east
the a long term
traffic 0 that the
between Voie Nationale and forei when art!f!
low rates to lure eastern traffic established as the
result of political influence on a commission
on which the east was not
One of tion Is a
81 Voi e e on ka <l>
is sc to from Metsd! over Otraco and
"F"L to which 1s miles closer on
the same route This numerous I discovered
in Klndu that private importers ~here never order fret sent to
them direct from Matedi. them in
at the lower rate A C"FeL sined that when
the goods arriva Kindu vered there as
a convenience to customers
The traffic divide between east and west in the Kivu is not
constnnt; there is cross traffic in both imports and • The
divide shi s significantly from year to year" One zation
can be made: whether it is at the western edge of or border-
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the line north and south is not culer but runs
northeast 0 has with moves west-
ward Under economic stress tends to move east as
seek the lower rates of the Voie
The Courrier d'
importance of truck
to utilize the railroad to Mombasa"
of one of the lines to
of political rate
, and in so
althy and
The Treaties of Berlin 885
Sto Germaine-en-Laye (1919), known
Treaties, assured complete commercial
Basin o The original was
Austria, Belgium,
, Russia,
all
barring
Brussels 1890), and of
as Basin
the of the
Great
France,
United states and rati-
not ded for free
t set the
of resources
The area covered by the Congo Basin Treaties is more than
the drainage area and includes parts of Ethiopia, Italian Somali-
Northern Rhpdesia, and all of Nyasaland"
During the depression when Voie Nationale drew traffic away
from foreign outlets, there wer~ vociferous protests that the Belgians
were Violating the spirit of equal treatment 0 to voce complaints
are still made occasionally, although most of outlets
could not handle more traffic" When the Belgians hear these
mutterings, they frequently become incensed" They are convinced
that it is Belgium alone of the colonial powers involved who is liv-
up to treaty obligations and that the French and British for a
long time have acted to prevent competition of foreign nationa~s"
A July, 19.52, editorial in IILibre BeIge" cites Congo imports from
Belgium as 40% of har total imports, whereas Bri ti sh and French ter-
ritories under the treaties import from 60% to 80% from the mother
@ Only the Congo, of all these tropical African territories,
allows a free flow of American goods@ The Portuguese are in a dif-
ferent position from Britain and France because they signed with
the stipulation that equal treatment shoulq apply in any new Portu-
guese acquisitjon but not in their existing territories
If there should again be a surplus of transport facilities
to foreign outlets, and Voie Nationale should monopolize the busi-
ness by operating below cost, the foreign competitors may again
raise the question of the Congo Basin Treaties"
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Post war
both route show
Lobito on ,and
is substanti
detonators,
s of ntC'..."~.......,,,,"'I below
cables
Bo Co K0 Tenke station 0 Left train has coal burning
engine, right one wood burning. Wood is expensive
and is being replaced by overhead electricity.
Unanimity of views on transport policy is lacking even with-
in the government itself. For example, the railroad
Port Francqui to Leopoldville was given a low ty under the Ten
Year Plan set up in 1950 As discussed earlier, the proponents of
the railroad, far from giving up, have succeeded in gaining the
approval of a new Minister of Colonies, and in effect the
now has a high prioritY0
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The role of Vole Nationale is debated An
official told me frankly, wtWe' don I t 'mind using
as long as they are supplementary to Voie Nationale and we
have to guarantee traffic .. "
trans-
lines
't
said that
of
M.. Cornelis, the Director of the TeR Year
the Voie Nationals conceRt Is and is no
internal cs--al though some factions
Comite Permanent de Coordination des
~~~~'~sentatives of all the or
zes packaging, and has ci ,
, 1951) for the guidance of its members ..
poli that use of Voie Nationale favored
by ating the need to use forei
and gives internal lines a
to improve their service ..
that most merchandise to and from zones
transport benefits from B special rate
than the can offer"
discusses Voie Nationals
and
out
must be used with
of encouraging
The Ruanda-Urundi Ten Year Plan
mobile scale rate differential
can lead to It
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August 1960
Fifty-two years ago, E. D. Morel, the author
of eight books on Africa, was animadverting on how
n[Congolese] women were raped and made to serve
black and white If and Ifevery cartridge expended re-
quired a right hand as a tally. n World opinion, out-
raged by revelations concerning the infamous rubber
and ivory trade, forced Leopold II, King of the Bel-
gians, who ruled over the area as his personal do-
main, to cede it to Belgium. It became the colony
of the Belgian Congo in 1908. A burst of reform fol-
lowed annexation; then Belgian officials concentrated
on economic development and the results achieved
in economic development have been remarkable.
During the past 13 years, I have visited the
Congo frequently. While noting a gradual lowering
of the color bar, I could discern no lessening in the
overweening confidence of officialdom that the Congo
was an example without parallel of colonialism in
Africa. The irony of this became obvious to me in
July 1960 as I watched 40,000 Belgians run out of
the Congo before the savage and rapacious attacks
of 'some 5,000 out of the 25,000 soldiers constituting
the Force Publique (the organization charged with
maintaining law and order).
The great Congo debacle arose from a COlTI-
bined Belgian and Congolese panic rooted in deep
mutual distrust. As a contributing factor ~ the Bel-
[ESM-l-'60]
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gian failure to educate the Congolese and to give them experience in govern-
ment was matched by the arrogant shouts of Congolese politicians that once
in control'they could immediately manage everything. Congolese and Belgians
must shCi.re responsibility for a disgrace to the human race.
Citing figures for the handful of killed, wounded, and raped in Leopold-
ville does not capture the atmosphere of tense fear that swept through the
capital under the domination of roving bands of Congolese soldiers, or the
panic of refugees who set off at night in small boats across the treacherous
river for the sanctuary of Brazz;aville. To examine the human element in the
Congo conflict, eyewitness accounts recorded within hours or days of events
will be set forth in this and subsequent reports. Specifically, this report con-
tains my own observances in and around Leopoldville, Luluabourg, and Elisa-
bethville during- the month of July plus brief explanatory comments where
necessary.
Brazzaville
Leaving behind the good-humored racial tranquility of Nigeria on
July 13, I flew into the wartime atmosphere of Brazzaville airport where
Sabena, KLM, Air France, and United States Air Force planes lined the apron.
At the Congo ferry slip where I went immediately after landing I found a mill-
ing crowd of a thousand Europeans and Africans. Near the water, two rows
of distraught Belgian women, several clutching children, anxiously scanned
the far shore for signs of a departing boat. A pair of binoculars was being
pas s ed from one moist hand to another.
Between hourly visits to check on whether a ferry was coming, I
watched African and French officials of this (the original) Republic of the
Congo moving mountains to succour refugees from the (ex-Belgian)
of the Congo.
Brazzaville is a small town in spite of a population of 100,000 (5,600
non-African). Lack of accommodations is one reason why Belgian refugees
were hustled through to planes. Many spent only one night sleeping in con-
verted schoolrooms of the local lycee and eating in army- style chow lines.
Efforts of a few Belgian men to stay pending a contemplated return to Leo-
poldville were discouraged. Both French and Africans became nervous lest
the rudeness of a small fraction of Belgian refugees to African citizens
would create racial tension. Far from being unsYmpathetic about the plight
of the refugees, Prime Minister Fulbert Youlou justly claimed that his small
and poor country was setting the world an example of great humanity. He
made this statement after touring refugee centers and after I had watched
him review his honor guard of white metropolitan troops (with a few dark
faces) as well as his colorful Zouave-uniformed African soldiers.
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The Congo River has been more than a geographical boundary. It has
also marked the division between two markedly different colonial racial poli-
cie s. In 1952, J lived for two months in a Leopoldville hotel without ever
seeing a Congolese in the dining room, yet always finding on the other side
of the river (then as now) convivial African and French guests mingling in
Brazzaville restaurants. When Minister of Colonies Buisseret described the
situation in the Belgian Congo to the Belgian Chamber of Deputie s in 1951 as
"a social barrier which carne dangerously near to being a color bar," he was
putting it gently.
A final visit to the riverbank found excitement mounting over an ap-
proaching ferry. This would be the last, for there wouldn't be time for an-
other before the 6:00 0 'clock curfew imposed the Congolese Force Pub-
lique. Over a hundred Belgian pas senger s streamed ashore carrying a few
possessions in suitcases. A gawky Salvation Army girl clutched a Bible in
one hand and a brown duffelbag in the other. As I passed thern, the expres-
sions on the faces of the men ranged frorn grim to beaten. "Congolia 9" cast
off again so rapidly that I barely managed to toss my bags on the deck and
aboard with three fellow passengers.
The Congolese pilot started the two-mile crossing by upstream
into the swift current of Stanley Pool and away frorn the turbulent rapids
sight below us. As we moved off we passed a moored ,with its reported
tow of arms and arnmunition barges; a pilot had. landed it on the
"French" shore for internment, to the consternation of the Congolese troops
on board. The surging brown waters pushed islands of river""1choking
hyacinth past our bow in midstream. the distance. Leopoldville looked
strangely somnolent as though killed radiation- -no destruction and no life.
Fourteen skyscrapers stood up like tombstones. This was the hour when
helicopters norrnally dusted the malaria-prone city. but not a whiff of smoke
rose behind the skeletonlike cranes on the Otraco wharfs. The only move-
ment was the larnbent dancing of the setting sun on the windshields of hun-
dreds of cars abandoned at the waterside by fleeing Belgians.
Leopoldville
Stepping off the ferry, I found life all too real in the form of three
Force Publique soldiers cradling sub:m.achine guns, who blocked my way to
the candy- striped barrier. To the right a nervous Belgian immigration offi-
cial surrounded by Congolese soldiers motioned rne to an exit and told me to
return the next day. then he had fled and no papers were required for
several days.) Gripping my suitcases firmly, set off briskly up the bank.
After I had walked three blocks, two jeeps with mounted machine guns manned
........... g;;" ........... soldier s swept by. Did this mean calm or a pitched battle? I felt
uneasy but perhaps I was a nervous newcomer to the war of nerves. 'On the
steps of the American Ernbassy, Arnbassador Clare H. Timberlake gave the
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answer: "This is the crazie st war I've ever seen- -the Belgians and the Force
Publique are fraternizing f If I went on to register at the plush Memling Hotel
and innocently regretted having missed the war.
Starting a stroll at 7: 15 p.m., I ran into Newsweek I s Arnaud de
Borchgrave who pointed down the street to where Minister of Foreign Affair s
Justin Bomboko was arguing with a Belgian paratroop captain and the corporal
of an armed Force Publique squad. It symbolized the breakdown in govern-
ment: a reasonably effi~ientMinister and a reasonably able corporal, but ten
or more echelons mis sing between them. Bomboko was swearing that the
Belgian paratroopers had double-crossed him by fraternizing with the Congo-
Ie se troops but refusing to set up joint patrols. He threatened the captain
with a holocaust similar to the six-year Algerian war.
Frank Carlucci of the American Embassy suggested a d.rive out to the
Force Publique camp. Frank and his wife (since evacuated) had been pushed
around by roaming soldier s, but he was ihtent on discovering the late st de-
velopments. We drove fast through dark streets and past deserted buildings.
No sentry was mounted at Camp Leopold II but lights shone inside. Return-
, we ventured up a side road and were' stopped by two jeep-loads of armed
Congolese. Carlucci explained we were Americans and was told to pass.
Just then their jeep radio emitted a bur st of Lingala into the still night air.
The soldiers were obviously becoming aroused by it. We left hurriedly.
Soon after, we carne across three armed Belgian jeeps followed by
Force Publiqlie jeeps. As they disappeared, a ghostly caravan loomed up in
the eerie glow of sodium vapor street lamps. I counted 67 vehicle s, includ-
ing 9 large Sabena buses. Later I learned that among the passengers (about
500 women and 100 men) were some women who had been raped and some
men who had been beaten. The single -column convoy- -not unlike the safari
led by Henry M. Stanley that passed through the site of Leopoldville 83 year s
before- -was headed for the airport. So brief an empire, so bedraggled a finale.
As a new wave overruns the ebbtide three Congolese soldiers inter-
rupted my counting of the refugee s by rapping on the windows with their
rifle s. They politely asked for a ride to the Zoo! We made room. One ex-
plained that the trouble was over--President Kasavubu had written to Presi-
dent Eisenhower! He seemed relieved. So was I when he finally disentangled
his rifle trigger from the door handle getting out.
We had not been back at the Embassy long when, at 8: 30, there was a
sharp burst of automatic gunfire a few blocks away. (Apparently a Belgian
jeep had refused to obey the stop signal of a Force Publique sentry, and had
driven around him. As the sentry raised his rifle to fire, he was riddled by
a paratrooper in the jeep. Rumor had it that two other soldier s had. crawled
to the bushe s and died of wounds, but their bodie s were not at the morgue the
next afternoon.) Ambassador Timberlake ordered lights out downstairs,
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unneeded per sonnel to go upstair s, and the steel riot door to the third floor
partially lowered. Unfortunately, the handsom.e concrete latticework which
adorns this and m.any other new Am.erican em.bassie s offers a mob easy acces s
to upper -floor windows.
Earlier, a news agency had carried a report of the Ambassador "defy-
ing" a mob on the Embassy steps. The account had a grain of truth to it, the
actual particulars are as follows: a Force Publique squad seized an official
of the Portuguese Embassy which adjoins that of the United States. They held
the man in the street with rifle barrels pressed to both sides of his head
while they demanded that the Portuguese evacuate the building. This the Por-
tuguese diplomats and staff finally did and were driven off in a truck. Mean-
while, an American missionary refugee was seen taking photographs from
the United States Embassy steps, causing four ssibly tipsy) soldiers to ap-
proach the building looking for him. The Ambassador courageously told them
they could not enter.
When I left the Embassy at 12: 15 a.m.., the streets were deserted ex-
cept for a number of abandoned dogs scavenging for food. A little earlier
Timeman Lee Griggs had reported that a Belgian sentry had taken a shot at
him. But, except for a solitary civilian walking determ.inedly down the boule-
vard, and a jeep racing by a block away, it was a lonesome strolL Before
United Nations troops arrived, there was genuine cause for nervousness-
trouble might pitch up at any time - - but on the whole it didn It.
Government Anarchy
Leopoldville presented numerous examples of the breakdown in govern-
ment service s. Trains for Congole se pas senger s never stopped running to
Matadi but no freight moved. Airmail piled up the bagful and urgent private
telegram.s didn't move for a week. It was only a que stion of time before malaria
became a menace without sanitary dusting. The country was grinding to a halt.
One morning, I visited the Ministry of the Interior and found only two
Congolese clerks where dozens of em.ployees, including Europeans, were sup-
posed to work. From the".re I went to the headquarters of Abako, 1 the leading
political party of the Lower Congo. The office was crowded. One of the group
said he appreciated my visit and offered to drive me around in a
party car. host proved to be the new Director of Geological Surveys. He
modestly disclaimed any technical knowledge. This was clearly the truth.
Our discussion revealed him as a keen party organizer with a good mind and
also indicated the limited opportunity he had had for formal schooling.
We started for the palatial home now occupied by Congo President
Joseph Kasavubu, who is the patron saint of the Abako. It was after 10
o'clock when we entered the last half mile of the drive saw the Presi-
dent I s car approaching. geological friend waved frantically to stop the
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chauffeur. President Kasavubu was on his way to the office- -at that hour on
a day when all hell was breaking loose in the affairs of state--but he appeared
in no hurry to break off what stretched into a 20-ITlinute conversation.
Kasavubu struck m.e as m.ild, dignified, and poised as he turned away
polem.ical questions. His charm. com.es through thick glasses. A squeaky
speaking voice does not destroy his solem.n m.ien. Kasavubu IS portly figure
and a facial hint of his Chinese grandfather suggest a Bakongo Buddha. It is
difficult to visualize him., as reliably reported, standing on a leopard rug,
bare to the waist, and waving the sword of the old Congo Kingdom. while Ba-
kongo kiss his feet. In the role of a traditional ruler he would like to recon-
stitute the centuries -old Bakongo realm. now split up by Angola and the two
Congo republics. Within the lim.itations of a European fram.ework of govern-
m.ent, his thinking, dom.inated by his Jesuitical training, favors a large ITleas-
ure of Bakongo autonom.y in a federated Congo. Com.pared to an adam.antine
demagogue like Lum.um.ba , Kasavubu is an equivocating aesthete. In our inter-
view (in lieu of denouncing Belgium.) the President turned the conversation
to the concept of the American Universities Field Staff and how little Congo-
lese knew of the rest of Africa. His bodyguard becam.e nervous as two other
cars stopped. President Kasavubu finally' said good-by and drove on.
Our attem.pt at tracing the political stratigraphy of his Abako Chief
seemed to desiccate my genial geologist, so we drove to the legislature for
a late m.orning drink with a dozen Senators. The only European in sight was
an attractive Belgian girl behind the bar. Her husband had been caught with
a gun in his car - - a serious offense in Congole se eye s - - and for this the two
of them were locked up for three days but not molested. Now she cheerfully
m.ixed drinks for us.
The Congolese legislators present seemed somehow rem.ote from the
collapse of their country. One volunteered a defense of the high salarie s
they had voted them.selves. It was fair to take the pay of Belgian deputies
and multiply this by a factor representing the difference in Belgian and Congo-
lese populations, he blandly explained. As I dream.ed of being an M.P. in
New DeIhL a Senator from Orientale Province, whose mother was Ghanaian
and his father Belgian, declared that if Belgium. had not stationed troops in
the Congo, no one would have been attacked. In reply to a question, Deputy
Albert Kalonji, the shrewd and able leader of the breakaway right-wing of
Lurnum.ba is Mouvement National Congolais, m.ade it clear that his backing
of the Prim.e Minister was only for the duration of the emergency. (Subse-
quently. Kalonji announced that he was form.ing a new state from. part of the
Kasal.) Senator Emanuel Bam.ba asked m.e a series of questions on Nigeria
and concluded that the British were better friends of Africans than the Bel-
gians because of a better start on education, Africanization of the civil serv-
ive, and preindependence training of army officers and a foreign service.
Barnba then took m.e into the rectangular Senate cham.ber where a
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speaker was attacking the Belgians for "shooting down our soldiers and civil-
ians. 1I Another Senator was applauded when he described Belgians as "sav-
ages" and Belgium as a IIdirty country.1I The next speaker called upon all
tribes (sic--not parties) to submit reports on Belgian aggression. Senate
President Joseph Ileo, the only college graduate in the Senate, finally inter-
rupted to suggest it would be better to switch discussion to the dangerous
food situation- - "after all, the world is watching what we do here." But his
ideas were against the current. More congratulatory telegrams on the estab-
lishment of the Congo Republic were read.
When I tired of this self-adulation in the face of national disaster and
:rn>ade my way downstairs, I found two Belgian infantrymen surrounded by
agitated Congole se just outside the glas s -walled lobby. The two re servists
had been asked by a Congolese payroll clerk to protect him while he brought
the money from the vaults to pay legislative employee s. The Belgians were
foolishly oblivious to the reaction of the excited Congolese legislators who,
hearing the noise, ca:rne pouring out fro:rn the cha:rnber s to protest against
l'this violation of our sovereign integrity."
A squad of Force Publique soldier s carne on the run, set up a tripod-
rrlOunted machine gun on the floor of the lobby, and yelled at the crowd to
move away so that they could aim at the Belgian soldier s. I shouted to the
soldiers to take off and joined the legislators behind the gun. Fortunately,
the two infantrymen ca:rne to their senses and hurriedly departed, not five
minute s before Prime Minister Patrice Lu:rnumba drove up.
Lumumba appeared nervously uncertain of his possible reception. He
had quarreled with several of the 37 cabinet ministers in his shaky coalition.
Only the night before he had snubbed Foreign Minister Bomboko at the air-
port and had exchanged shouted argu:rnents with him as their cars raced side
by side down the highway to Leopoldville. Now he looked around for approval
until a mode st round of applause turned on. his politician I s smile. When I
asked hiITI in the corridor ~f he was going to ~tay in Leopoldville a while, he
replied with a vehement tirade against the Belgians. It must be emphasized
that his airport reception by Belgian refugees had been as stupid and uncivil-
ized a perforITIance as on"e can imagine. One colon struck him a glancing
blow, many spit on hi:m, and others yelled Ilrapist," lI:murderer," and "ape."
It was the last cruel epithet which had stung Lu:murnba and he kept repeating
in the corridor (and 14 ti:mes in 8 :minutes in an evening radio speech). The
boorish behavior of :many Belgians toward Africans over the decades stood
revealed at the airport. It was as though emotion had torn off an official
veneer of polite and politic treatment to reveal a naked conte:mpt. The cow-
ardly actions of the departing refugees :may have cost Belgian investors mil-
lions of francs and was an incitement to violence against their country:rnen
sticking it out upcountry.
Lu:rnu:rnba had by this time gathered quite a crowd around him. as he
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carried on his "ape" harangue. His whole attitude was in contrast to
his behavior the first time I had seen him in December 1958 when he was a
generally ignored delegate to the All-African People i s Conference in Accra.
Then he was eager but handicapped his reliance on French in a largely
English-speaking environment dominated by Nkrwnah and Now he
was fluent and positive. His constant opportunism accounts for his contacts
with the Soviet Union at the Accra conference, which led to his receiving
$16,000 fro:m the Soviets to finance his electoral campaign, as well as to his
potentially :multibillion-dollar dealings with A:merican financial pro:moter
Edgar Detwiler.
Lu:mu:mba went on playing to his impro:mptu corridor audience with
invective, shock, and threats in a manner re:miniscent of the late Senator
McCarthy. With his afla:me, was like a Nero, but
he lacked the reputedly dulcet tunes the e:mperor on that occa-
sion.
the Director drove :me past the
and handso:me Palace of Justice. sy:mbolically this horne of "Justice"
was started a year ago» is but half co:mpleted, at least "'<;oJ. .I.."I..'V.J.
has been abandoned the Congolese Govern:ment.
Around another corner 9 we carne on a scene
between the Force and the United Nations in
minutes before, a young Congolese had been murdered. I ran the final block
to where he lay lifeIe B s in the dust, blood oozing from his neck. A woman
was moaning and crying at his feet. Someone said his sixteen-year-old
"Portuguese Master II had shot him. Hundreds of angry carne from
every quarter and soon made the climate a little too warm for me as a non-
Congolese. As I turned away, a white man was to the scene.
Someone nil est II and a dozen started for him.
Warned their- -- , the man short and to
them in rapid-fire French, after which desisted. from the scene,
he told me he was an Isr aeli Colonel.
Next morning the main African was
member of the Ghanaian who had learned ""'-'.l.......)i;.O'Jl.CL
while for Unilever in .JI...IC;VI.~VJl.Y.
in this poor section. Their :main
brought better and :more money. One :man,
'..n ..l.I..!:"'...a.'.,U..I.<;O ..... that the American Protestant
bonus. Others, ~A.U~'L~
could now find work.
enemies, the former for
stores and fro:m some of conditions in ..-.......LJ:O, ...' .......
had that the anti-Flemish attitude reflected an
Afrikaners. This is too a of the continentls
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Neither here nor among bett.er-educated Congolese did I find evidence of any
particular attitude or knowledge of Afrikaners.
For a deeper of views. I sought out Secretary-General
Kingotolo of the Alliance des Bakongo . Kingotolo. unlike most Congo-
lese. is a Protestant. His influence is greater than the
would suggest because he is also a link with the
offshoot. the J!,.'l>.JI..UCIl.J.J.j::;U.J..1:l>
The discussion began with the usual story of Abako's orlgln in 1952
as a defender of Kikongo language and culture. The Kikongo are like the
Kikuyu in that both have been influenced contact with an urban center--
Leopoldville, like Nairobi. tends to the local tribal culture as much
through with alien tribes as through the superiInposition of a Euro-
pean culture. Although is on the periphery of traditional Kikongo
territory. its detribalizing influence permeates the Bas-Congo.
Abako spokesmen say that the group did not take a direction
until 1958. The move may have been inevitable. but ascribe its origin
to the way Belgian civil servants and missionaries began to of
ments elsewhere in Africa. Under continual questioning by the with
whom were in contact. the Abako was forced to formulate a
set of views. Although this can be demonstrated as a naive explanation
of the development of the Abako as a it has a of truth.
The Abako is sensitive about the riots of 4. 1959. Its adher-
ents believe. and that the left turn to independence was
taken then. A series of meetings had been held in Jl-G<;;VII-DVJ..UV
the return. from the Accra conference. of· delegates Patrice Lum.wnba. Leo-
Gaston DiomL and . At
notice was for permission to hold a meeting .
.LilUD.\UlrlDa has reiInposed this device on his but made it
The Abako says the was not refused until the eve of
too late to thousands of to hear the
_b"'~~""~~"_~ is that Kasavubu the people to go
hom.e, and claims that the crowd was when the police arrived be-
and clashed with elements. In the and the
LV~.PII.J..Jl.Jl.l:I:. of , the Kingotolo group civilians.
and even , without their cas socks, at the rioter s. This is
as a reason after the Force invaded the
residences to search for weapons.
Personal relations between M ...
bad in the . The Abako ... "' ...........u;; .....
'\,J ...J'Ui~V.ll.II;;;D ... have
of the J!..l'«;,Ljll;, ....,...... ""
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made an effort to be friends, and some of them were threatened by the author-
ities with deportation to Belgium. Many Abako members believe that the
Catholic Church played a political role. Kingotolo has spread the charge that
the confessional was not secret. Examples were cited of a thief confessing
his crime to his priest one day and being arrested the next. Coincidence is
not proof. But the belief that such a sacramental confidence was violated is
significant.
The Abako Secretary-General summed up a widespread Congolese be-
lief that there is one justice for white· and white, one for black and black, but
not one for white and black. He volunteered that those in the Force Publique
who had raped should be punished "as the Government decides II but he con-
centrated on specific court grievances against the Belgians from as far back
as ten years. A locally famous case involved a white sergeant who is said to
have given a Congolese sergeant personal belongings before returning to Europe.
His Belgian replacement out of jealousy hounded the African so long, including
whipping him, that the Congolese fought back and killed his tormentor. The
African was executed. But when a Belgian murdered a Congolese policeman,
the man was sent out of the Congo. Belgian prisoners normally served sen-
tences of over six months in Europe. Justice may have been done, but it was
not seen or believed to have been done.
The Abako leader s stre s s their de sire for a univer sal justice irre-
spective of skin color. They 41so plan to bring back such Kikongo attributes
as "honesty," "nonviolence," and "respect for the horne," which they say Euro-
pean ways have corrupted. Piere Ntoya added, "You know we always used to
burn robber s and we had few robberies."
Visit to the University
From Kingotolo is office we started the long drive to the Louvanium,
the six-year -old Catholic institution set up in as sociation with Belgium i S Uni-
versity of Louvain. On the way we swerved sharply to avoid a Chevrolet and a
Peugeot blazing in the street. Congolese witnesses said the Belgian men and
women passengers had been roughed up in a weapons search and then released.
Behind the main university buildings and shielded by a hill, I found the
10 kw. atomic reactor of the University- -the only one in Africa and the sub-
ject of apprehensive State Department cables--guarded by a bespectacled Con-
golese corporal and 31 men of the Force Publique. Coming abreast of them, I
gingerly put my hands on several gun barrels and gently pointed them away.
Under que stioning, the corporal explained that he was guarding the reactor
to keep the Belgians from blowing up Leopoldville. An African technician
then appeared in the doorway but the soldiers blocked me from approaching
him. The corporal complained of being tired and said his men were hungry.
A Belgian professor who had joined us said he would see that some food was
sent from the dormitory kitchen.
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Because it is often charged that Belgian policy was to station troops
from one tribe in the territory of another, I asked where the soldier s were
from. This raised a good-natured, if horne sick, set of smile s. A hand count
showed Lower Congo 9, Coquihatville 4, Stanleyville 5, Kivu 4, Ruanda-
Urundi 3, and Katanga 3. Several soldier s who obviously didn It like the
friendly give and take, were among the nonvoters. All the soldiers spoke
Lingala, the lingua franca of the Force Publique. A tall chap said in Swahili
that he was from the Kivu and wanted to go, horne. It was a popular sentiment.
When asked why they did not do so, the corporal expressed fear that the
Belgian paratroopers (the "magic men from the sky ll) would kill them. One
could scarcely advise them to abandon their weapons or to try to take them
and slip past the armed Belgian check points on the highway. The reactor
would have to do as horne a while longer.
Meanwhile, in the impressive academic buildings, Congolese students
were writing their year-end examination. Father L. P. Gillon, the Rector-
physicist head o£ Louvaniurn University, had been turned back once when he
tried to lead a convoy past Force Publique check points, but later had suc-
ceeded in reaching the airport with his band of European women and children.
The evacuated Belgian students of both sexes would write their exarninations
later in Brussels.
Father Gillon talked optimistically of the future of Louvanium. He
had labored mightily to build an academically strong and interracially sound
institution in half a dozen year s. In Brus sels, before independence, govern-
ment officials had told me that Lumumba had already turned down full finan-
cial support for five year s offered by the Belgian treasury and covering both
Louvanium and the secular univer sity in Elisabethville. Africanists at the
mother university in Louvain had also made gloom.y predictions, although
they did not share the official view that Catholic Louvanium m.ust be "decon-
fe s sionalized." And now the growing anirnosity. One felt the shock of the
debacle had not yet sunk in. The handsorne and costly buildings - - I adm.ired
Father Gillon I s enthusiasm as he pointed out the site s for nurnerous additions --
were perrnanent. But how deeply had his spirit sunk into the smoothly rounded
hills of ancient rock stretching away in every direction?
Over the Rector I s short wave portable radio carne the news in Flernish
that United Nations forces were corning. To Belgians and Congolese alike, it
offered a welcorne relief from. anarchy.
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CONFLICT IN THE CONGO
Part II: Belgian Panic
by Edwin S. Munger
August 1960
If the United Nations is unmolested in the
Congo, it will do well if it can rebuild in two year s
what collapsed in two weeks. Out of a previous
total of 115,000 Europeans, about 75,000--teachers,
doctors, wholesalers, accountants, geologists, me-
chanics, executives, and engineers--have left the
Congo this year, most of them fleeing in panic in
the fortnight after July 6. Flying into Luluabourg
on July 20, I found only 2% of the whites remaining
out of 3,000, and one doctor in a province almost
the size of California. In substance this report is
an analysis of Belgian panic and the contributory
role of the Force Publique.
More than one Belgian described the panic
as worse than the Belgian flight from invading Ger-
man troops in 1914, or froIn the blitzkrieging Ger-
man tanks in 1939 before the Belgian King abjectly
surrendered. It is also revealing to go back almost
a century and a half to when the Bruxellois thought
it would be their Waterloo. William Makepeace
Thackeray, shrewd student of European character
that he was, described the scene in Vanity Fair:
"We of peaceful London City have never beheld •.
such a scene of hurry and alarm, as that which
Brus sels presented. Crowds rushed to the Namur
gate ... each Inan asked his neighbour for news
... n1.erchants closed their shops, and carne out to
[ESM-2-'60]
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swell the general chorus of alarm and clamour .... 'He will overpower the
English·', shrieked Isidor to his master, 'and will be here tonight.' ... Jos
was not the only man in Brus sels seized with panic that day ... it was a gen-
eral debacle."
In 1960, on the evening of July 7, stories of rape down the railway line
in Thysville richocheting around Leopoldville created such a panic that hun-
dreds of Belgians jumped into their cars, drove wildly to the riverbank, and
scrambled aboard any kind of small craft for a dangerous night crossing above
the tumultuous Congo Rapids. The following week thousands more fled by ferry
and speedboat to the safety of the French Congo shore or tried to flee only to
be terrified by truculent Congolese soldiers who blocked their escape. Prob-
ably fewer than ten Belgians were actually killed, wounded, or raped in Leo-
poldville itself. but some 8,000 fled the city where the white population had
already dropped to about 13, 000 from a normal preindependence count of
20,000.
Those Who Fled, Those Who Stayed
By July 14 the Belgian residential sections of "Leo" were virtually
deserted. A few Congolese servants could be seen working, no doubt in the
hope that their employers would return to pay their wages. Here and there a
Belgian family still lived behind drawn curtains but most homes were vacant.
A Brazzaville acquaintance of .mine who had agreed to pack a suitcase for a
friend 'took me into one home. Its former occupants, Freddy Clajot and his
brunette wife, had fled to Brussels and sworn never to see Africa again. As
we mounted the steps, the family dog rushed to greet us and was soon raven-
ously eating Ken-L-Ration in the kitchen. The refrigerator provided us with
a lunch of ham, eggs, cheese, and beer. As in many other homes, the pantry
was stocked with enough canned goods for a siege. The rooms were a sham-
bles. Clothing and photographic equipment were strewn about the bedroom,
stockings hung over pe rfume bottle s and medicine s in the bathroom, and an
album of wedding photographs lay under an expensive radio-phonograph in
the lounge.
Clajot, an accountant, typified employees who lived in company house s
and had few possessions to abandon. When businesses closed, he had nothing
to do but stew. If he stayed and was not attacked in the chaos, he soon might
f.ind his firm dissolving or daily life too unpleasant. He chose to scramble to
safety.
Retailers sent their wives out of the country but had more reason than
a Clajot to remain themselves. Although inventories were down, laFge sums
remained tied up in stock and fixtures. At the backdoor of his shuttered pho-
tographic shop, I found the Belgian owner willing to sell film. He was extra-
ordinarily polite to his Congolese assistants and gave them a tip after they
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served m.e. He hoped gradually to dispose of his stock (cam.eras 60% off) and
accum.ulate a stake to begin again in Europe. But unless he illegally acquires
foreign cur rency, his cash may devalue as fast as it accum.ulate s.
In Luluabourg. the first Belgian civilian to return was the part owner
of a brewery. He planned to begin production with the help of his Congolese
labor force, use up his supply of hops. sell the beer to Congolese custom.ers
who norm.ally drank half his output, and then leave for good with the cash.
On the Brazzaville beach. a businessm.an stood for hours with binocu-
lars watching his warehouse where stocks worth $85,000 were locked up but
unguarded. His biggest headache was the $140.000 owed to him. by whites who
had departed. At the tim.e of the debacle banking and business debts were at
a record high. the result of a two-year econom.ic slum.p.
A wholesaler who has been doing business in the Congo for over 50
years is Connecticut-born V. Adalef£. Just before independence. when colum-
nist Robert Ruark interviewed him., Adaleff said he "stood up for the Congo-
lese." "Now," he told m.e, "I don't know what to say--they acted like savages
to m.e." While we were talking. a Congolese form.erly em.ployed by Adaleff
arrived on the prem.ises to urge the workers to abandon their jobs. One could
sense the inner rage of the Am.erican toward the Congolese he had previously
favored. so highly in fact that he had taken him. to the independence celebra-
tions. Outwardly Adaleff indicated an adjustm.ent to the new circumstances:
his response to the situation showed a blend of authority and deference. Many
Europeans in the Congo have found it psychologically im.possible to attem.pt
any adjustm.ent. At the sam.e tim.e, m.any Congolese saw independence as
m.arking the end of all authority and discipline. Consequently, personnel prob-
lem.s rate highly am.ong the reasons why a conslderable num.ber of business-
m.en, who rem.ained in the Congo even in the face of per sonal danger, plan to
leave.
Am.ong the Belgians, a higher percentage of the wealthy stayed behind
than the poor. although som.e fled and abandoned sm.all fortunes. Most of the
Portuguese entrepreneurs- residing in the Congo chose to stay at the risk of
their lives rather than enter Angola or Portugal as penniless refugees. In
Matadi, for instance. the Portuguese were a m.ajority of the white population.
They and other non-Africans--Cypriots, Lebanese, Indians, and Greeks--face
trying days. but have shown a capacity for adaptation.
Missionaries, generally. stayed longer than m.ost and m.ore of them. re-
m.ain. The Protestants had reason to be confident that their relations witli the
Congole se would be firm.ly based in good wilL since they had transferred
Church authority to the Congolese and white m.issionaries served m.erely as
helpers. Mission stations were often isolated from. the tension-ridde,n cities.
Consequently, when the situation deteriorated and escape becam.e im.perative,
it was not physically possible untiJ. rescue airlifts went into operation. Several
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mis sion ham radio operators deserved medals for co-ordinating evacuations.
Unfortul1ately, rescue was not always in time. Some missionaries bore the
brunt of brutality because they were the only whites with sufficient confidence
in the Congolese to stay behind. But local congregations rarely made trouble
and some even tried to protect missionaries against the Force Publique.
Events in the Congo seem to have corne as a shock of the greate st mag-
nitude to the Catholic priests and nuns. The extent of anticlericalism in the
Lumurnba government and among army mutineers was unexpected. An old
priest kept shaking his head while describing the indignity inflicted onRedemp-
torist Father loris (who had been loaded naked into the back of a dump truck
half filled with water and driven 30 kilometer s to Thysville). He had believed
Catholicism firmly entrenched in this area of Africa. It had been a long time
since the King of the Kongo was made a convert in 1491. The first Congolese
priest was ordained in 1918 and the first Congolese bishop of modern times--
Monsignor Kombondo- -consecrated in 1956. Also, the Catholic Church was far
ahead of Protestant denominations in the overseas training of Congolese.
Initially, Catholic authorities were reluctant to order any of their 6,000
European missionaries to leave, but after reports of nuns being raped spread,
thousands of religious workers were engulfed in the panic. I have yet to dis-
cover the role played by the more than 1,200 Congolese priests, monks, and
nuns. After the mutiny died down, a statement was issued in the nalne of the
leading Congole se cleric in Leopoldville which deplored violence and warned
the faithful against listening to certain foreign news broadcasts.
Some mis sionary refugee s - - both Catholic and Prote stant- -are now
convinced that they should have stayed at their posts. At the mmnent it is pre-
mature to evaluate the impact of their departure upon Christianity in the Congo.
The frequent comment among the 750 (out of 1,000) departed missionaries, that
the crisis presents indigenous Christians with a great opportunity, may be
whistling in the dark.
Among the Belgians who fled were the many thousands of government
officials and employees. Men without daily responsibilities left rapidly. The
Belgian Government reacted sharply against the Katanga railroad workers
who broke their contracts by taking flight when the trains were still operating.
Technicians responsible for maintaining such utilities as water, light, tele-
phone, and cable, stayed under dangerous conditions. But most of them drifted
away after the initial terror. Sabena Airlines proudly announced that only two
out of several hundred essential employees left without permission. Belgian,
South Mrican, and Australian pilots kept flying regardless of expired licenses,
minimum hours, or overdue maintenance.
Elisabethville Escapers
Elisabethville, capital of the Katanga, ~as founded so recently (1910)
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that the woman for whom it was named- -gracious Queen Elisabeth, grand-
mother of King Baudouin--is still active at eighty-four and resides in Brussels.
E'ville's dry and, ih winter, its bracing climate suggests northern Texas al-
though it is never as hot or as cold. The salubrious clime and the rich mines
nearby have encouraged Belgians to sink deeper roots there than in tropical
Leopoldville. The wild rush from the Katanga capital was prompted by shock
stories from the Lower Congo and encouraged by the nearness of the Rhodesian
border. Convoys of 200 car s each streamed southward when the trouble broke.
A number of families, such as the editor of L'Echo du Katanga and his wife, re-
turned .somewhat sheepishly in a few days. The one dramatic incident that shook
the local Europeans was the ambush of cars waiting for a nonexistent train at
a lowered railroad crossing barrier. Six men, including the Italian Vice-ConsuL
were murdered by close -range Force Publique rifle fire.
A Coloured man from Windhoek, South-West Africa, expressed amaze-
ment at the exodus from E'ville. He had joined an English girl in as sisting the
Red Cross to search the European quarter, where they found three apparently
abandoned Belgian children. When they located one set of parents at the refugee
center, the father and mother burst into grateful tears. But elsewhere in the
center, the South African said he felt like the proverbial llpickpocket in at a po-
lice convention. 11 •
Europeans in Elisabethville were roundly critical of many Belgian offi-
cer s attached to the Force Publique. One key officer disappeared during the
critical 36 hours. He later explained that he had been establishing emergency
headquarters in Rhodesia. He was sent packing to Brussels. Most of the Bel-
gian officers of the Force Publique were peacefully arrested by their men. In
Luluabourg, one such officer told me had been fairly well treated. He insisted
that he had not been arrested but merely Ildetained ll by his men. Be that as it
may, he wasn It much help to the L 200 embattled European civilians huddled
under sniper fire in a downtown building for 48 hours. No wonder the normal
white population of 3,000 dropped to 60, including one European nurse, after
rescue paratroopers who dropped near Luluabourg and on the airport took con-
trol of the city. I counted 483 abandoned car s around the airfield; as their bro-
ken windows testified, most of them had been ransacked. Attacked by those
who were to defend them, businessmen, missionaries, and civil servants fled.
But cold figure s do not tell the whole story. When a tree blows over in a mod-
est gale, it often has shallow roots.
Belgian Roots
Most Belgians in the Congo, with significant exceptions in the Kivu and
the Katanga provinces, did not have a deep love for the country or a sense of
duty to its people. They were sojourners, some for decades, who never put
down Congo roots and who planned for retirement in Europe. Second genera-
tion familie s were rare. Until World War II children we re sent to Europe for
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schooling. The Government required immigrants to make a $1,000 deposit to
be refunded when they left.
The Brussels decision not to allow Belgians in the Congo either to vote
or to participate in government had one advantage: a small white minority
could not legislatively press its views against the best interest of an unfran-
chised African majority. This policy is also one reason independen.ce carne
so fast- -by Brus sels fiat. But it robbed many Europeans of a sense of respon-
sibility toward the state and the African people.
The motivation of Belgians going to the Congo was primarily monetary.
The threads of local patriotism did not weave with the hard coin of material-
ism. In the western provinces one did not meet Europeans who wanted to spend
the length of their days in the Congo. Health conditions in the west have never
been attractive, although vastly improved since World War II. The Congo was
expensive to live in. High salaries and large profits were the compelling rea-
sons for the presence of engineers, businessmen, dentists, and administrators.
This attitude was reflected in the 'Belgian contempt for the poor and
somewhat seedy French Congo. The smart and expensive shops of "Leo" often
rejected French francs or discounted them outrageously. Frenchmen who
spoke of the spirit of fraternity were derided as impoverished dreamers.
Brazzaville's corrugated-iron huts were overwhelmed by Leopoldville's steel-
girdered skyscrapers, although the modernistic cathedral on the French side
with murals of a black Christ had a spiritual excitement lacking in the mechan-
istic Congo capital. Belgians occasionally deigned to spend a Sunday on the
French side where one could picnic near the rapids. They were infuriated when
General de Gaulle chose Brazzaville for his speech offering independence or
as sociation in the Community to French Africa, causing an immediate backwash
in Congo politics. Little did the Belgians dream that black and white hands
would soon throw them a lifeline across the Congo River.
Th~ attitude of individuals simply mirrored Belgian society. One can
never visit the Katanga without admiring the magnificent economic venture the
Belgians started, developed with skill, capital, and courage, thereby raising
the material standards of all, and not least the Congole se. It was the fulfill-
ment of the hope of Joseph Conrad, who piloted a steamboat on the Upper Congo
in 1890, that "each station should be like a beacon on the road to better things,
a center of trade of course, but also for humanizing, improving and instructing."
Although Conrad's classic Heart of Darkness appropriately takes the
Congo as a place to search the dark heart of mankind, it has not been possible
in another sense to find a heart there. The "heart" of the Belgianized Congo
was always in Brussels. Even today, Belgium has announced that fl].e Central
Bank of the Congo still functions there. The concentration of power in five
massive interlocking companies permitted an emphasis upon economic growth
primarily in Belgian hands. It also made it possible to ignore Congole se aspi-
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rations as well as the warnings of Belgian settler s. The econmnic taproot of
the country ran to Brussels. However, it was not only weak roots that caused
the tree to blow over. It was also a psychological wind stirred up by the Bel-
gians themselves.
Panic Producing Fear s
The Belgians were pushed from the Congo; but they also were pulled
out by their own imaginations. Their panic may well have precipitated sorne
Congole se attacks and so given an extra twist to a vicious circle. Guilt, sex,
and communism were the sources of fear.
1) In theory some Belgians may have been thrown into a panic out of
a sense of guilt over their personal mistreatment of Congolese or over the
broader relationship of Belgians and Congolese. It would be fascinating to
correlate preindependence attitude s and behavior toward Congole se (both im-
agined and actual) by Belgians who left (a) before independence, (b) in the July
panic, or (c) who are re:maining or leaving at leisure. The Congo has not been
a peaceful laboratory for testing, and a psychologist :might find reconstruction
difficult. Unfortunately, the faculties at the universities in Leopoldville and
Elisabethville were relatively isolated, and their access to evidence therefore
limited.
During the panic, I asked a large number of European refugees and
so:me Congolese for their views. No clear pattern emerged from the answers
given me. Among Belgians described by themselves or others as "hard,"
many stood their ground out of conviction, bravado, or ignorance of their own
reputations. Exa:mples were equally numerous of men who boasted of "knock-
ing cheeky natives about" fleeing for cover at the first drop of rain.
Although :many sympathetic missionaries and Belgian supporters of
Lumu:mba were apprehensive over independence, they re:mained at their posts
until, in so:me cases, it was tragically too late. The wife of the Belgian ad-
ministrator with the :most' "pro-Congolese" reputation was repeatedly violated
and he was himself :murdered. Those who did not flee because their own con-
science s were clear did not anticipate. the indiscri:minate rapacity of the :muti-
neerS. In spite of talk about Fle:mish harshness co:mpared to Walloon :modera-
tion, as :many sympathetic Europeans suffered as those who were antagonistic
to Congole se aspirations. If "justice" was being meted out, it was done unjustly.
2) Belgian fear of sexual attacks by Congole se is partially related to
a sense of guilt. For decades Belgian :men had access to Congolese girls as
prostitutes and :mistresses while Congolese :men suffered heavy sanctions if
they attempted a liaison with European women. It, is a myth, as Pro£essor
Kofi Busia exposed in his study of Takoradi in Ghana, that only French coloni-
als sought dark :mistresses. In the Congo the principal barrier stopping the
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Belgian men was the 7 :00 p.m. curfew for Europeans in African townships and
for Africans in the white sections of such cities as Leopoldville. In 1952 a
Belgian official complained to me that this curfew was a great annoyance to
him because it meant that his Congolese girlfriend had to stay until 6 :00 a.m.
when ,it was light and then his neighbors might see her leave!
Most of the alarm over the Congolese men attempting to reciprocate
this illicit affection originated with the Belgians. Potential Congolese rapists
were, however, tacitly encouraged by an editorial statement in an Abako news-
paper that after independence some of the baby carriages with light brown
babies would be pushed by white women.
The rapid circulation of sexual stories conditioned Belgians to be nerv-
ous and may have aroused Congolese imaginations. The story in an American
newsmagazine about a Sabena Congolese employee who had been beaten up be-
cause he II sold li the same beautiful white stewardess to two different Congolese,
was retold to me Belgians as occurring in Stanleyville, Leopoldville, Kindu,
and Jadotville. The old chestnut from Mau Mau days of the houseboy who smil-
replied to his worried European employer, IINo, I don't hurt you; I cut
throat of master next door; his boy cut yours, II was retailed as original innu-
merable times with sexual innuendoes. Elisabethville was reputedly full of
women who had been told on the telephone to put on clean underwear for In-
dependence Day because the Congole se caller was coming to claim them. I
spent a fascinatingly futile time in E'ville chasing down such accounts. The
people to whom it reportedly happened told me it actually happened to a friend.
After checking with friends of friends, I would work back to the original person
lid interviewed. The Belgians had virile· imaginations in which sex stories
gained great potency.
What is true was the taunting way some Belgian women displayed their
feminine channs. I was taken aback one tense morning when the papers were
full of rape storie s to see two Belgian girls strolling into a grocery with shop-
baskets over their arms and wearing the shortest of shorts and the tight-
est of sweaters. Unintentionally or not, they attracted the eyes of every Congo-
lese and European male on the street. A British correspondent whistled at
them, IIIf they want fun it's their business, but they can't complain if it gets
rough. II Undoubtedly there were Congolese who also believed the sex stories
and started some of them. But the Belgians w~re to believe
thewor st - -e specially those who coupled this with a rejection of all African
advance to independence.
3) The final fear partially entrapping the Belgians was communism.
Soviet intrigue was present before independence and is a serious menace to
stability today, but the colons' exaggerated beliefs and wild allegations blinded
them to the real danger. of articles, pamphlets, and bOOKS inspired by
local Belgian interests labeled everyone from opportunistic Patrice Lumumba
to mild Thomist Joseph Kasavubu as Communist agents. Documents the Bel-
gian Government knew to be fabricated were put forward as genuine.
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of the colons t that Lumumba had a
I was asked a certain house on a .&...d ......... Il.Jf_.IiI.'lo.lI.'V
There an old but active French doctor ssed on me that he
~"-,/I.,/I.v...l• .lil.Jl,,/I.,,,- fear of the Congolese From a secret
aOC'l:Lm.erlt which, in I have
To obtain one
Communist
side
was
ing
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A passage advises the
our to all the univer sities in the world, and we
will have more s. Financ~s that our LUMUMBA has
obtained were for that purpose. n' The document also declares that "The
greatest enemy of our unde is the ft Yet, for
an anticlerical paper, it ends with the word e& ....Il.,Jl.Jl............
The text is execrable" writer would seem to be a
......., ..."AJl.j&:;;._ ................. with a poor command of the ... -or' someone' to
such an ssion. It is The doctor who gave it to me s
his that it was found several months before on the floor of
a small restaurant Kavuma, 33 miles north of Bukavu. A group of
ment National had been addressed MNC leader Lum.urnba.
""""""'fI""t"1I'lI'lI"'\rr! to the a few minutes after the found
and :hidden the a group of Congolese returned in to
ask for it and to search the meeting room.
~""'''''J!:m.'''''''''''''Jl.''' officials did
s of the Bukavu docu-
cabinet minis
role
I SUl~HIE~ S t
show me othe I'
rnent were
terse were
with sexual fear s
savages and Marxist 1[;,lI,.~.lil.q.,q;Il.q.,Il,.,'.IiI.
1I.J'1I..i''l.J'''~.lI..llJI~.IiI. Factors in the .&J ...' .... /!!;,.. ..L ......AA Scuttle
Fear was because of subtle but un-
......... "q.,.a.• .lil.Jl. .... s;:;. _.l.II......"..e. .... J:;:;,....... s in the in the .. For half a
century the had ~ triumvirate of the Government, the
Rom.an Catholic Church, and Big Business as the
and directorates of five massive companies .. The triumvirate pro-
vided an and long-range conservative that
made possible the of the Congo resources.
But four years ago, both the Church and Big Business saw faint hand ...
on the wall anticipated the withdrawal of the Government "within
a few decades." Government's growing with the Congolese
m.asses was off on Big Business and the Church, and hierarchy
realized that in time they would have' all anti-Belgian as· legacies of
the departed Governm.ent.
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The Catholic bishops began moving away from the united front by sup-
porting Congolese who sought higher wages and better working conditions.
Tacit approval was given to a manifesto calling for' independence within 30
years. The Church, as we have seen, was ahead of the Government in Afri-
canizin;g. But when Independence Day was celebrated the Church had only be-
gun to establish itself in the public im.age as a separate and sympathetic entity.
Likewise, the Societe Generale, Union Miniere, and their as sociates
entered the political field, soon making it clear to emerging Congoles~ lead-
ers that Business would not block indepepdence but wanted to stay as a friend
after the Belgian Government had departed. These efforts centered on the
Katanga and on such men as Moise Tshombe, who stood squarely for independ-
ence but also for stability and uninterrupted economic development. The min-
ing companies of the Katanga had already gone far beyond the Congo Govern-
ment and also their competitor s in Northern Rhode sia and South Africa in the
promotion of African staff. They cited this as evidence of good faith in African
advance.
Thus the members of the triumvirate began to playoff one against the
other, gradually at first, but it was enough to introduce a note of uncertainty
within the Belgian camp. At the same time relations between Belgians and
Congolese were undergoing traumatic change.
Nowhere else in Africa- -with the exception of Portuguese Angola and
Mozambique- -had Business and the Church been closer partners of Govern-
ment. In the Congo the Church and Business either started too late or events
moved too fast for them to sever most Government connections. Some of their
lifeboats remained lashed to the ship of state and went down with it. Salvage
operations in the western Congo are under way but in a sea of hostility. In the
calmer eastern Congo, Busines s and, to a lesser extent, the Church, are trying
to form a new triumvirate with the Katanga Government.
In addition to this trisection of authority in the months before independ-
ence, on Independence Day the Government was suddenly split between Brus sels
and Leopoldville. The conflicting actions of both the se governments placed the
shallow-rooted and fearful Belgians in an extraordinarily tight spot. When the
situation eventually became anarchic, the individual stood alone. It was not the
fight of one force against another as when loyal Kikuyu and the British fought
against the Mau Mau in Kenya, but isolated individuals against a disorganized
~nd dangerous army. The continued inaction of Belgian troops in the Congo and
the Belgian Prime Minister I s initial characterization in Brus sels of reported
beatings and rapes as but minor disturbances associated with independence of
all new countries, shook the European community in the Congo and left them
clutching at air for support.
When the British, American, and Portuguese consuls ordered their na-
tionals out of Elisabethville, and still the Belgian troops did not move, the panic
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began in earnest. Evacuation was begun of the hospital where seriously ill
patients were loaded onto mattresses and placed on trucks. The convoy had
actually moved out of town before Belgian troops went into action (apparently
without orders from Brussels) and a Belgian officer ordered the patients I
convoy to return. The presence of paratroopers in the Congo had lent an air
of protection against the wor st, but when Belgians believed rape and murder
to be spreading and still the paratrooper s would not intervene, the bottom was
knocked out of both their courage and their common sense.
Mutual Mistrust
If all the pieces of the July panic could be fitted together, the resulting
picture might be almost as cornical as tragic. Congolese and Belgians dis-
trusted each other so much that steps to prevent disaster actually precipitated
it. The chasm of distrust was decades deep. The Round Tabie Conference in
Brussels last February only papered it over. The sincerity expressed then
sounds strange now. Lumurnba announced at the close of the meeting that ltwe
are overjoyed at these magnificent results obtained ll and said the "good will
and good faith of the Belgian repre sentative s ... were truly remarkable." In
return Prime Minister Eyskens praised the Congolese and said the conference
had been held, "I can freely assert, in an atrnosphere of mutual trust and con-
fidence, almost without parallel in history." It would be embarrassing to both
sides to quote further.
The subsequent atmosphere of mutual suspicion and tension is reflected
in the recapitulation given to me on July 17 by the newly appointed Congolese
Minister of Defense for Equatorial Province. His headquarters are in the
steamy and swampy riverport of Coquihatville. If you take the old Mississippi
paddle-wheeler from Leopoldville to Stan1eyville, "Coq 11 lies about halfway or
one week up the Congo, and after hundreds of miles of jungle and bush it seems
deceptively civilized. But it is a hardship post for nerve-frayed Europeans
who swim between moist sheets on sweltering nights and curse lethargic work-
ers through hotter days.
The Minister said in French and Lingala (translated with the help of a
Ghanaian interpreter): "On the day of independence we had a fine ceremony and
all the Belgians were with us and friendly. But trouble was corning because
the Belgians were telling the workers that independence meant higher wages.
The workers began calling meetings. Finally a delegation urged on by the Bel-
gians carne to us with demands for more money. These we could not grant.
Then the mob attacked and burned the horne s of some Congole se minister s.
My home was not attacked but we were helpless to talk to the people. We or-
dered the Force Publique to stop the rioting. When they did so the mob threw
stones at them. Their Belgian officers ordered them to open fire ..Many peo-
ple died- -at least 14- -and many people were badly wounded- -at least 18.
liThe Congolese troops did not like being ordered to kill their own peo-
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pie by Belgian officers. No one had heard of the mutiny at Thysville. We pro-
moted Congolese to officer s. Som.e of them arrested some Belgian officer s.
As Minister of Defense, I never gave th.e order for that. When these arrests
started, the Belgian commander ordered ammunition issued to Belgian civil-
ians. The Force Publique heard about this and became very angry. The Bel-
gians were frightened and som.e officer s went to lock up the ammunition mag-
azine. Our men were frightened because they did not have much ammunition.
The Belgians held a secret meeting at 4:00 a.m. The Force Publique heard
about it. We were afriad they were going to kill us. We had a secret m.eeting
the next night. At a certain moment the Europeans tried to run away. This
provoked the soldiers.
"I heard about but did not see the soldier s going to the convent on
July 7 to rape the sister s. For a long time the Belgians slept with our women
and we never slept with theirs. This does not .justify raping. No a thousand
times. But the only violations were at the convent. The Catholic Church was
in politics. No Protestants were attacked. To give you my personal opinion--
not as a Minister - -the trouble started when the Belgians promised independ-
ence at the Round Table but continued to make politics and divide our people.
We have no confidence in the Belgians. If they corne back they will be well
treated. We are not animals. But we don't want them."
For ce Publique
The Congolese Army around which so much criticism has swirled was
created by an order of Leopold II in 1886. The enlisted m.en from other parts
of Africa soon gave way to Congolese, but the officers carne at first from all
over Europe. Sixty Scandinavian officers were among those who died from
disease and wounds in the pacification of the country at the turn of the century.
Then this also changed and the Force Publique was Belgian-officered through
two world wars. Major General A. Emile Janssens led the force in Ethiopian
engagemen~s. A bad mutiny in Luluabourg in 1944 had as a major cause cal-
lous leadership by inexperienced young officers.
Enlisted men have been traditionally furnished by chiefs. This often
afforded an opportunity to get rid of bad characters in the village as well as
rivals of the traditional ruler. As late as 1956, the intake of 2,393 recruits
included 750 nominations by chiefs. The recruiting system was never designed
to secure Congole se with educational backgrounds likely to produce good offi-
cers. The fatal cleavage, which left the Force Publique a headless rabble, was
obviously between 23,070 enlisted personnel and the lily-white officer corps of
L 007. The Belgians did make a last minute effort to re solve this difficulty.
A handful of cadets were in training to be commissioned as the first. Congolese
officer s in 1961. But one must compare the Force Publique with the Nigerian
Arrny which had 57 African officers before independence and will have over
100 (including 17 Sandhurst graduates) in 1961.
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The force was decentralized into three groupements covering two prov-
inces each, with some troops falling under local civil authorities and the re-
mainder under military direction from Leopoldville. In 1952, I watched the
Force Publique national track championship run off in Leopoldville before
76,000 excited spectators. (The 8,000 Europeans were segregated in the best
seats.) The regional rivalry of "Leo," "Stan, 11 and E'ville extended to the B~l­
gian officers with each team. In the provincial caInps, schools were provided
for army trades and plots of ground assigned for cultivation by the wives or
girlfriends (where the dowry had not been paid) of soldiers. The training of
the soldiers was calculated to produce a rough and tough arInY. The Congolese
suffered from it and learned to fear it. Soldiers knew how to shoot but rarely
why they shot, or, as it turned out, whoIn to shoot. The Force Publique was a
monster which turned on its master.
The truth of this was evident at the top of the comInand chain. One
night after independence the COInInander of the Force Publique, General
Janssens, told reporters that he did not need additional Belgian Inetropolitan
soldiers because he had "the best disciplined arIny in tropical Africa." The
next day he was seized by his soldiers in the boulevard in broad daylight and
beaten with their belts. Throughout the whole debacle, the Belgian military
leader s misjudged Congole se feelings and underestimated a superior intelli-
gence system--bush telegraph. I did talk with officers who said the command
had been worried by some signs of authority breaking up, but Janssens was
adamant. His ego may have bee.n swollen by the prediction of Belgian corre-
spondents that within three months after independence, Janssens I troops would
be the only stable eleInent in the Government. But where stability was needed
most it was found least.
The hopes of soldiers as well as civilians that freedom Ineant utopia
had been sent into orbit by the deInagoguery of Congolese politicians. Medi-
cal orderlies who deInanded the right to operate were no different from ser-
geants who sought a general's baton. The breakdown was inevitable when
Janssens I inflexibility eros sed Lumumba I s lack of discipline.
Officials of Abako, the leading party in the Lower Congo, told me that
a turning point was Jans sens I Ine ssage to his troops that while the Congo Gov-
ernment had achieved independence, as soldiers they were not independent.
Prime Minister Lumumba IS diSInis sal of Jans sens and his hasty pro-
Inotion of all ranks by one grade - -making it an army without a private - -came
too late to offset the pas sions Lumumba himself had long striven to arouse.
When the Prime Minister tried to intervene at CaInp Hardy near Thysv,ille,
the mutineers threatened tQ kill him. NkruInah's subsequent warning to
LUInuInba to control his army or it would turn on him, may yet have a' grim
epitaph.
After Thysville, the leaders of the state gradually lost control of the
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army until it was disarmed and reorganized after the United Nations arrived.
Before then it was a menace to Congolese officials and to all Europeans. The
leading European supporter of Lumumba before independence, M. Duvivier,
who held subcabinet rank and was branded a Communist by Belgian officials,
wandered into my hotel one night complaining, "We can't do anything with them.
They won't listen to me."
It has been alleged that a plot had been organized to frighten Belgians
out of the Congo. So far the evidence is scanty for anything but disorganiza-
tion. When the rumor flashed of Russians landing at the airport, jeeploadsof
armed soldier s drove off to repel the invader. Political decisions were be-
yond the competence of uneducated soldiers without ieader s. Here are three
further examples of the chaos:
---AI Lawrence of the American Embassy persuaded a squad to escort
him after curfew to the Consul-General's home but the soldiers broke the jour-
ney by hitting and robbing him on the apparent grounds that his blond hair made
him Flemish.
- - -A squad invaded the bar at the plush Memling Hotel, tossed down
liquor, and terrorized the customers. One soldier delighted in pulling the beard
of an old Belgian.
---The Force Publique obsession about photographs (Time-Life cam-
eras had been smashed) erupted again when someone poked a~~ut of a
Stanley Hotel window. Congolese troops searched the rooms and herded guests
down the streets. A soldier wanted to arre st UN Under -Secretary Ralph Bunche
as a "flamand" because of his stocky build and squarish head. A corporal was
about to load European diplomats and reporter s into a truck at gunpoint when
the Israeli Ambassador finally put acro~s what diplomatic status meant and
was released. Whereupon, the Prime Minister of the Soviet State' of Georgia
successfully appealed to the Israeli for help, and was followed by the Accra-
based Pravda correspondent, Orestov, who also claimed diplomatic immunity
as a repre~entative of the USSR, to the amusement of Western observers.
The Congolese m.utineerswere racists in that they attacked people on
the basis of skin color. Ethnic distinctions between Walloon and Flemish or
differences of nationality among Belgians, Canadians, Americans, Frenchmen,
Britons, Israelis, or Russians were often insignificant. Beatings and rape fol-
lowed only the crudest kind of pattern in punishing the "evil" and sparing the
"good. "
Anthropologist Ashley Montagu rightly dislikes the indiscriminate use
of "race" as being both mischievous and a retardative social science term.
Loyaltie s are essentially tribal in the Congo today. The high Visibility quo-
tient of skin color served the mutineers as an easy label for the "white" tribe.
But Congolese also display a very sharp concept of ethnic differences within
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the African tribes. Men were beaten to death for no other ,:.rime than that of
belonging to an alien tribe. The slaughter and mutilation of Baluba and Lulua
in the Kasai will never be counted.
The editor of the continent's best-selling African magazine, Drum,
wrote of Leopoldville: "Never have I seen so clearly the wisdom and common
sense of African leaders when they struggle and argue to get rid of tribal loy-
alties and tribal hostilities. I saw men of othertribes--different in physical
build or cast of features- -being hunted for their lives by packs of Bakongo
. . . . Even small boys chipped in once the victim had fallen, to kick him in
the face or slash his back with a strip of bark." He was describing some of
the scenes in the following picture s taken by Drum photographer Ian Berry.
In the backstreets, tear gas and fixed bayonets.
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The crowd breaks and flees.
Rifle butts. nailed boots fall heavily on any-
one who gets in the way of uniformed men.
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The Force Publique chct.::>c everybody over gar-
den hedge s, fallen bicycles, prone bodie s.
Men of the Bakongo hunting down
a man from another tribe whose..
only crime was that he strayed
into their area.
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Rac ial Good Wi:ll
In contrast to the history of Belgian discriInination against Africans,
the Force Publique attacks on Europeans, and the intertribal savagery, there
was never a tiITle in Leopoldville in July that groups of Congole se of various
tribes and Europeans did not gather for convivial drinking and dining. Minis-
ter BOITlboko lived at the Regina Hotel with ITlany Europeans. One afternoon
he returned to find a dozen civilians (including reporters) squatting on the ce-
ment under the hostile muzzle s of Force Publique rifles. He persuaded the
soldiers to go away and went to the bar with the nervous captives.
Returning to my hotel one ITlidnight, I found a"Rhodesian correspondent
frantically searching for a taxi. In the lobby a familiar face turned out to be
that of a Congolese Senator who lent me his car so that I could help the man
catch a Moroccan troop train in the marshaling yard.
The Ghanaian mixture of African and European officers surprised both
Belgians and Congolese civilians, but set a fine exaITlple. Despite deep bitter-
ness in East, Central, and South Africa, race relations have long been worse
in the Congo than anywhere else in Africa. And yet paradoxically, when they
reached their nadir in rape and bloodshed, they also reached their zenith in
compassion and fellowship.
The task of the United Nations in teaching Congolese not to beat up
their fellow ITlen because of tribal origin, nationality, or race is fundamental
to Congo stability. The legacy from the Belgians is a sorry one. For decades
what deterITlined a man I s place in the Belgian Congo was fir st, second, and
third- -his race. Distinctions of ability, education, character, and religion
were subordinated to the color of a man's skin and what the Belgians presuITled
that represented.
One would like to believe that elsewhe re in Africa where some men
teach the i,?feriority of black ITlen, and others teach the hatred of white men,
that the Congo debacle will be a tragic lesson and the United Nations operation
an encouraging example of successful co-operation. The failure of the Bel-
gians to learn in the long run led to one of the great panics of ITlodern time.
In the short run fear of rape pulled the trigger. My next report will discus s
the incidence of rape.
[Photographs by Ian Berry - magnum.]
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APPENDIX
PARCHMENT THAT EVERY ANKUTSHU (BAKUSU)
MUST HAVE AND KNOW BY HEART
1. Every Mukusu owes respect to and perfect confidence in our Liber-
ator, LUMUMBA Patrice, the greatest leader of the Congo.
2. Every Mukusu is advised to make a special effort to show his nobil-
ity to shout loud and everywhere in order to intimidate the other tribes who
are next to us.
3. Never be afraid to show our superiority, and to convince people of
that superiority from which our emulation is inspired, as we have a supreme
force backing us that would help us without hesitation whatever happens.
4. After the other tribes have been intimidated by our threats and our
shouts, we will be ready to subjugate them to our total domination.
5. Not be afraid to take [use?] a lot of -money, we have enough of it al-
ready, it is the only malicious way to get the whole of the Congo in our hands.
Without wasting money we will not easily attract converts, as the Congo must
become our possession and our property Ankutshu.
6. You surely know that the White man is our enemy, without him the
Congo would have been already under our domination; at the period of the
Arabs, our race had plundered several countries which have been brought un-
der our rule.
7. In order to continue the heritage of our parents, and in case we can-
not subdue a few obstinate ones, we must resort to force, if not to violence.
8. The strongest weapon that we must use at the beginning is falsehood
(lies), as once the masses are excited, the accuser will see himself attacked
and will not be able to compete.
9. The greatest enemy of our undertaking is the clergy, it has the
strongest influence on most people. One must be cunning in order to hinder
it; and never respecting them, one must create as much trouble as possible
for them, in order to prevent them standing against us with the enemies. Use
all false means to oppose it to the people, even to its followers, so that their
belief could be changed and our doctrine, which you know, could be imposed
on them.
10. Prevent the masses to practice any Christian religion, or to believe
in any, so that these ITlasses can revolt more easily against all missionaries
and secular clergy.
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11. When the whole of the Congo will be in our power, we will put our
people in all the key positions and the intellectuals of other races will be
slowly abolished.
2. It is very important to send our people to all the univer sitie s in the.
world, and mostly to Russia where we will have more privileges. Finances
that our Political chief LUMUMBA has obtained were solely for that purpose.
13. You address yourselves to people who are easily dominated and
easily deceived. These people will serve to convince their tribal brothers to
our doctrine. They will all believe that we do good to them, and every-
where we must pretend to treat them humanely just as the colonisers pre-
tended to treat us.
14, Never to refuse those of other tribes to become members among
us, but never to have confidence in them, and never place them where they can
be valued.
15. Never to betray yourselves a.mong yourselves, even if it is a ques ou
tion of death. You will remain calm even if you have no arguments to put for-
ward. Thus we will dominate the whole of the Congo and we will subject all
the Congolese nations for eternity. Arnen,
Remark: This remains positively a secret among only the Ankutshu; never to
be shown to anybody of another ethnic group. If by misfortune this should fall
in the hands of another race than ours, deny categorically the fact, and
say that it is our enemie s who have drawn up such ideas in order to harm us .
.'.
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CONFLICT IN THE CONGO
Part in: An Inquiry into Rape Charges
by Edwin S. Munger
SepteITlber 1960
The precipitate flight of the Belgians froITl
the Congo last brought into focus a psycholog-
ical uneasines s of long standing- -the result of the
Belgians having failed to put down real roots in
the Congo- -but an inunediate and perhaps overrid-
ing cause of their panic was the overwhelITling fear
reaction to stories of rape. Even where the inci-
dence was low or zero, as in the Kivu and the Ka-
tanga, stories of rape a thousand miles away
sounded te rrifyingly next door.
The question of rape is not only central to
the ITlanifestation of Belgian panic, but is also a
factor to be taken into account in evaluating the
conflict between the Belgians and their home gov-
ernment and between Belgians and Congolese. Ver-
ifying violations of women is difficult and delicate
under favorable conditions and in the Congo condi-
tions were about the TIlost unfavorable. As a cub po-
lice reporter soon discovers, rape is one of the
crimes most easily charged and even ITlore easily
denied. Exaggeration is endemic. Absolute proof is
frequently impos sible. Because I feel that at is sue
is a point of major consequence, this report attempts
to present with iITlpartialityand balance the charge s,
countercharges, attitudes, and observations that
surround it. units in this presentation are
(1) pertinent extracts of evidence given before a
Belgian Commis sion of Inquiry in Brus sels in July;
(2) views of Africans in LeopoldviUe on the accusa-
tions of rape can be stated at once that Prime
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Minister Patrice Lumumba is reported to have categorically denied in Mont-
real and elsewhere that there was any incidence of rape); (3) the results of
the three 'days I spent talking with those doctors I could find in Leopoldville
and Brazzaville who had treated refugees (their statements were taken down
within hours or days of their examinations).
Belgian Inve stigation
According to as yet incomplete figure s gathered in Brussels by the
cOlumission set up by King Baudouin, white women in the Congo were raped
a total of 794 times or more in a period of eight days, individual women suf-
fering as many as 20 violations in a single night. Part of the evidence re-
leased by M. Merchiers, Belgian Minister of Justice, covering three prov-
ince s, is as follows:
Leopoldville Province
KISANTU. July 5, 1960: Mrs ... was in her home with her mother
and four children. Towa:t:ds 1600 hours a number of native soldiers
sequestered her in a bedroom, and four of them raped her in turn.
Between 1900 and 2000 hours, 12 more soldiers and a gendarme ar-
rived. After pushing her husband and the children outside. 12 of these
men raped her in the same room. Mrs ... was therefore raped 16
times.
BANZA-BOMA, July 5, 1960: Mrs ... together with a small child
stated that she was two months pregnant when soldier s took her on to
a verandah and four of them raped her in turn.
July 6, 1960: towards noon, Mr s was raped at gunpoint by a na-
tive soldier after her husband had been taken away by soldier s who
were accompanied by the secretary of the ABAK0 1 organization in
Madimba.
MATADI: On July 8, towards 1100 hours, 12 native policemen arrived
in Matadi and took away the fit men at gunpoint. Mrs ... sought re-
fuge in a house with four women and some children. The native police-
men returned to loot the house s, break down the door s and smash the
windows. One of the policemen entered the room where the women and
children were. He took away at gunpoint a girl aged 14. From the
cries and moans of the child, Mrs ... realised that the policeman
was raping her. Then Mrs ... was herself raped. Because Mrs
... screamed, the policeman held a knife at her throat. Mrs
perceived traces of blood which convinced her that the little girl had
indeed been raped. Two other women were also raped after Mrs
The fourth woman escaped thanks to the intervention of a native priest
and a white man.
1 Alliance de s Bakongo.
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KIMPESE: on July 13, 1960, around 1800 hours, a dozen soldiers and
about a hundred civilians arrived at the horne of Mr . .. With his
wife and three children under 16 years of age, he was taken by car in
the direction of Leopo1dville. His wife was separated froTIl hiTIl, and
in the car which was carrying her and her two youngest children, she
was raped three time s by native soldie r s. They struck the 9 -year -old
child, and undressed the 2-year-old baby "to TIlake sure it was a boyll.
KIMPESE: Mrs ... was raped during the night of July 13-14, 1960,
at the same time as Mrs B . . . She was raped a second time, to-
gether with five other WOTIlen. The following day while being taken
to Thysville, the line of women were raped a third time, SOTIle in the
pre sence of their children.
KIMPESE: Mrs X ... was raped 10 times during the night of July
13-14, in the presence of her children and her husband, who had been
bound and beaten with a club.
KIMPESE: Mrs A ... was raped four times during the night of July
13-14, in the presence of her 3-year-old child.
CAMP HARDY (Thysville): Mrs ... with her husband and two children
left Malanga Station on July 11, 1960. In the vicinity of Block 110 they
were stopped by ABAKO civilians, searched, imprisoned and beaten
all night. They were all sent on to Thysville where they arrived on
the 12th towards midnight. Mrs ... was alone in a cell with her chil-
dren under 7 years of age when a party of about 10 soldiers arrived.
One held her arms, one her legs, a third placed his hand on her mouth
to stifle her cries, and a fourth pulled her hair and struck her in the
face. She was raped about a dozen time s in the pre sence of he r chil-
dren who were huddled in a corner, one holding the other. These at-
tacks lasted from 0200 to 0430 hour s. The faTIlily was saved by a
white doctor.
CAMP HARDY (Thysville): On July 11, 1960, Mrs A ... with a sTIlall
child was at the house of Mr s B . .. Her husband had been iTIlprisoned
by native soldiers, who invaded the house and there found also Mrs
C ... , seven months pregnant, and Mrs D ... with a sTIlall child.
Mrs A ... was taken horne. The soldiers fought over her and Mrs
A ... was finally handed over to two soldiers belonging to the trans-
port company at Camp Hardy, both of whoTIl raped her. She was then
taken back to the house of Mrs D ... where she found Mrs E ... "
Mrs F ... and Mrs G ... who told her that they too had been rape'd.
CAMP HARDY (Thysville): July 11, 1960: While Mrs A ... was in
bed with 2 of the children, a soldier tried 4 tiTIles to rape her even
though she was still torn froTIl the birth of her baby and the sutures
were still in place.
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Kasai Province
LULUABOURG, July 9, 1960: Two families! each with several chil-
dren, were molested and beaten; Mr s Z. . was raped at gunpoint
in her home by 2 policemen. Both families were then taken to the
military camp. The cars were halted in front of the prison, and the
soldiers told the crowd standi~g by that their prisoners had shot at
them. The crowd went mad. The 2 mothers were stripped of their
clothing, molested and beaten. They were then locked into the prison.
In the pre sence of he r children, a soldier lifted Mr s Z ... 's skirts
and pretended to insert a hand grenade in her vagina.
LULUABOURG: Mrs Y ... was taken out of her house and raped in
the road before the eyes of her 3 children and her husband, who had
previously been beaten. Other women, including an old lady, were
stripped of their clothing, molested and publicly humiliated.
Equatorial Province
BOENDE: On the evening of July 11 Mr s ... and her family left
Djolu. Stopped on the road by native soldiers, they were taken to
Djolu prison and the women were separated from the men. One hun-
dred to one hundred and fifty natives (soldiers, police and civilians)
carne into the women's prison. Mrs ... was standing up with her
two months' old baby in her arms. In this posture, Mrs ... was
held firmly by some natives while other natives raped her and yet
others trained a gun on her. During the night Mrs ... was raped
about twenty times. Knocking her down, the natives threw them-
selves on her, tearing her clothes and pulling her body hair. The
women with her were also raped in the presence of their children.
During the night (July 11-12) several natives attempted to rape a
little girl aged 7. Mrs ... was again raped. All this occurred un-
der the c.onstant threat of guns, and Mrs ... 's baby was so badly
treated that the mother considers it a miracle that it is still alive.
The natives even threatened to cook both mother and child and eat
them.
BOENDE, July 12, 1960: The nuns were put into a punishment cell
with two women and a baby, according to a statement made by two
of the nuns. The native soldiers attacked the first nun, and, after
a painful struggle. managed to rape her. Then they attacked another
and with the help of yet another soldier, tried to rape the Sister. Two
of the soldiers stamped on her. The nun fainted, and one of the other
Sisters asserted that the victim had just expired. The soldiers w~re
frightened and ran away; other soldiers reproached them for having
killed her when it was not permitted to do so. The nun remained un-
conscious for a long time. At 0530 hours the party of white prisoners,
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both men and women, were taken to another prison. They were all
naked, including the religious, and their hands were tied behind their
backs. They were incarcerated in a cell block where some twenty
women and children were already imprisoned. The soldiers wanted
to know why the nuns were not affiliated to Lumumba's political party,
and whether they had sexual relations with the priests; each was prom-
ised a soldier for the night. Subsequently the captives were taken to
Mompono by truck accompanied by the insults of the native population.
* * * *
These specific cases were among the extracts of evidence released
by the Belgian authorities. Reportedly, only a limited sampling of evidence
received by the Commission has been made public. I have not repeated here
accounts of the Force Publique mistreatment of men which, according to the
allegations of official reports, included forced drinking of urine, nor have I
included tnention of the tnultiplicity of insults and beatings administered by
civilians in nutnerous villages where prisoners were stopped by roadblocks.
The fact that relatively few people were killed is acknowledged by the Belgians.
Cotntnents in
While the Belgians attested to the truthfulness of the "accusations of
rape, the Congolese and other Africans expressed their doubts and even com-
plete disbelief. The first Ghanaian correspondent to reach "Leo" was an old
friend who immediately took tne aside to ask: "What about the se rape storie s
the foreign press is making up? We had a report in Accra that one woman
was raped 20 times, but she would have died!" Ghanaian Ambassador Djinn
joined the conver sation and said he did not believe the stories. liDid you see
anyone raped yourself?" he asked, then nodded at my negative reply. He added
somewhat illogically, lilt is typical of a wartime situation. During the last
war American troops used to take Ghanaian girls down to the beach all the
time and we never made any objections. II
On July 16, Juseph Luclut of the Force Publique told me over a cup of
coffee: ill am now a Sergeant Major after promotion from Sergeant. I come
from Lopango near Stanleyville and am stationed in Leopoldville. The Force
Publique would never do the rapes the Belgians claim. I know it is against our
training. I was in Leopoldville and I saw no woman hurt. The Belgian women
have hurt their vaginas to make accusations against the Congolese. II He spoke
Linga.la and repeated of it in French. My interpreter was an Ewe from
Ghana who speaks the local Lingala and Kikongo.
Said Bernard Moringo, also from Camp Leopold II: "I was a sergeant.
now I am an adjutant, and I come from Motema near Bakavu. I do not believe
the Belgian stories. The doctor s are all Belgians. The Belgians tell storie s
to try to take the country back. We laid down our arms as soon as the Ghana
troops came."
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How different can be individual reactions to the saIne eInotionally
charged situation was brought hOIne to Ine by a verbal exchange between an
AInericart Negro Minister and a Belgian Red Cross worker. I had spent Inost
of the day with Reverend and Mrs. Cornelius W. Arnold in touring the African
township. Everywhere Reverend Arnold went he established a warIn and close
rapport with the Congolese. In spite of a language barrier, he passed out cig-
arettes and assured the sIniling that Americans "noir et blanc" were with theIn.
"AInerican noir" had a Inagic ring and often produced Aladdin-like results. At
a gas station we were at first refused a Inuch needed gallon of gas because the
Congolese attendants were savi~g it "for the AInerican soldiers." We said we
were AInericans and the gas flowed. It got us to the airport where the Belgian
Red Cross Inan saw Ine taking picture s of a long, pathetic line of WOInen and
children being loaded into a Boeing 707. None had a Inore anguished and tear-
stained face than a well-dres sed, brown- skinned lady with two handsoIne and
sOInewhat lighter children who clutched their toys as they left the Congo. She
was leaving hOIne; the rest were going hOIne.
The Belgian turned to Ine and deInanded to know if the AInerican peo-
ple would be told the true story of the violations of WOInen by the Congole se?
I asked for his e stiInate of the nUInber. Reverend Arnold joined us and the
conversation went as follows:
Belgian: Certainly over 600woInen were raped.
Rev. Arnold: By Be19ian 13 oldie r 13 ?
Belgian: How could they? Our GovernInent kept theIn at their
bases.
Rev. Arnold: By Belgian civilians?
Belgian: [Staring] What kind of people do you think we are?
Look, independence didn't Inean that in sInall towns
the Belgian Inen began raping each other's wives.
Can't you face the truth?
Rev. Arnold: You Belgians have been raping this country for 80
years. I don It believe you. That criIne is always
exaggerated and blaIned on our people in AInerica.
Rev. Arnold: [In an aside to Ine] It is hard on the children and
WOInen but the Belgians deserved it. That's hard
for a Ininister to say, isn't it?
It was a curious exchange between the AInerican and the Belgian. No
one had been unpleasant or raised his voice. Each Inan thought the other COIn-
pletely unrealistic. Conununication was siInply lacking.
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A similar exchange occurred in the bar of the Memling Hotel. It was
Saturday night and Peter Weiss of the M.LT. Africa project and I were chatting
with a mutual acquaintance, Senator Isaac Kalonji of the Katanga opposition.
Two Belgians, who apparently knew Kalonji, came up and proceeded to tell the
Senator--largely by dialogue between themselves--about their cousin and friend
Ryckmans, the son of the former distinguished Governor-General and Belgian
representative on the UN's Trusteeship Council. As a civil servant, young
Ryckmans had been a thorn in the side of high officials because of his outspoken
criticism of the Government and his sympathy for the Congolese. The two Bel-
gians told Kalonji that Force Publique soldiers had come to Ryckmans' home
and raped his wife 12 times. They added that the husband had taken his wife,
pregnant with their fourth child, to the Brazzaville Hospital, and had just passed
through "Leo" on his way back to rescue Belgian civilians. Kalonji asked the
men what they thought of the Belgian double cross in the Katanga? The Belgians
refused to be diverted and continued to discuss rape. Kalonji condemned the
Katanga plot. Finally, the Belgians said good-by politely and withdrew.
In a tragic postscript, it was reported a few days later that young Ryck-
mans had been taken prisoner while rescuing three Italian workmen at an iso-
lated cement factory. He was driven to Camp Hardy near Thysville, badly
beaten, and executed. When I questioned several Abako leaders on this matter
their response ranged from genuine regret to embarrassment. Their excuse
was that Ryckrnans had worn a khaki shirt like those of Belgian officers and
had been spotting for artillery fire from the rescue helicopter. It is quite
possible that in the prevailing anarchy the Force Publique soldiers believed
this calumny.
Antoine Saintraint, Ryckmans' superior as Territorial Administrator
and also a previous supporter of Abako goals, rushed to United Nations repre-
sentative Ralphe Bunche in a white-heat of fury to lay charges against the
Force Publique in ThysviUe. Saintraint, other Belgians, and some foreign
observers complained that United Nations officials of all races were not inter-
~
ested in knowing about beatings and rapes. This m.ay be true. The UN did
not corne to judge the past but to prepare for the future. Involvement in ear-
lier Belgian-Congolese quarrels would have distracted their energies. Be-
side s, it wasn't long befor~ the UN was busy protesting against attacks on its
own personnel.
Exaggerations
People who have been forced to abandon their possessions and whose
friends have been assaulted sometim.es seek revenge by inventing storie s
about their tormentors. the atrocity stories current during the First
WOTld War was the report that the "Huns" had cut off the hands of hundreds
of Belgian children so that they could not hold books. This was later proved
to be a tissue of lies. Therefore, at the Sacre Coeur refugee center in Leo-
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poldville. 1 listened skeptically to the story about a Portuguese lady "now
resting next door" whose ankles had been "tied to the corners of her bed
while 30 rn.en raped her. II It was said that she recognized some of he r viola-
tors as customers of her husband's store. Other details were alleged such as
her pubic hairs being pulled out one by one for reputedly magical properties.
When 1 asked for some verification of the rapes - -had a doctor examined her?
- -1 was told to go and see the rope burns on her ankle s. One heard a plethora
of stories in "Leo." but this was a story 1 tried to verify. The Portugue se
lady was not next door but "a few blocl<.s away." After being referred from
one house to another by people who had heard the story but had never seen the
woman. 1 finally found the medical orderly who was supposed to have treated
her. He said she was hysterical after having been beaten with whips and kicked
in the abdomen; but she had not been sexually mole sted.
American women were the subject of a different rumor circulating in
the United States Embassy at one stage. Twenty Americans were reportedly
raped at a place called Sona Bata in the Lower Congo. When I finally ran
down Sona Bata Baptist missionaries awaiting a flight horne at the Swedish
Evangelical Mission House in Brazzaville. they insisted that no women had
been molested at their station. However. Congolese had attacked the mission
station at Sona Mpangu. It was established that three American women (not
20) - -two married women and an unmarried nurse in her twenties- -had been
violated. When one of the missionaries was asked at the rescue helicopter
"How are the women?" the actual answer was. "They raped [his wife I s name]
and X - - - and Y . Ii
So. as regards the value to be attached to the evidence of some partic-
ipants. it would appear that while violations undoubtedly occurred. their fre-
quency and the details were exaggerated at ~imes by Belgians. and evidence
from this source should be accepted with caution. For more reliable evidence
I interviewed doctors and medical personnel on the scene at the time.
Doctor s I Statements
A Frenchman. Dr. Taureu. said at the Lycee Savogran da Brazza ref-
ugee center in "French" Congo: "A number of women told me they were raped.
I saw very much the same thing in the last war when soldiers lost their disci-
pline in Europe. My own gynecological examinations were limited to 13 women
here. It was not possible to make the examination I would in a University
clinic. Believe me they were raped. Two women said that they were wives
of officials and had great confidence in the Congolese people. They were badly
bruised and said that each had been attacked in turn by first five and then
seven Force Publique soldiers. The women said the Congolese villager s tried
to protect them."
At the Leopoldville airport emergency center, Dr. Jean Wattrin and
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his wife, Dr. Deniese Malderez, treated patients from the first. Theyare both
thirty-one years old, graduates of the University of Brussels, and employees
of Sabena Airlines. They intend to continue practicing in the Congo indefinitely.
Here is their account in the words of Dr. Malderez: "I do not know how many
rapes there were. We announced we had penicillin available as protection
against venereal disease. Over 350 women were injected in this station. Ap-
proximately 50 women said they feared conception and asked for hormonal
treatment. This we did not give because they were flying directly to Brus-
sels. I believe many who were raped did not come to our station. As I went
through the waiting hall downstairs to treat bruised women, several told me
they had been raped but would not come for an injection. I couldn It go around
calling, 'Those who have been raped report here.' In our ward I heard again
and again the women whispering to each other, 'How many time s for you?'
IIYou must not forget the men. They were so terribly beaten. A fifty-
year-old man, clad only in his underwear, was found insensible on the road by
a convoy. Later, he kept asking for a taxi for his wife. Don It misunder stand
me. I like the Congolese and their children. I am a pediatrician. Two girls
of eight and eleven were brought to me. They were badly hurt. Their father
said they were in the last car from Thysville and had been cut off. He said
many Congolese had raped his daughters for 24 hours. One girl sat here for
ten hours without saying a word. One girl had her legs drawn up and could
not move them. Their mother said she was raped and the father beaten.
III treated two railroad men for terrible bruises. They had locked
their wives in a freight car and had hidden the key. The Congolese soldiers
beat them more terribly than I have ever seen anyone beaten. The women
were locked in the blackness of the railroad car for 48 hours without light,
food, water, or news. Over 150 women from Thysville asked for injections.
I do not believe they were hysterical and asked for treatment if they were not
raped. Many were ashamed to admit it. I went to four nuns who had been
beaten and admitted they had been raped but would not come for treatment.
The priests were shocked. You know Belgium is a Catholic country and abor-
tion is illegal, but several priests said curettage must be performed .... I
saw no pattern of violation between Flemish or Walloon. II
Dr. Wattrin added that, "Qne of the doctors who helped us here on his
way to Brussels carne from Luluabourg with a mutual friend, a doctor, who
had been unconscious from a fractured skull for three days. He had been in
the act of operating on an African woman in the African hospital when he was
attacked. The African patient died. In the European hospital in Luluabourg
a white patient was killed on the operating table by a ricochet." This racial
equality in operating deaths due to the Force Publique sounded a little fanciful
to me, but Dr. Wattrin maintained that he had been told first hand.
Stories second and third hand were a dime a ,dozen and, as this report
has shown, sometimes evaporated or were shorn of exaggeration on intensive
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examination. On the other hand, what these two Belgian doctors actually saw
of the Force Publique at the airport occurred when they tried to hide four
wounded Belgian soldiers in the back of the women's section of their aid sta-
tion. They described how the Congolese pushed them.. aside and took the sol-
diers aW'ay. Soon after this the Belgian paratroopers entered the huge circular
hall of the airport lounge. A Force Publique private was standing guard on
the balcony overlooking at least 250 white women and children huddled below
in the filth of stopped-up toilets, babies' diapers, discarded food, and general
grime.
Surveying the scene shortly afterward, I was overpowered by a sense
of tragedy. Fate had brought an uneducated African .boy hundreds of mile s
from his tribe, family, and plot of common ground to that balcony where
armed with a loaded rifle he suddenly faced what- I imagine was a Flemish
farm boy of limited education thousands of miles from his father's fields car-
rying a submachine gun.
Then the Congolese sqldier fired his rifle over the terrified crowd at
the paratrooper. The Belgian charged across the room for the stairs. Three
holes by the r.ailing marked the rifle shots; and 74 holes in the ceiling, wall,
stairs, windows, and in the body of the dead Congolese marked the spray of
the automatic weapon.
While the husband and wife medical team treated a few Europeans
wounded by fragments, a priest thanked God that more lives had not been lost.
Another Doctor
A male doctor, who insisted on anonymity, described treating four
women who had "been raped simultaneously in the same room." Their leader,
a tall, handsome brunette, of about forty-two (he estimated), was a Belgian
officer's wife. When their husbands were arrested at work, a number of
wome~ gathered in this woman I s horne. Twice she drove Force Publique
groups off, although once they spat at her and knocked her down. The third
time tlley pushed past her into the horne she insisted was a temporary hospi-
tal. One of the refugee s was in fact seriously ill but the "hospital" part was
a subterfuge. When the soldiers made it clear what they wanted sexually,
the officer's wife and-one other woman offered to co-operate with the soldiers
if they would spare the sick woman and a teen-age Belgian girl. The first or
second day after the ordeal, she drove approximately a hundred miles to the
doctor's Leopoldville office, and then collapsed. The story as related by the
doctor was pieced together from her companions' accounts of what had hap-
pened.
When I said frankly that some people were denying there had been sex-
ual assaults and would challenge such a story, he offered to stake his reputa-
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tion on it. I asked him what he could specifically testify to himself . He said
that he could positively state that the officer's wife had been injured internally,
that her underclothes were missing when he examined her, and that he had
found dried spermatozoa on her outer clothing. He could offer no proof that
more than one man had been involved or of what race, but he believed that
there had been m.ore or less continuous intercourse over five or six hours by
many men. He also reported that a medical colleague had told him that a
Congolese soldier had thrust his hand into a Walloon woman and tried to pull
away her insides for magic medicines. I had heard more than enough for three
days and never followed up this story or the many other s.
Reporting
It is not easy to evaluate the foregoing evidence. The women involved
are unlikely to return although victims might identify attackers. Prime Min-
ister Lumumba felt justified in denying all charges of rape: he had appointed
a Belgian judge to investigate reports of sexual crimes and the judge had not
presented him with any proof that such violations had been com.m.itted. Of
course, one must be aware that the climate in the Lower Congo had never
been salubrious, and just now might be distinctly unhealthy for an inve stigating
Belgian judge.
Newspaper reports from the Congo may be influenced to some degree
by the policy of the paper concerned, particularly in Great Britain where a
hot argument rages over the pace of African advance. This, too, is a factor
to be kept in mind while weighing evidence. In the New Statesman and Nation
of July 23, Francis Williams points out that most rape stories in the British
press were in papers not always sympathetic to African aspirations--Daily
Mail, Daily Express, and News Chronicle--and notes that the Daily Telegraph,
~es, Daily Herald, and Manchester Guardiandid not carry such stories.
He comments, "It would be interesting to know whether the correspondents
of those papers which made no mention of them knew these allegations. And
if they did so, whether they did not regard them as sufficiently substantiated
to include in their cables. Or did they just miss the story?"
An answer for the British press is given in the same issue of the same
journal by its veteran Africa correspondent Basil Davidson who writes, "With
one or two honorable exceptions (notably the Daily Mail and the Economist)
the newspaper reporting from the Congo, or from countries around the Congo
has been appallingly bad. II
The correspondent of the London Observer was George Clay, one of
the ablest and most experienced men covering the African continent. Clay
was understandably annoyed at the barely concealed delight of some Britishers
in sending sensational rape stories to papers notoriously uninterested in
crimes against Africans elsewhere on the continent. Clay told me he 'believed
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the rape stories exaggerated. He also believed other stories more important
for his paper and did not, in his view, waste time investigating charges of
rape. Th~ Observer reports were honest but neither the New Statesman nor
anyone else can assume that if certain correspondents did not write a story
it was not true.
I have scanned the reporting ofJhe Congo debacle in the leading publica-
tions of Britain, Belgium~ the United State s, Ghana, and South Africa. It is not
always true of reporting of Mrica, but in July and August the most energetic,
factuaL and balanced Congo coverage was the American.
Pattern of Congolese Attacks on Belgians
The story of violence and rape in the Congo, even when stripped of
exaggeration, _remains a grim one. What can be at the root of such outbursts
of fear, ferocity, and degradation? One explanation--stemming from-ignorance
or malevolence - ..was the assertion by Prime Minister Lumurnba that Congo ..
lese were only defending themselves against Belgian aggression. The women
and children I saw among the refugees did -not look that aggressive! Another
extremist view was that of Belgian Frans C:inon of Elisabethville, a former
judge. who testified in a court case that the attacks on Europeans were caused
by "animal instinct" because the "natives were instinctively against the whites"
and "wanted to go back to barbarism." The logic of this is decidedly obscure.
If we acknowledge the bias inherent in these two opinions, and still
seek a perspective based on rea·son, the following points will prove relevant:
1) While they enjoyed the economic benefits of what unque stionably
were tremendous improvements in health. diet, housing, schooling,
and the achievement of such "target" goals as bicycles and phono-
graphs, the Congolese experienced no improvement in social status,
whic.h was directly correlated with race until the twilight of Belgian
rule. Congole se - Belgian per sonal relations were execrable. Few
Congolese escaped the kind of verbal insults so often experienced by
American Negroes, and for them physical blows often emphasized
the words.
2) Social organization collapsed in the western Congo when Force
Publique soldiers arrested or detained their officers,
3) In the resulting anarchy, it was not a new experience of mankind
that terrible rapes occurred. Japane se troops at Nanking and Soviet
soldiers in eastern Germany committed similar offenses. The Ford
Foundation representative in Leopoldville, David Heaps, com'pared
the almost total anarchy of the Lower Congo with his experience as
a Canadian officer leading troops into Germany under chaotic condi-
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tions when soldiers had to be shot to enforce orders against violation
of women.
The point is that the Congole~emanifestation of sexual violence is
of a pattern of conduct that has often been observed in similar situa-
tions where normal social controls have suddenly been removed. We
must look to some of the other activities of the Congolese who suddenly
found themselves in a position of strength if we seek to understand the
conflict in the Congo.
The Congolese primary desire seemed to be to humiliate rather than
to harm their Belgian captives. There is obvious humiliation as well as pain
in being beaten, but if torture had been the goal then the number of wounded
and killed Belgians would not have been so insignificant. Lest this be attri-
buted to the humanitarian qualities of the Congolese involved, let us recall that
the intertribal fights in the Kasai saw over 2,000 Congolese murdered and often
mutilated in the year before independence, and how many thousands of innocent
people have been butchered since would be a difficult guess. Tribal mores
set the pattern of the Lulua and Baluba murder s.
Congolese who seized Europeans, however, acted in terms of their ex-
perience with Europeans and often tried to make the Europeans duplicate the
work pattern they had imposed on Congolese. In many places, white men and
women were made to walk barefoot on sharp gravel paths, and in several in-
stances forced into the fields and made to cut grass for hours under the burn-
ing equatorial sun. What was hardship for the Congolese whose feet were
toughened became cruelty for tender-soled Europeans. Near Thysville, Con-
golese forcibly fed rotten chikwangue (manioc) to prisoner s. Belgians were
often forced to kneel in obeisance and at other times simply to lie prone be-
fore their new masters. The forced drinking of water from the latrines oc-
curred in several towns. Nuns and priests were stripped of their clothes in
the same room. Children saw their elders forced to submit to rape. The
forced swallowing of pubic hair took place in several villages. An army offi-
cer from Djolu reported that several white men were tattooed vertically be-
tween the eye s with a cutting instrument. All of this sugge sts an attempt to
hurt or humiliate and to make the Belgians suffer a Congolese interpretation
of what it was like to be a Congolese. It seemed to be generally understood
in the villages and towns- -whether by a common reaction or a reflection of
Force Publique order s - -that Belgians ·should not be killed.
Belgians, Congolese, and Sex
If, as it appears, most of the violations of women flowed from nonra-
cial instincts unloosed by anarchy- -and such an explanation is never justifica-
tion of the crime - -a measure of sexual revenge also was pre sent. As previ-
0usly pointed out in this series of reports, Belgian men had wide access to
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Congole se girls. While the wealth of the Belgians had its attractions. the girls
were not necessarily venal; there were relationships in which girls were given
affection and respect of a sort they could not expect from the overwhelming
majority of evolues who continued to relegate women to inferior status. At the
same time Belgian men associated freely with Congolese girls, a Congolese
man who so much as flirted with a Belgian girl suffered severe sanctions.
Foreign Minister Bomboko experienced. an unhappy love affair as a university
student in Belgium because his sweetheart's parents objected to an educated
Congole se. Although it may have contributed to the incidence of rape. the
Abako newspaper had voluntary associations in mind when it editorialized about
looking forward to some white women pushing carriage s with brown babie s.
Most Belgians were unaware of the rancor caused by the one -way sex
traffic. A kindly old Belgian. Caesar Lesage. who owned a coffee plantation
and had been evacuated to Brazzaville. expressed his surprise at Congolese
actions: "Why; I've known these people like the back of my hand. I've been
working with them and sleeping with their women for 35 year s and I never ex-
pected to see this." He seemed to feel he had conferred an honor on the Congo""-
lese by associating with their women.
The deep Congolese resentment of Belgian sexual license was illus-
trated one afternoon when David Reed of U.S. News and I were standing in the
street talking with the Congolese commander of three jeep loads of Leopold-
ville gendarmes. A Volkswagen started to pass by and was immediately
stopped. The armed police jumped from their jeeps, dragged a protesting
and justifiably scared Belgian soldier from. his car. and tried to seize his
rifle. Bloodshed seemed imminent as the soldier s yelled at him and excitedly
jabbed their guns in his ribs. Meanwhile •. an attractive light- skinned Congo-
lese girl in a pink dress and high heels Was dragged out of the other seat.
Literally shivering with fear, she hesitated under the glare of a dozen hostile
eyes before running wildly in the direction of the African township. A Congo-
lese passer -by stopped his motor scooter to rescue her. She scrambled on
the back se.at and, losing a shoe, sped away to safety. Tension subsided and
the police let the thoroughly shaken soldier go. Had the Force Publique taken
part in this incident, its outcome would probably have made a grim story.
Alan Paton has rightly said that "the tragic events of the last few
weeks do not compare with the tragic events that overcame the people of the
Congo under Leopold II." But he does not intend this a justification for the
violence that marked the crisis. If the white man must admit to the faults
of long standing racial discrimination and prejudice in Africa. the African
must concede that the explosive reaction in the Congo concerns all Africans
in its in1.plications. It can affect the future of peoples who are accepting the
burdens of nationhood.
The excellent race relations in such countries as Ghana, Ivory Coast.
Liberia (where racialistic laws are anachronisms time will am.eliorate).
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SenegaL Nigeria, Tanganyika, and "French" Congo, are overwhelming evi-
dence of an African sense of tolerance as a whole. The repugnant behavior
of so many Congolese in the western COI,lgo can be regarded as an aberra-
tion. To deny that evil deeds were committed would be naive and to pass
them off as just retribution would be sophistry.
The amicable relations between some Congolese and some Europeans
in Leopoldville throughout the worst crises were described in Conflict in the
Congo. Part II. There is reason to hope that the operation of the United Na-
tions Command in the Congo will set a new nonracial standard of me rit and
conduct. The need for new standards is immediate. Watching the refugees
from the Congo disgrace disembark from a ferry in Brazzaville, I discerned
a sturdy Belgian of about sixty with short-cropped gray hair. carrying two
suitcases as he strode up the bank. One could sense his heartache at what
he must have left behind and how little he was carrying away with him. But
when he ruthlessly plowed through a group of "French" Congolese, knocking
one down and cutting a boy's bare thigh on a sharp corner of a metal suitcase,
one also sensed why it had all happened.
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CONFLICT IN THE CONGO
Part IV: External Pressures
by Edwin S. Munger
October 1960
The interlacing of events and personalities
in the Congo conflict resolve into no pattern that
can be easily identified and described. However.
it is becoming increasingly clear that the battle
between Belgium and the opportunistic faction of
Congolese led by Patrice Lumumba was only a
part of a pattern that involves the destinies of 13.6
million Congole se. The rivalry of the central Gov-
ern:m.ent and the Katanga, the intertribal slaughter
in the KasaL the intere st of inte rnational commu-
nis:m. in what is happening in the Congo. and the
pressures of adjacent states are other elements of
a conflict that, unless it is contained. can be a
threat to world peace.
Co:m.:m.unis:m.' s position in the Congo is the
re sult of its :m.ove s in Africa over a period of two
year s. Its bigge st stride - - but by no :m.eans its
only gain- -has been in Guinea, where the French
population dropped from 10,000 to 400 and in their
place have co~e volunteers fro:m. C6m:m.unist na-
tions, including a reported 3,000 from China.
Prime Minister Sekou Toure I s declaration in Mos-
cow that Soviet and Guinean aims in Africa .are
identical may have dampened his reception in Pe-
king. but raises doubts as to the autono:m.y of the
country. Internal police control and the execution
[ESM-4- '60]
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of political opponents raise further doubts as to the freedom of the individual
Guineans.
The deadliest tribal fighting outside the Congo is now taking place in
the Cameroons, and the hostilities, it is understood, are directed from the
Guinea capital by emigre leader Felix Moumie, a frequent Moscow visitor.
Conakry is also the Africa headquarters of Czech efforts and the distribution
point for the 11 million pieces of propaganda for Africa reportedly produced
in the first half of 1960 by the state printing offices of Czechoslovakia at the
order of the Africa Institute in Prague.
The $40 million Soviet trade and technical co-operation agreement
with Ghana (including the setting up of model state farms), the exchange of
ambas sadors between Accra and Peking, and the $25 million Chinese loan to
Guinea, are outward signs of Communist efforts south of the Sahara.
Peking is currently ahead of Moscow in welcoming Africans (a re-
ported 84 delegations in 18 months) including a Congolese delegation last
year headed by Lumumba' s Information Minister Anciet Kashamura. (When
the latter controlled Leopoldville radio, I listened to a news broadcast and
noted that every item was supplied by Tas s.) The pro-Congo independen~e
welcome by Professor Ivan Potekhin for Alphonse Makwambala and his littlE:.
known Congolese group at the Soviet Friendship Association offices in Mos-
cow was on a smaller scale than the banquet given for the same group in
Peking by the Vice -President of the Chine se Peoples' Institute for Foreign
Affair s and the reception by the Chinese-African Peoples' Friendship Asso-
ciation. The Chinese seldom fail to get in a dig at the SoVietS by an antiwhite
approach. In Leopoldville, the acting correspondent of New China News
Agency recently harangued Congolese with antiwhite diatribe s.
While Guinea, Ghana, and the Congo are by no means the only African
countries where the Communist bloc is far stronger today than it was a year
ago, they ~re presently the points of crucial Communist pressure.
The Congo is a glittering prize and well worth strenuous efforts to
capture it. This elephantine country is rich almost beyond reckoning in indus-
trial diamonds, copper, tin. cobalt, and the columbite needed for jet-engine
steels. Uranium for the Hiroshima bomb was mined in the Congo. The
planned Inga hydroelectric project will provide a major source of power only
40 miles from vast bauxite deposits. The Congolese population, constituting
a large potential labor pooL is growing rapidly with a birth rate of 42 (52 in
urban areas) per thousand against a death rate of only 20 per thousand. It is
one of the world's youngest populations and in better 'health than ever before
thanks to Belgian medical service.
Strategically, the Congo is at the crossroads of tropical Africa, shar-
ing frontiers with Angola, Northern Rhodesia. Tanganyika, Uganda, the Sudan,
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and the new countries of the Fre~ch CO:mInunity, in all of which opportunities
for subversion are plentiful. Control of the Congo could mean domination of
Mrica. It must be vastly tempting to the Kremlin.
Lumumba and the Soviets
Patrice Lumumba met his first Russian at the All-African People's
Conference in Ghana in December 1958. This was the first important gather-
ing on Mrican soil of African nationalists from throughout the continent, al-
though less than half the key African le~ders attended. Communist-backed
resolutions, s~ch as one in support of violent action, failed to pass when op-
posed by the triumvirate of Mongi Slim of Tunisia, Tom Mboya of Kenya, and
Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, despite the co-operation of the United Arab Repub-
lic. But as I listened to the thunderous applause greeting long cablegrams
from Khrushchev, Chou En-lai, and associated friendship organizations, and
the scattered applause for belated and lukewarm American messages, it was
clear to me that communism had made a significant start.
The three Congolese delegates were Patrice Lumumba, Gaston Diomi
(a Leopoldville burgomaster) and Joseph Ngulula·(a journalist). Lumumba,
whose only European language is French, was generally ignored in the over-
whelmingly English-speaking atmosphere of Accra. Translation arrange-
ments broke down and left him isolated from the mass. He did echo the Con-
ference cry by concluding a speech, "Down with colonialism and tribalism!
Long live the Congolese nation! Long live an independent Africa!" And I saw
him in the patio of the Accra Community Center conversing with genial Pro-
fessor Potekhin and other Soviet obser'vers. (Two months later Potekhin
was named head of the Soviet African Institute.)
The result of all this was that Lumumba went home with his enthusiasm
raised by the conference, his vanity somewhat bruised by the relative lack of
attention, and a determination to assert himself and gain prestige in the eyes
of his idol, Kwame Nkrumah.
On their return to Leopoldville, Lumumba and his colleagues reported
on the Accra Conference before enthusiastic mass meetings. It was one such
gathering (on January 4, 1959) that erupted in a wild orgy of looting and attacks
on Europeans and ended in police shooting. Radio Cairo broadcast that the
Accra Conference was behind the rioting..Immediately, Belgium sought to
avoid the economic price paid by her Benelux partner in Indonesfa, and the
military price of France in Algeria, by promising rapid independence for the
Congo.
Events moved more quickly than even the Soviets had anticipated. The
first Russian book on the Congo, published in 1959, suggested that it would
take some time to remove the "yoke of Belgian imperialism." Reference was
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made to the fact that the Congo was isolated in two world wars when other
Mrican troops served abroad. and that the past weighed heavily on ethnic
groups. The author attacked the "rapid independence" promise of January
13. 1959. as unreliable and in a "misty form." He was soon proved wrong.
In spite of the labors of the Belgian Communist Party among delegates to the
Congo Round Table in Brussels last February. there was not time to estab-
lish a reliable Communist cadre before independence of the Congo was de-
clared on June 30. 1960.
Soviet influence at that time should not be over estimated. It is prob-
ably true that Patrice Lumumba received $16.000 from Soviet source s to
finance his election campaign. But this did not make the former star sales-
man of Polar Beer a Communist. any more than his opportunistic billion-dol-
lar deal with financial promoter Edgar Detwiler made him a capitalist. Lu-
mumba has a greater flair for intrigue and spellbinding and less sense of
responsibility than any leading Congolese I have encountered.
V. A. Martynov. the author of the Soviet study referred to above. sug-
gested the Congo is one African country that in its advance to communism
may reachthat point somewhat out of the order defined by Marxist theory.
Because of the extreme weakness of the Congolese bourgeoisie. and the peas-
ants' sense of deprivation. the bourgeois stage could be skipped. Thus. he
implied. the Congo would sweep ahead of Ghana where. according to earlier
Soviet estimates. Nkrumah and his Convention People's Party represent this
intermediate stage.
Ghana's Role
Kwame Nkrumah is not unmindful of Soviet interest in the affairs of
the emergent African states. His 1958 warning to Mrican nationalists gathered
in Accra not to for get that "colonialism and imperialism" may corne "in a dif-
ferent guise--not necessarily from Europe" was. he implied to me at the time,
aimed against the Soviet Union. although Mrs. Paul Robeson. who also attended
the conference, was privately given the impression he meant the United States.
Nkrumah's alarm over new external threats is a secondary manifesta-
tion of his driving obses sion to free Mrica of colonialism and racial discrim-
ination. His fear of the Balkanization of Africa into neoimperialistic spheres
of influence which would threaten his concept of an "African personality" un-
derlies his persistent opposition to Moise Tshombe's demand for the Katanga's
independence. Nkrumah underestimated the desire of the Katanga for a meas-
ure of autonomy. A preindependence appeal by Nkrumah to Tshombe, coupled
with pressure on Lumumba to treat fairly with the Katanga. might have suc-
ceeded. As it was. Lumumba offered the province producing 65% of the Congo
Government's revenue the worst cabinet representation of any province. and
repeatedly insulted the leaders of the popularly elected majority party.
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In the background of this is Nkrumah's long and successful struggle to
strip the Ghana chiefs of political power and the fact that T shombe is staunchly
supported by the Katanga chiefs. Where Nkrumah did succeed was inrecon-
cHing the tribally-based Abako (Alliance q.es Bakongo) and the centrally minded
M.N.C. (Movement Congolese National). Ghana's Ambassador Djinn told me
that before independence it was "Kwame 's message that brought Kasavubu and
Lumumba together." Nkrumah subsequently asserted at the United Nations
that both men had again agreed to reconciliation on the basis of a document
"drafted in the presence of my Arnbas sador in Leopoldville" but that the "fake
Mobutu episode" and "imperialistic intrigue stark and naked" defeated the ef-
fort.
Without Nkrumah' s support. Lumurnba. the fiery politician, would have
collapsed long ago. The first link was Ambassador Djinn. an old crony of
Nkrumah's. who has been working for years on Pan-African politicking rather
than ordinary diplomatic efforts. Djinn was overshadowed for a time in Leo-
poldville by the pre sence of his fellow countryman, J. B. Elliot. the Ghanaian
Ambassador to the Soviet Union, and a far shrewder diplomat. More recently
N. A. Welbeck. of the Ghana diplomatic corps. was Nkrumah's liaison with
Lumumba.
Another voice in the Ghanaian chorus was Major General Alexander,
a British officer who is Chief of Staff for Ghana. After his initial military
success. Alexander was muzzled by Accra and his semiofficial statements
were disowned. The Ghanaian troops in the Congo in the early weeks of the
conflict set a standard of discipline, tact. and tolerance for the United Nations
forces. A number of Ghanaian officers have privately expressed doubts as to
the wisdom of Ghana's support of Lumumba and the co-operation of Ghana is
official ally Guinea wi.th the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. but they do not
question orders or show disloyalty.
Communist Intervention
Unfortunately. it is not possible to describe in detail just what penetra-
tion the Communists made in Leopoldville. Stanleyville, and
in the KasaL If one had access to the intelligence reports of
all the nations involved. one might attempt a partial explana-
tion, although there is reason to question whether any nation
has been too well informed on all the behind-the - scene s ac-
tivities in the Congo. Hundreds of people entered the Congo
without showing papers in July and August. Here are some
reasonably accurate facts. Before a nurnbe r were expelled,
the Rus sians and Czechs probably had stationed in the Congo
a total of 250- 300 people including diplomats, technicians.
doctors, mechanics. interpreters, journalists, and others
not even norn.inally identified. The official Soviet staff ran
"Somehow I don't think he
looks like a Congolese."
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between IS' and 40, the Czechs had about 15 officials, and the East Germans
were pre sent without setting up official quarter s.
The two Czech-trained Guinea battalions were immediately pushed up-
river to small towns, but at least four officers appeared to have deserted the
force to follow political and military pur suits outside UN control.
Among important Soviet visitor s was Mr. Yuri Zhukov, the Chairman
of the Soviet State Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries,
whose surface activitie s included making an offer of 150 scholar ships. He is
a French-speaking former Tass man and arrived via (iuinea. The Soviet med-
ical team of 30 (doctors, nurses, and interpreters) originally wanted to oper-
ate independently of the UN, but they finally agreed to being sent to Lumumba I s
horne territory, Stanleyville, where Soviet technicians were concentrated. Fif-
teen Ilyushin aircraft, some of which ferried Lumumba troops to fight in the
KasaL and 100-odd trucks have been the chief material USSR contributions.
Soviet technicians who lied their way past Ghana guards to repair the radio
station for a Lumurnba addre ss, failed to get the station on the air.
All this Graham Greene atmosphere would be incomplete without "our
girl in Leopoldville," the attractive Madame Andree Blouin, Lumu:mba' s chief
of protocol. Foreign Minister Justin Bomboko charged in the Senate that
Madame Blouin wrote speeches for Lumumba and "ran the government" in
the Lumumba era when the Prime Minister was away. Her carefully pulled
back hair and arched eyebrows, smooth cafe-au-lait complexion, and graceful
way with decollete dresses are as French as her intellectual aloofness and
precise prose. She wrote the cleverly insulting toast Deputy Premier Antoine
Gizenga gave for Dag Hammarskjold and the United Nations on the occasion of
the Secretary-General's first visit.
Madame Blouin carries a Guinea citizenship but says she is simply a
citizen of Africa. Now 41, she was born in the old Ubangi-Shari and calYle
south to Brazzaville for schooling. There she met her husband,,, a French en-
gineer il'l the public works department. and went with him on transfer to Guinea
and late r France. After Guinean independence the Blouins returned to Conakry.
The husband worked upcountry while Madame ran a bookstall at the Hotel de
France where she met almost everyone of consequence and became close friends
of Democratic Party leaders, including Sekou Toure.
Earlier this year, Madame Blouin carne to Leopoldville alone and began
or ganizing a women I s political group in Antoine Gizenga' s district of Kwango-
Kwelu. She claims she had 40,000 members before the Belgians expelled her
from the Congo. She returned immediately after independence and lived in
Gizenga is house. He is the proud Marxist who visited Moscow and Prague last
year and is the author of the letter. reputedly found in Lumumba ''8 briefcase
by Mobutu's men, that called on Peking for Chinese arms and volunteers. Gi-
zenga, Anciet Kashamura, and Madame Blouin were the brains on the Congolese
side for Soviet "liberation" of the Congo.
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Mobutu Era
Colonel Joseph-Desire Mobutu's quashing of overt Communist efforts
and the arrest of Gizenga and others now safely jailed in the Katanga, as
well as the expulsion of Ambassadors Mikail Yakolev and Dr. Joseph Virius
with their Soviet and Czech staffs, ends one phase of the conflict in the
Congo.
Most Congolese ~n tlLeo" and other cities are against Communists gen-
erally, not on any ideological grounds but because they have been taught to
distrust them by Belgian propaganda. When the Force Publique rushed peil
mell to the airport to repel the Russians, all they knew was that Russians
were "bad guys." When Dr. Shiskin of the Communist medical team was ar-
rested in Stanleyville as a Belgian paratrooper because he was white, he hurt
his cause by identifying himself as part of the Communist team.
The anti-Communist seeds from which this attitude sprouted were
planted long before by INFORCONGO. the Belgian propaganda agency. In 1954,
most of the wall in the "Leo" Information Center was taken up with a hugh
photograph of a scarred and tortured political victim of Stalinism. Against
this background, the Soviet effort to work outside the United Nations channels
and to deprecate the efforts of the UN produced a reaction against the Soviets
from Congole se who are against imperialism whether it be of Belgian, Amer-
ican' or Rus sian variety.
The Mobutu phase may be a short or a long one. The thirty-one-year-
old Colonel came to his role from a background of social science studies in
Brussels (which may account for his na'lve confidence in men with degrees)
and work as a reporter after 1956 for the Belgian "Leo" papers L'Avenir and
Actualities Africaines. Last January he organized the Lumumba headquarters
in Brussels, and as late as May he was a delegate of Lumumba 1 s Movement
Congolese National at the economic Round Table. Back in Leopoldville, Mo-
butu became chief of staff to General Victor Lundula. Mobutu' s experience
of seven years as an accounting clerk in the Force Publique headquarters was
overshadowed militarily by ex-Sergeant Major Lundula's long years of service,
but Mobutu soon made his mark by his intelligence and efficiency. The pax-
Mobutu may provide a sufficient umbrella for the United Nations to really move
ahead with the problem of Congo reconstruction. This is, after alL why the
United Nations carne in. The Congolese simply could not carryon and the
Congo had collapsed into anarchy. This has led some critics of African inde-
pendence to question the inherent capacities of Africans to govern themselve s.
African Capabilities and the Task
The Congo debacle is no indictment of African abilities generally. Al-
though the Portugue se explorer Diego Cao discovered the Congo a decade "0e-
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fore Columbus discovered the Americas, the first centuries of European con-
tact did more to destroy the existing African civilization in the southern Congo
than to help it develop. When Joseph Conrad was a river pilot on the Upper
Congo only 70 years ago, most of the Congolese he met were cannibals. This
was 125 years after Philip Quacoe, a FantL had returned to Ghana from Brit-
ain as an ordained minister, and at a time when the brilliant John Tengo Ja-
bavu was editing a newspaper in South Africa. It was two centuries after the
Cape of Good Hope had aDutch Governor of Coloured ancestry.
In Ghana, in 1951, I found that there were more than 1,200 Ghanaian
college graduates on whom Nkrumah could draw as the new Leader of Govern-
ment Busine s s. South Africa has a smaller non-European population than the
Congo but over 2,200 African college graudates. The Congo has only the well-
publicized 16 (not counting prie sts) in a country ten times the size and four
time s the population of Ghana.
The shortage at the top was not necessarily fatal. Levelheaded Joseph
Ileo, President Kasavubu 's thirty-eight-year-old Prime Minister, is inexperi-
enced but capable. As editor of Presence Africaine he was in the forefront of
the Congolese drive for greater political rights. He may prove too intellectual
for fierce tribal politics. Ileo is a man from a small tribe (Mowgi) in Equa-
torial Province and has the interests of the whole Congo at heart. Watching
him in the Senate when he was its pre sident, I often thought him the most
sensible legislator in the chamber, and one of the few who thought of the mil-
lions of Congolese needing help.
The top layer of Congolese could have done a passable job if, like their
better -qualified and more numerous contemporaries in Ghana, there had been
a sense of trust and co-operation with Europeans at the next levels of author-
ity. When the se were driven out by the Force Publique (unlike the Ghana Army
it lacked any African officers), the fatal gap became that between the Foreign
Minister and the ForcePublique corporal whose street corner argument was
describeq in the first report of this series. Ten echelons were missing. Many
of these levels could have been filled with secondary-school graduates--but
only 151 were produced last year. Again, compare this figure with those for
Ghana and South Africa; each had over 2,000 African secondary-school grad-
uates last year.
There may be a lesson here for the rest of Africa where secondary-
school education is the major bottleneck. Tanganyika, for example, has yet
to fill all the "college places" available locally. President Eisenhower offered
Prime Minister Sekou Toure 150 college scholarships. But there aren't that
many qualified Guineans available to take up the offe'r. Would it not be better
to build secondary schools and to send teachers to produce Africa!1s qualified
to receive scholarships?
The Communist offer of scholarships in the Congo is part of the broad
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technique of taking students no matter how poorly qualified. Is this always in
the best interests of the African country? Ghana wisely restricts the flow of
undergraduates abroad. Unlimited competition via the student numbers racket
could backfire on the West as it has already produced headaches for Commu-
nist host countries. Scholarships for every qualified student. educational tour;s
for some who lack formal schooling, and help for schools in Africa offer wide
scope for assistance programs.
Thousands of Congolese school children are not in classes in the new
term and are falling by the wayside because of a teache 1" shortage. The deficit
in secondary schools and teacher-training institutions is at least 1, 500. On be-
half of the United Nations, one of the outstanding men in Africa, Ghanaian Rob-
ert Gardener, is battling with the problem. of an adequate Congo civil service.
But even if Gardener receives the full co-operation of the Congolese, African
states, Belgian teachers, French-speaking volunteers, and philanthropic organ-
izations, thousands of Congolese children who have the potential ability to take
over as adm.inistrators one day will not have the chance. But the fault is not
theirs.
Katanga Role
Educational problems are being tackled along with other tasks by the
United Nations in the Mobutu era. But clarification of the position in Leopold-
ville swings the spotlight back on the much broader problem of th~ Katanga,
richest of Congo provinces, and the focus of external pressures. Ghanaian
President Nkrurnah' s support for the ,United Nations has wavered at time s
because the prospect of a fragm.ented Congo is anathema to him and neither
Ralph Bunche nor Dag Hammar skjold could completely move the men of Elis-
abethville.
A personal experience will illustrate Moise l Tshombe's distrust of
Lumumba, Belgian participation in the Katanga Government, and also the way
Congo rumors can cause international complications. Toward the end of July,
I managed to board the first·com.mercial flight from. "Leo" to Elisabethville
after the mutiny. I sat with a portly, round-faced Congolese who described
himself as a sm.all businessman with interests in the Kivu. No food was avail-
able between our 6:00 a.m. departure and our arrival at 5:00 p.m. so I opened
an emergency can of hot dogs and shared it with the Congolese and a French
radio correspondent. During the Kolwezi' stop, several of us began reading a
Katanga newspaper in the waiting room. My Congolese acquaintance's ";om-
ments revealed a distaste for the Katanga secession and support for the cen-
tral Government. He asked,me, "Surely, the United States won't recognize
1 Soviet propaganda has rather stupidly attacked T shombe for being a tool
of Jewish capitalism on the basis that his first name - -Moise- -is a Jewish
version of Moses.
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the Katanga?" I discovered later that a Belgian journalist reported this to the
Australian captain of the Convair who radioed E'ville .
. When we landed at Elisabethville all the passenger s seemed startled
when soldier s surrounded the plane and pointed rifle s at the windows. Most
of the Europeans had left when I started down the stairs behind my Congolese
seatmate. Immediately. he started back up the steps followed by a Belgian
soldier who thrust viciously at him with his bayonet. yelling "VUe. vite!" The
man stumbled into me and we both fell in a pile in the plane IS corridor. Later.
when I had left the plane. I watched Congolese soldiers go aboard and arrest
him and his two fellow Congolese.
In the hotel a photographer from the Rand Daily Mail said'my Congolese
friend was Justin Bomboko, then Foreign Minister for Lumurnba. I expressed
doubts at the same time my mind raced back to the time I'd had a glimpse of
Bomboko. There was a resemblance. Could I have been such a fool as to sit
be side the Foreign Minister traveling incognito and not know it? If so, my
anger began to rise against the Belgians for their callous treatment of a man
who had saved many Europeans from assault. It didn't make sense but the
photographer said he had already telegraphed a brief story to his paper after
airport spectator s had identified Bomboko and the military would make no
comment.
Early the next morning. I went to Major Guy Weber, who described
himself as Military Attache to the Katanga Government (on instructions phoned
that morning from Brussels). and protested such savage treatment of Bomboko
or whoever the Congolese might prove to be. Weber was obviously proud of a
new-found glarrlOr as a savior of Elisabethville and right-hand man of the Prime
Minister. He immediately complained of false identification of Bomboko. The
story to Johannesburg had been picked up by Reuters and reached the United
Nations at a critical juncture in the debate, prompting Belgian Foreign Min-
ister Pierre Wigny to urgently cable E'ville.
Major Weber then said that two Russians and three Congolese had been
arrested on the plane from Leopoldville. He said positively they had corne
from Moscow via Brussels. He couldn't explain how the Belgians co-operated
with the Russians to get them to E'ville or what their names were. This story
soon went over the wires.
Six hours later, President Tshombe held a press conference at which
he reduced the number of Russians arrested to one. When I pressed him on
the man's whereabouts, the President said he "disappeared at the airporL"
After several of us smiled incredulously. His Excellency said he would find
the man's name from the Minister of the Interior (the strong man in the cab-
inet). When President Tshombe returned, he spelled the name Lobkovitch.
It did seem a little like my seatmate Lulabeya. Later, it was said the n'lan
was Austrian not Russian and only suspected of being a Comn'lunist spy. z
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Elisabethville rem.ains a capital lacking in efficiency, looking for Com.-
munists under every airplane seat, dependent upon Belgian adm.inistrative
and financial support, but also relatively peaceful. It has not degenerated into
the Leopoldville lunacy. Has T shom.be achieved this by becom.ing a Belgian
stooge? Possibly the correct answer is a contradictory "Yes today, no tom.or.-
row." Tshom.be is an African nationalist and the mernbers of his Conakat
Party (Confederation of Katanga Associations) want independence just as m.uch
as Lumulpba supporter s. Loose talk about the Katanga com.ing under the rule
of the white-controlled Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland underestim.ates
the sense of pride and determination of Tshom.be and his cabinet. And, just
as they don't want Rhodesian control, so they fight against Leopoldville con-
trol. A federation with some local control of mining taxes is quite feasible
but Lurn.um.ba has consistently fought against this solution.
Tshombe argues that without a m.easure of stability there will be no
wealth produced for anyone to tax. The Congo budget for this year was to be
$290 m.illion with the Katanga providing $170 m.illion largely from. minerals
which provide 570/0 of the total taxation of the Congo. The Union Miniere pro-
duces 600/0 of the province's exports and is the strongest force behind Tshombe.
If the" central Government should take over the Congo shares now held by the
Belgian Gqvernment, with an annual return of sam.e $22.4 m.illion, then the
complications will be m.ultiplied for the "Leo" Governm.ent will be a m.ajor
stockholder in the Katanga enterprises.
The real key to the Katanga is not financial but political. Whom. will
the Katangais support? A few years ago ex-businessm.an Tshom.be had the
bac~ing of almost all political groups ,including the present Balubakat opposi-
tion and the Belgians. This was rem.arkable because T shom.be was then pre s-
ident of the Lunda Tribal organization (he is a m.em.ber of the royal fam.ily of
Mwatiamvu) while the Balubakat (Katanga Baluba As sociation) include many
Balubas from the Kasal. The latter finally broke with him over his idea of
autonomy with allegiance to the Belgian King.
Not only is Union Miniere behind Conakat but Belgium has really intro-
duced a new form. of colonialism with the consent of Tshom.be' s cabinet. In
the long run this is clearly untenable. A majority of Africans in the Katanga
will rebel against it. But so far, a majority appears to be firmly behind Pres-
Z The brief shock of the impact of the false report at the UN and on the
world's nervous system illustrates the influence of a handful of r.eporters in
Africa. lIIf there is such a thing as a 'power elite' the gentlem.en of the press
... have been moving close to its center," Melvin J. Lasky commented in the
Listener issue of May 19, 1960. Lasky argued that this power is "shared by
every once lowly representative in the corridors of world affairs, where he
not infrequently 100m.s lar ge r, with his pencil and a little note book in hand
scribbling the fragments of a story, than the real and fam.ed power holder on
the othe r s ide of the de sk . . . ."
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ident Tshombe. Before rebellion comes, Tshombe is likely to move his Bel-
gian assistants farther and farther into the wings and gradually break away
from neocolonialism. Although he appears as a stooge from a distance, there
is as much likelihood that the Belgians are his "fall guys" and not the rever se.
He can survive by disposing of them but they dare not move openly against
him.
The obvious goal of Lumumba with or without Soviet support is to
create enough disorder and chaos in the Katanga that Tshombe will either be
subverted or world opinion can be brought to bear for firm·'United Nations
control of the Katanga and the expulsion of the Belgian volunteer s. But so far
they are firmly dug in. Only a local African political movement or Soviet
"volunteer s" could move them now.
Economically the Katanga remains in flux. Tshombe is trying to cap-
ture a share of the Congolese financial reserves (other Conakat leaders are
really irritated by Belgian intransigence on this) and also to utilize the limited
local gold to build up an independent reserve. A sound currency is essential
to restore normal trade, but it is more important to the central Government.
A Joint Task
The whole Congo desperately needs the peace which can be foreseen
only if United Nations efforts bring a measure of political stability to the area.
Guinea, the Marxist spearhead, and, surprisingly, Ghana have occasionally
encouraged the sabotage of United Nations efforts. So far the Soviets have
been unable to maneuver in the Congo to their advantage. At the same time,
their actions in the United Nations have sown doubts in the minds of Africans
elsewhere on the continent who are by no means pro-Western. The United
Nations has been a force for good in Africa- -in helping the new nations toward
political independence, and in supporting health, education, and technical assist-
ance programs.
Congolese themselves, by the appeals to racialism from which flow at-
tacks on neutral white troops, threaten not only the UN mission in the Congo
but also the stability of self-governing African states such as Tanganyika,
where a white minority is willing to work for the common good under wise
African leadership. It is only 13 years since Mrs. Paul Robeson left the Congo
disappointed because she could find no Africans vitally intere sted in independ-
ence. That long sleep is over. It is now a race between education and agitation.
[Cartoon courtesy David Marain, Cape Times, Cape Town.]
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A SHORT ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
[All annotated entries marked with an asterisk have been selected from. among the 53
volume s listed on the Belgian Congo and Ruatlda- Urundi in A Select Bibliography: Asia,
Africa, Eastern Europe, Latin America, New York: American Universities Field Staff.
Inc., 1960.]
ANDERSSON, EFRAIM. Messianic Popular Movements in the Lower Congo.
Uppsala: Studia Ethnographica Uppsaliensia, 1958. 287 pp.
This definitive work on Simon Kimbangu and subsequent move-
ments is extraordinarily valuable in studying the growth of Congole se
thought and action outside the direct influence of European masters.
It is difficult to keep in mind that Kimbangu, the Congolese with the
greatest grip on his people, died only ten years ago in Elisabethville,
although his arrest in 1921 removed him from circuiation. To many
Congolese today, he was crucified on a Belgian cross. The Kimbangu-
ists remain a significant political force in the Lower Congo.
BATEMAN, S. LATROBE. The First Ascent of the KasaL Liverpool: George
Philip & Son, 1889. 192 pp.
A very early book on this part of the Congo where so much
blood is being shed. The author describes the Baluba, Bakuba, and
Bakete.
BAUER, LUDWIG. Leopold the Unloved. London: Cassell, 1934. 349 pp.
A stinging attack on the King's motives, honesty, and morals,
with a wealth of Congo details.
BELGIUM. The Belgo-Congolese Round Table Conference. Brussels: Bel-
gian Information Office, 1960. 63 pp.
Speeches by Congolese and Belgian representatives on this fe-
licitous occasion.
~~ BEZ Y, FERNAND. Probleme s Structurels de I' Economie Congolaise. Lou-
vain: Editions E. Nauwelaerts (Publications de l'Universite Lovanium
de Leopoldville), 1957. 285 pp. LC 58-22026.
The be st analytic work on the Congo economy yet to appear.
The author frequently puts the problems of the Congo's economy in
the framework of general economic theory. He considers transporta-
tion policy, labor market problems, and monetary policy.
CHOME, JULES. Le Drame de Luluabourg. Bruxelles: Editions de Re-
marques Congolaises, 1960. 56 pp.
The third edition of the continuing story of fierce intertribal
competition in the capital of the KasaL
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CONRAD, JOSEPH. Heart of Darkness &: The Secret Sharer. New York: The
New American Library of World Literature, Inc., 1950. 142 pp.
This Signet paperback edition of Conrad's.Congo classic has
an introduction by Albert J. Guerard. In looking to the future it is es-
sential to refresh one's picture of the Congo only 60 years ago .
...
*CORNET, RENE J. Katanga. Le Katanga avant les Belges et l'Expedition
Bia-Francqui-Cornet. Troisieme edition revue et augmentee. il.
Bruxelles: Editions Louis Cuypers, 1946. 392 pp. LC AF 47-5743.
An account of the Katanga Province in precolonial times, early
exploration of the area, and how the Belgians carne to take control of
it.
~~ DOUCY , ARTHUR and FELDHEIM, PIERRE. Problerr;.es du Travail et Poli-
tique Sociale au Congo BeIge. Bruxelles: Les Editions de la Librairie
Encyclopedique, 1952. 156 pp. LC A 53-854.
This is a study of labor problems in the Katanga Province.
Social legislation is surveyed, and the working of joint consultation
and trade unionism described. There is some discussion of housing
and of the determination and level of wage s .
...
GIDE. ANDRE. Travels in the Congo. (Translated by Dorothy Bussy.) New
York: Modern Age Books. Inc., 1937. 305 pp.
Although Gide spent most of his time in the French Congo, his
reaction to life in the Belgian towns and upriver in 1926-7 paints a
valuable picture of a generation ago.
MACDONNELL. JOHN DE COURCY. King Leopold II. London: Cassell, 1905.
391 pp.
One of the staunchest defenses of Leopold II and his Congo af-
fairs.
MARTYNOV. V. A. Congo Under the Yoke of Imperialism. (In Russian)
Moscow: Academy of Science USSR. Institute of World Economics and
International Relations (Publication of Eastern Literature), 1959.
233 pp.
This "study" of the social and economic problems of the "Bel-
gian Colony" is largely drawn from other publications, Western and
some Communist such as' the Party paper in Belgium.
MENLAUX, EDOUARD. Moscou, Accra et Ie Congo. Bruxelles: Charles
Dessart, 1960. 196 pp.
One of numerous Belgian books attempting to trace a patte rn
of Soviet intrigue in the Congo and warning the Belgian Gove rnment
against precipitate independence.
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*MOREL. EDMUND DENE. Red Rubber; the Story of the Rubber Slave Trade
Flourishing on the Congo in the Year of Grace 1906. il. London:
T. F. Unwin, 1906. 213 pp. LC 7-17352; N. Y.: The Nassau Print.
Morel was the chief spokesman in a world-wide protest move-
ment which arose around the turn of the century. This book is a good
exarnple of the criticisms leveled at Leopold during this time. stress-
ing atrocities and restrictions on the free trade guaranteed by the Act
of Berlin.
MUNGER. EDWIN S. Voie Nationale. New York: American Universities
Field Staff Reports Service. 19-52. 24 pp.
A report of the economic irnplications of governrnent control
of surface transport in the Belgian Congo particularly the various
routes from the Katanga.
*RYCKMA~S. PIERRE. Dorniner pour Servir. Nouvelle edition. Bruxelles:
L'Edition Universelle. 1948. 189 pp.
The classic statement by Belgium's major theorist on colonial
questions. Ryckmans, a former Governor-General of the Congo, offers
a vigorous defense of Belgian policy in the Congo. For a more recent
statement on policy in English, see R YCKMANS, PIERRE. "Belgian
IColonialisrn.'" in Foreign Affairs. vol. 34. October 1955. pp.89-101.
SLADE. RUTH. The Belgian Congo: Sorne Recent Changes. London: Oxford
University Press (under auspices of the Institute of Race Relations).
1960. 55 pp.
A careful outline of Congo developments from 1954 to January
of 1960. In conclusion it urges the Belgian Governrnent to move to-
ward independence fast and fairly.
SLADE, RUTH M. English-Speaking Mis sions in the Congo Independent State
[1878-1908}. Bruxelles: Academie Royales des Sciences Coloniales,
Memoires in 8 0 . Nouvelle Serie Tome XVI, fasc. 2 et dernier (His-
toir), 1959. 432 pp.
Protestant churches are being called upon to playa far greater
role in the Congo than since the start of Belgian rule. This is even
truer of English-speaking Protestants. Consequently, the. roots of
such efforts take on a new importance.
* UNION MINIERE DU HAUT-KATANGA. Union Miniere du Haut-Katanga.
1906-1956; Evolution des Techniques et des Activites Sociales. il.
Bruxelles: Editions Louis Cuypers, 1957. 355 pp. LC A 57-2406.
Published on the occasion of the 50th anniver sary of the Congo IS
rnain mining firm. this large volume is divided into five sections: geol-
ogy and mineral research; mining operations; metallurgy; labor; rned-
ical organization. It is rich in historical material on labor and medi-
cal problems, and is the best single source of technical information on
mining and its problems in the Congo.
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VAN BILSEN, A. A. J. Vers L'Independance du Congo et Ruanda-Urundi.
Brussels: The author, 1958. 296 pp.
Father Van Bilsen reviews relatively recent political develop-
ments including his own famous 30-year plan for independence which
had profound consequences among his nurn.erous African friends. Van
Bilsen was the ABAKO adviser at the Round Table in Brussels, 1960.
WAUGH, EVELYN. Scoop: A Novel About Journalists. Harmondsworth: Pen-
guin Books, 1943. 176 pp.
First published in 1933 this novel does not pretend to have
scholarly value but in a savage satire of British journalists Waugh
use s plot elements that have an interesting parallel to some of the re-
cent events in the Congo. T.h.e African state of Ishmaelia breaks into
two competing parts. Visa and communication difficulties are com-
pounded. Inefficiency in government mounts. Russians intervene in
the state nearest the coast. A big financial operator mysteriously of-
fer s to buy up the country for mineral rights. Wild reporting of local
intrigue is'splashed across the front pages of the world. The head of
the coastal government is locked up in his house. A Swede undertake s
an "errand of liberation." Finally, a counterrevolution triumphs.
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KABAKA CRISIS
A Letter from Edwin S GI Munger
AFRICA
ESM",,1 ... '55
Kampala
Uganda
Harc~ 3, 1955
1tr Sabena plane came in low over Lake
Victoria, lost speed" and quickly touched dOlffi on the
Entebbe runway. After dry desert wastes and dank
tropical forest, it was a joy to behold Uganda, an
incredibly lovely land GI As we drove into Kampala,
the softly rounded green hills marched away into the
purple distance with a neat and natural symmetry un-
matched in ltf.rica~ Wisps of blue smoke curled upward
in the warm air from the open fires where mothers were
cooking the evening plantains EI Along the road, afoot
and on bicycle, in white kanzus, gay cotton cloths,
or three-button SUits, the Baganda were returning home.
Such a handsome and intelligent people" proud even to the most humble, with a
common politeness to friend and stranger untainted by obsequiousness. Small
wonder Winston Churchill wrote in 1908: IIUganda is a fairy tale. You climb
up a. railway instead of a beanstalk, and at the end there is a wonderful new'
world. The scenery is different, the vegetation is different', the climate
is most of the people are different from anything else-
where to be the lihole range of Africa III II
If I hadn't knO'tvn that Uganda had changed considerably in the
past five years it would have been startlingly evident as we drove past the
Nakivubo Field and came upon a large crowd gathered outside a new
police station. A IIprophetU had climbed a hilltop tree and shouted endlessly
that if four cows were sacrificed at the base of the tree he would bring the
Kabaka Hundreds climbed the hill to hear him, and some families built
reed huts for the night e The saza Chief of Kyaddondo ordered the croud to
disperse. Finally the Buganda police moved in, and during the ensuing fight
the Muganda head constable was stabbed to death ~d three constables wounded.
Eleven arrests were made. The crowd milling outside the police station was
waiting for the rioters' release.
The withdrawal of recognition of the Kabaka of Buganda by Her
s Government has been followed bitterness and blood which have
luster of the "pearl of Africa. 1D
The underlying political issues are three: the form of government
"..1-'''4£'&'&.11. Buganda and who shall control it; the relationship of Buganda to the
COPiright 19.5.5 American Universities Fil'1d Staff, Illc.
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Uganda Protectorate; and the degree of cooperation by Uganda with the two
other East African territories II Kenya and Tanganyika. A host of social and
economic problems is intertwined with theseissuesm
Political evolution in Buganda. has been extremely slow since the
present system of government was crystallized by Britain a halfa..century ago.
Lord Lugard (who enunciated the policy of indirec,t rule, based primarily on
his experience in Buganda and northern Nigeria) came to a Buganda which had,
in many ways, one of the most progressive and highly developed political sys....
tems in Africa in 1900. It has now been far outstripped by neighbors near
and. far. Both Sir Charles Dundas and Sir Phillip Hitchell, who governed be-
fore World War II, recognized the need for change, but their efforts were
more toward an elaboration of indirect rule than major changes within the
Kingdom. Besides!J aD\Y innovations they might have attempted would have been
handicapped by the rigidity of the Uganda Agreement and the deep suspicion
and hostility with which the Baganda have long viewed British motives. High
officials among the Baganda were brought to see the British viewpoint, but
they were in a sense led away from their people rather than leading them.
The riots of 1945 and 1949, the driving from office of the able
treasurer S. W. KuJ.ubya, the murder earlier of Katikiro Martin Luther Nsib1rifa,
and the Widespread condemnation of another Prime l-1inister, Kawalya Kagwa, were
all related to deep-seated unrest among the Baganda.
It would be too simple to speak of class struggle, although there
are such elements. It would be too simple to suggest that the educated and
progressive young men want to get rid of the old traditionalists because
traditional forces are at the bottom of most agitation so far--and the estab....
lished leaders are well educated. One cannot divide cleanly between pro-
British and anti-B1;"itish forces. The protest is against those traditional....
ists in. the middle levels of authority who are ignorant and despotic; against
those educated men who flout the old traditions; against those Baganda who
have completely accepted European ideas; and against the role of Buganda as
merely one province within Uganda. The pattern is confusing and at times
inconsistent.
All elements in Buganda are dissatisfied with the present influ-
ence of BUganda throughout the Protectorate. The British conquered the rest
of Uganda with the assistanCe of fifty thousand Baganda spear carriers. They
administered the lands outside Buganda with Baganda agents.. }1uch of the
country was Christianized by Baganda preachers. Luganda was spreading through-
out the Protectorate as the national lingua franca unti.l for a time Swahili
was encouraged as a counterforce outside Buganda.
From this premier position Buganda's influence declined. The
agents were replaced by British officials, and local tribesmen were trained
and encouraged to fill minor jobs. The Baganda were bitterly disheartened in
vlorld War II 'tIhen only a certain percentage of recruits could be Baganda be-
cause they were supposed to lack fighting qualities CI The influence and power
of the Lukiiko waned while that of the Legislative Council waxed despite the
refusal of the Baganda to elect representatives to this national legislature.
For the past tN'O years now the Baganda secondary school Budo, IIEton" of Uganda"
has slipped disastrously in placing students in Makerere College where before
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It would require sixty pages to outline the background of the
"Kabaka Crisis" which has commanded the prolonged attention of the Brit'ish
House of Commons. Excellent documentation exists for most of it, including
the history of the Uganda Agreement, constitutional evolution" riots of 1945
and 1949" growth of the Bataka" withdrawal 'of recognition, and the Hancock
Mission. Recent events are well covered 'in The Times" represented this past
year by an able local correspondent, Tony Low. In Bust We Lose Africa?
(London: W.R. Allen, 1954), Colin Legum" the honest and penetrathig chief
Africa correspondent of The Observer" has written well about Buganda affairs"
although occasionally I think in error because his only source of information
on certain key conferences has been the Kabaka himself, a far from disinter-
ested reporter.
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it always sent the largest contingent. Other secondary schools in Uganda"
and Kenya and Tanganyika, are growing in quality and quantity.
The proposals to integrate Uganda, Kenya, and Tanganyika into an
East Africa..T), Federation" which the Baganda fear would be dominated by the
Kenya settlers, haunt the Baganda. All of this and much more has been and
is part of the deep uneasiness and unrest among the Baganda.
Two years ago this month Governor Sir Andrew Cohen and His High-
ness the Kabaka announced that there wou,ld be for the first time a majority
ot elected members of the Lukiiko. This long overdue democratization 'was well
accepted by the people@ Those who opposed the Kabaka. Qs great authority were
momentarily satisfied.
Six months before the Kabaka' s exile his dismissal might have
been greeted with approva.l by a majority of his people...-both those who thought
him too modern and those who thought him too traditionally autocratic. Never f!J
until his exile, was Kabaka Mutesa really personally popular with the great
mass .of his people. Several times in 1949 he spoke to me aboutwsnting to
visit the United states and implied he hoped this would increase his n'!l'O'l:!lC!"iI-.oIII
with his people.
Mutesa's personal conduct has been made an issue in the whole
crisis @ \iithout wholesaling the many stories which have long circulated about
two examples will suffice@ He called his longtime favoritie mistress,
the sister of his Queen" to England with him. British officials state posi-
tively that her child is the Kabaka's that His Highness has acknowledged
paternity. Secondly, he was named as corespondent in a divorce suit brought
by an educated and highly respected }fuganda from ·one of the oldest and staunch-
est Christian faJ.1'1i1ies in Buganda--probably the most Ultensely Christian terri-
in Africa.
Great efforts have been made to keep other episodes quiet\\) A
former Anglican Bishop of Uganda told m.e in London of hi~ efforts to remon-
strate with Mutesa about his personal life, which the Bishop described as
shocking IfI In short, Edward Mutesa' s reign has not been calculated to gain
applause f~om the stable elements in Kiganda society.
It has been widely claimed in Britain and Buganda after the
democratization proposals, the Governor and the Kabaka became victims
of an llmlOrkable political system. Certainly the Kabaka faced So difficult
future without the majority support of his people and also suddenly bereft of
his traditional power. He did reach a stage of being technically responsible
for supporting both the British government and the largely elected Lukiiko
when they clashed on policy. In actual practice the position had not become
untenable because the Kabaka had sufficient behind-the-scenes power control
his Lukiiko, but in time this would wane and his dilemma would be
The Governor believes that by then further reform would have eased
position. The system was a. difficult one to make but it could
made to work for some time longer.
The merits of the withdrawal of recognition of the Kabaka. and. the
and unceremonious way he was whisked orf to Britain RAF
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have now come to hinge on one issue: was the Kabaka seeking to rest.ore his
position with his people by demanding independence for Buganda or independence
for Uganda?
The Kabaka and his allies, Orie of whom is Legum, stoutly maintain
that the Kabaka never insisted on the right to speak publicly for the inde-
pendence of Buganda alone. They assert that his discussions with the minor
traditional rulers in the Western Province and his talk of independence were
concerned with UgandaG Any misunderstanding that arose is attributable to
the fact that the Y~baka. has authority in Buganda. only.
Governor Cohen told me without equivocation and v-rith vehemence
that the Kabaka was in fact demanding the independence of Buganda and stating
categorically that he was going to speak publicly in fa.vor of it. The Governor
said'that the separation of prosperous and developed Buganda...-the educational,
agricultural, trade, and transport center of the Protectorate--from the sur-
rounding provinces ·must be absolutely inacceptable to Her Najesty·s Government.,
Therefore, Cohen said, he had no alternative but to withdraw recognition and
to order the Kabaka to Britam lest there be bloodshed when the withdrawal was
announced. For people to spread opposing accounts of wh2.t transpired between
the Governor and Kabaka is, the Governor said, "a monstrous thing.n
It is clear that Governor Cohen and his advisors underestimated
the deep and abiding affection of the 'Baganda. their Kabaka. The govern-
ment had some hopes that the.dissatisfaction with ~mtesa personally would
lead the Baganda to accept a new Kabaka. The supporters of this idea, both
Baeanda and British" searched intensively for an acceptable candidate. The
idea soon lost all hope of success when the uproar over the exile forced the
government to withdraw all active support from the few Baganda. playing this
game.
Even those Baganda who had been scathing in their attacks on the
Kabaka" in the weeks before his exile" rallied to his defense. 1'he exile was
interpreted as an attack upon the institution of the Kabakaship, and in a
sense on Kiganda. cultural values l& Legum may exaggerate the symbolic relation-
ship between all Baganda women and the Kabaka as the husband image, but there
is no doubt that they plunged into emotional turmoil.
Katie Kibuka, who has' traveled in the United states, rema.rked to
me in the presence of other educated Baganda, who nodded in agreement, III
did not anticipate the depth of my feeling for our beloved Kabaka,
absence would mean to us." A graduate of a British university
said" ItI thought my feeling for the Kabakaship had been fairly well intel-
lectualized;I have neVer supported the Kabaka in our politics.; but our loss
has wounded me and my family. II Hhen speaking to three hundred pupils
in a secondary school" I. mentioned something about His Highness. The
re:sP<)lls:e l-laS electric and unmistakablelil Here was a love for an institution
may have its closest in the British Crown.
The third undermining political issue is fear of forcedfedera-
tion with Kenya@ The offhand remark by then Secretary of state for the
Colonies Oliver ~ttleton at a dinner in England which suggested approval of
eventual federation in East Africa was a hOITible bloomer. In a few days it
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raised to fever pitch Baganda hatred for the idea and recalled memories of
protesting delegations to London in the .1930·s, the Baganda antipathy toward
the East African Assembly, and the fear engendered when Nyasaland became an
unwilling partner in nentral Africa. This persistent fear was somewhat
eased by Lybtleton' s subsequent assurances of African paramountcy in Uganda
and the right of Africans to deoide their future, but the whole episode
seriously' exacerbated the ItKabaka Crisis."
In the background of these political maneuverings is the spectre
. of rapid industrialization" which l'le will look at in a subsequent letter"
To take stock of the present situation in Buganda, we are likely
to ··see the following: the return of the Kabak'a this year; his retirement from
active politics to a position as constitutional monarch (whether he likes it
or both Baganda and the Sritish will force him); further Africaniza-
tion Uganda legislature, w~th voluntary participation of Baganda repre-
sentatives for the first time; possibly; African ministers in a reorganized
Uganda government,; and the growth of a unitary state in which the relatively
high<standard of liv:lng of the average African will be raised further CI
That is the path ahead, but no country in the world has more
banana peels, and .figUratively, on which to
~
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SIR ANDREW COHEN, GOVERNOR OF UGANDA
A Letter from Edwin S.. l1unger
Kampala
Uganda
March 4, 1955
To no man clings a greater share
of credit for Britain's radically revised and
enlightened African policy, and its most
glittering example the Gold Coast, than to
Sir Andrew Benjamin Cohen@
Probably no British Governor in
modern times has left \ihitehall with stronger
support, or been greeted in his territory
with a more genuine and enthusiastic welcome ..
On every hand in 1952 Cohen-at 43 the young-
est Governor in the Colonial Service--inspired
confidence and enthusiasm for his high ideals
and practical ability to carry them out.
Today, Uganda goes from crisis to
crisis, riven by controversy.. No figure is
more controversial than the Governor.. His
European critics--even his awn staff--vocif-
erously denounce him as a dictator; Asians
accuse him of ignoring their interests; and a great many Africans dislike if
hate him@ ~Vhen he attempted to speak to the Lukiiko, his voice was drowned
a cacophony of boos.
We looked at the political scene of Buganda and Uganda in ESM-7-'55
and saw something of the Governor's role in the uKabaka Crisis o ll ':!hat maIm53T
of man is he who produces great admiration, bitter criticism, strife, and--
above all--action?
His friends and enemies speak of his intellectual brilliance, a-
bounding energy, tenacity of purpose, impatience with small talk and small
people, burning idealism, a social ineptness, and his physical and political
couragelll
In London, Cohen was a bundle of nervous and physical energy. He
would start talking rapidly to a visitor and then begin striding from room to
room assuming his conversational partner would follO\.; his verbal and physical
Copyright 19.5.5 American Universities Field Staff, Il1c.
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gyrations", it colleague a picture of him on a
down Great Smith hat in teeth to save hands
to hail a taxL, Once was seen on the top of a Hampstead-bound bus with
work spread allover the seat beside him. The bus filled up but no one dis-
turbed the large and intent man papers on the one seat~
Andrew Cohen comes from an old Anglo-Jewish famUy of conserva-
tive politics and considerable wealth from the fortunes of the Shell Oil
Company II He gave early evidence of his keen mind at Nalvern secondary school
and later at Trinity College, Cam.bridge, where he earned superior marks and
membership in exclusive societies One, the Apostles, has included Tennyson"
Keynes and EEl M", Forster€) Their dedication to lithe mission to enlighten the
world on things intellectual and a::in Cohen's
code I»
His first demonstration of exceptional talents in colonial admin-
came during the siege of Malta, where Cohen was Lieutenant-Governore
His physical courage and unfailing good humor have become legendary among the
Maltese", His life on Halta was not without problems One was feeding the
island in the face of Axis efforts to starve it into submission ll ~"J'hen a dele-
gation came to him complaining of bread, they laid a horrible example
on his desk", During the discussions, apparently absent-mindedly·, Cohen began
nibbling on the offensive until he had consumed a good part of the evidence ll
In the immediate postwar years Britain's policy faced
censure at home and abroad@ Many men wielded brooms, and soon the
offices were swept clean of most antediluvian ideas and invigorated
with economic strength and political hope. A voice which was listened to with
respect that mounted year by year was Cohen IS.. As Under Secretary of State
for Africa, he boldly urged Britain's successful exp~iment in the Gold Coast ll
He helped enact four new constitutions for the west coast0 His summer school
for administrative officers was hailed as an invaluable opportunity for ex-
perienced men to exchange ideas on their common problems.. As a counter to
Nalanism, Cohen breathed new life into the old dream of Central African Fed-
but left the Colonial Office before African objections became appar-
ent 0
"Coming to Uganda in 1952, Cohen set to work with speed and deter-
mination", His among the African population grew as he lashed
out the remaining color bars He gained the approval of educated
Baganda with sweeping democratization of the Buganda Feudalism
was. decreased and long-needed reforms set in motion@ A thorough
overhaul was made of education Uganda (the Governor sacked an
uncooperative Director of Education) and money was found for unprecedented
educational expansion" At the national level, the Governor enlarged and im-
the legislature as a more representative interracial body.. Seemingly
he could do no wrong0
Some of the older government officials and businessmen criticized
the Governor for going too fast with Africans They whispered that-if he had
ever been a district commissioner and worked his way up the ladder gradually
he wouldn It be so impatient and quick to make changes
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The Governor' s brusqueness was mentioned to me
supporters Kenneth Ingham, who heads the
Makerere College is a member of the Legislative
suffer fools gladly or even mediocre people. Some Europeans don It
that Africans are human; the Governor doesn, l t realize that Europeans are
human1 The slightest slip" either personal or administrative" is viewed as
a af'front@tt Ken went on, ItThis is an African country and African
must come but Europeans have a place, and it can t t
h'Uro]:)ecLnS who way in a dispute.n
Cohen attends to a wealth of detail himself e This sometimes in-
JI-'''''.........u ..........G. periods in reports to be submitted from his departments@ A
whose judgment I trust commented, ItOf course, when he tells
head to run his showJ H@E" is right about nineteen times
+:r.U:l>n+.,'U' but does not endear him to his slower thinking subordi-
A departmental
could not match wits
a highly intelligent man, confessed that he
the Governor@ "Every time I start to explain
On Safari in Ankole
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an idea," he said, scratching his head, lithe Governor knows nw whole idea and
has decided whether it is a good one or not before I'm half finished." Nany
people remark on Cohen's phenomenal speed of absorption of written material.
The Governor does have a share of human failings. There is the
seriousness about his work, which sometimes makes him appear devoid of humor
(alth01,1.gh, when in the mood, he can laugh uproariously), and a lack of the
small talk so often demanded of high officials
A business acquaintal1ce told me of introducing His Excellency to
a distinguished lady visitor from Great Britain. After the introductions,
the man was interrupted by a messenger at his elbow <l1 Several long minutes
passed 1'1ithout a single word from the lady or the Governor. They simply'
stood and mutely gazed at one another. Finally the Governor bowed slightly,
turned, and walked away.
On the few occasions when I have interviewed Governors, it has
usually been with some nervousness 6 Most of them have tried (and succeeded)
to put me at ease. 1~ith Cohen I spent nearly two hours (without succeeding)
trying to get him to relax, untense, and be himself. He is terribly shy in
private, although he takes command of a situation in public", He seemed sorry
and almost armoyed that I had learned he enjoyed Bach LP's. Seeking to dis-
cover more nonworking interests, I asked him, while taking Il\Y leave, what
he read for pleasure. A long silence followed during which he seemed acutely
uncomfortable. Finally he blurted out" uIvIy mind's a complete blank. lt He did
rec~ll catching an 85-pound fish in Lake Albert, some good trout-fishing on
Hount Elgon, and pleasant holidays in France, but when I asked him about his
cricketing he seemed so self-conscious he couldn't answer. Cohen I s stock did
go up a bit among some critical civil servants in Entebbe when he was seen
coming to the office rather late and rather sleepy while the -Cricket Test
}~tches in Australia were being broadcast here· in the early hours of the
morning.
Despite the emotional fervor over the Kabaka, the Governor is
held in high regard by educated Africans in Uganda and elsewhere in East
Africa. There were demands in Britain that Cohen resign, but none of the
nationalistic Africans I've spoken with wish him to leave. The Baganda con-
demn him for exiling the Kabaka and saying that the Kabaka could never come
back.. They admire him for the political guts it took to agree to a compro-
mise whereby the Kabaka will probably return. His hard work and faith in
the African cause are widely appreciated by Africans.
The Principal of Hakerere, Bernard de Bunsen" told me of a college
ceremony at which Cohen and Sir Phillip Mitchell, a former Governor of Uganda
and of Kenya, were present.. Sir Phillip delivered the main address, a weighty
speech over which he had labored for many hours, writing and revising. It was
excellent, though a trifle too long, and blemished by the pontifical overtones
which a man who has been a distinguished Governor for fifteen years finds
difficult to change.
A very tired Sir Andrew Cohen, exhausted by his deliberations
with and about the Kabaka, then followed, in his capacity as Visitor to Makerere.
He stumbled on his words, began sentences such as, liAs I said to you. the last
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time we were together," and then forgot what it was he had said.
he wiped his dripping brow. and said to the Principal" "That was So ghastly
show. I knew what I wanted to say this m.orning, but r blanked out completely,
and even now canIt think what it was I wanted to say."
A little later de Bunsen asked a group of students what they
thought of the speeches. They were rather reticent and mildly critical of
Mitchellfs effort, but all spoke up that Governor Cohen had been first-class.
De Bunsen was rather taken aback and explained that the Governor had been
particu.larly proud of his remarks" nOh" n one of the students broke "he
didn It say much" but he never patronizes us eft
On another occasion the student leaders consulted the Principal
on a confidential political matter to which they knew the governments of East
Africa would be completely opposed G The Principal told them it was their de-
cision but advised them. not to act in the matter" They were not fully satis....
fied and asked if they could seek another opinion from someone else they
could trust" De Bunsen agreed and asked who they wished to consult on such
an inflammable subject G The answer shot back, "Could it be arranged for us
to talk privately with Governor Cohen?U
Address ing a Baraza Through an --- __.x:-- in Kigezi
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the Governor is an excellent
corners of Uganda e
to the point. At
prosperous in the
political advance--is
cattIe (I Some people think
a small part of the
sense can achieve
With rare
and has met innumerable audiences
to Africans or EUl"op~ans, he comes
tiThe of making sure that the Il'>nll'1n't'."i"V
something that will
for farmers to produce more food
that tractor is the answer to
answer. by itself without
little 4D t1
But another time he agreed to speak at the of the head-
of a motor company in Kampala 0 He heart in
remarks and absent-mindedly referred in glowing terms not to the company
that had invited him but to their strongest rivals@
Getting the of the Land from an Officer
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Another slant on the Governor came from an old friend of mine
who has been Commissioner of Police during Cohen's tenure@ Deegan is an ex-
cellent policeman and a pleasant companion" but as a of twenty years
of service in Tanganyika and Uganda, he is inclined criticism
of "too rapidu African advancement@ it was of to me
that Deegan characterized Cohen as lithe sincere idealistic man I
have ever knmm@lu He says that in all their dealings he has
Cohen to base a decision on personal pique or or the
the sake of the easy way@ uH@E .. ,tI Deegan commented, lIis
and dedicated to Mricans and their rapid advancement in every
as he poured a
his final six ., .....1": ..., ......"', 0'11."'"
ill from emotional
The Commissioner thought to
ttThat man had the patience of a saint
Kabaka.. 1mat he had to do made him W.....l/Q ....... .,..'-"-.1I
sorrow",Ii
the Baganda will their fellow
when the Governor was Sir Andrew YVI~J.'O.l..JI.'"
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FIRST PAN AFRICAN STUDENT CONFERENCE·~
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Kampala, Uganda
July 7, 1958
When the histor~ of the Pan African move-
ment is written, it may be recorded that the first
Pan African Student Conference was remarkable for
the fact that its delegates managed to survive ex-
traordinaY~ tensions -- cultural, political,
and emotional -- and actually bring their meeting
to a close on an optimistic note looking toward a
succession of such conferences.
The meeting, in session from July first
to seventh, brought together forty university stu-
dent leeders representing student organizations in
thirteen African countries and African student
groups in France, Eire, and India.
Student delegates and student observers
listed as their homes such places as Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Liberia, Ghana, Dahomey, Niger, Nigeria,
Moyen Congo, Belgian Congo, Southern Rhodesia, South
Africa :Madagascar, Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia, Sudan,
and
The conference was the second of three im-
portant African meetings called in 1958. It followed
the gathering of representatives of eight independent
African states -- called by Prime Minister Kwame
Nkrumah of Ghana. -- and it preceded the of
African nationalist leaders -- mostly from dependent
countries scheduled to be held in Accra in October.
The meeting of student leaders was a sig-
for the people of this
process of developing the
that Nkrumah has called for.
the regret of it turned to be a battle
for the s two great power blocs. In
this the conference often had a United Nations
Copyril!,ht 19.51:1 American Universities Field StafF, Inc.
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The conference was
torium of Makerere vv.a.....\1;;;""...
Kironde of the V~«::>UUI<':i ("nV'f!l''r1''n'llW~n1':
the Bernard
member of the ....<;;I~ .... '»...Q
and Tom
was who arc::>ui!!led
delegates with his
said Pan Africanism the
and often boundaries set up
lonial powers in the mad scramble for
But he cautioned that in "an of
IJUIAIIJ1S.... "'.1;) no can afford to isolate
from the rest world 0
of a
new African o~
can affairs are us what sort of
societies or to set when
our freedom answer here think
is to say that will not be a
of what is referred to
we shall create should be
and related to the conditions and
of Africa" shall be enriched .our
borrow or take is from other SYI!l1iE~mS
a of this with the best
\i:l\'U~:l+'&:l'm and cultures" Ii
de.le~~at;es were told that
of the African ~_'V~~._
for our there no ......''''~Jl•.B..J
shoulders on which to lean"
cribed Africa as continent
tient nationalist movements
dom
there
and
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it our
f"t'e"'letllom 'WouJ.d be
used 8S a weapon to dis-
behind various nationalist movements
our standards of life and
The
"'~I."''''_ and
or unde'l;' the
not
leader drew attention to the Qt:Sq::::I1.W,Q
"So as part of A:f'rica
Eu:l"O])es,n settler UVA.IlJI.!I.ll.1iC!l>
Africa"
own future" Africa
and and these w1ll need
all
vUlnerable.
discontent and ~iY~11".~~+i
rife.
rather di:f'ficuJ.t the COlllDUln1S
must be told in no uncertain that
have no one to blame but themselves. If communism to be countered ""'........"""",-
then the internatioMJ.ism of comtmlnism must be matched and
the internationalism of This truth must
idea of has been and will be incite-
f'ree. if
note to emerge the conference ,r-''''"'''''''..... ,y
cultural gap students who French and those
Because of this gap the wasted the
of the conference and the to be an irritant to
of' the
Differences based on Eu:r01leSin .... ..-''''''''-11,....... ba,ck&U"C)Und
of Africa the students
differed Al-
... 1ID'''''.......~ ........'f6 orders were to be
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CONFERENCE IN SESSION with Mr. Obe (Nigeria) in the chair and the secretaries
for the day from the Sudan, at his right, and East Africa at his left
leader of the East African
MA1i'"hlEl1"'A. W'ulf from the
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2. "English" students thought of African countries as individual
entities, whereas the "Frenchil Africans demonstrated a contrary
attitude when they argued it was naive to condemn Uganda for refus-
ing a.visa, since· obviously it was the "British government" which
ran everything in British areas of Africa. The centralized French
system was difficult for the f'English" Africans to grasp.
3. United as Africans and deeply desiring African unity, neverthe-
less the delegates in their cultural polarization showed a bristling
suspicion of those who spoke a different foreign tongue. The Kili-
manjaro of absurdity was reached in a thirty-minute debate on
whether to break twenty minutes for morning tea. The "French tl stu-
dents were not unaware of this "English" habit, but on that particu-
lar morning they were moving forward on an issue important to them
and thought the tea break (albeit forty minutes late) was a stalling
technique to delay consideration of their issue.
4. Students in "French" territories define "student activities IV
much more broadly than do students in 'tt:nglishII countries. This
led to much misunderstanding. The Tunisian and Sudanese students
(a linguistic exception) played a major role in their respective
independence struggles, while Ghana students stayed on the side-
lines. The students from French-speaking territories were older
and more politically experienced.
5• Cultural misunderstanding accompanied two walkouts the
"French" bloc which were carried out with Gallic protestations,
gesticulations, and dramatic interruption of the conference.
You may want to read something culturally significant into the fact
that delegates were united by an appreciation of rock 'n' roll! One night a
group of us went to a local IIjoint" in Mengo called the Hollywood. The men
-- there were only two girls among the delegates -- from allover Africa soon
had the place bopping apart, and stepped up the pace until the small hours of
the morning. Nine years ago Uwestern" dancing w:as virtually unknown in Uganda.
A few sophisticated Makerere students were eager to be taught to foxtrot, but
village people knew nothing about such dancing. less than a decade
and boys from the villages were here to rock round the clock. It was
expected that more Pan African solidarity would "be cemented outside than in-
side the conference. This was true, but opportunity was limited by the ex';"
tremely long hours of the conference.
POLITICAL PHASE ONE
The delays of the first few days were not entirely cultural in ori-
gin. A bloc of delegates was clearly fighting hard for a political ad~antage.
The bloc ...... certainly not communist 1 except perhaps for one or two of the
Africans from Paris, but definitely disposed to work with the communists _....
was of:
Federation of students of French uBlack Africa ll in France.
FEANF does not belong to the western-oriented International
Students Conference and does work closely with the Prague-
based International Union of Students.
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Dakar
Tunisia ..-....a. ...u~.I ....."'•.u. the leader is
Americans in Tunisia and has
the United he was
in sessionse
Madagascar An able Hovs arrived late to "'f!!·n,..~~glfl~nL A"Jla,JI"C1It:'QI;';,/
PariSe
students in
Sudan This was
south in also of
International Students Conference
International Union of Students.
fluence on the .u "',U"'~,ll.l"'«;UJ. \,4<;;;''''''''I~Q........'u
.L ...1>.U\....Ue:, north and
the western-dominated
the cOlmnu.ni~~t-dOID1n,at@:!d
Sudanese had some in-
This bloc bad a definite criticism of the
conference as a whole and wished to have
but its were
because
l.ine of the
S~jr0t111l resolu-
The defense of Rhodesia was conducted the African delegate from
South Africa and the from Ghana both 'of whom made forceful
The Ghana girl well have been a daughter of John Stuart Mill as she
the basis of and free speech. But in her in
to first side ~ith the bloc to draw their she was a Yn'~}~7
of the shrewd and women of
those who had suffered racialism must be the most in
not imposing racialism on others. She said that whether or an African
ae.le~~at;es must realize there would
be in Africa. If She went on, tll'm sure
the Rhodesian delegates at the moment feel that we are
feel that white discriminate Q~I~"'lAO
to show in that we do not show
Ghana '\Ie hold to the
as black as we should be the
nas a manifestation of our
The vote to give Rhodesia observer status instead of voting status
went:
For Observer:
FEANF
Dakar
Tunisia
Leone
5
Liberia
5
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SOUTH AFRICAN
in ability at
leader and in
one of the
the Tunisian
ae,l.elza1:,es were both young and were inex-
was their first beyond the borders
The conference had a great
on of and at the end they were making
effective contributions to the discussions
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Under the standing orders the recessed for twenty minutes.
(Earlier, when there had been a tie vote on the question of how strongly to
censure Uganda after it been charged a would-be delegate was refused a
visa, East Africa switched to join the '~renchlt bloc which wanted to ncondemn"
rather thSn '''protest'' the action.) During the break the Ghana girl and the
South African from Fort Hare lobbied the Sierra Leone de1egation. On returning
to Sierra Leone sntched and observer status was defeated 6-4. On the
following motion to give Rhodesia full delegate status, the four losing dele-
gations wa1kedout to leave the vote 6-0.
Throughout the evening ,and the next day various attempts were made
to restore After the losing bloc returned, the conference voted that
Tunisia should be allowed to vote for Algeria, which had sent a and
also for Morocco, which had not. The European from the Be1g1an Congo
university in Elizabethville was given observer status. The repre-
senting WASU (West African Students in Great Britain) or the organization of
African students in the United States, both of whom had been invited to attend,
didn't arise. The previously outvoted b10c thought that these changes, plus
the addition of Madagascar and a delayed representative of African students in
India Sudanese), would give it a majority.
""'\4JL _&''41'\, the conference a number of were received. Presi-
dent Tubman of Liberia was most grandiloquent tribute to the students.
A very long cable from students of Communist China declared ever1asting support
for the students and of Africa in their fight against the uimperialists
and colonialistsn led by the United States, that China bad been forced to fight
It was such a long, flowery, cliche-ridden cable, that a few students
had wry smiles as it was read out, but received a strong round of applause.
So did a congratulatory cable from the un!versity students of Hungary. The
"German Democratic Youthn had similar sentiments.. The nCzechoslovak students"
sent a long cable expressing support in the anticolonial and looking
forward to meeting their African friends in Czechoslovakia.
The most outspoken African in his demands that the conference be
free of "foreign influences" and in his constant objections, points of
points of information, etc., was Joe van Reysen of BrazzaVille, who edits
FEANF publications in Paris. At one stage be said he spoke for 8,000 univer-
students in France who believed in co-operation with students everywhere.
In common with his fellow delegates from French areas of Africa, he was bitterly
cr1tical of French policy -- I"rench murderers If in Algeria and Cameroon. Ac-
tive as he was in the meetings, van Reysen found time to put his written
materials into the hands of delegates. Among them was his 40-page pamphlet
on the last FEANF Congress,which was published for FEANF by the International
Union of Students. Redistributed widely a Prague-published pamphlet telling
about the IUS meeting held in Leipzig this year and advertising the IUS Con-
gress scheduled to be held Peking in September. These publicationS are
banned in Uganda. The Customs officials simply missed most of them.
A few milder ones were deliberately admitted in order to promote harmony.
A high immigration official seemed to be shaking his head in disap-
when he told me, IIThis conference has been unique in Uganda. People
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we would never give a visa to in the normal course of events have been let
in." The students were highly critical of even the slightest visa hitch --
even when an unexpected delegate arrived in Uganda without ever havingap-
plied for a v,isa. In point of fact, I could not pin down the names of any
students who were denied entry except nstudents'· from behind the Iron Curtain
who were officials of IUS. There is a chance that the British Government,
working from its own blacklist, may have held up one African student in Paris.
The Uganda Government cabled its approval of the FEANF president, despite his
frequent denunciations of the British Government in speeches behind the Iron
Curtain, but he didn1t arrive. This new spirit on the part of the authorities
was summed up for me by G. B. Cartland, acting Chief Secretary of Uganda, who
said that the Government much preferred to have. the students meet in Uganda
than to see students go off to eastern Europe in order to hold a meeting.
The communists, through IUS, tried to break up the conference in
various ways. There are some who think they delayed the conference for a6
much as one year while they attempted to arrange conditions to their liking.
When the conference was finally set, SUddenly free trips were offered to the
two Uganda students in charge of organizing the conference -- the dates coin-
ciding with those announced for the conference! The trips were to the Brussels
Fair -- but it turned out in the end that the students were expected to be in
Vienna for some time. As the acting Chief Secretary pointed t'We have had
experience with people who were supposed to be in n to the
most convenient gateway to eastern Europe. Permission go on this IUS junket
was refused the two Makerere students. After waiting until the last minute in
hopes that private counsel would prevail, the Government in and actu-
ally picked up the passport of one student at the airport to block his depar-
ture. This caused a good deal of resentment. One suspects that somehow the
British Council will offer a trip to Britain to one or both of the students
-- when it won't seem too obViously a counteroffer.
It was almost ordained that the conference concentrate its fire on
colonialism -- which it did with great vigor. The good words for coloni-
alismin any shape or form were spoken by Ghana and Nige~i~ delegates -- an
interesting commentary in itself. The South African delegation fought a long
struggle 'With a Tunis~an delegate and his bloc over the wording of the resolu-
tion strongly criticizing South Africa. The South Africans wanted the main
attack to be on the issue of"racialism. The Tunisians felt colonialism was
the major villain. In the debate, the Tunisians were taught a good deal of
South African history of which they had been ignorant" Their intense interest
was motivated by a fear that French settlers in Algeria claim
allegiance to Algeria rather than to France, and thus be in a position to pro-
mote internal colonialism. The strong South African mixed delegation pe:rS'l180led
the to it in condemning South Africa on
the bitterest speech was made by a Makerere student attack-
the authorities. The East African delegation was sensitive
any that they might not be as militant as any other be-
cause they were operating on home ground under the ey~s of the
The second-string Makerere delegate said the East African governments
could dictate what "8 student thought, where and what he could
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A mature view was 00010 who was "sent
from Makerere five years ago during a food I saw him
where he had gone on a scholarship which had sanction and
which he did well. 00010 is now in the ISC secretariat in !.eidens He is
tolerant of more in prob-
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in East Africa. of the complaints of Makerere
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POLITICAL PHASE '!WO -- ItTOTALITARIANISM"
The Sudan 'Working paper on the student press, spoke of university
autonomy and academic freedom being threatened in "countries under imperialist
rule or totalitarian domination." In a tea break the word totalitarian was
linked with communism in a conversation.. The uFrench" students went into a
flurry of activity.. When the session resumed the Vice President of FEANF made
a long and eloquent speech on why the word totalitarian must be dropped from
the resolution. The gist of his argument was that some French newspapers had
said the meeting of independent African states was totalitarian because the
United Arab Republic was represented; therefore, African students must not use
the word lest they suggest sUpPOrt for this reactionary view and fall behind
the leadership shown at "Bandung, Cairo, and Accra" in fighting colonialism..
The moment he sat down the Dakar delegate moved closure of debate. The Ni-
gerian leader blew up and shouted down attempts by the acting chaiJ"lll8n (8
Tunisian) to restore order. Finally a South African delegate was given the
floor and made an incisive plea for specific mention of totalitarianism because
it must be opposedi\.rherever it exists lt -- uin South Africa and elsewhere."
The Nigerian leader said with deep emotion that Africans must oppose such evil
wherever it is found. He referred to the deportation of certain politicians
from Ghana. last year.. The vote to continue debate was passed 8-7:
To Continue: 8
Nigeria
South Africa
Ghana
Liberia
Sierra Leone
East Africa
Rhodesia
Ethiopia
To Close: 7
Dakar
FEANF
Madagascar
Sudan
'runisia (also
for Morocco,
Algeria)
Abstaining: 1
India
In the vote on the substantive issue to include "totalitarian" in
the resolution, Liberia had gone to lunch, Sudan and Ghana abstained, and
India voted to include. Thus the vote passed 7-6-2.
CONFERENCE OPERA'nON
The delegates worked extremely long hours. A typical day began with
private meetings and then a plenary session at 9:00 A.M.. It ran with meal
breaks until 1:00 A..M. The steering committee met into the early morning
in one case until 6:00 A..M. Even late on Saturday night the committee meetings
had quorums. One sympathized with a committee chairman the following Sunday
morning when he explained that his report was shortened because several dele-
gates h8d fallen asleep. I thought the chairman was aslee'P at one stage. But
the 'POint is that the students came and worked in a dedicated frame of mind
for Pan Africanism. It was no palm-wine party.
The week was efficiently run under the management of the Makerere
College Student's Guild. The translators from Geneva and the equipment for
simultaneous translations made a real contribution to the 'Proceedings.
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Throughout the conference there were occasional complaints of too
much orientation towards the "West. fU A 'TrenchBi African wanted to know why
IUS standing orders weren t t as good as ISC standing orders, and another com-
plained of' in~erference by the men from the ISC secretariat. Dakar, seconded
by Madagascar, succeeded in remoVing mention of the YMCA and YWCA from a reso-
lution on student travel and substituting, "helpful agencies from all parts
of the world. 1I
On the other band, the African delegate from Dakar cODlplainedto me
that Ltranslate~, "Americans know so little of our political fight •••they
should understand. • •but they tal.k of communism. I'm a Muslim and believe
in All.ah....that means we cannot believe in communism."
On the whole the "free 'World" ISC is probably pleased with the ap... '
proximately $30,000 it cost for the conference. The IUS offer from Prague to
pay for the ,conference was probably a bluff -- but might not be next time.
The Uganda Government was ready to make a large financial contribution to
make the conference a success. This was not required, but the Uganda Govern-
ment did help with cars, a sundowner the Governor gave for the delegates, and
more freedom than bas ever been given to such a gathering in Uganda.
POLITICAL PHASE THREE ...... WESTERN WALKOUT
Hours of stormy, table-pounding debate, during which the delegates
shouted each other down and the chairman said he could no longer continue,
marked the attempt to set up a commission to carry on the work of Pan African
unity, and to plan a second conference within eighteen months. One meeting
was abandoned by the steering committee "because there might have been further
unpleasantness." An East African delegate reminded the conference; "We must
realize that the whole world is watching us. We are already accused of in...
ability to reach decisions. It would be most unfortunate if we justify these
accusations."
The decision on a permanent secretariat was placed in the hands of
a commission composed of East Africa, Tunisia, South Africa, Nigeria, and the
Sudan. It was instructed to find the money and hold a meeting within two
months in Tunisia. This was a cQmPromise after a South African suggestion
that arrangements be conducted by correspondence was attacked bitterly by
FEANF.
A supsequent meeting broke up in confusion when a Tunisian delegate
got up and shouted at a Tunisian delegate 'acting as chairman that he would
walk out and take other delegations with him if he were not given the floor.
Later, Tunisia had to leave for home and attempted to hand over its vote and
the proxy votes of Algeria and Morocco to the Sudanese delegation. This led
to a walkout by Nigeria, Ghana, South Africa, Liberia, Rhodesia, and the
Belgian Congo observer. Ethiopia had left without attempting to pass on its
vote. Nigeria maintained the Tunisians should do likewise or stay until the
announced end of the meeting. Finally, the Sudanese said they wou~d co-oper-
ate and voluntarily give up the three extra votes.
The resolutions on colonialism and racia~ism were passed, with
Rhodesia abstaining on the grounds that undemocratic procedures had been
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1:ollowed .. A resolution was added Q!1">,,, ... t.Lg
conference on a note of reasonable
abstained the vote of thanks to the ISC
ference po~sibleo
in the Sahara $ The
1:h'"\lH111h FEA.NF and Dakar
for making the con-
These students in cultures more diverse than
those of Europe, were the equal flashes of and
for hard universities.
so will grow the Students from this conference
may well roles in their national delegations at conferences of
African states a decade hence" Here was a that persist as the
countries ofAfl~ca grow closer together. The cultural between
and "English" is likely to decrease. The clash of free world and
communist may intrude even more on the African continent.
Throughout the ~o'nf'l~".~~nl'~~
mination of the students
:must and will come $
tough liana ran the deter-
rule by the people of Africa
The role of the Sudanese delegation as a link between Arab-north
and African-south, the foreign policy of the Sudan. The new and
first Sudanese head of Khartoum University, Nasr Hag Ali, suggested breakfast
for a chat before the temperature shot over 100 degrees for the day. He spoke
for a wide body of faculty and. student opinion when he regretted that the
of the Sudan was born into a world split into two great camps. He
is on the side of the West but shares the fierce Sudanese desire to stand
independent.. He spoke of the freedom of the students to make their own plans"
His aides confirmed that tentative plans had been laid for IUS to help a bloc
of student,S shift the Pan African Conference from Kampala to Khartoum if tac-
tics dictated" It would have been expensive and difficult because few of the
delegates were routed through Khartoum, and the ISO tickets were marked to
prevent route changing" One can be sure that a forthcoming conference of
medical students in Africa, which the Sudanese students are organiZing, will
have strong IUS participation even though communist organizations are banned
law in the Sudan.
~
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AFRICAN VICTORY IN KENYA
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
AFRICA
ESM-IO-'55
Nairobi
Kenya
March 1955
The government is preparing the for a declaration end-
the Mau Mau Emergency this year, perhaps in a months. Sporadic fight-
will continue--Mike Blundell for ten years in the forests, but the
appears to be over@ The British is determined
to leave Kenya by December.
This is a good time to take stock; look at the complex of opposing
forces) assess changes wrought the Emergency; examine the problems of
peace.
It has been a bitter, v~c~ous, and bloody war for both the Ki~
and the White Settlers, and an extremely expensive one for the British taxpayer.
The Kikuyu, so long contemptuously dismissed as a rabble of cowardly
IIKukes have gone through fire. Over 30,000 (three times official figures)
have probably been killed@ Another 68,OOO-plus are in prison or detention
camps @ In all, one-tenth of' the Kikuyu tribe is now dead or in custody.. As
these are largely men, mostly between the ages of 18 and 35, tragedy has struck
one Kikuyu home out of every three.
The Settlers have paid a heavy price, most of it falling tragically
on a few thousand individuals@ Men who have given a lifetime to breaking and·
taming a wilderness, who lived through the long depression which sent agricul-
tural bank loans to 12%, who have built up prize herds of quality livestock,
have seen their farmbousesburned, cattle crippled, neighbors slashed to death
by pangas in the hands of trusted servants ..
More than half of the thirty-five Europeans who have been murdered
were people particularly known for their friendly relations with Africans <Il
Some of them were devoted to African advancement. The cousin of the distin-
guished Lo So Be Leakey, speaking Ki~ from boyhood and a blood brother of
the tribe, was kidnapped and buried alive.
Militarily, Mau Mau has lost slowly but steadily by attrition. The
military operations recently concluded on Mount Kenya and in the Aberdares :r..ave
Yielded a small bag of dead and captured for the size of the offensive@ This
is partly the result of :Hau Mau going over almost completely to the defensive:
run, run, and run@
Copyright 19.5.5 American Universities Field Staff, Inl:.
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It is not easy to appreciate the difficulty of deploying young
British draftees in thick forest at elevations of 1,000 to 9,000 feet. In a
recent sweep, patrols combing the forest, only 200 yards apart, walked right
by one of the major Mau Mau headquarters with Dedan Kimathi, perhaps the strong-
est g~g leader, in it. Later a prisoner talked, the camp was rushed, but the
bird had flown.
The hold of Mau Mau on the Kikuyu has definitely weakened, and it
is unlikely that it is gaining hard-core recruits except where men flee the
police for other than ideological reasons.
The supply systems for food -and information, so successful the first
two years" and the urban cells have been greatly reduced in effectiveness.
Current estimates put the number of hard-core terrorists at three
to five thousand. There may be considerably less <I> They are short of guns and
ammunition. Several crude gun factories have been ,capt~ed. The last series
of European murders seemed to be designed,to obtain weapons. One police officer
tells me of sending two terrorists who came in to surrender back to the forest
until they could produce their weapons. The next day the men reappeared with
rifles.
The surrender offer has not been the success it was expected to be
but has produced a steady trickle of Mau Mau seeking amnesty. All the Mau Mau
terrorists may have surrender passes to be used only if they are caught in a
trap1
Shortly after his arrival in Kenya, General Erskine" the commanding
general, stated his conviction that the fight against Mau Mau was not primarily
a millta.ry battle. For this he was condemned at Settler meetings-ttobviously
unfit for command,tt as one resolution put it. 'What is obvious in this war more
than in most is that the broad struggle of the Kikuyu against 'the Settlers, and
against the Mau Mau, is being waged and won on political, economic, and social
grOund.s0
Politically, the Africans in Kenya have scored one success after
another", The Lyttleton plan bringing multiracial government to Kenya, with
the first' African mjnister, has probably broken for all time the tight rein"
official and unofficial" which the Settlers have held fer forty years on the
executive side of government. There are also two African parliamentary secre-
taries o
When the Emergency began" the Kenya government had about $20,000,000
in reserve. This has now been spent. An additional $50,000,000 in direct aid
and $20,,000,000 in an interest-£:ree loan have come from Britain to fight Mau
Mau and aid in rehabilitation. The East African Standard comments editorially"
"Without this aid" or the alternative of penal taxation and the most drastic
reduction of services to a degree which would have threataned to destroy the
whole structure of society, Kenya would have been bankrupt @" Seven-eighths of
thercost of the Emergency has been borne Britain.
Nearly all the leaders I've ta.lked with acknowledge a decided shift
in the center of political gravity away from Nairobi and toward lfuiteha1l 0
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Mathu and Mangat are pleased; Blundell and the Federal Independence Party of
extreme Settler opinion are thoroughly displeased. Blundell recently reminded
critics of the government's surrender terms: tiThe longer Britain sends troops
and pours out her treasury the more she might be compelled to seek a solution
which might be detrimental to us."
When Conservative C. J. M. Alport, long a Settler supporter, said
in the House of Commons that Britain could not indefinitely support a way of
life which had died ou.t many years ago in England, his words struck fear in
Settler hearts and brought forth bitter retorts.
The European front in Kenya has been broken, probably never to be
re-established. European politics are a complex maze in Kenya (Margery Perham
remarked that she had trouble finding either head or tail). About 20% of the
Europeans appear to support the apartheid-minded Federal Independence Party,
although the noise it makes would suggest more backing. Another 30% of the
Europeans are behind Blundell and his United Country Party, restricted to Euro-
peans but dedicated to racial cooperation in government. There remain 55% of
the European electorate who are not apathetic to party politics but simply de-
plore that they have arisen.. They would like to see one large amorphous Euro-
pean party with as few full-time politicians as possible, but are now inclined
to support Blundell in a showdown although they criticize him the rest of the
time.
In any case, European unity is gone. European leaders with solid
support will back up multiracial gO'ler':":i8Qt.,; others with fanatic support will
continue to denounce Asian ministers and the movement of Africans into positions
of :influence.
Economically'J Africans have made even greater strides. There is
warm controversy over how this should be interpreted. The Chief Secretary has
insisted repeatedly that tithe development program of the Government of Kenya.
can in no way be described as having been forced upon it by the present unrest
and disorder."
True, but--. I have not been convinced that the tremendous strides
made in Ukamba and Nyanza have not been stimul&ted by extra. money and extra.
energy which would not actually have been present without the Emergency. In a
study in 1949 in Kitui District (Geogra.phical Review, October, 1950)" I found
the able District Commissioner struggling against erosion and flood damage with
great spirit" little cash, and moderate success. This year the area. looks
positively revitalized. More men" money, and machines are poured into it every
two months than were ava.ilable in all of 19491
Similarly in Nyanza, a critical area lest Nau Nau embra.ce the Luo
tribe, great strides have been made in improved agriculture--especially in the
areas nearest Mau Mau operations.
The dire shortage of Kiku;yu labor" form.erly the most skilleQ, most
widely employed, and most cursed, has skyrocketed wages over 60% in Nairobi and
led to innumerable openings for tribes which had previously had poor employment
opportunities. It is doubtful whether the non-Kikuyu have taken full advantage
of their chances, but they have benefited. In spite. of rising wages,
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productivity in the building trades has ~~~~.~~~
the contractors arc to be believedo
if the wails of
The
have received the ,""""".,,,,.. ,1",,,,,,,"11'
the Director
Jomo Keln~;):t 1~~
in
pe:rSl1l1a!;1.0ltl went
at the miles
has the land been
have been in a
make but much more effective and easier to £i_,JU&'"CI,d.!lJ!
races are backward from the outer
are that takes and forms a pe:rwmElnt
are hillsides for excess
channeled and fitted with at intervals~
To renew the land has been
measures for cattle have reduced the doIWI.IUJI.,&1.l
land and led to better and more
control
of
j,4'rl:lgTllent.a:t.:lC)I1 of into three and four
small each farmer was a curse on the land which I'L......II..Il"'-" i:iu.i:lj~"II."';;..b.'lJ''\\'\\
difficult to remove~ Under powers,
have been with persuasion and a little to ~VJ'li:l\'J..b.J.~
holdings into viable economic units
One of the bitterest African complaints against
the prohibition against Africans growing cash crops e This ban was
being relaxed before the Emergency, but here again the pace has been
stepped up.. African farmers have profitably begun to grow T\........""4rhT.'......
tobacco, and pineappl~s (3,000 acres at ~"II.,~~Ju.)
Coffee production among the Meru has shown steady improvement@ The
, long that Africans could not coffee
to spread to European coffee been
disproved.. In Nyeri District, in contiguous areas, European production is
3 ..5 to 5 hundred-weight of clean coffee per acre; the African average is over
7 hundred-weight.. For the past three years the average African quality has
been higher than that grown by the winner of the cup offered for the best
quality European-grown coffee.. By the end of 1951, 8,208 Africans were grow-
ine high quality arabica coffee on a total of 1,735 acres .. This year there
will be at least 25,000 African growers on 8,600 acres.
An idea of the improvement in African
one year from 1953 to 1954 can be seen from the table below e
four districts most heavily infected by Mau Hau, an area where the African
standard of living would be most seriously affected. I am told that the
government is unwilling to publish the detailed breakdown given below because
the figures show such prosperity in the infected districts.
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Summary of 1954 Turnover of Cooperative Societies in Round Dollar Figures
(1953 figures are in parentheses)
Type of Society Nyeri
Coffee $57,000
(12,000)
Pyrethrum 9,000
(9,000)
Pigs 42,000
00,000)
Dairy 15,000
(21,000)
Farmers*' 120
(450)
Embu
$120,000
(60,000)
12,000
06,000)
Meru
$560,000
(246,000)
Ft. Hall
$5,000
(1,000)
~arners Coops are mainly for growers of maize, beans, and cassava. The slump
in dairying and maize-growing reflects the government restriction on grazing
and maize acreage in areas within one mile of the forest where cattle and grain
could easily be stolen for food by Mau Mau.
It is true that the major benefits of improved agriculture and cash
crops which have come to Africans during the period of the Emergency were planned
well before Mau Mau and have only come to fruition now. The terracing has been
greatly accelerate~andfurther improvements will be more directly a reaction to
Mau Mau.
Socially, there has been a marked decrease in racial discrimination
in Kenya, both in theory and practice@ Asians have taken the most advantage of
this. There have been more Asians at every sundowner I've attended than would
have been present at the most "liberal" sundowner six years agoo No longer are
Asians and Africans barred from the best hotels and restaurants, although there
remain European....only night clubs.
Positions have opened for Africans at many levels of go~ernment,
and their compensation has been brought nearly equal to that of Europeans with
similar qualifications e Charles Njongo, a most likeable and well-trained
Kikuyu lawyer, recently returned from the United Kingdom to take a post as
assistant registrar of companies for the Kenya government e He will be qealing
with European and Asian firms e
Although the Kikuyu Independent Schools were closed for a time,
most of them have been reopened by the government with far better staffsand
equipment than Kenyatta's organization could supplyo Kikuyu country i~ dotted
with schools, as are most African areas of Kenya o Kenya has more students at
Makerere College than Uganda or Tanganyika; and the Kikuyu is numerically the
strongest tribe there
~53
The most sweeping change has been in social organization. Ass.
security measure to protect individual Kikuyu families from Mau Mau, and
better to control Mau Mau sympathizers, iSolated Kikuyu farming famili~s have
been drawn into compact villages which can, and have been, successfully de-
fended against Mau Mau marauders.
This tlvillagization,lt as it is called, is -greatly facilitating
prov~s~on of government services--medical, education, and agricultural--tor
the benefit of the Kikuyu. Dr. J. C. Carothers in his study of The Psychology
of }fau 1-1"au (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1954) feels that "there are great
psychological advantages to be gained from it by 'the Kikuyu. Their isolation,
suspicion and long-standing social insecurity need a development of this sort.
And now that their traditional occasions of association have largely broken
down, they badly need more opportunities for social living. e • e Perhaps
above all • " • it would help to solve the problem of family disruption and
flatten out the cultural diversity between men and women which seems to have
played such a part in giving rise to l-Tau }TaUIil It
A New-Style Kikuyu Village With Protecting Stockade
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It is difficult to evaluate the strength of Christianity in Kenya
Mau }~u has shawn that many--perhaps most--Africans who professed it
nominal Christians However, there have been genuine
Devout Christian Kikuyu have formed the moral backbone
o In the future, government services will continue to re-
mission influence and missions will more on religiono
PROBLEMS OF THE PEACE
must first face what to do with the Home Guard, who have con-
to the military defeat of Mau Mauo As the photograph
shows, they are an irregular lot, short on training, short on discipline, but
properly motivated (the tari massacre seems to have been the turning
and properly led, they have fought courageouslyo
Out of 20,000 (6,000 with modern weapons), the best are
selected for a permanent uniformed and disciplined. Others who are
less be placed by the as a core in new settlements
in~ Mau Mau detainees o
Hothers are allowed to take their
children t,o with in some
cases because they can be better
cared for Excellent European med-
ical aid is available~ but the psy-
chological scars may be a long time
healing 0
are a tremen-
dous MoRoA o is one
of the camps without decisive results
so far e I find no one capable of
assessing the deeper feelings and
motivations of many thousands of
Ki~j especially high school grad-
uates, who have been locked up for
two years for a minor offense,or
numerous cases) of educated Kikuyu
on However nec-
essary this may have been to
the rebellion, the problems it raises
will be with Kenya for a generation lll
Responsible officials
anticipate a non-V~u r1au
crime wave for the weapons and
of lawlessness are
excesses of the
Home Guard have been an issue
the army and the government@ The
situation has improved only slightly
since the period when Home Guard
savagery matched that of Mau Mau@
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Those who have taken adVlUlced oaths offer a fascinating
psychological Mau oaths--they begin with the primarily verbal
one, two, and and then proceed with growing bestial depravity through
number ten--are evidence upon which a hard core of settlers would put the
whole Kikuyu tribe to the sword. others feel there is no redemption for
those who have the third
of
The settlers are no a solid political the division
of among has significant in decade.
Formerly- a fairly clear line could be drawn between the members of the Settler
community, who farmed or owned small businesses in Kenya" government civil
serva.nts" who lived in the large towns, were tra.nsferred around, went home to
E..llgland on leave every three years, and eventually retired in England. Now
many Europeans born in Kenya are in the government service, including important
positions. At the same time, the civil servants have tended to become Kenyans.
It was unprecedented for a Governor to retire in Kenya, as has Sir Phillip
Mitchell. More and more civil servants are doing the same.. Now they commonly
speak of Kenya as their home after seven years out from England.
or chaos in
with the
leader of the more
may not be far off,
are equally confident ..
The
the reaction to the announcement of a
It is intended to
sense. It
it is being
such a storm. of wrath and
cradle.
Third" there is of the Royal Commission
on land in East Africa.. A said to be in the Governor I s
hands. The government will some time to prepare ,its official reaction
and to implement the recommendations accepted.
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\ihether or not it specifically brings up the issue of the 16,000
square miles of the 't1tlhite Highlands," the issue will be debated in the legis-
latureo Mathu has a written agreement with the Colonial Secretary that the
land report will be debated in Legco, and he tells me that if the highlands
issue is not brought in directly by the report, he will inject it into the de-
bate himself @ The opening salvo on the highlands was the statement in the
House of Commons by Alport that they are "a political and social anachronismo "
The Settlers have long feared such sentiments on the part of Labour MoPo's, but
when a staunch Conservative, influential on colonial matters, utters such a
statement, the impact is far greater.
European members of Legco have said that they will walk out if any
change is made in the ~lhite Highlands before 1960 0 They claim that the Colonial
Secretary agreed on the status quo until thene Some of them threaten to walk
out if the subject is evenIiientioned o The idea of settling Mau Hau killers (in
Settler eyes), or any Africans, on any part of the virgin expanse of European-
owned land will provoke a tremendous wave of emotion among the Settlers o
The map at the left on the following page forms the frontispiece
of lone Leigh's book In the Shadow of the Mau Mau, published in 19540 A very
similar map is included in Lipscomb's book vlliite African, published last month
in England by Faber and Faber e Tnis map implies that the area of land in Kenya
in European hands is quite limited in comparison with land available to Africans"
To a geographer, the map is extremely misleading o
The map at the right shows the land available to Europeans, in white
again, and the land available to Africans which receives over 20 inches of rain-
fall, in black. Land that receives less than 20 inches in such an equatorial
country as Kenya, with its wide yearly variations in rainfall, is of virtual~
no use for agriculture and is of limited value for grazing", In fact, much of
such land is desert o
Neither map shows elevation (with greater elevation the tempera-
tures are lower, and with lower evaporation less rain is required for agricul-
ture) III On the basis of elevation, the European land is much the most favorably
situated, becaUSe c~tivation of European middle latitude crops is possible.
Most of the land with under 20 inches of rain in Kenya is relatively lOWe
The fourth issue is rehabilitation of Mau Mau oathers. If the
Settlers discover that next year a man who has taken at least the fourth-grade
oath but says he has reformed, and has worked intelligently and effectively for
the government in prison camps, is going to be sent with a full government tui-
tion and maintenance scholarship to Makerere College, their fury will know few
bounds 0
Wl"J.ile there has been a sharp decrease in the numbers of innocent
Africans shot under the guise of hunting Mau Mau, I am still inclined to believe
AB
B c
l.\)
(]I
(Xl
A. African land or African priority areas.
B. Forest reserves inside European land.
C. The area reserved for European settlement is about
one-twentieth of the Colony.
A. African land priority areas.
B. Forest reserves inside European land.
C. The area for settlement is about
one-twentieth Colony.
D. Less than 20 inches precipitation.
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some of the many boasts about
shootings,n etc"
Africans over escarpments, "accidental
The pamphlets distributed at the forest edge after the official
offer of amnesty saYing that attempted to surrender would be
shot, and signed Settlers," have not been traced
responsible Settler pamphlet has been declared sub-
to the surrender terms is clear Oil
called for the withdrawal of offer.
terms "not immoral but and added
are act of and shamefulness." Mathu was close to
mark he said in Legco if Asian or African leaders were to utter
antigovernment remarks such as those.coming from Slade and Briggs, they would
be indicted for treaSOI~"
* * * * *
In conclusion, it appears here that coincident with the
the Mau Mau Emergency, Africans in Kenya-including the Kikuyu,
--have made giant political" economic, and social strides.
of
and Meru
Few African advances are directly attributable to Mau Mau.
of them are resulting from efforts of the Kenya government to contain and
feat Hau Nau. Some have arisen through pressure by the bill-paying British
government. Some have arisen from the efforts of Africans" including
to defeat Mau ~~Ue
The tide of African advance is unlikely to be stemmed. The next
waves are already on the horizon.. How the Settlers react when the waves break
will determine whether cooperation or more bitter racialism lies ahead for Kenyae
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The publication in these pages is one of a
continuing series from AMERICAN UNI-
VERSITIES FIELD STAFF correspondents
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the AUFS as a contribution to the American
fund of information on significant foreign
events, trends, and rersonalities. The in-
formal letters, reflecting the current judg-
ments of men on the scene, are of primary
interest to the universities and colleges
which co-operatively sponsor the AUFS, a
nonprofit corporation.
The letters are available by arrange-
ment to other educational institutions,
business and publishing firms, and public
affairs groups interested in the findings of
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home in it, and has combined personal ob-
servation and experience with advanced
studies.
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sities receiving the AUFS services are priv-
ileged to use the letters in classroom work,
and students of these institutions may draw
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not planned for publication.
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are not selected to accord with an editorial
policy and do not represent the views of its
membership. Responsibility for accuracy of
facts an d for opinions expressed in the
letters and reports rests solely with the
individual correspondents.
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SOCIAL INTEGRATION IN KENYA
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Nairobi
June 27, 1958
Kenya's reputation as a
"sociallY is deserved. tie lQ is more in
evidence both in Nairobi and than anywhere
e1se in Africa. A traditional saying is, nAre you
married or do you live in Kenya?" The Rift
bas a marital as well as a geological connotation.
The playboy atmosphere includes the occasional ,.vhite
hunter in worn and starched bush jacket
stalking Texas millionaires in a thicket of neo-
Hemingways on the stoep of the Norfolk and
New York secretarieB'IOoking for safari thrills at
the bottom of 8 gin and tonic. Robert Ru~rk may
have given too much value to European affairs -- and
is locally damned for it -- but white society does
set a merry chase at the hunt and the country club.
The present Lord Delamere, unlike his father who
pioneered agriculture and livestock development in
Kenya, has an ardent racing set around him, whose
doings fill the society columns. In Kenya, one is
conscious of the relatively large number of titled
people and high-ranking retired British officers, in
contrast to Rhodesia, the most egalitarian Britisb-
settler community in Africa.
Despite an aristocratic class conservatism~
social integration has proceeded more rapidly in
Kenya over the past five years than in any other
of Africa. Mau Mau dynamited the thinking pattern of
Kenya vs European community. The emergency brought a
new flexibility to social and political ideas about
Asians and Africans. The change was so sharp that
Dr. Gikonyo Kiano (No. 2 African leader in Kenya)
said that when he read the AUFS letter "African
Victory in Kenya" (ESM-10-'55) while studying at the
University of California in 1955, he tended to dis-
count it until he returned home and saw the trans--
formation himself.
Copyright HFiH Allwrican Universities Field Staff, Inc.
as a moderate
.l.U(lIl.J.\,;;IC Minister E. A.
moderates of other races. If the
members had in the
elected members as were
of State for the
and other would have won
looking at the reasons for the
the situation as it relates
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of
""",,,,<:>1",,,,,,,,,"11" Mau Mau bitterness the vile
of the forest gangs and the occasional
murderous retaliation innocent Africans
some of the Police coincided with the
least on the of Euro-
peans over such issues as the European claim to
the 'fhite Highlands.
The move toward social
the of the Mau Mau emer-
The then Indian Ape
force in the process. It was at a
Pant in 1953 that Abdul Sheikh, the
Schoolis highly local
and I observed that
Asian men, and a few African men were ~1\..l.1U~
a noticeable lack of ease. Three
given the then .JaJpalles~e V'VlUl.~)u.Jl.
this stiffness had and many and
a few African women had s}:)pe~ar'ed
election as did
elected
voting for
to do
Social relations have continued to ease
in but relations have hardened
There is a resurgence of bitter-end talk on the
of continued white dominance of the
the leaders of the Europeans. The
and Ifget..tough" school has
in recent elections. Two racialistic
in office to joined by a
third at a forthcoming want to divide
the country into European and African areas. The
Muslims form the most racialistic and
are in the an
"extreme" member. In fact, moderate
multiracial policies is now weak in all
communities" The of
14'l,·.........,,'O... 1"11 _LP-AI:lP-l"'l"'trL:tn under Ministers ...............,.............
and :may have ended now that none
of the three is elected by a
This appears to have led to a loss
of influence with ~:n1~nT~~n voters and a welBkE~n1.ng
of their ~jP-l~t;:trJiJ2. JI..lUI..I.Ji.U4,.;;/U.......
feels his
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nomic "'.l!>." ... ,"'......
other' 8 homes.
no African women are
friend i S invitation to dine with him at Government
found between an erudite Indian and his vivacious ...."""lE>-'-... ""....
The next I lunched in the home ot a civil servant and his attrac-
tive Coloured wife. But i8 not what this l.etter means social
What is meant the kind of at the
~~~ _~--= that Lillian wife of the U. S. Eco-
l!."U:t"Ol>ean women in each
but so far
in the Broad were good en(,u~:n
to tab him as a world
trackmen were virtual-
uncoached and outclassed.
runners started from a
and were
jumpers
scissors
When s Nyandika,
who ran in the Melbourne Olympics,
and has broken 14:20 fo~ the Three
Miles, was being pushed in his race,
an officer
beside me became most
is in transcend-
many cultural differences. created an enor-
mous amount of will for America his to-
various racial. groups his African visit. This s Inter-
territorial Track was the scene of what is now normal. interracial co-oper-
atione and each had at least one member on
their is Goan from was a
his performance seconds
........lb...-·Jl.UJ.iI".U el.evation hurt his
The "'F>."i'!'ll'Mii:>"Ii"41
stiff for local
events outside the
and discus. meet was dom-
i nated ath1etes who showed
the results of
set a new East African record
6 for the but
.aajrnli'~red most se-
coach was UJl,IOOII..I-
that hismile
couldn't do better than
bad some individual
from the northern :tlilotic
of Protectorate.
feet inches
his 23
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the African sailed home in
kabisa , It "Good..com-
The throng in Nairobi African Stadium showed genuine partiality for
Kenya G Territorial nationali am ..- not color -- was the unifying factor.. Be-
fore the mixed audience the stadium's best seats prices were presented
by leading members of all African leader Tom shown
in on page 3 ..
of
.JOlse't~n Leresae
inches with 8 of 6 feet 8
was with him as he tried 6
the lowest seats across the tract were
throw.. from a related
throw of over two hundred feet G When a
in the Six Miles and was oJ ....I'!>II5.......1I5 doggledJL:\l
the African crowd was just
for the tail..ender as the more
there was no mistake across the way _.. the
cheered whenever a
a or '!'aD.gl!:\~,Ub8
The Royal Technical is the most interracial educa-
tional in British settler Africa G It an excellent scbool
The students asked me to their farewell for the first
of the institution.. aren't because are leaving after
two whereas came with the that in four
would academic degrees.. the future of
is in doubt and no can: be has been criticized for
low standards, inadequate grounds J too few students, and poorly qualified
The current recommendation seems to be to turn it into a trade school ..
College would be built -- with what money no one has been able
LERESAE is a Masai, but like :many
Masai around Narok, he shows a
Kikuyu ancestry 8S well
JAVELIN CHAMPION
Mabone. Tesot
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INDIAN LECTURER in Electrical Engineering ex-
j,I.a.;!lIJJi,&.u.lI.~ the measurement of heat to students
EUROPEAN LECTURER in Zoology demonstrating guinea pig dis-
section. The African students are 8 Muganda and a Kikuyu
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the student
students went
an Indian
voices.
interracial education below
Hill School in Nairobi 0 The school
co-operative efforts of members of all the
aU1"1'1'V'\"I"'+' from the and is on Government House
all of wbom OOve been on a EUr'01:>es,n
now for schoole Girls
the headmistress is it Q The En'l"m"lplI'll1l'l
schools are under inf1uence and in cOOracter more
than American Two African are for
school toot offers "F.111''I'''nti_1Il,1I'Il
Children at
....'V~,. """,... Hill
p."., ,.,... School
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GIRLS from European,
Asian,and African
secondary schools
regularly compete
against each other
in sports. Here
students of
Girls High
netball against
African girls from
Loretto Convent in
Limuru. There is
also regular adult
interracial sports
competition in
tennis, soccer
(Africans excel ex-
cept on a wet field
when the Europeans
, field hockey
Indian and
teams are
, and
Asian
THESE
reached the highest point in
19,565 and sit
across the into
of Outward Bound have
the summit of Mt. Kiliman-
snow from T8nglan~~1
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OUTWARD BOUND provides outdoor training courses for selected
boys from all races in Kenya and is financed locally and from
Great Britain. It has been highly successful in encouraging
a spirit of racial understanding and tolerance. In the picture
above, the Chief Secretary of Kenya is presenting spears to the
outstanding boy of each race on the last course
2,69
BOARD OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY (shown in part) in session under the
Chairmanship of Minister Hope..Jones. Asian business has emerged steadily
from the "duka" or small country store stage to large-scale commercial
activity and 8 real sense of civic responsibility. Asians who formerly
sent money out of Kenya to India and Pakistan, and followed it on re-
tirement, are now reinvesting their profits in this country and retiring
here
SOME of the elected members of the Kenya Legislative Council.
Most of the Government members are Europeans, although one
Minister is an African and another is an Asian
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OFFICIAL OCCASIONS in Kenya are usual;Ly interracial. The
Governor has been personally interested in achieving a
1frIJ"8:l>At:8:>"I" degree of social integration. The handshake
was during Princess Margaret~s last visit to Kenya when
ILLO'U,","Ul Chief Njiri, who fought the'Mau Mau, was introduced
to the Princess at a. ,garden perty
SCOUTING has many interracial activities. Asian
and Sea. Rangers in Mombasa Harbor
OOVERBOR Sir
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Scout ceremony
as well as aspects of the social 1n·te~~s....
, In the June 27th issue of Kenya Comment, a article
schools under the title "Legalized Mongrelization Of Our
" and discusses the number of clrlldren of diverse racial ancestry.
The question of their had been raised in the Legislative Council
a woman who for these children." The writer of the
says this is terrible disease in the body politic and adds that if multi-
racial schools are a "God Us! It She out many old
as the nature of their beinga,
recommends in South Africa."
same issue attacks the oOdreadf'ul" and the
of the them. which is the true
the establishment of.multiracial schOOls•••the most callous
of the many forms of racial discrimination which have been practised against
the Eu~rot)@an since the of the it
&ll'C..I.OC::\';;'I.I v'OC1!"ey Club
States .Incf'orml:ltj
come in off the
The United
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Club has been a success in providing eating and sports facilities on an inter-
racial basis. At the ssme time, there are really very few genuine friendships
in Kenya. between members of different races. The barriers between Asian and
African are no less strong than those between European and African, and my be
stronger. It is aJ..most fashionable to have Itfriends" of other races, and many
Europeans will tell you of their "friendships" with Asians and Africans. But
if you talk frankly with the Asians and Africans, you find that they feel feW
of these friendships are genuine. Quite often the relationship is paternalistic
in ways the EurOPesns do not even sense. Admitting all this, the fact remains
that people here are mixing more and more in social situations while retaining
their racial identity and this has introduced a new and less 'I"\A'l':tIlO'r"1!'!lli'/i
of tolerance to
Evidence that old not quickly is
social pattern of the present Consul General, who in
New York. In Nairobi, he says he is per cent interested in and
therefore does not invite Africans to his because this might make him
politically suspect and lead to many kinds criticism.
AFRICAN POLITICAL LEADERS
While social integration is continuing, the of the
cal situation tends to run crosscurrent to it. The burst of relative generosity
of Europeans in making political concessions has ended amidst recriminations
that the Africans want too much. At the moment, the British Government appears
to agree with the Europeans in Kenya that the substantial advances in the Afri-
can position should suffice for the time being. The Africans are not satisfied;
they want Nml what they are confident they will have eventually. Therefore it
is the African leadership which is precipitating a series of crises in Kenya.
As an example, the Africans elected to the Legislative Council have boycotted
elections inside the parliamentary body'in order to make quite clear their
opposition to the Constitution which they feel was forced on them by Secretary
of State for Colonies Lennox-Boyd. Let us seek the thinking of the two strong-
est African leaders in Kenya.
Tom Mboya, thirty-year-old trade union chief and leader of the elected
Africans in the Kenya Legco, speaks in Swahili with great fluency and persuasion
to the African mass, and often with cogency and insight to the Government Min- .
isters inside the Legislature. A Government Minister, who asked not to be
named, told me that Mboya Ws budget speeches were more constructive than those
of the European elected members.
When I cited to Mboya across a luncheon table in the semicircular
legislative dining rooID, he smiled and commented, "We are just getting to the
point where we can begin to think of the interests of the country as a whole
,and not just of the African people."
Mboya has just gotten off with a light fine after being found guilty
of intimidating Africans who didn't support his views. His able and clever
Defense Counsel was D. N. Pritt, a London Queen's Counsel whose political asso-
ciations are with the far left. The client-counsel relationship has raised
doubts in the minds of many who have sympathized with Mboya and his followers.
Mboya is not happy with the publicity and interpretation that Pritt and the
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YoutltlU~ leader took to
solicited from a
it in court",
of
sent
....J:I'c;;c;u:I..!loIJ~ of trade proud of his record
in He cited the old of a successful unionist is
not he can call a strike nThat is -- but whether be can
his men back to work", has won the of businessmen in Kenya as a
man who strikes a hard but has the control to carry out his part of ito
is prOUd that the lieutenant he sent to settle last week's dock strike
in Mombasa was ab1e to redress a and the men back to the ships.
gave two of the of African distances where
politics are concerned", there is the impact that developments in Ghana
have made on his name of his Convention Party)
is modeled on Nkru.mah's .P",P., and Mboya picked
up many ideas in Accra for mass political The mimeographed
paper expresses his views", Part of it is reproduced here,
7 with s handwritten comment", Second1y, said that the defeat
liberal Minister Todd in Southern Rhodesia alarmed his followers
and made it all the more necessary to press for advances nov", When I
questioned the of Rhodesia -- with no effect
insisted, "I'm sure it has worried my Central African situation
cannot be allowed", It
This is not to say that Mboya is the principle of larger
economic units", In he readily acknowledges the advantages to be ~ined
a federated East Africa -- but af'ter individual independence. He cites the
~1~A1:~r political strength within Pan-Africa that a larger political unit would
possess, but feels is "imprudent" to speak of federation at the moment.
feels closer, many ways, to Tanganyika than to Uganda", Julius Nyerere' s
of Tanganyika sent 250 pounds toward Mboya' s defense fund, but not even
a message of encouragement came from Uganda. Mboya analyzed Uganda politics,
the role of the Kabaka, and emergent political leaders, with what struck me as
great shrevd·nesa, but asked not to be quoted.
The relationS-hip betveen Tom Mboya and Gikonyo Kiano has been the
subject of some comment in America. The two youthful leaders 'are close f'riends
and are likely to remain so. They complement each other and trust each other's
judgment. For example: I was having a drink with Kiano in e. corner of the
of the Legco building when Mboya came over to sit down and ask Kiano
what the best strategy would be arranging the order and content of speeches in
the debate on constitutional advance they had launched. Kiano, whose forte
this is, laid out the strategy. Mboya listened and agreed. Later, in the
chamber, they both made powerfu1 speeches -- with Kiane handling the opj,::losition
arguments and Mboya the brood principles. Only the Chief Secretary Coutts was
in the same class on the Government side. Of course the tva Africans dis-
agree on specific issues. I that a current difference of on
whether the African elected members should resign seats to which
been elected, and force another election to demonstrate African
with the constitution imposed Secretary of State for Colonies Lennox-Boyd.
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Volume 12 2LiEh June, 1958
Tbilil DeW' SvahU1 lilbow. the of
i. relilU.lt of vi.it to GhaWl -- alii
_tHr..n DOte beJ.ow" '!he :b!!l.1w!..·'tO-DIIIDa o1reul.at1OD. 1. _DV"
on this aDd word-of...JIOl.I'th to call a .w~ce,••jl:"Ul. v1cielill)l'4!tad
co" pre.. hi. IJPiIllleClbe.
UHUHU
- 7 - 24th June, 1958.
You are st ill
dreaming Okelo $ Have
you not he ard
anything about
freedom? Do you
agree to be
governed ?
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1* La, mimi sitaki-kutawa1iwa
lakini siku bado haijafikae
Sikia Dwana, dunia haiende-
haraka.. 1:Jaingereza wanatu-
endesha mpaka tuwe tayari.
La, siiasikia kamwe. Nime-
soma kuwa kila nch1 iliyo-
ji~atia UHURU ni kwa bidii
.a \tm 0 j a wa wenye j i e
'ITi kwoli juzi nilifikiri
habari hii na njJuejuinga na
PeCer .. Nanna tuwe na nguvu
zo.i.di.
Ie Je, hi! itafika lini? Wewe
wataka kungoja tu?
2. Wewe umesotfia, lakini pahali
gani ambako watu wamepata
UHURU bila kudai?
Basi, ikiwa wewe unaj~ hivyo
kwa sababfi gani unangoja bila
kufanya 10 lote?
4. Aha, sasa umesemal Rapo mbele-
ni mind nimekuwa kama weW6.
Tangu nijiunge pamoja na PeCeP ..
nimekuja kufahamu mengi juu
ya kupigania na kupata UHURU
&&+&:+&+&+-&+&+8.+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&
+ JIUNGE NA NAIROBI PEOPLE is +~ CONVENTION PARTY ILl UWEZE ~
& KUPIGANIA UHURU. WA WATU &
+ WAKO NA NCRI YAKO" .. "" .... " .:.-
&&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+&+['C-I-&+&
Ndugu zangu t~melallwa
sanal Mignngo~~karibu
kuvunjika~ Viunoni
twavutwa kwa nyoroTo. Kwa
sababu hiyo tumekata
shauri la kupigana chini
ya bendera ya PeC"P.na
kUjiondoa katika mashaka
na madhara ya utumwa wa
utawala wa kigeni
••• IlIIl1E11118.VIONGOZI ..
* '*. '*
Do you1.. But 'When wUl it
want to waitt
2.. Tell me where
their
asked for itt
And if you ltDow all do
you bave to wait
I do 'DOt want to be Ilmrerll1ed
the has not COIle ..
""....... ,114.."" are not to be
The British are de...
VWb,UJ!.LIIolI6 us UD.tU 'V8 are
3.. I haw BeYer heard"
cOtmt:ll~'1 that 'is f'rG~(I(.
1s due to 1t8
UD1ted to its abUities ..
4.. It 18 true.. I re(~en.4t.ly .,]1""'..........-
s Convention
see thst we
Lover c01"1l:ler:
waists we are ;r-----
under lMlille:rllilll1n
~1'IP""'d"JI with the Jl.UJI.-<;;.II,fiu,
1 ..
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sum com-
betterThe African elected members are well aware
co...ord,inated team than do the li~n'''''''''''''''''''''''''''
neither·Mboya nor Kiano is to n~lltT.,'r·t'lIV
Africans who seek security first and ~,~~a'11~
when he left the
GO'VelMnlilerJi't ....,G».....,~.II. ...; ... before Kiano a
-- but
in our interview
the last decade ..
tection of African interests in a
In 1958, the burning issue is the 'Pr'o't~~c1:;1c:,n
and -- in a to be
state of atrairs is recognized by a
in their choice of important issues and 1n wbat
Kiano is bard at work on proposals tbat will Asian and
minorities.. He does not believe tbata completely supreme such as
Br1tain bas, is best suited to conditiona.. He definitely wants a written
constitution with a bill of an independent judiciary to uphold those
rights in the face of a majority that might abuse them.
Kiano is proud that the elected have not sought to interfere the
C()urts or even ask the appointment Both Kiano and
etressed to me, separately, that they believe in sacred rights of private
If and not only are to protect those rights, but will actively
seek foreign investment when they come to power.
DIRECT ELECTIONS FOR AFRICANS
THE NEW: African Leader Tom
at the ballot box
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DR" GIKONYO KIANO and his American wife after his recent
election African voters to the Council
What do the African elected members want? To start
to see the end of the emergency so can have a national
want African of elected seats in the ~1~~I~~C~~t~
JJ!'V... ""'" ....... out in that he times as many voters as the
EU'rt'n)~flLn .Jl.,..::es..Il..O.Jl.a ~.VJl,D from his area. The African leaders want education to be
Kiano cited of those finishing school
were and 383 were Africans"
g~J~V~~ a decade ago. higher of Africans
and a percentage of' Africans will go on to
either Asians or EurOl~!lnS
the Africans want t s charismatic
and. Kiana t s intellectual Africans an effective
have never had before. But how and with what results this
be exercised is not easy to
that the African leaders will be temporarily content
advances that have been won and will bide their time. Mean-
to make the new constitution work and will build
until a Labor government comes to power in Great
chances of the dominant political resplonlel::U>1.J.l
with the
while they will
88 constructive
then their
want will be
It is that continued and tac-
tics the African leaders will be sble to force new concessions within the next
year or 80"
find
It is j,lv,gIl:llJI.IJ.&.<c:;
for further African
K. K. M. or another Mau Mau type
attack the white settlers
tic to and Co. for not
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the new Le'onc::>Xm·nCIY(1
their hande
they might
hand in the ex-servicemenas
when he found himself in
for the deaths the riot causede
of ml!lI''I''''I':'l,'....tilnm
and Kiano do not press with great
will see the outbreak of the
terrorist that will not
their Government but will also be antagonis-
socialBut behind all of these possibilities the increase in
is to an and beneficial effect.
social and may prepare the way for Chl!ln~~eS in
IJv...... , ........""... pattern ease their It could have a most salubri-
ous effect on the future of a multiracial that would be African-
controlled.
of the n~·I"lA,i""t..ilMill1l'l1~ of
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Political Leaders--
-Debate
Edwin S.
Two
One African, One
KIKUYU VILLAGE HALL DEMOCRACY
To understand the other man is not neces-
to agree with him; but not to understand the
other man makes it easy to hate him. The
of a white skin among Africans or a black
skin among acts as a barrier to under-
one that is not often transcended in east-
ern and southern Africa. Most white South
are abysmally ignorant of their educated dark ...
skinned countrymen and vice versa. On such
ranee the of all racialists feeds and
spreads.
I have found in that the white
man who says he knows lithe African" best, knows
him least. Few white who
on what Africans want ever take the trouble to ask
In these observations one
with Gikonyo Kiano, the politician.
he suggested that my wife and I attend a Sunday
"n"Iln ... n1·... "" "'U.\C;C;;u"A""'jI( of his constituents at at
UICUClI.u,,'C with Michael Blundell, the
who has white
The idea and the initiative for this inno-
vation in relations were Kiano is.
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from. Nairobi. we passed herds of purebred cattle
in the m.isty meadows, flowering pyrethrum culti-
vated for use in insecticides, and miles of rich
coffee sham.bas. There is no fatter land in Africa
than this area with its deep red soil and generous
rainfall. The rolling hills with p·atches of forest
are at least first cousins to an English countryside,
and so are the nameboards listing Aylward, Bam-
bridge, King, Miller, Rees, Sharp, and Shaw.
Driving across part of the Kikuyu reserve we saw
fields of maizej some coffee, banana shambas, and
along the road the local beasts of burden, Kikuyu
women. As seen from. the rear they are completely
hidden from. view by the enorm.ous loads of empty
kerosene tins, firewood, or vegetables they carry
supported the traditional broad strap across the
forehead. straps have sunk their m.ark into
the flesh and bone of the older wom.en. In tim.e
their sons will share the white areas and the nam.e-
boards will show OJ erL Mbogua, and Kariuki am.ong
the Sm.iths and Reynolds. Titles to land owned
the deceased Tanganyika diamond king Dr. John T.
Williamson have already passed to his executor,
1. Chopra, but the advent of an Asian owner in the
sacrosanct Kenya Highlands is not publicly known
as yet.
I should like to bring the reader with me to
give him something of the flavor of the morning.
An African attendant at a petrol pump gives us
directions to the next landmark in Swahili: "moja
kwa rnoja" (straight ahead). We drive down a rutted
dirt road to the village hall where the meeting is
being held. Africans are stream.ing in from all
directions. (The crowd had first been slow to
gather because chiefs checked tax receipts at the
last . However, Kiano made a quick trip
into the itself to assure his constituents
that no check would be made.) Soon m.ore than
2,000 Africans are milling around the hall, unable
to squeeze inside. A European policeman takes a
close but not look at us as we enter the
hall.
Inside the hall it is dark. The mud and dung
floor is raised two feet at one end for a platform.
Rough-hewn a roof with
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flattened kerosene tins and with tiny holes which sparkle like stars
in a night sky. Most of the packed audience of som.e 250 Africans are illiterate
farm. laborers. people but keenly interested in politics.
There is also a good of cle.rks. elders. and individual African land-
owners. In addition to those crammed inside the low, dark halL 50 or m.ore
are at each window, further the m.eagre light.
in Political Science, University of California)
.II.:.&.Jl.,ll.~~."'ou translated into an African interpreter)
IIJv ...... ,.........'.... to Blundell's form.ed m.ultiracial New
Kiano says m.ust be led by Africans but that other races
can be citizens. He attacks Europeans who have one foot in Kenya and one
foot in Britain, and Indians who keep one foot in India. Kiano is antagonistic
toward Indians who, he says. send their m.oney to India, and criticizes the
retirem.ent in India of a Indian . Kiano wants self-
Q'o'V€~rrl.nJlerltwithin four or five years, and a of African elected m.em.-
bers to the Legislative Assem.bly next year; but he warns his audience he
cannot these m.easures. He dem.ands universal suffrage for "every
rich or poor, educated or uneducated. II Africans, he declares,
have a special status in regard to land. The White must be opened
to Africans - -but not neces sarily to Asians. On land Kiano switches
to Kikuyu and with noticeably more em.otion. (This is translated into
English for Blundell J s benefit.) Throughout his speech, and indeed throughout
the meeting, Kiano is more than courteous to When he finishes, the
crowd gives him the traditional three waves of staccato clapping. Kiano then
introduces Blundell to the crowd in
lJ.V.Il.JL'lo.• .JtJ.Cl.'C'L Blundell emigrated to Kenya in 1925 and started farm work
at $12 a week. After fifteen years he had achieved a farm. partnership. During
this time span, his overseas break was a period spent studying music in
Austria which reflects his strong artistic bent. In 1940, Blundell took charge
of African troops who had m.utinied. He boosted their morale and led them
fighting in Ethiopia. After the war marriage at the age of 39),
he returned to full-time farming until 1948, when he entered politics. Blun-
dell held the usual views of white settlers and as their leader, became a
assassination target of Mau Mau. But soon he was bitterly attacked
and ostracized by many whites for recognizing the underlying griev-
ances of Africans in As Minister of Agriculture he made an outstand-
ing record and then left the Government to organize his New Kenya Group for
all races.J
Blundell begins his speech (translated sentence by sentence into Kikuyu)
by agreeing with Kiano on a Kenya citizenship for alL and the creation of national
feelings--that all citiz.ens should have both feet in this country. He favors an
electorate of educated people, and says this means an African majority as it
should. He implies that Kiano is not being consistent in advocating a common
citizenship and then speaking of "we" controlling the legislatu~e if that ::means
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The :mud-walled village hall with the early crowd
already too nu:merous to squeeze inside.
Blundell asks Kiano to explain what a questioner
means by a Kikuyu expression which the transla-
tion doesn it convey.
Right: A combatative
elder at the window.
The old man was
probably born before
a white :man lived in
Limuru. The world
of his father did not
know the wheel; the
world of his son no
longer bothers to
look up at jet air-
craft. But through
all the change he has
kept steady an inner
pride and dignity.
When a pal:m-beach
suited young man
tried to lead hi:m
fro:m the window,
the elder shrugged
hi:m off with a shake
of his shoulders.
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Blundell explains that all
people must work together.
Inside the hall: the press
had front row seats, then
stood the better-dressed
Kikuyu, behind them the
farm laborers.
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Africans as a race and not individual Kenyans voting for a party. The crowd in-
terprets this as unfriendly and murmurs loudly. Kiano quiets them and explains
that in a: democracy- the other side has a right to be heard. When Blundell starts
talking ~:m the land issue, he switches to a rapid Swahili but the rural Kikuyu can-
not understand him and he returns regretfully to English and the translator. Blun-
dell accepts that there should be progressive reductions in land title barriers,
that ownership be dependent on ability to farm competently. He agrees to special
protection for African land, but he tells the African audience that they must not
look covetously at European land only; African tribes with unused land should
share it with other tribes. The remark is unpopular. Even less popula.r is Blun-
dell's insistence that if Kiano does not accept the right of all immigrants to own
land on equal terms, the Kikuyu might find their ownership rights challenged in
nearby Kiambu because they were themselves immigrants from Fort Hall not
many years ago. Blundell stresses the importance of education, reviews the
record of school building, and reveals that the Government is investigating the
use of television for adult education classes. [In their speeches, both Blundell
and Kiano refer to each other as limy friend Michael" and "my friend Gikonyo."]
Question time brings a forest of hands. Kiano sorts out the questioners,
chides them for being verbose or rude, translates for Blundell, and answers
his share of the queries. A dozen men want to attack Blundell's statement
that the Kikuyu are immigrants to this part of Kenya. They seem to both
resent and fear the statement. One man indignantly demands that Blundell
tell him what ships the Kikuyu carne on? After about ten minutes, Kiano
refuses to translate more questions on this subject.
One questioner, thinking as a good Kikuyu, asks Blundell how many
children he has [one girl] and how he would feel if he didn't have land to leave
his wife and child? Another man wants to know how many acres Blundell
farms? A long session follows in which the Africans are most knowledgeable
in discussing Blundell's total acreage [1,200], amount of arable land [700
acres], and how much is actually farmed [almost all- -which impresses the
audience]. Several Kikuyu bluntly suggest they would like to have part of
Blundell's farm. The European leader bridles a bit but keeps his good humor
outwardly. In reply he asks how many Kikuyu have four wives and who would
give him three of them? How many present have saved their money to build
a big hut, and are these men willing to share it with three other families?
A man at the rear of the hall wants to know how many acres ar.e set
aside in England for African farmers? Blundell answers that most Kikuyu
going to England seek education but that they can buy land and that many
"Africans" have bought land in .A1nerica. A Kikuyu in a torn jacket demands:
how did Bwana Blundell get his farm? [I bought it from an old European.]
Where did he get it? [From the Government.] Where did the Government get
it? [By treaty with the MasaL] The Kikuyu says the Masai couldn It read
English and that the Government must admit that all the land was African
land and was stolen from Africans. The meeting becomes very noisy. Kiano
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appeals for co-operation and pounds his heavy walking stick. A Kikuyu says,
"It is hard to co-operate when I have ten acres and he has ten thousand!"
Through one window an old man shouts for attention. Wrapped in an
old blanket which trails down to his rough hide sandals, a little crocheted cap
on his head, and plugs through his extended ear lobes, he bawls out Kiano and
Blundell for not holding what would have been "a fine meeting" in the open
where everyone could hear. Kiano explains that neither he nor Blundell are
responsible for the meeting being indoors, that the Governor is at fault. The
old man insists he be heard further and Kiano explains to Blundell that the
man is a res'pected elder. The elder bores into the attack with a Kikuyu
story about a hyena who follows a defenseless goat and eventually eats it.
Blundell and the Europeans are the hyena and Mricans the goat. This extreme-
ly rude story in Kikuyu is cleaned up a bit in translation but still embarrasses
Kiano who reluctantly allows the old man to string it out. The hall is quiet
as Blundell reddens from the insult and blinks under the hostile stare of the
e·lder. Blundell rises to his feet, looks from the old Kikuyu to the audience
and back, "You must be a very wise man and very old. The Europeans do
not appear to have eaten you!"
Attention swings away from the elder to a teacher in the front row who
complains, "You say we need more education. You rule us. Our education is
not good enough," to which Blundell replies, "We have done much and are doing
our best to provide more." A local headman in an unpressed double-breasted
suit comes to the fore and is reluctantly given a hearing by the crowd. He
says Europeans also have families and reminds the audience that some people
go to church on Sunday and others rest "but Bwana Blundell has come to talk
to us." He tells the Africans that the two speakers "know more than we do
and must work together to solve our problems." Turning to Blundell and still
speaking in Kikuyu, he asks the Europeans to open their schools so "our
children can learn to live together." In reply, Blundell says that for 18 months
Africans and Europeans have drifted apart: "Some people say only Europeans
should rule Kenya; some say only Africans should rule. I say to you we must
all be citizens of Kenya together. Unity will bring strength to all of us." The
three waves of clapping are not as strong as those Kiano received.
As the meeting closes so that Kiano can catch a plane to Greece, the
blanketed elder reaches the platform and pumps both speakers I hands.
Through Kiano, the elder demands that Blundell take him home, explaining
that under the Emergency regulations he may be arrested on the long walk
home. Blundell points out that the Government is trying to reduce the Emer-
gency restrictions on the Kikuyu. The old man is still complaining when the
speakers leave the hall. .
Outside, a tremendous crowd cheers Kiano and his son Gaylord. The
Africans are courteous as they press around Blundell but he is now out of the
limelight. Kiano's American wife, who manages his affairs sowell, finally
extricates him from the crowd and
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drive off in their black Volkswagen.
In discussing the meeting a few days later Kiano termed it a success.
"I'm much more dramatic in Kikuyu." he said. "I must talk about the land
question in Kikuyu so that they understand just how I feel. II Blundell on the
other hand, was. still nervous lest the Kikuyu remember only the part of his
speech about their being immigrants. The main topic of conversation among
Africans after the meeting was Blundell's "threat" to take away tlleir land.
Clearly he misfired on that one and he tells me he wants to return to Limuru
for another meeting.
The Kikuyu at the village hall and Michael Blundell did not agree on
everything, but I know Blundell learned something more about the fears and
aspirations of his fellow Kenyans, and I think the Africans feel one European
to be less of an enemy. On the other hand, Blundell is cursed in the nearby
Farm Hotel which refuses to serve Africans, Asians, or American Negroes.
Undoubtedly, too, there are Kikuyu who bitterly criticize Kiano for sharing
his platform with a white man. But to someone who knows the ignorance and
intransigence of peoples of different races in many parts of Africa, the meet-
ing was a promising step in a country which has a l09'g way to go in so short
a time.
Democracy in the sense of mass voting is on the Kenya horizon; a
common role is almost certain to arise from next year's constitutional con-
ference. African governments broadly represent the will of the people in
Guinea, Liberia, Ghana, and Ethiopia, but the state of individual liberty gives
cause for alarm. The rights of minorities--be they black, white, or brown--
should not long be protected by special seats in a leglslature, nor can they be
guaranteed by laws alone. They must rest upon the tolerance and respect of
the m.ajority. The racialism of the whites must go; the tragedy is that it may
be replaced by an African intolerance. The man with the most to gain froIn
Ineetings such as the one in the vicinity of Limuru is Gikonyo Kiano. It is
highly unlikely that Michael Blundell will ever be Prime Minister of an inde-
pendent Kenya, but Kiano, as the acknowledged political leader of the largest
and most energetic tribe, could reach that sUInmit. I believe he wants a Kenya
based upon democracy and liberty. As Prime Minister, his greatest foes will
be suspicion, mistrust, and intolerance.
[All photographs courtesy East African Press Exchange Ltd.]
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nAIl systems either of preference or restraint,
therefore, being thus completely taken away, the obvious
and simple system of natural liberty establishes itself
of its own accord@ Every man, as soon as he does not
violate the laws of justice is left tree to
pursue his own interests in own way, and
both his industry and his into competition
those of any other man or of men@1t
Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations,
The Royal Commission on land and population problems in
East Africa recommends that economic development have
over social and goals, to the attainment of
will then The Commission sees the role of government
as not to run trains crops, and build factories, but to
create a favorable in which plants can grow freely@
The ingredients of this British Conservative prescrip-
tion for the ills of underdeveloped Africa are off an entirely
different shelf from the British Socialist prescriptions which
have been the chief postwar medicine~
Emphasis is not on who needs land, it is on who can~
land productively for the good of the whole community@ Barriers
to a free exchange economy must be broken down~ Racial restric-
tions are one of the worst barriers. The concept of tribal land
must gOe The tribal highlands of the whites in Kenya must be
opened up to African settlement conversely, the restricted
lands of Uganda must benefit from and techni-
cal skills of Europeans. These are suggestions from an
august
Copyright 19.55 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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stimulated a lot of
but before at the
summarize the Commission s viewso
s own summary covers
SUMMARY OF REPORT
The first
the terms of reference under the
regard to the rate of increase of the African
The does not the statistical evidence
crease increase there has been is not cause
in population is neces in certain cir-
cumstances standard of The African
boo of n the natural increase of the Asian
is should be controlled
i8 laid on the basic poverty of East Africa with
the lowest of all African territor-
standards an of the
of labor between and
Tribal of economic and security are
threatened by such changes Fears build up behind rigid racial
wallse The dangers of transition from a tribal subsistence acon-
to a modern exchange economy must be recognized and alleviated
so far as possible, but obstructive tribal authority must goo
The tribal approach to land tenure is incompatible with
a modern economy
Modern commerce in East Africa has been developed by
non-Africans There have been too much government suspicion of
commerce, interference with market mechanisms and paternalistic
protection of African entrepreneurs ..
A subsistence economy faces the recurring danger of fail-
ure in the basic food supply@ By encouraging local self-sufficiency
governments have perpetuated the cause of the evil, which is the
system of self-sufficiency itself ..
Chapters 8 and 9 discuss capital, investment, financial
policy, and African credit External capital is certainly needed
for a long time Formation of local capital by compulsory saving
[for instance, the levies on cotton in Uganda, cocoa in the Gold
Coast and Nigeria] is difficult to justify; capital raised this
way imposes unreasonable burdens and damages African enterprise
and production e
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Large amounts of overseas capital can only be attracted
by special inducements which the economy cannot affords Reductions
in the tax burden would contribute more to economic development
than tax rebates and subsidiess Public development projects should
seek immediate and reasonably certain results; pUblic finances can-
not support ambitious experimentation with re~ote benefits@
Many Africans misunderstand the normal functioning of
loans 0 Land must be the security and it must be negotiable, al-
though this needs careful regulation.
ManUfacturing will be on a limited local scale but
offers a potential source of surplus income e Successful
will depend on the establishment of a consistently
favorable econondc climate for mining investors 0 A Mining Leases
Board for East Africa is strongly recommended0 There have been
too little exploration and too many governmental obstacles 0
[Good roads, canals, and navigable rivers, by dimin-
ishing the expense of carriage, put the remote parts of
the country more nearly upon a level with those in the
neighbourhood of the towne They are upon that account
the greatest of all improvements e They encourage the
cultivation of the remote, which must always be the most
extensive circle of the countrYe They are advantageous
to the town, by breaking down the monopoly of the country
in its neighbourhoode They are advantageous even to that
part of the countrys Though they introduce some rival
commodities into the old market, they open many new
markets to its produce 0
Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations]
It is useless to hope for the development of a modern
market economy if potentially productive areas remain cut off from
local and export markets. Without economic transport facilities,
continuance of the system of subsistence production is unavoidable.
Poor roads and the high cost of road transport are an
important cause of high food prices. Overseas capital should be
borrowed for urgently needed roads e
The Commission recommends overhauling the financial
structure of the railroad and its establishment as an autonomous
body whose share capital would be owned by the three governments@
It should be allowed to show a profit, borrow money, and be free
of sectional influence by excluding territorial representatives@
The Commission finds that the wage level which African
labor is prepared to accept and at which supplies of labor are
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forthcoming is governed the real income which can be obtained
alternative occupations, chiefly subsistence farming. However
real incomes derived from paid employment may appear, there is
a strong presumption that subsistence farming income is still lower.
The way to permanently raise the supply price of African labor is
to foster an increase in the real incomes of the peasants.
Some of the strongest language in the Report is on the
of soeial and economic cooperation. It says that economie
social policies must be based on the realization that the
development of East Africa basically depends on the extent to which
the indigenous population can, with the help of small numbers of
immigrant peoples, be integrated into the world economy.
can be
Africans
the
Asians is
The real and alleged factors making for conflict of
interests among races, tribes, and nationalities are more
apparent than the co-operant achievements" which they tend to
obscure. There is a tendency in all three territories to see the
inevitable of progress and security solely as a clash among
tribe, or race e Whatever the political arrangements in
may come to be in the future, there is no evidence at
that any appreciable modern economic advance
without the help, efforts, and presence of non-
Without the development of African productive capacity,
isolated modern exchange economy of Europeans and
permanently viable.
"EAST AFRICA CANNOT AFFORD CUSTOMS OR VESTED INTERESTS
CONTINUE TO LEAD TO THE WASTE OF RESOURCES THROUGH ILL-USED
LAND USELESS CATTLE 1 THROUGH CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION BASED ON
PRIVILEGE OR STATUS, THROUGH ILL TRAINED AND BADLY DIRECTED LABOR 1
OR THROUGH OUTWORN RESTRICTIONS ON EMPLOYMENT OF MEMBERS OF PAR-
TICULAR RACES 1 THROUGH AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION PROTECTED BY MONOP-OLISTIC DEVICES OR STATE REGULATION, THROUGH RESTRICTIONS ON THE
USE OF LAND FOR AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN PURPOSES e
"PRIVILEGES OFTEN CONTINUE TO BE DEMANDED IN EAST AFRICA
ON THE GROUNDS OF RACE OR COLOR WHICH ARE NO LONGER TOLERATED IN
OTHER COUNTRIES BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN R~COGNIZED AS ANTI-SOCIAL
IN THEIR EFFECTS n
to the towns the Cornm1ssion says that land
on a basis will give members of all races
and equal and adequate security of tenure@ Con-
for most Africans have been deteriorating
Africans should be granted freehold
not be immediately able to pay economic
as wages rise they will be able to pay more.
Asians are the most stable elements in the • Their
natural increase creates problems which have been tackled
piecemeal.
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The Commission recommends three (or more) zones with
different building and health standards racial restric-
tions. It suggests that the most expensive zone probably be
European and Asian, the second Asian and African, and the third
African. It criticizes the insistence on such high building stand-
ards in towns that only a token number of poorer Asians and Afri-
cans can be helped while the rest suffer in slums. No solution is
to be found requiring employers to furnish housing.
The towns are the centers of social and intellectual
life, of economic enterprise, and of political activity. It is
essential to break down the barriers which prevent AfricancS from
full participation in the life of the towns. An Afri·can must come
to regard towns as places which fully provide him an outlet for
his courage, ability, and initiative.
Taking up numerous individual schemes in , the
Commission finds the agricultural potential of East Africa """,,,<Jr""' ...._
limited by physical and environmental factors such as the
inch rainfall line and tsetse fly. Most large-scale schemes are
too expensive for the economy of the region. The Commission .sees
only hard work in a gradual process of destocking and raising the
cultivators' productivity. Again, the emphasis is on bringing the
average African the exchange economy.
The Commission favors individualization of land ~~~~~a~
and mobility in the transfer of land. It pays particular attention
to customary land tenure among Africans and resistance to change.
Emphasis is placed on leases rather than transfer of title between
members of different races, with the leases subject to
regUlation but not to the extent of obstructing economic
Pressure on fertile land leads to conflict which is not
essentially racial and would take place among African tribes even
if there were no non-African settlement; but resentment attaches
to the relative extensiveness of European estates, especially
where these are undeveloped.
Contrasting conceptions of land use, implied by the main-
tenance of customary ways of life in the reserves and by modern
economic production in European estates, are a cause of fear and
distrust", Africans have shown marked appreciation of attempts by
individual settlers to bridge the gap, and correspondingly the con-
trary attitude has caused resentment",
Institutional arrangements which emphasize differences
in racial status must be avoided. European and African partner-
ships are advocated. The taking on of African pupil farmers by
European estates and the promotion of trained African personnel
to responsible posts are essential.
The Commission feels that putting into effect its recom-
mended policy is as important for East Africa as the compilation
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o£ the Domesday Book was for England in the eleventh centurYe The
problem is not in essence di£ferent from the general one facing
the world today of finding a bridge between undeveloped, poverty-
stricken countries and those countries with technical knowledge
and capital. This challenge demands new approaches, replacing
mutual fear by mutual hopee
REACTION
The Royal Report has been out four months. Long extracts
have been published in the East African press. Its 482 closely-
packed page~ have hit these territories a solid clout, producing
the stunned reaction of a man who is fully conscious something has
fallen on him without lmowing exactly what El
It is only slight exaggeration to say that among the
and intellectual leaders of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanga-
nobody has read the Report but everybody knows about it El
a handful of people in these territories will ever read the
Report, although many more will make the effort. The Chief Justice
of Uganda had read only a few pages when he put the blue-covered
Report down to welcome a caller; the Indian importer in
Dar-es-Salaam pulled his unread copy out from under a pile of in-
voices; an African official of the Capricorn Society in Nairobi
was enthusiastic about the recommendations and wanted time to
read a copy.
At the annual meeting of the East Africa Chamber of
Commerce I asked fourteen delegates from allover these territor-
ies about the Report before finding one businessman who had
actually read it, although each man had copious comments on it.
Incidentally, the fourteenth man was a Sikh.
Asian reaction has been uniformly favorable and quiet--
quiet in public but with considerable private excitement. Asians
in all three territories are well aware that their enthusiasm will
not put over the Report, that, in fact, it could damage its chances
of acceptancee Asians in Jinja and Kampala are particularly
cautious because anti-Asian feeling is running high among the
Baganda@ (Large sums of Asian capital, I am reliably informed,
have flowed from Kampala to Nairobi in the past month.) Committees
were organized by the Baganda to try to prevent the larg~scale
spending anticipated for the Kabaka's homecoming from swelling
Asian profits.
The leaders of the Pakistani community in Nairobi have
formed a committee to study the Royal Report which is holding
regular meetings. My friend Abdul Sheikh, American-educated (Dart-
mouth and Harvard Graduate School of Business Administr~tlon)
millionaire, and one of Nairobi's public-spirited citizens, said
flatly, nIt makes sense, let's see what happens." It was a master-
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piece of understatement when a rich member of the Karimjee family
in Tanganyika commented, "My people don't really object to the
Report n
Kenya.--I spent a leisurely afternoon in the "White
Highlands" at Thika in the home of the Armenian owner of the Blue
Post Hotel. Under the peculiarities of law and custom in
Kenya, he is class as an Asian. He bought the hotel and ex-
tensive grounds a few years ago without many difficulties, but he
has been stopped from buying additional land in the Highlands. He
sold a sisal estate at the peak price of something over £85,000
and is now considering moving back into sisal~ He also has a
choice industrial site in Nairobi he plans to develop His future
actions depend to a considerable extent on what racial classifica-
tions of land are made and how he fits into them. According to
him, a' distinct psychological shift has occurred which encourages
businessmen generally, and those as Asians in particu-
lar, to expand their business
Other businessmen suggest that the Royal Report is less
stimulating than the improvement in the Mau Mau situation.
Land values in Mau sted risen steadily in
recent months. there were bargains
during the value of property dropped so
low for a time owners, shocked by the low offers,
held on for what is now abetter
The editor of the Kenya radio broadcasts to Africans says
there is keen interest among listeners to programs on the Royal
Report He emphasizing the theme that land must be used effect-
ively. It is too soon to have much African reaction in Kenya--the
leaders are waiting to see how the wind blows and what the Kenya
government position will be Aworri a Legco member, supports
the Report publicly. A debate on Report in the Legislative
Council will focus African as well as Asian and European attitudes
Contrary to there has not been an unholy
howl from the usually wing settler group. It is
clearer to me on every visit to Kenya that the day of the solid Euro-
pean front is gone. Many of those who used to froth at the mouth
have died left the country, or taken to other kinds of sport.
I spent a Sunday with a group of settlers during
which I read them lengthy conclusions of the Royal Report e We
discussed them as we went along. There was some racialism--picking
out pats on the back for Europeans and rejoicing that Indian immi-
gration was to be controlled--but on the whole they were impressed
with the emphasis on land use, European training of African farmers,
and the to end tribalism. The political and social implica-
tions Report were obvious to these hardworking and intelli-
gent farmers. Mrs@ Nash, who since her husband's death has con-
tinued to farm at Molo in the cool, clear air of &000 feet, summed
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it up: "There are ideas in there about Africans and Indians that
will not be easy forme to take, and that's true of many of my
generation, but my daughter Sally won't have any trouble accepting
them." Sally, who had been quietly sewing on a dress and listen-
ing to her elders all morning, spoke up in the high, musical
English voice so common in the Highlands, "That's true; Mother.
Last year when I was studying dress designing in London I used to
go to East Africa House heaps of times. I really liked talking to
Kikuyu and Indian students. We are all Kenyans--I'm not English,
I'm Kenyan. All my crowd used to go there, although several of
the boys who took me would be in trouble with their parents if
their parents knew about it, wouldn't they, Mother?"
andThat is middle-of-the-road sentiment in Kenya
the noticeable difference in generations.
Still, there are a few settlers who fall into the stereo-
• Their organ is Comment, whose claimed circulation of 4POO
exist in somebody's good imagination. Editor Baxter says
Publisher Leo Vigar has lost about £8000 on this soapbox. Its
has been dropping for years.
Vigar was visiting South Africa, so I sought Baxter's
on the Royal Commission. He sees the Report alternately
plot to tighten the British hold on Kenya and a Communist
promote the mongrelization of Kenya. With more hope than
he said that the Federal Independence Party will sweep the
next year. The F I@P. stands for territorial apartheid with
basic principles: never accept the principle of the Asian
having any part of the governance of either the African or the Euro-
pean; and complete control of our finances in the white areas e n
What Baxter and F.I@P@'ers fear is that the government
will put the Royal Report into practice piecemeal before they can
get into office and stop the. rot.
Comment publishes several pages in Afrikaans. The FeI.P.
has some Afrikaans support, but on the whole the right Euro-
politicians are disappointed in Afrikaners, who are an impor-
part of the white population around Eldoret and Thompson's
Falls. I traveled with a delegation of predikants from the Trans-
vaal who were going to visit Dutch Reformed Churches in Kenya e
Their advice was going to be: stick to the church and farming. The
reaction of one Afrikaner farmer to the Royal Report is probably
representative: nIt hasn't hurt me none.. If they want to put a
native on the farm next to me, well, maybe I'll think about going
south." Afrikaners in Kenya are more interested in making money
and discussing Union politics and football than in the Royal
or else in Kenya.
This was confirmed by a South African official· in Nairobi,
a man of high caliber, who said also that he is frankly embarrassed
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by the type of Englishman who comes to him full of praise for the
way South Africans "know how to knock the Kaffir in his place" and
fail to realize that this is not his conception of apartheid. The
South African officials are under stern orders not to touch Kenya
polltics--almost the opposite from the practice of India.
Tanganyikae--The Royal Commission may find the broadest
support of its principles in Tanganyika. This territory was least
criticized in the Report. The pattern of Tanganyika Society appears
to be developing along lines favored by the Commission@ Everywhere
I've asked questions--Dar, Tanga, Morogoro 9 and here--there is a
quiet pride among all races in the good racial feeling that pre-
vails. Speaking in Tanga, Governor Twining paid tribute to the
"masterly way" the Royal Commission had dealt with some problems
on a regional basis, although he hastened to deny that federation
of the territories was even practical today. Yet, the Royal Report
is likely to prove to be one more unifying influence.
(It has been rumored in East Africa that some fighting
and disturbances at Morogoro, l25m1les west of Dar-es-Salaam, were
of a Mau Mau nature. When I got to Morogoro, I found the trouble
to be an intra-tribal altercation without significance )
Uganda.--The East African governments are preparing offi-
cial memoranda on the Report for Her Majesty's Government. They
are being built up from the departmental level. The Report makes
specific and uninhibited criticisms of the governments of Kenya
and Uganda especially. Its recommendations run contrary to much
of the accepted political and economic planning in Uganda (see
ESM-9-'55). Governor Cohen finds the Report "disappointing and
not to our liking"U The Uganda reply is likely to be prefaced by
a Cohen essay on colonial economics taking issue 'VIri th the philosoph-
ical basis of the Royal Report.
On the other hand, Uganda has moved in the past six
months steadily closer to multi-racial government. This and the
goal of a common voter's roll for all citizens of Uganda by 1961
fit the spirit of the Report@
The return of the Kabaka has been filling the vernacular
press of Uganda for weeks. It is an emotional storm for the
Baganda that carries all else before it" This sits well with
those who would like to see the Royal Report carried out; they
recognize that real understanding of the shift in emphasis the
Report recommends might open a Pandora's box of fears lII
The contents are provoking much thought among progressive
Baganda leaders like the Mulirase I went out to Eudo School for
lunch with Senteza Kajubi and Eo Me Kironde and found the African
teachers have organized a study group to go over the Report in de-
tail. The reception of the Comrrdssionvs ideas among the Baganda
probably depends, a.s does so much else J on the clash for leadership
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between the traditional elements and the educated younger men in
Kiganda societY0 Kajubi, Secretary of the Uganda Teachers' Asso-
ciation and newly-returned from America, was enthusiastic about
the underlying principles of the Report but not unaware of the
force of local fears 0
'Twixt cup and lip0--The subtle and complex ways a Royal
Report is and is not put into practice are already evident0 Some
of the ideas put forward in the Report were already firmly rooted
before the appeared 0 The Commission members themselves
recognized they plowed no new educational ground 0 Education
has been given a great in recent years and numerous plans
are well under' way; most striking is the Royal Technical College in
Nairobi
Some of the Report's suggestions that governments and
their individual departments like are going into effect piecemeal
Governor Cohen particularly liked the chapter on urban development@
The Kampala area is likely to be opened up to freer exchange of
land than now exists 0
On the other one can detect that certain recommenda-
tions are in the deep-freeze The proposals for a new
financial setup the East African Railway do not strike the fancy
of the General Manager and of at least two and probably all three,
of the Governors The Mining Leases Board recommendation has a
touch of frost on it@ Tanganyika and Uganda are both strongly
negative0 Governor Cohen's reasoning is that African fears of
European exploitation leading to loss of their land are so
deep--whether reasonable or not--that the whole problem of Uganda's
mineral development would be enormously complicated if Africans
felt control were held by a regional board situated, say, in
Nairobi@ There is skepticism in Dar-es-Salaam and Nairobi of a
centralized Road Authority@ The recommended use of more private
road contractors follows a trend of recent years e
COMMISSION MEMBERS
"Royal Commission" has rather a solid and stolid ring",
It was the usual minor miracle that a single report emerged from
a confusion of conflicting opinions 0 The Commission members pulled
their unevenly The strongest member, whose personality,
thinking, and even writing style and choice of words stand out on
many pages of the Report, was Professor SoH Frankel of Oxford
R S", Hudson of the Colonial Office, and formerly of Northern
Rhode and D0 T@ Jack contributed heavily@ There is some dis-
in East Africa that Arthur Gaitskell known for his
achievements with the Gezira scheme the SUdan, did
more of his valuable observations to the Report 0
The other members of the Commission were its Chairman,
Sir Hugh Dow, F J Seaford, Frank Sykes, and Chief Kidaha of
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Tanganyika@ . Chief Kidaha, because of the multiplicity of obliga-
tions falling on such an able and perhaps because under-
graduate training at Oxford does not necessarily qualify a man for
the difficult tasks of a Royal Commis was something of a
disappointment to most inside observers 0 idea of there being
an African on the Royal Commission was taken hold of no less a
personage than Sir Winston Churchill0 at least one African
had turned down and there was some doubt about the wis-
dom of appointing issue was settled Sir Winston's
insistence
the
One fundamental question the Royal Report raises 1s
whether or not the "economic man" of Adam Smith does exist in East
or is coming into existence in such numbers as to make the
recommendations workable at time Sir Elred
in the Tanganyika Trade comments on "the lack of
by the African to money incentives means of
related to output 0 It is a leisure counts
than cash "Gordon Canadian ~~~gn
st in doubts whether even a
in Nairobi on which
a modernThe suggests that the
economy been so as to
of economic man, rather that it has been too
encouragement to the of economic mane
of Commission with the
Tomlinson ESM-l3-' what a different world one
sees looking in opposite 0 Both commissions were
economic problems to solve; both gave attention
directly to political and social problems The two
figures, Tomlinson and Frankel, are both economists and both South
Africans~ Tomlinson begins with race relations and from bis assess-
ment of them builds a political framework within which economic
development must be placed0 Frankel tackles the economic
first~ and from them concludes that race relations must be so
changed as to fit into the economic framework~ The
their views s representative of the division
into those who favor rapid integration
fairly rapid segregation of societies Frankel believes in the
existence of economic man in East Africa0 Tomlinson that
man is stronger than economic man among South Afrlcans~
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TANGANYIKA FOR ALL TANGANYIKANS
Africans Promote Racial Co-operation
by Edwin S. Munger
lOa 1959
Ten years the odds
were over 100-1 achieving
self-government before Kenya or Uganda. The
is now galloping around the last turn
several ahead of Kenya, a as unco-
ordinated as a two-man horse) and Uganda: where
a dozen African jockeys sit in the saddle fighting
each other. Tanganyika is co-ordinated and peace-
ful. This is evident to all except a rare species of
hippo-hided white man verging on extinctiona and
is particularly striking to visitors from any other
of tension-torn Africa.
On the terrace of the New Africa Hotel,
built by Germ.an colonists fifty years ago l the cor-
respondent of the Frankfurter Rundschau shifted
his gaze from the peacefully palm-fringed and
incredibly blue harbor: "After traveling through-
out Africaa this is the country I would settle in
and where I would invest." John Hatch,
official Africa expert of the British Labour Party,
nodded in agreem.ent as he set down his Tusker
beer: "In Julius Nyere, Tanganyika has the best
political leader in Africa. His intelligence, organ-
izing and his moderation, are what make
this future so II
Nowhere in British Africa does an African
nationalist have as strong European support as
Copyright © 1959 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
3661\1ladison Avenue New.York 17, N.Y.
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Nyerere enjoys froITl "settlers" and governITlent
officials. And, according to the Administration i s
Chief Secretary, Nyerere is the only African leader
to have greater African support than the national-
ists claim for him. The Asian community staunchly
backs the identification of its leaders - -Muslim and
Hindu- -with Nyerere. Lest the m.an appear as an
expert at currying favor with immigrant groups at
the expense of his own supporters, the figure he
gives of 100,000 paid m.em.bers for the Tanganyika
African National Union (TANU)' is far m.ore realis-
tic than the inflated figures given for m.ost nation-
a1ist m.ovem.ents. As Tom. Mboya once told m.e"
"Julius has the best organized political party in
eastern Africa." Nyerere i s political m.eetings
pull m.uch larger crowds than do those of his most
popular lieutenants. His personal popularity was
obvious tom.e as we wound our way through an
enthusiastic crowd at a Soccer m.atch. Africans in
suits and in kanzus approached him with
warm liking and respect. British official says
that Nyerere is fifty years ahead of any other Afri-
can. What is not a gross exaggeration is that
Nyerere is "ahead" of the European who singles
him. out.
Nyerere is now in London pressing. for con-
stitutional changes without which, he say~ to the
press, the country will revolt--"against'the govern-
ment or against me. Ii Nyerere insists that he can-
not go on "advising sweet reason if it does not pro-
duce results. II He says sincerely: "We want to stop
shouting freedom. and start doing som.ething for the
country ourselves. Tanganyika could becom.e a
m.odel non-racial state. We have overcom.e reli-
gious, tribal, hierarchical, and racial divisions.
All we need is the stroke of the would not
entail any loss of face because it would not be
pening in response to pressure. But if it is not
done soon the attitude of the people of Tanganyika
could change very swiftly. As it is, constitutional
changes are catching up with African aspirations.
When the Council
was in 1926, the Governm.ent nom.inated
every m.em.ber. In 1945, for the first tim.e, two
Africans were nom.inated. 1953, the
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majority was reduced to 17 against 16 members
nominated by the Government but free to vote
against it. TANU Africans and TANU -sponsored
Europeans and Asians, won Tanganyika is first elec-
tion in September 1958. African, Asian, and Euro-
pean elected members chose Nyerere as their leg-
islative leader. The Government still retains a
majority of members legally bound to support it
against an opposition elected by voters of all races.
On July 1, 1959, the first cabinet ministers drawn
from elected members took office and became a
minority of 5 against 7 in the Council of Ministers.
Nyerere's followers demand Uhuru (Freedom) by January 1, 1960. In
response, the Governor is likely to announce later in 1959 that the number of
ministers drawn from elected members of the legislature will be increased
to a majority of 6-5 or 7 -5. This will be "responsible governrrient" although
not the 9-3 ratio asked for by Nyerere. Further, the change will probably be
planned to go into effect about September 1960, after a general election.
However, TANU, and TEMO (Tanganyika Elected Members Organiza-
tion) will both press hard for faster changes, while Government spokesmen
will chide TANU and the elected members for their haste and occasional
errors of judgment. But Chief Secretary Fletcher-Cooke and Julius Nyerere
have both told me that they do not expect that force will be used to settle dif-
ferences. The maneuvers remind me of wrestling matches I once reported
for the Chicago Daily News with the italicized preface that the story was a
drama page overflow. Not only is the winner known in advance, but many of
the blows and counterblows are anticipated. Accidents can happen but no
masked marvel is in sight to spoil the script approved by the British Colonial
Office. Nyerere is genuinely worried, however~ that the Colonial Office will
so fear the repercussions of responsible government in Tanganyika upon the
tense situations in neighboring Nyasaland, Kenya, and Uganda that it will shy
away from the s.tep, relying upon Nyerere's reasonableness to accept a post-
ponement. Hence Nyerere must appear difficult without appearing unreason-
able. Nyerere and his European and Asian supporters try to create the im-
pres sion that he is "balancing on a knife edge" insofar as African strength is
concerned, and that if Britain is stubborn Nyerere will be replaced by an
"extremist." This I doubt. It is hard to restrain optimism for peaceful Afri-
can advance.
For Tanganyika to continue its progress it must solve or at least keep
working toward the solution of problems of leadership, race and religion, .
tribalism, and investment.
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LEADERSHIP
In comparison with over 1,000 college graduates among 5,000,000
Ghanaians in 1951 at the time responsible governm-ent was introduced in
Ghana, 1'anganyika has about 230 African college graduates among 9,000,000
people. Nyerere I s advantage in politics, and one he will have in adminis-
tration' lies in his willingness to utilize all kinds of Tanganyikans in this
multiracial country. He anticipates being able to use only a few Asians and
Europeans in posts abroad, and in highly visible Tanganyika posts, but other-
wise will depend heavily upon the immigrant races. When Nyerere recently
declined a cabinet post for himself, he put the following men into office:
D. N. M. Bryceson
S. N. Eliufoo
Abdullah Fundikira
Arnir Jamal
C. G. Kahama
Race: European; Age: 36; Education: Cambri.dge;
Formerly: Farmer; Portfolios: Mines, Commerce
Race: African; Age: 39; Education: Makerere;
Formerly: Teacher; Portfolios: Health
Race: African; Age: 38; Education: Makerere*
Formerly: Chief; Portfolios: Lands, Survey
Race: Asian; Age: 37; Education: University of
Calcutta; Formerly: Businessman; Portfolios:
Local Government, Works
Rac.e: African; Age: 31; Education: Tabora High
School; Formerly: Co-operative Manager;
Portfolios: Social Development
*Fundikira took an agricultural course at Cambridge in addition to graduating
from Makerere College in Kampala.
The young team is not weak but it needs seas-oning. Its administrative
ability will be stretched to the utm:ost if, with the addition of Nyerere (38), it
soon constitutes a majority of TanganyiKan Ministers and is responsible for
initiating laws.
Ability and humility characterize the TEMO Ministers. Arnir Jamal,
a trained economist, won wide respect as a front-bench debater. Horne from
~he first morning in his new Ministry, his obvious enthusiasm was tempered:
"Just as I thought, I've got a tremendous lot to learn." While conscious of
local prejudices (he believes it unwise now to' give an Asian a business port-
folio) his great faith in a nonracial Tanganyika is shared by his Tanganyika'"
born and Indian-educated wife. She told us how hard they find it to 'convince
Kenya Asians and Kenya African leader Torn Mboya that Asians and Euro-
peans in Tanganyika are sincere in their nonracialism. Bryceson, the
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deputy leader of TEMO, is hard-working and loyal to Nyerere.
A thorny problem in eastern and southern Africa is how to .extend the
franchise to all, while retaining the experienced skills of the few. African
leade.rs object in principle to diluting democracy by giving multiple votes to
non-Africans. Communal rolls usually elect the most extreme leaders of
each race and penalize those who stand above a single race. With rare excep-
tions, such as in the Ivory Coast, a blood franchise has meant the blanket
exclusion of every non-African regardless of ability. To co-opt non-Africans
who are not elected has the weakness of any system in which administrators
are not responsible to the voters. Nyerere's unusual solution may reflect
how rarely he has grounded on the reef of prejudice which lies beneath the
smooth surface of impartial British justice. He is the superior sort of man
who realizes that racial prejudice reveals the weakness of those who discrim-
inate as often as it- denigrates the victim.
TANU's plan, pre,sented to the Government in June. calls ,for a reshuf-
fled 82-man legislature. Of the seats in the legislature, 58 would be open to
candidates of any race and be voted upon by all races. Africans predominate
on the voters roll and presumably would elect Africans except in rare cir-
cumstances. In 13 localities with Asian concentrations, additional seats could
be contested only by Asian candidates but voted upon by the entire electorate.
Similarly. in 8 centers of European population 1 seat each would be reserved
for European candidates and again chosen by all. Three seats (and presum-
ably 3 Cabinet posts) would still go to British civil servants. Nyerere says,
"We are suggesting that the majority of seats be free seats which can be con-
tested by any Tanganyikan. While the aim must be to get away from any form
of racial representation, we do not feel we can dispense, at this stage, with
some form of special representation for Europeans and Asians."
Nyerere can count upon the co-operation of the still largely British
Civil Service to back up his political team. Out of 2,800 British civil servants,
1, 300 are in "first division"postsalong with 200 Africans, and will be diffi-
cult to replace rapidly. The other 1,500 British are "second division"--a
category generally not requiring a college degree. Africans will slowly take
over these posts. Tanganyika candidates taking the Colonial Office oral ex-
aminations last summer were told they stood a chance of a full career in the
territory. The examination board, including a former head of the Colonial
Service, a labor official, a don. a retired governor, and a young district offi-
cer. made it clear to the nervous (but I felt excellent) young men that they
would be serving under African officials at some stage--a factor taken into
account in board discussions. If the old hands and the new cadets are handled
wisely. by an African Prime Minister, they will be a major asset. Sole reli-
ance for the next decade upon the relative trickle of African graduates would
cripple the. development of the country. Nyerere has already sounded out one
of the ablest Europeans in Africa- -Kenya's retirin,g Minister of Fin.ance
E. A. Vasey--on eventually taking a Tanganyika portfolio.
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Nyerere's greatest personnel problem lies among his own African
followers. In ability. he towers above his lieutenants like a giraffe over
gazelles ... - one of the reasons for his spending so much time with Asians and
Europeans despite African criticism. More than a few African officials in
TAND have let Nyerere down badly by stealing funds, and through sheer in-
efficiency. He has personally gone to African market women in remote areas
to investigate charges that local TANU officials have r:nisappropriated shillings
collected. in the cause of African freedom. Likewise, in Dar-es -Salaam,
Nyerere has personally stopped a racket in which there was a shakedown of
Asian and European businessmen for money in return for a promise of good
relations with TANU now and after self-government. The TANU President
lives quite modestly and depends heavily on the proceeds of a small store
kept by his wife. It was no small sacrifice when his political instincts led
him to turn down a ministerial post and its large salary. Nyerere desperately
needs 50 reliable and hard-working helpers with high school education. Most
college graduates hold secure positions and hesitate to risk the insecurity of
party organizing. The TANU leader has sent men to the United Kingdom for
training who will be corning back soon, although he complains that one of the
best appears to be lost to Moscow.
To meet the need for African administrators, Nyerere is extremely
anxious to start a university college and attacks the Governrnent for procras-
tinating. The "kitty" holds $3,000,000 realized from German and Italian prop-
erty confiscated in the last war. The institution will offer liberal arts courses
as do colleges in Uganda and Kenya, and also will specialize in geology and
law, subjects not taught for degrees in East Africa.
Shifts from organizing a political movement to being a parliamentary
opposition, and ultimately to running a government, raise an age-old problem
for politicians--one Nkrumah still struggles to solve. Nyerere's principal
woman leader BabatitL a lady of great girth and energy but almost illiterate,
made a fiasco of the Indian tour Nyerere sent her on. Shrewd Indian journal-
ists found her terribly muddled on Tanganyikan affairs. In- another case, an
African editor complained to me in his newspaper office that British and
American papers had swallowed "the story made up by the Kenya Government
about Mau Mau to legalize the murdering of Africans." He contends that while
serving as tax collectors the Tanganyika police break into people's homes at
dawn in order to provoke riots and to create an excuse for shooting down
Africans. This man has been in jail once for publishing false statements and
may well be again. But I have seen men equally addicted to wild accusations
~ett1e down to creditably fill responsible positions under the tutelage of a
man like "Mr. Julius," as the editor respectfulJy calls Nyerere.
RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS CLEAVAGES
Tanganyika is an African country. The 1957 population estimates are:
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African 8,662,000; Asian 75,000; European 20,000; and Arab 19,000. The
Asian superiority in: numbers over Europeans will increase; one-hatf of the
Asians are under twenty years of age compared with one-fourth of the Euro-
peans. Regardless of birthrates and expected immigration, no race is going
to challenge African predominance. Realization of this obvious fact contrib-
uted to what Nyerere calls the "psychological breakthrough" when Europeans
and Asians adrn.itted to themselves that they had no political future in political
competition with Africans. This differentiates Tanganyika from Kenya, and
makes possible Nyerere's so-called moderate approach.
Harmonious relations between black and white in Tanganyika do not
neces sarily provide a simple formula for Kenya's racial friction. Tangan-
yika's African population is nearly twice that of Kenya, but the territory's
white population is only one-third of Kenya's 64,000 as of 1958. Tanganyika
has only 400 Afrikaans-speaking settlers compared with over 3,000 concen-
trated around Eldoret and Thomson I s Falls in Kenya and who, on the whole,
are less receptive to liberalism. Furthermore, it is often overlooked that
British permanent settlers in Tanganyika are outnumbered by Greeks who,
unlike their compatriates in Greece, are not politically minded. The latest
expression of local British opinion came from the retiring head of the Euro-
pean Parents' Association in Dar-es-Salaam, who said that not only did all
recognize the inevitability of integrated schooling in Tanganyika, but also
welcomed it. He added that such schools would have to meet the standards of
the best schools today.
It would be absurd to suggest that all Tanganyika Europeans are ecstat-
ic about the trend toward self-government. The Tanganyika correspondent of
the Nairobi Sunday Post cavils at a handful of vocal Africans in the capital be-
ing accepted as the spokesmen for nine million Africans spread across a vast
country. He complains that the "European voice" is not heard because Euro-
peans are divided between the Arusha area in the north and the southern high-
lands, while lithe political importance of Dar-es-Salaam is distorted--power-
fully aided by the fact that it is an Asian town .... " Dar-es-Salaam does have
six times as many Asians as Europeans, but what the critic overlooks is that
making it the site of the territorial government actually favors European in-
fluence. The 4,500 Europeans there total more than the European population
of the next twelve towns combined. There are six times as many whites in
the capital--adrn.ittedly many of them civil servants--as there are in the next
largest "white" town of Arusha, compared with an Asian population in Dar-es-
Salaarrl only four times the next Asian cluster in Tanga, and an African popu-
lation of 100,000 but only three times greater than the second largest African
concentration, also in Tanga. No arithmetical juggling will justify the present
loud voice of the die -hard minority. A woman who has worked devotedly at
low salary to build up the capitalls cultural side, simply cannot'face living in
an African-run country. I knew such people in Ghana in 1950--one was a
prorrlinent education official--who fled West Africa as some whites "'(ill flee
Tanganyika. But this European type is a minority here. Barring unexpected
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physical assaults on whites, rank discrimination. or calculated insults, one
can forecast that the European population will bask in a salubrious racial cli-
mate and willingly share it with their fellow Tanganyikans. Although Nyerere
sees Little Rock as a blot. he never seems to tire of citing America as an
exampIe of racial progre s s .
Religion is not now a major divisive force but it could become one.
Amir JarnaL a follower of the Aga Khan, is the best salesman of a nonracial
and nonreligious approach to the Muslim community. The once potentially
strong Muslim League, controlled by Asians, has withered away. But Nyerere
n1ust face the fact: most Tanganyikans are pagans or Muslims, while he is a
practicing Catholic. Although Muslims are a majority in many TANU branches.
Nyerere has difficulty in finding qualified Muslims to appoint to office.
Nyerere 1 s African opposition is the Tanganyika African National Con-
gress. led by an ex-TANU Muslim. Congress criticizes Nyerere for not going
far enough fast enough politically, but the real cleavage is a religious one.
Congress taunts the TANU President for surrounding himself with "mission
boys ," Nyerere is keenly sensitive to this so-far minor threat to his leader-
ship, and counters it wherever possible by promoting Muslims. He has a good
knowledge of Islam and sympathizes with local Muslims. Under Nyerere, the
government would discriminate temporarily in favor of Muslim children who
have shied away from mission education and secular government institutions.
Nyerere would permit teaching of the Koran in government-supported schools.
But now, Nyerere points out. with 60 per cent of the school children in mis-
sion schools, a bias towards Christians is unavoidable in choosing educated
officials. The limited Tanganyika franchise yields a majority of African
voters but its educational bias favors Christians. The Chief Secretary has
pointed out that Nyerere I s goal of universal suffrage could prove his own un-
doing.
TRIBALISM
Unlike the Baganda in Uganda, or the Kikuyu in Kenya, no tribe in
Tanganyika has a dominant position in numbers or influence. Tribalism has
not produced the problems of internal disunity facing Nigeria. or a tribal
character of the opposition as in Ghana. The 900,000 Sukuma in western Tan-
ganyika form the largest tribe but are only 10 per cent of the total population
and appear unlikely to be more than a strong regional group. The Chagga on
the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro are justly famed for
their educational level and their export coffee crop,
but their national influence is limited. Chief Thomas
Marealle. well known to some in Britain and America:
is not so powerful a national figure as he was pictured
in a recent New York Times article by Milton Bracker.
Bracker corrected this overemphasis at the end of an
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exceptionally fine series of articles.
Nyerere himself co:mes from a small tribe. He is thus able to avoid
charges of tribal partisanship and has bee.n highly successful in promoting
the unity of all Africans. Even the fa:mous red-ochred Masai, who tradition-
ally look with contempt on all other tribes including the Angles and Saxons,
listen to Nyerere and ask hi:m for primary schools and water holes.
Nyerere has also avoided the clash between educated young politicians
and illiterate old chiiefs so co:mrn.on elsewhere in Africa. He was a teacher,
is the son of a chief, and is married to a chief's daughter. Tanganyika does
not have many powerful chiefs and no dominant figure like the Asantehene in
Ghana. Some of the best chiefs are educated and support TANU. Tribalism
is one of the least of Tanganyika's problems.
INVESTMENT
While Nyerere has so far successfully overcome racial, religious, and
tribal differences, he has yet to face what he says is his main task: to raise
the living standard of Tanganyikans.
Tanganyika is not a rich country. On a roughly comparable basis the
annual national income per head is $ 45 against $ 56 in Nigeria, $ 140 in Ghana,
$920 in the United Kingdom, and $2,100 in the United States. But the 1956
UN Mission may have gone too far in declaring: "The general economy thus
supported by African production is for the most part low...not far removed
for some hundreds of thousands if not millions of people from mere existence."
The authors of the first national income study of Tanganyika 1- criticize this
as a "qualitative judgment" which "can only be described as rather absurd."
The territory does have exports of
$112,000,000 (1957) to all countries. The leading
markets are the United Kingdom (diamonds and
sisal) 30%, West Germany (coffee and cotton)
10%, and the United States (coffee) 8%. In 1957,
Tanganyika exported three times as much to the
United States as the territory imported.
The Tanganyika gross domestic product
of $428 million breaks down into the following
principal items: staple crops 330/0' livestock products 90/1h building and engi-
neering 50/0' public administration and defence 50/0' coffee 4%, and craft indus-
tries 4%. The last includes a cautious estimate of home brewed liquor. What
1 The National Income of Tanganyika, 1952-4 by Alan T. Peacock and Doug-
las G. M. Dosser. H.M.S.O. London, Colonial Research Study No. 26, pp. 78.
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is politically important is that 850/0 of the coffee
is grown by African peasant farmers; 950/0 of
the live~tock sold is African owned; and the
. entire fishing industry is in African hands.
European enterprise is crucial to the sisal in-
dustry, the source of one-third of Tangan-
yika I s exports.
The territory virtually balanced its
1958-59 budget at $60,000,000, about one-half
the budget of its smaller neighbor Kenya. Tan-
ganyika's public debt is less than one year's income, and is one-third covered
by governmental reserves. Revenue comes principally from import duties
(330/0), income tax (210/0), excise duties (100/0), and African house and poll tax
(70/0). Total revenue has gradrupled in a decade, while capital formation is a
relatively high 130/0.
The Administration keeps a close eye on Tanganyika's long-range
interests. Chief Secretary Fletcher-Cooke shrewdly negotiated the William-
son Diamond Mine agreement on the owner's death. Not only does Tanganyika
secure half-ownership, to be paid for by death duties and profits, but De Beers
is pledged to mine and sell Tanganyika diamonds under the most favorable
conditions agreed to by any De Beer's mine. Both Nyerere and Fletcher-
Cooke are impressed by the South African organization's labor improvements,
following Harry Oppenheimer's blunt criticism of bad labor relations, poor
housing, and inadequate social services. De Beers has contributed $56,000
for a Dar-es-Salaa:m sports stadium.
Although the territory has a: rerninder in the ill-fated Groundnuts
Sche:me that econo:mic dreams sometimes co:me to nothing, responsibility for
Africa's :most expensive :monument to poor and hasty planning should not be
laid on Tanganyika. And out of that failure have corne dividends of a sort in
the for:m of improved communications, a few peanuts, and much sober exper-
ience.
This brief financial accounting suggests a healthily expanding econo:my,
:much of it in African hands including exports, but far short of supporting a
standard of living equal to that in Ghana. Professor S. H. Frankel of the Royal
East African Co:m:mission believes that the territory is too poor to service
expensive loans. But capital needs are obvious.
Nyerere, who specialized in economics at Edinburgh, is keenly aware
of factors influencing foreign investm.ent. He is anxious to acco:mplish the
transfer political power as soon as possible to avoid a peri9d of political
disturbance. Riots not only would alar:m potential investors but also :might
create a pattern of civil disorder to harass his new government. Nyerere feels
that once he- -as the responsible leader of Africans, Asians, and Europeans in
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Tanganyika--can pledge the government to protect foreign investors and en-
courage them with tax concessions. he will be able to travel abroad to attract
the "millions we need." Although he dislikes being quoted publicly on the sub-
ject. Nyerere may not be too disappointed if the period of Tanganyikan (pre-
dominantly African) control of the Legislature and Cabinet under the umbrella
of a British Governor. continues for some years as a contribution to political
and economic stability.
AFFAIRS
The position of Tanganyika under mandate and trusteeship has long
hampered its growth because of (1) uncertainty regarding land ownership.
the British Government's reluctance to invest. and (3) the overriding
possibility of political control shifting to an unknown power or consortium.
In 1937. when talk of returning the mandate to German rule was most per-
sistent. the territory suffered from the indecision of private individuals and
the Government. But today. Nyerere benefits from United Nations associa-
tion not only in attaining self-government. but in social and economic develop-
ment. He is counting on international agencies (a World Bank team has been
surveying Tanganyika) to provide skilled technical assistance and financial
muscle.
Nyerere also looks forward to the eventual federation of East Africa
and then possibly of East and Central Africa. If Nyasaland leaders should
ask for amalgamation with Tanganyika. Nyerere would agree. but he clearly
recognizes the similarity of problems and the inability of the countries to
help each other. He would prefer to see Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia
under local African leadership and with a veto power in the Federation. Why.
he asks. even change the name? "Federation is a good name and so is part-
nership. if people live up to it."
Nyerere sees a need for someone to knock a few heads together in
Buganda to end the wrangling. He says almost philosophically. "Why haven It
the British learned from the French the advantages of a black Governor who
can act!" Nyerere has been successful in bring-
ing. together the competing Arab and Afr~can parties
in Zanzibar where his prestige is high. Recently
he was less successful in Kenya when. after talks
with Torn Mboya and European leader Michael
BlundelL he observed that the two men had more
in common than either realized. This led to a
meeting but only more disagreement.
Significantly. Nyerere is the only important
African leader in East' and Central Africa who is
not banned from entering one or another of the
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JULIUS NYERERE
President of the Tanganyika
African National Union (TANU)
***
seven countries. Appropriately, he is head
of the Pan African Movement in East and
Central Africa formed last year
at Mwanza.
Nyerere's greatest success is at
horne where he has led the country on a po-
liticalhoneymoon. Behind the massive.
iron-studded Arab door of the Dar-es-
Salaam Museum, we watched a pink-sari led
teacher and her Indian children studying
African masks; an old Arab reading aloud a
Swahili description of German rule; a hand-
holding young European couple in shorts;
and two African boys examining the prehis-
tory exhibits. One wondered how many of
them realized the difficulties that are met
in building a new nation out of so many dis-
parate cultures and whether they knew how
many people envy them their great adven-
ture. A decade ago. the government of
Tanganyika expected independence in about
sixty years. It now looks as if there will be responsible government next
year and independence within six years. Beyond that lies the future organiza-
tion of eastern Africa.
On a visit to Chicago, Julius Nyerere disdained a cab and suggested we
walk the seven miles from the Loop to the Midway because he liked walking
and did not get much chance in America. When we arrived at the Midway, his
pace was as brisk as ever. He has traveled an unusually long way since found-
ing TANU in 1954, and at a faster tempo than he anticipated, but "Tanganyika
for all Tanganyikans" is only the first leg toward Nyerere's final destination.
[All drawings, courtesy Tanganyika Information Department.]
[Photograph, courtesy
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24 miles wide), Pemba (42 by , and a few islets
(including the largest cable center on the east
coast), the "Zanzibar package If includ~s technical
ownership of a strip of the Kenya coast 52 miles
long, e~tending 10 miles inland. This relic of the
days when the Sultan of Zanzibar controlled the
littoral from Somalia to Mozambique, includes the
harbor 'of Mombasa, the most developed port on
Africa I s east coast. The Kenya Government pays
£ 10,000 and the British Government £ 1,000
,800 total in present dollars) in annual rental.
The fee has not changed since it was established
in 1895, although the value of the real estate now
runs into millions. The population of the coastal
strip is predominately Muslim, including Arabs,
Swahilis, and other Africans, This 19th-century
anachronism could figure in the power politics of
the 20th ceI1;tury. More than one nation might gladly
pay the rental if it could gain possession. Many
countrie s have struggled to control Zanzibar since
Vasco da Gama I s discovery of it in 1499 led to two
centuries of Portuguese rule.
In the current struggle for Zanzibar, a polit-
ical truce has been successfully promoted by Tan-
ganyika I s Julius Nyerere 1 between the primarily
African Afro-Shirazi Party, a'nd the Arab-led Zan-
zibar National Congress. The Afro-Shirazis hold
the elected seats in the Zanzibar Legislative Coun-,
ciL but they total only six- - soon to be eight- -out
of twenty-five seats. The ruling Sultan, Seyyid
Khalifa Ibn Harub, is the great grandson of Seyyid
Said who was born in Muscat in 1791, carne to
power in 1804, and died in Zanzibar as ruler of
Oman and Zanzibar in 1856. The .present Sultan is
now virtually a constitutional monarch., The power
behind the throne is the British Resident who pre-
sides over the Executive Council and who, with the
Sultan, nominates a majority of the legislators.
Ostensibly, the IfNyerere truce" is to enable the
political parties to unite in attacking British rule.
'But here colonialism is cut from an unusual cloth.
before the
monsoon. approaches Zanzibar
after the long trip from Oman.
Four centuries ago the Arab
dhow captains began challenging
Portuguese rule of these waters.
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Nyerere privately views the Zanzibar Arabs as colonists, analogous
to settlers in Kenya's White Highlands, and even more entrenched by residence,
land ownership, religious leadership, and tradition. The Afrb-Shirazis are not
anxious t~ see British rule disappear if it means the permanent superiority of
the one- sixth Arab minority. "Let the British provide a political umbrella, II
Africans say privately, "'until we are educationally and economically stronger,
but meanwhile let us help to hold the umbrella."
A century ago Zanzibar was the home of approximately 300,000 people
including 4,000 Arabs, 6,000 Indians, and 50 Europeans. Two-thirds of the
population were African slaves,. far outnumbering the "free" Africans and all
other groups. Prosperity was based on slaving and ,on the clove industry,
wisely but ruthlessly developed by Seyyid Said. Zanzibar town was then with-
out sanitation. Dead slaves were left to rot and disease was rife. A cholera
epidemic wiped out 10 per cent of the population in 1869 -70. No wonder Dr.
Livingstone called the place "Stinkibar."
Today" Zanzibar is the most pleasant place to approach in the world if
you judge by your nostrils. When the cloves pile high on the wharf. the scent
wafts out to incoming ships as the final perfumed touch to an idyllic scene of
warm, azure waters, swaying coconut palms, white sand beaches, and a quaint
(but clean) old town. Arab slave bracelets are now curios. Slavery was
abolished in 1889, but is a powerful memory to Africans; and some Africans
still live in virtual bondage. African memories of the past and bitterness in
the present will affect Zanzibar's future.
EGYPT
One hint in the Zanzibar crystal ball is a Nasser-inspired Arab attempt
to link the island with Egypt and possibly use it as a springboard for the liber':'
ation of Africa called for by Nasser. Zanzibar's ties with Egypt are of long
standing. Today Radio Cairo blares forth down the narrow shop-lined passage-
ways, although its strident tones carry less appeal than formerly. The man
who could exploit the bonds of langu?!ge and religion is Sheikh Ali Mushin, the
educated leader of the Zanzibar National Congress'. His large and well fur-
nished suburban home amid well-to-do British and Indian neighbors, contrasts
with the poor homes of most out-of-power politicians in Africa. Ali Mushin
comes from an old Arab family. One can still see the ruins of his family's
seaside summer mansion with its stone-walled courtyard where the slaves
used to sit. But a sharp political defeat taught Ali Mushin that Arab votes
are not enough. When forced to declare himself at a political conference he
said, "lam an African. "At lunch, h~ called attention to his aristocratic
features and light tan complexion: "You see, I don't know what I am. We are
all mixtur'es." He nodded towards his dark- skinned lieutenant acros s the table
who seemed pleased to be described as partly Arab.
Ali Mushin is quick to anticipate the impression that because he is just
back from his third visit to Egypt. where his three children are in schooL plus
the fact that he was instrumental in sending 83 Zanzibaris to Egyptian schools.
this indicates he is an agent,of Colonel Nasser. He insists he was unable to
see the Egyptian leader, despite days of waiting, until he complained that he
was so often blamed for doing Nasseris work that he deserved an audience.
Ali Mushin also tries to anticipate a stereotyped American concern with
com.m.unism, by saying a few unpleasant things about the Russians and insisting
that Egypt's criticism of Moscow is the true Nasser asserting Arab nationalism.
Outwardly. Zanzibar National Congress policy embodies the noblest de-
clarations of the United Nations. Ali Mushin says. 'iI ask for nothing more
than democracy. II The African opposition suspects that Mushin (and the Arabs)
see their only hope in immediate self-government while most of the Africans
are at the bottom o~ the ladder. Certainly. Ali Mushin is trying hard to enroll
African members. His political meetings attract as many as 35.000 people.
Attendance may reflect political enthusiasm or, as an Arab civil servant sug-
gested. the boring day-to-day life of Zanzibar. It is clear that Ali Mushin and
his party have made a deliberate decision to steer away from Nasser and Arab
nationalism. I suspected this when Ali Mushin appeared to spend more time
with Africans than with UAR delegates at the All-African People's Conference
in Accra. The Zanzibar National Congress has discovered that among a popu-
lation that is five-sixths African Kwame Nkrumah can be established as a hero
more easily than Gamal Abdel Nasser. Ali Mushin is one of the most charming
leaders in Africa, but one doubts whether his brand of militant nationalism will
charm Africans into supporting a member of the Arab oligarchy. If he is un-
successfuL who could blame him for seeking further support--perhaps now
sub rosa- -wherever he can find it in the Arab world? A clever Arab leader
-----
could lay strong historical claims to Zanzibar and the East African coast.
TANGANYIKA
Ali Mushin would not be averse to Zanzibar is coming under an independ-
ent Tanganyika--if Zanzibaris had local control. Most Arabs, however, would
not want the island to be a .small mole on Tanganyika I s huge hide. But African
Za,nzibaris in power might not ~ant to subject such a poor island to the risks
of independence, and they currently look with interest toward amalgamation
with Tanganyika. Nyerere I s policy of respecting all religions would suffice
for Moslem Africans, however unpalatable a prospect for Koran teachers in
Zanzibar. What is true of Zanzibar also applies generally to eastern Africa:
the bonds of Islam are not as strong as the bonds of nationalism. Friday noon
is a moment of religious integration for the faithful, but African Muslims have
made it explicit in Kenya and Uganda, as well as in Zanzibar, that nationalism
wins at the ballot box. The social stratification of Muslims was revealed at
the Idd festival in Zanzibar town this year, Africans flocked to hear the blar-
ing music and put down their three cents to be entr'anced by a B~ngalf magician.
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In another sideshow, they were horrified when a performer slit his tongue
with a razor blade and showed it, dripping blood, first toa Pakistani friend
and us, then to the few Asians, and lastly to Africans making up most of the
audience on the wooden benches. Looking over the crowd it was clear
that the .festival has been virtually taken over by Africans and that upper-class
Arabs do not participate.
If the ties of nationalism were to bind Zanzibar to Tanganyika in a fed-
eration, there could follow a Tanganyika claim to Kenya is Muslim coast when
the political situation becomes more fluid in East Africa.
Some individual Zanzibaris disdain association with Tanganyika and
demand full independence- -but few educated people want it Africans
are worried about Arab domination; some Arab~fear the consequences of
African rule; Hindus have no wish to be ground between African and Arab na-
tionalism and strongly favor British rule; Aga Khan followers back up the
British, whose friendship has meant so m.uch to Ismailis in this century.
Inevitably, some leader who is unable to gain power any other way will
raise the potent cry of absolute "freedom. Ii He will have help from all who
stand to profit from chaos and economic misery. Vocal support could come
from Radio Peking, now being received in Zanzibar as strongly as a local sta-
tion. The British have yet to discover whether this is due to a technical fluke
or a transmitter much closer than any they know about.
A factor militating against demands for outright independence is the
division of power among the Afro-Shirazis. Abed Karume, the best-known
leader, ha.s his strength in Zanzibar town. Afro-Shirazi groups in rural Zan-
zibar and on Pemba are semi-autonomous and appear more economically and
less politically motivated.
His Excellency the Resident, Sir Henry Potter made it clear to me that
British policy is to move cautiously in giving more elected seats in Legco.
No transfer of power is in sight. Officially, Her Majesty's Government is
solidly behind the Sultan and thereby for the maintenance of Arab leadership.
I'do detect a growing sympathy for the underdog Africans on the part of Brit-
ish civil servants who have served across the channel on the mainland. But
there is no mistaking the firmness of British authority and a go-slow policy.
The Resident acknowledged Ali Mushin is that the cost of hir-
British officials takes a healthy $238,000 bite out ofa slender budget. Out
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What does this Zanzibari know
of his forebears? Did a grand-
father set sail from Muscat as
a young man early in the 19th
century? Did a grandmother,
as a comely young girl, survive
the long safari in heavy mana-
cles from the Mountains of the
Moon, down the malarial shore
of Victoria Nyanza, across the
hot grasslands, and the passage
to Zanzibar, stacked like cord-
wood with her fellow sufferers
to be sold in the market under
the eyes of David Livingstone?
of 'the top 430 civil service posts, only 194 are filled by Zanzibari subj ects.
Most of the other posts involve special inducements such as subsidized hous-
ing, vacations in Europe, and pensions. His Excellency answered in the usual
way by citing a lack of educated Zanzibaris and, typically, mentioned his Arab
secretary in the outer office as a sign of good intent .. I raised the question with
Oxford-educated Sheikh Barwani, the Assistant Director of: Education, and a
man of culture both in terms of the Arab world and of the West. Ten years ago,
when he showed me a school he was supervising, would have predicted that his
talents would be better employed than in the detailed paper work of his present
office. Barwani does not subscribe to the pungent criticisms expressed by his
cousin Ali Mushin, and does appreciate the positive improvements British rule
has brought, but he shares the feeling of many local people that the Government
is no longer trying hard to promote the cause of the Zanzibaris. Several Arabs
cited figures to show that the "Zanzibarization" of the civil service is actually
slipping back. British officials have 4nswers to these charges but their public
relations failure is beyond dispute. In many African countries the pressure of
the local people to multiply primary schools has delayed the expansion of sec-
ondary education, which in turn now impedes the growth of a local administra-
tion. The Zanzibar Government has acquiesced in this demand, sacrificing
higher education on the altar of mass education. Zanzibar's educational funds
(barely $1,000,000 annually) are understandably limited, but their distribution
does little to reduce the island i s expensive dependence upon British .civil servants.
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His Excellency's emphasis upon the economic instability and poverty of
the protectorate is clearly documented. Zanzibar has a two-cropec·onomy.
Cloves account for 80 per cent and coconut products for 15 per cent of all ex-
ports. The total value of the mainstay clove trade fell by 15 per cent from 1957
to 1958 .. Export-tax revenue from cloves has dropped by 40 per cent in the last
six years. Cloves are a fickle crop with abundantartd lean years following each
other in irregular patterns. Despite carry-overs from good years to bad, the
fluctuation of the specialty crop makes Government financing uncertain. The
Government-guaranteed overdraft of the Clove Growers I Association was
$6,720,060 at the end of 1958. This is more than Zanzibar's total exports for a
year. In addition, the Government has made a direct advance of $1,000,000 to
the Association. Ordinary expenditures of the Government last year exceeded
incOIne by $100, 000 and indications are that future deficits will be more serious.
Pespite a strict economy campaign initiated this ye"ar, annual revenue cannot
cover the rising costs of development projects demanded by the public and initi-
ated by the Government. The economy depends upon grants from. the Colonial
Welfare and Development Fund, which has given Zanzibar $3.5 million over the
last thirteen years. An independent Zanzibar would be at the economic mercy
of those who would succor her. There is no desire among the Zanzibari to
starve for the sake of independence. Ali Mushin talks about autonomy within an
East African Federation- -but such a political entity will not be able to subsidize
Zanzibar.
HIS HIGHNESS SEYYID SIR KHALIFA IBN HARUB (WHOM GOD PRESERVE)
Behind the electioneering and economic statistics, t.he wise old Sultan
sits in his palace. "Supreme Judicial Authority" is vested in His Highness. The
Sultan, who will be 80 next month, carne to the throne in 191 L when Zanzibar
was a different place in an Edwardian world. When he goes the pot may boil. I
doubt whether his offspring can keep the, lid down on the simmering African de-
sire to adjust African-Arab relations. But as long as the Sultan lives and his
plain blood-red flag flies over the palace, his authority will prevail.
The palace was the scene of a funeral last month when the Sultana's
mother died. After much telephoning, the "British ladies" settled on the cor-
rect mourning dress, .and were instructed to leave their shoes at the foot of the
stairs on entering the palace. When the wailing and weeping of the segregated
womenfolk had ceased and condolences ha:d been offered, the "British ladies"
traipsed down the long staircase to the pile of waiting shoes. One of the ladies
made an undignified withdrawal iIi her stockinged feet, clutching the last lone
shoe. Something similar may happen politically in Zanzibar after the present
Sultan departs this scene, for it is doubtful that the barefoot Africans will corne
out of the melee following the Sultan's death with less than one shoe!
[Photographs, courtesy Arthur H. Firmin.]
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THE TRAGEDY OF NYASALAND
Background to Violence. Murder
Plot Charges. and Detentions
by Edwin S. Munger
August 1, 1959
Emergent African states have learned through
experience that "independence is not enough," that a
stable, flourishing economy is a necessity if a coun-
try is to enjoy the fruits of liberation. As a corol-
lary, the situation in the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland is proof that programing for a sound
economy is not of itself enough for those who clamor
for independence. Federation Prime Minister Sir
Roy Welensky said in March that Nyasaland presents
"in the main" only a problem in economics, of bread
and butter. 1 He did not arrogantly suggest that the
Nyasas eat cake, but events are likely to prove him
as unperceptive as was the Queen at Versailles.
Nyasaland has been simmering for the six
years since the imposition of Federatio~ against the
wishes of most Nyasas. The pot began to bubble
furiously after the return last year of Nyasaland I s
best-known expatriate, Dr. Hastings K. Banda, and
finally boiled over at the end of February. More
than 40 Africans have been killed and 524 detained.
Emergency regulations are still in full force. The
situation is doubly tragic because, in my view,
Nyasaland must and will be ruled by its inhabitants,
of whom 2.7 million are Africans and only 8.700 are
1 According to Professor W. M. Macm.illan in the
London Sunday Times of March 22. 1959.
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white. How independence can be accomplished when
32 out of the country IS 35 African college graduates
are in prison or in exile is not clear. What is defi-
nite is the intention of the British Government to
assure a representative government. So is the con-
viction with which Governor Sir Robert Armitage
gives his support. The local white settlers--really
only a thousand families - -offer no objections to
what is bound to be a predominantly African govern-
ment. What exists is not a head-on collision of
different fundamental policies. But the leaders of
the now proscribed Nyasaland African Congress,
the Government, and the whites, are driving at
different speeds in the same direction. If they
continue there will be such a bloody crash when
one group rams against another that the present
en1e r gency will look like child' s play.
John Hatch, the British Labour Party I s
expert on this part of the world, bluntly told Gover-
nor Armitage last month that he would shortly find
hirrlself in another Cyprus. This brought to mind
Sir Robert's comments to me in 1956, soon after
he had arrived from Nicosia. He said then that he
had received lithe sharpest education of my life II
as Governor of Cyprus. In referring to Nyasaland,
he held that I!African aspirations must be recog-
nized'" and !!African fears calmed'! but !'time is
not on our side. II Now, three years later, precious
little sand is left in the hourglass for calming fears
or even ignoring them as Sir Roy Welensky often
appears to do.
AFRICAN FEARS OF FEDERATION
Africans in Nyasaland are afraid that white
Southern Rhodesian discrimination and segregation
practices will be imposed on them- -especially if
and when the Federation is granted dominion status
(possibly next year) or the authority of the British
Government is further weakened. Before antici-
pating t.he results of the Constitutional Convention
in 1960, however, it may be helpful to recall the
position of Nyasaland before the formation of the
Federation in 1953.
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Nyasaland was originally linked with Northern and Southern Rhodesia
at the insistence of the British Labour Party which in 1951 pursued the policy
that poverty- stricken Nyasaland must benefit from the copper revenues of
Northern Rhodesia. Both British political parties sought to create a country
that would serve as a counterweight to the Union of South Africa, a solution
that would avoid the possibility of Southern Rhodesia linking up with the Union.
British Cqnservatives saw the capital and entrepreneurial skills of relatively
developed Southern Rhodesia as a natural complement to the mineral resources
of Northern Rhodesia and the labor of Nyasaland. Crusty old Lord Malvern
grumbled to me in 1953 that the Conservative Government which had then taken
over in Britain, forced him to accept Nyasaland as a condition of Federation
against his best judgment as Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia.
J.
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The positions of those proposing Federation and those opposing it were
eventually reversed. British Labour led African objections to Federation,
while white Rhodesians insisted Nyasaland stay in lest the whole framework
collapse. The clumsy title of "Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland" was
adopted in an attempt to placate Nyasas by avoiding any appearance of swallow-
ing up their country. In the end, Federation was imposed on Nyasaland without
the consent of its people and despite the misgivings of some Nyasaland officials
in the Colonial Service. many missionaries and liberal supporters of African
rights. Dr. Hastings K. Banda (now detained as President of the Nyasaland
African Congress) said at the time: "The Nyasas have been deceived by people
whom they had grown to regard as Christian and honest. and betrayed by a
Government which for 60 years they relied upon as trustee and protector."
The Nyasas were constantly told by Dr. Banda, then practicing in Lon-
don. and encouraged to believe by a section of the British press that with
Federation (1) their land would be taken away and given to white farmers;
(2) a pass system would be introduced to control their movements; and (3)
that they would become "slaves of the Europeans."
CHANGES SINCE FEDERATION
It can be argued that the predicted acts of oppression may come to
pass in the future. Indeed I have been "told" that the white leaders are only
waiting to attain dominion status before embarking on such a repressive
program. To turn from speculation to fact: in six years of Federation the
major land' change in Nyasaland has been to give 467,000 acres of government-
held land to Africans. European landownership in Nyasaland has dropped by
one-half and now totals only 3 per cent of all land although its yields earn
57 per cent of agricultural income.
Far from Southern ideas COIning into Nyasaland. greater racial toler-
ance has gone south. Segregation was recently abolished in Southern Rhodes',~~n
post offices. We had a chat with Herb Chitepo, the first African lawyer in
Southern Rhodesia. at his office in Salisbury and saw that he shares the norm~l
facilities of a switchboard girl, etc.~ with white attorneys. In the dining rOom
of the smart Jameson HoteL Jasper Savanhu, Parliamentary Secretary in the
Federal Government, discussed his new post with me. He recalled how diffi a
cult we used to find it to meet in the center of Salisbury before Federation
because the legal color bar extended even to park benches. Savanhu gives
Sir Roy Welensky full credit for his action as Minister of Transport in abol-
ishing the color bar in railway restaurants and dining cars. Referring to a
1953 article I wrote saying he would not achieve leadership of a mass African
movement, Savanhu said: "Your prediction was right but I am now convinced
that my greatest service to my country is to work for equality of~opportunity
for all the people and not to represent only one community. I believe whole-
heartedly in equality of opportunity and I am convinced that partnership is a
step in the right direction toward fullhurnan dignity for every citizen of the
Federation." He also referred to the opening of the Federal Civil Service on
a nonracial basis. A mutual friend of ours, Lawrence Vambe, has been
appointed Press Attache to the Federal High Commissioner's office in London.
African political participation has increased markedly since Federation.
At a recent meeting in Kitwe (Northern Rhodesia) Mr. Lawrence Katilungu,
President of the African Mineworkers Union, told an audience composed
largely of his own European constituents: "There are a lot of misunder standings
and fears among Africans and Europeans which have led to distrust and dis-
content." He referred to "a lot of exaggerations" about race relations. "Five
or ten years ago I would not have stood on a platform addressing Europeans,
nor would I have sat on a liaison committee between European and African
trade unions--but today these things are happening. It is always the case that
when people are living on the battlefield they do not see the progress made. II
Turning to the chairman of the meeting, Jack Purvis, General Secretary of the
European Mineworkers Union, Katilungu concluded: "We are living in a multi-
racial society and our interests are interdependent. No one can say to the
other 'I can do without you. '"
The political parties organized by Europeans are welcoming African
participation as never before. The annual meeting of the majority United
Federal Party in Umtali last May was attended by far more Africans than had
ever previously been present. A number of minor liberal proposals, such as
J. B. Patel's motion to lessen discrimination against Asians, were adopted at
the meeting. At the first convention of the Central African Party in Salisbury,
I was impressed by the dedication of white and black delegates to a nonracial
Federation. Former Prime Minister Garfield Todd who has considerable
support from Southern Rhodesian Africans, was elected leader of the C .A.P.
with Sir John Moffat from the Northern Rhodesian Legislature as deputy.
Stanley Samkange, who brought an attractive wife home with him from the
University of Indiana last year, was elected a vice president. On the Right
Wing, Dominion Party leader Aitken-Cade told me he believes firmly in
African control of Nyasaland. All three parties have elected at least one
African to the Federal Parliament. The successful public protest against the
original Southern Rhodesian Detention Bill culminated in a rare political stir-
ring among normally apathetic Southern Rhodesian whites. There is clear
evidence of a liberal shift across the board.
A year ago, my talks with Prime Ministers Sir Roy Welensky and Sir
Edgar Whitehead suggested that Sir Roy was liberalizing faster on the Federal
level that was Sir Edgar on the narrower Southern Rhodesian front. Today,
the positions are reversed. It is in the traditionally color-conscious South
where the most rapid changes in attitude are taking place. Welensky dislikes
the expression "panic partnership" because most of his constructive steps,
such as the post office change ap.d the Savanhu and Vambe appointments, were
planned long before the emergencies. But instead of appearing as bold and
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imaginative steps when finally introduced, they seemed to be forced by events.
The next Federal goal is advancement of Africans on the railways, where
whites hold the skilled and Africans the unskilled jobs.
In talking with Sir Edgar over a glass of beer in his home, while he
chewed on his ever-present pipe, I found him far more confident and assured
than he had been a year ago when his party's position was tenuous. In reply to a
query about an eventual African majority in the Southern Rhodesian Legislature
(where not one African sits today), Sir Edgar clearly implied that this would
come. He recognizes that his overwhelmingly white electorate would revolt
tomorrow if they knew this. Instead they are still lulled by the obviously
specious statement of Lord Malvern that partnership will lead to a balance
of white and black strength and no further. Whitehead said Africans must be
given more opportunities by city councils and added with conviction "they [the
councils] won't like it but they'll have to lump it. II He told me of distributing
fertilizers to African farmers and circumventing white farmers' complaints
by advertising the offer only in vernacular papers. He is amused by some of
the liberal enthusiasm: liMy real opposition is still from the Right. Todd
wouldn't win a seat in an election tomorrow." Although Whitehead is proving
a pleasant surprise to most liberals, he is being bitterly attacked for his
detention orders. His critics see slight justification for detaining hundreds
of Congress supporters in Southern Rhodesia where there has been relatively
little violence. Todd has labeled some of the arrests as arbitrary in the
extreme. Some men who had never been members of Congress (itself not
then illegal) were taken into custody and were not released until more than a
~th of pressure was exorted in their behalf by European friends. Ill-will,
if not hate, has been carelessly sown in the minds of some Africans and could
yield a bitter harvest.
On the negative side in Salisbury is the "boldupil of a small annual grant
from the City Council to the University College, allegedly because the polit-
ical activities of a faculty member were "stirring up Africans. II The Nyasa-
land Tobacco Association also criticized political activities at the University
and closed its purse. These fleabites are more than offset in the minds of
many Africans by the rise in the minimum wages in Salisbury and Bulawayo,
the expansion of housing for Africans in both cities, and a general relaxation
of some of the vexatious control laws. European beer now flows copiously and
legally for the first time in African townships. The results appear to be no
decrease in the sale of "African beer"; no increase in crime; and reduced
incomes for white and black bootleggers. The European brewery is presenting
a new recreation center and beer garden to Africans in Salisbury but increased
profits should reward the giftgiver before too long. Except for the detention
issue, the Southern Rhodesian police appear to be looking more kindly upon
Africans. According to local officials they are not enforcing the p"ass laws
unless there is disorderliness or if a crime is committed in the neighborhood.
We attended a party in the better-class African area where 3,790 homes have
'een built for African purchasers, and found cars lining the road, replacing
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the bicycles of a few years ago.
The African editor of the Bantu Mirror in Bulawayo has this to say
editorially about changes in the rural areas: "We were pleasantly surprised
last week to realize that African-owned cattle in the Federation were treble
those owned by Europeans; further:more, the two million Africans in Southern
Rhodesia own double the cattle owned by the five million Africans in the two
northern territories. These figures tell very vividly the story of African
prosperity in the South, despite the much criticized Native Land Husbandry Act
.... It should further be emphasized that the aim behind the recent amendment
to the Land Husbandry Act is directed at doubling the cattle carrying capacity
of the grazing areas."
To turn from the situation in Southern Rhodesia to that in Nyasaland,
author Elspeth Huxley is basically correct when she challenges critics of
Federation to point out one exam.ple of new segregation practices in the Protec-
torate. [An African did complain that a road built by the Federal Government
was taking some of his land and that a Rhodesian was in charge of the work
gang.] However, Wellington Chirwa, ex-Federal M.P. and bitter critic of
Federation, has com.plained that integration would have gone faster without
Federation. Chirwa has also criticized the new Federal hospital in Blantyre
which has separate wards for different races and no private rooms for Afri-
cans. But the present position is an improvem.ent. I was sandwiched in with
Asian and Coloured patients when having a broken arm X-rayed and also
waited m.y turn while the surgeon operated on an African.
Governor Armitage has entertained a large number of Africans at
Governm.ent House dinners, although m.any of his African guests are now
behind barbed wire. The Governor has also worked behind the scenes to
force the only hotel in Blantyre to accept African guests without obvious dis-
pleasure. StilL Phil Howard of the Interracial Association criticizes Arm.itage
for not showing greater initiative in supporting m.ixed gatherings in public by
his own public example. Anachronistic vestiges of social discrim.ination and
slowness in elim.inating them. are scarcely the stuff of revolutions.
FUTURE AFRICAN RULE IN NYASALAND
In discussing the main issues that gave rise to the riots we have not
faced the larger question of why the Government does not grant Africans full
autonomy now? One of the four conditions British Colonial Secretary Alan
Lennox-Boyd laid down for the transfer of power in British Africa in a speech
he gave on 'June 12, was "enough skilled, experienced, and educated people to
form. an efficient and im.partial civil service to run the com.plex machinery of
m.odern governm.ent. II Nyasaland does not come near to satisfying the Colonial
Secretary's requirem.ent. In a survey publi~hed in West Africa in 195 L I
estim.ated that among Ghana's five m.illion people there were more than one
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thousand African college graduates who composed the potential for a civil
service that would not primarily consist of white expatriates. In the civil
service that was in existence at that time, some Ghanaians were near the top
and many were moving up in the hierarchy. At present in Nyasaland there
are 35 African degree-holders, only a comparative handful among 2.7 million
people. Virtually no start has been made in Africanizing the middle and upper
echelons of the civil service.
This paucity of qualified Africans, pointed out to me by the Governor
and senior civil servants, is certainly a strong argument for delaying inde-
pendence. However, it is also a serious reflection on Her Majesty's Govern-
ment. No one doubts the ability of Nyasas to learn. Forty years ago Nyasa-
land Africans were educationally well ahead of most of their East African
contemporaries due to concentrated mission efforts. Nyasa clerks had a
well-earned reputation in Tanganyika as well as to the south. Today, Nyasas
lag far behind. Small wonder. Until 1941, there was not a single high school
in Nyasaland. The drop-out rate of Nyasaland African education is staggering.
There are approximately
250,000
18,000
800
425
25
pupils in junior primary schools
pupils in senior primary schools
pupils in junior high schools
pupils in senior high schools
students in college.
The government has made considerable educational advances in the last few
years but, on Lennox-Boyd1s terms, preparation for self-government by, say,
1975, would seem to suggest that there was a necessity for far more high
school and college students long before now, even if this had meant drastic
cutting down on primary schools. Limited funds are available for education
in Nyasaland, but it is within the power of government to direct the division of
even a small pie. Mission education, which has played such a creditable historic
role in Nyasaland, is characterized by a desire to enroll as many pupils as
possible even if their of study is shortened. Thus emphasis on quantity
rather than quality is partly avoidable. The Education Director is pain-
fully aware that many of the mission teachers bring to Nyasaland more zeal
than scholarship. It is far easier to start several dozen bush schools than to
set up one staffed high school.
Kenya, also a relatively poor agricultural country, has twice as many
Africans but spends almost four times as much on African education. Signi-
ficantly, Africans in Kenya tax themselves to the extent of some two million
dollars annually for education, compared to about forty thousand dollars in
Nyasaland. The primary difference, I suggest, lies in government leadership--
not in differing abilities, desire for education, or cash available. 'There are
notable exceptions, but Nyasalandhas rarely been given the best men in the
Colonial Service. This is now changed. I have talked with energetic and
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experienced men who have corne here from Tanganyika, Swaziland, Kenya,
Uganda, and Malaya. It is not their fault that results cannot be obtained over-
night. The percentage of African children in school has gone up by 73 per cent
since Federation. New jobs have increased African earnings by 130 per cent.
Yet the question remains: how much time is needed to prepare Nyasaland for
an African govermnent on minimum British terms? Must Britain retain con-
trol for "20 to 30 more years as judged by civil service standards in Malaya
or Ghana or Nigeria? Governor Armitage said frankly that ten years is the
minimum time neces sary. His views are challenged by African leaders. The
Church of Scotland has called for "creative and daring" immediate transfer
of power.
Dr. Banda is ready to take over the govermnent tomorrow. His plans
call for recruiting a number of key African civil servants from Southern
Rhodesia, Nigeria, and from South Africa where the reservoir of well-educated
and dependable potential civil servants is the deepest of all. He says most of
the white staff would stay with his administration. But Banda has also been
quoted as saying in speeches that a sixth-grade education is sufficient for
those who would help him run the govermnent. Such a statement has a great
platform appeal because there is current widespread unemployment of such
people whose education puts them above laborers but does not qualify them
for skilled positions. This unemployment and a recession contributed to the
riots earlier this year.
ECONOMIC PROSPECTS
Nyasaland is a long, green string bean of a country with beautiful
scenery and little else. Transport is difficult. The outside world is reached
through the Portuguese port of Beira. The miserable road connection with
Southern Rhodesia also runs through Mozambique. Nyasaland's greatest
blessing is fresh water. The Shire Valley irrigation scheme might have been
implemented long ago but for the Federal argument that Kariba Darn in
Southern Rhodesia absorbed all the capital. It will be a long time before
Kariba helps Nyasaland. The near completion of Kariba is brought horne to
Nyasaland by the stream of Nyasa workers pouring back from the darn site.
These returning laborers are pleased to find work paying five dollars a month
while an unpublished report to the government by a private research organiza-
tion suggests about fifteen dollars a month as a bare minimum wage in Blantyre.
Agriculture is the hope and the heartache of Nyasaland. Goverrunent
agriculturalists look for a steady rise in productivity but nothing like enough
to raise living standards significantly, or even to meet the minimum needs of
a rising population. For many years Nyasaland' s surplus workers found
employment in Southern Rhodesia (currently .employing 123,000 Nyasas) but
these are being displaced by local people. The families of Nyasas who lost
their jobs in Southern Rhodesia when suffered detention, are now moving
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into Nyasaland. Many of the wives and children have never before been in
Nyasaland and they constitute a real in a country overcrowded under
its present economy.
Unlike such countries as Uganda, where progressive chiefs are a
major asset in agricultural extension work, the relatively weak tribal author-
ities in Nyasaland continue to rest most of the burden on officers.
An expensively high percentage of these officers are European--many doing
the work trained Africans carry out in other territories.
Government officers complain that many customs associated with
matrilineal tribes and especially matrilocal practice which the husband
goes to his wife I s ground) are major in agricultural improvement.
The men who acquire modest sums of from work abroad appear
reluctant to invest it in a wife I s land in a strange village- - when
marital changes can leave the husband landless.
There are six hundred Ilmaste! farmers" in the country but poor farm-
This year ls dark tobacco crop was the finest Africans
have grown in the fields, but partly due to the emergency, it was not properly
handled after picking, and is bringing disastrous sale prices. All this in a
cOU11ltrv without the double-cropping of food and cash crops possible in Uganda.
M. W. K. Chiurne, an ardent Congress leader in the Legislature who
escaped the police net and is now in London, claims Nyasaland can stand on its
own feet. He often quotes the Nyasaland Financial Secretary who said in a
Legco debate in March 1958 that before Federation Nyasaland balanced its
budget, had a surplus, and was economically viable. Chiume argues that
economic growth is not a prerequisite of independence, but that such growth
can only corne after independence. Dr. Banda's temper is very short when
visitors ask him economic questions implying that independence should be
contingent upon finding answers to such problems. Banda says his people
"prefer poverty to chains."
If Nyasaland is to stand alone outside of the Federation it will need
more than agriculture to provide a reasonable but modest standard of
for its people. The Colonial Development Corporation, the major outside
investor to corne to withdrew after a few years because of what
was indiscreetly revealed as "political imponderables." Mature officials
shake their heads and say that Nyasaland really needs to discover gold!
Despite the and extravagant charges made to me by some of the
younger African leaders, and also President T. D. T. Banda of the Liberation
Party, I doubt whether geologists are suppressing news of great
new mineral finds.
The facts are that is at present a poor It benefits
from Federation to the extent of about ten million dollars a year--more than
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one half of current spending. The Federal Government has developed trans-
portation and has spent five times more money on medical services than
Nyasaland has been able to afford alone. Nyasaland needs large sums of money
to improve its agriculture, expand its so~ial infrastructure, and to attract
industry to utilize its labor. As part of the Federation, Nyasaland is
able to borrow money much more easily than it could alone. But Governor
Armitage it "We need gifts, not loans. II Congress leaders are
likewise unimpressed with loan Dr. Hastings Banda has been
.... "n1l"0r! as "Don Jt worry, there are plenty of American friends outside
with dollars to us. II Both the United Kingdom and the United States
would doubtlessly to keep afloat lest she be
bailed out Iron Curtain countries. But plugging a few leaks does not make
a seaworthy craft. Economic growth appears probable only in close associa-
tion with the expanding economies of Northern and Southern Rhodesia. Pro-
posals of association with whose financial problems are analagous,
do not make economic sense. The political leader in Tanganyika, Julius Nyerere,
agrees with this but has agreed to succor Nyasaland politically if an
Prime Minister asks for association.
An unusual business view is presented in the June company report of
Board Chairman Sir Jock Campbell of Booker Brothers, McConnell and Co.
This British firm has extensive sugar interests in the Caribbean and over
000 invested in Nyasaland where it operates the largest company.
After "nearly all" Federation whose attitude toward
Africans is lito keep them in their place," Sir Jock says: ''It could be hoped
that the creation an African state in Nyasaland, combined with the of
her peoples to decide their own relationship with the Rhodesias, might encour-
age the Federal Government of the Rhodesias to provide proofs of partnership
in practice which would restore real confidence to all the Africans in Central
Africa that the full fruits of the future are theirs in full and fairmeasure--
not only economically and politically but as free and first-class citizens of a
new nation."
The material argument for Federation been made in and out of the
Federal House by Nyasaland M.P . .i s C. J. Matinga and M. S. Malunga, without
noticeably influencing articulate Africans in Nyasaland. Matinga told me that
his house had twice been set on fire and life threatened, but that he never-
feels he is It is incredibly difficult to measure so-called
moderate opinion because there is no way of ascertaining the views of the great
mass of illiterate Africans. Governments all over the world justify--not neces-
wrongly--certain actions as being in accord with what the inhabitants
want but do not express. How much easier it is for both Government and Con-
gress to the of the educated, inarticulate masses.
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EMERGENCY DECLARED
By February 1959 the conflicting views of the Congress movement and
the Nyasaland Government on the desirability of Federation, the pace of Afri-
can participation in government, and the economic requirements of self-
government, had become increasingly irreconcilable. As a consequence, dis-
order and physical violence intensified, culminating in the declaration of an
official emergency on March 3. With the emergency continuing, most of the
524 Nyasas still held are in Southern Rhodesian detention camps.
The immediate circumstances of the emergency are set forth in two
long official documents from which extensive quotation will be made. The
first is a dispatch from Governor Sir Robert Armitage to the British Colonial
Secretary. It produced such a storm of disbelief in the United Kingdom and
the Federation that a Commission of Inquiry was appointed under the dis-
tinguished chairmanship of Mr. Justice Patrick Devlin, a British High Court
judge. 2 Both the GovernorJs dispatch and the ComrnissionJs report make it
clear that the central figure in the clash between Congress and Government
was Dr. Banda.
DR. HASTINGS KAMUZ U BANDA
Governor Armitage told me that despite the views of the Devlin Com-
mission, he holds Dr. Banda responsible for the tragic events of February
and March. Dr. Banda told the Devlin Commission that he was favorably
impressed by the Governor, considers him a liberal man and bears him no ill-
will. The Commission members were impressed in turn by Banda's charm and
the circumstances of his life. They found him a credible witness and exoner-
ated the Nyasa leader of directly supporting violence.
Dr. Banda was born about 1906 in a small village in the Kasun.gu Dis-
trict. He was named Kamuzu (little root) because a medicine man ended his
mother's barrenness by prescribing a root herb, Banda chose as his Christian
name that of a missionary he admired. His life has been rooted in a European
world as much as in an African one. Although away from the Protectorate
most of his life, Banda kept in touch with affairs in Nyasaland and remained
a staunch member of the Church of Scotland, He was twelve years old when
he exhausted the educational possibilities at home and set out alone for South
Africa. He left without clothes or money or even telling his parents for fear
he would be stopped. As Dr, Banda tells the story, he arriv~d 12 months later
2 The Report of the Nyasaland Commis sion of Inquiry is available from Her
Majesty's Stationery Office in London for 7 s, ($1.00). The other members in-
cluded Sir Percy Wyn-Harris, a former Governor of the Gambia; Sir John Ore
Primrose, a Scots businessman; and Edgar Trevor Williams, who served as
General Montgomery's wartime intelligence officer. The average age of the
members was fifty-three.
in Johannesburg and began eight years work in the gold mines as a Nyasa
interpreter, meanwhile studying sporadically. (Banda knows the Rand well.
We onc~ discussed how an African was far better off shopping in Johannes-
burg than in Salisbury, a point Banda made to the press when in the Union last
year.) After hearing a lecture by America1s Dr. Aggrey, Banda crossed the
Atlantic and reached New York in 1923. His pockets held $5.00. During his
15 years in America, Banda held a variety of jobs while struggling through
high school in Wilberforce, Ohio, then the University of Chicago where he
majored in political science and history, and finally through Meharry Medical
School in Nashville. After becoming a doctorll he went to Edinburgh to begin
the medical practice he kept up in various parts of wartime Britain.
In 1951, Banda and I arranged to travel together from London to Oxford.
During the excursion he described his practice in the Kilbourn area of London
where he had over 3,000 white patients. He explained it was easiest to prac-
tice in a completely white area where he was treated as an individual and not
as a member of a group. His quiet personality, wide knowledge of Africa ll
and the easy way he fitted into the bowler and umbrella of London stood
in marked contrast to the demeanor of our dinner host, a Gold Coast student
at an Oxford college. The young man, aggressively antiwhite, anti-British,
and anti-American, reeled off most of the then current Communist cliches.
Banda remonstrated with him in a fatherly fashion. He defended British
institutions and, although he agreed with many of the grievances bitterly
advanced, he took an optimistic view toward the attainment of African inde-
pendence by peaceful means.
Banda I s optimism was shattered two years later when he came t.o lead
(and help finance) the movement against incorporating his homeland in a
federation with segregationist Southern Rhodesia. He has never stopped ham-
mering on African fears of federation. He hates it. He is obsessed by it.
This strong distrust stayed with him through his five-year stay in Ghana and
motivated his return to Nyasaland after an absence of 40 years. When he first
returned to Nyasaland 20 months ago at the invitation of the then President of
Congress, T. D. T. Banda, he was hailed his people ll whose Chinyanja
language he could no longer speak fluently. He spoke of peace, good will and
moderation although he did not always walk on the red carpet a hopeful Govern-
ment had laid down for him.
Banda's own description of his return from "exile" was: "I am like a
Moses come home to my people." To many supporters Banda is such a
messiah that people seek to touch his elegant clothes. (Many Africans
Nyasaland believe that Banda is not in detention now but is visiting Buckingham
Palace. Quite likely more than one house servant has heard white people
refer to him as lIa guest of the Queen ll - -to use the army slang for being in
prison. What more proof was needed than a postarrest broadcast from London
in Banda's own voice! He had recorded the interview weeks earlier.) The
Devlin Commission says, lithe reverence and adulation with which he was
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treated everywhere he went was enough to turn head of even the most
modest man and Dr. Banda is not that .... " As C!..,. ........ ,,"" ... expressed it.
"he has the qualities of supreme egoism that -------ambitious
leadership. "
It is beyond controversy the temper and the tempo of Congress
meetings increased Banda I s return from the s
Conference in Accra last December. His speeches were stronger and more
emotional. Accra had somehow added a sense of bitterness to his mood.
The given me by the Governor and. on behalf of the Federal
Government. the Secretary for External Affairs. as to Banda on
the heat. is different from my own of events. The official view
is that Banda was associated in Accra with that section which advocated vio-
lence if necessary to gain independence. and that Banda was "inflamed I ,
"extreme" African nationalists and Communists in Ghana.
view is based on a different interpretation of
involved in Banda1s of mood. Banda decided go to at the last
minute. Indeed. he arrived two late and thus missed the official discus-
sion of violence versus nonviolence. surmise that Banda IS reluctance to
attend the Accra Conference in 1958. and a general ignoring of him certain
delegates. goes back in part to his residence in Kumasi where. to
it he was not always a 100 per cent of Prime Minister
Nkrumah. The adulation of his followers in Nyasaland contrasted sharply with
what may have been a brush-off at the Accra Conference. Certainly
he did not attract large crowds in Ghana. Mboya. Nkrumah. and others were
the heroes. To my recollection. Banda did not participate in committee work
and. partly as a consequence, was not put on the controlling committee. His
rival in the Federation. Joshua Nkomo of Southern Rhodesia. was given the
plum position over Banda. explained that he had stayed off the execu-
tive to "keep myself free.")
Banda1s urge to be Prime Minister of and to the status
that would go with it could scarcely have been lessened by these events. People
told me that Dr. Banda was in a very bad mood when he returned. He exploded
in anger when his followers were kept some distance away from the Chileka
He is as telling a crowd that !lif the won't
give us what we want we will go to the gods of our forefathers." Dr. Banda
spoke privately of getting old and of time being short. So waS his temper with
many of his African and non-African sympathizers. Nkumbula. leader
of the Northern Rhodesian Congress. described Banda as being
hatred and ." Bill Gordon of the found him
"rabid." In with an American Friends
tive who has been working hard to alleviate tension and who sympathizes n""'''''''''''''T
with African Banda the stereotyped attack on Indians:
suck the blood money out of and do not contribute to it. II
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Banda me earlier in Accra that he believes in treatment for all
citizens of Nyasaland but complained bitterly- -and I with some justice
- -that the Indian leader Socranie was insulting Africans demanding the
same numerical representation for all thl"ee races in the and
calling this equality. Asian support for Banda's Congress plummeted
following his speeches, but Banda continued to meet amicably with some Asian
businessmen to the before the emergency.
The Devlin does not place much credence on the Nyasaland
Government's view that Accra the for the fire in
Nyasaland. I doubt whether Banda was embroiled with the proviolence forces
in Accra, although it is clear he thought then and later that some violence
was inevitable. Accra was important in its effects on Dr. Banda's
In the month of African feeling built up and was accom-
panied by attacks on whites, on Africans who did not and on Indians
(numbering 10,000 they stand as a symbol of modest financial success in a poor
country). Strong African feelings against Indians were exacerbated
Banda's speeches. The epidemic of throwing stones at cars containing
Indian men, women, and children, terrified the Indian The Devlin
Report ascribes most of this to hooligans not connected with Congress. Editor
Alan Cooper of the Nyasaland Times roasted His Excellency his failure to
act. Other whites held Governor Armitage responsible for encouraging arson
and stone throwing by a weak-willed refusal to act. Few thoughtful people--
including those who blame the Government for the state of affairs--would deny
that Armitage was forced to take some action against the rising tide of violence.
the words of the Devlin Report, he had to "act or abdicate."
Governor Armitage's hesitance to act may have two causes. Firstly, he
sincerely hoped that the trouble would blow over. New constitutional changes
giving Africans more political rights were soon to be announced. Congress
was obviously seeking a showdown before then--the advances being spurned as
inadequate--but Armitage thought trouble be avoided. His achievement
as a member Secretary) of the British team which so
conducted the transfer of power in Ghana, is something the Governor would like
to duplicate in Nyasaland.
Secondly, Armitage appears to have been unable to act and
anything less than drastic action inflame the coun-
allow the escape of most leaders he to detain, and set off a
Mau Mau situation. In the first days of the emergency the Government lost
control over the northern-most of the country. Use of the principal air-
field was im.rnediately sent an
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S.O.s. to the Governor of Tanganyika for police help to restore order in the
north and to protect m.issionaries (including Arn.ericans) there. His request
was turned down flat. Finally, when disorder continued, the Tanganyika
Governor received a request through London and sent in police from. southern
Tanganyika.
Subsequently, 524 Africans in Nyasaland were arrested. Governrn.ent
circles are disturbed over one feature of the arrests: m.any detainees had
advance word of official m.oves. Dr. Banda had his bag packed and papers
sorted. Intelligence operations in regard to African plans are not nearly
as effective. By its own adm.ission, Governrn.ent did not learn of a secret
m.eeting of Congress m.em.bers in the bush until three weeks after the event.
Governrn.ent inform.ers have not gained a reputation for reliability, as one
official put it.
Governor Arm.itage m.ade the following points, inter alia~ on the em.er-
gency in his dispatch to the Colonial Secretary. The original paragraph nurn.-
bers are retained.
3. The Governm.ent of Nyasaland is responsible for law
and order in the Protectorate. Faced with the policies and
actions of the Nyasaland African Congress described in this
despatch, it was obliged to take firm. action or to condone
law-breaking, intim.idation and violence.
4. For a considerable period I have been having talks
with the leaders of the various com.m.unities and sections
of political opinion in the country~ including the Nyasaland
African Congress~ with a view to reaching conclusions on
constitutional advances ...and it was m.y hope that the out-
com.e would have gone som.e way to resolve conflicting inter-
ests. I also knew that, despite the increasingly unfavourable
atm.osphere for reasoned constitutional discussions which
had developed in recent m.onths, largely as a result of the
speeches and activities of Dr. Banda and his Congress col-
leagues, you shared m.y view that the best prospect of im.-
proving the uneasy situation in the territory lay in attem.pt-
ing to bring such discussions at the earliest possible m.om.ent
to a conclusion which m.ight be acceptable to all concerned....
6. The Nyasaland African Congress was origlnally
form.ed in 1944 as a convention of a num.ber of African Asso-
ciations which had for SOlne tim.e been concerning them.selves
mainly with African welfare and advancem.ent. A rallying
point was afforded to the embryonic Congress when the qU:es-
tion arose of including Nyasaland with the Rhodesias in a
single Federation. The Congress organisation thereafter
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steadily developed as a political organisation. and was able to
amass considerable support against federation ....
7. After 1953 and until the return of Dr. Banda. the Afri-
can Congress behaved and was treated as an ordinary political
party pursuing its main aim of secession from the Federation
through constitutional means. The Nyasaland Government did.
and still does. consider that this aim was misguided. and every
possible opportunity was taken to bring horne to Congress
leaders the disadvantage which would follow from secession.
You yourself have taken every opportunity to emphasize the
same point. both during your visit to Nyasaland and in the
United Kingdom Parliament.
8. Towards the end of this first period the intemperate
speeches made by some of the African Congress members of
the Legislative Council, both in the Council and outside it.
exacerbated racial antagonism and caused the Government con-
cern. But such speeches were no reason for denying to Congress
leaders the normal constitutional paths open to them for pursuing
their aims. nor did they amount to breaches of the laws govern-
ing sedition. By the end of this period the Congress movement
had become deeply rooted in certain areas. particularly in the
Northern Province and in parts of the Southern Province.
9. The second period began in July 1958. with the return
of Dr. Banda to Nyasaland after an absence of over thirty
years ....Once his intention to return had been definitely an-
nounced. Congress leaders spent several months representing
him to the people as the powerful messiah-like figure in the
background who at the appropriate moment would arrive to
lead them.
10. On arrival Dr. Banda made several public and private
protestations of his lack of enmity towards Europeans and he
paid courtesy calls on a number of senior Government officials.
11. In August he was accorded the leadership of Congres s
on his own terms, namely that he should himself appoint the
member s of his central executive.
13. I should make it clear here that there was no lack of
effort during this period, and indeed right to the end, by the
Government to provide Dr. Banda with opportunities for mak-
ing his views known and influence felt by constitutional means ....
14. Dr. Banda made it equally clear. however, in his talks
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with Government officials, that he was not prepared to com-
promise. In public he stated that he intended to pursue his
ends by constitutional means but, in choosing his colleagues,
he ignored the older, more experienced and more moderate
leaders and took on the younger more volatile and extreme
people. 3
15. As early as August, Dr. Banda was publicly threatening
members of the police who attended his meetings with victimi-
sation when self-government was achieved, and considerable
intimidation of his African political opponents took place.
Agricultural legislation designed to increase the productivity of
African<ila"nd holdings by soil conservation and other measures,
came under attack by Congres s and Dr. Banda said that with
self-government such irksome legislation would be abolished.
Following a public meeting held by Dr. Banda in Fort Johnston
District in September 1958, Governmentofficers encountered
serious opposition, and threats of vlolence by the villagers.
The Agricultural Rules were widely disobeyed; and on the
20th October, while police were endeavouring to make arrests,
they met with strong resistance and were attacked by a crowd.
The Riot Proclamation had to be read and the crowd dispersed
with the use of tear smoke and batons ....
16. To turn to his attitude to Asians, Dr. Banda made it
clear at public meetings held during September 1958 that, if
Asians persisted in attempting to obtain a share in the Govern-
ment of the country, an African boycott of Asian stores would
settle the matter. In October, following a speech in which he
made caustic references to Asian participation in politics,
some of the crowd stoned cars containing Asians. In November
instances were reported of abuse and petty assaults on Asians
I
by Africans. These developments gave rise to serious concern
among the Asian community. Dr. Banda also initiated a policy
of inculcating among school children a hatred of federation.
During September the Congress Youth League was formed as
an action group. In October the first violence occurred with
two incidents in Zomba and Blantyre respectively involving the
stoning of cars. Following on these events, Dr. Banda wrote,
in a letter written to a Congress leader, "You have heard about
the riots. I have set Blantyre and Zomba on fire, I hope soon
to set the whole of Nyasaland on fire .,,4 ...
3 Testifying before Justice Devlin, Dr. Banda agreed with this last comment.
The Commission concludes Banda was ready to compromise.
4 The Devlin Commission said this is misquoted. See page 23.
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21. On the day following Dr. Banda I 51 arrival back in Salis-
bury, Mr. H. B. Chipembere, who as you know has throughout
been Dr. Banda I s most militant associate, warned his listeners
at Blantyre that in times of violence thoi>e who sided with
Europeans would be destroyed. Dr. Banda, while continuing to
say he was against violence, adopted a belligerent attitude at
the fir st meeting held in Nyasaland after his return on 28th
December. He then said he had not brought self- government
from Ghana but that people would have to fight for it, that he
expected to go to pri son and that thousands would follow him
there. This utterance could not but appear menacing, particu-
larly when considered in the light of the Accra Conference
resolution.
23. Trends towards violence had been noted for some time
in speeches by Congress leaders ....Twice crowds attending
Congress meetings in Zomba were incited to go and release
persons in police custody, and on the second occasion on 20th
January, after a meeting addressed first by Dr. Banda and
then by Mr. Chipembere, the Riot Proclamation had to be read,
stone throwing took place and the police had to use force to
disperse the crowd....
24. Then on the 24th January a conference attended by at
least 150 Congress delegates from all parts of the Protectorate
and from Northern and Southern Rhodesia was held in Blantyre.
At that part of the conference which took place on the 24th Janu:",
ary it was decided to call a general strike, including civil serv-
ants, railway and road transport workers, in the event of the
Congress constitutional demands being rejected. In the after-
noon of 25th January some 140 delegates were conveyed by
lorries to another and secret meeting. Dr. Banda did not him-
self attend this, but I have reason to believe that it was held
at his direction. All the principal Congress leaders were there.
Those attending were sworn to secrecy under threat of death,
and such was the effectiveness of this cloak of secrecy that
some time elapsed before knowledge of what took place at this
meeting became available to Government. By the 13th Febru-
ary, however, the Government was in a position to assess
reports of the proceedings at this meeting. According to these
reports it was agreed at the meeting that:-
Plans Made at Meeting
(a) Until such time as the. announcement of the impending
constitutional changes was made, unlawful public meetings
and processions should be held throughout the Protectorate.
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These rneetings were to be held where possible in the bush.
Those attending them should not resort to violence but
should offer themselves for arrest if the need arose.
(b) If Dr. Banda were arrested, four persons, Messrs.
H. B. Chipembere, D. K. Chisiza and M. W. K. Chiume,
and Mrs. Rose Chibambo, elected to run Congress in his
absence, were to fix a day when violence was to begin, to be
called "R" day. Every branch in the Central and Northern
Provinces should be informed of the arrest. In view of the
difficulty of communications "R" day would probably be
from ten to twenty-one days after Banda I s arrest. All action
was to begin simultaneously in every district on this IIR"
day.
(c) The plan for violence on "R" day included:-
(1) Sabotage of telephone wires, road and rail bridges,
airfields (including Chileka) and installations, petrol dumps
and the main power station at Blantyre.
(2) Murder of District and Provincial Commissioners,
District Police Officers and other Europeans, including mis-
sionaries' also of certain chiefs and other Africans classed
as "Quislings II. In the townships Europeans and Asians
were to be killed, including women and children.
(3) Assassination of the Governor and other senior
British officer s.
It was reported that at the meeting on the 25th January the
delegates were told to go horne and brief the Chairman and
Secretary of each Congress branch about the plan.
26. From then onwards the tempo increased. On the 15th
February the Karonga Police Station was stoned after the
District Commissioner had intervened at an illegal meeting
in the market place and arrested four per sons. On the 17th
an unlawful assembly took place outside the district headquar-
ters at Kota Kota, a crowd armed with axes released prisoners
under lawful arrest in the Zomba' district and a crowd stoned
police in Blantyre. On the 19th a riot took place at Karonga,
follOWing the arrival of two Congress emissaries from Blantyre,
in the course of which the prison was broken into and prisoners
released, the rest house was damaged by fire, stones were
thrown, police families and the African District Assistant were
assaulted and attempts were made to put the airfield out of
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action by datnaging the tneteorological instrutnents. This was
followed on the 20th day by a riot at Fort Hill airfield where the
aviation offices were wrecked, the wireless installations and
aerodrotne were put out of action, European staff, including a
wotnan, were attacked and injured and the police, who arrived
by air as these events were taking place, were forced to open
fire, injuring five persons, one fatally. On the same day stones
were thrown at the Agricultural Officer's house at Nchenachena
in the Rutnpi District and police tnoving frotn Karonga towards
Fort Hill on the 22nd February found road blocks on the last
seven tniles of the road. On the 20th February also, at Ncheu
in the Central Province, the Police had to use batons and tear
stnoke to disperse unruly crowds which gathered outside the
Court to detnonstrate while charges against Africans for
breaches of the peace were being heard.
29. On the 25th February, security forces reported stoning
and road blocks in the Northern Province. On the 27th Febru-
ary a riotous crowd, including people artned with sticks and
iron bars, who were detnonstrating outside a court in the north
of the Blantyre District at which two Congress officials were
being prosecuted, refused to disperse and security forces had
to open fire, wounding three Africans, one of whotn died ....
38. No Governor wishes to be placed in a position of having
to declare a state of etnergency. But the events I have de-
scribed speak for thetnselves.
DEVLIN REPORT
Regarding the etnergency, the facts involved did not speak for them-
selves, or they spoke in different voices to different people. The Devlin
Cotnmission did an unusually thorough job of investigation, but it apparently
found the situation so complex that the findings could not be summarized in
a way that would give the various points their relative weight. No full SUtn-
mary will be presented here; I have extracted material from the report to
cover only particular points.
Intimidation
After tracing the pattern of authority in Nyasaland the Commission
concluded that somewhat stricter restrictions on behavior must apply in Nya-
saland .than in Britain: "There is no room for a Hyde Park in Nyasaland."
"Another charge that the Government brought against Congress was
that they resorted to intitnidation. We do not think. that this was a policy
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deliberately adopted by Congress at the highest level, certainly not by Dr.
Banda; but we think in this respect, as well as some others. Dr. Banda
elected to disregard the political immaturity of hls followers. The ordinary
African considers threats and intimidation and the occasional use of physical
force as acceptable 'alternatives to persuasion.
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"Nevertheless we think the Government exaggerated the extent and
effect of intimidation. Some of the evidence we heard suggested that, apart
from a ruthless minority, the whole membership of Congress was secured by
intimidation; we are on the contrary satisfied that it depended chiefly on popu-
lar support.
"The real case against Dr. Banda is not that he ever advocated dis-
obedience ...but that he refused to realise that disobedience was the inevitable
consequence of what he was saying and doing. If he never deliberately stirred
up a crowd., he behaved as if the ordinary African crowd was as controlled
and unexcitable as the ordinary British crowd....Congress behaved as if.Nyasa-
land was capable of functioning as a democracy in the fullest sense and that
the Government was holding things back. The Government on the other hand
became increasingly intolerant of any opposition on Western and democratic
lines because it considered it tantamount to setting up a rival authority. This
conflict of thought and feeling between a Government ~hat is still paternal in
outlook and an opposition that is not as yet as mature as it believes itself to
be is no doubt a common feature in the emergence of democracy all over the
world. What is peculiar to Nyasaland is that the anger and bitterness and
frustration which this sort of conflict commonly engenders were largely con-
centrated on one point, namely the controversy over Federation."
Federation
The Commis sion makes it clear that the opposition to Federation was
the root cause of the trouble: "Even amongst the chiefs, many of them are
loyal to the Government and dislike Congress methods, we have not heard of
a single one who is in favour of Federation." African complaints to the Com-
m.ission were not against Britain or imperialism. One critic called the Gov-
ernor "a disgrace to the British Empire."
Banda I S Speeches
The report is on the whole quite sympathetic to Dr. Band~ but there is
a sting. For exaIl1ple: " ...his speeches were moderate in content but highly
emotional in the way they were delivered. We have listened to the recordings
of some of them and they are the speeches of a demagogue." Later the report
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says, "Dr. Banda has complained with much justification of the way his
speeches during this period were summarised in the White Paper. There
was nothing in Dr. Banda's speeches designed to encourage lawbreaking and
disregard of authority." The Commis sion says the quotation in paragraph 16
of the Governor J s dispatch is "not correctly quoted....The most important of
these differences is the omission...of the word' so-called I [in referring to the
riots]. Without that word the text gives the impression that Dr. Banda approved
the rioting; the inclusion of the word shows that he was refusing to treat the
disturbances as riots at all."
Massacre Plot
The Devlin Commission generally rejects massacre allegations of th~
Nyasaland Government. It implies that the Government did not base its actions
on knowledge of the "Murder Plot" but rather seized upon it after the emer-
gency had been declared in order to justify some actions which did not neces-
sarily require further justification. The Commission emphasizes the confu-
sion prevailing at the secret (but not necessarily subversive) bush meeting of
some 200 delegates. It concludes that four decisions were taken: 1) To appoint
a bodyguard for Dr. Banda. 2) Compile a list of African but not European quis-
lings, starting with Wellington Chirwa. 3) "Approval was given to a policy of
sabotage. II 4) "General approval of a policy resisting with violence attempts
to enforce unpopular laws ....These policies were not to be to the exclusion of
non-violent methods but rather an extension of them..•.We do not doubt that
there was also a great deal of talk about beating and killing without any divid-
ing line being drawn....If murder was talked of, as it may well have been, cer-
tainly no clear decision was taken about the circu:m.stances in which it was to
have been committed•..although after 3rd March opportunities presented them-
selves in which both Africans and Europeans might have been killed, no murder
was ever co:mmitted.•..Perhaps the effect of it all can best be su:m.:med up by
saying that there was to be an all-out campaign to defy the Government, vio-
lence not excluded....If it started in some places and was not checked, it would
certainly have spread and might have gone very far; that was the real danger
in the situation."
The Commission says emphatically that Dr. Banda did not countenance
murder plans. It is severely critical, however, of his lieutenants Chiume and
Chipembere for making violence-provoking state:ments, and holds another aide
up to ridicule for denying he made certain speeches, even after the Commission
played a recording of them.
The Commission does "not think that there was anything that can be
called a plot nor, except in a very loose sense of the word, a plan. II But it
believes that without any information on a plot, an emergency declaration would
still have been necessary. The Devlin :members virtually tell the Nyasaland
Government that it had ample reason to act as it did without dragging in a plot
it may have only half-believed in itself. In an extraordinary passage, the
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Commission points to the British Colonial Secretary Lennox-Boyd (to whom
the report is directed) and Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for the
Colonies Julian Amery for referring to murder plots and massacres in the
House of Commons at a time when-the Nyasaland Government had not made
such allegations publicly and was possibly uncertain of how to evaluate them.
Arrests
The Devlin COrnInis sion employs strong language in reviewing the
arrests of last March. It refers to Nyasaland as a "police state" (to the sub-
sequent indignation of Governor Armitage and the Attorney General of Great
Britain) and severely criticizes the "unnecessary and illegal force" used in
arrests, as well as the deliberate action of the Army in adopting "an aggres-
sive and bullying attitude" as "part of the treatment" and that "lack of sub-
mission to it meant hitting and beating." The Commission found "most uncon-
vincing" the explanation of a husky police inspector who beat up a slight and
unresisting African elder of the Presbyterian Church. The excuse was ad-
vanced that general rough handling of suspects was required in the African
situation. The Commission refuted this by commenting with surprising praise
on the lack of ill-treatment during the mass arrests carried out in Southern
Rhodesia at the same time. The final paragraph on the arrests observes that
the Nyasaland Government has never expressed regrets to anyone, including
the Commis sion, for the beating up of Africans.
REACTION TO DEVLIN
The thorough and judicially fair report is open to favorable interpreta-
tions by those who feel the Nyasaland Government and the British Government
acted wisely. It also provides an ample supply of ammuni~ion for critics to
fire at the Governments. Both sides can "crow" if they pick the right page.
The Nyasaland Government has sniped at the Commission for being "donnish"
and for making picayune points when it really supports the declaration of the
emergency. The greatest impact of the Devlin Report may be on the Conserva-
tive Party in Great Britain which has officially refused to accept all of the
criticism. Colonial Secretary Lennox-Boyd had backed up Governor Armitage
and told what now appear to be lurid stories in the House of Commons. He
was left between the and the deep blue sea and was only rescued the
intervention of Prime Minister Macmillan.
Sir Roy Welensky comes out .0£ the affair with clean hands. Labour
M.P.'s and British papers such as The Scotsman and The Observer had accused
him of being the villain in the background who rushed in Federal troops after
coercing a weak Governor. Sir Roy said in protest, liMy only crime was to
give my backing to a territorial Governor--and I am the ogre 01 Central Afri-
can politics." According to the Devlin Report the Federal Prime Minister did
no more than what was constitutionally correct.
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The Church of Scotland has been the most vocal of Governor Armitage I s
critics and has entered fully into the political Its actions have already
led to a first-class row in the United Kingdom between that part of the Kirk
which censures the Government in Nyasaland and Sir Gilbert Rennie, a senior
laYman of the Kirk, former Governor of Northern Rhodesia, and now Federa-
tion High Commissioner in London. I heard Rennie recite at length his con-
troversy with the Kirk--or rather a group in it actively concerned with Nyasa-
land. He is scathing in his criticism of the Church of Scotland's scathing
criticism of Nyasaland events. The General Secretary of the Blantyre Kirk
has been prohibited from returning to his post in Nyasaland. The General
Secretary had led deputations in London to demand the immediate release of
all detainees. In Government eyes. to release some of the men the Government
believes attacked jails and released criminal prisoners, as well as those who
threw stones. would encourage anarchy. By way of justification the Nyasaland
authorities have compiled a secret indictment of Church of Scotland activities
in the country. It includes a reference to attendance at Communist meetings
of the banned churchman before he came to Nyasaland.
The Roman Catholic Church, equally as strong as the Church of Scotland
in Nyasaland (a fact usually obscured by the historical aura surrounding the
work of the early Scottish missionaries from David Livingstone onward), has
been notably silent in the controversy. The Anglican Bishop sympathizes with
African aspirations, has visited the detainees, but has refused to associate him-
self with the position of the Kirk. Meanwhile, the Church of Scotland is enjoy-
ing record attendance from Africans in Nyasaland although according to Editor
Cooper of the Nyasaland Times, it has lost one-half of its white membership.
Detracters snicker at the postemergency promotions of several Africans to
important posts in the Kirk as being meritorious but panicky- -on the Welensky
model. The Scots lag behind the Catholic Church in entrusting Africans with
positions of authority.
Some Africans and liberal Europeans resent what they regard as an
appeal for anonymous denunciations that appeared in the May Nyasaland Infor-
mation Bulletin which asks for help in rounding up Congress leaders: "Do
you know of any member of Congress who has not been arrested ... ? If you do
you must tell the Bom.a (Government district headquarters) so that these
wicked people can be arrested....You can either report per sonally to a Govern-
ment Officer or send an unsigned letter to your District Commissioner or
Police Officer there is no need to stam.p the letter." The Governm.ent takes
the view that intim.idation by Congress bullies and threats by Dr. Banda and
others of physical reprisals against Africans when Congress takes over the
Government, have terrorized the countryside and m.ore than justify the use of
anonymous inform.ers.
Today, on the surface, Nyasaland is peaceful. Not only are 524 Congress
leaders and mem.bers detained, m.ostly in Southern Rhodesia, but security police
are as ubiquitous as bicycles in Nyasaland. Som.e have come from Malaya pre-
pared for the toughest kind of jungle warfare. The Government claim.s that a
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political vacuum exists. This is true in a sense and the Federal Party is
finding some success in enrolling African members, but it is also true that
a wide and deep sympathy exists for Congress, now split into depleted cells
but far from being a spent force. Dr. Banda would be idolized more than
ever were he to return to Nyasaland.
A European supporter of African aspirations who knows economic
conditions in Nyasaland, predicts that unless the present economic distress
is relieved by October, the political situation will explode. He offers this
solution to the dire emergency: park the American bulldozers and hire Afri-
cans to work on the roads with traditional hoes at $1.00 a week.
BANDA'S AFRICAN OPPOSITION
The African M.P.' s representing Nyasaland in the Federal Legislature
and who support Federation do not comprise the major alternative to Dr.
Banda's Congress party. If a strong minority of Africans would accept the
progressive reduction in the color bar as sufficient reason to try Federation
a little longer, the Nyasaland and Federal Governments might succeed in
tempering the power of Congress. The Nyasaland Government is ready, so
far unofficially, to grant Africans a majority of the unofficial members in the
local Legislature. Colin Legum, The Observer's Africa correspondent, says
privately that the Indian High Commissioner to the Federation went to Nyasa-
land as an honest broker to offer local autonon1.y to Nyasaland if Dr. Banda
would drop his anti-Federation crusade. The refusal was unequivocal. The
offer is now being tried out on those Nyasa politicians who once headed Con-
gress before being expelled by the present leadership and who might again
gain a mas s following. They won't bite either. Their minimum demand is
an over-all African majority in both the Legislature and the Executive Council.
The leader of the Liberation Party--opposed to Dr. Banda--is T. D. T.
Banda. When I interviewed him in his modest home in a government housing
estate near Limbe, he said he advocated the retention of the Governor and of
civil servants in charge of the portfolios of finance and law. Africans of varied
political persuasion say that their demands might not be as high if Britain were
to stay in power and so assure them of eventual self-government. The fear of
Federation becoming a Dominion and perhaps cutting Nyasaland's direct ties
with Britain, has accelerated African demands before all is lost. This fear of
Federation underlies almost all African political thinking.
In the case of former FederalM.P. Wellington Chirwa, a new fear has
been added that Welensky desires to federalize the police in addition to the
army. Chirwa's huge frame seemed to gather itself into a thunderbolt when
he denounced as deceit and chicanery the idea of real African autonomy in
Nyasaland while the white-controlled Federation runs the police and the army.
I seriously doubt whether the British Government will acquiesce easily to the
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Federal authorities taking over the police. One should add that Chirwa and
T. D. T. Banda are not under arrest and that Chirwa is looked upon as a
"moderate" by many Europeans today. His position has not changed since the
days when (before Dr. Banda's return) he was an "extremist" in European
eyes. He still says: "Federation is perpetual slavery. We would all rather
go to the grave than live under it." Frankly, although his sense of identifica-
tion with his people and their grievances is unmistakable, I doubt if he believes
all his own statements.
LOOKING AHEAD
It is generally accepted that African nationalists have a legitimate
right to work for the independence of their people. Rule by the people of Nyasa-
land must and will come. Leaders at the Accra Conference argued that nation-
alist "freedom fighters" should not be treated as common criminals if they are
"compelled to retaliate against violence." On the other hand, a Nyasaland offi-
cial reiterated, being a nationalist is not a free license to engage in criminal
activities.
The British Government does have a responsibility in transmuting
Empire to Commonwealth not to hand over power to an unrepresentative group
--be it black or white. Africans invoke this in arguing that Nyasaland cannot
with justice be thrown to the white-controlled Federation, while many Euro-
pean officials and a few Africans argue that Britain betrays a trust if it
gives power to a J'handful of self-seeking politicians who will exploit their
own people." The Federal Constitution is explicit that Nyasaland and Northern
Rhodesia should have separate governments for so long as their respective
peoples so desire. It also spells out that dominion status for the Federation
can come only "when those inhabitants so desire."
Miss Margery Perham of Nuffield College, maintains that the dangers
arise from lithe Africans I lethal sense of humiliation as they become aware of
their own poverty and political immaturity. This cannot be remedied by an
immediate grant of majority rule, but only by some 10 to 20 years of. ..advance
towards a proclaimed good of political equality." She concludes Africans might
accept this from London but not from Salisbury.
The tyranny of poverty can be as grinding as the tyranny of color. But
if a people in Africa--and I mean the people, not only a few leaders--prefer
poverty to prosperity for political reasons, a way must be found for them' to
have it. This may not be immediate, but in this respect I do not believe Afri-
cans will accept Miss Perham's time scale. However, if the new Africa
develops into a patchwork of small and weak state,s the people of Africa will
be among the losers. Economic union can be good as in East Africa, and in
welding disparate peoples politically as in Nigeria, or it can be of dubious
economic value as in the Union ~f Ghana and Guinea. Large economic units
are desirable in most cases and almost essential if Nyasaland is to be viable.
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In Nyasaland, Britain will have much to gain politically when Africans
control the Legislature and the Executive Council. .A rapid time schedule is
now unacceptable to Her Majesty's Government but experience suggests that
African nationalists are most volatile as they draw nearer to the brink of con-
trol. Once the brink is reached speed is essential on the part of the colonial
power. But this will not be enou.gh to remove all of the fears the Congress
leaders can play upon in Nyasaland. Concurrently with the grant of local self-
government to Nyasaland must be the granting of similar status to Northern
Rhodesia. Julius Nyerere, leader of the successful multiracial opposition in
Tanganyika, says the key to the problem of Nyasaland is Northern Rhodesia.
When the two northern territories have responsible government representative
of the size of the African popu.lation, then the Federation can be made a success
in African eyes, and then Nyasaland will accept Federation and the economic
advantages which flow from it will benefit all the racial groups. The day might
corne when the two northern territories will have to force Southern Rhodesia to
remain within the Federation.
Because I do not see how Britain can allow Nyasaland to pass perman-
ently into the Federation without African control of its government, a step not
immediately feasible, I do not see how dominion status can be granted in 1960.
Serious bloodshed would be likely. Certainly, at a minimum, the Colonial
Office will need to have governors in Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia with
real power to protect African interests for some years to corne. It might be
desirable to give Nyasaland an option to leave the Federation in 1965, although
this runs the danger of perpetuating uncertainty and is no stimulus to invest-
ment.
The advantages of co-operation to all three territories are so great
that efforts are called for to make Federation a success. This requires Afri-
can confidence in it and in its leaders--a confidence so obviously lacking.
The concept of genuine racial co-operation and equality of opportunity for all
the peoples of Central Africa is probably the most idealistic goal man seeks
in Africa today. It may also be the most difficult. The white population--
especially in Southern Rhodesia--has made a perceptible start in recent
months, but it has not gone very far when I look back on the hopes I heard
expressed in Salisbury at the formation of Federation in 1953. The University
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland is a federal institution not boycotted by Nyasa-
landers. It stands as a worthy symbol of successful multiracial tolerance
and active co-operation. If comparable leadership and financial support are
provided for other institutions, the values of federation would both benefit and
be accepted by more people.
AMERICA'S ROLE
United States interest in the Federation has manifested itself on many
levels. American foundations have been particularly helpful to the new
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university. The American-controlled Rhodesian Selection Trust copper group
has shown enlightened leadership in running its mines and its philanthropy
program. The American Friends Service Committee has been active in pro-
moting racial harmony. Finally, interracial American track teams under
State Department auspices have helped Southern Rhodesians hurdle an old
color bar.
It may prove difficult to sustain such a positive and worth-while reflec-
tion of American interest. When Americans become too vociferous in telling
other countries what to do and how to do it a reaction sets in. Once an antag-
onism has been aroused, it may be intensified by what appears to non-
Americans as an arrogant assumption that the United States has all the right
answers including how to achieve rapid and easy racial integration at home
and abroad. American pressure in Central Africa will boomerang without
American discretion and humility. If the United States appears to encourage
the irresponsible lawbreaking which sometimes occurs in the guise of nation-
alism, it will have acted as foolishly and as much against its best interests
as if the United States did not stand foursquare for equality of opportunity
and the government of a country by and for its people.
British and American policy are not basically in conflict. Alan Lennox-
Boyd who as Colonial Secretary has borne the brunt of criticism in Britain, is
not a hidebound Tory as his own statement testifies: "Why be in such a hurry?
The answer is that we have to handle the most powerful, swift and elemental of
all political forces--nationalism. If only nationalism were a patient, gentle
amenable creature- -a kind of political cocker spaniel! But the blunt truth is
that although with tact and skill we can to some extent guide the force of nation-
alism, we cannot regulate it at our wish, and it is not to be repressed. Nor
should we close our minds to the idea that nationalism, however unworthy its
manifestations may seem at times, is not inherently ignoble or unworthy.
Mistaken judgment about the nature and importance of nationalism would
endanger the success of the whole of our policy and could have disastrous
effects for the future. Ii Lennox-Boyd wrote this three years ago; it explains
part of his success in the grant of self-government to so many million people
during his term of office.
* * * * *
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Greater tragedy hangs over Nyasaland. It can be averted if wise lead-
ership is exercised in all quarters during this period of change. When the
AUFS repo,rt on Racial Tension in Nyasaland (ESM-10- 156) predicted in May
1956 that three years would tell the tale, the trouble in early 1959 was still
avoidable. Now the fuse is shorter but my conclusion in 1956 is the same
today: "Nyasaland is a much more serious threat to the success of the Feder-
ation than Federal officials' recognise ... the economic front is easiest to win .. ,
the toughest fight is in the attitudes of the Southern Rhodesian whites."
[Map, page321,courtesy Office for Rhodesia and Nyasaland Affairs, British
Embassy, Washington, D.C.]
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AFRICAN ONTRE COPPERBELT
A Letter from Edwin S@
Ndola
Northern Rhodesia
October
But more crucial than the fS
the Copperbelt's Its reserves of good
be proved e Does about partnership extend to
check? Will Africans who demonstrate that they can handle
demanding be allowed to advance to them?
The mines are controlled fS
in and in York@
Once they agreed about the urgency of African advancement; now
their policies differ
strikes, European strikes, bonuses, advancement
ladders, riots soaring prosperity have made of light
and shadow have fluctuated violently over the country for
five years, just as does the harsh sun on the red soil savannah
of Northern Rhodesia when it hides-and-seeks in the clouds.
Let Us the story in a bar ia Luanshya, the home
of Roan Antelope, one the American-controlled mines; then carry
it into the mine; on to a gathering of union shop stewards; into
the office of John General Manager of Roan, who negoti-
for the American most powerful management person-
on the Copperbelt; and to the dinner table of
because Jack is of the European union for
the whole Copperbelt. There are a few other places to go, to the
Oppenheimer group at for instance, but this is mainly a
story of European minerse The African workers are pressing for
Copyright 1955 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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advancement now. Without question they' want more later. What
do the European miners think about this and what will they
SOME ONE-SIDED CONVERSATIONS
Over a bottle of Lion lager with Jock McLaren: Sure I
work in the mine---nearly every man in here does---sure I work
underground---I came out here for African Lakes---come from Edln-
burgh---bought up my contract for two h~dred quid so's I could
stick in a.t themine---I can save on my base pay-a-I'm saving a
thousand quid a year with the copper bonus and retirement scheme
---a working man in Glasgow or Edinburgh be lucky to save fifty
quid for two weeks at Blackpool and live in a hole the rest of the
year---there has got to be this African advancement---our union
will slow it up but it's got to come---I don't say much at union
meetings because some of the men feel pretty sore about the natives
but it'll come---RST [Rhodesian Selection Trust, an American
Metal holding company with headquarters 1n Rhodesia] is pushing
these natives too hard---the Anglo-American chaps know better---
they'v~ had more experience with natives---when I came out I
thought I'd save up and take myself back to Scotland---took my .
first leave there---last time I went down to the south coast---
you know out Durban way---some new plots being opened 'up there
look pretty good---I used to be in the grocery business---not
enough profit margin in groceries---I'd like tobacco and magazines
like this bloke down the street there---betterprofit margin and
shorter hours---I prefer Natal to Scotland---maybe Sal~sbury or"
Bulawayo would be all right---better chance for the kiddies in
Africa---Roan's a good company---I give them a day's work.
Piet de Kock: Hell man where do you come from---jyls
'n Amerikaner---ek dink jy is 'n baie goeie man---I like it here
---a man's got a chance---too much bloody racialism in the Union
---Jock and I are good friends---he doesn't have to praat die taal
---the Scotsman the Welshman the Yugoslav the Pole .all get along
here in this bar and allover this country---I left the Union in
forty-nine---worked on the railways for twenty years---I'm an
Afrikaner but the way they treated soma of the English types what
came out here and worked to build up the railways---wouldn't let
them earn maximum salary for five years so's they could earn a
decent pension just because their Afrikaans wasn't too good---you
from Stellenbosch---too many bloody Nationalists down there---we
get along all right in this country---like I said---except for
the bloody munt---hell Man let the munt advance---give him everyjob in the'place---it's all right with me as long as you make it
in a thousand • e • years---nobloody kaffir is going to take
this man's job---no bloody fear---not while I'm living---I'm not
going back to the Union---I got a farm here nine miles out---it's
bloody bundu but I'll beat It---if I made twenty thousand' quid
I'd hit for the Transvaal---lots of money there if you have some
to start with---my brother and I got our own business---we work
hard and our kaffirs work hard---you can bet on that---but we do
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s done kaffirs
Maoris I saw the war---these
I made two thousand out of the
it wasn't going to that fancy
and an hour [$.46]---
's coming up next month
and that Sir Ronald
see Jack Purvis---he's a
the work and we know the
aren't like
munts
business you can bet
company club---in
here I make ten bob
I'm quitting the
Lindsey Prain can
good man .the company don't fool
so let us go over to the
of half an hour G It's a
home early to play golf or
Not all the miners
workshop during
short break because the men
work in the garden e
Me name's Jack a second engineer's
ticket---I've done well ya knowing it---I was
to have ten quid at one time at home---now I can write me
a for a hundred pounds without thinking about it---figured
ltd stay out ten years---done me nine and going home~--had a bit
of an argument with a couple of the boys---always knew I'd go home
---but I got no kick about the company like some of these guys who
stagger out of here to their Jaguars---but I'm forty-two---in five
years I!ll be too old to start in me own business---business that's
me cup o'tea---I got a few thousand so as I can have me a nice
shop---what I want is to be able to see mepeople---and I like to
go down to the local for a when I feel like it---they drink a
lot here but there ain't no locals like home---besides I want to
raise me the odd pigeon or two---I've lost a bloody fortune on
them here---must have fed half the bloody hawks in the country---
time I got me family home---I want me grandchildren to speak
English-~-nowmy daughter's so damn lazy she can't walk herself
down to the swimming pool---the African has got to get a chance
but I'm glad I won't be here@
My name's Anderson---Robert's the first name---I've been
here seven years---went to the university after being demobbed and
then drifted up here---I like thecountry---it's changed a lot
since I came---much nicer now---my wife's a Rhodesian from the
south---she doesn't like the Union and I wouldn't go to the UGKG
---where could I make money like this---the climate isn't bad for
my little girls and the schools are much better---this is my
country---I like it---the African has to get a better job but
that takes time---you can't teach him to be responsible---but it
has to come and fighting about it won't help---I've been teaching
a couple of them English---they're bloody stupid but they learn---
but not anywhere near as fast as natives down south---the company
has the right idea but they should take twenty years for what they
want to do in three---but I'd never strike if I had the choice---
let them try the natives they'll find out---I don't know about the
men---the chaps in my section don't like the Africans--especially
the Afrikane~s but not all of them---I'm willing to go with the
company part way---I mean with Mr. Thompson---we all know him and
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he knows us---not that son-of-a.-bitch flies 'in to
tell us what to do and then flies off agaln---but I 11 go along
wi th Mr.. Thompson---he's been here twenty...f!ve y.ears and I expect
to be here twenty-five years---it's the natives' country as much
as it's ours so we've got to work together---Jack Purvis is all
right---he s got a head and he knows when to act$
Another forty-six men from allover the broaden the
picture.. Most of the U.. K. workers forward to opening a fish-
and-chips shop at a British seaside resort.. Most of the South
Africans to return to the Union.. all the Afrikaners--
there were sixteen--want to use their to a farm in the
or the Free State.. However, two said It saved
but d get started as soon as one a few
and the other for his'1955 car .. Nine men were the
Copperbelt as home.. From inferred
that several will
say they plan to leave.
Perhaps half the
every penny possible, then never
his place, but no or 6~'~~~Y'T
them argued with that
to the future of the but
be glad to be gone when
According to the Central African Statistical Office, the
average European miner' on the Copperbelt £1 822 (over$5,000) a year, up over 50% in the past five .. is £800
more than the average European miner in Rhodesia earns,
and more than professional salaries at the new Rhodesian univer-
sity.. The Copperbelt bonus, based on sale , is now
at 97% of base pay ..
High wages on the Copperbelt stem
difficulty of attracting trained men to such an
of Africa.. When Roan Antelope began production in price
of co.pper was under £25 a ton; it is now running £300 and
£400 a ton. Both Europeans and Africans have shared in this
astronomical increase, the Africans continuing to do the semi-
skilled and unskilled jobs, although actually doing some of the
skilled work under close European supervision o
(The late Rheinhalt Jones, associated with the South
African Institute of Race Relations, made a stUdy for Ang1o-
American of what would be an equitable wage for miners--European
and African-...if the colorbar were eliminated. Taking into con-
sideration that amenities on the Copperbelt have improved enor-
and that Africans now present an alternate supply of labor
to recruited abroad, Dr. Jones concluded that the non-racial
wage should be about 70% of the existing European wage .. )
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HERE TODAY; GONE TOMORROW?
Jack Purvis got together a dozen of his Roan Antelope
shop stewards for a long evening's discussion. Early, the chair-
man of the local branch, Van NieKerk from the eastern Cape, took
the floor and made it clear that "the munts have too much cheek
already~" The stewards were used to his virulent anti-African
diatribe I» Two of them subsequently explained to me independently,
but in almost the same words, that Van is a good union man and a
fine leader, but he wasn't elected because of his extreme views
on Africansl
But when Van made it perfectly clear that nI'm an Afri-
kaner, I'll always be one, Itll always be a South African, and I
don't mind sayin~ I'm not staying in this bloody country longer
than I can help, there was uneasy stirring among his stewards, a
reaching for glasses and peanuts$ Obliquely he was answered by
one steward who said his grandchildren were here and he owes a
lot to the country, by another who implied the union had some
re to the country@
Some feeling for the country, the creation of even a
small settled European population, really began less than ten
years ago. On the old Copperbelt the average man got malaria, in
time blackwater fever if he were • He drank a lot of
whiskey, lived crudely, and didn't save a great deal despite what
were high wages compared with the rest of southern Africa. Often
he came alone and stayed alone
Today, the hotels don't even furnish mosquito nets, the
highways between towns are paved, and the larger towns like Ndola
and Kitwe offer a variety of stores and professional services.
With greatly increased purchasing power, European families have
boosted the range and quality of the goods they consume$ Dinner
in one miner's home"was upset because the oldest boy had to share
his skin-diving helmet, air hose, and flippers with his brother.
An Ndola lawyer proudly showed me the town's first cooperative
apartment building, fully sold before the contractor ha.d finished
He isn't sure whether the rush of business will let him get away
for the two months he enjoyed last summer at his seaside place in
Capetown G
A few years ago Roan Antelope recruited roughly 20% of
its Europeans in the UGK$' 60% in South Africa, and 20% in North-
ern Rhodesia@ Today, the proportions are 20% U.K., 20% South
Africa, and 60% Northern Rhodesia. It is true tha~ of the 60%,
many men have simply come to the Copperbelt from South Africa on
their own, or shifted from another contract which brought them to
the country, ~ut at the same time Northern Rhodesia is generating
a permanent labor force of its OWD G
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THE STRUGGLE OVER AFRICAN ADVANCEMENT (Between the American Group
ffihodesian Selection Trust] plus the South African Group ~nglo­
American] and the Northern Rhodesian Mineworkers Union)
By 1941, when Roan had been in operation a decade, train-
ing of tribal Africans for simple jobs had become routine. Some
were ready for skilled and higher-paying positions@ The mining
companies--notunmindful of the expropriation of foreign companies
elsewhere in the world--began to think seriously about African
advancement. Northern Rhodesia was and is a protectorate which
Great Britain governed with the interests of Africans paramount.
By concerning themselves about African advancement, the mining
companies were acting both in their long-range self-interest and
as responsible employers In the protectorate.
The growing skills of Africans also attracted the atten-
tion of the European union, which rammed through a contract in
1942 protecting their jobs from African encroachment@ The com-.
panies opposed the white monopoly, but neither the South Africans
nor the Americans wished to risk a strike and so' deny Britain and
her allies desperately-needed copper from a British territory.
Britain's need for copper as a raw material and the
foreign exchange it generated just ,; after the war caused the mining
groups to defer again their desire to take up the issue rather
than risk a European strike. vfuen Britain's economy picked up,
the Korean War created a new crisis in copper. Finally, in 1952,
management felt free to press for African advancement." The birth
of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, with its slogan of
partnership, was an added incentive.
It must be clear that African ability gradually to fill
more responsible positions has at no time been the principal issue.
Africans from some of the same tribes have been performing tasks
across the border in the Congo for twenty years which in Rhodesia
are performed by Europeans.
African pressure ~or advance has been sporadic, marked
by serious rioting in 1935 and 1940 and almost yearly in the 1950~&
A riot of 2,000 a few weeks ago at Nchanga mine was ostensibly
over a European crane operator killing an African accidentally,
but political and economic overtones were not lacking. Three im-
partial official commissions (Dalgleish, Guillebaud, and Forster)
hav,e recommended pay raises for Africans (which they have gotten)
and African advancement to better jobs (which they haven't).
The last strike on the Copperbelt was by Africans early
this year@ It was not well timed for the interests of the African
union because it came while the mining groups were negotiating for
African advancement@ Roan stayed open, the Europeans ( 900)
worked as never before to prove how essential they were, and the
mine found it could do very well without many of the Africans
(9,000 in all) who were on strike. Finally, the Africans crawled
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back to their jobs with enough minor concessions for face-saving
to hold their union together.
All along, the American group (there is considerable
British capital in it too) pressed harder for African advancement
than the South African group. When Sir Ernest Oppenheimer spoke
out for African advancement, there was public and private pressure
brought to bear by the Nationalist government in the Union. The
simple truth is that Anglo-American has a great deal more at stake
in South Africa than in the Federation, and while there isn't an
ounce of love lost between the Oppenheimers and the National
Party, each side is in a position to hurt the other seriously if
the gloves were to come off.
It is commonly believed on the Copperbelt' that miners
from South Africa and Afrikaans-speaking miners (partly but not
entirely the same group) are the most hostile to African advance-
ment. During the war the number of Afrikaners at Roan mine rose
to about 70% of the European miners. It has since dropped to
about 40%. I believe a similar drop has occurred throughout the
Copperbelt. This decrease may contribute to a more flexible
European attitude.
The percentage of South Africans (both English- and
Afrikaans-speaking) at Anglo-American mines 1s significantly
higher than at Rhodes.ian Selection Trust mines, although I am
told that no detailed statistics are kept. Anglo-American's
roots on the Witwatersrand, where they employ large numbers of
mining personnel, are thus reflected in Northern Rhodesia. (The
name can be confusing because the Oppenheimer interests are neither
Anglo nor American.) It is possible that the higher percentage of
South Africans is a factor in Anglo-American's slower advancement
of Africans.
In a dramatic move last July 30th, the Anglo-American
group signed an agreement with the European union providing for
a limited number of jobs to be turned over to Africans, a free ze
on other jobs for three years pending a survey by an independent
party, and a permanent European union veto on African advance-
ment after that. The union recognized that something had to give
--its members had voted for some African advancement--and sought
with this pact to minimize the number of jobs to be given up and
to stabilize the position.
Anglo-American (actuall~ their offshoot Rhodesian Anglo-
American in this maze of companies) through Oe B. Bennett, General
Manager of Rhokana Mine, explained the acceptance of the veto pro-
vision: nIt is the conviction of the Rhoanglo group of companies
that African progression cannot successfully be implemented with-
out the concurrence and active cooperation of its European em-
ployees."
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The Rhodesian Selection Trust group didn't see it that
way and would not sign on similar terms. They wanted far more
jobs opened up for Africans, particularly because a number of
jobs to be filled by Africans in the Anglo-American mines were
alre~dy filled by Africans in Roan Antelope and its sister mine
Mufulira. Further, they could not agree to a three-year stand-
still. And lastly, they refused to give the European union a
veto after that period@
But what could Rhodesian Selection Trust do? As the
Economist headlined it, they were "Odd Man Out on the Copperbelt@"
Rhodesian Selection Trust has been attempting to stabilize the
price of copper by selling under the market price in a single-
handed attempt to retard a growing shift to aluminum. This solo
policy of generosity led to criticism in the Federation, whose
tax take was cut; raised a howl from the miners, whose bonuses
were temporarily cut; and did not fail to attract the atten-
tion of its shareholders. Obviously,.a European strike protesting
African advancement at the R.SoT. mines, with the resultant catas-
trophic fall in production and profits, could have set off a heavy
blast against the companYe
John Thompson, representing management, had the firm
support of Selection Trust head Ronald Frain, and R.SeT. had the
firm support of American Netal back in New York; but while he
was to press for much more favorable terms than Anglo-American
settled for, Thompson was simultaneously under pressure not to
precipitate a strike.
Already feeling u a little isolated," as the Economist
delicately described his position, Thompson felt the ground cave
from under him when the Prime Minister of the Federation,
Lord Malvern (Huggins), spoke publicly in praise of the fairness
and reasonableness of the Anglo-American agreement and hoped
Selection Trust would n see sense and agree." A Copperbelt M.P@
delivered a speech commenting on the fairness to all of the agree-
ment. The Governor of Northern Rhodesia, liberal but apprehensive
lest his territory be racked by a ~tr1ke and bloodshed, privately
brought the weight of his position to bear to induce Thompson
to settle. The African miners weren't helping him by clamoring
for a substantial wage increase of over $1 a day all along the
line and not concentrating on the most skilled workers.
John Thompson is a man of average stature, dresses
neatly but not primly, gives an air of relaxed efficiency, and is
one of the most charming and un-dour Scots you could ever meet@
But the tense negotiations with the European miners deepened the
lines in his face.
Through a combination of persuasiveness, established
integrity, his personal relations with the union representatives
a genuine desire to see all sides, and sheer guts, John Thompson
managed to get an agreement with the European union which
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(1) opened up more jobs to African advancement; (2) would allow
further advancement to be launched before the three-year period
1s up; and (3) avoided the union vetos A few days later--Septem-
ber 13th--the Anglo-American settlement was torn up and an
industry-wide agreement was made putting both mining groups on the
same termB. At Nkana I found qfficials a little sheepish about
Anglo-American's signing the new agreement.
The new agreement at last establishes the principle of
African advancement on the Northern Rhodesian Copperbelt and
schedules in detail the specific jobs which Africans will be
allowed to advance into. The importance of the agreement to the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland is not easy to overestimates
John Thompson rode home what looked more and more like
a beaten long shot. It may not be his last race, because, although
the two mining groups now have the same contract, officials of
both acknowledge that their respective views on the urgency and
method of African advancemafit are not reconciled.
The European miners were not browbeaten; they signed
voluntarily despite their fighting talk, deep racial fears, and
powerful bargaining position. More than one man carried the ball
on the union side, but if we turn to Jack Purvis, head of the
Northern Rhodesian Mineworkers Union,l we can get a feel for the
union position.
Jack Purvis is thirty-four. He looks forty-four. He's
a big shaggy bear of a man with broad round shoulders, straggly
iro~grey hair, steel-rim glasses, a voice that can send friend-
ship humming over the telephone when a miner is in trouble or
crack like a whip when one of his four children disobeys him. ~
man of ambition, of ideals, and with a heart. The heart is de-
voted to trade unionism and to Northern Rhodesia. There's a
touch of like-father-like-son, for old Jim Purvis spent the best
part of his life in the mines, was an official of the same union,
and has now retired a few miles out of tOWTl e
Jack is an electrician;. not too good a one, the company
men say. So said his wife after we spent twenty minutes trying
to find out why the iron didn't heat, by which time she had
borrowed a cord next door and pointed out the broken lamp fixture
that had been sitting for two weeks in case we really wanted to
be useful. Jack is busy. The phone is always ringing; mem-
bers want money, marital advice, or just a chance to blow off
a grievance. The past year there have been constant meetings in
Kitwe and other distant towns, not to ,mention at home in Luanshya,
IElected by the General Council, consisting of elected
representatives from Roan Antelope (4), Mufulira (4), Rhokana (4),
Nchanga (4), Chibuluma (1), Bancroft (1), and Broken Hill (2).
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where Jack is also local secretary of the Roan branch e He works
fairly steadily and the company is good about letting him off e
Forget what I wrote about, Ada's scolding on the elec-
trical equipmente She thinks about and believes in Jack's ideas,
welcomes all kinds of people a.t all hours to their humble company
home, tries to see that Jack gets a good lunch to take and that
the children don't bother him when he's trying to sleep, and
doesn't forget to visit the miners' wives when they have babies
in the company hospitale
Purvis hitched up his brown corduroy pants and expressed
deep concern for the African miners, who fl he said, are "living ata poverty level, there is no denying it e ' He has respect fot' the
leaders of the African union but doesn't have much contact with
theme He says that he must help them protect the Africans from
being exploited as cheap labore He fears the company sometimes
substitutes Africanization for mechanizatione He cited a crane
bou~t to unload steel--a job previously done by one European and
thirty Africans·.. According to Purvis, an African operator was
put on the crane, and when Purvis threatened a strike unless the
African operator were paid the same asa European operator, the
crane was withdrawn from service and later sold to another mine e
This is in line with Purvis' insistence as part of the long-held
union position that there must be equal pay for equ~~ worke The
company position is that not only is the rate of pay unnaturally
high, but also Africans can't be expected immediately to match
European output. Purvis says, "They are doing jobs here by hand
that are not done by human labor in any other mine -in the worlde"
The Northern Rhodesian Mineworkers Union does not have
"European" in the title, Purvis emphasizes e It is theoretically
possible now for an African worker to join this union if he holds
a skilled job. The union leader acknowledges that this provision
was fought hard within his organization, and that there would be
a "lot.of bellyaching" if an African were enrolled, but Purvis
feels he has done his parte Now it is up to the company to call
his bluff if they think it is a bluff.
Purvis complimented Roan for improving African condi-
tions but said he was more interested in concrete imrvrovements
than in the euphemistic change from "Native compound' to "African
township" in company terminology. .
Purvis' union principles came in for a testing during
the African strike early this yeare He says he is thoroughly
ashamed of the actions of his union members. The European union
leaders decided tha~ while they would not support the African
union striking themselves, they would not do more than their
normal quota of work to take up some of the slack. Thi3 the rank
and file rejectede As Purvis says, "We had to back down with a
pretty slim excuse and run like hell for the front of the parade It
He and a handful of the men refused to take advantage of the
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African strike, but, as related earlier, nearly all the Europeans
worked overtime and under pressure to make money and show just
how much tonnage they could move without the main African labor
force. nThey blacklegged hell/' says Purvis e nWe fell down
terribly on our principlese
Purvis said. many times in the t~o days we spent to-
gether that know Afri~can advanc'e is Inevitable. n He also
said, ftThe country needs it--how much more productive it is for
. the whole country and all of us who make our homes here if an
African produces wealth in the production line instead of ""Y.?"""""''''''-
ing the floor." His views, he readily points out, are not
shared in the union, but he refuses to be responsible for every
member who "doesn't like gooseberry jam and says so."
Purvis believes 'that the final agreement he
signed with John Thompson marks a significant advance in the
whole question of African labor e He believes the union members
"won't be so foolish as to oppose the principle now that it is
establishede" He feels the union members have come a long way in
their thinking since the war.
On the other hand, Jack Purvis is concerned about the
future of Europeans on the Copperbelt" "We've already got enough
European children in school in Northern Rhodesia to more than
fill all the jobs available for Europeans Why should my kids
have to leave their country to look for work?" Purvis adds,
"What the Africans need are many more new job opportunities out-
side of the mine" Suppose we give them every European job on the
mines; that won't be enough for them for very longe We need new
industries and new opportunities for Africans, not just dividing
up the jobs Europeans now have0"
I don't know if it is a result of deliberate policy,
but it is remarkable how the General Manager i~'so well thought
of at Roan Antelope, which helps smooth out day-to-day operations,
and how so little of the criticism of the company on its African
policy extends to American Metal. ¥~. Ronald L. Prain, Chairman
of Selection Trust, came in for some rough verbal handling by
miners,at the beginning of this letter0~ One man prematurely con-
ferred knighthood on Prain as part of" a tirade I heard Prain
address a distinguished audience in London early this year, where
he was highly praised by Lord Hailey, financiers from the city,
and men from the Colonial Office. He is likewise much compli-
mented in Salisbury by Federal officials for his statesmanship@
Prain would not wish to claim credit for the rise in
world copper prices, but his companies' profits have touched an
all-time high for the past year Roan's before-tax profit rising
from £8 million to £9.G million, and Mufulira from £8 0 4 million
to £11.1 million. The Anglo-American mines have also done hand-
somely.
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RECAPITULATION
Purvis' last remark above takes us back to the question
of permanent European settlement on the Copperbelte I was sur-
prised to hear so many grievances from miners and their wives
against the company--a company which by most yardsticks in Africa
is extraordinarily generous in its fringe benefits. But these
are wrapped in such a paternalistic package that the very gener-
osity creates animosity.
"Your husband dies and they give you six weeks [the
company says it is six months] to get out of your house. What
can a woman do with three kids? At least if she owned the house
she could stay there. 1t
"Sure, we got a park and lots of grass, but we don't
feel it's ours--the blokes in the general office may take their
poodles to walk in it, but we need a place for our kids."
"You can't trust the company, that's what it comes down
to Some of us remember the depression when Mufulira picked
Christmas Eve to tell us we were out of a job. The oldtimers'll
never forget that one."
"I 11 be pushed out of my house at sixty I can't live
on my pension, and the rent in town for a little place will be
three times what I'm paying in my house now."
"Look at that duste We can't even get that damn street
paved In a township we could s.t least complain about it." This
last remark from Purvis himself.
Roan Antelope, and the other mines, are not unaware of
the minority of Europeans who would like to own their own homes
and manage their community affairs. Improving amenities to the
stage where I doubt any large group of miners anywhere in the
world, certainly outside America, enjoy so high a material stand-
ard of living has reached a point of diminishing employee satis-
fact~ono Roan has completed a study of how it might begin to
turn over some of its houses to miners as a step in cutting down
on paternalism. One big snag is the tax laws. If the miners
were to own their homes, they would find that Roan could not pass
on all the saving in compan1 taxes, which partially accounts for
the low rentals of roughly $10 a month. A majority of the miners
I've talked with would rather give up the feeling of ol~ing their
own homes for the lower rent, but some are anxious to buy their
houses
All of this raises a number of questions which have not
been faced squarely by the company or the miners or the Northern
Rhodesian governmento ~Vhat is the future of the Copperbelt? Is
European labor to be transitory and gradually replaced with
nearly all African labor? Should Europeans be encouraged to
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settle on the Copperbelt? Would Arrican advancement be helped by
European miners settling in the country and recognizing a respon-
sibility to allow African advancement, or would more miners settl-
ing intensify a desire to hang on to jobs for Europeans only?
Permanent European settlement suggests another question:
permanent African settlement at the mines District Commissioner
Born in Luanshya has spent most of his adult life in the rural
areas of Northern Rhodesia e He knows that the bright lights of
the Copperbelt are an irresistible attraction to tribal villagers
Right now he is sifting his African population to force tho'se
without legitimate employment in town to return to the rural
areas, where they are desperately needed if the countryside is to
grow enough food for the towns e A lessening of the ebb and flow
of tribal labo~ and more stabilit~may be desirable for Africans
Permanent settlement of Europeans and Africans raises
the question of mine longevity.. The payable reserves of Roan are
good for at least a generation, probably more e Substitution of
aluminum because of the high world price of copper is a moot
point, but there is every likelihood that the Copperbelt will be
producing metals far beyond this centurYe
Meantime, the new agreement is in effect.. Trained
Africans are not easily found on the Copperbelt, so it behooves
African well-wishers and the companies to be sure the newly-
opened job categories are well filled e As Thompson put it, "We
have all we can digest for a while,," 'The expression "educated
African" is freely used on the Copperbelt, where it means a man
with full primary education and perhaps a year or two of second-
ary school. There are practically no educated Africans on the
Copperbelt if one thinks of university graduates in, say, Uganda,
the Gold Coast, or South Africa"
Thus, all appears well on the Copperbelt. African
advancement ha.s taken a long stride forward" No one suggests
that the path is a short one, or without pitfalls, but its direc-
tion is a good omen for Rhodesia and Nyasaland" If the success
of the Federation rests heavily on the economic and social suc-
cess of the Copperbelt, no less does the long-term successful
development of the Copperbelt--be it South African, British, or
American capital--rest upon the political success of the Federa-
tion.. To come full circle, African advancement is a vital element
in the success and stability of the Federation.
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A Letter from Edwin Munger
Will A Right Swing Federation?
If we look at salient features of the re-
cent election, we find a surprisingly large number
of them are subject antithetical interpretations.
It is useful to consider the following facts and
observations from more than one viewpoint.
The elimination of former
Garfield Todd's United
in the June 1958 elec-
tion marked end of effective liber-
alism in Southern Rhodesian politics.
After a do-nothing period under Sir
Edgar Whitehead's battered United Fed-
eral Party, the "anti-Native" Dominion
Party 'Will take over,leading to a
breakup of the Central African Federation at the in-
stigation of the whites in the south and the Africans
in the north, and leaving nak~d white supremacy to
rule the roost unchallenged until physically knocked
off by a determined and organized African majority.
So says the pessimist.
The optimist, however, can find a good deal
to hearten him. He says: The election setback suf-
fered by the strongest liberal party Southern Rhodesia
has ever had is only the outflow of a reactionary
wave in a broad liberal tide that has surged with un-
precedented power for four years, eroding the rock
of Rhodesian reaction. Although barely in power,
the Federal Party will carry on Todd's liberal poli-
cies and add to them (even if it doesn't talk about
them as much as he did) until Southern Rhodesia is
a more nearly democratic state with both Africans
and Europeans listed among its voters, and it is
able to set an example of harmony and well being for
multiracial
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OPTIMISTIC, PESSIMISTIC! AND MYSTIC EVIDENCE
Garfield Todd, the former missionary from
New Zealand, is the outstanding political personal-
ity of Southern Rhodesia. His magnetic appeal and
powerful, speeches actually changed mens' minds at
political meetings, according to ample individual
testimony. He attracted large crowds -- at least
equal to those of the other two parties -- and moved
his supporters to feverish enthusiasm in addition
to charming those who brought their doubts with
them. Todd generated a spirit of dedication among
young Rhodesians -- at one private pro-Todd gather-
ing there were 42 people but only 7 old enough to
vote and not least among them the sons and daugh-
ters of old settlers.
Todd's United Rhodesia Party had outstand-
ing candidates of ability, integrity, and strong
local associations. They weren't sentimental starry=
eyed "gliberals", but included seasoned and highly
regarded sitting members of parliament, who had
demonstrated election-winning ability. Sir Edgar
Whitehead's flattering comment that if a bus hit
Todd the United Rhodesia Party would be flattened,
was less accurate than Todd's unflattering comeback
that if a bus hit Sir Edgar, the Federal Party would
never miss him.
Freed of the right wing he had in the
Federal Party, Todd stood foursquare for increased
African voting and definite steps towards integra-
tion. On many small issues, such as saluting Nkosi
Sikelela Africa (something the Governor does nc;:r--
do at the playing of what is considered by many
Africans to be their national anthem), Todd endeared
himself to Africans. But thi s didn't bring any loud
cheers from the European voters. In the farming
constituency of Shabani that had repeatedly sent
Todd to parliament, he 'Would have been re-elected
if the Federal supporters had cast their second-
choice ballots for him. Todd's supporters elsewhere
cast their second preference for the Federal Party.
The Federal voters didn't
reciprocate, and the Do-
minion candidate won. In
the Salisbury North, prob-
ably the most liberal con-
stituency of white voters,
although conservative in
a class sense, sitting
United Rhodesia Party M.P.
Salisbury Hardwicke Holderness was
thoroughly trounced by
Sir Edgar Whitehead.
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The United Rhodesia did
not come close to a seat.
It ran a poor third in most contests.
the second of Todd sup-
under a preferential voting
system, enabled four Federal candidates
to overcome Dominion leads on the first
count, and swung the control of
the government to the Federal Party by
a margin of four seats, in a House of
A letter to each voter
from. Holderness- in the
..."""", ...+". old Lord who served
Minister than anyone in the Com-
rntnme8JJtih j was the to United
North.
an opposition news-
the Federal
as creeping into power
while Todd, who promoted the new
preferential voting system, is
tossed into the wastebasket
TODD'S GIFT THAT SAVED OTHERS, BUT NOT HIMSELF
The liberal r.""lnt:."I""A
~~~~ whistled an ~~~~~~~
that, projecting for uncontested
seats, 13 per cent of the vote cast for
a liberal party was a hopeful indication. The paper didn-t point out that
about 9 per cent of the whites actually voted for Todd. He had strong African,
Coloured, and Indian support. Todd, Holderness, and their fellow candidates
and workers are shocked and dismayed at the results. They had hoped for three
or four seats at least and possibly a ba.lance of power situation in the forma-
tion of' a new government.
The importance of mere participation by U.R.P. in the election was
that it forced both U.F.P. and D.P. to at least sound more "liberal" than
'Would have if there had been no U.R.P. pressure.
African voters supported Todd almost to a man (probably 195 out of
200 in one constituency). A higher percentage of registered nonvhites 'Voted
than whites. Stanley Samkange, just returned from Indiana University, counted
Election Day noses for Todd, and sent scouts out to hunt up missing voters.
But if 90 per cent of the Africans who could have registered and voted had done
so., the Todd forces would have c.aptured at least one seat and possibly two
others. Is this an indictment of Africans for falling to exercise the democratic
rights Todd i S government bad worked so bard to secure for them? The African
National Congress actively discouraged·Africans from registering because it dis-
trusted ...- in advance -- the fairness of the delimitation commission, and
thought it would be clever in getting Africans onto the voters' roll after the
delimitatton but before the next election. The African leaders outfaked them-
selves when the Todd crisis blew up. Whitehead came home from Washington to
lose a by-election as Federal Party leader, a general election came unexpectedly
early, and was based on an earlier voters' roll.
It would be a mistake to assume that in another election the potential
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VOTERS ON THE GENERAL ROLE vote for racially undifferentiated members
of the legislature. Africans are now registering fairly steadily for
this and are encouraged to do so by the African National Congress.
There have been cases where a test of the lIunderstanding of English"
has been applied (as has been done on occasion in America) to keep
African voters off the roll, but this is not likely to be practiced
widely. In addition, there is a Special Roll for Africans with much
lower qualifications. Those on the special Roll are eligible to vote
for African representatives (Africans, and a few Europeans for Afri-
can interests) along with General voters. Africans have shown little
interest in the Special. Roll. Less than 400 out of roughly 45,000 of
those Africans who could qualify have done so. The Federal. Government
is m1ldl.y encouraging such registration and may undertake a special
campaign. If in the future qualified Africans register and vote on
both rolls, there is a good chance that they will prove the truth of'
the Dominion Party warning to the whites that 1958 would be the. last
year in which the whites could make sure that they 'Would have pol.iti-
cal control indefinitely.
African voters would be on the roll and help elect three or four Todd candi-
dates. Congress l.eaders insist to me that next time Africans will be regis-
tered, but the candidates will be Africans from the African National Congress.
It is doubtful whether A.N.C. candidates would pull enough of the white votes
they would need to win a single constituency. African moderates who attempted
to make the European party system work were discredited by the Todd fiasco and
give indications of being disillusioned. They may conclude that a frankly
racialistic African approach has any hope for them.
No one "knows" how any person voted, but I checked with an old friend,
V. S. Naidoo, headmaster of the Indian School, and he estimated that Todd got
a majority of the Indian vote, although he acknowledged that the conservative
elements in the Asian business community voted Federal. Joe Culverwell, a
graduate of Cape Town University, organized for the Todd forces in his Coloured
community. Although he was intensely behind Todd, Joe was willing to admit
that at least 20 per cent of the Coloured voters supported Sir Edgar White..
head I s men. My guess is that about 60 per cent of the two small minor!ties
backed Todd. A majority appeared to favor the Federal Party in seeking voting
assistance, etc., which misled some observers.
The most liberal organization is the Constitution Party. It was
spawned in by the Capr1cornists and with some strength in Northern Rhodesia •
The party did not put up a candidate and would not have retained an
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election deposit. In the Federal Election in the coming year, theConstitu-
tion Party will contest and will offer African and European candidates.
On the other hand, the Confederate Party, which secured 43 per cent
of the vote in the last Southern Rhodesian election, did not enter a candidate.
It campaigned for two weeks, placed extensive newspaper advertising, and put
on some hectic meetings. The Confederates want to abolish African voting,
tighten up on segregation, and generally pursue racial policies to the right
of the National Party in South Africa. A Confederate speaker pounded the
rostrum in telling an audience that the University must be closed down, all
those liberal professors sent back to where they came from, and Principal Walter
Adams deported. The charge against Adams was particularly bitter because he
was alleged to have allowed his swimming pool "paid for by the taxpayers" (in
fact United Kingdom taxpayers) to be used by black and white students.
The 1954 Confederate Party was really the ancestor of the 1958
Dominion Party more than of the 1958 Confederate group 0 So many of the early
Confederate candidates stood for the Dominionites that the more extreme party
would have had great difficulty in fielding many players.
The Dominion Party w"as and is less illiberal in its racial policies
than the old Confederates. This shift to the left picked up a good deal of
respectable support and enabled it to secure a majority of first preference
votes. Leader Winston Field impressed many people with his good sense and
sincerity • Numbers of Africans have told me that they prefer Field a s a
politician to such men as Stumbles in the new Whitehead cabinet. But the
Dominion Party, in common with many oppositions, is something of a catchall
for the outs. The outs would have trouble a.greeing if they were in.
The Dominion Party did seek African goodwill and some votes. In the
"conservative" constituency of Selukwe, African voters were kept out of a
party election meeting, but the party did try to hold a meeting in the African
township of Harare until Africans broke it up. The Dominionites are "less
anti-African" than any previous opposition. What the Dominion Party policies
would be if it should come to office soon are not easy to predict. It would
certainly not close down the University despite criticism of it:;' One of the
most illiberal, on racial grounds, of the Dominion leaders is Aitken-Cade.
His daughter is at the University and is without fuss serving on a. committee
with an African.
The Dominion Party came extremely close to getting into power. The
late swing towards the center was acce:;Lerated by Lord Malvern f s intervention.
He drew support for the Federals from both the Dominion and United Rhodesia
parties.
Before considering individual views, the picture must be balanced by
mentioning some points. not consistent with the above. In the handling of the
strike on the Rhodesian Railways" Prime Minister Todd was extremely hard in
his condemnation of the African strikers. In the view of impartial observers,
but for the intervention of Sir Roy Welensky, Todd would have deprived African
employees (some of them with as much as a decadets service) of their seniority
Starboard tack
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rights for relatively trivial
offenses. Sir Edgar Wbitehead
attacked United States racial
policy before an election
audience. He said there was
not one but a great many
Little Rocks; that integration
has failed in America and
could never be forced; and
that Rhodesia was far wiser
than the United States in
knowing how to handle such
questions. Minister Stumbles,
castigated as a reactionary,
was the Minister who did suc-
cessfully pilot the more
liberal franchise through the
legislature. Someone -- prob-
ably in the Federal Party
The Rand Daily Mail offered this (certainly not Todd) in any
interpretation of Todd's defeat and event __ planted in the
Sir Edgar's narrow victory desia Herald an outrageous
letter by a "Mr. Van Tonder. IV The writer' called upon a.ll Afrikaners to vote
right and to demand various language privileges. The fear of the Afrikaner
Nationalist vote in Southern Rhodesian politics goes very deep, and the letter
was undoubtedly effective in hurting the Dominion Party. The Rhodesia. Herald's
follow-up editorial condemning the letter but taking it seriously and spreading
its contents, was probably naive and not delibera.te. No Van Tonder has been
found despite re,~rd offers and a nation-wide search.
Sir Roy Welensky, Prime Minister of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, was his usual genial self and im-
mediately referred , with diplomatic charm, to
an intimate chat we had over coffee five years
ago. He paid tribute to Todd for succeeding,
as no one else could, in doing the country a
service in "disturbing" the public with his
constant. talk about African rights. But he
refused to Todd much credit for practical
liberal accomplishments. Sir Roy said he had
won a substantial sum wagering on the election
and was not unhappy about the slim majority
his party nOW' has in the Southern Rhodesian
legislature. \.J'e discussed the problems of the
Nationalist leaders in the Union and he said
that previous large majorities had brought him
most difficult problems.
Welensky said it "ms wrong to try to
stop African nationalism -- but he would like
to see it guided to loyalty to the nation and
Sir Roy \velensky not to broader concepts. "The greatest ally of
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communism is " 'W'as an old But he this
with comment on the need for more in the Federation. He
said he hoped the successful. Rhodesia and MJ'Q~<~~C6UU
on the New York market would act risk
the future as interest and the credit
becomes better known. When I taxed him witb Lord
tion during the that American interest in Africa was a greater danger
than communism, he brushed the remark away with the huge right hand that made
him UV.'l.Jl.&""" ....'-"""&u.j.1.&.vu of Northern Rhodesia, and said, "Malvern is a
law unto himself."
Minister that I was going to characterize him as
"an who recognizes the need for African advancement
and will do what you can to forward it within: reasonable limits, but will not
shout about it from the tops of the new skyscrapers, and will occasionally make
illiberal remarks that infuriate Africans but assure you of the
of the average will te voter. II \<lith a bit of a in hi s eyes, he
that, is a devil of a hard business•.. it is a bloody dif-
ficult game••. you can't go around spouting a lot of ideas•••
you have to be in power first before you can do anything. • • you do what you
can and are careful what you say • • we've got two African doctors the
Federal civil service on exactly the same pay scale as Europeans which is more
than Southern Rhodesia has done. • . we have coloured school teachers
so that some of them have whites working under them••. but I don't want to
make a fuss about it let us make it work for five years and
then ta.lk about it Ii
Welensky said the Southern Rhodesian election was by no means an end
to opening up for Africans. Chancellor Clark Kerr of the Univer-
of California said here that he was much impressed with Welensky and what
the Minister said he would do after the forthcoming Federal elections.
Welensky ba s learned a lot from. Lord Malvern. He has the intelli-
gence to know where he wants to go and must go in Africa and enough of
the local chameleon in him to charm liberals and conservatives alike and so
survive in the of get him to his destinationo
Sir Edgar Whitehead leaned back on the
fill.ed gis with rough cut
looked the calm and leader
few opportunities of looking since his
hectic return from He feels the Federal
trailed the Dominionites a month before the
but has strength since
the narrow squeak of the now re-
most of its areas 0 Will
he lose two members and go into another general
election before long~ Most in Whitehead's
view 0 He a in the ranks
of the Dominionites before the second year of the
1s out. "And we'll do all we can to
II he chuckled 0
Sir Edgar Whitehead
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He with and confidence of the extension of more
to Africans. . nNow it is up to them to use· the we
given them. Wf He is sure his Federal Party got most of the and Coloured
votes. he claims a sizeable of African he
the African National was for not more
Whitehead is proud that 80 per cent of the of school
age are now in school. He says he will in the success of
the residential scheme for ¢ddle-class Africans in Salisbury, and
also open a new African suburb in the search for cash
crops for he to African farmers oriental
and he has ordered the agriculture to carry the program to
growers within three years"
Wh1tehead denies will be any down of African ad-
vance. In contrast to the in South Africa, he appears to be whole-
committed to the idea urban Africans land, and
retiring in the cities. This means a elimination of the
system. He described his party as behind the
called the first funds in Great Britain. To criticism that liberal
policies at the University cost votes, he cited his s record in
of the 10 Salisbury seats.
In his usual reserved and hesitant the Southern Rhodesian
Prime Minister reflected a deal of confidence 8 time. He
pointed out that almost every factor was on the side of the Dominion in
the recent election: a credit squeeze and economic in the wake of
the fall in the copper the dissension that his own for
two months and its campaigning; the passage most J.iberal fran-
chise bill for Africans in the t s all his candi-
dates; and the move away from Confederate extremism toward his in an
effort of the Dominion Party to gain power. He the Dominion t s
weakness as stemming from its action in: the of the
electoral procedure and asking the Governor to intervene suspend the con-
and 2) so many Confederate candidates whose extreme remarks
at the election were. not the voters.
1Jej~ea~ted M. P.
talks of'
says that the electoral
while Todd was Prime Minister
reaction to the biJ.l Whitehead's
n"ll"',:='<Cl.:~nT "'...1"\..........-..<:11...'''' h,...""" ......1'1,+ about the Todd crisis and the of the
One measure of' the in racial 'lfUll'I':+'''''~'i'''1fl11ll\
Southern Rhodesia is the which
Lawrence and I were served dinner in the new Jameson
Hotel~ The freedom of weJ.l-dressed Africans to go
where wish in is not established
however. long ago Vambe and a friend escorted
out of the Club. There is aD
.,.Il.\"Ilc.!"'.Il.I:,l.l. ... to this incident. was told that ~.;;;;,;;~~~~
anti-African in
many letters the act of discrimination but
none None of' the letters 'Vras
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Lawrence Vame's editorial now include the new
African Daily News with a daily circulation His discour-
agement at the election resu!ts was personally lessened the Queen's awrd
of the M.B.E. to him. This probably stamps him as a ilmoderll1te" for all time
in the eyes of the African National Congress he retains the re-
spect of many militant Africans.
like so many Africans who have numbers of European friends,
doesntt quite know where to go. he doesn't want to leave the
African mass, while intellectually he finds to identify himself
with some of the speeches of African National Congress Leaders. Will such
Africans still go along with the system the Todd
pointment? I think. so.
C.A.G. Paver, publisher of African Newspapers, Ltd., tells me what
he has been telling Vambe, that "while Todd talked liberal ,he wasn't often
able to act liberal, Ii and that the African moderates should try to work with
the Federal Party which, after all, bas been in power during a of
genuine African advance in the Federation. It remains to be seen whether the
Congress, notably lacking in educated efficient leaders, will now take over as
the co-ordinated voice of the Africans of Southern Rhodesia.
Vambe's acceptance among Congress leaders was demonstrated when
Robert Chikerema, Vice President of the A.N.C. came for dinner at Vambe's
home in the new middle-class African suburb Chikerema stressed
that he has been extremely active of late in persuading to
on the voters' roll. He complained that some District Commissioners
used the old '\-rord "Native" Commissioner) refused to qualified Africans
in some districts such as Rusape where the South African influence strong.
the impetuous quality which landed him in a current trial on ~h'~~'7ca
of having libeled ex-Minister Ben Fletcher, was evident in the way he flew off
on tangents in his and often found himself out on a limb.
several African members of the Constitution and entered
discussion. Rhodesia differs from most of British Africa in the of
friendship and association among Africans in diverse The
situation has not entered the bitter stage.
Clutten-Brock have dedicated themselves for nine
to farm near called St. Faith's Mission.
attracted financial contributio.ns from many of America and
saw a deal of Guy at the time of the formation of the Interracial ~C,g~'.Q'-
tion of Southern Rhodesia. In three -years the organization flourished and
1'">.............''''' a mixed an excellent in
but has nov Speaking experience here and from
fifties of concerned about the state of af-
fairs in this He will not succeed as a
He doesn f t think. Africans and can work "".,.··Y".. ........
present time -- at least in the rural areas the cOincE~~t
ferent that the real is achieved
s eerns to put as much blame on the value
says even the best of out from ....."'Eo-'-<..u......
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Africans he finds to be 'C'!'IM:l!>.J!-L;:J
The whole idea of close nA·'rT.lnP-l"~l"rln
and money"
Clutton-Brock now believes should be allowed to leave
the federation with A:f'rican of N ....'''''i".rlc....,n- Rhodesia to be African-
dominated states in white businessmen would invest with more confidence
than have at and with much less He
sees years of ahead for Southern Rhodesia"
Clutton-Brock said he had
an on adult ed:lcation at the The
the to the multiracial conference was secured
never mention the hated words "Federal" or "Federationlf in the course of a
document to adult education in the three territories" and
'have worked and with a shining Christian faith" Their environment
been hostile as shown the constant difficulties local have
made for Patrick an African who a white wife back from ~llirOY~
to the farm" are not.bitter nor angry but are d:lscIOUlra~~ed
David
Colonel Stirling is a tall man with a
rugged uneven handsomeness about his strong
face when he He looks what is ~- a
leader of men. , I felt the combin.a~
tion of and little
in the earnest way he argued the need
for multiracial
residences -- if the future of Rhodesia is not
The of this famous wartime behind RO'iIlIll1el Ws lines
are retold in a new British seller
It is somewhat ironic the local
a s appears to
Southern Rhodesia, generous <;;A.JV'O'."""'"
and s dashing the has in its announced
objectives, although it contributed to the greater liberalism of
the last few years" Several of those who have been closest to have
criticized him to me as being "fascist" in his outlook because he
works from the top down" They charge he wants to have the and
then find others to man his and
carry out his ideas" I confess that I have
never gotten a straight answer on the numerous
occasions when I asked officials the
source of the organizationts funds. The use
of the term is because
David Stirling contemptuously told a crowd of
Loyalists here that there were
Ii and then strode up and down the
aisle with the calm he was famous for in
the and them to :make a move toward
him their seething hate and cries of
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to give way to racialism -- white or black.
~.".,n~", David the
lingering death of the is most
in this new enthusiasm for where
Africans and 'Will come for He has a. dis-
tinguished group of men behind has the land from. the government Jl and is
now seeking funds addition to his own considerable family purse) for
tal and staff <> The first volunteer "builders" start in and
first courses are scheduled for An West Indian
whose I have seen will take a leading role.
In the welter of evidence
it is not clear whether or not the wave is
to the view to me by Sir Robert
that Rhodesia will continue a
face of African and world
democratic in which Rhodesia's
realized in an atmosphere of mutual unde:rrs~tatldjlnE~<>
different
of the tide. I'm io-
Chief Justice of
~artoon at top of Page 353courtesy of The Citizen; at of
page 366, courtesy of the Rand Daily Mail; at lower left Jl picture
courtesy of the Federal Information Department Jl Southern Rho-
desia; at bottom. of '3'70 courtesy of too Office of
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Two Kind~ of Indians
A Lette:r frornra:wrri-s7"l1unger -~.::.
Beira, Moza~b~q~e
February 26, 1953
The charge Is orten leveled that Indians pre poor colon-
izers in Africa and a barrier to the advance of the indigenous
people because they monopolize trade at the lower levels, because
they lack civic responsibility, and because they--legally or 11-
legally--send their accumulated wealth out of the country in
which it was earned, where it is needed for further develop~ent.
It is true to say that they are disliked by Afric~ns And ~~ro­
peans in general.*
Put aside for this letter whether these coml1on allega-
tions are fair or slanderous o In Mozambique we have almost a
laboratory in which to observe two groups once similar in oriein
which apparently react differently--or at least are reacted to
differently by Europeans and Africans. I refer to "portuguese
Indians" (largely from Goa with a few from Diu) and "British
Indians" (from the Indian SUb-continent).
Only here in 1-iozambique, so far as I know, have the num-
bers of British Indians decreased significantly in recent years,
and probably nowhere else in no other decade in Africae Although
their immigration has been virtually banned into South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia, and Kenya, there has been a steady natural
increase in those countries. In Mozambique the numbers of British
Indians declined by probably 2010 for the decade ending 1950, from
the best local estimates based on partial census figures. This
has been largely due to pressure from the Portuguese government.
In the business sphere trading licenses have been severely con-
trolled and often refused. There has been the positive attrac-
tion of Pakistan and Indian independence, which operated particu-
larly to induce Muslims to go to Pakistan ..
On the other hand, Mozambique has not discriminated
against Portuguese Indi~ms, whose numbers h8ve shown a slow but
steady increase over the same period. ~he Goans are nQ~erically
prominent in the government and participate Widely in cultural
arfairs. This differential treatment with its de~ographic con-
*JBG-28 discussed an Indian merchant prince in East Africa ...
ESM-24 concerned a member of another part of the "middle group" in
Africa: namely, a Cypriot in the eastern Belgian Congo ..
** Institute of Current World Affairs Newsletter No .. ~SM-40.
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sequences hes arisen because the Portuguese believe the Goans
make good citizens and that by and large the British Indians do
note Whether justified or not, this belief produces a different
attitude toward the two groupse
In talking to people in Lourenco Marques, Beira, end up-
cduntry, I've tried to discover what factors, real or imagined,
lead to the variance in Portuguese attitude.
First of all, a few people feel it is the amount of Por-
tuguese blood which has gone into the Goan group. A Goan Ph.D$
who has studied the matter told me that the intermixture of
blood is below 1% and quite rightly derided the concept that a
few drops of blood would produce differences of character. How-
ever, the point is made because. some Portuguese and a few Goans
give credence to it in their own minds, which colors their atti
tudes.
There was more support fora religious explanation: that
the Catholocism of Goans (99~), even when nominal, went a long
way toward shaping a Western outlook which appealed to the"Portu-
guese and made it easier to accept co-religionists within their
society than adherents of Indian religions.
A major factor in different attitudes (and this applies
also to the African population) is occupational distribution.
It is estimated that over 90~ of employed Hindus in Mozambique
are directly engaged in trade, usually at the retail level; but
that over 8056 of the Goans are in administration, as clerical
employes of government or of business firms. The petty, imagined,
and often real antagonisms and grievances which build up between
8 ~tnority racial group selling to a consuming majority of another
culture are common CESM-36 on Mauritius)$ The Portuguese do not
want to let the trade of their overseas province get into the
hands of aliens--be they Englishmen, Indians, or Americans--but
they do welcome the contribution of their Goan fellow citizens
in administering the province.
Natlonality,for the above and other reasons, appears to
be a more and more potent force. The barriers between Portuguese
nationals, whether born in Lisbon, Goa, or another overseas prov-
ince, are melting away, but the barriers between Portuguese
nationals and aliens in the overseas territories are stiffening
This force of nationality, implying a people subscribing to a
common goal as a con1."'l1uni ty, contributes importantly to the felic-
itous relationship between white ~nd brown Portuguese.
The idea was expressed numerous times by both Portuguese
from Portugal and Goans that the Goan approach to life and their
mental processes for reaching conclusions were markedly different
from the British Indians'e An American business man who said he
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wasn't holding one group up as in any sense better than the other
did say that he felt there was B striking difference in the
approach to problems as between the average Goan and average
Indian he dealt with daily
What do the Africans think about these two groups? My
own experience in the rural areas of Hozambique is too limited
to draw conclusions, but B~ropeans--includingPortuguese, British,
and American--are almost unanimous that there is a better feeling
in country areas between Africans and Goans than between Africans
and Indians e The difference in occupation was stressed as at
least partial explanation e
To give the view of a well educated Mozambique African,
here are quotes from notes he wrote down for me:
"The Goese (Portuguese Indians] tend to be more nation-
alistic than the Portuguese themselves e The best compliment
for an Indo-Portuguese is to call him a Portugu.e se 0 They
try hard to live a Portuguese life. They are more Catholic
than the average Portuguese Catholic. It is believed by
many Africans that if an Indo-portuguese is an administrator
of native affairs he is more strict and severe to the Africans
than the White Portuguese. Whether this latter opinion is
true or not I do not lmo r",,, But as a whole the Portuguese
Indian has given the African the impression that he is a
zealot for the Portuguese Empire.
"Socially there is hardly any genuine communication be-
tween the British Indian and the IndO-Portuguese" This may
be mainly due to religious differences. Here in Lourenco
Marques city there are separate Indian associations e The
IndO-Portuguese have their own clubs.
nFrom the Portuguese point of view the Indo.-Portuguese
are better citizens of Portugal than the British Indians"
The reasons are obviouse In business the British Indians
are more interested in retail trade, importation of foreign
goods, and refining indus tries, such as oil . sugar, and wheat
meal refinery.. There seems to be no better trader in the
whole colony than the British Indian.. The Indo-Portuguese
does not seem to be interested in any other trade than pro-
fessionaltrades, suches railroad general engineering,
accountancy, clerk (mainly in the many government depart-
ments) and sometimes restaur8nts and wine trading.. Many
Portuguese Indians are servants in swanky hotels (as garcons
de table et garcons de chambre).. Some of them take the
esthood, medicine. and high school teaching jobs.
1s very difficult to prove that they are more.c1vic
minded, altho it may be true .. Another difficult thing to
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say too is in relation to their profits. If they retain a
bigger part of it in Mozambiqu~ then the British Indian it
may be by degrees. But as a whole they may hp.ve just the
same tendency to send it beck to India (Goa) as the British
Indians. This would take more scrutinizing of their accounts
than I've been able to do."
In conversation, Governor-General Gabriel Teixeira was
frank in hi s a tti tude toward Goans and Indi ans: "We prefer Por-
tuguese nationals and treat those who come equally whether they
ar~ from Goa or Lisbon. We do not have an Indian problem e So~e
of the British Indians are economic nuisances and we don't like
them, but there are British Indians whose businesses are good
for the country and these we encourage."
On immigration His Excellency said bluntly: "Yes, we
are strongly discourag~ng more Indians from coming here e we are
slowly building up Mozambique and must balance im~igration and
relate it to the country's capacity of absorption e When I made
a state visit to Kenya I told the Goans in Nairobi that we could
not allow them to come to Mozambiaue in unlimited numbers because
we would have no work for theme" "(There is also strict control
over intending settlers from Portugal.)
Just how far are the Goans accepted in Mozambicue? In
theory there is no discrimination between them and Europeans.
In practice the Goans feel they are given equal opportunity at
the lOHer and middle positions in government, but some say a
slight prejudice develops at the highest levels. Goans admit
freely that this is difficult to prove. That very fact suggests
that if there is an arrangement to keep the final reins in Euro-
pean Portuguese hands, it comes into play only in relatively rare
instances. For the higher positions the general feeling is that
Goans must be about 20% better qualified than Lisbon Portuguese
to secure the post. The present port medical officer here in
Beira is a Goan but is likely to be replaced on retirement by a
European Portuguese.
The British Indians appear to keep separate from the
general cultural life of the community. The Goans have their
own well organized cultural activities separate from both IndianoE
and Europeans. This appears to be by choicee However, there 1s
free intermingling in cinemas and other public pIeces, and the
Goans join in freely with Europeans in many activities. ~s a
Goan put it, '~e are different from the Indians in occupation,
language, religion, dress, and most of all in nationality and
outlook; why shouldn't we prefer to associate with other Portu-
guese?ft .. e .. , Europeans).
The only really flagrant example of discrimination I've
come across was an incident in which a Goan Judge of the SUpreme
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Court of Goa was at first refused admittance to the Polana Hotel
in Lourenco Marques. This tourist resort is largely patronized
by South Africans and Rhodesians, and several Portuguese have
charged that the steady stream of South African visitors is con-
stantly tending to introduce racial bars. But one man cited an
instance of a mistura, or mixed blood, being denied service at a
restaurant and reporting this to the Chief of Police, who called
the restaurant owner in and said he would be shut dOvffi within
twenty-four hours if that occurred a second time.
The European Portuguese do compete for jobs with Goans
and are not free of animosities. The head of a foreign firm of
shipping agents in Beira hires Goans and Europeans at equal rates
of pay but tells me that for some jobs, such as dealing with
European Portuguese customs officials, he must send Europeans
if his firm is to receive fair treatment.
There is one last factor in the Portuguese preferment of
Goans over British Indians that was never brought up in any con-
versations, but I believe is an extremely important underlying
influence although not consciously realized by the people concerned.
That is potential competition, especially in sheer numbers. Go an
influence in Mozambique has been declining for a hundred years.
Once Mozambique was a dependency of Goa and Goan troops were sent
to put down uprisings. Today African progress and steady immigra-
tion from portugal are daily lessening the possibility of the
territories ever being swamped by Goans. The idea seems almost
absurd. Not so with British Indians It 1s physically possible
and not too improbable that with unseen developments there could
be as many as ten million British Indians in Mozambique within
years or less. Present numbers ere small and, as stated,
dimi shing, but the enormous numbers in India serve to create a
fear of numhers that has its effect on group attitudes e
Without weighting the contributing factors, it seems
clear that in Mozambique we have pragmatic evidence disproving
the notion that merely because individuals come from the Indian
SUb-continent they must be considered a malevolent influence by
European settlers. The Mozambique case is important as an example
within southern Africa, where so many thousands of people are not
interested in the scientific facts of race because they ftlmow the
coolies" and have stereotyped their thinking even when they class
Goans as the best of a bad lot.
Sincerely yours,
Edwin S.
Received Nevr York 3/6/53.
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The greatest rebellion Africa has
seen in the twentieth century ended on this
island five years ago. Probably forty thousand
people died in the ten month revolt" The situation
for the "French was serious the first month (that was
planners and instigators of the revolt, attacked as
planned, France would have lost effective control
of the island" Hundreds of prisoners are still held
in jails and on work gangs, and only last week three
more of the rebels were executed"
After the Rebellion
A Letter from Edwin S Munger*
News of the bitter fighting was slow to reach the outside
world and has remained sketchy" Usually informed Americans are
still not aware of what happened" (Contrast with the coverage of
Mau Mau murders.) In neighboring South Africa the morgue of the
Johannesburg Star has only a handful of brief clippings dated
months after events" Radio Brazzaville mentioned the "trouble fl
but omitted discussion from its English broadcasts" Paris papers
had some sensational reports but few facts until months late"
Attention to postwar local readjustments, the lack of coverage by
American media of Africa generally and its remote areas not at all,
and French censorship and a desire to keep the affair as quiet as
possible may have contributed to the silence. The coverage was
characteristic of a major difference in how events are reported in
America as between French and British territories south of the
Sahara. Two deaths in the Enugu riots in Nigeria received far more
attention than the flying in of French paratroopers and the shoot-
ing of 12) people near Abidjan in the Ivory Coast.
In seeking the number of casualties, the first point is
that no one knows; and that includes the French. Neither the French
nor the rebels could keep accurate figures in 8uerrilla fighting
under primitive conditions over a large area with poor communica-
tions. Moroccan, Foreign Legion, and particularly Senegalese
troops killed indiscriminately at times. Bands of rebels hundreds
strong were surrounded and starved in isolated mountain retreats.
How many Malagasy (the collective term for pre-European inhabitants
of Hadagascar is' pronounced locally "Mal_gosh" or "Mala-gosh") were
killed \-Then they refused ,to join or provision the rebels can only
be gl...essed.
x Institute of Current World Affairs Newsletter No. ESM-35.
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I've estimated forty thousand lives were lost, but it 1s
better to pass on some of the contradictory assessments given me:
Deaths
110,000
5,000
60,000
10,000
10,000
12,000
90,000
40,000
By a Malagasy lawyer who has extensive statistics to back
his figure, but their very preciseness makes me question
theme
Says a leading Lutheran missionary near Fort Dauphin at
the arid south end of the island, where there was tension
but little or no fighting s
A figure carefully arrived at by a South African Army
officer then responsible for Madagascar intelligence who
spent four months on the islands He said his figure was
"conservative,,"
From a British businessman in Majunga who traveled in all
but the areas of the worst fighting in 1947e
The American Consul in Tannanarive, who has been on the
scene for only the past year but appears to be digging
thoroughlYe
This figure is from the political reports of a small
buropean country represented by a seasoned officere How-
ever, all foreign service reports may reflect official
French views, wInch are recognized as minimizing the
total casualties o
This is the estimate of a wealthy world-traveled Indian,
resident on the island, where he has extensive interests
includipg a cement factorYe He told me any figure below
25,000 was absolutely absurd and an attempt to cover up
the mass killing of innocent people by colonial troops who
had been "let loosee"
By an English business man who has been traveling exten-
sively allover the island since 1931e He now has his
own cattle buying business and is fluent in Malagasy wi th
wide contacts among both the official French and the
indigenouspeoplee The A.YI1erican Consul and .others pointed
to him as the best man to aske He said that a figure like
10,000 was certainly false because he knew one small ar.ea,
Moramanga, where nearly that many people had died" I
visited Moramanga, about 100 miles from Tannanarive, and
concluded that that figure was not physically impossible
considering the density of development I observed driving
around"
One reason for the high casualties was the lack of arms
among the insurgeI).ts" Nost of them were armed with spears VJith which
they attempted to charge me-chine guns because they had been told that
the bullets would not harm them. In three months order was restored
in the main settled areas. The Poreign Legion paraded almost daily
through the streets of Tannanarive with their kepis, whi~e neck
cloths blOWing out behind them, khaki pantaloons gathered at the
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ankle, ~ed sashes, automatic weapons over their shoulders,
putting on a show of force that deterred many incipient
rebelss One well authenticated incident of the fighting
deserves mentions A tough Foreign Legion non-com with
thirty Senegalese troops m~rched into 8 rebel village
dressed in American khaki uniforms s The sergeant
addressed the villagers and told them he was an
AInerican with Arnerican Negro troops who had come
to bring arms to the forces of libertyo He asked
those who wBnted rtfles to form a column so they
~ould be taken to the distribution pointe A crowd
of incipient fighters formed up and marched to the
neB.rest railroad station where the "Americans" had
a train waiting s When the train pulled to a halt,
the whole trainload of several hundred Malagasy
found themselves surrounded by armed troops who
escorted them to prison o
The country that suffered this mass blood letting is the
longest island in the world (988 miles) and the third largest s
Communication except by air is difficult, and even today filanjana
borne by sturdy carriers take bishops, officials, and others who
must travel to remote parts o There are only 536 miles of railroad,
the most important line connecting the sole usable deep water port
of Tamatave, which handles 75% of all imports and exports, with
the capital, Tannanarive, on the 4,500 foot plateau The steam
train takes fifteen hours over the tortuous route the French com-
pleted with great perseverance in 1909, but it took me only nine
hours in the rubber tired rail Car@ Even by African standards,
the roads are terribleo
Out of a population of some four million, about one million
are of the r~erina tribe concentrated on the plateaus The tribe is
divided into three social classes: the Andriana, from whom the
kings, queens, and pre-French aristocracy were drawn; the Hovas,
a fairly independent middle class; and the Mainty, or slaves of
the old days. Because the Hovas comprise about 75% of- the Merina,
their name is co~monly applied to the whole tribe. Strong tradi-
tions of caste and prohibition of intermarriage have broken down
under French influence--earlier the last queen was deposed and the
slaves freed.
\
Asian blood strains predominate on the island, notably
Indonesian, IJfalayan, Bnd Javanese. There is some Melanesian
blood, and more recently an influx of Bantu speaking peoples from
the African mainland. The original inhabitants, as far as is known,
were swamped by the Asian immigration which took place from about
800 through 1400 A.D., from which many lingUistic and other cultural
traits persisto. There are about 50,000 white Frenchmen born
locally, on Reunion, Mauritius, or in France; 20,000 recent Asians
(two-thirds Hindu and the rest Chinese); and 4,000 non-French whites@
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Hadagascar is primarily agricul tural 1fTi th rice the main
staple o American strategic interest in graphite, mica, specialQualities o~ quartz ~or electronic uses, and possibly beryl is im-
portant as a source of foreign exchangeo Beef is frozen and canned
~or export to France, and vanillin was a good crop although it's
now threatened by the artificial producto Wet rice is Madagascar's
present and future hope o I drove for hours through the [ully
plateau country 1fIhere all the lower hillsides had been terraced
with years of toil to form paddy fieldso The green shoots were
waving several feet above the water in some fields while in others
lines of stooped figures under wide straw hats were planting o A
few fields were being plowed by bulloCks before being flooded o
Coming upon a Hova woman walking by the roadside shaded by her
parasol, straight black hair framing fine, delicate features and
a light olive tan complexion, with the sun reflected from the wet
paddy fields in the background, gave me a ,strong superficial im-
pression of a Far Eastern country without African affinity.
In retrospect, the revolution which shook this country
seems to have both political and economic causes e Madagascar has
long been poor although many say potentially rich o As to most
French overseas possessions, World War II meant a period of stag-
nation that followed a brief growth after the world depression of
the thirties o The island suffered more than some because it was
Vichy controlled and was blockaded by the Allies. Along about
1941 the highly intelligent Hovas began to see that the Europeans
were not as perfect as they had been thought to be through forty-
five years of active control o The evident fears and weakness of
the Vichy French, the economic stagnation, and the triumph of British
troops first at Diego Suarez, from where they finally gained control
of the whole island, all seem to have contributed to a feeling that
the government had feet of clay in the eyes of the indigenous people
One minor grievance was the tobacco monopoly to aid French growers
in North Africa which irked those people who saw tobacco as a rich
cash crop ..
A feeling had been growing for years among the former
aristocracy that too much democracy was weakening their position
still further and a corrective should be applied e Two Malagasy
Deputies to Paris began to exercise leadership of the dissident
elements. (The actual signal for the rebellion to start appears
to have come by cable from Paris .. ) The Malagasy lawyer I talked
to said that an influx of pro-NaZi French people brought with them
bigh handed and brutal treatment of their workers, which added to
the resentment.. By contrast there were French co~nunists who had
been at work for years on the island. The independent cattle buyer
told me he had several times encountered red flagged convoys witb
French and local communists, who once tried to organize one of his
stations, but he drove them off by force when the goverTh'TIent was
too intimidated to back him up ..
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A cross cuvrent to Hova resentment of French control was
the traditional dislike by the warlike coastal tribes for the
Hovas, who were in most of the administrative positions filled by
Malagasy and who the Sakalav tribe, for example, seems to have
feared would reassert Hovs ancient domination of the island e This
split within the ~mlagasy as a people is probably what saved the
French from greater disastere
The fuse to the dynamite was the return of lfulagasy soldiers
from Europee The French say that some of them who had been prisoners
of war in Germany had been filled with anti-French venom and were
taught in pri son camp that they must lead a revol to .Be that 8S it
may, one boatload of soldiers somehow managed to retain their arms
on discharge and furnished the nucleus of what few arms the rebels
obtainede
French intelligence was incredibly bade Some French critics
have said it Was due in part to the traditional French insistence
on their own language among indigenous peoplese While this may be
a strong westernizing and presumably civilizing influence, a con-
current effect is often that only a handful of Frenchmen learn
native languages e
There were only about 200 white Frenchmen killed e IVJost of
these were massacred in cold blood the first few weeks in isolated
stations e I talked with one man whose family held out for over a
week in the bathroom of their farmhouse with one shotgun and almost
nothing to eat against a horde of rebels e Most of the other French
deaths were officers of colonial troops and the few Fren~h troopse
1ne first attack Was on a small army station between Tannanarive
and Tamatave on the east coast, where' the bulk of the fighting was
concentrated. The rebels broke into a small armory and looted it
before being driven off o When the Senegalese went after them in
punishment ll a great many people appear to have been killed but most
of them non-participants e
What changes has the rebellion brought five years after?
One is the presence of more troops better organized than before e
This troop concentration is aided by the position of Madagascar
nor far off the sealanes to Indo-China and the similarities in
climate between the two countries. Some residents say the number
of troops is the same except for those using J:1adagascar as a train-
ing and staging area.
The French do not appear to be harboring a grudge but have
brought benefits equally to the rebel and non-rebel areas. The only
exception I found to this was the prohibition against carrying spears
in the rebel areas whereas peaceful areas can carry on as befor~
Political changes have been introduced to give a form of
local autonomy to the five provinces into which the island is now
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dividedo An interesting feature of this has been the power given
to Malagasy who are not assimilated who nominally control the coun-
cilso
Before the fighting began forced labor had been officially
abolished, but resentment of years of compulsory work on roads and
public works no doubt carried over in many Malagasy minds as a good
reason to have a lick at the French e Today such labor is paid for
by the state although there is still convict labor.
Avenues for advancement in the civil service have been
opened up. Business lepders said tha.t they expect a new law to
require the sa.me salaries be paid Malagasy employes as Frenchmen
in similar posts. This already applies to the higher levels of
the civil service.
Living standards are definitely higher despite the effects
of inflation o A large meat company at Majunga has had its export
trade halved by a rise in local consumption plus the need to restock
the areas where cattle were confiscated and killed in the fighting e
H.ice consumption has risen sharply. This is despite several bad
years, during which rice was imported from Indo-China to meet loeal
demands. Itls an iffy question, but several people expressed the
frank view that in pre-rebellion days the government would not have
imported nearly so much rice but is now unwilling to run the risks
of tightening the peasant belt.
Beyond the immediate introduction of consumer goods, there
are numerous long range plans to develop the overall economy, such
as the Rotival plan which has attracted pUblicity in France and
South Africa. Many of the plans are dressed up versions of ideas
which have been on the shelf for a long time. Some of the best are
for the increase in rice production now sorely needed because of
the apparent loss of Indo-China as a major exporter. In the past
year 15,000 tons were exported for the first time since before the
war and in 1953 35,090 tons is the figure aimed at.
There is no way of evading the island's need for more people
and more transportation. Half a dozen plans to aid the iwnigration
of foreign peoples--Poles, Italians, an alternative for Jews to
Israel--have foundered. A current scheme to resettle ten Reunionais
families as a starter from the neighboring and overpopulated island
of Reunion is meeting local resistance. Immigration from India and
of Indians from Hauritius is now banned. Better utilization of the
exi sting labor supply requires capi tal. Repeatedly in French \/est
and French Equatorial Africa I've seen good plans stagnate for the
lack of credits. Even when credits are voted, they seem to have a
way of being eaten up in overhead without much concrete accomplished
MY general conclusion is that the rebellion focused the
attention of the French on their enormous possession and,that it
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has led to an increase in political rights and government careers;
that the government is trying, and with some success, to improve
economic conditions but is faced with lack of financing for which
there is no answer today. No answer today because of French fears
of foreign control 0 Yes, foreign capital is welcomed, but only so
long as control is handed to a majority of French directors and
company officers. Those Americans and British who are operating
in 1ll1adagascar do so under petty and major difficulties which do
not seem to be designed to encourage further capital from those
countries. Nationalism still appears to run deep among the l'1ala-
gasy, but the tribal divisions are effectively thwarting its ripen-
ing 0 The rebels are definitely smashed today--some say for a long
time but those who travel among them in their work are less sure
of peace 0
Sincerely yours,
Received New York
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While in terrorists are making
headlines and precipitating Portuguese cabinet re-
shuffles, on the other side of Africa Mozambique
is outwardly calm and orderly. Yet in many ways
Mozambique is the more vulnerable Portuguese
possession. For over 420 miles it has a virtually
undefended border with TanganyikCi:' headquar'ter s
for non-Communist "freedo:rn" movements. It
shares another 800 miles of land and water bOlJnd-
ary with Nyasaland, a country which promises to
be hostile under the leadership of Dr. Hastings K .
Banda. And, internally, Mozambique must contend
with an African underground working against Por-
tugue s e rule. A Ghanaian official, who had been
briefed by Mozambique African National Union of-
ficers living in Zanzibar, has just met secretly
with representatives of the African underground
near where I write.
Mozambique is even more difficult to de-
fend than Angola. It is farther from Portugal--
Porto Amelia in the north is almost twice the sea
distance from the Tagus to Angola's, chief port of
Luanda- -and closer to potential Portuguese ene-
mies in the Indian Ocean.. The 1,650-mile Mozam-
[ESM-4- '61]
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bique seaboard is longer than Angola's and easier for an invader to land on.
Mozambique has fewer white Portuguese than Angola (60,000 against 120,000)
and a larger African population (6,000,000 against 4,300,000). The Mozam-
bique armed forces are weak and were but slightly strengthened this month
by 400 "paratroopers II shipped from Lisbon. Security police are very active
and hundreds of arrests are rumored, although positive confirmation or refu-
tation is difficult.
Considering these facts Mozambique may--
1) continue as a Portuguese province despite pressures;
2) break up territorially with the north going to Tanganyika, the
center with the vital port of Beira to the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, and the south to the Union of South Africa- -or
otherwise disintegrate; or
3) become an African nation within its present boundaries with or
without the participation of local non-Africans.
The last two alternatives may seem extreme. They are not to me. On
my four previous trips to Mozambique since 1949, economic and military
weaknesses were evident as they are now; however, at present its neighbors
are far more hostile and there is a lack of psychological preparednes s to meet
the ever-changing internal situation. As Pl'emier Salazar said on May 23,
1959, liThe surest defense is the reciprocal confidence and unity of the popula-
tion of the Portuguese world. II The "surest defense II of Mozambique against
internal uprisings, Pan Africanism, and Communist subversion lies in giving
the 6 million Africans a real stake in their country and thus imbue them with
the desire to defend it, not to destroy it. The Portuguese are not even attempt-
ing to do this and there are almost no signs that they ever will.
I am repeatedly told that the Portuguese will die to maintain this part
of their country. They cite most frequently the "patriotic manifestation" and
anti-American demonstration which filled the praca in front of the Camara
Municipal here in Louren<;o Marques with some 8,000 people (officially 20,000).
The night of the great demonstration sotne of the Portuguese were especially
voluble and one chap pressed his de·tertnination by laying open my scalp and
leaving me unconscious on a street corner. I adtnired his patriotism and
understood his anger over Governor Stevenson's speech on Angola, without
appreciating his means of expression.
It will be surprising if Portugal does not continue to deal swiftly, se-
verely, and effectively with antigovernment movetnents. Africans are rounded
up, beaten, shot, and deported to Sao Totne and elsewhere for displeasing the
authorities. More on this later. But as I have tried to point out, the defense
of such a huge territory does not ultimately rest on clubbing inquiring visitors,
shooting Africans, or even on the willingnes s of the Portuguese to lay down
their lives.
394 Anti-American demonstration. Stores and offices closed early to encourage
the-populace to respond to patriotic slogans plastered all over Louren<;:o Mar-
ques. The crowd is massed in front of the huge colonnaded town hall.
voices were raised in
denunciation of the United
States. Africans were often
more curious thandemonstra-
tive. The lack of racial ten-
sion was obvious in the way
white Portuguese women
stood between African men
without being conscious of it.
To "prove" the unamimous
dislike of "all Ii Portuguese
for the who
liS tab us in the back while
Russia stabs us in the
chest, Ii there had to be an
African speaker. Here he
does his stuff- -the official
president of the Lourenc;o
Marques Bootblacks Union.
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Mozambique first oame to Portugal's attention in 1492 when Pedro
de Covilhao sent a report about the area to his king. Vasco da Gama actually
landed at the town of Mozambique in 1498. before the discovery of the Amer-
ican mainland. and trade soon developed with the local Arabic - speaking in-
habitants. For ahnost 200 years Portuguese caravels and naus carried for-
tunes of gold. silver. copper. and ivory away from Mozambique. But at the
end of the 17th century the great Portuguese empire on the East Coast as far
up as Mombasa had been reduced to Mozambique Island.
the flat and narrow (3.200 yards long. 350 yards wide) coral
island looks much the same as it did in 1558 when its fort of S. Sebastiao
was begun. It is seemingly intimidated by the raw mainland and resembles
a wart on Africa's ancient hide which may slough off at any moment. The
namesake island typifies Mozambique's Rip van Winkle atmosphere. To be
sure. as the Portuguese hegemony expanded again other ports came into
prominence over the centuries. Here in the spacious and attractive capital
of Marques one admires the modernistic skyscrapers and churches.
and even a new clubhouse for golfers. But the country- -almost as large as
Oregon. and Washington combined and with more people than
Ghana- -is little changed after 46 decades of Portugue se rule. Even in Africa's
last booming decade the southern rural areas have remained so backward that
their chief export is labor for the South African mines.
V.I.\JlJl.l.JLClI..II. Economics at Its Worst
Mozambique is a clas sical example of the colonial exploitation more
often charged than confirmed in Africa today. The two leading imports
from are cotton textiles and wine. both primarily for the Afri-
can Cotton is grown by Africans in Mozambique (1960 was a rec-
0rd crop) under conditions only slightly improved from the exploitation de-
scribed the Bishop of Beira in 1946 .. It is shipped to Portugal for proces s-
at cost. and then sh~pped back to Mozambique to be sold at a high
profit. It is forbidden to take the obvious step of establishing a textile mill
in Mozambique to increase the return to African growers. create jobs for
African workers. and cut costs for African consumers. Another monopoly
protects the Portuguese wine growers. although Africans could do with Jess
wine produce alcoholic beverages locally.
All imports from Portugal have at least a 50% tariff advantage. Under
an added differential foreign goods cannot be imported unless they cost still
15% les s than if purchased from Portugal. These restrictions mak~ it im-
possible to import actually cheaper and better consumer goods from Rhodesia
and South Africa. Portugal's interests precede those of the desperately poor
Africans of Mozambique.
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Because of Portugal's own poverty and its leaders' great fear of for-
eign interests. little has been done to develop Mozambique's economy. I do
not wish to mislead. There are no more precious metals just waiting to be
extracted. The country is poor in natural. resources. Like much of Africa it
requires training and large amounts of capital to begin the attack on poverty
and ignorance.
The funds and energy expended have done nothing to assist the Afri-
can farmers. They are not aided in developing technical skills, no capital
is made available to them. and they are taught little or no hygiene to pro-
tect themselves against rampant diseases. Instead. the Government has
brought in illiterate Portuguese peasants who lack the skills needed in Africa,
who are also without capital, and who live miserably with as many as nine
people in a small four-room house- -as I have seen them in the _Limpopo Val-
settlement scheme.
This scheme, the_ greatest econorn.ic effort Portugal has ever made in
'"was first mooted by an Englishman in 1921 and is now the
initial stage. I drove along and-below huge dikes--50 miles have been built
-.:containing water from a dam on the Limpopo River. and saw some of the
1,000 miles of feeder furrows. Six thousand people have settled but
n"'t"\"IlIP>l"'T is proving too expensive ($30 million has been spent so for the
results achieved. The present 1, dwellings at Chamusca (formerly Guija)
are to house the forerunners of up to 1,000.000 Portuguese settlers. But dis-
couraged by malaria. climate, boredom. floods. and marketing problems. the
flow frolll Portugal is now a and a flowback to Louren<;o Marques adds
to the unemployment problem here. Despite the Government Inforlllation
Chief1s attelllpt to discourage me. I made a to the Chamusca area. Each
of the 11 villages has a inscribed with this message: liTo each man a
hoe, to each family a home, for each mouth bread.--Salazar." A simple con-
cept- -too simple for Africa? The scheme is agriculturally sound and the
technical officers have demonstrated what can be done. while shaking their
heads over the immigrants.
Although subsistence agriculture supports most Africans and cash
crops provide 800/0 of all exports. only 10/0 of the country is under cultivation.
About 330/0 of the is agriculturally usable. None of the sweeping improve-
ments in African agriculture in Ghana. Kenya. or South Africa are on
Mozambique horizon.
Industrially, the next two years offer only two new breweries. three
small paint and varnish factories. and the lilllited manufacture of pesticides.
A slllall refinery (100.000 tons annually) began production in January. Al-
though the Gulf Oil Company is in its eleventh year of exploration and has an-
nounced drilling for August, no discoveries have been reported.
Further evidence of economic sleeping sickness can be found in the
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balance of payments. These have worsened steadily from a deficit of $17mil-
lion in 1950 to $42 million in 1958 and about $60 million last year in spite of
stringent control efforts. Foreign exchange holdings plu:m:meted $10 million
last year for the greatest drop on record and gold reserves - -traditionally
added to each year at whatever cost- -dropped for the second successive year.
Last year and so far this year the usual pattern of private funds flowing from
Portugal to Mozambique has been reversed and the territory is experiencing
an outflow of capital. Foreign busines smen are cautious and seeking liquidity.
A new building in LourenCfo Marques for the British-South African firm of
Spence and Company is seized on by one and all as a hopeful sign.
In the public sector the Government is to increase Beira's capacity to
handle shipping by 40% by 1962, complete a road between Beira and LourenCfo
Marques, and improve the rail network. Mozambique is kept economically
afloat by the harbor and rail traffic for the Rhodesias and the Union, plus
tourists from these countries. Over 70,000 Rhodesians visited Beira last
year. But political disturbances on either side of the border would evaporate
the tourist trade. If the Rhodesian or South African economies catch a se-
vere cold, Mozambique could die of pneumonia.
The Second National Development Plan 1959 -1964 is now in its third
year but no total budget has been announced. About $26 million is to be spent
this year on development projects among which communications and trans-
portation' European settlement, and tapping natural resources precede educa-
tion and health. The plan is a puny 1everto raise the lowest material living
standard in' Africa, but under present capital shortages in Portugal and crip-
pling restrictions on foreign investment, nothing more can be anticipated.
The National Development Bank has been unable to provide the hoped for cap-
ital for private development and has concentrated on helping municipalities
improve their utilities. In turn, Portuguese investors have preferred to spec-
ulate in municipal real estate. Now even the 1959-60 building boot? in Beira
and Louren<;o Marques has slid to a halt. There is one Portuguese success.
If they have been unable to develop Mozambique, they have achieved their
goal of keeping out nearly all foreign investors.
Education and the Church
Accompanying fear of economic entanglement is a fear of education.
Of course, visitors to Lourenc;o Marques are taken to some handsome school
buildings where the two or three dark faces in the classes are always pointed
out. The best Mozambique school, the Liceu, has only a handful of African
students and less than ten have ever completed its academically rigorous and
financially prohibitive (for Africans) program. The bulk of African ,education
is in the hands of the Catholic Church. The number of school children nomi-
nally in attendance throughout Mozambique has ballooned in the last decade,
but what they learn is less encouraging. Many priests appear afraid that if
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education opens the door to economic progress in Mozambique, it will also
open other doors to inquiring African minds, and that another century of igno-
rance is preferable to the possibility of communism.
The hard-hitting and courageous editor of th'e largest circulation news-
paper in Mozambique, Noticias, has be~n denouncing the Church's educational
monopoly almost as vehemently as he attacks American foreign policy. Cap-
tain Vaz is one of the few Portuguese who perceive the urgent need to give
Africans a stake in a Portuguese Mozambique. Ever since the Salazar con-
cordat with the Vatican in the 1930's, the Mozambique Government has turned
over African educational funds to the Church without requiring any accounting.
After a bitter fight, the Cardinal has recently been forced to accept govern-
ment inspection of schools. Captain Vaz said some critics charged that the
financially hard-pres sed Church had diverted educational funds on a substan-
tial scale to support the clergy, and that African school children have spent
most of their time in Ilagricultural learning ll - -planting and harvesting crops
for sale by the impecunious fathers. Although not admitting that any specific
criticism was well taken, two different priests I talked with- -one Portuguese
alfd one Dutch- -confessed their own deep discou'ragement with the educational
role of the Church. Captain Vaz may be biased, since he says educational
funds are also used to make up the deficits of the Cardinal's daily newspaper,
Diario, which is less popular with the public than Noticias.
This is subsidiary to the power fight between the Cardinal and the
Governor-General. The persona change but the struggle has long been the
single most vital determinant of what happens in Mozambique. The previous
Governor -GeneraL Gabriel Teixeira, was one of the abler administrators in
Mrica. He was quite candid about the Cardinal when I talked 'with him here
in 1953, and his ouster was at least partially the result of Church pressure
in Lisbon.
White Politics
The present Governor-General, Correia de Barros, is described by
almost every Portuguese and foreign r'esident I ask as Ilhonest. 1l It-is reveal-
ing that honesty can be such a noteworthy characteristic of a public official.
The corollary- -that most officials are dishonest- -maY' help to explain why
almost every company has a full-time executive for political relations with
the government, without which you may as well close down. Portugal does
have able men inmost of the top positions in Mozambique. But most of them
are paralyzed by fear of those above them in the territory or in Lisbon. The
information service is so afraid to move that it can scarcely put its best foot
forward. Suppose I had been encouraged to talk with the Governor of Beira
who has just been removed. Then the information chief would be unsure of
holding his job. This fear and tension inside the Government handicaps an
effective defense of the territory. A host of minor decisions are left to the
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Governor -General, who cannot attend to them all no matter how honest and
energetic.
A veil of silence over "white politics" extends to almost all local Por-
tuguese. Foreign businessmen and consular representatives usually encounter
discreet replies when political questions are asked, unless they are talking to
a really intimate friend. Such a situation gives rise to biting humor. One
joke Portuguese whisper among themselves involves a mythical agreement of
the Portuguese Navy to send Santa Antonio (Salazar) to the Vatican if Brazil
will return Santa Maria. A pun involves a delay in the construction of a bridge
because the engineer is afraid to use galvanized (Captain Galvao) iron.
Former Chief Colonial Inspector Henrique Galvao was a popular figure
in Mozambique and may still be if the truth could be known. He led the first
wave of "white opposition" with his scathing 1947 report- -suppressed until
published by the opposition in 1951. It is worth digressing for a moment to
consider it because his criticisms are still at the bottom of the reform move-
ment in Mozambique. Galvao emphasized the grave "demographic anemia"
resulting from the flow of countless thousands of Africans out of Portuguese
territories. He said sarcastically that those few who did return were "prop-
agandists for emigration." In Mozambique, Galvao pointed to the dwindling
village populations along the borders as a sign of clandestine emigration.
(Heavy migration from Mozambique is currently contributing to a severe un-
employment- -80,000 Africans - -in Southern Rhodesia and has led this month
to a special employers' tax of $2.80 monthly for each Mozambique worker em-
ployed.)
Galvao's report stated that health services for Africans in Mozam-
bique- -both those paid for by the state and by private industry- -did not exist
"except for a very few local exceptions." He criticized the Department of
Native Affairs for "supplying" labor on written orders from settlers "in the
same way as if one were buying goods." He described this as worse than
slavery because lithe native is not bought- -he is simply rented from the gov-
ernment; though he may have the status of a free man. His master could
scarcely care less if he falls ill or dies as long as he goes on working while
he lives."
Like many critics over the last century, Captain Galvao singled out
for condemnation the practice of corporal punishment. The dreaded palma-
tario apparently still beats African palms into pulp in every part of the coun-
try. Police usually deny it exists, but a foreign acquaintance told me of tak-
ing his beaten servant to the station and seeing the perforated wooden bowl
on a policeman's desk. But Galvao was also stinging in noting opposition to
fair wages, the poor housing, labor wastage, the poor moral character of
labor recruiters, extortion of African consumers by Portuguese and Indian
merchants, and a survival of the "exterminating spildt" fr9m earlier warring
eras. At the time he wrote his report, Galvao said the fac.ts had been known
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for a decade without "a single effective measure to solve the problem," and
took full responsibility for proving !Iall I say is true."
Captain Galvao is remembered in a kindly light in Mozambique by
those who recognized that his deep sense of Portuguese honor and his burning
zeal to do what was right for Mozambique underlay his trenchant criticisms.
I dare not mention new anti-Salazar but pro -Portuguese Galvaos in Mozam-
bique ..
In the Portuguese presidential election three years ago, the opposition
candidate, General Delgado, received 67% of the ballots cast in Beira and a
majority in every town except Lourenco Marques. Many people believe he also
gained a majority here, but that a desperate last minute juggling of the ballot
boxes saved the face of the administration. The 30 days of "free speech" be-
fore the last election will not be repeated in Mozambique under present poli-
cies.
Anti-Salazar feeling is especially strong among the younger genera-
tion of Portuguese. An acquaintance leaned acros s a secluded restaurant table
to' remark, "When my daughter heard I was talking with an American, she told
me not to leave out the 'bad things. 'II Young people are not blind to what is
happening in Africa and have a sense of urgency. Paradoxically, some of them
gained a taste for free speech as students at South Africa's Witwatersrand Uni-
versity. One said the administration tries to limit copies. of South African
newspapers. (Many local Portuguese and foreigners rely on the Johannesburg
Star for uncensored world and Mozambique news.) Another grievance is Lis-
bon's persistent refusal to agree to a local university. Consequently, it is
alleged that the local youth lack professional training and that plum jobs go
to people from metropolitan Portugal.
A Mozambique cultural organization, including many young Portuguese
and some Africans, was going strong last year and offering scholarships to
Europe when, I am told, the Government suspected the leader was trying to
turn it into a political movement. The leader was forced out and an as sis tant
to the Governor-General was named to run the as sociation 's affairs. In the
last decade, a series of organizations have started, taken on political over-
tones, and have been destroyed. Successive waves of anti-Salazar people have
been imprisoned or sent to Portugal. So far, the Communist Party of Portugal
has been quite unsuccessful in Mozambique.
In sum, there is an unorganized Portuguese feeling that is anti-Salazar,
anti-American, anticlerical, and anti-African domination. At the same time
it is pro-Portuguese, pro-West, pro-Catholic, pro-Mozambique, and pro-
African advance. These Portuguese, like the English-speaking Natalians in
South Africa, are against the Government but want power only to make limited
changes. The prospects are not bright for starting a "white revolution" or of
limiting it once it does start.
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Military Defense
Downtown Louren<;o Marques is now spotted with "paratroopers Ii in
their :mottled jungle green and brown unifor:ms. I am dubious as to how much
actual jumping these very young men have done. Since there are neither the
transport planes nor the technicalequip:ment here for air-borne operations, it
occurred to me that the support they offer to the worried Portuguese may be
more psychological than actual.
Considering that radio communications are spotty and supply routes
are poor, a unified defense would be difficult to maintain. The country could
break up into isolated commands within days.
There is no serious sea protection: a well-armed corvette could com-
mand the coast. If it were a question of contending against Communist sea
power the South African Navy, the small British force based in Simons town
at the Cape of Good Hope, and the U.S. Navy vessels that have been showing
the flag in these waters could be counted on for assistance. But these ships
are unlikely to take action against small boats of nationalists moving along
the coast. The Portuguese Navy did commandeer a tug to bring in a South
African sailboat suspected of arms smuggling, and stripped it almost plank
plank in a futile search. The owner is still plaintively asking the Navy to
his boat back together again.
It is doubtful how much the defense of Mozambique can be strengthened
in the face of internal pressures within Portugal and the savage fighting in
northern Angola. Portugal now spends 32% of her slender budget on her armed
forces and is strained economically. Except for a handful of troops and some
arms, Mozambique would seem to be left to its own limited resources.
Internal
Portuguese authorities will probably be able to maintain internal order
for a while. The extent of the opposition is extremely hard to estimate. A
Mozambique African National Union spokesman told me it is not possible to
maintain much of an organization inside Mozambique because of strong police
control and the use of torture to force out information.
An apparently reliable member of the underground left a few weeks
ago for "a town on the Witwatersrand where the MANU has a branch. He re-
lated details about 28 Africans being killed in rioting outside Louren<;o Mar-
ques and of 208 Africans arrested and flown to Sao Tome in the South Atlantic
and to Mozambique Island. I have failed to find any supporting evidence--
wounded in hospital, fresh graves, etc. - -except the story believed by local
Portuguese that some 40 hostile Africans surroundetl a policeman a month
ago until an ar:my unit arrived and fired on them. It is un1:ikely that many
would be flown to Sao Tom.e because of the lack of planes required for such
an airlift.
The Africans greatly fear being sent as "contractos" to work on Sao
Tom.e. Captain Galvao reported that involuntary workers died on a scale of
20%-30%. From. m.y own investigations on Sao Tom.e in 1955--adm.ittedly
under severe difficulties and in the face of hostility- -conditions are not as
bad as those for some forced labor in Mozam.bique itself.
To som.e government officials, there are only two kinds of people:
devout Catholics who support Salazar, and Com.m.unists. Protestant m.is sion-
aries who teach English are especially suspect here as in Angola. A Swazi-
land African m.inister of As sem.blies of God has just been released after ten
days in jail for, he says, ."teaching Protestant propaganda." T. C. Sukati,
Swaziland Government Secretary reportedly intervened to explain that the
minister and his brother had been visiting friends on the border. Their host,
Mr. Makom.o, was not released.
Rum.ors of violence inside Mozam.bique are so virulent that the Gov-
ernor-General has just threatened rum.orm.ongers with imprisonment. Was
it sabotage when a large upcountry m.ill bur'ned down a few weeks ago? In
this atm.osphere of tension one can scarcely check the rum.or. I do know it
is untrue that a "large m.ob attacked the hom.e of Consul General William.
Taft III" because I followed the small deputation which went to the Ameri-
can's house and m.ade patriotic speeches. Suppression of news m.akes the
citizenry apprehensive and receptive to exaggeration.
One violent outbreak the authorities will tacitly acknowledge was the
shooting of some 200 Makonde tribesmen last July near the now closed Tan-
ganyika border. The north is particularly restless. Form.er Governor-Gen-
eral Teixeira once put it succinctly to m.e: priority can be given to conversion
of northern Muslim.s as dem.anded by the Cardinal, or to peaceful adm.inistra-
tion and econom.ic development in the interests of the state. In either event
it is hard to police m.iles of savanna with a handful of m.en. If Tanganyika
co-operates indirectly with the Mozam.bique nationalists, whose leaders now
enjoy hospitality in Dar es Salaam., a terrorist situation will arise.
The borders with the Rhodesian Federation and the Union are unlikely
to shelter terrorists but arm.s m.ay com.e across them.. To block this the
Mozam.bique police have just set up a double check line som.e 25 m.iles inside
these borders. Suspicious cars are searched for arm.s which m.ay have been
"walked across" the border to avoid custom.s posts. The 200 carbines re-
cently stolen from. a Transvaal school could conceivably wind up in Mozam-
bique. Foreigners are legally prohibited from. owning land within six m.iles
of a frontier but som.uch of it is open that this m.eans little.
Crucial to the question of defense is the loyalty of African troops.
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Mrican nationalists have tried to work on color and tribal feelings with un-
known success. When I talked with a Portuguese'infantry captain in Macao
a few years ago, he expres sed full confidence in the loyalty of his Mozam-
bique African troops patrolling the colony's border with Communist China.
But even then he had major reservations about their loyalty in their "home
province." The African guards at the residence of the Governor-General
are fierce enough looking but the Portuguese themselves seem to be in a di-
lemma over whether to trust large numbers with stores of arms and ammuni-
tion. My estimate is that African troops will be effective in terrorizing their
fellow Africans in Mozambique as long as there is no sign of resistance. But
their lack of education and technical training does not add up to a real fighting
force. A vigorous defense appears to rest on the metropolitan troops plus
the largely untrained "civilized" population of 150,000, many of them of doubt-
ful loyalty. Over-all, Mozambique resembles a fruit pie which looks solid
the outside until a probing finger breaks the crust and the juice squirts
out.
Portugal has so far held on to every piece of its foreign real estate
from Timor to Damao to Cabinda with remarkable tenacity considering the
hostility against it. Five centuries is a long period of rule. One must be
cautious in considering the ability of Portugal's leaders to find a way through
present difficultues. However, on balance, the odds are against Mozambique
riding out this storm as a "province" of Portugal.
Territorial
One imminent possibility is that Mozambique will lose its identity and
will be partitioned de facto. To the 1,200 miles of Tanganyika and Nyasaland
border, one must add anothe,r 1,200 miles of boundary with the Rhodes:j.as,
Swaziland, and the Union of South Africa. Mozambique is economically part
of a greater southern Africa. The port facilities of Beira are an absolute
necessity to the Federation. If there is chaos in central Mozambique, it will
be extremely difficult for the Federation Prime Minister, Sir Roy Welensky,
to stand idly by only a few hundred miles of tarred road away in Umtali and
see his critical link with world markets cut. Rhodesian troops will neither,
in my view, join Portugal in putting down an uprising nor support a white or
black rebellion. But Beira must be in reasonably friendly hands, Portuguese
or African, and must be operating.
Louren<;o Marques on Delagoa Bay is important, but not vital, to the
Union of South Africa. Access to the ample harbor from the Transvaal has
played a major geopolitical role in the Union's history. At the turn of the
century M. G. Jesset's book, Delagoa Bay: The Key to South Africa,·~advanced
strong arguments for South African possession which came close to reality.
Troops from Durban actually landed here once when' an African uprising
threatened the town. Although South Africa could scarcely afford to see Lou-
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ren<;o Marques - -with its easy route to the gold mines - -in hostile hands, its
los s as a port could be compensated for. In fact, South African ports are per-
petually complaining of lost traffic. East London raised the cry last month.
Under the Mozambique Convention of 1909 as revised, Louren<;o Mar-
ques is guaranteed 47.5% of the transit traffic for a major part of the Trans-
vaal. Traffic exceeded this when South Africa was booming a decade ago.
Now the Union manufactures many products formerly imported over this
route and could, at a pinch, dispense with it. In return for the traffic guaran-
tee, Mozambique allows the Union to recruit 65,000 to 85,000 African mine-
workers annually from the area south of Latitude 220 . The Union mines are
more dependent than ever on Mozambique labor because of a reduction in
miners from other foreign territories due to (1) local economic development
and (2) official prohibitions., such as in Tanganyika. Most Union Africans,
with their greater sophistication and relatively high wages, refuse mine work.
Thus long-term labor rather than short-term port facilities have priority for
South Africa. Because of the world opprobrium and the intense hostility such
an act would incite, the South African Government would need unusual provo-
cation to move troops either to aid Portugal or to restore order. Swaziland,
the' British protectorate, is counting on an extension of its rail link with Lou-
ren<;o Marques for shipping of iron ore to Japan under a new mining contract.
But Swaziland and the British Governm.ent would sit out any interruption in
the working of the port and draw supplies from Durban.
From the foregoing, it is suggested that if Mozambique reaches a state
of im.m.inent capture by outside forces or of drawn out chaos, the country will
be at least temporarily partitioned. Tanganyika would occupy the north, Nyas-
aland's influence would permeate the northeast. Troops under direction from
Salisbury would occupy Beira. Finally, South African armored cars might
drive the one hour from the border to Lourenco Marques.
Such moves might involve partial or total United Nations intervention.
In that event, India could enter the picture. The lack of love between India
and Portugal would reach a new depth. Last time I was here, Secretary John
Foster Dulles' defense of Portugal's legal position in Goa made .An1ericans
at least tolerated. The new antipathy for the United States is all the more
bitter for its suddenness. The .second "enemy"- -as the Government whips up
local Portuguese opinion- -is the United Nations. But in a gale of change, Por-
tuguese protests at UN action will not be heard.
Mozambique as A Nation
If Portugal loses control over this huge country, will permanent parti-
tion ensue or will Mozambique retain its present goegraphical identity in a
new nation? One doubts whether purely African nationalism -could now hold
the country together. It is one of the weaker strains of such nationalism on
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the continent because of the lack of African education, poor communications,
and the suppression of African organizations. The Swahili-speaking Macuas
of the north are drawn to Swahili-speaking Tanganyikans, and other tribal
pulls affect Nhanga, Caranga, and Tonga tribesmen. However, politically
conscious Mozambique Africans have been succes sful in rising above tribal-
ism. Portugal's nontribal direct administration has encouraged this.
Furthermore, of all the countries in southern Africa, Mozambique
has the least specifically racial tension. The strides Portugal has made to-
ward a nonracial Portuguese nationality may contribute significantly toward
a nonracial Mozambique nationality, especially if an African leadership
emerges comparable to that of Julius Nyerere's in Tanganyika. For Mozam-
bique nationalism not only reaches beyond tribe, it reaches beyond race.
Many factors favor the creation of a new nation. Should one be set up, the
Portuguese born in Europe would naturally lose their superior position and
some would leave. But many of them have developed a real identification
with Mozambique significantly different from, say, that which -the Belgians
had for the Congo. Portuguese busine;smen keep more of their assets in
Africa and retire here. It is unusual for a civil servant who has served for
long in·Mozambique to retire to Portugal and never return. Whatever racial
prejudice may be institutionalized here is so minor compared with South
Africa that it would disappear overnight.
Mozambique also has a growing population of locally-born whites. In
the last decade they have ceased to be considered socially inferior to Euro-
pean-born Portuguese or, as was once true, to whites born in Goa. Many of
those born in Mozambique feel a strong identification with Portugal but a
stronger one with the territory. Their anti-Salazar feelings reflect this. Be-
cause of the high cost of visits to Europe- -the annual European holiday of
highly paid Congo Belgians has no parallel here- -and the lack of jobs in Portu-
gal for citizens of any race, the Portuguese feel commit.ted to Mozambique.
Blended with the "white Portuguese" are the "white foreigners" of
whom 1,500 speak English. Those locally-born of German, Italian, South
African, etc., descent have an attadunent for Mozambique but not necessarily
for Portugal. Foreign businessmen have long pressed for consideration of
Mozambique's economy before that of Portugal.
By their relatively tolerant racial attitudes the Portuguese have drawn
toward them the minority groups which are repelled, for example, by the
South African Government~ The 8,000 odd Goans in Mozambique have a strong
religious, occupational, and national identification with the metropolitan Por-
tuguese. When I made a door-to-door survey in Pangim (Goa) a few years ago,
there was no mistaking the loyalty to Lisbon of the many Goans whp had been
in Africa. This has roots in the days when Mozambique was a dependency of
Goa and came under the Supreme Court there. However, the influx into Mo-
zambique of metropolitan Portuguese has meant that fewer Goans occupy im-
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portant positions in Mozambique than they did even a decade ago. The result-
ing dissatisfaction works toward a bond with other dissident elements. pri-
marily white.
"Indians" and "Pakistanis'_' have less loyalty to the Portuguese. Their
religions are different and for most of them neither Portugal nor Mozambique
is "home." They have been actively hampered in their commercial dealings
and their numbers have dropped to less than one-half of the Goans. A few
Indian merchants are making secret deals with the African underground--as
much to cover all bets as out of enthusiasm.
The Portuguese-African mixed population of over 25.000 is partially
assimilated by the Portuguese but suffers from lack of education and economic
opportunity. Although the- group is probably loyal en masse to the administra-
tion. a few brainy and energetic individuals are active in the underground.
Stories of "mulattoes" organizing plots in Angola have made the Mozambique
p'ortuguese nervous. In a new African-led nation the mixed group would blend
in easily. There is not the same distrust between it and the purely African
population that exists between the Coloured and the African masses in South
Africa.
Since 1917 the liberal Portuguese answer to problems of nationalism
has been the assimilado system. To qualify as an assimilado an African must
live as Portuguese in language. customs. etc. Although it has added a thin
layer of support for the administration, the "solution" of gradually assimilat-
ing "civilized!! Africans is a failure. By 1956 there were only 4.555 and of
those only 206 had been added after 1950. The Government is strangely reti-
cent these days on the numbers of assimilados. The Governor-General evaded
a direct question on the total when it was put by the representative of a foreign
government. On previous visits to Mozambique, I had found that the number and
rate of increase of assimilados were a source of pride and open discussion for
some government officials. The gates have now been widened to include Afri-
cans with higher incomes but shy of som.e cultural requirements such as the
ability to write Portuguese. But a policy of granting rights to indigenous peo-
ple 01 a territory which embraces less than one-tenth of one per cent after
44 years is worthless in Africa 1961. The asSimilados will have to provide
the bulk of African leadership in a new nation. Although there is an under-
standable tension between some of them and their less favored fellow Afri-
cans. the wind of change will blow this away.
Actually. the Portuguese have been aware for some years that the wide
gap between so-called "civilized" Africans and the "tribal" Africans required
a separate approach. Professor Marcelo Caetano. former Minister of Colo- ,
nies. has been pushing since 1955 for a category of rights for Africans who
have left tribalism but are not assimilados. No announcement has been made
of a major policy switch but striking changes in Mozambique date from. the
beginning of this year. Nonassimilated Africans can now be on the streets
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after 9:00 p.m. without passes. In practice now attend certain cinemas
and restaurants where they were formerly unwelcome. Racial discrimination
is now prosecuted. The Canselho Administrator, Sr. G. Pires, told me in his
office that he had just punished a "mulatto" restaurant owner for refusing to
serve two nonassimilated but well-dressed Africans. Sr. Pires said lithe
mulatto deserves to be sent to Johannesburg or Little Rock. 1I He also spoke
of fining two "white" Portuguese cinema operators for a similar offense.
Another example of the new policy is in the Polana Hotel where I am
writing. In deference to Rhodesian and South African visitors the hotel has
long been segregated. The late Khan caused a flutter a few years ago
when he proposed having a cocktail party on the lawn. But a few hours ago,
when I was having tea with a local couple, the Ghanaian Ambassador to Ethio-
pia, Miguel Augustus Ribeiro, came in with an aide and a Portuguese official.
My companions said they had seen a few "mulattoes" and Asians at the Polana
in the last two years but never before a "pure African."
This new attack on the color-bar or, as much, a lessening of class
barriers coinciding with color barriers. is aimed at attracting the loyalty of
unassimilated Africans and is an indirect admission of the failure of the
as similado policy. One does meet Africans who say III'm Portuguese. II A
Dutch technician on a World Health Organization malarial team says her Afri-
can staff comes to work late and then says, "We are Portuguese." By reduc-
racial feelings and by assimilation on various levels, the Portuguese have
contributed to a common Mozambique nationalism although they have been
less successful in their real goal of Portuguese nationalism.
It was in response to local nationalist sentiment, Portuguese and Afri-
can, that a legislature was constituted in 1956. Its importance as a unifying
force of the different peoples in Mozambique is now mo're symbolic than actual.
The 24 members, 16 elected on a severely restricted franchise, have only con-
sultative powers. Sessions are held, rather illuminatingly, on the second floor
of a wing of the Governor-General's IIpalace." Only 48 people were in the en-
tire chamber when I attended an important ses sion. Three of the legislators
were Africans. as were three of my 12 fellow spectators.
The octagonal legislative chamber is only 60 x 60 feet and is richly
decorated with woods and its colorful murals extending up acros s the ceiling
depict Mozambique vegetation. Small round windows keep the tropical sun
off the ornate trappings. The chamber is dominated by an enormous black
desk for the Governor-General. around which are two semicircular rows of
desks, reminding me of a teacher surrounded by a kindergarten class. Indi-
vidual legislators, one a priest in his cas sock, made short five- to ten-minute
speeches and were individually thanked by the Governor-General who then
spoke for an hour on what had been done and laying down what would be done.
The newsreel cameramen paid special attention to the African legislators. I
thought the African spectators might be genuine representatives of a great
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unseen public, but at the end a Portuguese official beckoned to them, and they
followed him to his car and drove away together. But even a puppet legisla-
ture- -and the Portuguese do not pretend there should be an opposition- -is an
embryonic form of Mozambique nationalism.
The unifying force of non-Africans who speak Portuguese could be as
i:l:nportant as their technical and economic contributions in helping a future
African leadership forge a nation out of many tribes and races. Such a state
might well retain cultural ties with Port.ugal and create vital new ones with
Portuguese-speaking Brazil, whose nonracial character and assimilation of
diversified "European" minorities contribute to a vigorous new tropical na-
tion. But this would come only after the economic exploitation and stagnation
derived from narrow Portuguese interests have been swept away, along with
the political intimidation of Africans and the many labor evils so justly ex-
posed by Captain Galvao and others.
Conclusion
Portugal has not won the genuine support of the peoples of Mozam-
bique, but the Portuguese will continue to rule firmly with whatever Draco-
nian measures are required until terrorist activity, especially in the north,
and outside pressure force a change. The Government's strength in suppress-
ing internal agitation is almost matched by the weaknes s of its armed forces
in the face of foreign intervention.
When the status quo changes, as I believe it will, Mozambique could
break up in chaos. If this happens there are powerful motives for African
neighbors to intervene and perhaps to partition. Finally, the odds in favor of
creating a new Mozambique nation under African leadership, with major par-
ticipation of local non-African groups, is favored by the traditional Portuguese
racial philo$ophy and by the new efforts to create unity with unassimilated
Africans.
The Portuguese authorities are obsessed by their own loyalty and that
of Africans and often shout it forth, but do relatively little to give Africans a
basis for loyalty. Captain Vaz, for all his criticism of inaction, pounds the
desk and says, "I will die, we will all die to defend Portugal. 11 Even the fa-
mous Brazilian anthropologist Gilberto Freyre, after visiting Mozambique,
had such a vision of a harmonious Luso-tropical world that he was blinded to
the cruelties of the present. Camoes' world-renowned poern and 16th-cen-
tury Portuguese epic, Os Lusiadas, often compared with the Aeneid on which
it was modeled, traced the heroic figure of Vasco da Gama to the decadence
which had already begun as Camoens wrote. The downward slide has lasted
three centuries. Mozambique may someday symbolize the best in Camoes'
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dream and in the Portuguese mystique of Africa- -but after paying the price
for reform which will probably include the end of control from Portugal and
by Portuguese.
Postscript: The resignation of the Governor-General
following a hasty trip to Lisbon has caused
great surprise and uneasines s in Lourenc:;o
Marques. He had been in office only two
years. Whether the initiative carne from
Governor-General Barros or from Prime
Minister Salazar, it suggests internal dif-
ferences. The new Governor-General,
Rear Admiral Sarmento Rodriques, is a
former Minister for Overseas Territories
and Governor of Portuguese Guinea. He
was head of the Naval School and Chairman
of the group for the Studies of Overseas
Propaganda. His experience, loyalty to
Salazar, and his ability to deal firmly with
opposition are no doubt responsible for his
appointment.
E.S.M.
-May 5, 1961
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PRESIDENT OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
A Letter from Edwin Se Munger*
Durban, l-1ay 6, 1953
Dear Associa.te:
The tarred north coast road out'of Durban soon winds be-
tween rounded hills carpeted with sugar cane and across dry river
beds by single lane steel bridges. I passed along the way knots
of Hindu factory workers outside Gandhi Cinema--well dressed des-
cendants of their indentured forefathers. A young Zulu relieved
himself by the roadside as a car full of yelling European
careened past ..
There was the site of kraals, and
across the hills smoke rising ated another
day, when Chaka's impia were the kraal of a re-
calcitrant chief .. Across the Etete a
that dwindles into a sandy track I found the homestead of ex-Chief
Albert John Luthuli, newly elected President of the strongest
can body in southern Africa, the African National Congress.
His small bungalow looks as though it is the most substan-
tial Zulu home for some distance but is not impressive by EUropean
standards.. In front of the house a barefoot old woman, I learned
later his aunt, was drying rice by sifting it in the sun.. She
greeted me in ZUlu and called through the front door, where I could
see ex-Chief Luthuli struggling into a dark suitcoat.. He greeted
me cordially, and after a few formal minutes in the living room we
moved outside to the stoep, took off our coats--it was a warm autumn
afternoon--and leaned back in comfortable chairs ..
Luthuli said he was surprised at his election as president
because there had been no rumor of support for him although he was
President of the Natal Province branch.. He thinks that ~. Moroks's
tenure ended when people's wrath came upon him" because of his
actions at the trial of leaders under the suppression of communism
act. The criticism, according to Luthuli, wss of Maroks's intense
personal disclaim of communism in such a manner that an implication
remained that some or all of those charged with him might be com-
munists. He thus broke an agreement to keep the issue on Passive
Defiance and "dampened the spirit of the movement,,"
As to his own selection, President Luthuli thought
hed e good deal to do with it.. He had been in the news because
government had called him to Pretoria to persuade him to give up
Passive Defiance t the country's laws.. coming back
-------------------_._------------
* Institute of Current World Affairs Newsletter No .. ESM-48"
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here and thinking it over, I felt they were justified in feeling
I couldn't serve two causes so I resigned as chief," Luthuli ex-
plained, "but although my position was untenable from their view-
point, I was truly leading my people in both capaci tie.s,,"
The burning question is: what happens to the Defiance Cam-
paign in the face of increased European support of the Nationalist
government and sterner measures it can now use to deal with dis-
order? South Africa is definitely not at the point of reVOlution,
Luthuli says, and he will oppose with all his energy any attempts
at violence" He gave two reasons" First, it was bad in principle,
and it was suicide for the African people@ He said his
for 8 campaign against the laws of the country was
no adequate machinery provided to bring the grievances
of to the attention of the government"
"What are the laws you want changed?" He said he would
mention some of the enactments he considered unjust but also said
these form only a part of the struggle" The pass laws, the loosely
drawn suppression of communism act, and the separate repre~entation
of voters act come first" He emphasized th~t since the African
National Congress is a political organization, political a ts
came first although it was also important to help improve can
education, trade unions, farming, and the whole spiritual and mate-
rial life of Africans@
Again the query, is the program now?" The president
gave his personal view that the Defiance struggle must be carried
on but that high penalties make it foolish to send in small batches
of or thirty resisters" He said he believed should
work in mass groups of five hundred and upward" "This
much more organization than we have had so far,," He was
of the penalties now awaiting passive resistance but said,
be able to take punishment@" He said he was quite prepared to
to jail and so to have his son go if it meant his grandson d
share in greater rights for all the African people"
Luthuli said he was proud of his success in Natal
tsotsis out of his groups of defiers" He said practi no
one he had allowed to be arrested had ever been arrested before
perhaps a few people for pass violations@ Some people tried
to ascribe violence to him but they were completely wrong@ He ack-
nowledged that the emotions stirred up Defiance ections
over at other times but said he was doing all he could
prevent this@ He volunteered that he was afraid of police insti-
gated violence--thet the "authorities will create a band of provoca-
teurs" if He ci ted two ins tances in Durban @ Once police had made a
baton charge on a handful of people protesting peaceably@ Another
time he was speaking at a meeting on which vans of heavily armed
polipe SUddenly descended@ He said he changed his address to say
that the police must have better work than to intimidate ~ompletely
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unarmed peoplee He paused to shift his chair and ran a hand through
his silver fringed hair e "You we must be very careful in what
we do now e We must exercise great caution because we don't want to
just provide cannon fodder e"
The president claimed about 100,000 members paying 2/6 dues
a year and that over half of them were in Cape Province e [I doubt
the figure; one-third of it is still 8 lot of people--but only
$10,000 a year] He said the campaign has been "very expensive.,"
He explained, don't pay resisters anything but we do try to
look after their families, and there are legal fees which we can't
ask our legal friends to entirely absorb.,"
About women's support, Luthuli said he thought women had
outnumbered men in most of the Defiance groups so fare He said the
movement absolutely depended on their psrticipation e
The ex-chief admitted there were former communists
hence no one admits to being a communist now] in can
National Congress and added, must guard against their influence .. "
However, he thought their numbers very small and that the sts
who are A eC .. members had been before communism was banned and had
not flocked to the standard suddenly as a cover for their sctivitiese
Luthuli was frank about Indian participation in Defiance
actions, while at the same time insisting that all plans were made
in joint consultation and that the Africans had as much to say in
the final program as Indians.. He said there was excellent coopera-
tion between Indians and Africans' at the top levels but not so at
the middle and lower levels.. He was probably reflecting many of
his supporters when he criticized Indian businessmen for opposing
the issuance of trading licenses to Africans, and also took a ver-
bal swipe at what he termed "gouging Indian landlords e" He went
on to condemn some African traders who were taken in by apartheid
because they they would gain a business monopoly ..
Of the Coloureds, he thought their help had been slow in
coming.. are always ready to listen to sincere and sensible
suggestions from the Coloureds," he said, "but we are tired of go-
ing to them .. " As for Europeans he felt Patrick Duncan's partici-
pation in the Defiance of laws had been a real helpe nIt
crystallized our objective to all the world that it was not meant
to discriminate against any Section of the South African population~
in fact it helped to show the sincerity of our purposee" More Euro-
peans standing clearly on the African side would help is Luthuli's
view.. The European "liberals" he finds both encouraging and dis-
turbing--although he could say much about their attitudes at times, he
doesn't want to quarrel in the face of a common enemy.,
He stressed that the general African attitude towprd Euro-
peans contains an enormous amount of good wille Particularly is
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this true of the churches 0 He repeatedly praised the missionaries,
including American ones in his own district, for what they had
brought to the African peopleo He said he was really opposed to
nationalism as a permanent force because must not have Africans
voting for Africans some day without considering relative abilltyo
The nationalism of the Afrikaners is a terrible example for our
nationalism," he concluded.
A pretty young lady came out on the steop with some tea and
cake e Miss Mdhuli prO-led to be a Standard V teacher in the local
school and a cousin of the ex-chief. She chatted for a few minutes
and asked about the United stateso Speaking to her, Luthuli
sized how well he had b~en treated in the United States a few
He said he admired the spiritual side of America as as
material 0 hope the new versions of President Truman's Point IV
will not material resources in Africa, but will realize
that to be discovered and developed o "
Luthuli was not a hereditary chief; he was elected by
of his di strict back in 19350 The area was ted
al mi reserve many years ago and has long
elected chiefs o His own grandfather was the second man elected
to office over Luthuli was teaching
ZUlu music and at Adams College
he was home The new elected after' Luthuli
was in effect friend of his whom he dubs his trouble
messenger
The sun
acres
of farm life
the front
a herd of some
when the
as he talked on about his farm
leased) and the current domestic
man walked his guitar o
boy of or six was all alone
horned cattle back to their kraal
home it was time to seek my oWn
is a
not an to assess over one afternoon's
I with him the more I felt 81-
ssive--at least when visited at home in the
and mind. He seems
to do his utmost to a better life for his
every evidence of anti-communist,
wonder whether in a with the
down his he would accep aid as lesser
he is wise enough to use and not be used. Luthuli
and action. His last name means dust but that must
that swirls behind him when he is in stride.
Received New York 5/14/53.
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PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE: COLOR COMES OUT IN THE WASH
A Letter from Edwin S.
most
racial
In the heat with members and
at a moment's @s' convictions were more
revealed than in olished statements"
who has be&n mocked for silence this session,
rifts in the United Party on racial policy
, Labour, and Liberal party posi-
Strauss Leader of the Official Opposition (United
Party) rises open the debate on the Prime Hinister's Vote
of £44,500. A rrage of jeers greets him from the Government
benches" He has been criticized by Nationalists for his fre-
nt absences this session and for denouncing bills from public
tforms at moment their content was being debated in the
Strauss' weak and disjointed speech with personal re-
marks directed at Eric Louw (Minister of Finance and of External
Affairs) is eatedly interrupted by Louw and Swart (Minister
of Justice), have much the better of the byplaYe
Stri
he will not
sonalities " ..
shoulders back and chin up, to say
distasteful trivial,' childish per-
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Dr@ Abraham Jonker, the tall, heavy-set, black-
mustached intellectual leader of the six-man Conservative
party, brushes aside Strauss and launches a critical review
of South African foreign policy, saying, inter alia:
(A) Since he became Prime Minister some important events
have taken place in the world and we in South Africa
appreciate the fact that he did not immediately after his
appointment simply ventu~e upon slippery roads; that he
has not justified the expectations of those who thought
he would cause disruption in our country, but that for
the sake of South Africa he has adopted a cool and calm
attitude .... ., ~ LNehril recently made a speech in which
he unequivocally expressed his opinion on South Africa
and in which he not only told us that India would oppose
us but in which he made an appeal to America and Britain
to raise their voices against South Africa in the name of
decency, as he put it., .. "e \'t/e are faced here with this
osition that to the east of us we have a state which is
the moment bubbling with energy, a state of millions
of inhabitants, with 400,000,000 people, seeking an out-
let in the world@ I do not want to criticize India
Yet there we have a country which is itself tolerating
certain conditions.. We shall say no more about that, but
that State is using language which is undeniably inimical
to South Africa, and which is based on false representa-
tions of conditions in this country" Seeing that we are
living in the closest friendship with America and Britain
and the other States of Western civilization we owe it to
ourselves that our Prime Minister should take an opportun-
such as this to tell India that we do not wish to
quarrel with them and to tell them exactly where South
Africa stands in this s!ruggle@
(.s) U"P @member: He LNehrw should keep his nose out of
our affairs ..
(~) Dr .. Jonker: Yes, that is the first thing he should
dOe I do not want to dictate to the Prime Minister what
he should do.. He will be able to do it himself and it
will carry force and conviction if he as Prime Minister
of South Africa plainly tells countries like India that
we in South Africa are not prepared to put up with such
remarks, particularly when he seeks to invoke the assist-
ance of the nations of the world against us in the name
Note: Speeches and sallies originally in Afrikaans,
for which the official translation is given, are marked (A)
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There is another r to which we should like to
draw the Prime Minister's attention" "., I want to con-
fine myself purely and simply to persons who in
their private capacity or as bishops, are adopting a cer-
tain attitude towards South Africa" The ssion
was created by those persons, and is being every
day, that conditions in South Africa are such, that we are
adopting such an inhuman and unchristian attitUde, that it
is necessary for them hold prayer-meetings for South
Africa" EO .,,, It is not in Britain but we have some
of these persons in our own country, persons commandir~
very great respect in the Church and who, although
speaking in their personal capacity, can never get away
from the fact tP..at they wear the cloth of that church, and
among a wide circle of people the mistaken impression is
created that they are expressing the views of the
Church., I know from personal experience that there are
many members of the Anglican Church who do not agree with
these clergymen" But they make use of the South African
Press and the overseas Press to launch a campaign against
the good name of South Africa and the eventual result of
this can only be that we are going to lose the friendship
that we still enjoy abroad.. .. " .,
The shadow of the colour problem is to-day falling
over all European communities in Africa; all European
centres of civilization t wherever they may be established,
are to-day'reaping the bitter fruits of the policy formerly
followed by certain rulers in respect to the natives of
those states.. The old policy of misplaced liberalism
which was followed in all those countries is to-day bear-
ing these bitter fruits .. ., ".. I think it is not only the
duty but also the glorious priVilege of the Prime Minister
of South Africa to stand up in this House, to give a lead
and to indicate a direction and a way not only for a South
African policy but for an African policy, a policy that
may perhaps have the effect of enabling us to combine into
a unified whole all the powers in Africa to preserve this
ost of European civilization for the western world.
I can give him the assurance that if he does this, not
South Africa but the whole of Africa will honour
as a man who in time of need showed the way.,
Strauss delivers another rambling speech raising
questions about dams, atomic energy developments and African
labor, and the cost of living..
Waterson (U"P,,) attacks the Government for withdraw-
from Unesco, "one of the most important forums in the world
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on certain matters,1I and for spending the money saved on the
state Information Office because: "We see pamphlets and state-
ments from other Governments regularly 1l and whilst they may
contain interesting information and valuable facts, as propa-
ganda weapons they are quite valueless--they are all biased,
including our own ...... It He adds: "They will say that we are
running away from criticism. They will claim victory for their
views, they will claim that they have driven us out of Unesco,
and that they have silenced our arguments. And they will have
a superficially specious case to make too! II
The Prime Minister says the Unesco withdrawal was
not sudden and that it was almost done last year under Dr. Malan:
<A.) Apart from its ineffectualness--matters being investigated
by a small number of theoreticians and scientific people--
it is of very little importance to people who view matters
practically, and in so far as South Africa is concerned it
is often dangerous. Unesco, as hone members know, is a
body which, perhaps even more than the other divisions of
U.NeO .. , continually interferes, for example, in regard to
the colour question; according to them there should be no
differences on the ground of colour; everyone must be
equal.. These things come to South Africa and are made
use of by individuals and especially by one particular
,., body, viz .. , the lnstitute of Race Relations; they make use
oFF~£~tOf this poisonous propaganda of Unesco and dis semina te it
in South Africa.. e .. e '
The hon .. Leader of the Opposition has now recovered.
He has spoken again and now he has behaved himself decently
and dealt with matters on their merits and I am now pre-
pared to reply to him.. I only hope that when he speaks
again he will try to be a grown-up person and not as child-
ish as he was in the first instance.
LY~u!7"sia~dpoi.nt is & that ~othi~ ;h~uid 0 b~ do~e· t~ & • •
industrial development in any way in any place in South
Africa if the hindrance means that one is not going to
allow as many Natives as are required by industry to flow
in from.the Native areas or even from outside our
. @. If we were to do ~hat, what would be the results,
to South Africa but to the White man in South
In the Union of South Africa as such we have
2,750,000 Whites and between 9,000,000 and 9,500,000
Natives, apart from those in the British territories, and
in ad.dition we have the millions of Native s in Central
Africa and on our borders, like Portuguese East Africa,
et~" They do not want the Native males alone 1/ because the
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United Party is opposed to migrant labour. They want us
to allow the Natives to enter in their millions with their
families in order to settle permanently in South Africa
near the industrial centres. Has the Leader of the Oppo-
sition ever asked himself what will happen to South Africa
after 40 or 50 years? Because if those Natives with their
wives and children should be allowed to settle here in
their millions and become detribalized and be assisted to
develop by the White man, and obtain education from the
White man and assimilate the civilization of the White man,
and they are amongst the White people here, outnumbering
the White people by millions and millions, does the Leader
of the Opposition want to tell me seriously that he is in
the least concerned with the continued existence of White
South Africa? • •• If we were to allow industrial devel-
opment to continue in that way, it is the end of White
civilization in South Africa. We must let industrial
development continue in such a way that it will not endan-
ger the existence of the White race in South Africa. Un-
less we do that we would be committing suicide••••
The development of South Africa, inclUding its industrial
development, must always take into consideration the safety
of the White man in South Africa ..
e _ '0 • • • 0 • • • • • • e • e 0 • • eo. e & • e • • • •
Now, in regard to Mr. Nehru and South Africa, it is true
what the hone member said. Mr. Nehru often expresses it
himself in very inimical language in regard to South
Africa. That is true. But let me say this, that in my
opinion Mr. Nehru! s .actions in regard to South Africa are
only a minor part of his real aims. South Africa is only
the means used by him. Nehru has two great objects. The
one is--as far as I can see and can judge, according to
what is happening at present and according to his latest
speeches--to oust all the Whites from Asia; and in the
second.place to oust all the Whites from Africa. South
Africa only plays a minor role in that big plan.
(A) U.P. member: Africa for the Africans.(i) The Prime Minister: I now come to this question of
the continued existence of the White man. In this regard
all countrie s do not hold the same views yet.. ..'. G Be-
cause if, for example, we are to adopt the standpoint
adopted by some of the others viz~ the ides,of partner-
ship, that Whites and s should be so intermingled
that eventually they must become partners .. • • I say that
if the White man thinks he-can continue to exist under
those circumstances it is a chimera. At the moment it
would be easy to maintain our position on the basis of a
partnership because the White man .... still has all the
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weapons of science and general knowledge in his hands@
. ".. But if the non-Whitesdevelop... -and it is no use
thinking that we can stop their development; even though
it takes 50 or 100 years or longer " .... it is obvious
that the day come when these millions and millions
of non-Whites will develop and if they are in partnership
with the Whites, they will be predominant in that partner-
ship and not the White mane ~ .. e We will have to attempt
to convince the neighbouring States in Southern Africa,
in order to see whether in any case we cannot approach
nearer to each other in our viewpoints as to the future
of Africa and of the White man in Africa@
I now come to the hon" member's complaint against
certain churchmen, bishops, etc .. , and I can only agree
with him in expressing our strongest disapproval, a s we
have often done already, at the actions of these people
and the undermining of the position of the White man in
South Africa and the sometimes deliberate and direct in-
citement of the non-Whites" "" But let me remind the
hon" member that he as well as are faced with tremen-
dous difficulties in this regard. He will remember how
the party opposite and its Press continually
against the so-called "political predikants .. " Those are
predikants belonging to the Anglican churches who ex-
pressed their views in regard to certain matters.. But
never have any Afrikaans churches or predikants entered
the political arena to such an extent as these particular
bishops and other churchmen have done.
Have hon .. members noticed what is happening now at this
conference in Bandung--this Asia-African conference? " G •
Have the Leader of the Opposition and members opposite
noticed that Moses Ketane is now invoking the help of
Asia because he says, as does the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, that the Governmeht is turning South Africa not
only into a police state but into a slave police state?
The Leader of the Opposition and Moses Kotane speak with
one voice" •• " I say that he should think twice before
becoming the ally of Moses Kotane and perhaps in future
also of Nehru"
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The han" member for Gardens also complained that after I
became Prime Minister I did not say enough.. I inter-
viewed foreign correspondents from allover the world, and
I want to state that I have no complaints as to the Press
reports of those interviews, neither in the ,British nor in
the American nor in the German papers.
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Major Van Der Byi, former Minister of Native Affairs
in Smuts cabinet, now in the conservative wing of the U"P .. ,
tackles P.M .. on industrialization, saying, inter ~:
Whoever suggested that we wanted millions of Natives com-
ing into the White area? That was the great charge made
against us here.. We never s.uggested that Natives should
be allowed to flock in but what we did ask was that they
should be allowed to remain in to do certain work, such
as stevedoring at the docks, work which neither the White
man nor the Coloured man has been prepared to do. The
man who can do that work is the Native and he has had
to it since before the Anglo-Boer War"
Arthur Barlow, the venerable English-speaking Free
Stater who left the U"P. with five colleagues to organize the
Conservatives, takes up the issue of the Protectorates, after
their history:
The Prime Minister has always been a refighting cock";
that is why he has got to the and that is why my hon"
{ friend over here of the United will never get tothe top" The time has come for this Parliament to say
that the British must out their contract which they
made with us before Union. It is an unheard of thing
that Great Britain many miles away, should control a
small island inside South Africa. • " $
Leave the bishops to us, the people of their church.
They are getting so scared now" You wontt hear very
much more from them. After all they don't belong to
this country. They are not Union Nationals, the major-
ity are aliens.
Alex Hepple, perhaps the ablest of the five Labour Ii
Party members 11 refers to the P" M. «s complaint a bout propaganda
against South Africa, and comments: .
I do not think that anything coUld be more harmful .to
South Africa than some of the ~tatements which the Prime
Minister himself made in this House this afternoon. $ • "
Let us admit that the vast majority of people outside of
South Africa Violently disagree with the racial policies
applied in South Africa" That is the fact, and the mere
cessation_of our membership with Unesco is not going to
destroy that fact"
LThe "P ~i~e "Min1ste!y° i; pe~f;ctly ;nti tl;d .. t~ hoid· the· •
$r;)/ERI}-L
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point of view that lbaasskap' in South Africa must be
paramount, and that industrial development must follow
in the pattern of White supremacy. At the same time he
must understand that when he makes statements like that
he made to-day he frightens .capitalists and checks the
inflow of capital from abroad and creates an atmosphere
of uncertainty. Hone members can laugh. They laugh in
the face of facts. He must create an atmosphere of un-
certainty. We might not be feeling the effects of it to-
day but in the long run it is going to tell against South
Africa's industrial development. We have to be realistic..
Industrialists will probably go north of our borders in
order to develop their industries.
It eo. e • eo. • 0 • • • • • • • eo e $ • • 0 & • G e 0
. I think the hon .. the Prime Minister threw petrol on the
fire when he started to deal with the political bishops.
He spoke very sneeringly of Anglican clergymen who have
fallen foul of the Government.
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He means the Bishop of Johannesburg and Father Huddlestone,
because they are the two people who have fallen foul of
the Government ..
Mr. B.. Coetzee: Fallen foul of South Africa.
Mr. Hepple: They have not fallen foul of me.
Mr. B.. Coetzee: Neither has Nehru.
Mr" Hepple: "".. The policy of the Government has
cut across the field of missionary and church work where
these people were operating. .
A U"P. member, Durrant, bri ngs up the conflict with-
in the European community which plagues so many issues in South
Africa:
My attention has been directed to a television interview
the Prime Minister gave to certain representatives of a
national network in the U.S.A... ". One question asked
w~s what advantages he expected from a republic. " • •
iHe saig"until we hav.s a republic I am afraid most of
the English-speaking people will always stand either with
one foot or both feet in England .. If. ".. I say theta
statement auch as this is certainly not in the interests
of South Africa.. •• I do not think that the Prime
Minister would think much of a Canadian statesman who said
in a broadcast that in Canada they have two nations be-
cause one section of the population speaks French and the
other section English.
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John Cope, a United Party mem,be r of the libe ra1 wing,
cites four attacks by ministers on foreign journalists for
sending unreliable, distorted, and prejudiced dispatches over-
seas. He continues:
As a journalist of some standing and responsibility,
I want to ask the Prime Minister, in his capacity as
chairman of a responsible newspaper concern, whether he
seriously believes that this type of campaign from that
~~~~_~~_~side of the House is doing South Africa any good? I want
~ ~ to ask him whether this is a set campaign, because if
PeR IN this campaign is likely to continue it will in effect be
a form of intimidation of foreign correspondents. It is
almost a form of iron curtain which is descending on news
from South Africa. The basis of the matter is that South
Africa is getting a bad Press abroad, just as some other
countries have had a bad Press abroad, like Spain and
Hitl.er t s Ge rmany.. • ".. But the fact of the matter is
that baasskap and apartheid are subjects that ~re not
understood overseas and are disliked and are contrary to
the trend of modern world affairs. How can you possibly
explain the doctrine of baasskap in any terms which can
be favourably understood in London?
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The more you try t9 stop sources of information, the more
an attempt is made to intimidate foreign correspondents--
because that is what is happening--the more will South
Africa be sought after for sensationalism and the more
difficult will it be to get unprejudiced and unbiased
reports about South Africa in the press abroad.
The Minister of Finance: We must lie down and be
kicked ..
Mr. Cope: Let me ask the Minister of Finance: What
good does it do South Africa to keep on launching these
tirades against foreign correspondents; how is it going
to force foreign correspondents in any way to alter their
reports? '
The Minister of Finance: They must stop lying.
Mr. Cope: G G. The worst offender is the hone
Minister of Finance who constantly and on every occasion
attacks the journalists from overseas, these responsible
newspaper men.
The Minister of Finance: They are irresponsible
like yourself G
• 0 0 0 G • Q • eo. e G
(~) The P rime Minister:
o • • • • e • GO. e
The hone member for
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P .. W.. du Plessis) has asked whether we propose to do
against hostile, orary visitors to South
whoever they may be, disseminate all sorts of
false statements and press .. I can only say that
unless people contravene some specific law of South
Africa, we cannot do anything, except in so far as it is
within our power when people come to South Africa and
harm this to say to them when they want to come
back to South : "You are rsons and we
are not "to admit you.. n The will
bear in mind ..
for Turffontein
I said to the
to two nations
many of our
who always view matters not
of view of South Africa's interests but from the
oint of view of the interests of Britaip or of the British
I cannot understand how a who sa
he owes all his love and all to
Africa could want another country Us anthem for
his as well as a separate national anthem for his
..
(A) Durrant: It is our own Queen..
(I) The Prime Minister: "God Save the Queen" is not an
individual's national anthem but another's
anthem Britain's national anthem ..
(~) Durra.nt: Can't we pray for the life of our own
Queen?(!) The Prime Minister: The hon .. member may pray as much
as he likes; I am talking about a national anthem here.
He can go on his knees every night and p and he can
even recite that anthem as a prayer: I raise no ob-jection if he said a prayer for his Queen.. But that is
something entirely different from regarding it as the
national anthem of South Africa.. It is Britaints national
anthem and the reason why we have to maintain it here, is
because many of our fellow-citizens who are English-
speaking are not true Afrikaners.. I said that if we had
a republic they would be South Africans only, just as we
are and nothing else In that interview with the Columbia
Broadcasting Company I mentioned the example of the United
States to prove my point and I said that there we have a
country which also consisted of Hollanders and English and
French and Germans when they were colonies. America be-
came a republic and became independent and to-day they are
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very provoca-
not have one foot in Holland or
o leader in Natal, the
.... <I Have hon .. members
to the
have
is the
head of the state and
But to ask me
whether I
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The Minister of Finance: You are be
tive ..
Americans
or
I
.. That
en as the
the law ..
a
answer
of
as s,
South Africa, or
Later Strij refers to:
.. .. this new ss,
a conference of A countries
in Africa are all of them countries ..
In this it appears to Prime
Minister and the Prime Minister of Communist China who
are taking the lead.. The fact alone that the countries
of Asia view Africa in such a light that they wish to
hold a conference of representatives of Asia and Africa
and exclude us, bodes anything but good for the future
.. .. .. Our task will be, in view of the world situation,
to strengthen the position of the White man in Africa so
that this country whic~ has become the home of the White
man in Africa--and here I have in mind more particularly
the Union of South Africa and the Rhodesias and other
parts--will be retained as White man's country; that we
will so support one another with the help of bigger and
stronger nations of the Waste-rn community that we will be
able to assert ourselves as White people and as Europeans$
Dr .. Friedman, a liberal-wing United Party M.. P. from
Johannesburg, launches a long speech on world affairs, saying,
inter alia:
In the dangerous world which he has just described, obvi-
ously South Africa as a small country cannot afford to
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stand alone. Our place is beside the western democracies
with whose way of life we have a close affinity. I do not
suggest f~r a moment that the Government is consciously
pursuing an isolationist policy; but I have no doubt that
it is pursuing aims which tend to sunder it from the west-
ern powers and will reduce this country to an unwanted
isolation. The Prime Minister's aims can be stated very
concisely. He wants a republic dedicated to the task of
maintaining White baasskap. That is the ideal for which
he stands. I submit that in pursuit of this ideal he is
sundering us from world trends, for South Africa must
surely be the last remaining country, even in Afr~ca, where
a Government can still speak in terms of White baasskap or
White domination.
~ The Minister of Justice: Paramountcy.
Dr. Friedman: We do not speak of paramountcy or
supremacy; we speak of leadership.
OG0eo eeoeee •• e •• ee •• ee
One thing is certain beyond any question: The epoch
of White domination is over•• o. These newly emanci-
pated powers can no longer be treated as negligible forces
in world affairs. These powers--India, Pakistan and China
--are destined to be not only great powers in Asia but
world powers. • •• I was present at the United Nations
when lvlrs .. Pandit told the assembleddeleg~tes that South
Africats treatment of the non-Europeans cast a stigma of
inferiority on half the human race. You can imagine the
impression she made, as half the delegates had Coloured
blood in their own veins.. And not only is the United.
Nations predominantly a Coloured organization, but most
of the Western powers are on the side of Coloured emanci-
pation.. It is clear therefore that the Government in pur-
suing a policy of White baasskap is marching defiantly
against the whole trend of human progress. It must in-
evitably lead to a clash or crisis in our external rela-
tions.. .. •• No, Sir, the western powers will not involve
themselves in a con:flict with the East in order to maintain
White domination. They will certainly not lift a finger
to preserve South Africa as the last stronghold of White
baasskap.
(Minister of Defence Erasmus told a public meeting
recently that the Western world, appreciating the great value
of South Africa and her resources, "realized that the policy
of baasskap was the only one that could ensure South Africa's
remaining under the control of Europeans and on the side of
the West.")
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There follows a series of references to leadership
of Europeans and the meaning of baassksp. The definitions
strike to the heart of Nationalist Party and United Party
racialpolicies lI
(A) Dr. Friedman: We are now speaking of White leader-
ship. .
(A) Dr. Je H. 0. Du Plessis Liationalis17: Yes, but if
White leadership does not mean White supremacy, then it
is not White leadership. The only meaning which White
leadership can have, is White supremacy, because the
moment we a bandon that supremacy, we a bandon also fo r
always White leadership, because by weight of numbers the
non-Europeans must then gain ,the upper hand in Africa.
Dr. Friedman: Leadership on the basis of higher
merits1
(!) Dr. J. He Oe Du Plessis: No, Mr. Chairman, real
lasting White leadership and western White supremacy are
precisely the same.
• 0 ·M~s: Bailinge~: II : : : e H; Lstrijdomr·h~soair;adyOd;-
o _~J' clared that his Government's policy is not to strengthen
~oc ~, ihe White population by immigration, and there is a limit
to the strengthening of the White population by natural
increase. But there is one other direction in which the e
White population can be strengthened and that is by making
its standards and ideals acceptable to the rest of the
community. We--I was going to say that we are a nation
getting on to 12,000,000 people, but I remembered in time
that the hone the 'Prime Minister, before he succeeded too~£~s7~~~ this important office, announced emphatically in this
R House, on more than one occasion--one I remember particu-
LA F larly--that anyone who talked about a nation that included
non-Europeans as well as Europeans in this country, was
not talking of his nation. • •• Does the hone the Prime
Minister think that he can guarantee the security of the
White population of this country unless he can give to the
non-European population some hope that this will also be
their national inheritance, this country?
• (!)·M~o °B: Co~t;e; Lc~n~e~~~iv; Pa~i7; °L;t·u; ~b~lisk
domination and let us abolish supremacy and paramountcy
and let us adopt his word, leadership. I then ask him:
Are we to maintain that leadership only by virtue of our
merit? II ... Is the yardstick in future to be COlour, or
merit? The United Party cannot evade the responsibility
any longer. • ... I say it is an untenable position that
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There is a regnant pause. Most eyes to the
Party nches. Strauss sits motionless his hands
side, his head down.
I now want to ask the hone the
whether the hon. member ~or Hillbrow
the of the United
also man who announced
but not for domination or supremacYe 'Their former
Gen. Smuts in fact, said that he stands for para-
vJhi te mane
these hon., members, in what they regard as the most im-
portant debate can state that standpoint while there 1s
none of them is to be frank about it.
Strij who has been sitting motionless and appar-
thought, rises to speak slowly and carefully on
reviews what Friedman and others
said , and then, looking intently at
Strauss, says:
After
raises the
to sture,
White man is master in South Africa and hebea
and domination because the
are such that the White
to such an extent that are the
the fact that the major-
are non-Whitea.. The man has
the Natives, who number 9, are
on roll in the and because
~g~'~Qsentatives here, and in the Transvaal, the
Natal, the s have no franchise. That
White man is' the rna thair, i,s White
man South Africa is White man
has paramountcy, supremacy domination..... I say
that theWhi te man to-day has "baasskap," paramountcy and
domination because the franchise laws of the country put
the vote into his hands.
The hone member for Hillbrow says that he is against the
White man domination in South Africa.. The Leader
of the Oppos also says so.. He says that the White
man should only have leadership.
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Voluntary leadership can only exist if there are equal
rights between White and non-White, so that the non-White
then voluntarily places the \\fhi te man there as the
If the non-White does.not have equality with the White
so that he can voluntarily place the White man there
as leader, it is "baasskapn and dominat "".. Is
that leadership? No, it is domination, and not leadership ..
Mrs .. Ballinger: That is true"
The Prime Minister: Of course it is dominations No
one with common,sense and the least logic can deny it"
The hon", the Leader of 'the Opposition tells the whole
world that the Nationalist Party favours a policy of sup-
pression, a policy of frustration" Now I want to ask him
this" Is it frustration of the Native to give him three
representatives here and to give the Whites in the Union
l50? Is it frustration of the Native when he cannot get
more than three? " " ..
The policy of the Nationalist Party, of apartheid and
separate development, is not only in the interests of the
White man" It is because we realize that in the long run
the Native will come up in arms against the position as
we had it in the past and therefore one has to give the
Native an opportunity to develop separately in his own
area <0
" " <0(A) Mr. J" E" Potgieter: The White man is the
master and the ruler in this country the first place
because the White man is in a position of superior poli-
tical power<0 In the second place the White man is the
leader and the master because to-day he has superior
economic power in his hands.. In the third place the White
man is the master because as ruler he at least takes into
consideration those deep, insuperable, inherent differ-
ences in race and civilization between Europeans and non-
Europeans. In the fourth place the ~~ite man is the
master because the White man is the bearer of Christian
'European civilization",
(A) Mr. Strauss: The Prime Minister intimated
th.8t the United Party is in favour of complete equality,
because we now stand for White leadership, and he challenged
me to deny it" Now, Sir, I have on previous occasions,
and even recently at Bloemfontein when we held our congress
there, pointed out in the most clear manner possible that
both those two alternatives--complete apartheid and equal-
ity--are unacceptable, and I rejected both those alterna-
tives with the utmost decisiveness"
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Not only do we stand for White leadership but also for
the maintenance of White leadership, and we say that this
policy is the only policy which will maintain White lead-
ership in South Africa.
Hepple, the Leader of Labour, capsules his policy
thus:
The policy of oppression and discrimination must result
from "baasskap." It is a hard fact. The same must apply
to the policy of the United Party. I do not think the
Bloemfontein Congress of the United Party solved anything
at all, nor do I think that the policy of the Nationalist
Party will solve anything, however definite it may be. I
say we can have one of two alternatives.. We can look to
the poliCy of "baasskap" or to the policy of partnership,
which is a gradual long-term process.. We must march in
the direction that eventually a manis test of equality will
be his state of civilization, on his merit ..
Professor Fourie, Afrikaans-speaking new backbencher
of the U.P., takes up the economic issue and pleads for rehabi-
litation of the reserves to increase their ability to support
the African population. But even if this is done, he predicts,
in forty-five years there will be at least 11,000,000 Natives
in the White areas--who will be integrated infinitely more
higr~y from an economic point of view than is the position at
the present time; who will possess infinitely greater economic
power than they have today; and who will also possess infinitely
more political power than they have today.
A Nationalist interrupts him: nWhere will they get
it?"
(A) Prof. Fourie: If the hqn. the Prime Minister labours
under the illusion that towards the end of this century he
will still be able to satisfy those 11,000,000 Natives
with sweet promises that they will be given their political
rights--goodness knows where--in their own areas, then I
say with all respect the hon.. the Prime Minister is
ing very unrealistic.
(A) The Prime Minister: Where do you want them to have
political rights?
(A) Prof. Fourie: There we have the same question again.
That is what I said the other day, that the Whites will
have to put their heads
The Prime it is a fair question.
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(A) Prof. Fourie: My reply is this, that in the area in
which a man makes his living you will not be able to with-
hold from him what is dear to him.(A) An Hon. Member: In our area?
(A) Prof. Fourie: Yes, I am going to say that now on my
own responsibility. I said the other day that the White
man, if he wanta to be sensible, if he wants to be realis-
tic, will have to look ahead a little and will have to
think of giving instruments, of creating canals, through
which this enormous rising political power may flow safely.
In a remarkable statement, R. R. Butcher, represent-
ing a Durban constituency, goes directly against the deep emo-
tions of most English-speaking South Africans in Natal in de-
claring:
Mr. Chairman, in the first place we have to consider
the position of the Indian people in South Africa. We
have approximately 400,000 Indians in Sout~ Africa, and
as this House well knows they alone of all the Coloured
groups of South Africa are entirely without any political
representation. I know that that fact is very largely
their own fault. Gen. Smuts did take the brave and cour-
ageous step to give them representation, but they refused
to take it. But despite that, I still maintain that it
is our duty to see that they do get some sort of political
representation. I believe it is quite wrong that 400,000
people in this country, citizens of South Africa, people
who are born in this country, and many of whose fathers
and grandfathers were born here, should be entirely devoid
of any political rights.
(A) Mr. Liebenberg: I think we have now listened to one
of-the most syrupy speeches we have ever heard in this
House about the Indian problem. The hone member who has
ust resumed his seat adopts the attitude that if the
wants to be a good Prime Minister he should
crawl everywhere. He should now crawl before India. The
hon. member for Cape Eastern (Mrs. Ballinger), on the
other han~, yesterday suggested that the Prime Minister
should crawl to the Natives. Therefore the Prime Minister
now has to crawl everywhere if he is to come up to the
standards they set for him and if he wants to be a success.
One must especially crawl towards the English-speaking
population.
Major Van Der ~l chides the P.M. for
of baaaskap, for humiliating Africans unnecessarily,
lacking a knowledge of psychology, saying:
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When you a Minister who gets up and talks about a
woman who all said and is the sister of the Prime
Minister of a , and refers to her as uDaardie ou
koelie vrou, It or some remark like that, what can be the
fe of Indian in this countrYe No amount
of mone you can give them and no other rights you can
can make up for the loss of face and the hurt
which flow from a remark like that.,
The Prime Minister: ., ., He referred to
one of the members on this side said in regard to a
Itkoeliemeid" It That is now a terrible accusation Q1501..JbJl4Q
this side e .,., During the recent election one their
oandidates " " " published a pamphlet in he con-
demned this paFty because we were doing so much for the
Natives--for the nblackskins,n as he put it. " Let
the hone member sweep before his own do
Strijdom concludes the debate with a hope that Itall
White men will realize the t t if they ar~ to remain re, they
will have to stand shoulder to shoulder.'t
On the whole, the Nationalist leaders in parliament
are in ability and debating skill to their United
Party opponents; but the United Party backbenchers far outshine
the Nationalist small fry in their ability to make original,
forceful, and significant contributions to debates. This de-
bate, from which numerous tedious and repetitious Nationalist
small-fry speeche s are omitted, is a fair sample of critical
debates which end in a clash between Nationalist ministers and
United Party backbenchers--many of the latter young, most of
them with superior educational backgrounds, and most of them
liberal in outlook.
After reading this far, you may feel as let down as
did several M.P"s when the debate, having carried through four
long afternoons and evenings, ended in a simple voice vote.
The nNoes n of the Opposition were no match for the stentorian
sn of the Nationalists.
The Nationalist Party has its program well laid out"
It has a cohesive parliamentary majority and capable ministers
to carry out its legislation. The opposition is not only a
minority, it is a house divided, with its largest room--the
United Party--itself split by a partitione The Conservative
wing of the opposition frequently breaks away to support
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the Government on issues. a few
seats by grace of United con-
stituencies, is often critical UoP.,
but it votes with the United Party. The Liberal is de-
pendent on the nominal three seats alloted to African represen-
tation.
. BillS, more than in most legislatures, are hammered
out in party caucus o The South African Parliament at the
moment is largely a debating 'society--one which may occasionally
alter minor details of bills but not block their passage, nor
blur the broad outlines of But a lot of
color comes out "in wash.
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Liberal Split in U@P@ Increases Political Polarization
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Capetown
South Africa
July I, 1955
National Party strength at the" ballot box is mounting
and support for its apartheid noliey is broadening among both
Afrikaan~- and English-speaking whites. Simultaneously,we are
seeing the strongest liberal groundswell in South Africa since
Smuts and Hofmeyr offered votes to Asians in 1938@
This polarization of political forces characterizes
both European and non-European politics. (The ascendancy of com-
munist leaders to controlling positions in the major African,
Asian, and Coloured political organizations is another letter.
Among Europeans the liberal movement is not dominated nor compro-
mised by communism. Local cornnunists are constantly trying to
destroy the effectiveness of outstanding white liberals.)
The dividing line between the political right and left
has long run through the United Party. My newsletter written
after the April, 1953, elections concluded: "The United Party
has been so steamrollered, its prospects of returning to power
are so slim, and the groups within it are so divergent, that it
may well become the dis4Ini ted Party. n It wasn r t long before the
six U.P. members broke off the right wing to form the Conserva-
tive Party III
The resulting reorientation of the UoP. to the left
mollified liberal M.P.s for two parliamentary sessions, but the
divergence of views has just callsed another rupture. The resig-
nation from Parliament of Dr. Bernard Friedman to fight a by-
election in his Johannesburg constituency on the issue of his re-
fusal to sup~ort the United Party position on the Coloured Vote
came close to shattering the U.P. as an effective opposition, and
may still lead to its breakup.
The United Party has failed to recover fully from the
loss of the six right wingers. Two of them, Bailey Bekker and
Blaar Coetzee, were among their ablest Afrikaans-speaking members.
Bekker and Coetzee have a wide appeal in the platteland (country)
districts. Their expulsion tore the party organization in their
Copyright 1955 American Vniversities Field Staff, Inc.
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constituencies to shreds. Not only did hard-working supporters
leave the United Party with them, but, in the words of a loyal
M.P., ffthere was a wave of apathy which swept through the party
iii • G many people who didn't join the Conservatives simply stopped
working for us at the local levele"
Seven United Party M.P.s supported Friedman in refusing
to associate themselves with a party statement on the Coloured Vote.
It was agreed on all sides of the parliamentary lobby that the loss
of these members would mean the downfall of Strauss, the man
picked by Smuts to carryon for him, and possibly the end of the
United PartYEl M.P 0 Helen Suzman confided, "This is a fearful re-
sponsibili ty Oil' lil • we have the power to wreck the party •• e
what we must decide is whether the issue is worth. it." In the
end, under pressure, they agreed to remain in the party cauc~a
when their criticisms were partially met in a,revised statement
of the U.P e position on the Coloured Vote. Only Friedman re-
mained adamant in his refusal to accept the party statement e
The issue symbolized a 1-lider grievance of liberal-minded
MeP.s. Strauss has announced: "It l-lould he premature at present
[just after the Senate Bill passed] to say whether the United
Party would restore the Coloured people to the common voters' roll
if it was returned to power eIt He pointed, out that- 1t might not
be legally Dossible to restore the status ~Ut because one Parlia-
ment could not bind a succeeding ParlIamen 0 atwo-thlrds major-
.ity.
Friedman and his fellow liberals took this statement as
a mealy-mouthed playing with words and surrender of a position
the United Party. had fought to uphold for six yearse Friedman
said priva.tely, "I've been fed up to the teeth for a long time,
and this is one retreat I couldn't make."
Friedman's reference is to a long series of National
Party.measures which the United Party fought against energetically
in the legislature-,:"such as the Group Areas Act, the Sol'PIessionof
COl:1'lmunlsm Act with its police powers, and many others--but which today
it tells the electorate will not be repealed if the TJeP@ takes
office. (This has happened on so many issues that the National
Pa.rty MeP.s have taken to sarcastically asking the UClP e members
sitting opposite how long it will take before they endorse the
just-passed Senate Bill.)
Strauss' reasoning appears thus: He will lose impor-
tant blocs of votes in key constituencies when the Coloured are
removed f~om the common voters' roll. Fighting for the outright
return of Coloureds to a common roll may make him a hero among
Coloureds, but it won't yield any votes@ In fact, it will antag-
onize European voters, who as a body will be haPFyto see the
ColouT'eds off the roll. This is particularly true of the Nation-
alist supporters Strauss is trying to wOO e There remains a moral
commitment to the Coloureds. Strauss' original statement left
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the door open to an alternate method of satisfying the Coloured
demands without antagonizing white voters. The strategy--because
that is what it was--would have worked except that he underesti-
mated ·the feelings 01' his own U.P. liberal supporters@
THE REBELS
The group that, with Friedman, denounced strauss' vacil-
lationas a betrayal of trust but later were restrained from bolt-
ing the caucus were Helen Suzman, Ronald Butcher, J •. A Steytler,
John Cope, Townly Williams, and Ra.y Professor Fourle was
making an out-or-town speech at the critical moment but telephoned
his support.
The rebels are simply a group of people, most of whom
didn't know each other two years agq, who drifted together in
Parliament when they found themselves in the same corner on issue
after issue 0 There is no formally organized liberal winge They
can be characterized as: representing urban constituencies (as
are nearly all U'\l;P. seats), more liberal than their voters, first-
term members of Parliament (except Friedman), interested in
economics (three have advanced training) independent,
and all determined to press for a 8
A· second echelon of members who lean toward the liberal
side and deplored Strauss' statement without coming into open
opposition included: Harry Oppenheimer, Bertha Solomon, R@ J du
Toit, Gray Hughes, Zack De Beer (strauss' son-in-law, who was dis-
couraged by the rebels from joining them), and Hamilton Russell e
Russell stalled Parliament by talking about nothing for over~one
hundred minutes (to Strijdom's and disgust) while frenzied
s were made in nearby rooms head off the rebels' announce-
of a clean break e
The- one unreconstructed rebel, Friedman, has officially
resigned from Parliament and is preparing his election campaign.
He has a. reputation as an outstanding ora.tor and as a bitter critic
of a-partheid@ He has a for stinging repartee, once referring
to an interjector's Vlmicro-cephalic brain e n Before becoming an
M.P@ in 194'), he had a lucrative ear, nose and throat "Oraoticee
His major contributions to debates have been on medical lines
but on economic He is a director of several comnanies
"Barney Frledman,u as he is known by his predominantly
middle-class Jewish constituents in the apartment-dwelling, high-
density HillbrmtV section of Johannesburg, has a tremendous follow-
ing0 The Nationalists did not even oppose him as the United Party
candidate in the last elections Of all the liberally-inclined
members of the United Party, he is in the best position to success
fully challenge the middle-of-the-road policies of the party. Con-
sequently, if he loses the by-election to an orthodox UeP. candi-
date, it will be a frigid warning blast to 11berals within and
without the partY0 If Friedman wins as a liberal independent, at
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the most it may mark the beginning of a new political orientation
in South A.frica" At the least i t 1~ill be further evidence of in-
creased polarization of political opinion"
The United Party organization in Hillbrow appears, on the
Hhole, loyal toS'riedman" The Vice-Chairman of the U"P" in Port
Elizabeth has offered to campaign for Friedman" T1'11o Johannesburg
city cOlli"1.cilors have resigned from the U"P. in support of Friedman e
A former Transvaal judge resigned from the United Party "because
the time has come to stop compromising • • " I take my stand fully
behind Bernard Friedman e .He has done the right and moral thing. n
On the other hand, the United Party candidate in Hill-
brow defeated a Liberal candidate by a comfortable margin in a
provincial election last year" A Liberal Party label, its parlia-
mentary leader Senator Rubin told me, would lose votes for Fried-
man even i~ relatively liberal Hillbrow. The Nationalist press
predicts that Friedman, if re-elected, will join the Liberal
Party
At this point it would be well to pause a moment and
consider what the word "liberal" means in South Africae To most
National Party supporters it is, or is close to being, synonomous
with "communiste" To many UeP", rank and file it has a distaste-
ful assoc~ation with racial equality",
Let me describe one of the rebels by way of definition.
Ronald Butcher is a rank newcomer to Parliament and typical of
many on the crest of the liberal groundswell we mentioned" He
comes from a wealthy Natal family that reached this country in
1842. As he told me about his escape from an Axis prison camp
and spending seven months as a fugi tive 10li th two Afrikaner pals
in the Italian mountains, he emphasized that he feels himself a
South African--not a Britisher--but a South African speaking
English",
After pouring tea, Butcher began expressing his views
without prompting, with enthusiasm, and in such a slow but steady
stream that presently his tea was cold and he called for a fresh
pote He said he was in Parliament to represent every human being
in his constituency even though "a lot of people think my only
job is to look after the Europeans • '" • and they don't like it
1-lhen I '{.york in the interests of my Indian and African residents" II
Butcher explained that his part of Durban includes a university
area, where he draws intellectual support, a lower middle class
area of railway workers, an opulent suburban section, 75,000
Indians and Zulus, and about 70,000 Africans",
Butcher said, "The whole reason I'm in politics is to
work for the elimination of racialism", It is impossible to keep
down Africans and Indians", We have no moral right to do so", As
live said in the House, there are 400,000 Indians in South Africa
who have no direct political expression in Parliament. People in
Natal are fanatic about Indian votes and equality" The leader of
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the party in Natal [Mitchell] is completely unreasonable about
Indians. Unfortunately he has a considerable influence with
strauss, which 1s one reason Str.a.uss was so badly advised on the
Coloured vote." Butcher believes an attempt must be made to
educate the European public rapidly away from a philosophy of
anartheld to, a philosophy that recognizes individual merits
Butcher is well aware th~t his Natal background, Oxford
educa.tion, and less than fluent Afrikaans eliminate him from
possible- political leadership outside of Natale Most English-
speaking politicians in Natal are quick to criticize racialism
outside of but not in their own province. Butcher is dif-
ferent which makes his political future precarious and signif-
'-cant
Another rebel, Townly Williams, is likewise from Natal
and spent some time telling me that South Africa must make a
radical turn around in its racial practlcee Ray Swart, the member
for Zululand, is an anglicized Afrikaner and a lawyer@ He played
a prominent role in the United Party youth organization in ~atal
but recently lost his leadership post because of his liberal lean-
John Cope is a Johannesburg journalist@
Helen Suzman, former lecturer in economics at Witwaters-
rand University and the wife of one of South Africa's most dis-
tinguished physicians, is not sure whether she can best realize
her desire for a drastic and continuing in the posl-
of Africans in South Africa within or without the United
Party. She and Cope both represent solidly UeP constituencies
and acknowledge that they would not stand a ehance of election
from seats where H.F. and National Party strength is evenly
dividede The loyalty of their followers is probably greater for
the party than for them@ In such instances, the Friedman by-
election will either encourage or discourage their Independencee
Ray Steytler could be the strong man of the liberal
His father was also an M@P e and a supporter of General
Steytler who an MeD& trained at Guys Hospital in
is an impressive orator@ He was defeated for Parliament
Eric Louw but was an easier seat in the last election
a significant following in the Cape
The liberal
politick:tng in
backbench
not rest s upon such
nor on the now relatively-
Die Bur er assesses the possibili ties thus; "Fried-
man's on suggest~ a liberal front, especially if he Is not
the chucked out. Liberal strength is now spread
through several organizatlonsG Most of the liberals are not in
the Liberal Party@ The Labour Party has a great deal of I1beral-
ism in it, as does the tiny Federal Party~ The Native Representa-
tives in the Senate and House should all be included. 'When the
liberals leave the powerful United Party, there won't be much
left of ito But then the Liberal Party will become for the first
time an important factor in politics. So says Die Burger lll
The Labour Party is extremely critical of the ·UeP. and
vice versa. The election agreement which allowed Labour to beat
Nationalist candidates with UeP. support is under attack by con-
servative U.,P., members. Alex Hepple, Labour's leader, says that
the relentless march to despotism cannot be met by advocating
variations of baasskap (referring to the U.P ) but by educating
the electorate to support a policy that offers hope and opportun-
ity to the non-European@
Hepple lashes out at U.P& timidity: nIf the Nationalists
want a country 'half slave and half free ' the Opposition cannot
be half for and half against." He predicts that if it were pos-
sible to "reshuffle the members of the Opposition on the basis of
their honest political beliefs, the result would startle the inno-
cent electorate."
The Liberal Party does not go a long way beyond Paton,
Marquard, and Ballinger, but its very birth at this juncture in
South African politics is strong evidence of the liberal counter-
trend to increased National Party strength Its greatest impor-
tance is likely to be its influence in non-European politics@
Die Burger and National Party politicians rushed to sup-
port Friedman in his defiance of the UlIIP. and have looked favor-
ably upon the formation of a liberal bloc Their logic is sound e
In a clearcut showdown between Nationalism and Liberalism, the
Nationalists would have oVer 90% of the electorate behind them,.
The liberals in Parliament are there because of special circum-
stances, or are shielded by the vague generalities of a United
Party which gathers support from those who are anti-Nationalist
but pro-nothing@ Again, voter reaction to Friedmafi's stand will
be an imoorta:at straw in the wind,.
THE CENTRAL VACUill1
to the increasing strength of left and right
is an increasing central vacuUIn& The centripetal forces in white
politics are presently weak but have been decisive in the past:
i@e,., the middle position embracing both Afrikaans and English
people that General Hertzog drew support from in his long tenure
as Prime Minister@
Despi te the betrayal "t.,yhich many Afrikaners felt when the
coalition gover~~ent they supported put South Africa into war with
Germany against the broad wishes of the Afrikaans-speaking people,
there remains a desire for peace and cooperation among Europeans,.
Stellenbosch is the kind of university town where such sentiments
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can be appealed to.. In a three-way political debate in Stelle;n-
bosch, De Villiers Graff (a likely successor to strauss as head
ot the U.. P.) was attacked harder by Bailey Bekker of the Conser-
vatives than by the local National Party M.. P .. otto Du Plessis ..
Bekker's strategy was quite apparent when he refe~red directly and
indirectly to Hertzog and the need for cooperation between the t\.J'o
European communities ..
A new organization has just arisen in Pretoria, profess-
ing to be non-political, to forward European unity.. Both English-
~neakirig and Afrikaans-speaking people of stature are organizing
it.. Significantly, they went to the Orange Free state and per-
suaded ex-Minister Havenga to support them..
Knowing the appeal that "hereniging" (reunion) has al",Yays
had in South African politics, Prime Minister Strijdom and National
Party strategists have given short shrift to the blandishments' of
the Conservatives Bekker and company would clearly like to carve
off the· right of the United Party and the left of the Nationalists
--especially those former supporters of ·Hertzog and Havenga who sit
quietly on the government benches ..
CONCLUSIO"N
The curious fact of the current nolarization of nolitics
is that the liberals and the Nationalists largely agree on~racial
conditions in South Africa.. They agree that the present situation
is intolerable; that social and political integration will follow
with continued economic integration; and that political rights
cannot be withheld from Africans indefinitely.. Both condemn the
United Party for a policy which offers a gradual change in the
status quo.
The difference in viewpoint lies in the solutions
offered: integration; or separate development of Native Areas.
The Tomlinson Report rejects integration as impracticable; the
liberals reject separate development and apartheid as impracti-
cable I')
The 1955 Parliamentary Session, its closing lit up by
Friedman's fireworks, suggests that in the current temper of
South African politics, to sit in the middle of the road is almost
a sure way to be run over ..
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nDAMN YOUR PRINCIPLESl STICK TO YOUR PARTY .. "
The "Senate Packing" Lat...r and. South African Politics
A Letter from Edwin S Munger
Capetown
South Afric.a
June 11, 1955
Disraeli's command to BUlwer-Lytton, quoted above, sum-
marizes the debate on the new law which radically changes the
composition of the South African Senate and strips it of most of
its pm..rer ..
The debate in Parliament and throughout the nation
never focused on a single issue"
The National Party saw the issue as the removal of
Coloured voters from the common role.. In tbis they probably had
the suuport, in principal, of from 70% to 80% of South African
voters.
The United Party saw the issue as the defense of the
constitution and equal language rights for English-speaking South
Africans.. In this they probably had the support of 90% of South
African voters.
UNITED PARTY ,POSITION
The U.P. found little enthusiasm among its supporters
to fight for the voting rights of the Coloured people.
It found enthusiastic suPPort for its opposition to the
Senate Bill when it emphasized that the same two-thirds majority
which would remove the Coloured voters could also be used to over-
ride the constitutional guarantee of equal language rights"
Repeated assurances by Nationalists that English rights
were not in danger did little to mollify the aroused English-
speaking voters ..
Throughout the country most mass meetings were well
attended.. In Johannesburg women paraded in the streets, and
Copyrig-ht 19.'5.'5 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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18,000 (by UeFe estimates) people blocked dOviTntown traffic to hear
the Senate Bill denounced.
In a packed rally at thA Capetown City Hall, I watched
hundreds of UeP e supporters leap to their feet to applaud denun-
ciations of the bill. About 60% of the speaking was in English
and 40% in Afrikaans--a marked change in the last decade for
English-speaking Capetown.
The soaring eloquence of M.Pe Piet van der Byl on the
sacredness of democratic values and the courage of the British
people at Dunkirk finally led him to declare that ever'y man,
woman, and child had to fight against the monster bill lest the
English-speaking people be left with "no more political rights
than the Natives,," He concluded that the United' Party Has looked
upon as the "nigger in the woodpile" because it refused to give
the government its two-thirds majority in the lO't-ver house" "This, IV
he. thundered, "was the same as telling a. burglar who broke into
your home that you can rape my wife if you don't take my golf
clubs,,"
The chairman of the rally, K.P Gay, had a few words
for "our Coloured folk," who sat, mixed with Europeans, in the
balcony. He said the United Party was fighting for their rights
and that "they could help by keeping quiet and not making any
trouble n
The Senate Bill was characterized by U.P@ leaders in
Parliament and from political platforms as "monstrous," "a
blm,1 at the heart of democracy, if II a. horrible political fraud,
"dictatorship II "setting the stage for a police state," "power
ies (magspoli tek)," "filling the Senate 'ltd th Nationalist
cattle," and "goading South Africa beyond its endurance,,"
NATIONAL PARTY POSITION
Responsible National Party papers said frankly that
the Senate Bill was a distasteful necessity. Former Finance
Minister Havenga said, "l cannot be happy a.bout the Senate Bill.
It may be constitutional but even Nationalists are not happy
about it n
Paul Sauer is the Cabinet Minister with the strongest
ties to the old Cape liberal tradition6 His father was a distin-
guished statesman in that tradition o He himself is on record-~a
long time ago--as promising his word that such a step as this
Senate Bill would never come to pass with his support e During a
luncheon conversation with him this week, I said something that
he took which was not the case) as referring to his position on
the Senate He thereupon, with all the charm and g~nuine
good he possesses in abundance, gave me a political
homily down he told the old story that a political leader
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The Senate changes include (1) giving the larger prov-
inces (Cape and Trans.vaal) more seats than Natal and the Free
State; (2) giving the party controlling a province all the
seats of the province in the Senate instead of seats-propor-
tionate to their provincial strength; (3) a great increase in
the number of nominated members. The latter are nominated by
the party in power.
The old Senate had a National Party majority of 30-18;
the new Senate will be Nationalist 77-12 e
In joint sittings the National Party will now have a
'clear two-thirds majority of 171 to 77. This will allow them
to alter the "entrenched clauses" of the South African consti-
tution ll
vlhen it was discovered (by a Labour Party member) that
the new legislation could easily lead to a situation where a
party gaining a majority of the House at a general election
could have its bills blocked for several years by a holdover
senate, Minister Donges introduced an amendment with further
radical changes. It provides that a money bill passed by the
House but rejected by the Senate in the same session can become
an Act of Parliament. A second amendment provides that any
other bill is blocked for a year by an adverse Senate vote,
but if passed by the House at two successive sittings in dif-
ferent calendar years it also takes effect Hithout Senate con-
sent.
must be in front of, but not too far in front of, his people.
Patience and loyalty are essential", Sometimes it is necessary to
walk in one direction, even though you would rather lead in a
somewhat different one. Sometimes you can eventually lead in the
new direction",·
Die Burger's political columnist "Dawie" often reflects
government thInkIng. He says that he does not believe the new
Senate is nermanent because its reconstitution is for a snecific
purpose. If the government had aimed at a better Senate,'the
matter would have been approached differontly.. "Dawie ll . also
warns those Nationalists with good political jobs that they wQuld
be unwise to scramble for a Senatorship because their tenl~e
might be short-lived",
Nationalist mlnisiers pointed repeatedly at their party's
victory in four successive elections (it;lcluding provincial ones)
as reoresenting the will of the people (volkswil) in this affair.
~1inister S1rlart said, "The United Party has looked for trouble an.d
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has provoked us. Now we must hit hard@ The people's patience
has been"exhausted."
Minister' Lowv put his finger on a whole series of apar-
theid measures which the United Party vigorously opposed when
they were introduced but now claims to support. He added that
"the United Party and its obstinate leader have only themselves
to blame for what has happened. All their talk about the pres-
tige of parliamentary institutions is so much blah .. !!
Hinister De Klerk explained, !!We are taking this step
because we are Calvinists who believe God is sovereign and that
sovereigni ty is delegated to the la1.vful rulers of the land.!!
THREE DIFFERENCES IN SOUTH AFRICAN AND AMERICAN POLITICS
(1) The Senate Bill illustrates that, as in Britain,
virtually every vote is settled in the party caucus. The caucus
is all-powerful in South Africa.. Party whips spend time being
sure all their supporters are available for votes, not button-
holing them in cloakrooms to pressure them to hold the party line ..
The National Party cabinet worked out its plan to remove
the Coloured voters from the common role and presented it to the
full caucus only a short time before the debate opened" Through
two long sessions of the Nationalist caucus numerous objections
and dissatisfactions were met by playing on the theme of Afrikaans
unity in this final, critical juncture of the struggle of the
Afrikaner people.
In a similar fashion, those within the United Party who
were prepared to compromise on the rights of the Coloured voters
were outvoted.. The Conservative Party--which opposed the Senate
Bill but offered to compromise the Coloureds--knew of this split
and appealed unsuccessfully for open support from the United
Party MoP .. 's who sympathized with them ..
(2) In South Africa political pressure is rarely effec-
tively applied to an individual M.. P. to influence his vote.. There
is virtually no log-rolling on major issues. It is difficl1lt to
put pressure on M.. P .. 's because their nominat'ion at the next elec-
tion depends, in practice, as much or more on the wishes of the
central party executive as upon their local party constituents ..
Without an open primary, the chance of an MeP .. defying
his party on a key issue and then forcing through his own renomi-
nation at thG next election is today slight.. For this reason the
six-man Conservative Party, elected as United Party members, is
threatened by extinction in the next election"
Rarely do Nationalist and U.. P .. MePe's from the same re-
gion team up to support jointly a measure important to their region o
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Seven National Party MoPe's from different parts of the
country were questioned as to what they had heard from their con-
stituents on the Senate Bill. Only one had received more than
tr~ee letters. Everyone had received telegrams from U.P. support-
ers outside his own con~tituency. I asked about support for their
stand with the government. One man had received a wire from his
local party secretary assuring him of support., But as M.P. Japie
Basson put it to me, "My supporters know I will stand by our
why should they have to tell me to?"
(3) Political feelings in South A'frica are so inex.tri-
cably intertwined 101i th religious and linguistic feelings in the
two major white groups that there is scant room for a middle Pw0si-
tione As an ~rican girl married to an Afrikaner remarked, 'The
sustaineq tension between elections is something I never knew at
home. If I take a middle position between my Afrikaans-speaking
and English-speaking friends, I lose both groups. The only middle
way is complete silence." With a great many South Africans, if
you are not a staunch supporter, you are a traitor. Last week a
law suit was-settled When the Ca e Times. apologized for intimating
that a then member of the Unite arty Dr e Junker) had talked
with Dre Malan on confidential political matters. The depth of
feeling is illustrated by the case of the Pretoria Thirteen.
PRETORIA THIRTEEN
The most significant and lasting development of the
national debate on the Senate Bill may be the pUblic protest
against the bill by thirteen professors and lecturers in Pretoria.
The Pretoria Thirteen began by saying that they were all
members of the National Party and/or Nationalist in their
thies. They protested that: --the Senate Bill violates the
ciples specifically laid do~m and adopted for constituting
Senate at time of Union; --it conflicts with the acknowledged con-
stitution and function of the upper house, as accepted in most
Western democracies; --by abolishing proportional representation,
minority rights are weakened so much that the legislation is a
definite step toward a one-party system; --in abolishing equal
representation by provinces a basic principle of agreement a:t the
time of union is destroyed, and the political structure of the
country alterede
The Pretoria 'rhirteen stated further that in their
opinion there is no justification on democratic grounds for the
view that a more or less equal division of votes in the elec-
torate would be used as an opportunity for artificially creating
a two-thirds majority, when no such two-thirds majority actually
exists in the electorate.
The Thirteen include Dr. Ben Marais, Professor of Theol-
ogy, known to American churchmen for his address at the World
Council of Churches' Evanston meeting, and Dr. Kock, a
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governor of the South African Broadcasting Corporatione ~~rais
was immediately attacked as being a long-time United Party sup-
porter@
Others are Pretoria professors Pistorious (Greek),
Schlebusch (psychology), van Pittus (political science), Engel-
brecht (theology), Geyser (theology), Pont (law), and Jacobsz
(mathematics). Senior Lecturers are Louw (Bantu languages),
Cloete (political science), and Swiegers (psychologY)e The state-
ment was handed to the press by Kleynhans, who is a political
scientist
Reaction to the protest of the Thirteen was swift and
sharps The United Party immediately semi-deified them. They
were lauded by D.P. speakers from dozens of platforms and cheered
by the crowds.
The seriousness with which the National Party viewed
the protest (even if only half of the signers were genuine Nats)
was revealed by the ammunition brought to bear on the protestants.
Prime Minister Strijdom, who is also titular head of Pretoria
University, said that the placing of "their statement as a weapon
in the hands of the United Party is an indication of their true
sympathies." He added, "The fact that only of them (out of 530
on the faculties concerned) could be found to sign the statement
is an indication of how little notice is taken of them,,"
Minister of Finance Louw paid tribute to academic free-
dom and then commented, "I cannot see that the taxpayer" who must
contribute to the salaries and cost-of-living allo~ances of the
university teaching staffs, will be pleased by this@ It makes an
unfavorable impression on the Minister of Finance who must find
the money. The group of Pretoria pedagogues who set organized
political arguments in motion must bear the responsibility@U
A week later We van Heerden, editor of Dagbreek en Son-
dagnuus (in which Strijdom has an interesth said that Louw had
been cross and added, "I know Nr. Louw is much too much of a good
democrat to assume that he seriously intended to intimate that be-
cause the state subsidizes universities, the governing party also
hires the convictions of lecturerse"
Later Louw reiterated his statement, which drew a strongly
worded criticism from J. C. de Wet, Dean of the Stellenbosch Law
School and greatly respected by his fello1-T Nationalists. De \1et
puckishly asked i,lfhether the taxpayers who pay Mre Lou"frJ Here pleased
by his statement LOUlv and de Wet exchanged further public corres-
pondence. In the end, Loutv, one of the ablest M"P .. ' s came off a
poor second e As a Cape Nationalist N.P said to me, "Eric's stocks
have really taken a tumble inside the party. He has the habit of
making sarcastic remarks without thinking, and this ti=ne he ll1JaS
caught out e "
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Back in Pretoria three deans (theology, commerce, and
mathematics/physics) deplored the Thirteen's protest because of
"the damage done to the good name of Pretoria Un!versi ty .. n HO\v-
ever a letter printed in Die Vaderland recalls a statement issued
by 54 faculty members of Pretoria strongly supporting apartheid on
an ele~tlon eve, and says most of the deans signed the doclli~ento
Die Transvaler, the Afrikaans paper closest to the cabi-
net, said the ,signers had not enhanced their dignity, and had
brought themselves in bad odor with the thousands of Nationalist
students and ex-students of the great Afrikaans university.. To
represent themselves as Nationalist or Nationally-minded was an
intolerable piece of aUdacity.. Such people would not stab their
leaders in the back when they are busy with one of the greatest
Nationalist tasks.
The Pretoria. University Students'Representative Council
declared that the students uin no way associated themselves with
the mode of action adopted [by the Thirteen], n and added, u(tVe
stand for the Afrikaans cause, and everything that is honourable
and holy for the Afrikaner people .. • .. we are still the proud
protectors of the Louis Trlchardt voortrekker wagon, and it is
still an honour for us to be known as students of the voortrekker
university."
The Deity was not a party monopoly.. The Anglican Dean
of Grahamstown wrote, nIt seems strange that a political party
which claims for itself the privilege of being answerable only to
God for its actions should consider forms of political chicanery
calculated to do no more than to call upon itself the whole wrath
of God."
Conservative M.P. Barlow said the UsP .. "committed a sin
before God" by refusing to compromise on the Coloured vote, "es_
pecially inasmuch as the Coloured people are prepared to be removed
from. the common role if it will help to save Western civilizations"
Both Havenga and Malan (who had refused to pack) were
privately opposed to the method used, but neither man wished to
contribute to Afrikaner disunitys The final vote of 79-46 ended
the debate In a manner to satisfy Disraeli's plea for party loyalty.
It a.lso recalls the observation of Will Rogers that "there is no
more independence in politics than there is in jail .. "
~
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SOUTH WEST AFRICA: KEY GERMAN MINORITY
A Letter trom Edwin S. Munger
Windhoek
South West Arrica
Mailed Sept. 1955
Sailing north rrom Capetown, the Bloemrontein Castle
stood well out into the Antarctic waters of the Benguela Current
until we neared Walvis Bay. Heavy fog when the chilled air blows
over the hot sand of the beaconless shore has disastrously en-
shrouded hundreds of ships on the Skeleton Coast. Only two months
ago the rreighter Natal Castle went aground and is now breaking up.
Some vessels have been discovered years later" with the bones or
their crews, on the waterless, desolate beach. A sailing ship
miles inland is an eerie landmark to the rare expedition crossing
the Namib Desert.
Walvis is the chief port or South West ........gritty, ram-
shackle, sardine-scented; brawling with the fishing flotsam of
three continents. Germany, unwilling to use Walvis' natural
harbor because it was a British enclave (it is technically part
ot .Cape Province), began building a port thirty miles north at
the mouth or the normally dry Swakop River. (Swakop is a four ....
letter-....or four-click--Hottentot word given a German spelling.)
A German hotel manager drove me there over hard sand, skirting
the pale yellow barchane dunes along the coast.
Swakopmund has an old....world charm of mansard roofs,
halt-timbered walls, numerous balconies, and high pitched gables
that would shed the heaviest snows of the Black Forest. Store
owners like Boelke, Greutzner, Kohler, Schatzlein, and von Mallin-
krodt are mostly second- and third-generation. Not least in
Teutonic flavor, after the parching drive, was Hansa beer brewed
in Swakop trom Germanhopse
Little has been built since Germany lost control in
1915 and the 'l1Il£inished port was abandoned. The old buildings
are used by boarding schools; even the handsome old jail built in
1910 serves as a dormitory. Swakop comes to lire ever,. October
as South West's refuge from sizzling summer heat, when imported
musicians ompah-pah on the grandstand and towheaded youngsters
splash in the surf. The Administrator and top officials take
their government work to Swakop for a six weeks'''season."
Copyright 1955 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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German writers years ago referred to South West
as a pampered that never paid for itself and attracted
titled aristocrats built richly-furnished on rocky
The three castles at Windhoek are, owned
an English-speaking , a
and a German doctor*
German colonial policy did not stress the social welfare
of indigenous peoples$ Alleged German iniquities toward
furnished ammunition for a barrage of Allied German
counterfired after the Versailles de-
conditions British Africa and Indla e
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During the Herero fighting the German commander, General
von Trotha, issued an order which translates: ItI ask you,' where
is the Herero Nation? Where is your headman Samuel Maherero to-
day, who was in possession of thousands of cattle? He has fled
like a wild animal over the English border, he has become poorer
than the poorest veld-Herero.
"You must come with a white flag with all your followers,
and nothing will happen to you. If anyone thinks that after this
order there will be any leniency shown him he had better leave the
country, because if he is again sean in German territory he will
be shot, and thus will all rebels be exterminated."
When the Hereros sent leaders to discuss peace, they
were shot on von Trotha's orders because, "I wished to ensure that
never again would there be a Harero rebellion."
Finally, in 1904, von Troths. proclaimed: "Within the
German border every Herero, with or without rifle, with or with-
out cattle, will be shot."
The massacre and decimation of the Heraro nation was in
proportion to their spiritual and physical resistance, which was
stronger than that of the other tribes. The story survives that
when Dr. Goering announced that the Herero had been annexed, Chief
Kamaherero replied, "If the Germans did not wish to see their
heads lying at their feet, they should be out of town and well on
their way towards Germany by sunset."
There are numerous African and European eyewitness
accounts of extreme cruelty by Germans toward the indigenous
peoples, some of it as official policy. The German historian
Leutwin commented bitterly, "At the cost of several hundreds of
millions of marks and several thousand German soldiers we have,
of the three business assets of the Protectorate, mining, farming,
and native labor, destroyed the second entirely and the last by
two-thirds."
NAZI DAYS
Hitler's best-organized Nazi support outside Europe was
in South West. When war broke out, sabotage was avoided because
the local Nazis, boasting on their way to internment camps that
the war would be over in a month, didn't want to damage what they
considered were their own railroad and their own government build....
ings. Colonel Bassingthwalte, who supervised the roundup of ex-
treme Nazis, tells me he simply didn't have the troops to stop
large-scale destruction if the Germans had not been so confident
of the rapid triumph of the Reich.
Nazism grew slowly in South West. Repatriation of 6,000
Germans after War I removed most of the leaders of the deflated
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German nationalism. Its resurgence in South West was coupled, as
elsewhere, with economic despair in the long depression. Times
were bitterly hard in South West in the thirties when few Ameri-
cans bought Persian lamb. A bad drought from 1929 to 1933 broke
the economic back of even frugal farmers.
At first German South Westers ridiculed the brown-shirted
man with the mustache, the upper class contrasting the gilded
glory of the Imperial regime with the beer hall background of the
new party. But when South West went Nazi, it did so with a venge-
ance. The Nazis repUdiated citizenship treaties Germany had made
with South Africa permitting Germans in South West to lose their
German citizenship and declared every German SUbject to Nazi
authority. Those who refused to cooperate with the Nazis were
beaten up. A number of South Westers did military service in
Germany_
The whole Nazi paraphernalia was duplicated. Massed
young people chanted "ein Reich, ein volk, ein FUE'hrer!' in the fur-
tive light of secret campfires. Nazi labor, military, and business
organizations had South West counterparts. On German national
holidays almost every building on Kaiserstrasse was adorned with
Nazi flags and pictures of Hitler. Afrikaans- and English-speaking
farmers held mass meetings to demand that the Union government send
troops to protect them from a putsch--which would have been fea-
sible with the aid of "tourists" from the stream of Nazi ships
docking at Walvis Bay~
BALANCE OF POWER
Germans hold the political key to South West in the
medium run. because they are a voting bloc and a decisive one.
There are roughly as many voters in a South West constituency as
in an American city precinct. Candidates can physically shake
hands with every voter and make fairly accurate post-election
estimates of how the Germans voted.
The Hon. De T. du P. Viljoen, the Administrator (or
chief executive officer of the government), broke down the 50,000-
plus European population for me as 60% Afrikaans-speaking, 24%
German-speaking, 13% English-speaking, and 3% other. His figures
may be high on the Afrikaans side, but no German claimed over 30%
German-speaking.
Germans appear to vote about 80% for the National Party;
which holds all six seats in the Union Parliament and a 15-3
majority in the local South West legislature. The opposition
United National South West Party takes heart each election time,
when rumors sweep the country that the Germans are against both
parties and will abstain from voting. They did to some extent in
wartime elections but have not since then.
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South is from a period when German politi-
cal activity was unpolitice Germans are reluctant to re-form
an organized bloc@ The Wehrmacht's defeat crushed for a second
time their dream of again ruling South West with the help of Ger-
man military might.. The (Ger:i:nan) Sports Club has come back to
life with a spanking new building in Windhoek, but it wa~ care-
fully explained to me that non-Germans can now join, "because it
will be better for us if we don't form an exclusive group." The
(German) soccer team now accepts non-German players. However,
another German said "Or course we let in a few non-Germans,
but we are able of: those we don't like."
brought
passion
South West's economic of which more later
German farmers and businessmene
on a full stomach.
GERMANS AND AFRIKANERS
No love is lost between Germans and Afrikaners in South
West e The Germans embrace the Nationalists for economic reasons
because they can't bring themselves even to hold hands with the
United Party, which they see as English and a wartime enemye They
have no third choice at presente
A wide swing in the German vote--which a well-organized
German party or a business ~lump could start--would unseat the
National PartYe The numerous Nationalist politicians I've talked
with are fully aware of this danger. The MeP. for Namib knows
precisely how many German families live in his constituency. The
Nationalists must have German support, and they hate this depend-
ence.
The Germans have always disliked and distrusted control
by South Africa e "Du Deutsches Windhukl Was zum Teufel sollen
uber dir die Burenfahne und die Union Jack fliegen?"l was the
passionate appeal of: a German writer popular in South West in the
thirties.
When their fortunes were rising, the Germans were often
arrogant toward the Afrikaners. Today their antipathy is below
the surface, but I've heard remarks such as:
---Afrikaners have no culture~ What do they know of
German music, history; of anybody's music, art; history? All
they know is to Boer music on their mouth organs.
is a stupid language; half Dutch, half
Native, and half made Upe It's a bastard language e
lnThou German Windhoek!
Flag and the Union Jack fly over
the devil should the Boer
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---There aren't ten Afrikaners in South West I would
invite into my home. They are crude, vulgar and still have the
of the cattle kraal on their boots~
---Afrikaner farmers around here shoot all the game
they find even when they can't use the meat. lack a sense
of what is wrong.
---I've never met one yet who would pay ten shillings
to buy a picture instead of the cheap calendar junk they hang on
their walls ..
---Of course there are exceptions. Some of my best
friends are Afrikaans [sic], but most of them are ignorant and
boorish.. They have no tradition behind them~
The Afrikaners are hardly unaware of this attitude.
Several, anticipating I would hear such derision of the volk, ex-
plained that South West has not attracted the most culturea-Afri-
kanera, or that the trek-Boersl are not typical, or that the
Germans have held stereotyped opinions and don't know the modern
Afrikaner ..
An able, well-educated Afrikaner businessman tried to
illustrate the German attitude by telling me "We took a German
millionaire industrialist from the Ruhr who visiting South
West up to see our family farm in the north last weekend. He was
surprised to see a piano and to hear Bach on the gramophone and
admitted he had been given the wrong idea about Afrlkaners~
A German teacher in the north said that animosity is
dying down because ita better class of Afrikaners" is coming to
South West.. He added that until he went to Pretoria University
he didn't know a single Afrikaner with a university degree ..
Some Germans are trying to foster German-Afrikaner cul-
tural relations and good will.. The German community gave to
Dr. Malan a £500 present when he retired as Prime Ministe~, which
was turned into scholarships for German students matriculating at
Stellenbosch. Out of £10,000 raised in South West for the new
Stellenbosch medical school, half the money has come from Germans
--£1,000 from the South West firm Metje and Ziegler.. A letter
from a German to Algemeine Zeitung protesting that the money would
be better spent on the German community was not published.
IA band of Afrikaners who trekked yearly and finally
settled in Angola, only to be brought back to South West in 1926e
The government subsidized their return, it was said, to help
counter the inflow of Germans. The only lengthy account of this
strange band is Ons Halfeeu in Angola, by Pe J. van der Merwe ..
Johannesburg: Afrikaans Pers Boekhandel, 1951, 263 pp.
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Despite German-Afrikaner cultural animosities, the
Germans know how their bread is buttered. The Nationalists make
sure it is a creamy and generous spread@
South West is financially favored by association with
the Union. Its rail transport is subsidized by the Union. South
Africa furnishes customs officers and national defense. Students
from South West pay the same nominal fees as do Union students at
subsidized South African universities. Research in agriculture,
mining, and fishing that enormously benefits South West is
carried on by the Union government. At the time of the original
mandate South Africa shouldered the territory's public debt.
South West showed a surplus of £2,896,000 on its own
budget last year. South African M.P.s (of the United Party) com-
plained in Parliament about the tangled financial relationships
between South West and the Union. P.. A. Moore demanded repeatedly
that South West's debt, if any, be accurately assessed. As it now
stands, South West M.P.s vote on financial affairs of the Union of
South Africa while Union M.P.s have no vote on the finances of the
territory, WhiCh fall under control of the South West legislature.
Income tax is low and company taxation lower than in the
Union. A bill in the last Parliament was aimed at preventing
Union companies from manipulating their affairs to take advantage
of the tax applicable to South West companies.
Of direct appeal to the German population, import
quotas are currently at 120~ of the 1948 base compared with 45~
for the Union. German--and other--stores in South West offer a
wider range of better-quality and lower-priced goods in many
lines than can be found in the Union. Most of the consumer goods
are imported from Europe, but South West a~so gets a break on
dollar goods. The South African quota is being raised l8~% while
South West is being handed a 32% increase.
South West has legitimate claims for special considera-
tion: as a country without consumer industries, with a European
minority accustomed to certain kinds of goqds available only in
Europe; and as a large net earner of sterling and dollar exchange.
These official reasons do not obscure the fact that the predomi-
nantly German business community is given every reason to be grate-
ful to the South African government--as the organizers of the
National Party do not fail to remind them at election time.
Afrikaners in the administration told me they are ex-
tremely anxious that South Africans and specifically Afrikaners
control more of the economic life of South West. Encouragement
and assistance is given to Afrikaans-speaking businessmen who are
good Nationalists.. However~ not one of the many German, English~
Danish, Swiss, or American businessmen I've talked with complains
of any official discrimination in favor of Nationalist businessmen.
All of them characterized the administration as honest and efficient.
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AFRIKANER ATTITUDE TOWARD GERMANS
How a minority
Reaching majority
Seizing authority
Hates a minority L. H. Robbins
The Nationalist Afrikaners do hate their dependence on
German votes, economic inducements are-offered to keep the Germans
contented and in line, but the administration's solicitude for the
German-speaking population rests on more than political bargain-
ing. The Nationalists are keenly conscious of a parallel between
the Germans' attitude and their own feeling that Afrikaners were
discriminated against for many years by English-speaking South
Africans in language, government jobs, business, etc., and gener-
ally made to feel strangers in their own country.
Consequently, when the Germans press--as they do now--
for equal language rights, they invoke sensitive Afrikaner memor-
ies. The first point invariably made to me (by the Administrator,
Nationalist. M.P.s, Afrikaner businessmen, etc.) is the difference
between 60% Afrikaans-speaking Europeans in South Africa and 24%
German-speaking Europeans in South West. Then I mention the
German complaint that if 24% is too small a minority to justify
equal language rights, why should English, the home language of
only 13% of the Europeans, have equal rights? The answer there-
upon shifts to the expense of tri-lingual street signs, govern-
ment pUblications, notices, etc.--the same arguments still used
in Natal against Afrikaans. Thirdly, and stressed by the civil
servants, is the difficulty of staffing the government with tri-
lingual people. Most staff is recruited in the Union--not alone
for politieal reasons but because practically no Germans are today
willing to enter government service. The Administrator said he
would sincerely like to build up German representation but compe-
tition with business for good men prevents him. Viljoen emphasized
that if vacancies were restricted to tri-lingual candidates, the
calibre of applicants would be seriously lowered.
Current government practice is to answer letters in the
language in which they were written--i.e., in German, Afrikaans,
or English--and correspondence between government departments is
exclusively in English one month and Afrikaans the next according
to regulations.
This has not satisfied the German community. A govern-
ment commdssion is now sitting to determine what further use of
German could be introduced immediately. How genuinely the GermBns,
many of whom are tri-lingual, feel a grievance is hard to jUdge,
but it makes a good bargaining point with the Afrikaner-dominated
administration.
The Afrikaner3 are confident that time is on their side
in the competition among the ethnic groups. Last year approxi-
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mately 800 Germans
(another 1200 to
on movements of: Union
Administrator
speaking
greater
the Af:rikaner
A Swiss-German
one The Nationalists are
see that the Nationali
in the
West
him only because he knows much.
dependent on German votes
and the Germans know it."
GERMANS AND GER¥tANY
When the Nationalists are no
'11 get with them in a
It is dif:ficult to separate the attit~de of German South
toward Germany from their feelings about One
senses a slightly bitter feeling that South Westers were let down
The only enthusiasm I encounter for Dr. Adenauer's demo-
cratic government is for its economic achievements" A distrust
of Bonn because Nazism came from Germany is paralleled inconsist-
distrust of Bonn because it is built on democratic and
more admired authoritarian linese
Lempe, the slow-spoken editor of Algemeine zeitunf' per-
sonifies a large segment of the German community" He Is ahought-
ful, conservative man who likes to plan for the future@ He was
burned playing with Nazism and doesn't intend to be burned by any
other crusade" AlthOUgh far from a democrat, he is cautious about
re-dressing Nazi ideas in more respectable clothing" He said that
he and the community looked suspiciously at the establishment of
a Bonn government consul in Windhoek" The tie with the European
homeland has lost some of its magic.
The German consul tells intimates that he has an extra-
ordinarily difficult job to serve the German community" When he
presented his credentials, the Acting Administrator told him
bluntly that if he tried to take up cases of Germans who had
voluntarily requested South African citizenship, the government
would be extremely displeased. He replied that he had no such
intentions" The consul says frankly that his position looked
For 9 the Director of
Education, Lemmer, prominent in Anglican Church and has a
large photograph of General Smuts in his offlce$ Civil servants
may not belong to a political •
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German community and the South
were the hub of
on with a critical eye
West
German nationalism@ He
a
see the
had to
Union the
wouldn't
it
There is no of Germans no long arm
from Berlin@ A German veterinarian at
I was born in South West and know that we
that needed to be But I could never
Nazis wouldn't me in South
work with theme That's went to the
is like now.& We
The Lutheran ministers some of whom were
ardent and open Nazi from active
of the Germans I've talked with on the
buses and in homes have criticized the Nazis (for
other faults) but express admiration for their
~n~~~~ss The same veterinarian said at breakfast
Germany when Hitler came to power~ He a lot of
good@ This country needs a leader Of course Hitler had
some very bad advisors,,"
When the German I shared a
train tossed his coat on the seat I
lapel was pinned a small metal replica of the house flag of the
Deutsch Ost Afrika shipping line successor to the old Woerman
line@ He was reticent when about it but said a few people
had begun to wear them to show were "true Germans." "We have
to them U he said, it is easy to show them to our
Wi
... "' ...... "".... <11>
There has been a significant postwar change in the edu-
cation of Germanso It is now exceptional for a young man to be
sent to secondary school or even to a university, in Germany,
whereas it was the prosperous German families before the
war
Lempe, like many of his countrymen, is content to bide
his time@ German recovery is slowly attracting interest, althOUgh
few Germans see any hope of establishing political ties with the
homeland, or of themselves controlling an independent South West.
But they want to avoid final absorption by South Africa and 80
keep the door open@
(circulation 4000) is the best South
local and foreign news coverage
8 a cautious editorial stand on
't make politics its :main dish, as do the
both Nationalist and U.P& It is published three
papers in Afrikaans and English are weeklies.
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The paper is owned by the Meine~t family, who operate
other successful businesses. One night I went with a Meinert
brother and several National Party politicians to the German
Sports Club, where the crowd.was drinking kleine kleine (brandy
chased by beer) and shaking the rafters with lusty singing. Soon
Meinert was on a table leading the songfest. I mention this be-
cause two days later this shrewd, capable, conservative, prosper-
ing, and informed scion of a le,ading German family summed up a
chat by saying, "We dontt lrn.ow where we are going. We can't see
what will happen in business or'politics. I enjoyed myself at
the club; I've worked hard today in the office, and Itll enjoy
myself' tonight."
GERMAN POLITICAL PARTY
A letter to the Bloemfontein paper Die Volksblad warned
Afrikaners to beware of Germans in South West. The writer cited
a conversation with a German friend who kept referring to "the
day" until asked what "the day" meant. "What day," repeated the
German in a mocking tone. "There is only one day; the day of
liberation, the day we can rule ourselves."
Such sentiments usually express themselves in a party.
The, "Mandate Party" was formed in March by Germans without sub-
stantial German backing. It stands for the continuance of the
mandate, equal language rights for German, and freedom to sell
exports on the highest world markets without reference to South
African trade policy. It is now changing its name to emphasize
economic independence and play down the mandate idea, which hasn't
proved popular. The Nationalists labeled the whole affair a "U.P.
plo.t" to split the German vote, which it may be. In any event,
the party has not gained German support but the Nationalists have
been put on their toes.
Germans are a majority of the European population in
Luderitz, Swakopmund, and Grootfontein. The National Party
leaders tried to dump the Swakopmund-Walvis Bay constituency
Afrikaans-speaking candidate who had lost by two votes in the
last election for the South West legislature. Johannes Van Zyl,
the candidate, said to me in Walvis, "I had to fight like hell
to stand a~ain. They wanted to leave Johannes out and put a
German in.' To compensate the Germans (and, it has been sug-
gested, to keep a German member under control) the Nationalists
made room for a German-speaking candidate for Okahandja, which
is an easy party seat with a large Afrikaans-speaking majority
behind it. Another German candidate is contesting the November
election in a Windhoek seat th~ United Party now holds. I men-
tion these trifling details to illustrate how sensitive the
Nationalists are to even a shadow of a German party.
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GERMANS AND ENGLISH-SPEAKING SOUTH WESTERS
The English-speaking people here support the United
National South West Party, but it is predominantly Arrikaans-
speaking. Its Windhoek party paper, Die Suid Wes Afrikaner, has
a circulation of 3500--not inconsiderable In thIs sparsely settled
country. The party struggles hard to dissociate itself from the
United Party in the Union which Germans label as English-speaking.
Its uncompromising leader, advocate Percy Niehaus, says, tfAs an
entirely independent party it has framed its policy without con-
sultation or advice from the Union and is inspired only by what
it considers to be the best interests of the territory." The
party is against the mandate, against incorporation in the Union,
and in favor of "progressive constitutional development towards
independence as being the surest way to achieve its principles in
the best interests of the territorYe ft
Niehaus' policy is to seek the German vote but not woo
it with extravagant promises. He thinks the Germans do not re-
spect attempts to "buy" their support and in time will turn on
the National Party.
German hatred of English-speaking South Africa.ns as a
groUp, not as individuals, is deep and curious. How often the
hottest embers of a dying fire are at its edges. Hates from
World War I are trotted out that Europe has long rorgotten.
---The English contributed to two defeats of Germany. ---The
English put South West internees into "concentration camps."
---It was the fault of the English that passenger cars German
women traveled in to visit their interned husbands and sons in
the last war were often dirty and crowded. (Germans also re-
called that Prime Miniiter Strijdom fought against German troops
in Tanganyika in 1916, and that General Botha led the campaign
against German South West.)
Underlying the political antipathy toward Britain and
the British is a genuine cultural admiration of English-speaking
South Westers. Germans praise the depth of English tradition,
the quality of literature, and the spirit of justice. The Admin-
istrator himself made a point of the determination~ofGermans to
learn English. He told me of visiting German schools in Swakop
and asking German teachers why it was that so many pupils took
English for a second language and often failed the examination
when Afrikaans would be much easier for them. Viljoen was told
it was because the pupils could learn Afrikaans so easily outside
of school and would then be tri-lingual. Some of the same teachers
told me it was because of the cultural inferiority of Afrikaans
and the advantages of English as a wo~ld language. Many Germans
ITheir memories are long but not always true. That
Strydom is another National Party M.P. The namesakes are-otten
confused by South Africans too.
want their children
or the United
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to remain
(Two Germans told me believed that
examinations for is deliberately more
for Afrikaans less so in order to tempt Germans to
I have talked with in South West with ~~&.~~~
speaking examiners in the Union who see the papers
shred of evidence to support this 8uspicion@ But the fact
it is there is interesting.)
GERMANS AND JEWS
It is to learn in South West that: ---there
are no Nazis left ---Hitler didn't to
vade France, he was provoked and to rouse the French nation
to the menace of communi ---and the Americans did a terrible
when they the of cities full of civilians.
told me brother in an American
and would have starved if he hadn't
asked American fought into Germany
German to Russian atheists.
Of all the conversations I've had with
the suggestion of
, we've made up for things
the
when
Anti-Semitism was never so virulent in South West as in
Leaders among both Germans and Jews agree that the two
groups the community are on good terms today@ Most Jews are
English-speaking, which is a barrier, though they have close
business ties with Germanse Germans often compliment Jews for
their culture as a means of taking a backhanded at Afrikaners@
Germans told me that their Sports Club was built the of
several large contributions from Jews.
GERMANS AND AFRICANS
When South African marched into Windhoek in I
the mica dust with boots, were enthusias-
the non-white population@ thOUgh the
Bastards as that Coloured community proudly calls itself)
had been given preferential treatment, chose to the
Germans
From the Ovambo and Herero chiefs sted
from the South Africans~ Truckloads of corn were ,~ which
averted a famine In the years of South African administra-
millions of acres of were set aside for the exclusive
Bantu and Hottentots, including tracts the Germans
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A South West
such an
had no
Africa was extended to South
like the
out of wedlock
There have been
attractive
their the
on
in hotels and
doned
in the
is not con-
more than
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victed under the
at the end or
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Windhoek Club
often
the natives
sible for
at
to
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between Afrikaner,
treatment of non-Europeans
John Neser for
told me he could drliw
or German attitudes
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in the rural arease He said variations from farmer to farmer were
far greater than any generalizations which could be drawn between
language groupse Not so believes Colonel Bassingthwaite the
patriarch of the oldest English family in South West ( from
1842) He says that among his ,farm neighbors, the Germans are
hard on their Bantu and Hottentot labor but fair, while individual
Afrikaners are more often guilty of excessive beatings than indi-
vidual GermansE!>
There are only about 370,000 non-Europeans in South West,
and of those 200,000 are Ovambos concentrated in their own
tected reserve in the far north along the Angolan border. men
are allowed to enter the European area on contract but Neser
emphasized that the farmers must make conditions for
the migrants e Farmers who seem to think all they need do 1s
ask the government for so many laborers as they were
irritate NeserE!> .
Last April Dr@ Verwoerd's South African Native Affairs
Department took control of non-European affairs in South west e
Germans, who are distrustful of the whole trend of racial
in South A.frica., are alarmed", VI But, it as added to his
ttl don't know a single German who favors a of
We donlt want to change our traditional
we don't want this government to
A German businessman alarmed by
of natives" mentioned d", von S. von Moltke
kind of Nationalist politician whose ideas would cause trouble.
I had a chat with von Moltke, a lean man with a chiseled He
doesn't say much in the Union Parliament but talked
Native policy man to man", "We had an American
ago who was really a fair man. He said we were
our natives. He was right, we are much too easy on kaffirsE!>
don't appreciate what we do for them, but they do understand the
sjambok [whip]."
On the other hand, Nationalist M.PE!> J e D. du P", Basson
is deeply concerned about the position of non-whites in southern
Africa" both on moral grounds and in the self-interest of Europeans.
Basson says he knows full well that neither his German nor his
Afrikaner constituents would support the humanistic and realistic
approach he favors.
GERMANS AND THE UNITED NATIONS
German uneasiness about the methods" not the of
the Nationalists concerning non-Europeans is related to
greater consciousness of world affairs and the force of" world
opinion", A Lutheran minister predicted that the United States'
dependence on West Germany would enable Adenauer to make the U.S.
force the U.N@ to give South West back to Germanyl This is an
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extreme view, but Germans frequently make reference to the influ-
ence of world power politics on the future of South West.
The latest word in the hassle over South West is Minister
Louw's statement, "We don't care atuppence whether the United
Nations observes the two-thirds majority rule or the unanimity rule
in dealing with South West African affairs because we have consist-
ently said the United Nations has no right to concern itself with
the affairs of South West Africa." The English and German South
Westers, although rather less defiant, also don't want "the UNO
to tell us how to run our country."
The German position is ambivalent in so far as many
would welcome a stalemate in the chess game between the U.N@ and
the Union--so the Nationalists would continue strenuous efforts to
keep them contented, and the United Nati-ons would hold off incor-
poration by the Union. By no stretch of imagination do Germans
who play with the mandate idea as a prelUde to independence, and
might conceivably send a delegation to the U.N., wish to trade
Nationalist control for close U.N. supervision e
A U.N. committee declared on June 3 that the main efforts
of the South West administration were directed almost exclusively
in favor of the European population, often at the expense of the
native inhabitants. It commented sharply that after nearly four
decades under South African mandate, the native inhabitants were
not participating in political development. The Germans I've talked
with resent such co~nt just as much as Nationalists, but they are
much more uneasy about the effect of the statement on world opinion.
Mr. Hammarskjold's remarks in his annual report about apartheid
and South West as areas of concern to the United Nations have
to circulate here.
ECONOMIC BOOM
General Smuts once referred to South West as "decked in
diamonds and clothed in karakul." The territory could use and
would like some serviceable und~rwear and shoe~ in the form of
services and a revamped transportation system@ The pressure
basic services is partly a reflection of a fantastic boom.
South West exports other than diamonds, tripled in value between
1950 and 1955. a government budget \in dollars) of 30 ~.~~~
there was a surplus last year of 8 million.
South West exported in 1954 diamonds valued at £12,068,000,
karakul pelts worth £3,860,000, and cattle priced at £941,000,
according to the Monthly Abstract of Trade Statistics.
Germans are producers and dealers in karakul
and cattle. Individual have netted the equivalent of$50,000 a year. As farms have prospered, so have German wholesale
and retail businesses, wt.ere they have a strong posttion.
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The Germans are almost shut out of diamonds@
In the past ten years two important exports have
up: metals from the Tsumeb mine, and canned fish. The
an $18,000,000 industry with a small proportion of German
from South West. Tsumeb is the fantastically successful (
the original investment was recovered the first year by proces
already-mined minerals) American-owned lead-copper-zinc-ca.dmium-
silver-germanium first worked a German companYe Dividends
for 1954 were over 000,000. (Tsumeb was confiscated
World War II as property and eventually sold to an
group. The son of secretary of the which ~~~o~
owned the mine was one of the Germans I with who feels
bitter toward the American company, but most South Westers are
chagrined that the opportunity was passed up local
I visited Tsumeb mine and was as Adminis-
is, by the development, not but of a
host of affiliated activities--the scheme
the best dairy herd, the grown in
the territorYll)
in the boom but have lost influ-
investment in South st
increas number of Afrik~ler
suggest that never will the
in South West as before 1939@
Germans have done well
ence ~elative to their share of
The steady flow of Union
farmers and the loss of Tsumeb
German economic position be as
The renascent West German investment interest in
Gold Coast, and Nigeria and their trade agreement with the
Central African Federation have not been paralleled in South West
Although Dr. Hjalmar Schacht recently called for treatment
of German investors in mandated territories, he is not echoed here.
German investment in southern Africa is but so far it is
concentrated on the Rand and in the Union
If this has at times emphasized
West that are insignificant in the world it is
of the introspective isolation of South West e
forces at work elsewhere in Africa is equaled
to realize that Africans are not "perfectly na""'....,..."."
(as I have so often been told)e
in South
a reflection
of the
a failure
their lot
The collective nouns "Germans,"
have been used@ Of course no blanket statements cover all
members of a groupe A majority the opposition Afrikaans-
speaking and votes against the National Party. char-
acterizations of Afrikaners Germans are not valid for many
educated, well- and Afrikaners I
have spent here@ However I do not wish to
minimize the separateness of the three white communities@ These
European groupings have than group labels
in the United States*
the
differences
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As 1s so often the
seems to exacerbate rather
smallness of
diminish
from the cocoon
of ware are now
a cause, for a future can believe
same time their nUll'flt::l,er's are
and their share of the
identification with Nationalist Afri-
orientation toward the make for an
which worries Nationalists, raises United
and confuses many Germans @
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IN DUTCH WITH THE DUTCH
Friction Between Hollanders and Afrikaners
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Stellenbosch
South Africa
November 24, 1955
don t care what you Print any damned lies
you want, we don't care a tickey, exclaimed the parliamentary
correspondent of Die Burger, a leading Afrikaans newspaper@
"Isn't that Dr@ Donges the just-introduced
of ten Dutch newspapers as he watched the Minister
pass down the corridor.
he making every effort, including a personal
try to increase the flow of Dutch immigrants
3,000 to 10,000 a year?"
Dutch correspondent didn't quote me the reply, but
own attitude after a swing through South Africa:
I'm have any influence with my readers--
and I have over a million readers--not one will migrate to this
country next year or any year."
The peoples of South Africa are developing on a western
pattern introduced from Europe--its warp British and its woof
Dutch@ A warm bond of friendship links English-speaking South
Africans with Great Britain. Tradition, sentiment, and cultural
also link Afrikaners with the Netherlands, but less in-
Neither Dutch football scores nor Amsterdam stock
prices are closely followed. Holland isn't "home" to Afrikaners 1
as Britain is "home" to South Africans of British stock.. Holland
is a country to visit, perhaps a place to attend a university; it
is not a country to retire to, or to retreat to if the existence
of Afrikaners in South Africa is physically threatened. Afri-
IThe word commonly used in South Africa for the nation
and not in its precise provincial sense.
Copyright 19.5.5 AIllt>rican Uniwrsitit>s Fidel Staff, Inc.
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kaners feel toward Holland rather as Americans of British stock
feel toward Great Britaine
in the
com-
of the
sident
Hollanders and Afrikaners have
past. The Afrikaners' Dutch forebears at the
plained about the Dutch East India CompanYe The
Transvaal railed the superiority
Pa~u 's advisers@ But feelings were
until World War lIe
at
to
her
she sup-
me the
1940, while
were the center
LL6noo~crl where Coloured • A local
leader of the National was street with his
who, Afrikaans herself, friends and
in Seeing the black headlines, she
In front of the crowd buying papers the man
in the street because some would
in the war@ The who told
still disturbed when he recalls the man
wifeo
World War Hollander-Afrikaner
wide The Hollanders resented the
sati of a few Afrikaners Rotterdam was bombed e Such
wartime scars are covered today.
of one Dutch what
told me: II In in South
been very happy and even
as an Afrikaner. the war, life became
e I ve been a Nationalist, but that
difference to them. We lost some close friends
We saw others who have
o But else could I feel when
was invaded--I wasn't pro-Briti I was
j this is my country, children were all
forward to retiring here
never
ficult
didn l1 t
we had
once become
the country of my
pro-Netherlands.
born here, and I look
A Hollander who loves South Africa
after a distinguished career told me
hate USe I ve most of
it takes to be an Afrikaner e wife
that to a newcomer." He turned to her
what difference would that make?
If she replied, it is
sensitive to the smallest
11 have to admit that a
makes them hard
A white-haired Hollander lady described a
she has attended for over fifteen years with the same group of
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them. better
when I'm
I must miss
been
in the Free
Afrikaans) as
and estab-
in the Union@ I an Afrikaans wife
succeeded in my Netherlands com-
Blood is thicker than however, and so now and
the Netherlands were for I or some-
been said to the detriment of the I have
to draw the sword for the land
Their
Dutch~
a true
countries
Afrikaans friends
demand is
the
however"
be
not hold for
where. There
of
guage
that the same demand does
who have their homes else-
Afrikaner--the descendant
true to hi s lan-
Afrikaners in
and the church@
cOmIl'lunity
Afrikaners
not two measures
not to Afrikaners which hold
second-generation
Germans,
of Hollanders are
are not have become Anglicized South Afri-
for Dutch life in South
like the Germans in
the Orthodox White Russians
are limited. A few
s. Hollanders prefer to
other two Dutch Reformed
Kerk in Pretoria cele-
of the Queen of the Netherlands, but only
When children grow up, they usually break
groups
You do not from my
in South Africa@
Afrikaners"
cans@ There
Africa The
Natal nor a
on the
Dutch clubs
attend the
in
brates the
that
away
in
The of the National Party to the war (al-
of South African troops Afrikaans-
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has not been
National
an M.P ) was
The Hague",
view of du Plessis'
he would be declared
South Africa", His
the Netherlands •
in 1948, Otto Plessis
become South African ambas-
bluntly let it be mown
anti-Dutch and pro-Nazi
persona non grata if officially
name was withdrawn from considera-
Van der Vaart Smit" a
served a for Nazi activities
at an Afrikaans
Dutch
The focus of Hollander and Afrikaner differences
the war was attitude toward Germany", The focus of their
ferencss is attitude toward race. Afrikaners returning from
visits to remark on the en-
countered. A Hollander settled in South Africa told me when
he visited Holland he felt resentful when his old friends de-
can you live in South Africa? Doesn't your con-
want to come The Hollander
don't understand our in South Africa."
Hollanders South Africa
behind apartheid.
of details but
is often critical of South Africa. In
, the Catholic
the Senate Act as a dubious
Minister Strijdom a
who , without much ado, accept the
of his policy from which Dr. Malan had always shrunk."
headlined "Borders of Political Decency" declared,
for power is still only the starting point of every
In the Dutch Independent Socialist newspaper Het Parool
the Senate Act was condemned as having "no moral foundation" and
for of the racial poliey of "apartheid maniacs
the most conservative paper in
the Dutch Reformed Church, is
politically anti-apartheid and sometimes
The visit of the Dutch warship "Holland" to Capetown
raised the color question in the Netherlands legislature.
sailors in the Dutch navy would be classified as non-Eur0pean
South Africa. A Socialist member of the second chamber charged
that the navy had replaced colored sailors with white because the
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Dutch Defense
but that it
them
number of
of
vessel was going to South Africa. Under fire
Minister said there was no discrimination in
was not always possible with non-white sailors
painful experiences€ln The Dutch press pointed to
Netherlands families who have blood ties with colored
the East and opposed the substitution of white for
sailors in deference to South African traditione
Criticism of apartheid is not voiced
and politicians. A steady stream of Dutch professors and
gians visit South Africa under cultural exchange progr~~ Back
in Europe many criticize--sume softly, some stridently--national-
1st policies. Professor J. H. Bavinck of the Free University,
Amsterdam, is a distinguished Dutch theologian, well known and
highly regarded in Afrikaans church circles. He spent a
lecturing at Pochefstroom University. He is one of the
critical Dutch visitors, but in the Dutch publication -
revolutionaire Staatkunde he disapproves of Afrikaner
on miscegenation, lack of opportunity for educated
barriers to the exchange of ideas among races. He
of the church should not always be kept closed to
Such criticism from the Netherlands cuts Afrikaners
deeply, often leading to bitter retorts such as the first sentence
of this letter o Dr. van der Merwe, leader of the Dutch Reformed
Church in Capetown, exclaimed emotionally to a Dutch visitor,
can't stand any more of this criticism from Holland;
else in the world but not Holland."
Let us reverse our position and look at Hollanders from
the Afrikaner point of viewo "Kaaskop" (or "cheesehead") is the
Afrikaans epithet,thrown at Hollanderso It is often hurled with
a derisive but resentful tone$ Dutch immdgrants hold much better
than average jobs in South Africa. You often find the garage
foreman, the bakery manager, or the chief machinist is from
Holland while the men under him are Afrikaners. This concentra-
tion in the best-paid artisan and foreman (Hollanders open
bookstores at another level) is bitterly resented by some Afri-
kaners and leads to its share of barroom brawls.
I asked the Dutch Ambassador to South Africa why he
thought there was such antagonism. He cited better education,
superior technical training, and the Hollander's desire to get
ahead for himself and his family as underlying factors. "My
Dutch lads on the railways," he said, "they work so much harder
and better than the Afrikaners that it :makes for trouble$" The
Ambassador says he is deeply sympathetic with Afrik~~ers, would
like to reduce the criticism in Holland of South Africa, and re-
grets that his foreign minister does not listen to his pleas for
closer Dutch support of South Africa.
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where
concentrated in the urban areas,
Few of them have the
Party strategists
United Party, especially the
@ best reason the Nationalists
having encouraged Dutch immigration since com-
government has urged South Africa to
Zealand, and Canada in immi-
Africa has been backward about
butHolland can against unwanted South Africans,
can also take action 0 South Africa
sion for a Dutch author Rolf Italiaander
The title of his book on Gold Coast
he to
the Union
refused
the Union@
(and Hollanders) account for
the Netherlands and the Dutch press on the
routine news from South Africa is handled by SAPA,
Press whose shares are held
This may be a
because SAPA is
the
hostile
like a ha.wk
for what would consider biased
States
There
not
Afrikaners reproach Hollanders in Europe for
~~A,~.~~~& words to creep into their language@ The Dutch use
from Britain and baseball terms from the United
for which Afrikaans words are substituted in South Afrlca e
a joke about an Afrikaner tourist in Holland who could
directions to his hotel because he couldn't speak ~A"5~'~~'AAe
"Impurity of provokes stronger disapproval than
of language." The Dutch are often partially excused on
~~'11n~ that the Javanese have an ancient culture and are
from the Bantu. But racial in Holland is
as a Dutch weakness
When Hollanders come to South van der
Professor of History at Stellenbosch, Afrikaners
them much better than the British Hollanders
us a chance of the class want
firms so around acting more English than
Afrikaners. But can be
those who can't lose their Dutch accent
them are just after money. That Is often the trouble@
English and vote United Party."
The number of Dutch professors in South African univer-
sities is declining, no doubt as a natural consequence of
the growing number of Afrikaans-speaking scholars in the Union~
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to Netherlands universities
also appears to be fa11-
students
to draw the bonds closer
peoples gained a
supporters in the Netherlands
South Africa Hollanders,
Ossewa The
but
between South Africa and Holland is
of tradition and encouragement both
are not read in
British publications are
(resembling country and music
--~~~~-_.. in Holland although the folk
groups is"liked
differences are
rooms of Hollander and
Afrikaans homes--this
, homes--I am used
are
was until I saw how
the advantage of the
Now that is an
It was first made by Oscar Wilde as
after homes in America fifty
be made t homes in South
One more invidious comparison. Among the pur-
chases of a young couple is an ornate and bulbous
radio or radio-pnonograph not hi-fidelity), usually with elabo-
rate n1inenfold" convolutions worked out of the wood, often with
shelves where trinkets, silver, or glassware can
The cost is from $200 to $300. They are not a
feature of Hollanders' homes here.
(Let me add that the quality of the programs received
over those radios on the non-commercial English and Afrikaans
transmissions is, to r.rr:J taste, superior to American programming.)
I have not touched on the economic ties between South
Africa and Holland. This country has an excellent financial
reputation in Hollande The success of the recent 50,000,000-
guilder (about $13,000,000) loan to South Africa elicited the
comment from more than one Dutch paper that the Netherlands has
an important financial role to play in the development of South
Africa. The terms of the loan, 4% over 15 years, were good for
the Dutch market.
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Tension out of Hollanders
Africa is one reflection of the closed nature
Marnix Gi sen, in a scholarly and perceptive address
made two years ago New York to The Netherland-American Univer-
sity looked at recent Dutch migrants to the United States
and human being past childhood can become a Europea.n@
Therefore the refugee hesitated, but after a while he understood
that America is different, that one can burn one's bridges, that
one can become an American by a to do so@ e e en
While American society demands a certain it
welcomes fresh blood and new ideas within fairly broad and
is permissive toward inter-actione Afrikaner society demands a
more rigorous conformitYe It welcomes, but does not
It rarely shows enthusiasm for new ideas or
such influences are not viewed as a dynamic
as an erosive diluting malaise.. 'Nany Afrikaners
success of volk in striving for physical and cultural
is the measure or-their vigor and vitalitYe
What effect does the friction described in this letter
have on Afrikaans society? Republicanism is reinforced The
Dutch Royal Family is admired--when Prince Bernhard visited the
Union he created almost as much excitement in Afrikaans circles
as the visit of the British Royal Family produced in English-
speaking circles--but as foreign royaltYe
Criticism from Holland, which Afrikaners find so diffi-
cult to accept with good grace, intensifies the sensitivity of
Afrikaners to other foreign critics@ The lack of broad support
by Dutch theologians for the concept of apartheid has been a fac-
tor in the shift of the Dutch Reformed clergy away from a Biblical
justification of
Above all, the chasm between Afrikaner and Hollander
strengthens the Afrika.ner's feeling that his people, and his
people alone, must, with God's help, preserve Afrikaans racial
and cultural identity, at whatever cost and to Whatever
in a friendless and alien world.
But, Dutch criticism is also one more drop of water
falling on the outwardly hard rock of apartheid philosophy.
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"HE WHO DOES THE WORK WILL RULE THE COUN'rRYIl
Institute of Race Relations Annual Meeting
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
AFRICA
ESM-2-'56
Durban, South Africa
Mailed January 26, 1956
By coincidence, the English-speaking Institute of Race
Relations and its rival Afrikaans-speaking Suid-Afrikaanse Buro
vir Rasse-Aangeleenthede devoted their 1956 meetings, held in
successive weeks, to-rE.'e "Indian problem" of South Africa"
There are revealing differences between the two non-
party race-study organizations, and some of these differences
are apparent in the precise wording of their themes: The Insti-
tute's: liThe Indian in South Africa"; SABRA's: fiDie Asiaat en
(liThe Asian and African)"
In Durban, the Institute had more papers and discussions
on economic and social topics than did SABRA's Port Elizabeth
congress, where attention to the rise of independent Asian states
and Nehru's'possible ambitions for Africa were strong echoes of
Bandung" The Institute focused on South Africa and assumed the
permanence of Indians and their steady integration into South
African life, while SABRA participants were diffuse and spoke of
the alien nature of the Indian population of East and South
Africa"
Only a few sentences of Afrikaans were spoken at the
Institute meeting, whereas SABRA's opening address and five
papers were divided equally--three English and three Afrikaans;
80 per cent of its discussion was in Afrikaans. Only a handful
of Afrikaners attended the Institute proceedings, while perhaps
20 of the 200 people at the SABRA conference were English-
speakin~. The Institute had the greater peak attendance, but
SABRA had a higher average.
IN DIFFERENT CLOUDS
Both meetings had an unrealistic air at times, for
quite different reasons. SABRA took a broad topic, and did not
Copyright 1956 Aln<'riean Uniwrsities Field Staff, Inc.
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resolutions, because it does not have a detailed
Indian "We considered discus
Afri but have 0 unanswered questions and
J~ Professor Jan told mes
Institute of Race Relations
South African liberal
the fault of its leaders
invalidated@ But
for the mass of
bers did
National
tional
stitute is
know
tions of their
Institute The
substantial
conservative
ents
This,
nor are the Insti-
no
African
un-
one or two r mem-
the Indian
as the Ha-
front, the In-
However, this
conscious
machina-
cut off from the
repre
SOMe white of the Institute have become en-
thusiastic about the which tends to diminish the
Institute's cal The Institute shows the strain of
de self cal while to be active
in matters ck Duncan (son of a General
of Africa), who went to on crutches in the Passive
Defiance , was re-ele a member of the Institute
Council but 't feel at home in its He is a Liberal Party
r, thinks there is too much teatime atmosphere about the
and told me he plans resigns
When the United was in power, the Institute ex-
erted a cant force on the governments True, In-
stitute recommendations were often turned down flat, and the
Institute could ameliorate cy, not make it but through
Jan its views reached inner circle of cabinets
Smuts was sometimes irritated Institute demands but listened
to them and made his speech on trusteeship from an
Institute National gained the
Institute's ce on has oboggane s
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Delegations no longer
make a a minister
as if a dressmaker's
to be ) can still
with the same practical effect
With one or two exceptions the present leadership
lacks the personal inf1uence in Africa that such men as
Dr. Edgar Brookes, the late Professor Hoernle in a dif-
ferent sense, the late Dr Rheinallt Jones in an earlier
era.
A distinguished South African, a front-rank
of the free world, is Leo Marquard. Born in the
State, where he taught for many at Grey College, his roots
are deep in the history of the people His fathe a
dikant was appointed Moderator (chief official) of the ch
in the Free State, and mother was a national
leader of the church's mission activities. It would take pages
to sketch his Multifaceted life and do justice to his many
achievements. As a wartime Lt.-Col. launched an out-
s education program for South He is a
fine his whose books reveal a marked sele
clear s, and re He works a week as
editorial of the Unive
He is a vice ident of the
ot the Coun~il, and
Institute IV
I asked the Reverend
and Professor Leo , from the
executive committee where
the Institute's of
him on the lett,
Hellman, stands.
, from the
wing of the
in relation
unhes
president,
we discussed his presidency at
it didn't mark a major shift in emphasis, pointing
the Institute program has been well established for
He expects to make more effort in the rural areas, and
more inclined to meet with SABRA and Afrikaners in general
he is J fluent in Afrikaans, while the retiring
president is Marquard hopes that his living in Stellen-
bos while Institute headquarters remain in Johannesburg
will him, as president, opportunity to think broadly about
the J objectives, and work of the Institute.
AN
In a spotlessly clean white hospital room in Durban,
Manilal Gandhi, 64-year-old son of the Mahatma, is recovering
from a serious stroke. Jordan Ngubane, Patrick Duncan, and I
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arrived a few minutes late at the hospital to find visitors
were being turned awayo But when Pat asked the European sister
if we couldn't pay our respects to Manilal~ her expression
changed from "no" to "yes" in a twinkling. Although Gandhi
had difficulty speaking coherently, his eyes had a special
light when Patrick took his hand and spoke softly and encour-
agingly to him.
To have seen his old friend, with whom he went to
jail in defense of an ideal, made Duncan sad. After a long si-
lence, he said: "The hardest moment of Manilalts life is be-
hind him. That was when he was in jail with his fellow Indians
who were communists, and he had to watch them gamble and hear
them deny the principles of his father for which he was in jail
with them."
REVEALING SYMPOSIUM
At the most stimulating and crowded session of the In-
stitute conference, four speakers presented divergent views of
the futureo They symbolized, to a remarkable degree, the groups
they belong tOG Leading off, Ngubane, a Zulu journalist, spoke
with emotion for twice his allotted twenty minutes, with an im-
pressive display of well-marshalled facts. He recognized obsta-
cles in the path of his people, acknowledged the chance of
bloodshed, but was supremely optimistic. He created a feeling
that he was the crest of a wave in front of endless miles of
other waves, all in ceaseless motion, and though he might break
there was surging power behind him.
A. D. Lazarus, head of a small Indian college, ~as by
turns defiant and pleadingG He referred to Christ as an Asian,
and there was a strong mystical note in his speech.
Dr. JG G. MG Richter, chairman of the National Party
in Natal, spoke for the Nationalist Afrikaner. His willingness
to face such a hostile audience of liberal Europeans, Africans,
and Asians was not matehed by his mediatory skill. His speech
was tactless at best. Richter dwelt a~ great length aD the
past, on the need for a Christian approach, on the traditional
values of "white civilization"
Professor Arthur Keppel-Jones gave the most scholarly
and dispassionate address, taking up the liberal viewpoint in
South Africa and demonstrating why, in his coldly logical view,
it has almost no chance of success; and then taking up the
apartheid-SABRA view with equal pessimiSM. On this essentially
negative note with almost no glimmer of hope~ he sat down.
The final touch to this unconscious characterization
of ethnic groups in South Africa came when a Coloured questioner
from the floor mounted the stage to ask angrily why a Coloured
spokesman had been forgotten.
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Certainly the most humorous, and the most
proround, statement of the whole Institute was made
Dr. Richter when he admonished the d hall--as I'm sure
has done at Ilatteland in the future "he
does the wor wii! rule In a flash the audience
was laughing aDd cheering. Near me three Zulus jumped to their
feet clapping It was the backfire or the yearl
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AFRICA
ESM-4-'.56
A Letter from Edwin Se Munger
stellenbosch, South Africa
Fphruary 14, 1956
liThe 'pogrom' of 1955 did not eject any
Jews from the positions they already occupied,
but in effect deprived the younger generation
of all hope of a career e Most fathers there-
fore felt it their duty to take their families
away. The Jews were too familiar with the
recent history of Germany to be deceived, as
some Gentiles were, by the friendly and toler-
ant speeches.eeeIt was clear to them that worse
was to come II
--From Professor Keppel-Jones' pro-
phetic history of South Africa,
When Smuts Goes, published in 1941
and covering events to the year 20150
Dr. Malan's name was recently inscribed in Afrikaans
in the Golden Book of Israel. The certificate of the inscrip-
tion which was given to him read (in translation): "To Dr.
Daniel Francois Malan Prime Minister of the Union from
July 1948, to November 1954, inscribed by South African Jewish
friends and admirers of Dr. Halan e ll
The committee which called on Malan also presented him
with a silver plate engraved: liTo a great Afrikaner, promoter
of good relations between Jews and Afrikaners; and a true friend
of the land of the prophets."
Nossel, a Capetown businessman and chairman of the com-
mittee, likened Dr. Malan to "other great men" who had shown
friendship to Jews: Balfour, Lloyd George, Smuts, Roosevelt,
and Masaryk. He compared lithe greatest of living Afrikaners"
with Moses because Dr. Malan had led his people through 40 of
their most difficult years.
If you were to come to South Africa and talk to Jewish
businessme many would tell you their own businesses are pros-
pering as never before; the country has never had a more honest
and efficient administ fiscal policies are sound; and
finally, they are fairly treated government officials in
Copyright 195G American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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matters such as import licenses. You would be told that from
the Minister of Finance on down, officials are more accessible,
more sympathetic, and more brass-tacks helpful than were com-
parable men under the previous United Party administration.
Anti-Semitism in the press, parliament, and National
Party speeches is at the lowest point in 25 years or mare. The
National Party has never been stronger; relations between South
African Jews and the party have never been so amicable. What
has happened to Keppel-Jones I pogrom?
THE PARTY, THE CABINET, AND JEWS
The history of the National Party and its leaders is
replete with anti-Sem~tism. In Die Burger of December 2, 1940,
the now Prime Minister, S~rijdom, spoke of a republic that "will
be very different from the Union today. The cancer of British
Jewish capitalism will be completely uprooted."
Eric Louw (External Affairs and Finance) made innumer-
able anti-Jewish remarks during the last war. More recently,
speaking at Ermelo in July 1952, Louw explained that in the re-
public "the authority vlill be in the hands only of those who
have demonstrated by word and deed that they have undivided faith
in South Africa and in the republic. That immediately excludes
all Jews, because the Jew is faithful only to his own race and
not to the land he inhabits." When questioned about this state-
ment last July, Louw said, "I repeat it."
Verwoerd (Native Affairs) came to public prominence in
1936 as editor of Die Transvaler when he carried on a bitter
attack on Jewish immigration.
Erasmus (Defence) wrote in 1931 to the leader of the
virulently anti-Semitic Grey Shirts (openly Nazi)'that, as
Secretary of-the National Party, he was "glad to give expression
to the sincere appreciation of the trseful work done by the Grey
Shirts in one important respect, viZ., that they have very per-
tinently drawn the attention of the people. to the Jewish prob-
lem ........ "
Donges (Interior) is "known" by Jews to have been the
leader of a group that marched to the Capetown docks protesting
vehemently against landing a large contingent of Jewish refugees
from Germany in 1938.
Even Dr .. Malan, in a wartime speech at Caledon, referred
to IIJewish parasites."
It would take pages ~o detail the public anti-Semitic
remarks made between 1939 an~ 1948 by prominent Nationalists.' A
present minister was quoted as saying that, when the party came
to power, "Jewish heads will roll."
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In 1941 the Federal Cou~cil of the National Party
adopted recommendations under the title "Immigration and the
Jewish Question" which read: "In view of South Africa's spe-
cific,problems~ the Party recommends the immediate cessation of
all further immigration of Jews and further of all elements which
cannot be assimilated by the South African nation or which are a
hindrance or dangerous to society." It called for "exercise of
stronger control over naturalization" and "introduction of a vo-
cational permit system for unnaturalized foreigners. OGo "
Many Afrikaners who were anti-Semitic during the war,
including members of the Grey ShirtB and Ossewa Brandwag, are
now apologetic about their behavior. Much of the Afrikaners'
wartime praise for Nazi Germany and its theories was rooted in
violent anti-British feeling o It was not only Jews who were
beaten with bicycle chains. but also Afrikaners and English,
simply because they were wearing the hated uniform. In time.
with a new perspective after the defeat of NaziSM, the party
began cleansing itself of its most blatant anti-Semitism.
Self-interest played a part in the original change.
The bar against Jewish members of the party in the Transvaal was
dropped in195l--it has been said because Afrikaans newspapers
found it difficult to get advertising from Jewish firms. Strijdom
is 'both a politician and a publisher.
The National Party has modified its attitude so far that
it now has a member with a Jewish parent in the South West Africa
legislatureo
Dro Malan began to lay the groundwork for Nationalist-
Jewish rapprochement six months before the 1948 election when he
said that immigration exceptions should be made on humanitarian
grounds and that the "party does not stand for legislative meas-
ures which discriminate between Jew and non-Jew." When he ap-
pealed for election support, he said. "No race or colour is
excluded. Jews are, therefore, just as welcome as any others."
When Strijdom became Prime Minister, he assured Jews
that, "For us as Calvinists, it is a fundamental principle that
there shall be freedom of religion. oeNor will the Christian
National character of our State affect the political or other
rights of any of our citizens who are not Christians. The posi-
tion in regard to State and other appointments will remain ex-
actly as now, with all sections of the White population enjoying
equal rights of qualification and advancement."
The other cabinet ministers are equally discreet today
in their public references to South African Jews. Minister Donges
opened a new synagogue recently. Substitution of milk and honey
for bread and water is such a drastic dietary change that it
clearly suggests a new recipe has been given the chefs.
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PUBLIC ANTISEMITISM
Johannesbure is dubbed IIJewburg,,1I A seaside resort on
the Cape peninsula is sometimes switched from Muizenburg to
"Jewzenburg .. Ii It has a beautiful beach with a particular stretch
known by all as IIChristian beach" although it was officially giv~n
an innocuous name this year" The "Christian beach ll is separated
from the IIJewish beach" by the African and Coloured beach" (Both
Jews and Gentiles have been complaining in the capetown press
this year that there was too much overlapping at both ends of the
non-European section,,) Capetown University students are called
"Ikeys" -many members of the general public are not even aware
that most Jews avoid the nickname and resent it
There is an essential difference in South Africa between
Afrikaner and English hostility to Jews.. Afrikaners exaggerate
and resent the success of Jewish business.. The dislike has become
intensified in the past two decades, coinciding with Afrikaner
efforts to penetrate the capitalist sphere ..
Some Afrikaner sewing circles make it a point from time
to time not to buy in Jewish stores and to buy from Afrikaners"
It is true here in Stellenbosch, where the retail trade is divided
between Afrikaner and Jewish merchants" One occasionally hears
such expressions as, III can't find it anywhere, I'll have to buy
it from a Jew," or, "It's too expensive unless I buy from a Jeirl
store,,"
Honibal1 1 s Illustration
of a Recent Item on the
Number of American Jews
Afrikaner dislike of Jews is
predominantly economic, but it spills
over into politics.. Dr Bernard Fried-
manis needling of the government often
made him the butt of insinuations against
Jews in the parliamentary lobby" He was
taunted on ~he floor of the House a few
sessions ago by a Nationalist M.P .. with
IIGo back to Palestine,," A Jew who is
now a prominent citizen of Israel used
to distingtiishthe varieties of
Jewish businessmen, in the eyes of Afrikaners, are
personified in the cartoon caricature "Hoggenheimer. 1I Die Bur~er's
cartoonist Honiball draws him as a heavily bejowled and bejewe ed,
lascivious and gross stereotype of the
crudest kind" The take-off on Oppenheimer
is an old one in South Africa" (Inciden-
tally, there isn't the slightest resem-
blance between either of the Oppenheimers
and the repulsive cartoon character.)
Hoggenheimer cartoons appeared frequently
in Die Burger and Die Transvaler before
the National Party came to power and up
to the 1953 election. Die Burger hasn't
run one of these cartoons in over a year"
anti-Semitism in South Africa as (1) founded on contempt--the
Engli~h1 and (2) founded on fear--the Afrikaner. The growth of
Afrikaans business enterprises may tend in time to remove the
latter variety ..
The anti-Semitism of English South Africans is certain-
ly less economic and more social. John Gunther, in his remark-
ably comprehensive Inside Africa, writes: "0ne should also point
out that there is practically no anti-Semitism in South Africa on
the social level .. 11 That statement does not withstand examination.
There are liberal circles, especially in' Johannesburg and other
large ci ties, where I've observed a,lmost no anti-Semi tism, but
these circles are a small part indeed of South African life. In
all the large cities there are clubs which blackball every Jew,
and many others which attempt to prove their tolerance by having
one or two much-pointed-to-as-examples Jewish members The Royal
Johannesburg Golf Club; the famous Rand Club of industrialists;
the exclusive Durban Club, with its "pukka.1I atmosphere; the
Humewood Club in Port ~lizabeth; and Kelvin Grove and the Ci~il
Service Club in Capetown are a few of the IIbest ll clubs kn01vn for
their "restrictions." The Durban Club tried to get around a tick-
lish situation a few years ago by inviting the newly installed
mayor, a Jew, to become an "honorary member .. " such move has
been made in Port Elizabet where six out of twenty-one city
councilors are Jews.. A Capetown Je1'1T remarked to me, II I don t t
doubt that Harry Oppenheimer could get into the City Club, but
my uncle with only a few millions wouldn't have a chance. 1I
There are Masonic lodges which will not accept Jewish
members and Brownie packs where Jewish girls are told they will
be happier in their own Jewish pack. Gustav Saron, General Secre-
tary of the Jewish Board of Deputies, writes (in The Jews in
South Africa, Oxford university Press, capetown, 1955) of the
striking growth of Jewish sports clubs, which indicates that
lithe sporting needs of Jews cannot be satisfied by existing' non-
Jewish clubs, partly because Jews are not always welcomed in the
latter ••• .,t1
Judge Herbstein of the South African Supreme Court
spoke in early January at the opening of a new clubhouse at the
Keurboom Spor-ts Club in Capetown. He described his convening a
number of public men to found the club because of a growing
interest in sports and because of lIanti-Semitic prejudice which
barred club doors to Jews .. " Similar comments were made at the
opening of the new King David Country Club on January S.
I have spent, taking previous visits to the Union as
well as this year into account, about equal time among English-
and Afrikaans-speaking South Africans and have heard anti-
Semiti~ remarks passed in one group as often as in the other ..
But there is a difference. As a Jewish M.P. (United party)
expressed it to me, "At least with the Afrikaner you know where
you stand. They aren't hypocritical like the members of my own
party .. " Afrikaners speak out and are more likely to make crude
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remarks in the presence of Jews, consciously and unconsciously,
while the English are more polite, taking care to speak sott
voce with a hand in front of the Mauthe
In his book The Black ManUs Burden (1943), John Burger
(a pseudonym of Leo Marquard) comments: "Nor are the National-
ists alone in their anti-Semitism& Large numbers of people of
other political parties secretly or openly agree with them; South
Africa's immigration laws are sufficient proof of this. The
great majority of South Africans believe that the Jews have a
strangle hold on capital, commerce, and the press. This belief
is attained by the simple process of choosing the few Jews who
are capitalists and neglecting all the capitalist Gentiles."
The most anti-Semitic publication in South Africa, The
South African Observer, is published in English by Se Ee De Browne
Its words are sung to the familiar Gerald L. K. Smith tune. A
Stellenbosch professor who wrote an anonymous column for Brown,
with whom he shares a strong belief in apartheid, finally quit
in disgust over the monthly's anti-Semitism, anti-Americanism,
and indiscriminate labeling as communist of a Negro professor
whom the Stellenbosch professor had known personally in America.
The paper appears to answer a want in the English communitye
WHY THE POGROM GOT LOST
The rapid move of the National Party away from anti-
semitism resulted from a number of pressures, several of which
began to exert real force at about the same time. Seven impor-
tant factors in the change-over are:
(1) The traditional Afrikaner respect for the "people
of the Book," as Jews were often described ,in 19th-century ac-
counts of So~th Africa. The Old Testament is read more often and
more devoutly by Dutch Reformed Protestants than by most other
Protestants. The rabbi is a respected figure among Afrikaners,
different from the predikant (Who is at the top of the prestige
ladder), but cut from the same cloth. After the war several
parties of predikants visited Israel, and, in their subsequent
sermons throughout South Africa, they revived and deepened appre-
ciation of the common reverence of Jew and Afrikaner for the Holy
Land.. At least one large part·y was heavily subsidized by the
Jewish Board of Deputies in South Africa. A predikant told me
he the eqUivalent of only $280 apiece for himself and his
fly to Israel, spend fourteen days sightseeing, and fly
(2) Dre Malan, in his foreword to a new history of Jews
in the Cape entitled The Birth of a Community, by Israel Abrahams,
Chief Rabbi of CapetOl-ln (Ca.petown: Hebrew Congregatio;t, 1955),
writes of the Jews and the "maintenance of their racial identity
for almost two thousand yearso ..... ! race-conscious nation like the
JewB, proud of their own identity, will the more easily understand
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and respec~ the same feeling in the case of every other section
of the community." Afrikaners often praise what they call the
"racial purity" of the Jewish community.. Debates over "mixed
marriages" in Israel--meaning Jew and non-Jew--are reported in
the Afrikaans press e "Mixed Marriages Endanger Existence of
Jews as a People," runs a headline in a recent SABRA publication.
(3) The contemporaneous flowering of Israeli and
Afrikaner nationalism, at a time when the western world is moving
away from the nation-building of the 19th century, is a strong
bond between South Africa and Israel. Dre Malan has said that
South Africa "requires the irresistible and unifying power of a
true and broad South African patriotism which none can better
understand and appreciate than the Jew with his burning desire
for the full restoration and rehabilitation of his own long lost
homeland." The state visit of Dre Malan to Israel,; the official
visit of an Israeli warship to South Africa,; the almost immediate
South African recognition of Israel as a state--all are threads
of the pattern"
Afrikaners find it easy to sympathize with the plight
of Israel. As some of them see it, a small, struggling nation
is adrift in a sea of millions of Arabs who threaten its exist-
ence. Even though the world may not comprehend the fight for
survival Afrikanerdom is waging against millions of pagan natives--
the thought runs--at least Afrikanerdom can appreciate the heroic
stand of Israel in similar circumstances.
(4) Afrikaners find a bond with Israel in the struggle
of both nations to escape "the British yoke." The story is told
that when the wife of the last Israeli Minister to South Africa
first met MrseStrijdom, at a diplomatic party, Mrs. Strijdom
immediately drew Mrs. Hyman aside for a heart-to-heart chat,
which the Prime Minister· s wife began by saying, .IYou know
Israelis and Afrikaners have a great deal in common. We sympa-
thized with your fight against the British. We dislike them
just the way you do." Mrs Hyman is supposed to have replied,
"But we don't hate them now, that was five years ago .. " Keppel-
Jones. ina letter to me, says that, as far as he could observe,
"The change in Nationalist-Jewish relations occurred suddenly--
at the time when Britain incurred the wrath of the Jews for
refusing to give them what they wanted in Israel. At that time
there was much emotional anti-British talk among Zionists (I
remember how perturbed some of my non-Zionist Jewish friends
were by it), and the attitude of the Nationalists towards the
Jews seemed to change quickly@"
(5) The National Farty, according to its spokesman,
will bring about a republic in South Africa only with lithe broad
will of the people .. " Few South African Jews are strenuously op.
posed to the idea of South Africa becoming a repUblic, although
many fear the by-products should it come about in the present
political atmosphere. A majority ~f the Jews in parliament are
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not agai~st a republic--two in the United Party have told me
flatly that theJTwill welcome it as a step fO~fard for South
Africa. (This Jewish republicanism feeds the anti-Semitic
fires of the Natal jingoes.)
(6) The carrot-and-stick approach has been effectively
applied to many Jews: direct action, but more often threats,
against Jewish liberals, coupled with good treatment for those
who play ball o
In the Liberal Party1s fight against the communists for
leadersh~p of Africans, and in its fight against the National
party, Jews play an im~ortant role as members and as financial
contributors. But a great many of the members and/or contribu-
tors (both Jews and Gentiles), while knQwn to the leaders of the
party, prefer to remain officially anonymous.
The Insti-
tute of Race Relations
is asked more often
than ever before--by
Jews and Gentiles--to
allow contributors to
remain anonymous e
Several Jewish store
owners in Capetown,
who had for many years
allowed the Institute
to use the sidewalks
in front of their
buildings for col-
lections, told the
Institute that this
year they could not
afford to antagonize
the government by
permitting this o
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Contributions to the United Party by Jews, according to
collectors live spoken with, have fallen off as compared with
eight years ago, when there was great anguish and fear of what
the "Nats" would do with
their powero The exposure
of the United Party Trust
Fund to help the United Party
defeat the government in 1953
and of the large number of
Jewish contributors to it,
has caused a few Jews to shy
away from such ventures e
The Jewish press has in the past hammered the National
Party and apartheid, but today it behaves with circumspection c
The party is given courteous and sometimes friendly treatment e
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A number of trade uni,ons- -some with whi te and African
memberS in the same union--have been led by Jews0 The garment
workers union infuriated the government by the successful integra-
tion of Afrikaner and Coloured women on the same production lin8 0
The government counterattacked successfully by using the Suppres-
sion of Communism Act0 Solly Sachs, the ex-communist garment
workers union leader, was driven from South Africa.
Although some Jew8 defy the government, many more have
chosen carrots than sticks. Many Jews have been affected by sub-
tle pressures e I include among them those who have said to me
that they havenyt been affected but their friends have. Jews who
want to travel abroad under the new passport regulations have, in
cases I know, avoided making speeches, signing petitions, and asso-
ciating with liberal friends, for fear of offending the government.
The same pressure~ are on Gentile liberals, but Jews seem to feel
themselves especially vulnerable0 When a young man was elected by
his fellow students at Capetown University last year to represent
them at a European conference, he was refused a passport even
though the head of the university, the late Dr Davie, carried the
matter the Minister of the Interior e Months later Katz was
given a passport, but the incident frightened other liberals.
Some Jews use the expressions "a permit Nationalist" or "a pass-
port Nationalist." The effectiveness of the carrot-and-stick
approach is sarcastically attributed by Senator Rubin (of the
Liberal Party) to "an ambition to be the last dog eaten 0 t1
A critic of ~he Jewish Board of Deputies, a prominent
Jewish judge, told me he has warned the Board repeatedly not to
be taken in by "fair weather friends,iI but that it -insists on
acting like a "Jewish Chamber of Commerce." The judge said he is
confident that nmost Jews in South Africa are liberal," although
he regretted that the per~entage had dropped from "roughly 90 per
cent to 60 per cent" in recent years.
(7) This last factor in explaining the rapprochement
between the National Party and the Jews is more important than
the previous six rolled together. They provide a climate for
change; this final factor provides the real motive power.
The National Party is led by astute politicians. They
will never forget that the last Nationalist government ~ent out
of power on an economic issue; that the marginal voters, even in
the countryside, swung against th~m in the depression of the
'30's. Elimination of Jews from South African economic life
would shake the country to its foundations. The jitters which
affected Jews in 1948, when Malan came to power, sent tremors
through the financial world--tremors which reached the National
Party.
The climate of the market place, as is often said, is
in delicate balance. It changes rapidly when a chill wind cools
public confidence. There is evidence that what is called "Jewish
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capital ll is creeping out of the Union, that Jewish businessmen
are investing in Rhodesia and elsewhere for other than profit
motives. A great many of the wealthy Jews in South Africa have
caches outside the Union. The first real sign of a pogrom might
well start a financial flight of capital that could precipitate
a slump.
The overwhelming majority of South African Jews are
urban dwellers.. Their preoccupation with trade began with the
earliest settlers. Rabbi Abrahams tells (in The Birth of a Com-
munity) how 'Ithe majority became traders--winkliers, handelbars
and smouse. They were. in a real sense, commercial pioneers who
opened up new trade routes into the heart of the platte1and ••••
The tocher or general dealer ~ould spend long hard years of iso-
lation in the veld in order to enable his wife and children to ....
enjoy city amenities .. 11
It is a myth that Jews dominate all branches of business
in South Africa (one predikant told me seriously that 86 per cent
of all business was in Jewish hands), but Jews do play an impor-
tant role in secondary industry and retailing ..
In the platteland, for a long time. few Afrikaners would
deign to run a store. A few small dorps in the Free state and
Transvaal had no stores not run by Jews.. Hard times in an agri-
cultural community are not calculated to make stotekeepers popular.
The depression of the '30's intensified the economfc antagonism of
Afrikaners for Jews ..
(The position of Sir Ernest Oppenheimer in mining has
led to a'faulty magnification in the public mind. Most of the
capital in South African gold mines--to the extent it is identi-
fiable--is from Great Britain and from English-speaking Gentiles
in South Africa. Further,many South African Jews do not accept
Sir Ernest as a Jew. I once attended Father Huddleston's Angli-
can Christmas Eve service with Lady Oppenheimer on one side of me
and a Zulu doctor on the other.)
It was with this economic anti-Semitic baggage that the
National Party came to power in 1948.. As a Nationalist M.P. ex-
plains it, the Finance Minister had to deal. with other nations
and with world financiers. some of whom were Jewish, and it was
simply not practical to maintain the antagonistic political line.
Facing up to the possible economic consequences of anti-
Semitism on the home front too resulted in a change in tactics.
Economic integration in South Africa has many forms. One of the
most rapidly growing has been Afrikaner-Jewish business alliances.
Len Samuels, economist at Witwatersrand University, stressed to
me that Jewish-Afrikaner business dealings from the lower levels
right pp to the cabinet ministers are playing a significant part
in the rapprochement. The church, apartheid, party principles,
foreign affairs--all are subordinated, in practice, to the goal
of continuing prosperity.
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Suppression of personal antipathies by National Party
leaders is a small price to pay if South African (and world) Jews
will play economic ball and not get frightened or angry and walk
off the field. Editor Willem Van Reerden of Johannesburg inter-
preted to me most of the early anti-Semitism of the National
party as "the tendency of any party that is out of power to make
irresponsible statements and to say whatever will gain a few
votes." Professor N. J. J. Olivier also takes issue with the
assertion of the previous paragraph and claims that nine-tenths
of the earlier anti-Semitism was purely for political consumption
on the platteland, and did not represent the real views of the
politicians themselves.
The former South African High Commissioner in London,
Dr. A. L. Geyer, took the same position, adding, flIf a party poli-
tician were to speak to an Afrikaner audience today and suggest
some of the anti-Jewish ideas that Louw spoke for in the '30's,
he might be laughed off the platform and certainly would find
little support."
If all this is true, either the prejudices of the platte~
land have changed significantly, which is possible, or, more
IIkely, the party feels it is more important today to avoid an-
tagonizing Jewish businessmen than to give anti-Semitic elements
in the rural areas the kind of speeches they want.
INTERLUDE
This may be the place for a brief word on numbers and
or1g1ns of Jews in South Africa. The 1946 census recorded the
total Jewish population as 103,000. Almost two-thirds, or 65,000,
live in the Transvaal, 40,000 in Johannesburg. Second in impor-
tance is the Cape with 30,000, followed by Natal with 5,000, and
the Free state with 3,000.
Sephardics from the Netherlands were important in the
earliest days of South Africa (and are still powerful in Southern
Rhodesia) but wera submerged even before the great influx of Jews
from eastern Europe and Russia that occurred after 1880. A de-
rogatory synonym for Jew in South Africa is "eastern European."
The most numerous of the newcomers were Lithuanians. It is their
culture that predominates in the Jewish community today.
When Afrikaner and English-speaking politicians com-
bined to restrict Jewish immigration in 1930, they did not mention
Jews by name but passed legislation limiting the number of immi-
grants from eastern Europe to 50 a year. Later on, when Jews were
fleeing the furnaces of western Europe, the law was changed to
allow exclusion of those in an "overcrowded occupation," or those
who were considered by immigration officials not to be capable of
assimilation in a "reasonable length of time." (It may appear
that in South Africa Jews are praised for their purity and damned
if
down
practice ite) ~he
less than 100 a year.
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of Jewish immigrants is now
The establishment of Israel has tended to remove Afri-
kaner fear of large-scale Jewish immigration into South Africa.
An Afrikaans professor pointed out with satisfaction that the
opening of Israel and the closing of South Africa to Jewish mi-
grants means a steady diminution in the percentage of Jews in
the South African population.
In view of Afrikaner criticism of dual loyalties
Dr o Malan made an interesting speech during his official sit
to Israel. He was taken to see the settlement of Ashkelon where
former African Jews have tended to congregate e Dr.
d their pioneering spirit but implored them not to lose
ir South African identity.
If this were an assessment of the total role of Jews
in South Africa today, which it is not, I would expand on two
nts. First, on the enormous ~ultural contribution Jews make
o South African life, both in the cities and on the platteland.
In Johannesburg particularly, music, ballet, and the theatre are
heavily dependent on Jewish support. Jews mak~ vital contribu-
tions to the quality of the practice of and medicine, and to
universities in general in South Africa.
The second point that could be discussed more fully
be the identification of Jews with "white South Africa.."
In the words of Gustav Saron, General Secretary of the South
African Board of Jewish Deputies, "There are no scientifically
e shed data, but it may be said that Jews share the atti-
tudes of most South Africans. Apart from the few Jews who have
been among the militant supporters of the campaign for notl.-
European advancement, the majority incline to moderate, middle-
of-the-road policies which avoid the extremes both of the left
and of the right e"
One can accept the often-stated view that Jews are kind
employers of non-Europeans and still point out that the overwhelm-
ing majority of Jews favor apartheid and wou1d be extremely reluc-
tant to give up its "blessings s U In a showdown of force with
non-Europeans, the National Party could be confident that the
Jewish community would be on the white firing lines
CONTRIBUTION OF JEWS TO THE RAPPROCHEMENT
The Jewish community as a whole has not wooed the
National Party, but neither has it discouraged party attentions.
I do not know hbw many thousands of pounds Jews have c9ntributed
to National Party funds0 If one can believe the private asser-
tions of Nationalist politicians, of Jewish and non-Jewish
liberals, and of usually close-mouthed Jewish businessmen, the
sum may be ,000 over five years. Someone once
told me that he gave 11,000 to bo National and the
United at election time. A Jewish businessman own,
seeking with a Stellenbosch professor, pulled a
letter from former Minister Karl Bremer that thanked the business-
man "for your generous contributions to our election victories."
and elsewhere, halls of Jewish
have been over to National meetings free
The Jewish press, as noted, has become ss political on such
ics as id--often silent where it used to thunder.
The columnist "Hashofer" in the Jewish Chronicle
(January ,1956) quotes approvingly the comment of a young
Israeli army officer who has just to South Africa for his
wife's health e He said he flliked rs far better than the
Jew from the uns Litvak--and so far I
him in Johannesburg--the Afrikaner is the nearest
'thing I have met in South Africa to the average The
Afrikaner is friendly and hospitable, and when he he is your
friend, he means it. He takes you into his heart into his
home t as the Israeli does e He isnatnral and unaffected and
without that swank that one sees So often in otbe South
circles The average Afrikaner is very similar to the average
Israeli."
rney Dave Cohen of the Jewish Board of
but speaking as an ) told me that the Jewish
had no complaint the present rnment as suche
said naturalization had come easier and it was pleasant
to deal with the rnment. He added that alth he is per-
sonally opposed 0 the National he s most Jews are
strongly behind id He the accusations of Afrikaners
who had claimed Jews were not welcome in the Board
of Deputies He said this was an unfair and untrue accusatione
More Board of Deputies withdrew
its subs to the libe Sense (originally
founded to combat anti-Semitism) had been
heavily attaeked by Nationalists. Both Die r and Die
Burger have editor~ally warned the Jewish community that it-rB
responsible for the acts of s members and that it behooves the
largely self-perpetuating perhaps self-anointed body
that the great majority of Jews in -South Africa and the govern-
ment accept as the spokesman for the Jewish community. In this
letter I have not attempted to define who is or is not a Jew or
whether or not the Jewish Board of Deputies fairly represents
an~ group of South Africans. I note here that there are South
Africans, Jewish and Gentile, who attack the validity of
any such concept as "the Jewish communitYe" The concept of "a
Jewish community" is accepted by 99 per cent of South Africans
however
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community to see it is not misunderstood because of the speeches
of a few liberals s
The new Jewish shyness about supporting liberal causes
apparently had something to do with the defeat of Drs Bernard
Friedmano Jews constitute about a third of his Hillbrow con-
stituency voters, most of whom are upper-middle-class apartment
dwellers. Jews in Hillbrow, both for and against "Barney," have
told me he was beaten in a reasonably close election by the Jewish
vote. He gOG, or so observers agreed, a majority of th~ Jewish
vote, but he did not get the almost solid sweep he needed to de-
feat Steenkamp, an Afrikaner, behind whom worked the efficient
United Party machines One plausible explanation offered is that
Jews in Hillbrow favor a liberal policy (to the extent a generali-
zation may be drawn)--but within the United Party. The Liberal
Party, with which Friedman was identified, is too conspicuously
"left," and support of it might stir the National Party to some
form of revenge. Malan's friend Nossel wrote Die Burger saying
the election proved there was not a solid Jewish bloc.
Among the many new members of the enlarged South African
Senate is the former leader of the Grey Shirts, Weichardt, whose
anti-Semitism was so notorious before the war that he was con-
demned by several leading Nationalists s There was barely a peep
from the Jewish community at his nomination to the Senate, al-
though a few years ago his candidacy for a House seat drew bitter
Jewish comment o
A widely circulated story, believed by some South Afri-
can Jews, is that the Israeli government agreed to a request by
influential South African Zionists to remove all non-European
Jewish sailors from the warship which made' a courtesy call to
South Africa. One version has it that several dark-skinned Jews
were remove~ from the ship after it left Israel and flown back
to Tel Aviv o I can't confirm the story, but I mention it because
it is cited by some Jews to illustrate the astuteness and wisdom
of the Israeli government in dealing with South Africa o
Solution for South Africa--A JeWish View, by Henry
Katzew, published in November 1955 by the Nasionale Boekhandel
Beperk, Capetown, is deeply sympathetic to apartheid and
Afrikanerdom Katzew is a former editor of the Jewish Times and
has been praised by Ben-Gurionfor his efforts to send more South
African settlers to Israel. Katzew speaks for himself and not
many others. He claims that Jews can understand and appreciate
the Afrikaner's position and that only Jewish experience through
the ages can provide a solution to the nation's most pressing
problemo The first half of the loosely written book.is devoted
to Israel. The second half, on South Africa, suggests the Cape
Province as the home of the Afrikaner people. Among tile loose
threads he leaves is his explanation that the Coloured and African
people of the Cape would voluntarily leave the new Afrikaner home-
lando He does not co~sider the problem of Asians, "because I know
so little about them."
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One idea that caught favorable Afrikaans press comment
stems from a conversation Katzew had with Ben-Gurion in the desert.
The choice of the Is~aelis between manual labor themselves
or merely resting as a managerial class on the backs of Arab work-
men, is compared to the situation in South Africa.
The Jewish community in South Africa has preViously ex-
erted pressure on individual Jews not to rock the boat. H. Lindsay
Smith, in Behind the Press in South Africa, says that the decision
of the Schlesinger group to sell its chain of newspapers, when
they were finally beginning to shQw a profit, was because of the
"attitude taken up by influential members of the JeWish community."
Smith says the Jews argued that the English press in South Africa
was liberally disposed toward them and helpful to their cause.
Schlesinger's challenge to the controlling press group was a great
embarrassment to Jews and might encourage anti-Semitism, ran the
argument.
A Jewish insurance executive who is "disgusted" with the
"craven crawling of Jews" said with cynicism, "What makes me mad
is that the leaders of our community are probably right if you
consider the future. We are the smallest community and the most
vulnerable. We must get along with the government. If anyone
comes along who can defeat this government, then we will be the
first to benefit. But I'm stubborn," he concluded, "if something
is wrong it is wrong, and rationalizing doesn't change it."
IF THE SILVER CLOUDS HAVE A DARK LINING
If South Africa--whatever the internal or external rea-
sons--enters difficult economic times, or if the failure of the
apartheid program demands a fall guy-, or if the National Party
needs a scapegoat for any other reason, South African Jews may
suffer a renascence of official anti-SemitiSM.
The storm would probably break first over Jewish liber-
als in politics and trade unions. The government has ample legal
authority--so far rarely used--to make life extremely difficult
for anyone who can broadly be identified as a liberal. If the
Liberal Party becomes a powerful nuisance to the National Party,
its Jewish figures may prove convenient lightning rods for Na-
tionalist thunderbolts.
Before the National Party ~ame to power, there was en-
thusiasm among some of its active supporters for legislation to
limit the number of Jews in certain occupations and professions
to a quota based on the percentage of Jews in the European popu-
lation. (The members of the Jewish community in Capetown com-
se less than rive per cent of the European population, but
them come more than 50 per cent of the doctors.)
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WHAT THE JEWS GAIN
A storm is not on the horizon--in fact, the sky is a
bit bluer every day for the Jewish community, and the cash regis-
ter is ringing a merry tune. Most of the benefits of Jewish
political neutrality are negative--the absence of positive meas-
ures by the National But there are positive advantages.
In a small town such as Stellenbosch, Jews enjoy more
than tole as a consequence of the new friendliness, or,
perhaps more accurately, a return to the historical respect. A
few more are accepted in the Stellenbosch Club. (Afrikaner clubs
are more likely to bave a few Jewish members than are English
clubs) Students at South Africa's most ortant Dutch Reformed
here in Stellenbosch invited the's entire Jewish
of 56 families to an's entertainment in appre-
for the students' attend shul as part of
their religious education.
Zionists are pleased the good feeling. South Africa
not restrict the flow of to Israel--& step that could
be taken under the guise conserving foreign exchange.
rts to Israel were permitted at a time when were not
go to other countries (South Afriban Jews are the
most generous supporters of Israel in the world in proportion to
their numbers.) South African will soon operate a service
to Tel Aviv in co-operation with El Al, the Israeli air line,
already serves Johannesburge
South African military commitments to the Middle East
please Zionists. The Jewish Times is urging that South African
be sent to keep~e peaceo After such an editorial, Die
Burger replied that it regretted Israel's siding with Arab na=-
tions in the United Nations against South Africa o This led to a
running exchange of views between two influential columnists,
"Dawie" of Die Burger and "Hashofer" of the Jewish Chronicle o
The latter apologized for, regretted, and explained Israel's vote
against South Africa o Then "Dawie" retracted some of his un-
favorable comments, saying that the "private reaction by letter
and by telephone which my remarks evoked from the Jewish side
convinced me anew that a big section of the Jewish community is
much more South African in its outlook than its official and
semiofficial authorities usually reflect e I often get the impres-
sion that it is an old guard which controls 'the machine' which
holds aside topsy hou] the new and more fruitful thinking in the
Jewish community on South African affairso They are very clever
[slim] but not quite as clever as they think themselves"
ilHashofer" told me afterward that he was satisfied that the ex-
change of views had improved Jewish-Afrikaner relations o
A leading article by Karl Lemeer in the Zionist Record
reviewed the controversy, pointing out with satisfaction that an
article in Haboker, Tel Aviv, had condemned Israel's vote against
South Africa o lfter explaining the "special reasons peculiar to
the state of Israelu behind the vote, Lemesr concludes that he is
"convinced that in view o~ all the circumstances it should be
possible for Israel to abstain from voting on issues which are of
such concern to the Government of South Africa. This should be
done not only in consideration of the feelings of the Union Gov-
ernment but of the sentiments of the local Jewish communityo"
Economic fair play for Jewish businessmen is the most
important single benefit of Jewish neutralityo The influence of
government on business life is greater in South Africa than in
Britain, Canada, Australia, or the United states, and grows dailYe
The government here wields life and death powers over individual
concerns and industries: in the granting of industrial sites
under the Group Areas Act; in the allocation of African labor; in
allocation of foreign exchange through import licenses; and in the
setting of rail and air freight rates The substantially fair
deal Jews are getting in the business world is their greatest ma-
terial rewardo
Finally, Jews gain physical safetYe A few months ago
in Potchefstroom an Afrikaner farmer named Schoeman was sent to
prison for three months for assaulting one Abraham Shulman a
former deputy mayor, and punching him and Whipping him a
sjambok until Shulman admitted he was a pig and had no right to
live among real men Such incidents were not uncommon during the
wartime anti-Semitic period but they are rare today.
There may be more gains in the offing. The Nationalists
did not appoint any Jewish judges for a long time after they came
to power. It was a sore point between Jews and the party. The
courts are important politically because the Appeal Court (with
Jewish judges on it) has ruled unfavorably, and is due to rule
again, on the cons of vital government legislation.
Among the senior and respec members of the bar who have been
passed over in appointments is Ie A. Maisels, President of the
Jewish Board of Deputiese At the annual meeting in Bloemfontein
of the Jewish veterans organization, Maisels, a Queen's Counsel,
said that the ex-servicemen were tired of seeing abused those
principles of social justice and brotherhood for which they had
fought. He referred to those sitting in the seats of the mighty
and those who stayed behind to amass wealth. Such comments are
not likely to enhance Maisels' chance of appointment. But the
government has now appointed a Jewish judge in the Transvaal and
another in Natal. This has eliminated a major complaint of Jews
against the National Party.
PAUL KRUGER'S ATTITUDE
Paul Kruger was occasionally involved in Jewish affairsc
The bearded President of the Transvaal Republic once allotted re-
ligious sites to Christian and Jewish congregations on the basis
of two for the former and one for the latterc When the Jews
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protested, Kruger justified his decision on the grounds that "Jews
only use half the Bible."
When called upon to open a synagogue, the famous patri-
arch strode into the building, took off his hat to the congrega-
tion's shock and amazement, and launched into his remarks: "1 see
that most of you are Jews and I have come here to convert you. I
know you were the chosen people of God in olden times and that you
believe in your religion as implicitly as I believe in mine. 1
hope that in good time you will be brought to what I consider to
be the right religion.
"However, I have not COMe here to quarrel with you for
your belief and only express the hope that you will not indulge in
any ceremonies I don't understand and can't appreciate."
Then, after a long pause, in his most solemn manner
Paul Kruger boomed out, "I now declare this church open in the
name of Our Lord Jesus Christ, Amen."
What is the future of the rapprochement between South
African Jews and the National Party? Perhaps the only safe pre-
diction is that the party will be considerably more sophisticated
in its approach than was President Paul Kruger.
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SUID-AFRIKAANSE BURO VIR RASSE-AANGELEENTHEDE
(South African Bureau of Racial Affairs)
An Intimate Account of SABRA's Originsl Leadership,
Organization, and Views; and Its Interaction with
Afrikanerdom's Church) Press, I and Public
A Letter from Edwin S@
Stellenbosch
South Africa
19,6
SABRA is the institution through which
lectuals and leaders of the Dutch Reformed
express and press their views on the racial
SABRA is the kingpin in the framework of
and planning4l\
Afrikaner intel-
s collec
of South a 41\
racial philosophy
SABRA's great importance in contemporary South Africa is
not related solely to the success of ntotal a artheid" or nseparate
development." If these goals are approache SABRA have
blazed the trail; but if the leaders in the Afrikaans churches and
universities come to believe that "separate development n is unlikely
to be attained within a reasonable period of time--because Afrikaners
don't want it enough to pay the price, or for any other reason--
SABRA leaders and supporters will playa critical role in creating
a different racial outlook for many South Africans.
PRENATAL ENVIRONMENT
Institutions normally arise in response to a felt need
of a society. When SABRA was officially born on September 23 1948,
it was in response to a widespread demand, voiced and unvoic
within Afrikaner society, particularly in the universities
churches, for an Afrikaans organization (parallel to the "English"
Institute of Race Relations) to study racial affairs.
The South African Bond for Race Study (to use its English
equivalent name) was a similar organization set up in 1935@ It
never attained much stature and withered away long before SABRA
vas born. The felt needs of Afrikaner society in the '30's gave
rise to the Reddingsdaadbond to tackle the poor-white problem and
to promote the entry of Afrikaners into the business world. Another
felt need led to F.A.K. (federation of Afrikaans cultural organizations
Copyright 1956 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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for the cultural equality of Afrikaans and
discrimination then existing, particularly
F0A@K was created the most
next to the church the
from its inc
organization
arouse the
love for his language,
been an exclusive
and bulk
of about ,000 Is
in their national
in
al
Afrikaners
service and armed
favored in
is the inc
and Bee
of Afrikaners
at Afrikaners are not
discrimination
does occur
stores on
and even in where courts
t ordinances invalid because
There are Afrikaner in
such as the
minister is
in the foreign
have been he
rem.ains
of
in 1948 (since
• the leaders of
attention from
(and
the whole
With the election of the National
by its greater vic in
aple began some of their
with the sh-spe
and toward the
as Nationalist
issues, and a of almost everyone the
sent racial dilemma looms over South Africa@
on nnative
tiona of
and constructive proposals
to back up the za-
The conception of SABRA
is related to the rise of a
decades ago most of the
the first Afrikaans univer
in answer to this
intellectual class
Stellenbosch
or Hollanders
50&
because of the desire of Afrikaners
, but the Hollanders were the most
Netherlandsto Afrikaans This
fac members are
when a Hollander
in all Afrikaans uni-
Afrikaner This s an academic counter-
in the economic and world
to be
bitter
stage is now
confined to
sor retires, he
versitie ed
of
A decade
intellectual class
tional
fied
not
and
took root within this new Afrikaner
that continuance of the
a was
matter
in a
of the
these lines
the publication
sition of Africans in urban areas@ It was
Stellenbosch and in other Afrikaans universities
economic integration in South Africa must lead both
to al and social, inte
which
unskilled
and al
of
In reaction
antic inc
and semi d
ationa or
was launched~
s notion of territorial division or divisions between
black and white in South Africa has a hi It was advo-
cated General Hertzo in the '20 s The wi
respec and Professor the titute of
Race Relations described territorial as one of the ac
c able out of the South African Senator
Brookes, scholar on South African Native
his first book did not look on the idea,
he decried dream$ Professor
attracted of
that
Dr@ Malan has on several occasions that
he re initiated as used in the 1948 elec
tion$ tells of a small leaders who met
to hammer out the ~s tione The anti-
war. and an platform was ussed and discarded as un-
suitable for or emphasis because the war was over and passe as
an issue, and ause it would not attract support from prowar and
ized Afrikaners outside the National Party fold@ An economic
for South African development was considered but did not
the cians as sufficiently concrete and exciting
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the average voter. Then, as Malan tells the story, he took the
floor to argue that the United Party must be attacked primarily on
its "native policy." He argued that apartheid was an election-
winning slogan that would draw voters away from Smuts' party.
A National Party committee under the leadership of (now
Minister) Paul Sauer found that the theoreticians who later formed
SABRA had ideas which could be quickly tailored to a platform that
would appeal to the electorate as an honorable and Christian way
out of moral dilemmas, while at the same time it would keep them
mindful of European fear of Africans. Race fear is always dry
tinder in South African European minds, and it didn1t take
incidents such as those involving Coloured girls and foreign
sailors in Capetown and Durban to ignite the tinder. The 1946
African Mineworkers' strike on the Rand and the Fagan Report were
given a strong party twist in the political speeches. But the
personal contributions of men who formed SABRA to the 1948 victory
were recognized at the time as being important and constituted the
initial "political capital" of SABRA.
PARTURITION
At a Rotary Club luncheon in the Paarl, Cape, in 1941,
Professor N.J.J. Olivier described some of his preliminary thinking
and that of some Stellenbosch colleagues about the racial future of
South Africa. A brief summary of his remarks about the old idea of
segregation with justice for all was picked up by the South African
news agency. There was a news lull that day, and the evening
nationwide news broadcast gave a prominent place to the tentative
luncheon comments. In a matter of days there was a wave of genuine
enthusiasm among white South Africans. From that moment SABRA was
off the ground, but still seeking a name a formal policy, and
memberse
The Stellenbosch movement was then led by Professors Van
leden and Olivier@ Shortly after the radio boradcast, they attended
a meeting in Johannesburg with similarly-minded people to give SABRA
institutional form. Present were Professor liselen (now Sec
of Native Affairs), who had been thinking and talking along like
lines at Pretoria University; Professor Van Rooy of Potchefstroom
University in the Transvaal, who was a distinguished and widely
admired Afrikaner and head of the Broederbond until his death a few
years ago; Professor Thom of Stellenbosch, also a member of the
Bond; and Professor Van Schalkwyke At a later meeting in Capetown,
Colonel C@ F. Stallard, head of the right-wing English Dominion
Party, became a foundation membere He had by then come out against
• racial policy. This was after Olivier, Van leden, and Gerdener
(Professor of Theology at Stellenbosch) had successfully argued for
the acceptance of non-Afrikaners.
F.A.K. (for Afrikaans cultural organizations) had also
been thinking of an Afrikaner racial institute and got SABRA started
financially with a gift of ~lOO@
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SOURC~S OF LEADERSHIP
In the present day-to-day leadership of SABRA, the strongest
element of three, in so far as influence on the Afrikaner public is
reckoned. is the Dutch Reformed Church. The second and third National
Chairmen, Dominees Gerdener and Landman, are clearly motivated by
the Christian spirit. Dominee Brink, Moderator in the Transvaal.
is a foundation member and came second in the voting for Chairman
this year e * Professor Johannes Bruwer. a missionary for 16 years
in Northern Rhodesia, has strong religious convictions Professor
Weiss, a former predikant, brings a firm Christian attitude to
policy meetings.
A second group of SABRA leaders had, at the time they joined
SABRA, a German orientation. I would include Professor (of Bantu
Languages) Van Eeden, former National Vice-Chairman. Professor (of
Social Welfare) Erika Theron, the above-mentioned Professor P e Fe D
Weiss, one of the best scholars in Stellenbosch, and Dre Ge Me K. Schuler,
Treasurer of SABRA. Schuler is a German from South West Africa who
was educated in Germany under Hitler and is still imbued with some
Nazi ideaa. Dr e Theron was a student in Berlin in the e 1930'se
She and Dr e Van Eeden are unusually charming people@ Erika is
distinguished by the farce of her personality, the devotion of her
students both old and new, and by selfless public administration of
Stellenbosch, for she is now the town's elected Mayoress@ Both Van
Eeden and Erika Theron were high up in the pro-Nazi Ossewa Brandwaf'
which so strenuously and covertly opposed South Africa's partlcipa ion
in the last war. Dr. Theron held the rank of "general." The Ossewa
Brandwag collapsed with the end of the war and the powerful attacks
on it by Dr Malan and the National Party. Both Erika Theron and
Banie Van Eeden had extra time on their hands which they contributed#
along with their driving organizing ability, to SABRA.
There isnft space for a digression on the O@B., but a fev
more wo~ds are in ordere Its leader, Dr. Van Rensburg;-summed up
its aims in March 1942 as follows: "The Ossewa Brandwa, is
Afrikanerdom's protection against Parliamentarianism.he Ossewa
Brandwag is not an imitation@ It is a movement which has assumed
different names in various countries. In Italy it was called
Fasci in Germany, National Socialism; in Spain, Falangism; and
in Africa, the Ossewa Brandwa,." Professor (ot Psychology)
F. A. Theron (no relation to Erika heron), the Deputy Mayor of
Stel1enbosch and a strong SABRA man, explains now that all members
of the O.B@ did not support all its principles and, particularly,
that members in the Cape such as he and Olivier did not support
the roughhouse tactics of the stormjaers in the Transvaal. He
many Afrikaners were carrIed away at the time by their op-
to the war and that Nazi ideas have played no part in the
of SABRA thinking.
A further remark in connection with the Ossewa
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and the birth of SABRA: Professor Coertzee because of him,
Prinsloo the present Information Officer of the Department of
Native , were ruled out as foundation members of SABRA
because had been too in the Transvaal
This was at original mee but
town their names were Dr. Thom (now
Stellenbosch of the aa aoon as
its conflict with the , and a, the
present leader of the National. in Cape,
opposed Professor Coertzee as a foundation member on the
members could not work with such an
man~
The third main sourCe of SABRA lies among
academics who seek a segre answer to a's race
"democratic, scientific, and modern lines," as one
s are to their university work. In
atest single force in SABRA, Pro-
Olivier, who toured United States in
• Professor (of Economics) Sadie falls in this c gory, which
embraces most members of SABRA to degrees.
versities
Reformed
in SABRA comes from the uni-
is exercised the Dutch
Now I have named names for readers who have or seek
of currents in Afrikaner intellectual c s~
wide • Van Eeden has moved from
to third category@ It is ex-
and categorize people With one
I have c to Stellenbosch, which contributes
SABRA's effective leadership, but I have
the SABRA leaders in the • Free
into one or more of these cate
There is a fourth cate that SABRA doesn't know just
how deal with~ I refer to se wh their subsc fees
and their service to SABRA either what SABRA
stands for or c ritical in their aIle
names later~
one
headquarters.
financial
Relations
SABRA over 3,000 ordinary members, and the number is
municipalities are affiliated
ons are Over 60 cultural
SABRA s now at 8,000 a
in last two It receives no
from the Natio or from
Stellenbosch furnishes office space SABRA
zer and four office girls in its Stellenbosch
in Pretoria has two full-time members@ SABRA's
is less than half that of the Institute of Race
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Professor Bruwer is the part-time paid editor of SABRA
at~ons which include a bimonthly newsletter and a quarterly
se title is Journal of Racial Affairse Most of its
articles are in Afrikaans, although SABRA publishes more English
materials, including pamphlets than the Institute of Race Relations
~~4.Q~.9S Afrikaans
SABRA is by a Council elected by affiliated or-
zations members 0 It is over 300 strong@ At SABRA's
annual c ss, the Council elects a National Executive of
members@ Executive in turn elects a " committee" of 1
members Of the present 12 are on the fac of
Ste11enbosch Universi committee" meets we and
in makes mo of the y decisions@ These are sed
on to the National Executive in the form of minutes0
the de~i lies in the hands of the n c
hands of a few men, Olivier
prevail because are democratic
not because of any
ial zations who send
se are used as s
test of new
interest in this letter is SABRA as an insti-
I and relations within Afrikanerdom,
summarize some of SABRA's current
I've listened to SABRA interviews with
shed visitors from America,
Americans have been the sador to
sentative Frances of the
, and Mason Sears, the President of
United Nations0 Professors have
Glick from Hawaii Thompson from
California,
Grieder of Colorado, and McKay
Newspaper correspondents
s and Louisville and a
Ho Beer") Hires asked
Over the
more than a score
and South Afric&e
South Africa, Edward
House Affairs C
the Council of the
included Steere from
Duke Lovell from Southern
of Yale of
Qf Johns and the State
from New York Bo
host travelers,
somewhat questionse
I mention such visitors perhaps not
a role in Phillip
in a significant
of his conversations
is under the shrewd
I day Mrs@ Bolton hammered
ideas until he said, to the
s closest friends, that SABRA acc s
s on race as being substantially correct even
a has banned some of them.
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SABRA has never officially stood for the herrenvolk
approach to race. Chairman Landman specifically rejected the
herrenvolk concept by name in a recent speech. SABRA believes
that all men are equal,in the sight of God and potentially equal
in practice, and that no Christian solution in South Africa can
be based upon an assertion of inherent superiority of Afrikaner
over African. This is a new position for ware (true) Afrikaners
to take, brought up as most of them are in-an-environment of psy-
chological superiority of Afrikaner over African, and of daily
contrast of uneducated African servants with educated Europeans
throughout the formative years of their lives. Whatever inner
convictions Stellenbosch SABRA leaders may hold--and I do not
presume to know--they are true to the idea of equality of the human
spirit in SABRA pronouncements, in almost everything they say
privately, and in their personal contacts with non-Europeans. This
is something more than paternalism, which most of them reject as
unsuitable in the present day. On the other hand, they have only
rare contact with non-European leadership. At Stellenbosch Uni-
versi the educated African drillmaster for Zulu always has his
tea the English Department and never with the SABRA-dominated
Department of Bantu Studies he teaches in$
It may be stressing the obvious to say that Olivier,
Bruwer, Sadie, and Landman show no personal hesitation in shaking
hands, talking, sitting down to dinner, or having a drink with
Africans At a scientific meeting in Bukavu (in Ruanda-Urundi),
Bruwer upset the Belgian hotel manager by inviting an African to
dine with him to discuss matters of common interest. When a
Coloured sociology student from Capetown University became afraid
at the last moment to enter a meeting in Stellenbosch for student
sociologists, Erika Theron stopped him leaving the building, took
him by the hand, and insisted he join her at the meeting. I've
never seen a SABRA leader be anything but courteous in his or her
relationships with non-Eruopeans, and live often heard them deplore bad
manners, name-calling, and flogging by Europeans of Coloureds and
Africans.
SABRA leaders endeavor in their home life to live with
the minimum dependence on non-European labore Several do not have
a servant--most uncommon in South Africa$
The present thinking about "separate development," a term
much preferred to apartheid, which SABRA strongly dislikes, is to
establish one large economic free trade unit including the present
Union of South Africa, South West Africa, Basutoland, Swaziland, and
Bechuanaland, with a.number of (eventually probably seven African)
politically autonomous states Each of these African tribal group-
ings, with somewhat more land than is now in African hands, would
have internal self-government. Europeans would not be able to
, own land, or operate businesses in the long rune' SABRA fore-
sees a greatly expanded corps of African doctors, dentists, agri-
cultural experts, all kinds of technicians, and, most of all,
entrepreneurs and administrators.
In the European areas, Africans could come to work but
would be as much without political rights as the Europeans in the
African areas$
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Without detailing the idea of "separate development" as
such, I must mention two points that prick SABRA. Dr. Verwoerd,
Minister of Native Affairs, is a strong proponent of tribalism,
of retaining and developing the "f~nest elements" in "traditional
African culture." He makes a strong plea to African chiefs to
ndevelop along your own lines." From what I understand of the
process of industrialization, it is incompatible with tribalism*
SABRA sees industrialization as the keystone of the development
of the African territories--one of the six original aims of SABRA.
Dr. Verwoerd is a difficult man for SABRA to deal with--even though
he was once a Stellenbosch professor@ One SABRA leader described
him in a moment of exasperation as a "dangerous fanatic."
The second jab to SABRA is the necessity of the continuance
of four to five million Africans in the European areas as laborers
without, in most cases, their families. The Dutch Reformed Churches
have been stirred up by the evils of migratory labor in South Africa
and its erosive effects on the family unit. Putting African families
back together was a strong appeal in the early days of apartheid.
Practical realities have now ruled out this kind of "total apartheid"
and thereby eliminated that appeal for church support@
COLOURED PEOPLE
Let us look at the Coloureds--the mixture of Hottentot,
Malay, Bushman, African~ and European--who number over one million
and are the largest ethnic group in Capetown.
I vividly recall a private meeting of about 40 leading
Cape Afrikaners, including Landman, Gerdener, Bruwer, and others
from SABRA; six predikants from Stellenbosch District; M.P. P.W.
Botha, the outwardly hard and cynical Secretary of the National
Party in the Cape, and a half-dozen Coloured leaders. The dis-
cussion, under Moral Rearmament auspices, was on Coloured-Afrikaner
relations.
George Golding, the strongest conservative leader of the
Coloured community in South Africa, went to the heart of the Coloured
question as SABRA originally viewed ito He politely but forcefully
asked the entirely Afrikaans audience (except for me and for the
Coloured teachers backing up Golding) just what they meant by tell-
ing the Coloured to "develop along our own lines." In eloquent
Afrikaans, Golding said he spoke the same home language, laughed at
the same jokes, read the same papers, saw the same films when he
could, ate the same food, wore the same clothes, and was concerned
about his family, his home, and his job--not to mention income tax--
just like his audience. "What are our own lines?" he asked o
The idea that solutions proposed for the African popula-
tion can be applied to the Coloured people has not stood up to SABRA's
own study. A majority of SABRA's Dagbestuur now believes that the
Coloured people can be given their own residential areas but that
economic integration cannot and should not be halted. Further, they
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believe that
and social
the Coloure
c
in the long run the Coloureds must have full political
and that gradually at first--
alogic within the European
without Coloureds absorb the
in SABRA s to stop the "Africani
Coloureds intermarriage~ Here the new
register is to play an important part@
This idea is in back" of the "Eiselen Linen in the Western
C Province, which was "drawn" to prevent encroachment of African
upon traditional areas of Coloured employment, and gradually
to remove Africans from the Western e
cent a
jobs@
now
From s of this attitude on the part of SABRA
leaders I 11 an experience in Port Elizabeth at the
General Motors plant@ I went through the plant and noted
the high de rae a1 inte on the job-pAfrikaner girls
a feet from Coloure men, who in turn were doing exac
the same work as Afrikaner men@ Africans and Coloureds were doing
the same jobs in some places and were ac inter-
in practice General Motors says it doesn't care about
color of its labor but it wants good labor An absolute
e of white labor and a European turnover of over 100 per
ar led the c to hire ans for more and more
whic assembles es as well as cars is
d and White African minority
to numerous complaints by white workers,
one so that it brought Minister of Labour
Senator the ~ With G@M officials, he seemed
to and their and offered no specific objections to
their policYe He stressed the need to maintain production@ Yet,
at a National Party rally in Port Elizabeth, de Klerk made a rabble-
h about the threat to the European standard of living,
I arranged with the acting head of G@M e in Port Elizabeth
for Nic Olivier as National Vice-Chairman, and Jan Sadie, as lead-
economist SABRA to tour the plant and see for themselves
what had struck me so ibly~ They came back with the tentative
conclusion that the only practical recommendation from SABRA's
oint would be gradually to eliminate the Africans but to allow
the gradual integration of Coloured ~nd European workers to continue
so long as it came about as part of the normal economic processo
Late I talked this over with Editor Dirkie
Villiers of Afrikaans paper . Die Oosterlig o
He was rather taken aback to hear such views from Professor Olivier
but confessed that it was the most workable solution to GoMe's
labor shortage he had heard@
This SABRA attitude toward Coloured people is not official
policyo SABRA is caught up in the traditional split in South
Africa between the relatively liberal Cape and the harsher Transvaal
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attitude& The Transvalers are inclined to think of the compound
of tribal Africans in the mines and try to carryover
d black and white judgments to an area where the predominant
is browne To most Transvaal and Free State members of SABRA,
a non-European is a non-European, r subgroup he might belong
tOe The SABRA split is not simply north-south, but that is the
basic orientation of it e After one SABRA congress, the northerners
went back home muttering about the liberalistic people from Stellen-
bosch SABRA 1 s Transvaal Executive Committee favors
Coloured the vote, on a separate role, for the first time in
SABRA is a southern organization in contrast to the
rule in South African politics that the Transvaal rules the
Tooste The Cape people do not want to antagonize the northerners
and risk a schiSM that would tear SABRA apart Hence their ambivalent
attitude toward at a Coloured
of white South
15 per cent were
C and 3 cent
are the stronges e
in Afrikaner life
draws
the
the cabinet--or
strongly influence
In the last (1951) census, 53
Africans to the Dutch Reformed
an, 8 per cent Methodist, 5
rian The Dutch Reformed
SABRA$ The is the
the National in
and has an
is under
as
not vice
ation indirectly, is
wide ad. Church
is in Stell
saures to conform are
was recently upset about
of his wife having been
her lawn on Sunday.
bind them close to
Dutch Reformed Churches on the Afrikaans
o
e both
as is grace before
An Afrikaner
t on his new
and criticized
The Dutch Reformed Churches are in no position to oppose
the National National is in no position to
the such an intim relati
shifts uence are internal concealed from
view0 A leader in the church and SABRA ts to me
church will to avoid a showdown between the
sides of charac said "That
*@ one of the first casualties would be the
Dutch Reformed Churches0~
The D@R@C@ can enter the political fray only
There was much talk in the election of "political n
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but I am satisfied that their political sermons and activities have
been far exceeded by the political statements in the past year by
non-D.R.C. Protestant churchmen, particularly Anglican, in South
Africa SABRA, as the voice of the Dutch Reformed Churches on
racial policy, is recognized by such leaders as Brink (Moderator
in the Transvaal) and Landman (Secretary in the Cape) as the means
whereby the church can express political views without bringing
itself into party politics.
Professor J. P. Bruwer, a lay office bearer in the kerk,
comments on the previous paragraph: "That is the practical position,
but it is not the legal position. You will never get the church to
agree to your interpretation in so far as the church cannot divide
its autonomy as a church. The only autonomous body is the individual
congregation, which is why the church cannot take an official posi-
tion." The 99 individual congregations who actively support SABRA
do not delegate authority in the sense of the Afrikaans word
meewerkende, or working together.
In some instances the Dutch Reformed Churches do directly
enter the political arena on specific racial issues. When they did
so in the Bloemfontein Conference in 1950, culminating in a delega-
tion to the Prime Minister, SABRA was not the instrument of approach,
but its leaders played key roles in the conference.
SABRA AND THE PRESS
Public relations are the lifeblood of an organization
such as SABRA, which is short on money and long on ideas. SABRA
has the tacit support of all the Afrikaans press, particularly of
Die Burger, Dagbreek en Sondagnuus, and, slightly less, of Die
Vaderland. It is given frequent and sympathetic treatment in the
editorial columns of the Cape Argus (which has a large Afrikaans
readership arising from its monopoly of the Capetown evening field)
but not in the Argus group generally. The Evening Post in Port
Elizabeth is another kindly disposed English-language paper.
Individual SABRA stands have been widely applauded in the English-
language press. There ,are precious few generalizations one can
make about the Afrikaans and English press in South Africa, but
one is that it is sympathetic to SABRA because, like SABRA, it
opposes "baasskap" and favors the separation of races in South
Africa.
SABRA is never attacked by name in the Afrikaans press--
although Die Transvaler in particular may describe its ideas as too
idealistic or impracticable without mentioning SABRA by names An
exception to this generalization was an unsigned editorial by Scholtz
in Die Transvaler last year, when the editor was on leave, that
called upon SABRA to go much further and much faster w;th its plans
for separate development. The Cape Times, Rand Daily Mail, and the
Natal papers occasionally hammer SABRA by name or by implication,
but they accord the organization considerable respect.
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SABRA AND THE PARTY
An important political characteristic of Afrikaners in
the past has been their inability to work together. Factional splits
are felt by Nationalist Afrikaners to be the bane of their people.
The present pressure to hold die yolk together is tremendous. Even
though Klasie Havenga bitterly resented being outmaneuvered by
Strijdom as Malan's successor, and notwithstanding his privately
expressed vehement criticisms of some of the present cabinet, Havenga
has kept a tight curb on his public expressions. He has said in-
directly in public and directly in private that he will not go down
in Afrikaner history as a man who split ~ Afrikaner nasie.
Afrikaner criticism of the National Party is fraught with
danger for individuals who wish to remain within its felda The
savage denunciation of the Pretoria 13 for their questioning the
wisdom of the Senate Act astounded most of them and has served as a
warning to others. One of the 13, Kleynhans, not only vent out as
a leader of Nationalist youth, but also a strong minority want to
read him out of the Jeugbond completely, regardless of his years of
service.
There is a group in the National Party which looks upon
SABRA with great suspicion as a potential political rival to the
National Party. It has been compared--I believe inaccurately--
with the Ossewa Brandwa" which Dr. Malan finally crushed (with
Strijdom's help in the. ransvaal) because it did begin to rival
the National Party in the political field.
SABRA is also under suspicion for its liberalistic (a
damning word in the contemporary Afrikaans political lexicon)
tendencies. A Dutch Reformed Minister in Port Elizabeth, the
Rev. HeMe de Vas, warned a Day of the Covenant (an Afrikaner holy
day) audience against the "third great trek" which was "away from
God and the traditions of the Afrikaner." He described the leaders
of the new trek as Afrikaner intellectuals.
During one of SABRA's numerous tussles with Minister
Verwoerd over the method of developing the African territories,
Professor Jan Sadie argued that from an economic viewpoint new in-
dustries in the reserves would need "private Whitecapital" (the
third capital source under the Tomlinson Report). Vervoerd, a man
of enormous personal force, thundered at Sadie, "That's 'a SAP argu-
ment,1t which settled that debate for the moment. Within National
Party circles ~t is taken for granted that using a United Party
("SAP" is the abbreviation for the old South African Party, which
preceded the United Party) argument is prima-facie evidence of
doctrinal errore
While SABRA does tangle with Verwoerd, it feels that he
is one of the few cabinet ministers who is really trying to bring
about apartheid--even though his words to allay the Afrikaner public
may be quite different from his actions.
Among the founding members of SABRA are Minister Donges
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and ( Governor-General Jansen@ Most of the cabinet are members,
including Strijdom and Verwoerd, and annually pay their dues, as does
Havenga. are on the books but do not take any direct part in
SABRA ac Se Within the cabinet, Eric Louw and Ben Schoeman
are the main opponents of SABRA@ Both are concerned with economic
affairs and both apparently fear the economic sacrifices SABRA's
ideas would call for
SABRA leaders do not have strong party roots As a group
they have little experience with politics or politicians e Professor
for example, is not officially a member of the National
although he could scarcely conceive of voting other than a
Nationalist ticket. Mayoress Erika Theron has been c
absent from National rallies in Stellenbosch
SABRA's influence on the government is threefold:
; by direct representation; and through its
SABRA's position on the admittance of non-Europeans to
international meetings in South Africa appears to have had an imme-
diate and significant influence on government policy@* SABRA views,
ularly when given in editorials in Die Burger and
do shape party political thinking. SABRA's~.....;..,.~~--..;;.,"
an impact on a smaller but more influential c
The government commission is a valuable South
stitution with a far-reaching influence~ SABRA has
and made sentations to the government commissions
upon race ations Its leaders played a vital part in the ac
work of the Tomlinson Commission SABRA representations led to the
establishment of the Eiselen Line (the role of Ei Sec
of Native Affairs, in the birth of SABRA has been )@
ideas forward
s the laws of
st a and De Wet Nel
are members of SA's national executive who
its views with conviction and effectiveness. Other SABRA
amentarians such as Otto du Plessis the Stellenbosch MeP ,
fessor Avril Malan and Senator Bosho are--j from the
statements make and about ir motives--
behind SABRA the ent it helps r respective political
carears, but they would not hesitate to jettison SABRA when
its iples conflict in more than a , with
al goals@ Dr. Plessis is as close an example of
mentality as you can find in South Africa. He is hard,
and a tartar for SABRA to handle. Senator Bo the Natal
onal chairman of SABRA, made the odoriferous remarks about
at the annual congress e Professor Malan apparently entered
s with lofty motives but ha~ fallen to the level of almost
If this sounds as though these men- 0 are much
SABRA principles than the average member of the
The
in National
South Africae
from the
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caucus--are cynical
meant 'Ill
statements$
and opportunistic,
based on a careful
National a hard core actively
MoPolS of Groblersdal, Loubser of
EraBmus of Odendaalrus, in the Transvaal, Cape
Van Aarde is also a bitter
ard they represent the far right
SABRA is certainly not as
found if he had talked
of the National
While SABRA has the
in a crisis
of the cabinet, it could
of strength, SABRA will
from the Havenga wing of the
This is the led
dom-Ve
There was a temporary disappointment within SABRA when
put Strljdom on the throne at Havenga's ex-
SABRA has been pleasantly on the whole
of the Prime Minister$ SABRAla differences with
open The view in Stellenbosch is that SABRA can work
with Strijdom in than were in
office because, while have inclined more to side
of SABRA, he would be to side at all on crucial racial
issues$
The is not to that SABRA has clear sailing
with the present c Far from $ Its attack on the racial
of South Africa has met with effective delaying tactics
on the "po aspects of II '" II
on Coloured vote
plans for the separate repre-
SABRA1 s over-all concept of
now for the Coloureds (even if the two streams
SABRA made it clear to the party that it held
of the Coloured to be represented
all MoP IS are white, including three
SABRA did not its view officially into
c ate the IS problems in the short
SABRA has been tricked and
ssue* It did not
ssntation of voters$
Die Bur ar revealed that the government is now
a il away the existing right of a
and be elec to the Provincial Coune
since a Coloured man was ted MoPeC* but the
has remained The negative step brought
to a boil are still simmering despite
onal visit Professor Olivier to Minister Dongese
called step a "damn foolish pinprick" and
time SABRA must put its views in the record be-
the government position",
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During the second week of March Dr. Donges and the Prime
Minister addressed a packed National Party rally in the Stellenbosch
Town Hall. Before the speakers appeared, the audience had worked
itself, by cheers and singing, to a fever pitch. It took fully three
minutes for the applause to die down when Strijdom began to speak.
Speaking rapidly and agressively, Strijdom said, and said again, that
there would never be Coloured representatives in Parliament and that
the chance of having a Coloured M.P.C. must be eliminated. It was a
contemptuous slap in the face for SABRA.
For the past three months Strijdom has been saying that
SABRA is a good ideal but "for practical reasons a policy of complete
territorial separation cannot be announced nor applied, but the
foundation is now being laid upon which the succeeding generation
will have to build, in order to survive." In a bow to SABRA he has
said, " ••• those who advocate this policy and strive for it cannot
be taken amiss, even though you may think that it is not completely
practicable and, for that reason, not a practical policy."
De Wet Nel is in a critical position as an M.P., a govern-
ment official, and an active member of SABRA. When he made a much-
quoted statement that it might be 20 years before apartheid really
began to function and that in the meantime there would be more and
more Africans in the European areas, he dismayed some of his fellow
SABRA leaders and he flew directly in the face of the early SABRA
line that time was of the essence. The cry in 1948--by no means
for the first time in South Africa--to halt economic integration
has been followed under a National Party government by the most
rapid economic integration in South African history. To move the
position back to 1948 would require an enormous effort. The SABRA
sense of urgency which did permeate National Party thinking five
years and more ago has died out everywhere except within SABRA.
Strijdom has some cause to reply that the United Party critics of
his party's slowness in implementing apartheid are n ••• inherently
dishonest and immoral because the same people who now call it an
empty slogan fought it tooth and nail in all its concrete and
practical applicatian••• "
It is said that the two forces in South African life that
Minister Verwoerd fears are the church and SABRA. The party needs
SABRA to provide an intellectual rationalization of its program that
will appeal to educated and strongly Christian-minded Afrikaners.
The party can scarcely afford to antagonize Afrikaner intellectuals,
but it can certainly afford to smother them with promises and threats,
while still appealing for the vote to racial prejudice.
SABRA answers National Party fears that the voters won't
support a policy of serious apartheid with European financial sacri-
fices with the question, "Where wIll the voters go?" So far there
aren1t even slight hints that a right-wing split might take place.
Now is the time, says SABRA, for the party to exercise statesman-
ship and not play politics.
On the other hand, Olivier, Gerdener, and Landman have
said to me that SABRA must recognize that racial affairs are not
the only problem of the Afrikaner people. If the party doesn't
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follow SABRA, there~s no party to which SABRA can goo As an
Afrikaner organization, it is committed to the broader struggle of
the Afrikaans people.
A SABRA leader who should know told me with regret and
conviction that the party could smash SABRA quickly and surely if
it wanted to do so. SABRA leaders have completely turned aside the
inevitable proposals from various factions within Afrikanerdom that
they form a political party. They are convinced that SABRA's
destiny lies within the National Party, and to that end they publicly
hold their tongues even when the party goes against SABRA principles.
SABRA AND THE PUBLIC
An integral part of SABRA's concept of "separate develop-
ment" is that eventually it will have the support of the non-European
peoples of South Africa. While this is unlikely to come about, it
is believed by SABRA to be necessary for the success of its ideas.
But of more pressing concern to SABRA is the attitude of
the European voter toward those SABRA ideas which the organization
is convinced will, in time, gain support from nonwhites. Among
these are good manners, tolerance, and recognition of the capabilities
of all human beings.
To understand SABRA, we must understand the forces at work
within Afrikaner society. SABRA leaders recognize that they have
attracted many public supporters who are either ignorant or cynical
about SABRA views. Indeed, there is conflict on this score within
individuals, as ther~ is within the organization. Some residue of
the anti-Semitic Grey Shirts, the extremist Ossewa Brandwa~ elements,
the remnants of Pirow's New Order, and the sjambokklng (wh~pping)
baasskapers find SABRA a convenient roof to gather under. No other
active organization offers such an easy haven for the race-baiters
and race-haters.
SABRA does not feel it can disavow such supp~rters by
name or bodily throw them out of meetings; and this position means
that SABRA lays itself open to such embarrassing statements as
those made at its Port Elizabeth congress.* The new publications
editor, Professor Bruwer, has shown me some of the racialistic
articles he has received but would not consider printing.
Professor Olivier and other SABRA leaders arc not happy
about the many news s~ories and editorials in the English and Afrikaans
press about II~Iiss Lucy" and other developments in American race re-
lations flowing out of the Supreme Court decision on school segrega-
tion. Olivier has said on a number of occasions that the newspaper
accounts tend to strengthen the racist elements among the Afrikaner
people whom SABRA is working to educate to a more tolerant view-
point. Olivier himself tells Afrikaner groups who ask him to speak
-r.-See ESM-3-'5b.
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that from his firsthand analysis of U.S race relations, he believes
inte~ration is the possible road to follow in America. but he
advocates driving down it0
Neither Institute of Race Relations nor SABRA officials
like _e to say it to them, but do agree that both organizations
are working toward a common goal in so far as they are both (1) not
satisfied with the present status of race relations in South Africa;
(2) to rouse the European population from its apathy; and
(3) to educate the public to a more scientific and tolerant
view ra,CHhl> Needless to s-ay, the two organizations have almost
diametric sed views on what the solution should be to the
ag •
Let me two close-to-home examples of what SABRA is
When spe to National enthusiasts in the
Town Hall last month, Prime Minister
Minister Donges referred to the need for
J for Europeans to work hard and to sacrifice. The
en was not put as strongly as the Rev@ Landman stressed
his SABRA but lip service was paid to the need for
to work 0
The morning after the packed meeting, when the echoes of
words and the tumultuous applause had died I revisited
scene to find 12 Africans c up the and entrance
under a tree, his head down on his knees a sture of
was the SABRA does not will
easy to words into wide-awake action.
second local example came after a television pro
South Africa does not have but Edward R G Murrow's two hal our
"See It Now" on Africa in the fall of 1954 have caused
considerable c ism in National circles0 The films
were ad and shown some British cinemas@ Piet Me
State tor of a copy of the film and b
it to Stellenbosch to SABRA and other Nati
supporters as a of @ There were
hoots of laughter and much criticism of four major misstatements
of fact and some gratuitous digs which were not stric accurate
but the audience watched the film of their c 's racial
with noticeable intensi When it was over two of the commentators--
in this re audience--t the line that Murrow's
sh an es Westernized African circle in
Johannesburg was misle African man with shirt,
tie, and coat, and the an mother introducing her eight children
around the dinner table in their one-room home@ (Far more foot
had been to illiterate, tribal Africans coming
work as raw mine recruits on the Rand 0 ) Professor Wiid (Hist
said that such a Westernized and Christian African was so
rare in South Atrica it was ve wrong to show one~ As an
the inace he rec that the Native had
on the dinner who knew Natives knew they
didn use tablecloths@ Professor La (Psychology) took a
similar view and wanted the main emphasis be on rural Natives as
the crux of the
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The truth is that there are many thousands of African
families in Johannesburg exac as the family in the film
does In fact, I could take two professors two miles from where
we sat to the "Native 10cationW of Stellenbosch and show them families,
though poorer in material wealth than those in Johannesburg, living
the same kind of Western existence--and with tableclothsl Neither
professor is a SABRA man, but the fact that such views are held by
such men and others right within shadow of SABRA's immediate
influence is indicative of the SABRA faceso Afterward,
two SABRA leaders smiled over comments and shook their heads over
such basic lack of of South Africa todayo Bruwer commented
Sadie's agreement) many of our pe simply do not know
what is happening all around them." Olivier pointed out the great
gap in racial thinking between those over fifty and the young fac
members The older men criticized from a frame of reference
different from that of men like the young soc st S.P o
who has just returned from Harvard.
The ignorance of students at Stellenbosch about
the simplest facts of the "racial problem" of South Africa is. as
SABRA Treasurer Gerd Schuler put it "shoc and a crime q He added,
"In a multiracial country like ours every in a ~nivers
should be required to take at least a ar of Social Anthropology or
Nativ~ Law and Admini "Tests the of Bantu
Studies have shown that many students have ggiest ideas
about the numbers of Africans, their ans how
Africans live, in both rural and urban areas and the kinds of jobs
they hold. Examin~tions in the Stellenbo sh Department
reveal that few students have real concept that there are
African students in s c whose s in any way
resemble their own.
These few incidents, and I c cite many more, show the
kinds of ignorance prejudice, and gaps between auded words and
actual practice public task that SABRA has set for itseTf is
colossal.
A CONCLUSION
A well-known South African political observer defined the
role of.SABRA leaders for me the week I arrived in Johannesburg for
this year of South African residence He s "They are just a
bunch of academic prostitutes to be hauled out for decoration when-
ever the party wants to use them but locked in their rooms the
rest of the time. will protest their independence and
but '11 it on the line whem the party orders
I wrote at the time and have pondered them
over the past year I now believe they are not an accurate assess-
ment of SABRA as I have studied it intimat The fault in s
lies in with SABRA and the nature of the way it has chosen to
work the
SABRA is a t of its times. It will ay a critical
role in the achievement of some form of "separate development," or
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an equally critical role in what arises from a stalemate or the
failure of such a scheme.
The inner workings of Afrikanerdom are, indeed, a tangled
skein of historical~ family, professional, and religious pressures;
of threats and loyalties; of compromise and courage. I believe that
SABRA is--or, more accurately, several of its most dedicated leaders'
are--determined to see daylight, if not within the party, then with-
out, and will exercise a significant influence on the future of this
truly beautiful and truly troubled country.
~
AM ERI CAN
U N I V ER SIT I E S
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AFRICA
ESM-3-'56
SABRA'S SEVENTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
! Letter from Edwin 5. Munger
Port Elizabeth, South Africa
Mailed January 29, 1956
"On its future path of self-determin.ation, the indige-
nous White population will have to seek its welfare and right of
existance in the full recognition of, and friendly relations
With, the existing and upcoming non-White states in Africa." So
said Professor Johannes P", Bruwer to the Suid ,A..,frikaanse Buro
vir Rasse-Aangeleenthede (South African Bureau for Raciai
Affairs).
Dr. A. L. Geyer, former South African High Commissioner
in London and a close political friend of Dr. Malan, said provi-
sion must be made for nonwhite peoples to atte.nd international
conferences in South Africa, and the government should revise its
visa polioy. Bruver echoed this and added that "backyard hotels"
and ftinsults to non-t-lhite visitors ll would have to end. This theme
was supported by the retiring head of SABRA, Dr. G. B. A. Gerdener,
a leading theologian of the Dutch Reformed Church, who pleaded
for fair and discrete application of racial laws, and said SABRA
itself must consider having non-European membership.
On the way back to our hotel, Professor Gerdener asked
me how the problem of nonwhites' visiting the Union would be
solved. My supposit~on was that some sort of special zone with
a hotel, conference facilities, and no color discrimination would
be set up. "No," said Gerdener, "that won't be enough, because
it won't be meeting the real issue. Our visitors will have to be
able to travel around the country without being insulted."
Geyer, when I lunched with him alone, was even more em-
phatic than he had been in his speech that South Africa must co-
operate with other parts of Africa, and was optimistic about
facilities for African visitors be~ng established. But will this
talk of some change~-wi~hin strict limits--of South Africa's cur-
rent practice have an impact beyond the SABRA Congress? The an-
swer is yes" because an important change is now under way in
South African foreign policy.
Wally Van Reerden, editor of the Afrikaans paper with
the largest circulation--Dagbreek en Sondagnuus--emphasized to
me the great shift that has taken place since Malan's retirem~nt,
Copyright 1956 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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which he believes marked the of an sra@ Van Reerden says
Malan was "obsessed with a fear of black states@n Prime Minis-
ter dom~ r of Dagbreek, he considers §more realis
tic and more n In a speech Van Heerden "The
time has come for us to face the that an
is disappe in Africa, and that our approach to re
lations have to be d n
a telegram of to the new
state of the at the time of its formation@ W@ E Barker
of the State Information Office commented to me, "Malan
have frothed and damned the for their ~"
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SABRA dis-
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of the Chinese was a crime 0 We shall
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dream has ted to the exclusion of almost all
other thought about the "Indian on the of both Eng-
lish Afrikaners. The theme emerged from this congress
is that Indians are here to stay; repatriation doesn't offer a
practical solution, but SABRA doesn't know exactly what will.
About 30 per cent of the delegates hewed to the old
onal line. A dwindling of their numbers in the course of the
s was suggested in the plaintive speech of a Mr Q Deakin a
English- Transvaler who for years has incited
Indian feeling steam behind repatriation e He sensed the
tide his view and pleaded with the congress to re
member repatriation was not an easy solution, it
should sight of as a possibilitYe
SABRA Chairmen
Left to right: Senator Boshoff, Natal; Professor Gerdener,
retiring National Chairman; Professor Ross, Free state;
Mre Kruger, Eastern Cape; and Dre Language, Transvaal
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PAPERS*
The congress was opened by Dr. Geyer with a somewhat
windy address on Asia and Africa that occasionally played on
South African prejudices. Dr. Geyer, a former history professor,
buttressed some of his points with well-selected facts and quota-
tions. (His uncomplimentary remarks about Nehru made English-
press headlines in South Africa. Throughout the conference there
was a tendency for the English press to play up the most reaction-
ary and racialistic remarks, and to pass over the constructive
and "relatively liberal ll statements. The Afrikaans press gave
the latter a good play.) The man who formally "thanked" Geyer
launched into a lengthy anti-Indian diatribe of such an unscholar-
ly nature that Geyer was visibly embarrassed. Chairman Gerdener
said later he almost got up and pulled the man to his seat.
M.P. Dr. otto du Plessis 1 topic was "The Emergence of
the East." In response to his question before the address, I
told du Plessis of my doubts whether he was very well qualified
to speak on that subject.. "Itm not," he admitted, and added,
"Geyer's already covered my ground. He is more careful and has
thought more about it than I have."
Du Plessis did recognize some of the forces in Asia
that may have a bearing on Africa, but in his conclusion he turned
on the well-worn phonograph record: flI believe that the emergence
of the East--the awakening of Asia--represents a tremendous threat
to White civilization and leadership in Africa, but I also firmly
believe that Africa is not Asia. I believe that Providence has
willed the birth of a White nation in Southern Africa as a bearer
of the torch of Christianity; I believe that it is our duty to
see to it that the light shall never be dimmed but shall burn
brightly, not only for the sake of ourselves and our children,
not only for the sake of the millions of non-Whites in Africa,
but for the sake of mankind. I, therefore, believe that whatever
storms may break under the leadership of the new Asia, the White
man in Africa, and, at any rate White South Africans, will face
the future with courage and resolution. I believe we have a des-
tiny to fulfill on this once dark continent and that we shall
never capitulate nor depart from our one and only homeland--South
Africa." This record was replayed ad nauseam throughout the con-
gress, but it never represented more than a minority view of the
delegates and was barely tolerated by some of th~ SABRA leaders.
Van Heerden gave a more realistic paper on "Afrika se
posisie tussen Weste en Ooste." Bruwerts paper, "Die Asiaat en
Afrika," like Hilda Kuper's at the Institute, was the only one
that would be a real contribution at an academic meeting.. Thea
Gerdener, provincial M.P. and editor of Die Nataller, gave a
fairly factual summary of liThe Socio-economic Position <of Indians
*Sabra papers can be obtained gratis from SABRA, Box 2]8, stellen-
bosch. Institute of Race Relations papers are also available,
from Box 97, Johannesburg.
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in South Africa" without getting down to vital issues. The same
comment applies to "Die Politeke Posisie van die Indier in Suid-
Afrika," by Dr e P .. J .. Meyer.. Five of' the six main speakers--all
except Bruver--were former editors or on Die Burger ..
ILLIBERALITY
It was some surprise to me to find among supporters of
tbe Institute of Race Relations in Durban: (1) a handful of Euro-
peans and Asians who believed that the most practical course for
South is a "fair and just apartheid"; (2) a fair number of
Europeans vho were "pro-African" but violently "anti-Indian"; and
(3) Africans vho vere "pro-European~ but extremely "anti-Indian."
Then there was the larger number who thought "the Native was a
good type" but have to be "treated like a child ft for many
years.
Less surprising vas the racialism ot a minority at
SABRA.. The crudest comment was made from the floor by Senator
Boshotf, SABRA's Natal provincial chairman, who remarked on the
large numbers of Indians in Durban, counting those you can see
in the daytime and "those you can smell at night .. " There was a
sharp reaction to the Senator's remark in the corridors and at
dinner" and it caused acute embarrassment to the SABRA. leaders
from Stellenbosch.
When the anti-Indian Deakin proposed to solve the~n­
dian problem" by the creation of an Indian state in central Africa
where all the Indians from East and South Africa could be settled--
no doubt thinking this might appeal to SABRA--he was publicly re-
buked and privately laughed at.
Professor Me J. Je , national Vice-chairman of
SABRA, vigorously attacked a snide assertion from the floor that
desegregation in the United States was primarily a response to
the color challenge of Asia.
In contrast to anti-Indian remarks J several people
spoke in English in defense of Indians, including the Institute
representative, Walton, and a member of the Durban City Council@
A young Afrikaner timidly suggested that perhaps it wasn't en-
tirely fair to criticize Indians for concentrating heavily on
business when the government, inclUding the railway, would employ
only a few; the professions were partially closed to them; severe
restrictions prevent many Indians from farming; and European
unions complained when they went into factories.
The Reverend Swart from the Transvaal, who is to visit
the United States soon, put another way: "We came here 300
years ago, and the Indians 100 years ago. The idea of forcing
them to leave is morally disturbing."
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At the Port Elizabeth Mayor's Cocktail Party
Professor Ne Jo Je Olivier, SABRA Vice-Chairman;
Mrse M Olivier; Mrs e Jan Sadie; and Professor Sadie
MIDNIGHT OIL
IIShould non-Europeans be invited to future SABRA con-
gresses?" lay at the heart of a bitter five-hour confidential
session of the SABRA executive An intelligent young Port Eliza-
beth Indian, Mr e Be Be Ramjee, unobtrusively attended nearly all
of the SABRA public sessions e Several Indian friends of his were
turned away at the hotel entrance by the management, but Ramjee
managed to be in attendance. He was politely treated personally,
but his presence deeply worried some SABRA leaders because of the
effect that a photograph of Ramjee sitting among Europeans (pub-
lished in the Eastern Province Herald) might have on the Afrikaner
platteland e
Most of the delegates seemed to favor some arrangements
for non-Europeans, or selected leaders, to attend future SABRA
meetings, but there were heated objections from a minoritYe
Rather than divide the delegates on such a hot, close issue at
12:30 AeMe on a hot, close night, acting chairman Olivier skill-
fully referred the matter to a committee, which is likely to pro-
duce a favorable report when it meets in April.
LANDMAN NEW CHIEF
Like the selection of Leo Marquard as president of the
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Institute of Race , SABRA-s election of A.. Landman
was well arranged in advance.. In the actual Landman won
easily; the Reverend C@ B.. Brink, Moderator of the ch Reformed
Church in the Transvaal, was secondm and Dr .. Fe J .. Language was
third
The Reverend Landman is Scriba of the Dutch
Church of the C
and was of the
of Churches.. He oured Europe and Israel on his Land-
man is now on leave from his parish duties at Malme ury, in the
Western , to make a lecture tour for SABRA beginning in Feb-
ruary, speaking on nOurRace Question--and Our Future .. " The tour
was originally planned to last three months and to include every
large town in South Africa, but it will now be shortened because
Landman is having heart trouble
Ten months ago I sat in Landman-s
in Malmesbury and listened for two hours to
problems in South Africa. He has a
magnificent oratorical voice, and professes
apartheid concept But he stressed to me that
hetd is without the cal justification--a
slowly putting across the dikants under
speeches and in three s
into those who say Christian
who stand for "baasskap" todaYm
When Parliament this month with a no-confidence
motion the United opposition leader Strauss tried to
drive a between dom and his National Party on one hand
arid Landman and on other@ Strauss saed to see a
fatal inconsi tween SABRA s concept total
and the gove IS modifications of it and noti
ness in its application@ Strijdom s boiled
he fully agreed with SABRA but, if he came out total
apartheid, the farmers and others who support him staunchly might
vote him out of office at the next election
This strategy of being d otf the Prime
Minister plus what I understand some criticism of him in-
side the kerk, disturbed Landman@ He lunched in Capetown with
four SABRA officials and the three fiSABRA M P 's"--De Wet Nel,
Japie Basson, and otto du Plessis--in order to express his un-
easiness about c out the lecture tour for SABRA Landman
was reassured.. st dom has told SABRA
that his actions ed to what the c will accept,
whereas SABRA is free to educate the c to accept the neces-
sary sacrifices--and the tour is on a blaze of
for full apartheid: "If we
to do our work for us, we
o our economic structure, and that nation
Landman is hamme
use another nation [i .. e
that nation
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will come to us with more and more demands--political and eco-
nomic." He is saying that it is "not dangerous for America to
apply total integration when the White people outnumbered the
Negroes by about 10 to 1."
Landman says the nations of the East are against South
Africa since the rise of nationalism there; and Europe won't ap-
prove South Africa's racial policies because of the troubles cre-
ated there by the herrenvolk philosophy. But if South Africa
develops total territorial segregation~ the world will no longer
"poke its nose in our affairs on the moral implications of our
racial policy.1i
He admonishes his listeners--and his words are given
front-page spread in the Afrikaans papers--that "nothing will
come of this ideal if the will to succeed does not exist. If our
inner-spring mattresses and large homes, our large dividends and
profits, our love of ease and comfort are worth more than our fu-
ture, then we must stop extolling our love for our nation, our
country and our pious forefathers."
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONGRESS
Professor Gerdener, who was instrumental in Landman's
election as his successor, has the patience of a man who can look
back down a long corridor of time. He is ever conscious of the
deeply ingrained attitudes of his people, whose support for
"Christian apartheid" he is trying to gain. He felt the congress
had fUlly achieved its purpose in ·sowing a few seeds," and that
in a year or so it may be possible to evolve a new and definite
policy toward Asians in South Africa.
The purpose of SABRA Congresses--next year's will prob-
ably be on Africans--is to study and formulate policy recommenda-
tions which will advance SABRA's goal of fl separate development"
of racial groups in South Africa and thereby allow Afrikanerdom
(die volk, or die Afrikaner nasie) its "right to separate identi-
ty. Ii
The significance of the congress to me lies much deeper
than the current struggle over apartheid. I learned nothing
about the often-referred-to "rise of Asia," but a lot about the
rise in the consciousness of the Afrikaner of the rise of Asia.
The congress was a milestone in the sophistication of the Afri-
kaner volk"
NATIONALIST AFRIKANER LIBERALS SPEAK OUT
The Ninth Annual SABRA Congress
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A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Stellenbosch
South Africa
May 5, 1958
ULiberal" is the only word to describe
the tenor of the major speeches that were delivered
to the Congress of the South African Bureau of Ra-
cial Affairs (SABRA)*, the intellectual voice of
Afrikanerdom in the field of race relations.
The annual affair was held this May in
the historic university village of Stellenbosch
which has 18th-century whitewashed and thatched
buildings on the green braak, and a tradition of
free speech dating from the days of Adam Tas, who
defied tyrannical colonial rulers from Holland two
centuries ago.
An unmistakable surge of liberal enthusi-
asm came from a record number of 339 delegates and
visitors from all parts of South Africa. Included
among them were 47 Dutch Reformed Ministers, 56 City
Councillors and Municipal Officials, and represen-
tatives of all the Afrikaans-medium universities.
Before commenting on the speeches and what
lay between the lines, and what the result may be,
let me quote from and summarize the most politically
significant ones. Some of the ideas would seem most
ordinary if expressed in London or San Francisco;
their importance lies in who propounded them and
where.
J. du Pe EASSON. MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT
This young-looking, red-haired, National
Party legislator for Namib in South West Africa,
• See AUFS letter ESM-6-'56, nSuid-Afrikaanse Buro
Vir Rasse..Aangeleethede," for a history of SABRA's
origin and growth.
Copyright 1958 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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strongly criticized leading politicians of his
own party for confusing the terms and
(white supremacy)o
Speaking on "The task of the white poli-
tician in race relations," M. P. Basson said, ifI
am satisfied that enough of them have reached po-
sitions in society to entitle the public to accuse
the politicians of being to a large extent respon-
sible for what is going wrong with race relations. n
Basson fired a salvo into the wall of
white contentment in South Africa when he said,
"No racial policy can succeed in the long run in
a country like South Africa unless it is made ac-
Ce'D1IfUJJ..e also to the non-whites . At present,
very few of them agree that we have inten-
tions towards them, and I fear that their refusal
must, to a large extent, be attributed to the
white politician."
In spite of the revolutions that
race relations have undergone in the outside
world, Basson pointed out, the political terminol-
ogy in South Africa still carries the stamp of
aggression, and the sound of half a agoe
He complained that from political platforms one
heard without interruption of "white baasSkap,"
"white man f s country, II and supremacy. II
Basson reiterated the established SABRA
concept that baasskap meant horizontal stratifi-
cation of society and that apartheid meant a ver-
tical separation. He cautioned that each step in
apartheid should be tested with the question of
whether it was essential or only a demonstration
which will "irritate and create aversion to the
white rulers. tI
The National M. P. praised the
efforts of Minister Eric to develop South
Africa's knowledge of and influence in
but said that it was to win the
friendly co-operation of non-whites in Africa
while preaching a policy of white supremacy. In
this regard he lambasted the United
Party for criticiZing the government for
too much for Africans.
(Basson had been attacked
the U. P. candidate who ran against him in the
recent election. He charged Basson with being a
or lover of Africans.)
.....;.;.;.,.,;,.;;,;;;,..;...;;;.;;;...;;..;;;;...;;..
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Basson told the SABRA Congress that he regretted all attacks on the
government for what it was doing in the way of housing, education, and pensions
for Africans, and said that itthe politician who begrudges a fellow man those
things on account of his color ceases to serve the best interests of the whites,
and his country, and even his party. It •
Japie Basson was well aware that he was setting up a challenge that
could have far-reaching consequences for himself and Afrikanerdom. A Trans-
vaal Nationalist newspaperman told me he was distressed lest Basson's remarks
and the tone of the conference lead to a split in the Afrikaner volk.
Basson, whom I have known for some years, told me at dinner with his
father, Senator Basson, that he had no desire to split his people but rather
to save them from the consequences of a disastrous racial policy. His personal
courage -- to which both government and opposition press have paid tribute --
is strengthened by the firm and understanding support of his father, and of
his wife, who is one of the most intelligent (as well as one of the loveliest)
Afrikaner women Itve ever met.
PROFESSOR C. F. GUNTER, STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY
Speaking on the task of education, Professor Gunter made a strong
speech. He prefaced his remarks by saying, "Ignorance and prejudice are man's
greatest enemies, and this applies to the white man and the racial problem
with which he is faced. In the past our schools have not done their duty, and
the time has come for us to join battle with ignorance and prejudice in respect
to race relations. fi
The Professor of Education spoke of six "misconceptions and preju-
dices" standing in the way of "clear thinking" on the part of the white popu-
lation of South Africa.
1. Traditional color prejudice which identifies a dark skin with
lack of civilization and assumes that a white man is necessarily
superior to a dark man.
2. The assumptions that whites in South Africa could maintain their
ruling position, and that the non-whites in South Africa would
never reach the same cultural level as the whites.
3. The notion that the selfish and short-sighted ideas of apartheid
accepted by the government and most voters could maintain white
supremacy.
The idea that apartheid would call for the elimination of con-
tact between the white and non-white groups as though the
latter were untouchables.
5. The idea that whites could use non-white labor for their own
gain and comfort, but continue to refuse to grant them greater
political and economic rights.
6. The attitude that manual labor is below the dignity of the
whites but is suited to non-whites.
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SNIJDERS-KOTZE THEOLOGICAL DEBATE
Rev. Snijders, Moderator (head) of the Dutch Reformed Church in
Natal, made many liberal points to the Congress, but was strongly attacked
when he attempted to distinguish between manvs "natural depravity l8 and IIhered-
i tary guilt. fI He said that an uncultured heathen could be sure of the remis-
sion of the latter immediately by becoming a Christian, but that "natural
depravity" took longer to erase. He attempted to distinguish levels of Chris-
tianity.
Professor (Theology) Kotze of Stellenbosch University met this con-
cept head-on in a speech the Johannesburg Star rightly described as "fiery.it
He drew support from other prominent Dutch Reformed Theologians present when
he said that levels of cultural attainment could not be equated with Christian
attainment.
Professor Kotze said there was a necessary guardianship period in
South Africa but it couldn't be perpetual. The word guardianship implied that
there was a coming of age. He said, IIIf these two principles are ignored,
guardianship becomes tyrannye II
The hard-hitting Professor drew applause when he said that there
were non-whites in South Africa who had attained maturity and could no longer
be considered a.s wards. We must face this fact -- look it squarely in the
eye -- Kotze told the Congress. He defined the role of the Church as being
the conscience of society and said that the Afrikaans churches must "identify
themselves with the underprivileged. n
Kotze struck at an old shibboleth in South Africa when he said that
the Bible gave no justification for discrimination on the grounds of color
alone.
Johannes Bruwer, Stellenbosch anthropologist and editor of SABRA
publications, stressed in this connection that racial policies in South Africa
must be based on the scientific findings that all men have the same potentiali-
ties.
RACIAL TERMINOLOGY
This was a prominent feature of the Congress. Japie Basson said the
term "Asian" must replace the traditional South African expression "Asiatic."
He spoke with feeling and sympathy for Coloured leaders who bad come to him to
deplore racial epithets hurled at them by politicians. Basson sharply criti-
cized a fellow National Party M. P. who had spoken of being "revolted" by
sitting next to a Coloured man in the Provincial Council.
The Rev. van den Bergh, from a small town in the Cape, asked that
the newspapers use "Mr. II and "Mrs. t9 in referring to Coloured people. He got
enthusiastic applause. Fred van Wyk, Assistant Director of the Institute of
Race Relations, asked if the press couldn't extend the same courtesy to Bantu.
There was another outburst of band-clapping.
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Insights intp a section
of the English press in
South Africa are pro-
vided by these two car-
toons on the SABRA Con-
gress. The Natal Mercury
shows three members of
the Cabinet (Verwoerd is
on the left) reacting
violently to Bassonts
speech. The fond Natal
dream is that a section
of the National Party
will join the United
Party and return it to
power.
The Cape Argus builds its own
castles in the air by present-
ing the concept of total apar-
theid (in this cartoon and in
an-accompanying editorial) in
extreme terms in order to ridi-
cule it. SABRA ha s never pro-
posed the kind of apartheid the
Argus demolishes. The Congress
would be bet~er shown taking
the Tomlinson Report out of the
wastebasket and putting it in a
desk-basket marked "action,,"
The Cape Times, far more liberal
than the Argus, devoted two long
editorials to a thoughtful con-
sideration of the current SABRA
position. In the English-lan-
guage press, SABRA often has had
more support from liberal papers
than from the conservative ones.
Castle in Spain!
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The most important speech of the SABRA Congress was an unscheduled,
last-minute statement of personal feelings and goals by the human driving
force behind SABRA, Professor (Native Law and Administration) Olivier of
Stellenbosch.
Olivier summed up the congress on the last day by saying, "The feel-
ing among us is that the time has come for a new approach from the heart and
soul of our people to this problem. 1i He continued, "We do not have unlimited
time. When politicians say we have 100 years ahead of us in which to find the
answer, it fills me with the utmost frustration that sincere people can con-
tinue to believe this. We want to know a.nd we want to trust that whatever is
done in the next five or ten years will bring us closer to a real solution.
We cannot keep waiting for a tomorrow which never comes."
Nic Olivier has written many articles in foreign magazines and jour-
naJ.s supporting the SABRA concept of apartheid. He has a number of close
American friends from his 1954 tour of the Un!ted States and from visitors to
Stellenbosch. He told the Congress, lilt is impossible for me to justify things
to the outside world which I cannot justify to my own conscience. I ask only
that we carry out those things which we say are contained in our policy --
with honesty, fairness, and justice. If we say that we ask no more from the
Bantu than we are willing to give ourselves, we must prove it. It
After praising the great improvements in housing for Africans and
expressing appreciation of the difficult role of the government, the SABRA
leader laid down four points that be regards as essential to the new spirit
of apartheid:
1. Territorial separation must be made acceptable to a large number
of the Bantu. kay idea of forcing acceptance on them on somehow
disguising it must be forgotten. The Bantu must be given an
opportunity of testing us. They can do this only if given an
opportunity of talking with us.
2. The European public must be brought to support SABRA ideals.
We cannot close our eyes to the fact that much of our European
population is enervated by the love of ease and comfort, and
an unwillingness to look the problem in the face 0 We must
assure the government of the support of the people in such a
manner that it will not fear political disaster.
30 The pace of development must be accelerated. Only the govern-
ment, not private persons, can do thiso The present tempo is
far too slow 0
4. South Africa cannot always work from the Viewpoint that world
opinion is wrong. It is our problem and no one else's 0 If
our best moral principles are put into practice then we will
nullify much of the criticism and enmity of world opinion. '
At the conclusion of Professor Olivier's short personal statement
on what he foresees for SABRA, he received an ovation from the delegates.
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SABRA OFFICERS: Dr. A. L. Geyer, new SABRA Chairman;
Erica Theron, Professor of Social Welfare, and ex-Mayor-
ess of Stellenbosch, who will tour the United States in
September; and Professor N. J. J. Olivier, long-time
SABRA Vice-Chairman
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OTHER SPEECHES AND RESOLtfflONS
"Bypassing the colour bar in a way that does not undermine the vage
standards and employment of white workers," was the theme of a paper by C. C.
Kriel, General Manager of the Wool Growers Auctions.
Rev. J. C. Oosthuizen of the Bantu Dutch Reformed Church criticized
"the way in which Bantu women are being discriminated, against." He also spoke
against migratory labor for the evil effects it had on Bantu marriages.
Many speakers called for better personal relations with non-whites.
Mrs. W. Schumann of the Women' s Agricultural Union' said mothers must teach
their "children to act humanly and justly towards the non-Whites."
An American observer criticized a paternalistic approach and the
"psychological crippling" of Africans. Non-Europeans were sometimes convinced
by Europeans that they couldn' t do work they had the ability to perform.
A paper on the police and race relations brought forth a flood of
comments on the need to improve the attitudes of the European and African
police in the lower ranks.
A leading farmer pointed out that the increased skills of African
rarm labor, called for higher wages for such labor, and more mechanization to
increase productivity.
SABRA will hold a multiracial congress in the current year according
to a resolution passed with one dissenting vote.
The purpose in listing these minor speeches is simply to suggest
the range and consistency of Congress demands for improved conditions for non-
whites and steps to improve intergroup relations.
BE'1'..TEEN THE LINES OF THE PRINTED SPEECHES
The Congress challenged in no uncertain terms the present condition
of race relations in South Africa. The bluntest personal challenges were to
Prime MinisterStrijdom and Minister of Native Affairs, Dr. Verwoerd.
During a speech he made two years ago (quoted and annotated in AUFS
letter ESM-12.. '55, "Parliamentary Debate: Color Comes Out in the Wash") I
watched Mr. Strijdom pound his parliamentary desk to punctuate his point that
he believed in t'baasskap, baasskap, baasska;P! tt Shortly thereafter J. P.
Basson wrote an article for Dagbreek (hBoard Chairman ..... StrijdOm") criticiZing
the use of the term baasskap. Basson was severely taken to task in National
Party circles and nothing more was heard until the Congress. The insistence
that white politicians distinguish between baasskap and apartheid, and the
criticism of the former left no doubt as to the main target.
The challenge to Minister H. F. Verwoerd came on many grounds. His
well-known unwillingness to sanction unofficial contact with non-white leaders
was heavily scored -- between the lines ...- by Basson, Olivier, and others,
winding up with the call for consultation. This was directly in the teeth of
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the known wishes of the Cabinet, the National Party, and various unofficial
but politically potent Afrikaner groups.
The Congress heard repeated statements that the Department of Native
Affairs did not sufficiently recognize the urban Africans -- a point on which
Dr. Verwoerd has often been attacked.
Dr. Verwoerd' s resignation from SABRA leaked out by rumor after the
SABRA Congress. The rumor is true and so is the fact that the Minister's res-
ignation was tendered on grounds that SABRA collaborated with the Institute of
Race Relations on an adult education program. This has yet to be publicly
confirmed.
A fundamental difference between MinisterVerwoerd and SABRA, not
brought out at the Congress, lies in the means of developing the "Native Re-
serves." SABRA, in common with practically all South African economists and
industrial leaders such as Dr. H. J. van Eck, holds that the reserves cannot
be developed in the foreseeable future without the use of outside capital,
entrepreneurs, and technicians. SABRA believes that both private and govern-
ment capital are required to develop the reserves and produce a higher stand-
ard of living for a rapidly growing African population. SABRA and Dr. Verwoerd
agree that every incentive and advantage should be given to promising African
entrepreneurs and technicians, but SABRA insists these can take up only a
small fraction of the load. Verwoerd prefers to wait and hold the territories
in trust until such time as they can be developed by Africans alone.
All this lies behind the Minister's personal exchanges with Stellen-
bosch Economics Professor Jan Sadie, and the Minister's resignation. Inci-
dentally, Dr. Verwcerd t s son, a most likeable young man, joined SABRA with his
father's permission after Verwoerd's resignation.
POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS
There has been a perceptible cooling between the National Party and
SABRA. Nationalist M. P. fS in addition to Basson who have supported SABRA in
the past were noticeable by their absence.
Prominent among the causes has been the strong criticism of univer-
sity apartheid by SABRA through its spokesman N. J. J. Olivier. Full-blown
opposition to the "University Apartheid Proposals," has developed among Afri-
kaner intellectuals. Such normally staunch government supporters as the heads
of Potchefstroom University and Pretoria University have formally opposed the
transference of the Non-European medical school in Natal away from the Univer-
sity of Natal, and have cautioned against setting up inferior African institu-
tions.
Professor Frederick R. Tomlinson, who was effectively silenced when
he expressed bitter resentment over the bypassing of the well-known report
bearing his name, recently testifi@d in opposition to the university apartheid
bill.
All this adds up to a strongly independent and critical line by a
majority of the leading Afrikane:..~ intellectuals. Relations with the party
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weren't helped when Die Burger editorialized that in the long run some profes-
sors might prove to be more important than some cabinet ministers.
None of the many editorial comments in the press was hostile to
SABRA. However, one of the editors who took a long hard look was Lawrence
Gandar of the relatively liberal Rand Daily Mail. After commenting on the
"glimmer of fresh hope" from llpeople of stature and influence" he raised five
critical points:
1. It was an apartheid conference. Thus the cleavage between
apartheid and qualified integration remains fundamental.
2. SABRA has yet to produce, after ten years, a detailed plan
and budget for apartheid. (SABRA would point to the Tomlinson
report as a start, but Gandar doesn't mention it.)
3. An element of justice was recognized but this cannot be iden-
tified with the attitude of National:1E't voters or party leaders.
4. If the congress was "the conscience of the National Party,"
why is it heard only in the rarified air of Stellenbosch.
Where are protests against banning African meetings, appli-
cations of the pass laws, persecution of tribal Africans at
Zeerust, and so forth? Vaporings at Stellenbosch about the
terminology of politics count for little alongside the harsh
realities of life that govern race relations in practice.
5. If the tiny SABRA group of Nationalist intellectuals and clerics
are leaders of public opinion they r~ve exerted precious little
influence on the government. The record of the Nationalist
party in office has been purely one of pandering to the grosser
elements of public opinion in race relations. It has made no
single atte~~t to lead public opinion, even in the direction of
accepting the implications of apartheid.
Editor Gandar praised SABRA for its stand on university apartheid
and welcomed Nationalist intellectual help in clarifying the issues which the
country must somehcm be made to face.
The SABRA developments are by no means an attempt to split the ranks
of Nationalist Afrikaners. It is possible that the liberal spirit of the Con-
gress and the demands made will backfire and lead to personal attacks on the
devoted Afrikaners who have played the prominent roles. They feel justified
in risking their own careers and possible repercussions affecting their fami-
lies, because they believe their actions are in the best interests of Afrikaner-
dom and of all the peoples of South Africa.
The English-language press in South Africa, which has so often
squashed any signs of independent views among Afrikaners by smothering them to
death in fulsome praise, has reacted most responsibly to the SABRA developments.
Wide coverage was given in the English press -- many papers including
the Eastern Province Herald and the Cape Times gave Olivier's speech the top
headline -- and numerous editorials have appeared. But most of them have
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recognized that what the SABRA Congress started was more in the nature of' a
reform movement than a through which the beaten United
could climb back into power.
The Afrikaans press gave full coverage usually not
front page prominence -- as it cautiously followed developments. It is posed-
ble that a bolt of lightning will crack down on the SABRA leaders from the
party on high. Afrikaans editors, mostly sympathetic to SABRA, want to see
where the storm clouds blow.
The new Dr. A. L. Geyer, is a most distinguished South
African. He succeeded as editor of and later was Chair-
man of the Board of Dr. now nominally retired
and lives on a farm a director of Bank in South
Africa and a historian. It is commonly believed in National Party circles
that Geyer has turned down three cabinet offers.
No South African representative has ever been a
success in his post than was Dr. Geyer during his as Commissioner
in London. He is a man of great stature in the and commands widespread
respect. When I discussed Dr. Geyer with Victor Editor of the liberal
Norton confirmed my view that here was admired and
English-language newspapers. Norton of s
character.
If tension rises as a result of the SABRA stand, and if
Dr. Geyer wishes to make an issue of there are few men, if any, in South
Africa who are in a better to stand up to thunderbolts and
to hurl a few in return.
If there is any ~~~~
not come from the leaders
on Afrikaner intellectuals by
of the National it will
consequence of possible attacks
National
party on
The SABRA showed the undercurrents of strength in the
of Afrikaners who oppose but who have the
and at the as
The foundation has been laid for broader co-operation on racial
problems in the white community. After the Basson and Gunter speeches I
asked two leading members of the Institute of Race Relations in the
whether would have to change /a word in either if it should be
given as address to their own Institute. The answer from both
men was,
~~~~~ -- as a well-intentioned system of separate
two years ago this month with the
the socio-economic development of the
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and the failure of cSABRA's !.Q~~mf~! at Bloemfontein.
The new SABRA Congress gave rebirth to its concept of apartheid --
but in notably more liberal terDl!;l than had previously been expressed publicly.
It may well be that baasskap can continue to represent what a SABRA
leader called "the negative side of apartheid tt without any significant change
in meeting African aspirations. However, it appears likely that the picture
generally painted of a blsck, ominous, and threatening sky, will begin to
have more streaks of grey running through it, if not occasional rays of golden
sunshine.
One move in this direction may be the government's introduction of
democratically-elected bodies ~n African urban areas, with specific powers and
responsibilities, in place of the present advisory system.
A comparison with the proceedings of earlier similar gatherings
shows this to be the most outspoken and liberal SABRA Congress to date.
Further outspoken conferences can be anticipated. The Dutch Reformed
Cburches are prepared to take strong stands on several issues involving race
relations.
The SABRA Congress is a demonstration that there are staunchly Na-
tionalist Afrikaners who do think and speak out on national affair~ as they
see them. It also demonstrates that, at least within the white oligarchy,
South Africa allows considerable freedom of expression.
LPartoon at top left of PageS35courtesy of the Natal Mercury;
at lower right, courtesy of t.he c,e Argus. Photograph on
Page537coUTtesy of Die Transvaler.
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
(SOUTH AFRICA)
ESM-4-'59
THE TENTH ANNUAL SABRA CONGRESS
Observations on the Current Role and
Thinking of the Afrikaner Organization
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Durban
April 14, 1959
The monolithic exterior of Afrikaner Na-
tionalism was again demonstrated during this year's
four-day Congress of the South African Bureau of
Racial Affairs. SABRA, the organization through
which Afrikaner intellectuals and leaders of the
Dutch Reformed Churches collectively express and
press their views on South Africa's racial prob-
lems, 1 escaped public revelation of major differ-
ences within its ranks and played its part in avoid-
ing a showdown with the National Party by sending
a telegram to Prime Minister Hendrik F. Verwoerd
pledging support. But under the surface calm, the
wave of new thinking in Afrikaner Nationalist circles,
to which SABRA gave impetus in its congress a year
ago, was stronger than ever.
At the 1958 congress an almost unanimous
decision was reached to hold a national interracial
meeting. The plan died in infancy when Verwoerd
vociferously opposed meetings between SABRA and
Africans. The Vice-Chairman, Profes sor N. J. J.
Olivier of Stellenbosch University, and a dozen of
his SABRA colleagues proceeded to confer privately
with large numbers of African leaders, including
1 SUID-AFRIKAANSE BURO VIR RASSE-
AANGELEENTHEDE (ESM-6-'56), an AUFS
publication.
Copyright © 1959 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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President Albert J. Luthuli of the African National
Congress. The Prime Minister, known as a Inan
whose declared views are virtually unshakable,
responded by refusing to Ineet a SABRA delegation
unless Olivier was excluded.
Inside SABRA the Transvaal group support-
ing the PriIne Minister was sharply critical of Oli-
vier. At one stage in the preconference power tus-
sles, it appeared likely that they would oust hiIn
and pos sibly Inove the headquarters of the organi-
zation from Stellenbosch to Pretoria. The issue
was settled before the congress began: Olivier and
his supporters were all re-elected. They have care-
fully avoided crowing over their personal victories.
Far behind the scenes, the Prime Minister
has substantially modified his position and agreed
to the principle of SABRA members meeting with
African leader s in small groups.
Despite interaction such as this, the usual
criticism by the local English press is that SABRA
always kowtows to the government. A sarcastic
Cape Argus editorial on "Gilbert and SABRA" 2
concluded that SABRA's best service would be to
join the campaign to extend the copyright on Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas. Critics also argue that
SABRA suffers from unreality and ivory-tower in-
effectiveness. SABRA's actions in answer to these
accusations: Chairman A. L. Geyer's announce-
ment of interracial talks in corning months; Olivier's
telegram to Verwoerd on behalf of SABRA, praising
him for beginning the Bantustan program3 long advo-
cated by SABRA. Those who oppose the view that
the National Party dominates SABRA point out that
Verwoerd, who resigned his membership last year,
is not likely to rejoin the organization.
3 Legislation by the government to give some
local autonoIny on an ethnic basis to eight African
areas within the Union.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTER
The character of SABRA can be more clearly understood if the organi-
zation is compared with the liberal Institute of Race Relations. The Institute
of Race Relations actively promotes research- - such as an excellent study of
African Farm Labor presented at its annual meeting in Cape Town this Febru-
ary- -while SABRA does not have a research staff and does not function as a
research organization, although that is a stated purpose. (It is true, of course,
that individual members of SABRA carried out much of the research underlying
the Tomlinson Commission Report on developing African areas.) Despite Insti-
tute and SABRA agreement on aim (both try to educate the South African public
to be more racially tolerant), they differ widely in their proposals for solution
of their country's elephantine racial problems.
In influence, SABRA is growing more rapidly than the Institute. (The
Liberal Party which is also gaining influence steadily is, in some senses, a
closer parallel to SABRA in its development.) As one indication of relative
political strength, I didn't see a single United Party or Nationalist M. P. at the
Institute's annual meeting, whereas two cabinet ministers and two other Nation-
alist M. P. 's were at the SABRA Congress, and for the first time United Party
M. P. IS (six in all) attended SABRA sessions.
The Institute meeting attracted many older women; SABRA's larger
attendance 'included many younger men. The Institute has become steadily
more unilingual- -not a single paper was delivered in Afrikaans at its last
meeting, as against two major speeches and many comments in English at the
SABRA Congress.
M. p. 's Zac de Beer and Colin Eglin of the "liberal wing" of the United
Party, issued a statement saying, inter alia: "People of our point of view do
not expect to agree with all that is said at a SABRA Conference.... Perhaps
the most encouragIng a-spect of the congress is the unprejudiced attitude of
almost all of the delegates towards the non-Europeans, which is a refreshing
contrast to the approach all too often seen in politics. . .. There seems to
exist a genuine desire to do something positive and a willingness to make real
sacrifices for this end. . .. It is clear that SABRA realizes the immense seri-
ousness and urgency of the race problem."
A striking change in white politics over the past two years is that the
closest ties of the United Party and NationaHsts were between the "right-wing"
m.embers of both parties who believe in permanent white supremacy of one
kind or another. while today the closest ties are between the "left-wing" .rnem-
bers who agree on the justness of a striking improvement in the position of
Africans. SABRA is an important influence behind this change from a negative
to a positive basis of co-operation.
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CONFERENCE SPEECHES
Africa was the theme at this Congress. The papers offered very few
new ideas, and in part many of them were rewritten translations into Afri-
kaans of statements made in English some years ago. SABRA did not emerge
with a very clear grasp of African developments. Facts and judgments on
African territories were often anachronistic. All this reflected the tremen-
dous isolation of South Africa, and particularly of the Afrikaner, from the
rest of the continent. When an American observer was asked to speak, he
strongly criticized the poor library holdings on Africa in Afrikaans-medium
universities.
In a spirited rebuttal of the growing Afrikaner criticism of American
influence in Africa, A. M. Van Schoor, head of the South African radio news
servi<:es, praised the Wilsonian principle of self-determination of nations,
and defended its application to the nations of Africa. National Party M. P.
Japie Basson said all men are entitled to their freedom, that it would be
wrong to demand too high standards before granting it, and that South Africa
--especially Afrikaners--should have a special sympathy for the new states.
Basson accus~d South Africans of being "dikbek," which translates roughly as
"childishly surly, II in welcoming the new African states and called for a more
gracious attitude towards- the emergent nations. What the South African press
did not pick up from his speech was his admonition not to becoD;le too upset at
a little violence. He recalled heads rolling in the process of gainrng liberty
in France, England, and elsewhere.
Foreign Minister Louw opened the conference with a contentious speech
that drew repeated criticism from speakers on subsequent days. He was par-
ticularly censured for his references to African barbarism and for using the
occasion to carryon his unending skirmish with the English-language press.
Louw's points against immediate diplomatic exchange were fairly obvious, if
only because they were well worn. But the significant speeches that followed
were typically Afrikaans in that criticism was deeply buried in praise and
attacks hidden by esoteric references.
Japie Basson began by praising Minister Louw for having said that
diplomatic relations with other African states must corne. Actually Louw had
said the South African public must be educated to meeting African ambassadors
in their midst with respect. In response to suggestions in both major parties
for immediate exchange, the Foreign Minister clearly tried to put off the day.
The Prime Minister does not want exchange now. But Basson read the Louw
speech his own way and rapidly extended the thesis. Basson and other speakers
first pointed out that, in principle, African diplomats could not be discrimi-
nated against in South Africa. Basson went on to speak of diplomats and their
families not only being integrated in official circles, but in public places,
schools, theatres, restaurants, etc. The audience of 300 listened intently
as he developed his theme.
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Further points on diplomatic exchange were made:
Professor J. L. Sadie of Stellenbosch University said friendship
should not be a prior condition.of diplom.atic exchange. Exchange
is in the interests of South Africa. "We need relations with pre-
cisely those states which are hostile to find out why and im.prove
the positioh."
Willem. van Heerden, Editor of Dagbreek (Board Chairm.an:
Verwoerd), e:m.phasized the need for closer contact with Afri-
can states but cautioned against precipitious exchange until South
Africa had learned to align itself with African states rather than
European states. But in underlining the need for speed, Van
Heerden said: lilt gives me som.ething of a chill down the spine
to listen to the self-assurance with which som.e of us dogmatize
about the future."
Profes sor P. F. D. Weiss of Stellenbosch insisted: "As a white
people we m.ust make it clear to the people overseas and the
states of Africa that we identify ourselves with Africa. We m.ust
em.phasize that we do not intend leaving and that our destiny is
inseparably linked with that of Africa." Weiss and others called
for a major em.phasis on Africa in Afrikaner universities, includ-
ing new departm.ents.
Dr. J. D. W. Kritzinger from. the rural town of Ventersdorp,
said that "we m.ust get our own house in order before we can have
envoys here from nonwhite states."
GOLDEN CITY POST, APmL I!. 111&.
The Golden City Post
circulates prim.arily to
the nonwhite audience.
The cartoonist has m.ade
a brilliant choice of the
snail, the tortoise, and
the jet plane, as symbols
for the interrelationship
of three factors.
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In this sam.e vein, Jordan Ngubane, Vice-Chairm.an of the Liberal
Party, speaking not at Durban but in Johannesburg to his party's congress,
warned that the Governm.ent's Bantustan program. could result in the future
African states within the present boundary of South Africa calling for outside
help in their final liberation from. white dom.ination.
SABRA'S ROLE
The control of SABRA and its relationship to the governm.ent ,and to the
Afrikaner people, was of m.uch deeper im.portance than the first serious public
discussions of diplom.atic exchange. Dr. A. L. Geyer's keynote address cul-
m.inated his successful efforts to prevent an open split between "liberal" and
"conservative" elem.ents in SABRA, that left the "liberal" elem.ent in control.
Geyer was originally a historian, but his m.ain career was as editor of Die
Burger wher.e he succeeded Dr. Malan. Later, he was a highly popular High
Com.m.is sioner in London. Now in sem.iretirem.ent, he is still a m.em.ber of
the inner controlling council of the National Party and a director of Barclay's
Bank, in addition to being the titular head of SABRA.
Geyer 1 s speech is m.eaningful in this context. He attem.pted to rem.ove
SABRA as a political opponent of the governm.ent, but to strongly entrench its
right to criticize, by em.phasizing that it was not taking the path of the Ossewa
Brandwag. This was the sem.i-Nazi wartim.e organization which began as a
cultural body but, aided by its own strong-arm. units, rapidly becam.e. a power-
ful political rival of the National Party for the allegiance of Afrikaners. Dr.
Malan m.anaged to defeat the O. B. after a bitter struggle. In his m.em.oirs,
now appearing in the press, Malan em.phasizes the connection between the
Ossewa Brandwag and Hitler Germ.any. I sur.m.-ise that Dr. Geyer, looking
back on this period in South African politics, has concluded that changes in the
thinking of the National Party are best accom.plished by evolution and not revo-
lution, and that SABRA m.ust therefore operate within the broad fram.ework of
National Party policy, where it m.ay well succeed in guiding that policy. He
said that SABRA (a group of intellectuals) m.ust be well ahead of the govern-
m.ent (practical politicians) in educating the people, and if SABRA did not dis-
agree with the governm.ent in this sense, it was not carrying out its task.
The long intense struggle in South Africa between the two white groups
m.ust always be considered in assessing speeches such as Geyer's. It was
extraordinary that when Geyer wanted to evoke in Afrikaners a sense of sacri-
fice and confidence in difficult days ahead, he pointed to the courage of the Bri-
tish people in their struggle against Hitlerism. in the dark days of 1942, and
praised the leadership of Winston Churchill! Geyer did m.ore than reflect his
personal association with Churchill. He was trying to bridge the .Afrikaans-
English gap which bedevils every attem.pt by either group to im.prove the posi-
tion of Africans.
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Geyer scorned Afrikaners who give only lip-service to the idea that
economic development and political rights for Africans in Bantustans will
reduce pressure for African control of the central government. Without get-
ting down to thorny specifics, Geyer said that Africans must have viable
territories with the same rights and privileges as- the whites. [When I told
Geyer of emphasizing in AUFS lectures that Afrikaners will not accept the
changes implicit in SABRAis he replied: nYes, that is our greatest
challenge. n]
Geyer iS strongest implied criticis.m included the Prime Minister,l but
went unmentioned by the local press. It was contained in hil;i attack on Afri-
kaners who call upon the people to fight with Hour backs to the wall." It so
happens that Prime Minister Verwoerd used just that expression in a speech
to the Afrikaner people not long ago. Historian Geyer referred to General
Piet Cronje in the Boer War in illustrating his point. I deduce that what
Geyer meant was that if Cronje had not adopted a back-to-the-wall attitude
of defiance when virtually surrounded by British troops, the General would
have lost a few wagons of munitions but would have escaped surrender of his
3,000 men, whose capture by Lord Kitchener broke the back of the Boer ef-
fort in the west arid may have decided the war. Cronje later explained that
the wagons represented the personal wealth of his burghers and could not be
sacrificed. Geyer is privately critical of generals and of politicians who
sacrifice the advantages of tactical retreat and compromise by do-or-die
stands, when the position does not demand such rigidity.
CONCLUSION
This was my third SABRA Congress and it emphasized more than ever
the fallacy of stereotyped criticism of SABRA. Attacks on SABRA leaders as
"racists n contrast with the conviction of most of them that integration is the
only just solution" to Ameri~an racial problems, and the feelings of men like
Professor Olivier on "the slowness of progress towards full justice under
such relatively easy conditions in America." The local English press is
abandoning some of its cliches about SABRA. The political correspondent of
the Cape Argus concluded his analysis (in contrast to its editorial writer):
:lSABRA is not dogmatic about its acceptance of the principle of separate
development and the stress is laid on good will and co-operation rather than
separation for the sake of separation. Many of the delegates admitted frankly
that Bantustans were not the complete answer, and the problem is to find
where the urban Bantu will fit into the final pattern. Delegates admit openly
that SABRA has no final answer as yet. This is one of the reasons why the
discussions with non- Whites should prove of immense value. if4
4 April 4 ,l 1959.
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If South Africa finds racial peace through evolution and not revolution,
it will be through Afrikaners and Africans. While listening to one Afrikaner
after another speak of African rights and the need for mutual understanding
of African and Afrikaner nationalisms, I looked out across Durban Harbor
and saw some twenty ships waiting at-an expense of about $5,000 a day apiece
because a thousand African dock men refused to work overtime. The dockers
are now replaced with untrained but more amenable Africans, but one sensed
the tremendous potential another day. In the short run, Africans cannot win
without great tragedy against the determination and military power of the
Afrikaners, nor can Afrikaners win more than a Pyrrhic victory against the
determination and the economic power of the Africans. By educating Afri-
kaners and by sitting down with African leaders, SABRA is giving a positive
lead to a conciliation of two powerful nationalisms.
[Cartoon, page 547,reprinted by permission of The Golden City Post.]
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AFRIKANER CAPITALIST OR CAPITALIST AFRIKANER1
The Between Economic and Political Goals
Letter from Edwin S.
Johanne
South Africa
May 1.5, 19.56
The rapid and successful Afrikaner penetration of the
business world has given rise to a strong pressure group inside
Afrikanerdom which holds the power -- more than the Dutch Reformed
Church and SABRA -- to decide whether the concrete foundations of
apartheid will be poured.
The threads of this story are woven through the whole
fabric of South African life -- the depopulation of the platteland,
urbanization of Afrikaners, secularism and other changes in Afri-
kaner values, the growth of an Afrikaner working class, the new
professional class, and even the birth of Afrikaans Society are
involved -- but here we seek only to unravel a few s~mple strands
to 8uggest the broad pattern.
AFRIKANER ECONOMIC AMBITIONS
Minister (of Economic Affairs) Van Rhyn told a Kruger
Day audience in the Free State that the Afrikaner people must stand
firm and see to it that they play "their rightful role" in the
cities for "'the sake of a balanced national economy." He said:
"We don't want to push anybody out, but we must take our place in
every sphere of the country's economic life. The Afrikaner will
yet take his place in the mining industry."
Dr. P.J. Meyer of the Rembrandt Group told a meeting of
Afrikaans businessmen that the political power of Afrikanerdom was
on unstable foundations because Afrikaners still had a long way to
go economically. If the government should change suddenly, Afri-
kaners would find themselves in great peril because they control
only a small part of industry, according to Meyer. He claimed
that Afrikaners have fallen back relative to the over~all economic
growth of the country and that the only way for Afrikaners to
strengthen their economic position and to keep pace is through
state support. But this, Meyer emphasized, means that political
control must'be ensurede
Gopyright 1956 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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The Administrator of the Free State, Mr. J.J. Fouche,
said at a large tea party held by the Eerste Nasionale Tee-en-
Koffiefabriek, whose directors are all Afrikaner women, that he
trusted the entry of European women into the commercial and indus-
trial world would keep South African capital healthy and purge
certain sins of the old capital. He thought that the organization
of a company run by Afrikaner women would serve as an incentive to
mobilize the income of the Afrikaner, which constitutes almost
half the national income, and to invest it in Afrikaans c s.
Several issues of the Afrikaans magazine Te niek have had
articles Afrikaners to buy and trade Afrikaans. n an issue
of 75,000 s, Professor CeGeW. Schumann, Dean of the
of Commerce Stellenbosch and a director of several Afrikaans
s, said that the strengthening of the Afrikaner's economic
was necessary for the better fulfillment of his duties
in the economic and racial spheres. said:
of every Afrikaner to support his own s
he can his proper place in the national ec
out that Afrikaners now have available
society, and an investment house, which c
with foreign [vreemde] undertakings"
even if South African.
The President of the Suid-Afrikaanse Vrouefederasie
is preaching that nin the .truggle to main-
the Afrikaner [in haar str d en strewe om die
the SeA. e as a rec
[ons volk] to be and
to take their place in commerce and industrT ss they want to
remain an enslaved nation [in verknegte yolk] their own f~ee
filii
which could be cited
economic position
These are only five
of current Afrikaner ambitions
of
We are disc the "national-minded" Afrikaner
that is, men organizations identi
cultural and political goals of n
they are all National Party
working for an English-speaking company
• the bload of c has been a constant worrT
for Afrikaner entrepreneurse sources ofc will illus-
trate the interrelatedness of economic and political s of Afri-
kaner Nationalists.
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The Reddingsdaadbond, formed in 1938 to solve the poor
white problem, mobilized a new spirit among Afrikanerso Donations
to it were actually used to provide capital for the earliest Afri-
kaner Nationalist companies. The Reddingsdaadbond carries on as
an Afrikaner welfare organization, but its .importance as a source
of capital is now negligible.
Second, to enable them to start and to expand, the gov-
ernment has lent large sums of money at low interest rates to
farmers' co-operatives. These co-operatives have been especially
success£ul since the Marketing Act of 1937, which changed them
from voluntary to quasi-government organizations They are not
technically Afrikaans concerns, but the majority of their members
are Afrikaners and control is securely in Afrikaans handse The
three northeast farmers' co-operatives serving the maize triangle
of Bethal, Klerksdorp, and Bethlehem are reported to bank a million
dollars' worth of sterling a year with Volkskas. The great wine
co- KeWeV. is a strong link in the Afrikaner economic
chain Managing Director KG Pretorius invited me to a
l~nch in the" Paarl and spoke frankly about his satisfaction in
boosting the economic status of the Afrikaner
----
Third, the financial success of the Afrikaner insurance
and trust companies SANLAM and SANTAM has enabled them to accumu-
late capital for investment in gilt-edged Afrikaner securities
Last year SANLAM lent L481,OOO to Church Councils to build
hostels. Illustrative of the economic-political-social tie-up,
the adoption of the report of SANLAM at the last annual general
meeting was seconded by Professor Thom, the head of Stellenbosch
University~ He said the "Church Councils regardSANLAM as a
national institution to whom they themselves can turn for finan-
cial support, but it loan] also shows what considerable
amounts SAN LAM is able to provide -- and does -- for the
education of our @n
However, the great need has been for risk capital.
Insurance company investments are closely regulated in South
Africa as elsewhere. SANLAM does hold two million pounds worth
of common stock and one million in preference shares, but they
are conservative investments within those categories. By a stroke
of average Afrikaner policyholder has been persuaded
his insuranc~ dividends in cash but to invest, them in
the shares of a separate corporation known as BONUSCOR, which is
thereby to invest sums of risk capital from the money
generated through SANLAM. is one of the best capital sources
for an Afrikaner company seeking to sell common stock.
more than one method has been used. Rembrandt
its start through the Reddingsdaadbond and becarise of Afrikaner
concern about the 300,000 poor whites. however, BONUSQORhas
common-share position in Rembrandt and, I understand,
much of the money used by Rembrandt to in and set up
their tobacco businesses in Australia, England, United
5Q4
REMBRANDT
Le~ us look at an Afrikaner Nationalist company -- the
most successful one -- to see the meshing of Afrikaner economic
and political goals.
!n a full-page advertisement in the Atlanti~ e~ition of
trumpeted its initiative in getting ahead of Jmer-
companies by starting the "cigarette war" of a few
advertisement read: "In 1952~ Rembrandt made the
Filter Cigarette. This was the first Size
in the world. The machine c of manu-
Size Filter cigarette was operating the Rem-
South Africa months before anything happened in
~_na~~." Rembrandt praised itself for growing,
"within the space of seven short years l from a small company to
an organization with world-wide interests •••• "
After starting from scratch, Rembrandt has swiftly
the dominant position in the intensely competitive South
cigarette market. It has bought the controlling interests
in the famous English cigarette company of Rothmans~ the DeRiggio
on Long Island, and last year it showed a net profit of
compared with 933 in •
This phenomenally successful Afrikaner enterprise, pay-
ing a 20-per-cent yearly dividend on its initial capital, is
probably the most "national-minded" Afrikaans company. Director
DeWeR. Hertsog spoke with conviction when told me: "We are more
interested in the national issue -- racial questions and the lan-
guage ...... than we are interested in profits alone~n
secret
every
is on the Rembrandt
one of
P.rliament on econom-
The Atrikaner nationalism that led to
and attacked poor-whitiam, helped
turn. The general secretary of the Broederbond
board. Chairman of the board is DreuA¥.Aa,~~••,.
the most influential National Members ot
ic.ffairs.
But hasn't all been SJ it also has been sound
and shrewd business. The most magazine stack in the Rem-
brandt periodical file room is Fortune. When Anton Ruppert and
Dirk Hertzog, the top working heads of Rembrandt, found some years
that they weren't moving ahead very-rapidly with their little
cleaning business in the Transvaal, they looked for an enter-
that would make it possible fur them to peddle shares to
-- because "peddle" is just what most Afrikaans firms
had to do a decade ago, lacking the connec~ions with and encour-
from finance houses run by English-speaking men.
Hertzog switched trom dry cleaning to buying up liquor
for here was a business that the average Afrikaner believed to
profitable. One of the first Ll,OOO of capital received came
from an old Dutch Reformed Church predikant who was a teetotaler
but "bottle stores" were a good investment.
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For all Rembrandt's succesS it is stick-
ing to fields where a dire~t appeal can be made to the
public ....... to Afrikaans patriotism .... - and avoiding fields as
heavy manufacturing where a lack of connections might hurte Rem....
brandt made its first profits through liquor; had its great expan-
sion through making cigarettes; and now plans future successes
with foodstuffs. The idea of having women as the whole board of
directors of a great tea and coffee concern mayor may not prove
a brilliant move. Rembrandt did raise :L200"OOO of fresh capital
by selling shares to over 1,,300 individual women -- possibly a
record for the number of original Shareholders in a South African
business.
There is more than a dash of bitters in the cock~ail,
however. Distillers Corporation has had fair success with its
line of branded products, but its future growth is handicapped by
the number of "tied houses" which push the brands of· their chain
owners, and also by a definite resistance of some liquor dealers
to their products@ Distillers ex.ecutives are convinced f'romspot
checks that unless "Oude Meester" brandy is asked for by name,
some other brand is invariably used, and that frequently a substi-
tute is used even when their brand is requested by name.. Afri-
kaners are gradually moving into the retail liquor business,
al though -- because of':legal lim11Jf! on the number of outlets --
the commanding position of' English-speaking South Africans will
not be disturbed for some time. Distillers is now driving to
capture the support of bar customers, the ority of whom are
Afrikaners, and the help Afrikaner barmen of non-Afrikaans
firms.. I do know about one bar owned by a Jewish friend who d~f­
lnite1y tries to keep down the sales of Distillers products, and
I also know that his Afrikaans barmen push those products when he
isn't aroundl;l
Rembrandt appeals to Afrikaner cigarette smoker's with
the anational angle" but also to them and to the general public
with snob advertising. It aimed at the top-quality market and has
been working down.. Dirk Hertzog told me he would be "quite satis-
fied" if Rembrandt can manage to hold its present 40 per cent of
the market' against the repeated comeback attempts of its strong
British competitors with overseas backing. Hertzog says Rembrandt
would much rather go jnto other fields than aim at a larger share
of the cigarette market.
It is obvious that appeals to a particular section of the
population may in time boomerang and limit sales to that group.
So far Rembrandt is keeping its primary business appeals to the
Afrikaner market. At the same time, it is keenly aware of the
ceiling this places on future plans. Already, the sales of Rem-
brandt cigarettes without any Afrikaans writing on them is twice as
as sales of cigarettes with writing ~n Afrikaans.. Many
of the cigarettes with-wrrting in English are .presumed to
but the statistics are still though~-provokingo
.Cigarette buying by Africans is both atop-quality and
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of
market in which Rembrandt has all of the Can
considering for some time whether or not to
non-European market0 If it does -- and to
doesn't -- Rembrandt must run the real risk
Africans as a Nationalist company and pos-
Coffee@"
see whether
but how
what kind
of restaurants. ,If
tion would be easy,
view of @
The in cigarettes, which has been based upon
implications of an origin (American ci s being rare
because of import control) ·and deliberate scarcity to begin with~
is now tried with "Catherine of Braganza Tea" and "Senator
Coffee n fied tha.t if tea is
arable from English way e" At the same a
c is being pushed -- which- did miracles for ci
Nationalists buy "Braganza Tea" and "Senator
as Hertzog pointed out to it is easy to
a man is smoking the politically if cigarette,
have occasion to go into kitchen and see
coffee you have on the f1 The same is true
teabags were used as in America, identifica-
but all South Africans take a very English
aspects of labor have a "National" angle:
workers, non-Europeans and executivese The Rembrandt
towa.rd European labor strongly paternalistic. Officials are
that their are not controlled by labor unions@ vfuen
a union tried to move in, the management nhelped~e~workers to see
the of a mixed union." Appeals are made to Afrikaans
workers realize that they are part of an Afrikaans organization
which is of the struggle of their people$
Rembrandt makes special efforts to help its employees
from the rural areas adjust to the problems of urban living$ There
is a full-fledged social welfare department@ As Hertzo put it,
Rembrandt recognizes that a girl coming to the city to be
looked needs .'place to live, and as part of her-recreation
she needs a man to ttvEyn (roughly, t'flirt") with -- something
Hert believes the nglish companies tend to overlook Rembrandt
show no open fear of strikes. Their attitude is:
should there be strikes inside a. family, as it were?
When Rembrandt it blew a loud advertising trum-
European labor@ It still runs cinema ads showing
labor and then shots of an anonymous factory
non-Europeans. This is both an emotional tie with the
of the Reddingsdaadbond and. potent sales appeal to white
ans~ The segre bioscope (cinema) offers a neat
make a specialized appeal to the Europeans without
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I believe that Rembrandt now a considerably
higher percentage of labor when it started its
cigarette production. The actual figures are subject to so many
adjustments for various factors that a clear-cut picture does not
emerge. What is evident to the naked eye is that Rembrandt employs
African labor rather Coloured labor at even though the
is inside the area National dogma reserves for 001-
Their director and others gave me a vari-
what sounded like excuses for this. The principal one was
of Coloured labor when they and the difficulty of
over. I deduce from the c of Rembrandt people
own need to use African labor -- even in such an ideal
manufacturing process for all European labor -- has made them
of talk suggesting that Europeans do the bulk of the work in the
European areas of South Africa. They will never attempt to sell
their cigarettes for more than their competitors' with the induce-
ment that the machines were oiled by Europeans and not
Africans ..
One clear advantage Rembrandt has maintained over its
competitors is in regard to executive management. The theory is
that a top-quality Afrikaner would rather work for an Afrikaans
firm than an English firm~ all else being equal and that in many
cases he will prefer to work for the Afrikaans even at a lower
salary. Dirk Hertzog says this has meant Rembrandt's executive
payroll averages 10 per cent to 15 per cent less than its competi-
tors' for the same management skills. The executive compensation
is nonmaterial -- satisfaction with his job and a higher social
status in the Afrikaner community
I know the latter to be the case in Stellenbosch, national
Rembrandt headquarters. I've observed the status of individuals
in our village tennis club, for example, where the club president,
Albert Van,Reneen, is secretary of Distillers Oorporationo Even
though we both-had to struggle to make the team, and so playas
doubles partners, some of our good players would prefer to partner
him than play in a higher position. Other Rembrandt executives
tell me that Van Reneen would be making considerably more money if
he were still an advocate in Pretoria, but I know he is deeply
proud to be a part of an Afrikaans organization. Not that he is
anti-British~ or anti-anybody; he simply takes pride in working
for a progressive AfriKaans firm~ not to mention his faith in
future financial benefits.
Dirk Hertzog cited men at another echelon who had taken
cuts from LIOO a month to L70 and to ~60 in order to work for Rem-
brandt. The Distillers sales manager in the Transvaal took a 40-
per~cent cut when he joined the organization but worked back to
his old salary in one year.
This team feeling has been exceptionally strong -- secre-
taries and shipping clerks used to await monthly meetings eagerly
to hear just how sales were going. But in the last year or so
some of. the in-group feeling has been lost as Afrikaners of proven
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ability have gravitated to Rembrandt enterprises because they have
become a "good thing." The tight team spirit still prevails in
Distillers, Van Beneen tells me, because the rinancial going is
much rougher and the battle not yet won. But the spirit is a bit
diluted throughout the whole Rembrandt organization.
OTHER AFRIKANER NATIONALIST ENTERPRISES
Volkskas is the vital banking link in the
A.frikaner economic chain. It was founded in 19.34but
slowly to assets of L16,ooo,oOO in 1949. Then, after
had gained office, its assets skyrocketed to over
There are only seven banks (excluding branches) in South
Africa. Vo1kskas stands third by most criteria. In the matter of
loans, for example, Barclays leads with '111 million" Standard is
close behind with 1.103 million" Volkskas well down with 1.,32 million
well ahead of Netherlands with ~18 million, French Bank with
million, Bank of Athens with L.4 million, and the little Stallen-
bosch village bank with L.04 million.
The Afrikaner building society SAAMBOU boomed its assets
from ~lOO,OOO in 1944 to ,000,000 in 1953. The Federale Volks-
beleggings has been investing heavily in the mining industry.
Close liaison with Afrikaner political fortunes is sug-
by the full-page portrait of Prime Minister Strijdom in
f annual report and by the congratulations of Finance
ster Eric Louwa who said in the report: "Every citizen who
is at heart a true South African should be proud of this genuinely
South,African financial institution, which has its origin in this
country and is of the people -- owned and directed by. South Afri-
cans -- the only bank of its kind in South Africa." The chairman
of Professor Avril Malan, is also a Member of Parliament
although somewhat cynically, an executive ot SABRA.
Volkskas has appealed successfully to individual Afri-
kaners and to organiz~tions where Afrikaners are in a ~ajority.
One after another Town Councils in the Orange Free State and the
have been transferring the town accounts from Barclays
the bank of the old Transvaal Republic) or Standard ,to VolkskasEi7
the concourse of the Groote Kerk BUilding in Capetown is the
notice board of Die Kaapstadse Sakelkomittee, which looks after
community interests. Last week the board contained two
notices: one of the Van Riebeeck Day celebrations, the other of a
Volkskas meeting@
moment:
involved
the old
There is a curious inside Afrikanerdom at the
the northerners are political ascendanc'e and the
£inancial strongholds are in the Cape. Where race is
in tics, there appears to be a strong tendency for
liberal spirit" to. vater the more violent forms
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of ttartheid, especially when the "liberal spirit" is reinforced
by e cons~rvatism of large capital investmente If the Cape
politicians -- three of whom went from. SANLAMis board to the cab-
inet-~ want to slow down a artheid, they have both moral and
business reasons to cite. ere~s a conflict of interest between
financial conservatisM and the n:apartheid idealism" that calls for
separate development of an areas on a grand scale.
LABOR PHILOSOPHY
Party thinking on labor has just enac
into under the Industrial Conciliation Act after a two-year
struggle over the protests of trade union leaders and some English
employers. The bill encourages the breakup of mixed trade unions
and prohibits the formation of new ones. The opposition claims
that the act will splinter the trade union movement and destroy
the worker solidarity on which the union movement is based. The
act also gives the Minister of Labour the right to reserve certain
jobs for certain racial groups ... - virtually the right to direct
labor.
Labour Party leader Alex Hepple denounced the bill
every stage@ Be forecast that Wthe unions be no better ~ff
than friendly benefit societies" that the of Lahour was
out to "destroy the traditional union movement"; and that
now it'trade unions only he those weak useless organizations
the Nationalists set out to make them many years ago."
In reply the National Party MP's have eulogized the act
and said it will become a model for allot Afrioa. The division
of unions was necessary to prevent friction J and if the white man
isn't protected elsewhere in Africa by similar legislationl there
will be civil war and industrial uprising. One MP pointed to an
altercation an the Copperbelt wh,ich, it turned out" was settled
the next day_ The reservation of jobs is essential, in National
Party eyes, to ·prote~t the white workers in times of depression."
Only one trade union supported the vociferous Labour
Party leaders in attacking the bill. MP Alex Hepple acknowledged
that the bulk of the workers were not aroused by the governmentis
legislation. Attempts to bring about a general strike didn't get
off the ground. The solidarity of Afrikaner workers, politicians,
and businessmen was the most impressive aspect of the long legis-
lative fight on the Industrial Conciliation Act.
NATIONALIST ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY
One product of Afrikaner anti-British feeling in the
last war was enthusiasm for National Socialism. There is a
traditional Afrikaner distrust of industrialists and private cap-
ital. The story of the Witwatersrand, where the tumultuous rush
of private enterprise to develop the gold fields forced a change
delayed ,by war ...... in the pastoral economy of the Boer Republics"
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This
interest
Afrikaner distrust of the British businessman in
and before that t dislike of the high ranking "mer-
chants" of the India Company. Suspicion of large-seale
was the depression of the 1930' which
thousands of Afrikaners. I have
bitter toward English 'and Jewish
to extensive credit for food and clothing.
the tertile soil in which Socialism
son of the. grea.t Boer general and
nationalization of the
for many years among ~ .";.,,.;..;;;;;.;;.;;.,q
Minister Louw has his
the mining
freight concessions, by
over 'silicosis claims@ He appears to be doing every-
power short of that might arouse the wrath of
miners to help the once hated gold mines and their
shareholders. He has even predicted a substantial rise in
of gold shares.
When Prime Minister Strijdom opened FOSKOR, the new
factory, he stressed in his speech that state-
T_'~~'~'ses such as FOSKOR and SASOL (oil from coal) were not
to be thought of as state Bocialism.* He said: "The basic policy
of the government remains what it has been in the ,namely,
that with the exception of what must be regarded as key industries
enterprise must have free scope to operate, always subj
to the dictates of national safety and security."
When Minister Louw decided he would not again raise the
African bank 'rate to follow the British action, and'he
sed a restriction on the flow of capital to Britain to seek
short-term rates, he apologized tor the step and emphasized
to the free enterprise system.
Recently, Die Suid Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut (the
foremost Afrikaner organization for the formulation of economic
policy) privately debated the question of state versus private
ownership. At issue was a proposal that the government should
part of the South West Africa diamond fields through a
government corporation. Among those supporting the proposals was
Albert Hertzog. They were defeated after telling speeches in
favor of tree enterprise, including the argument that Afrikaners
"can't justify inefficiency simply bec~use we control it." In this
case Rembrandt sided with free enterprise against the older party
doctrine. Dirk Hertzog characterized his cousin Albert as "more
politician than businessman."
*There is evidence that the Oppenhelmers l Inglo-American Corporation
was prepared to develop FOSKOR but that the Cabinet wouldntt allow
it to.
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not reflect fear of a
of enthusiasm to climb
A Finance
of
our effort to a white
labour," says Minister of Labour
This is despite the depopulation at the platteland.
The European population in the rural areas of the Orange"Free State
from 119,000 in 1911 ,000 in 1951, while the national
doubled.
It has been estimated in Parliament that the
civil service is short more than ,000 Europeans in
organization ..
Africans have been gradually winning more jobs and
higher-skill categories lin government departments, particularly
the post office and railway. The national chairman of the Spoor-
bond of European railway men complained last month: "At the
moment there are two hundred posts tor graduates in the
in Natal which have fallen into Coloured handse These
posts must~be won back for the Europeans .. "
Xhe Capetown City Council has had almost insuperable
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staffing problems@ In desperation it hired educated and well-
mannered Coloured traffic officers, who have been a real Buccess
except that the provincial and national government exert
pressure for their scharge. The city simply canlt find enough
European applicants@ The same story is heard about almost every
job category in every part of the country.
Yet despite the shortage of Europeans and the demands
of non-Europeans for employment, criticism flares up when non-
Europeans are hirede A recent commission of the Dutch Reformed
Church called on the Minister of Education to complain that unskilled
and semiskilled non-Europeans are usurping the employment field of
40,000 mentally retarded Europeans. The predikants complained that
the government gives prompt attention to African education and
neglects the education of retarded many of them Afri-
kaners in the rural areas@
in 1954
year
Against this background we have the immigration fi
16,000 Europeans entered the Union and 10,000 left;
net gain was lesse
s:
The National Party government since 1948 has been unable
to attract significant numbers of acceptable to
kanerdom. The United Party had scale and success-
ful drive to attract Europeans, but sts so feared the
tical impact of the immigrants, e from Britain but
so from Holland, that the flow was t only were there
no assisted passages such as Australia offered to attract hundreds
of thousands of nnew Australians," but also there was active
couragement. The government is now showing signs of trying to
increa$e immigration, but the efforts are clearly too little and
too late to catch the postwar spillover from Europe@
There have been a few specialized schemes, such as for
miners, to keep up the European quota. Germans have not
proved satisfactory, and the South African government is now at
loggerheads with the Netherlands over migration of Dutch miners@
The governm~nt is contracting for Italians to come to
South Africa to work in the railway dining cars, where a shortage
of Europeans persists. Coloureds were suggested -- even by some
high officials in the railway administration -- but Minister
Schoeman said South Africans would not stand to be served by non-
~uropeans -- perhaps he should have added, outside their own homes
In this case the government apparently prefers to ride over its
usual prejudice against southern Eurcpean immigrants, and its devo-
tion to bilingualism (the Coloureds speaking better Afrikaans than
sh), for the sake of having European employees to meet the
general public.
The whole labor/immigration position in South" Africa is
such that there will be enormous difficulties for industry and
commerce and serious tension within the Afrikaner community if
large numbers of Africans are attracted back to the African areas
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by government spending as proposed by the Tomlinson Report -- in
fact, even if the yearly increase in the gross number of Africans
and those doing skilled jobs is cut down*
Prime Minister Strijdom has referred to automation as a
possible cure for some South African ills and has lit a flicker of
hope in some European minds.. It is a delusion to think that .any
degree of mechanization and even automation could solve
kind of labor involved ..
There is a slang expression here that "talk is cheap but
money buys the whiskey .. " Anton Ruppert, Diderichs, and most of the
Rembrandt brass express themselves as deeply sympathetic with the
ideas of SABRA and the Dutch Reformed Churches on the need for
"Christian apartheid, It but even in the strongly" "'national-minded"
Rembrandt organization there is a noticeable lack of enthusiasm
for any apartheid program which will cost large sums of money.
Dirk Hertzog said of !iartheid idealists that he "admired them"
and "wished them luck,& but he doesn't see a "hope in hell of total
It
Some months ago Dr~ Diderichs was reported here as saying
to audiences in California that the gram of apartheid could
best be compared with the American lI'separate but equale'"
The SABRA leaders smiled broadly that when I mentioned it at
morning tea one day.. National Vice-Chairman Olivier snorted;
is financially impossible and he knows it."
It seem~ quite plain that Rembrandt viII praise SABRA
but stick close to the government; the government will stick close
to the Afrikaans voter; and the voter will hold fast to the bene-
fits derived from non-European labor without conceding social or
al opportunities In a word: baasskap.
Certainly, Rembrandt does not want to give up its non-
European labor, even though the cigarette, liquor, and tea businesses
can be handled more easily with machinery, and require a smaller
entage of non-Europeans than the great ority of enterprises
South Africa.
The Phil Morkel company is a big Afrikaans furniture-
radio-appliance firm in Capetown specializing in high pressure
salesmanship and easy credit terms. The public sees only white
but behin~ the signs is a large Coloured staff to handle
all the credit accounts~ When I asked an Afrikaner salesman about
this he looked behind him to see who might be listening and sai
n do me a favor, don't ask me about that," and went back to
s spiel on why,a simple little bedside radio was worth the equiv-
alent of $60.. The firm is in no position to hire all European
staff if the Capetown rumor is true that it is about to go into
bankruptcYIl
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friend was
of ISCOR
work and
the official
to
An observant
ernment iron and steel
to be skilled
desks", When he
Africans were
"We· can- t
There are
Nationa.lists not
visiting the
innumerable
with
the
remarked on the
Africans and to the
the editor
nonsense down
One of the unsuccessful Transvaal ca.ndidates for
Senate one of those who put up for the National
less of whether received nominations -- is in the
business and close to average farmer e He
impos$ible to pe Afrikaners that there
the traditional without a
dictator@ He it e to pay, but it must
be if the to survive@
to reduce the number and to
"foreign natives," to use the
Minister Verwoerd down sud-
"foreign natives" who moved
the South African town of Fie
plumme The Afrikaner Sakekamer
smen flying to Capetown to protest to Verwoerd that 80
of their business came from these Africans", After three
ban was lifted and nothing further has been done
The
the movement of
termc
c
One of the main recommendations of the Tomlinson
1s that the Western Province of the Cape be reserved for Coloured
labor without competition from Africans said also for
tion Indian traders, which in South
because there are practically no Indians in the area mentions).
the urging of set up the
Line," named after a and the present Secre-
Native Affairs 178,000 Africans in the area
moved because, in Eiselen's words, the Coloured people
moral right to ask for protection against Nati~e labour$ft
that detribalized Africans are mixing with Coloured people
stroying the "social and cultural differences" between the
In the interest of the Coloured population and
as a ans must be removed and "traditional
order restored so that Coloured people will have
Lebensraum for their legitimate needs,,"
taka
Eiselen said originally that this removal would have to
a slowly so as not to disturb industry. The first step was
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to cut down the inflow of new African in the Western
Within a few months of enforcement there was an anguished
outcry f.rom employerR@ Afrikaner farmers protested that only Afri-
cans were efficient on dairy tarm~, that the Coloured were too
and inefficient for the skilled tasks, and that they must
have a steady of African labor@
Manufacturers stormed into Capetown to say that they
would have to shut down unless they got replacements for the
normal attrition of African labor. The manager of a fertilizer
works in Bellville got local National Party support. for his com-
"we have repeatedly tried t~ make use of Coloured
supplant Native labour~•• this type of labour is unwill-
the strictly. manual work involved••• we must have African
The Worcester Industrialis~s sent an urgent
their Member of Parliament, (Minister of the
to reassure them that the proposed re
would not go into further effect because
a "shattering blow" to their plans for zation.
In one instance the government relented so far that it
is said to have furnished the transport to bring Afri.cans from the
reserves to work in a Capetown show factory that threatened to shut
down without such labor@
The Eiselen Line is being held to some extent@ I do
know who a difficult time with government authori-
ties African labor in the Western Cape -- eepecially
over Rforeign natives" from the Rhodesias -- but in no instance
has a politically powerful Afrikaans group been deprived of its
African replacements* Take my favorite example of Stellenbosch.
Dr@ has been allowed to keep an African servant living .at
his residence in the urban area@ The Town Council, which tried to
apply the laws to Dr@ Malan, itself tried to import thirty more
Africans for its street-cleaning department until pressure from
SABRA forced it to use Coloureds for the staff increase.
Against this record of we continue to have
many appeals for ~artheid and for the sacrifices to achieve a
permanently sound~asis for it. Dr. M@S. Louw, the most important
single Afrikaner business executive, who is chairman of or on the
board of nearly all the big Afrikaner national concerns and who
recently became the first Nationalist businessman to be elected
to the board of a mining company, has warned on two occasions
of the reaction to the economic ations
of warned Afrikanerdom that if policy is
to will have to make tremendous
sacrifices, they would be willing to make do
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with less non-European labor in their homes and businessese
MP de Wet Hel reiterates: "The present danger is that
of cheap labour and big profits: we shall wake up one to find
the European in a death gripeeecan we permit economic and
love of ease to destroy the life of the people?"
Commenting on new data that per cent of Afri-
kaners now live in rural areas, Die Transvaler warns that "the
Roman citizen the countryside and handed over its cultivation
to slaves of different racial origine The result was that the
Roman~ in the long run were torn from their
for Rome it was the beginning of the end."
Dr e CeCa Negpen, has asked our
stion about the capitalist terms: "Is
Afrikaner not busy losing his love for the soil -- the soil on
which Voortrekker blood was shed? Our nation came into on
the There under the directing and protecting hand of
God was the soul and conscience of our pe formed It is on
the platteland that every manifests best in its char-
acter In the city the ter of and often
deformed e If we take into account urbanization
and the excessive depopulation of the ee@the quest becomes
more Will our retain soul?"
With Dre Hegpenis frame of reference I suggest they
have almost lost it Ideological principles lost the dominant
if they ever had it, in the thinking of the
st Afrikanere The finely ideology with which
came to power has peen melted into more finan-
considerationso The National has a new interest
in the prospe~ity of the nonfarm economy, and new business
leaders have a vital interest in the finances of apartheid and in
the party in power.
Dominee Landman warned in a recent SABRA speech that "s
nation which uses another to work for it and integrates another
into its economic structure is playing with its futureG.Ge" But
every time Ii ve tackled Landman on vh'ether he thought
capitalists would support h~ he became uneasy and, unlike his
normal manner, equivocal. It is the one question to which he has
never given me a clear answer. I believe it is because he believes
the answer is "No e
GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER ON THE TOMLINSON REPORT
The rejection of the Tomlinson Report by the National
government is the most positive indication of this practical
desire for economic integration and racial baasskape Dagbreek en
Sondagnuus and other progovernment papers have join~d some party
spokesmen to insist that the government did not reject the Tomlin-
son Report. But the acceptance of the urgent need for
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development as opposed to integration is meaningless in the
judgme,nt of the governmentls own Tomlinson Commission unless
certain steps are takeno The government rejects individual land
tenure the heart of the agricultural reforms in African
tribal reserveso The rejects an intensification of
mining development in an areaso The government rejects indus-
trialization of the African areas except in so far as it can be
done African capital and limited government assistance$
passage in the light of our inquiry into the
st is the comment: n@o the Government must take
other considered views based upon much wider practical
e of administrative affairs, the possible use of existing
state the applicability of methods suggested and the
conduct of the country1s financeso Such views can be placed at
its disposal by the Public Service or gained by consultation with
those in authorityo The aim will always be to promote the acc
idea of progressive separation at the desired pace in a manner
which will take the financial resourc~s into account, will fit
into the general administrative setup, will not undermine the pros-
perity of the country or upset the way of life of European or
Bantu, and will take into consideration adaptability to the changing
circumstances that will arise0 n
This verbiage merely softens the "Non to the Tomlinson
The government praises the factual findings of the Tomlin-
son Commissiono Their demographic estimates are: without the
development of the African areas that they recommend, the number
of Africans in the te area will rise from about 5,000,000 today
to 8 000 000 in 1981 and ,000,000 in the year 2,0000 The gov-
ernment accepts the urgent diagnosis of the Report but rejects the
treatmento Why?
is not the principal determinanto When I questioned
Phil , of the Nasionale Pers (publishers of Die Burger,
etc$ he said he was confident that Afrikaner Nationalists would
pay cash pricee He felt that some Afrikaner capitalists would
be tempted with material gain but that cost is not the prime reason
for refusa10 When I persisted, he quoted Minister Schoeman (Trans-
), who is generally accepted as being anti-separate-development-
soon, as saying that '10,000,000 a year was a "mere bagatelle" it
other factors were favorable.
Even that the Tomlinson Commission grossly under-
estimates costs, South Africa has the money or could borrow it to
make a starto Harry Oppemheimer estimates that by 1962 the Orange
Free State Gold Fields will be paying the government ~42,OOO,000
a year in new taxeso This will more than compensate for the gradual
from the present L17,OOO,OOO now paid by the declining
gold mines ..
More i~portant than money alone is the continuance of
the present South African prosperity, which is rooted in the steadily
increasing utilization of more African labor at increasingly higher
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skills. This would be threatened by the
s
of the Tomlinson
An economic slump would threaten the strang grip the
National has (partly through vote 'loading) on the white
electorate. recession at the time of the next elections
(presumabl~ in ), coupled with large sums spent in any form
on "natives," multiply the cries of "kaffirboetie [Afric ]
-- cries the National Party is already sensitive
It
The National Party leaders cannot risk an economic
for another urgent reason -- which for many is also highly
A slump would engulf the burgeoning Afrikaner financial houses.
in hit them first and hardest.
Most financial observers Volkskas officials them-
selves) agree that Volkskas is currently in a somewhat precarious
because of its high ratio of loans to liabilities. It
loaned more than the other big bankS and its loans are consid-
ered to be riskier on the whole. There is no danger with continued
prosperity, but a recession could lead to the recall of to
literally thousands of Afrikaner farmers and businessmen. The
Nationalist answer to this threat is that a National Party govern-
ment would take Volkskas off the hook'by liberal rediscounting even
at a probable loss.) The steadily widening implications of such a
situation would shake many new Afrikaner capitalists from the high
limbs they find themselves out on. Volkskas will be pleased it
the Phil Markel company, in which they are reported to be heavily
involved, can weather the current rough sailinge Any changes in
the labor position which hurt such firms will be strong~y opposed.
CONCLUSION
We will have just about as much a artheid and
development as tits the desires AND the poc e 00 s of the white
people of South Africa. That won't be much more apartheid than
the United Party stands for. The National Party -- now powerfully
influenced for the first time by Afrikaner capitalism -- has swung
back to a laissez-faire policy of economic integration while making
a fuss about building a little higher the barriers separating
Europeans and non-Europeans on railway station platforms.
It reminds me of the thousands at mining claims at the
diamond hole at Kimberly. Each miner dug straight down --
even if his subdivision were only ten yards square -- until it was
impossible to know who owned exactly what when the big hole
ne and even more impossible to work the blue pipe without
a master economic integration of the whole working complexo
I believe Prime Minister Strijdom is not
right but also knows he is right when he says that continued ec
in South Africa must inevitably lead to social and
rights for nonwhites by grant or by force. Most Afrikaner
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agree, and when the Afrikaner and intellectuals
the gospel of separate development to save the Afrikaans
, they agree with their lips but not with their pocketbooks G
are capitalists first and Afrikaner Nationalists second e
~
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NATIONAL PARTY LANDSLIDE
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
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In April's general elections, the National
Partyts gain of seven parliamentary seats, giving
them a total of 103 against 53 for the United Party,
and substantially increased Nationalist majorities
in almost all safe and preViously marginal constit-
uencies, means that effective criticism of legisla-
tion in the South African parliament now lies within
the party caucus. This was already partially true
in the last parliamentary session when modifications
of plans for university, church, and nursing ~~~
~ came from within the National Party.
The Nationalist landslide was the result
of both political changes and the composition of
the new electorate.
SRIFTS IN TOTAL VOTE
Between 1953 and 1958 some 217,000 Europe-
ans came of voting age in South Africa. Out of
200,000 left when aliens and other nonvoters are
eliminated, about 130,000 are Afrikaans-speaking
and 70,000 English-speaking. Almost all of the
later apparently voted for the United Party.
Jack Steyl, National Party Secretary in
the Transvaal, estimated for me that about 16 per
cent of the young Afrikaners in the rural areas vote
U. P. and about 9 per cent in urban constituencies.
About two-thirds of the young Afrikaners are urban.
I found a noticeable lack Of young people in a re-
cent tour of farming areas.
These figures could more or less account
for the approximately 40,000 increase in the National
Party vote against a drop of about 50,000 in the
United Party vote. But if the lost UG P G votes
didntt go Nationalist, where did" they go? Many went
to heaven.
A pre-election swing through the rural
Copyright 1958 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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Transvaal Free State convinced me that in
many families the younger people were not
as their parents -- l:tving or dead -- had tradi-
tionally done. Where the older voted
~~ the younger voters went .... Q,,+,JU<l;~ ...... g
The~~ are those who vote with their
blood for the old South African Party from which
the present United Party denved • General Hert-
zog and General Smuts who formed the S.A.P .. were
admired and revered on the I
are still heroes among the
many of the older and almost
Afrikaners consider United
Villiers Graaff an Afrikaner.. praat me
Afrikaans nie, II was a common observation that not
only denied him kinship with Hertzog but also made
fun of Graaff's somewhat stilted'Afrikaans accent ..
Migration could count for some vote
shift. It is true that roughly 10,000 a
year immigrate into South Africa and about the
same number emigrate, and that a majority of both
groups are probably United Party sUpPOrters" But
the immigrants have a five year lag before they
start voting. Further, a majority of British im-
migrants have not taken out South African citizen-
ship (cost ~6) in fear of possible restriction of
movement.
The removal of 48,000 Coloured voters
from the common roll cannot be overlooked. U. Pe
sponsored candidates won the four Coloured seats
in the separate electione
There is something of a mystery about
the smaller total of registered voters compared
with the 1953 election. However, of those regis-
tered the turnout ws extraordinarily high, reach-
ing 96.2 per cent of those eligible in the hotly
contested Queenstown seat. The United Party cannot
blame itself, as it has done in previous elections,
for failing to go after postal votes or not getting
its supporters to the pollse
DECISIVE ISSUES
Contrary to some opinions in the world
press that labeled black-white relations as the
overwhelmingly important issue, I believe the pri-
mary reason for the National Party's increased
strength lay in the slogan that there is no place
for the Afrikaner in the United Party. Such tact-
less (and untrue) statements as one by a United
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Party candidate (in an English-speaking area) that, "every good thing produced
in South Africa has come from the English section,if alienated United Party
Afrikaners who responded to the beat of the tribal drum by the Afrikaans press.
I heard many class-conscious snubs of Afrikaners by English-speaking
South Africans in the presence of Afrikaners. The feeling is suggested by a
minor example in the way the telephone is answered in Ansteys Department
Store. When Ansteys recently introduced a bilingual practice of greeting
callers in both English and Afrikaans, enough of their valued English-speaking
customers complained so that they dropped the Afrikaans.
The day after the election, I heard two vitriolic denunciations of
Afrikaners by regularly paid United Party workers, whose superficially pleas-
ant demeanor until election time may not have entirely fooled their Afrikaner
fellow workers.
In 1948 the votes of English-speaking veterans prOVided the margin
of the National Party victory. Many Afrikaners voted U. P. in that election.
Fewer voted U. P. in 1953 when the English-speaking vote swung back to the
U. P. This election, insofar as one can tell from a Witwatersrand University
study of the breakdown of vote totals by residential areas and through inter-
views, was by far the most Afrikaans-speakers versus English-speakers South
Africa has ever seen.
Die swart gevaar (the black danger) ws certainly important. But
very often I heard it advanced by urban Nationalist voters -- I spent election
day in a lower-middle-class National Party constituency -- who were consciously
or unconsciously ashamed to say they were voting "Boer War" as the local ex-
pression goes. Many Afrikaners prefer not to vote on a !~lood basiS!, but seek
to give it rationalization such as racial fear -- an eminently congenial reason
to most of them.
Apartheid was not a particularly strong National Party issue through-
out most of the campaign. It assumed a leading role in the final two weeks
when the African National Congress and its alleged relationship with the
United Party were pushed by the Prime Minister and others.
Almost all United
Party candidates openly or
tacitly accept~d apartheid --
as it now exists unimplemen-
ted in many of its major as-
pects -- and offered their
promises on bread-and-butter
issues. !tyour key to pros-
perityii was the chief United
Party slogan.
Numerous Afrikan-
ers have financial worries,
but economic conditions are
not bad, and the much-reported
American depression did not cast a
land. The postelection words of a
UNITED PARTY slogan failed
to fit the electoral door
shadow across voters' minds in this sunny
successful United Party M.P., "This country
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is so bloody rich in raw materials that we'll attract the necessary capital
for development -- even under a Nat government,n contradicts the U. P. conten-
tion the country would suffer capital starvation as a result of Nationalist
policies.
The evenness of the total vote, discussed later, should not obscure
the probability that if the voters had been asked to decide by referendum on
two major issues they would have voted as follows:
For a Republic • • 60%
For
----
•• wfo Against: 1010
Against: ••• 40%
The differences of opinion over what kind of apartheid and what kind
of a republic would be best become somewhat academic and tend to conceal the
broad national support among Europeans the winning party enjoys for its major
policies.
This is a United Party pun and accusation that the Delimitation Com~
mission headed by Justice Rumpf was primarily responsible for the Nationalist
landslide.
Constituencies are delimited every five years under the South African
constitution. Unlike some American constituencies where redistricting is neg-
lected for so many years that a congressional district may have two or three
times the number of voters of a nearby district, the delimitation carried
out in South Africa.
The maximum "load t1 is 15 per cent. It is traditional in South Africa
to allow this only in favor of platteland seats, a practice that General Smuts
strongly supported when his United Party supporters wanted to benefit from
their urban strength. A series of profiles of the last four delimitations
shows a marked increase in the number of seats loaded to the maximum of 15 per
cent and those unloaded the maximum 15 per cent. Almost all of the seats with
the heaviest loads went to United Party and all those with the heavy unloads
went to the National Party.
As the cartoons suggest, the United Party press has been squealing
most vociferously about a Rumpf parliament. In 1953 and 1958 U. P. tactics
were to avoid a major outcry against delimitation before the election, lest
they alienate voters by seeming to question the judicial detachment of the
Delimitation Commission.
The solidity of the National Party Victory is evident in three rel-
atively homogeneous Pretoria seats where the United Party claimed that the
1953 delimitation had done them out of a seat. The names of the constituencies
have changed but I give them their 1953 designations: Winning total in paren-
theses:
National Party
1953 1958
3,400 3,660g:;oo) [5::0)400) is 4 0)
13, 00 15, 0
(6,300)
4,000
3,000
13,300
Party
1958
United
1~53
Pretoria East
Pretoria City
Pretoria West
Totals
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UNITED PARTY election anguish
I [)ON'T /(.Now 'WHRrIlI.L
Fuss IS RBouT - ME
STILL
OVERLOADlSG ZONE
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This simply shows that the United Party had a majority of 1,600 in
1953 in the three seats but captured only one which led to the anguished U. P.
cries. In this year's election the Nationalist majority of 2,300 is reflected
fairly in the 2-1 distribution of seats.
Going further and taking all six Pretoria seats in this election,
the Nationalist winning majorities were 2,400, 2,600, 1,600 and 3,400 while
the winning U. P. majorities were 2,700 and 614. This suggests that a differ-
ent distribution of voters might well have given the Nationalists not four out
of six but at least five out of the six seats.
Delimitation undoubtedly helped the Nationalists in the country as
a whole, but I am satisfied that the National Party had a net gain of at least
three seats without any additional help from delimitation.
The Leader of the Opposition, Sir De Villiers Graaff, was cleverly
pinned to one horn of a dilemma when, in two successive delimitations, his
constituency was changed in respect to every single voter in the process of
being Inoved from one side to the other side of the Hottentots Holland mountain
range. In vain, Graaff appealed privately to the delimitation judges to keep
the old name "Hottentots Holland ll for the area he had long represented. He
refused the alternative of letting the name go and explaining to the public
he was staying i·ri th his old voters, where his strength lay. In the end he
suffered a substantial defeat from a mediocre Nationalist candidate.
The delimitation judges did not give the National Party organizers
all they asked for. In Durban, for example, no amount of gerrymandering could
put enough of the 25,OOO-odd Nationalist votes into one constituency to secure
victory.
An evening I spent in the home of one of the delimitation judges
discussing the technical problems of delimitation provided ample evidence that
it is a juggling job guaranteed to produce headaches under any circumstances.
TOTAL VOTES
Figure-doodling has a practical aspect because the total vote is
generally taken by both parties as a factor in the National Party's avowed
goal of establishing a republic in South Africa in response to the volkswil
the will of the people.
No one can say with certainty which party proved the stronger in
total vote. Certainly, it is misleading to simply total the votes cast. The
United Party fought all 156 seats, while the National Party did not offer can-
didates in 31 (last election it was only 20) seats. In 24 seats the United
Party had no opponent from any Party, over 40 per cent of their total victor-
ies.
Each newspaper has its own formula, none of which has any legal
basis, for calculating the votes in the unopposed seats. Not surprisingly,
the Afrikaans papers all show a National Party majority and the English papers
a United Party majority. However, many Nationalists will admit on balance that
the United Party probably enjoyed a slightly greater support. It was almost
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Historian Arthur
commented that
the 1958 election reflects an
illiberal swing in South
Africa 0 On the surface it
would appear that a broad
trend to the right helped
the Nationalists at the ex- MRG STRIJDOM
pense of the United Pal~y,
and also helped the United Party take the last remaining Labour seats and crush
the new challenge of the Liberal PartYo
Prime Minister
Strijdomts postelection
announcement that l8-year-
olds will be put on the voterst
roll can scarcely reflect a
desire to gain more seats.
It is for the purpose of gain-
ing a clear majority of votes
in a republican referendum or
another election to serve as
such.
dead even --
between
In the total vote,
.l.u.... JI,...........UO Labour and Liberal
with the opposition to the
government, the National
showed a but still
trails 0
This could be misleading because we don't know what the Labour
strength would have been in 1953 if the United Party had not had a pact to
stay out of Labour constituencies, and whether the Liberal vote would have
been larger in 19530 It is doubtful.
UNITED PARTY
Sitting M. P. Jan Steytler captured Queenstown by 13 voteso It was
one of the only two marginal seats the United Party managed to wino The old
margin wae 1,500 votes but many progovernment supporters were included in the
new delimitation, and the Nationalists had considerable hopes for the victory
they almost achieved.
Over the telephone, Steytler claimed most emphatically that he de-
feated his Nationalist opponent by taking a consistently nliberal linen and
because he "hammered apartheid" and stressed the need for Africans being granted
some rights if the Europeans were to Burviveo It is likely th~t Steytler
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THIS BREAKDO\~ of seats shows areal extent of the Nationalist
landslide. Only the Rand and the Peninsula of the Cape re-
~in as outliers from the Natal bastion of the United Party
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underestimates his own great popularity in the Queenstown constituency as a
factor in his squeaking through.
In the somewhat liberal Gardens seat of Cape Town, where ultracon-
servative Frank Waring announced his withdrawal before the election, he still
drew 1,600 votes against the United Party and reduced their majority from the
1953 figure.
It would seem a logical assumption that the reduction in the strength
of the United Party in marginal seats would leave the Liberals within the party
(all except Steytler hold safe seats) in a strong position to move the party
trnvards a liberal policy.
This is not the case. After 1953 there vms
a small band of able new liberal United Party members.
l~ith the possible exception of Colin Eglin in the Cape,
the new United Party melTIbers are well to the right wing
of the party. The liberal group of 1953 has lost most
of its steam. Several of its members have since be-
come financially dependent on their parliamentary sal-
aries, a factor that exercises pressure inside the
caucus. The two leaders who fought the last U. P.
caucus, Bailey Bekker from the right and Bernard Fried-
man from the left, have both been left out in the
political cold to their individual sorrow.
The United Party has now lost three succes-
sive elections by widening l'Ilargins. The factors that
operate against it are likely to increase. In the
words of a United Party M.P., '~e'll never come to
power now unless we have a terrible depression or a
terrible racial conflict. tv
No political party in South African history
has ever lost office and come back without some form
of alliance or fusion with another group.
LIBERAL PARTY
"For instance, would you call
the chair daddy is sitting in-
a loaded seatr
The Rand Daily Mail, in its postelection editorial, wrote off the
Liberal Party as crushed by the defeat of the three candidates it put up.
Again, it is hard to judge whether the Liberal vote is up or down,
but it is certainly low. Jimmy Dey, standing.in the middle income (but cer-
tainly not most liberal) Johannesburg suburb of Orange Grove was overwhelmed
8,695 votes to 688. A third candidate from the South African Bond polled even
less 221. Dey had the best organization in the constituency and his organi-
zers put in a tremendous amount of hard work. One of canvassers told me
they visited 21 homes in two nights without getting a single pledge. Another
pair got 6 supporters out of 165 people canvassed. "
Dey said before the election that he had 900 promises and expected
300 more votes to a total of 1,200. The fact that he polled only half as many
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can be attributed in part to his inviting an African liberal to sit on his
platform during one of his final meetings. A number of voters mentioned this
to me unf'avorablyo
The Liberals believe, and probably correctly, that a number of their
potential supporters to vote for the strongest antigovernment party.
This was a strong argument in the Cape Town seat of Sea Point where Gerald
Gordon was defeated 7,267 to 642 by an unknown Afrikaner from the platteland
whose candidacy De Villiers Graaff had forced on the local U. P. committee in
the face of sharp criticism, including charges of antisemitism.
LABOUR PARTY
This was the most crushing organizational defeat of the whole elec-
tion. Leo Lovell, a popular local man, lost the Benoni seat which had never
been held by other than a Labour M.P. since its creation in 1921. Not only
was he far outdistanced by the United Party candidate from Johannesburg -- a
development which killed the Nationalist chances of winning through a split
opposition vote -- but he trailed the National Party candidate as well.
Labourfs parliamentary leader, Alex Hepple, revived the daily street-
corner meetings in his fight to retain the Rosettenville seat. His efforts
against the two M.D.fs put by the National and United Parties failed to bear
out the old adage that "A Hepple a day will keep the doctor a'\-my."
Here was a test of the power of the press to influence South African
politics 0 No man had a longer and more consistently favorable build-up by
the English language press as a fearless and hard-hitting opponent of the gov-
ernment. Not only did Hepple run third but he lost his election deposit. The
Labour Party organization actually hauled more supposedly faithful voters to
the polls in party cars than voted for their candidate!
The Labour Party, which a few years ago controlled the Johannesburg
City Council and elected a Labour Mayoress, has probably disappeared from the
South African scene.
A scattering of independent and minor party candidates all lost
their deposits except ex-United Party Transvaal leader Bailey Bekker, who
saved his deposit by ten votes.
The four parties in the last parliament have now shrunk to two, plus
Liberal support from the Native Representatives as long as they continue in
parliament.
NATIONAL PARTY
The moment of its greatest triumph is likely to test the National
Party more severely than the depths of its depression when Dr. Malan went into
the political wilderness with support from only one Transvaal M.P., ~tt. Strij-
dom, where the party now has 48 seats.
Nationalist majorities increased in 66 constituencies and declined
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in 4. Delimitation and not political sentiment probably accounts for the co-
incidence that the Minister of Native Affairs, Dr. Verwoerd, lost the most
ground at Heidelberg, and that bis lieutenant De Wet Nel also was one of the
four losers.
When the size of the victory began to shape up in the weeks before
the General Election, there was a great deal of quiet discussion ofa new
alignment of political forces both within and without the National Party. The
election results make it clear that coalition is out. A winner by such a
margin has no incentive to co-operate with the defeated party. Fusion of the
two parties is also unlikely in such circumstances. What is not only possible
but likely, in my estimation, is an absorption of part of the United Party by
the National Party.
The door to this has already been thrown open in veiled postelection
statements by Ministers Schoeman and Donges. A rising star in this connection
is the Administrator (Governor) of the Free State, Jim Fouche. Dr. Verwoerd
tried to close the door in his postelection statement.
Toenadering means approaching or reconciling with a view towards
rapprochement. It is a word I heard frequently in Nationalist circles during
a five-day swing through the Free State. It has been the subject of much
private discussion in National Party circles -- or rather circles within cir-
cles -- in the Cape and the Transvaal.
CONCLUSION
The overwhelming parliamentary strength of the National Party rests
on a much wider base of European support than its share of the popular vote
suggests.
The policy of the governing party normally produces differences of
opinion -- although not always full blown opposition. The only potentially
effective difference in viewpoint to that of the majority of the National
Party caucus are those ideas held by a minority of that caucus.
In the future of European politics in South Africa the key word is
toenadering. That is a subject for another day when the smoke has risen from
the postelection shifts in cabinet posts and from other key decisions.
~artoon at top of Page5~.courtesy of The Star; at lower l~ft,
courtesy of the Sunday Express; at lower right, courtesy of the
Rand Daily Mail. Photograph on Page576courtesy of Die Vaderland.
Map on Page577courtesy of Die Transvaler. Cartoon on Page 578
courtesy of Bob Connolly and the Rand Daily ~1ai"q
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1. Alfred Motlana
"Pip...pip...pip...pip•.•. n the
rediffusion loud speaker goes at 6:00 A.M. when the
power goes on in the broadcasting station. Alfred
Motlana rolls over and raises his head until he
catches sight of his wife making tea in the other
room. Alfred is 40; his wife Mapula is 38. He was
born in Johannesburg, as were the children: daugh-
ter Rhoda, now 17, and Billy, 11.
His wife brings him the hot tea. It warms
him in the cool, early morning air of approaching
autumn -- March 10, 1958. He drinks his tea lei-
surely and then pushes back the clean white top
sheet (changed Saturdays) and the two thin gray wool
blankets on the three-quarter-width, steel-springed
bed he shares with his wife. He puts on his under-
wear (until three years ago he slept in it), his
socks and shoes, the white shirt he wore yesterday
to the Methodist Church (first time in church in
two months), a gray tie with two small distinct
grease spots, and a worn but neat single-breasted
blue suit on which the left lapel won't quite lie
flat.
Mr. Motlena's favorite disc jockey, Joe
Makhema, launches his familiar exhortations to get
up -- in English, Afrikaans, Zulu, and Sesuto --
and then spins Dinah Shore's "Come Rain or Come
Shine." Mr. Motlana loses the words as he splashes
his face in the enameled basin filled with water
his daughter has brought from the tap.
Although the whole family is in the 20-by-
14-foot room which serves as a kitchen, living room,
dining room, washing up room, and second bedroom,
almost nothing is said. Without eating anything,
Mr. Motlana nods goodby to his wife and leaves the
house at 6:45 before Rhoda or Billy have started
breakfast.
Copyright 1958 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
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He arrives at the station at four minutes
to seven and boards the Orlando train at 7:02. The
train originates which is why he and his
three friends can take their usual seats in the
third-class coach and begin playing "five cards. ti
Alfred Motlana keeps his cards in his suit coat
and never mentions them to his wife, although he
suspects she has come across them.
Oblivious to other riders in the rapidly
packed coach, the men play steadily at half a
crown (35¢) a game. They finish 17 games in a
hurry. Mr. Motlana is ten shillings up ($1.40) by
the time the train pulls into Johannesburg Station.
On Noord Street he pays 3d for the Rand
Mail and reads the headlines while drinking
a cup of black coffee with sugar (4d) poured by a
sidewalk vendor. His eyes stop at a story head-
lined iiAfrican Market Bound to Expand" that quotes
Fortune Magazine for two paragraphs. Putting down
his coffee, he glances at another story about an
African lawyer at the Johannesburg bar.
Walking south with the now warm sun at
his back, Alfred Motlana stops only once to look
into a store window featuring colorful sports
shirts. After fifteen minutes, he arrives at the
warehouse of the variety stores company where he
has worked himself up to Despatch Clerk in nine
during which time his salary has risen from
($14.00) a week. But his railway monthly
has also gone up from 11/3 to 17/4 ($2.30).
It a responsible position for a Standard 6
(primary school) educated man.
All morning, Alfred Motlana works hard
at his papers as trucks come and go. Some hard
words with a Shangaan driving a textile firm's
truck put Alfred off. He finds two mistakes in
arithmetic after an irritated ten minutes of re-
checking.
At 11:00 o'clock his supervisor, Mr.
De Wet, comes down to ask him to watch for a
hosiery shipment and call the office as soon as
it arrives. De Wet is about to leave when he sees
a pile of unidentified cardboard cartons in the
and turns pleasantly but forcefully to
ntick Alfred for leaving them there. Alfred
apologizes and adds, nBaas, Smith's driver left
them when I was upstairs giving invoices to Miss
Burgess."
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Just before 1:00
P,.M. a game of Fahfee
starts in the corner near
the door. Alfred plays
one game and loses a shil-
ling. While he is playing
the young Coloured girl
runner comes by to pick up
the profits for the Chinese
operator-.
Alfred walks
about 500 yards to Sika-
Bopa Restaurant run by
two recent Italian immi-
grants. It is really a
"take out" place and
Alfred buys some hard
porridge and meat that
is handed to him wrapped
in old newspaper, and eats his
lunch standing on the next street corner.
There is a closing rush and Alfred Motlana doesn't leave the ware-
house until after 5:10. On his way to the station he buys a "Star l1 (English-
language with a circulation primarily to white readers) but doesn't even glance
at the headlines. The train comes after a 12 minute wait. The coach is packed
and Alfred perspires in the tightly packed humanity -- standing all the way to
Orlando.
As he gets off Alfred is spotted by his old friend Mokoena. They
turn down the wide, hard-packed dirt road together. Mokoena suggests a drink
but Motlana says he is going straight home. They speak in slang Afrikaans --
using "tish" for house instead of the proper "huis". \-lhen Mokoena turns off
to enter the illegal shebeen, he tells Alfred that the shebeen is the best
house he knows -- tossing the slang Zulu word "dladla" for house into the Afri-
kaans sentence. Mokoena's favorite drink is Qediveke -- mixed Zulu and Afri-
kaans for "close off the week" -- which i+,s potency ensures it does.
Walking up his street Motlana begins admiring his neat brick home
from a distance. Some day, he thinks, when we get electricity it will be a
fine pla~e for my son. Nearer, he passes the five room bungalow of a neighbor
who operates two lorries. (The man changed his name from Mogorosi (The Herder)
to Morgan.) By his own garbage can he notices four empty Schweppes bottles
and a Gordon's gin. The fact that Mr. Motlana is not numbered among the 1,200
Africans with permits for European liquor doesn't perturb him as he turns into
his gate.
Inside, he nods to his wife and immediately sits down to glance at
the "Starn headlines while Rhoda brings him tea. His son tells him, in Sesuto,
that a new family is moving in down the street and that the boy his age has a
toy automobile that keeps running when you push it.
In ten minutes, Mr. Motlana puts down his paper and goes into the
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backyard. The two-room house occupies 26 by 20 feet of the 69 by 50-foot
plot. He opens the lock on the tiny toolhouse, takes out a hoe and a spade,
and then tells Billy to put the two iron rods leaning outside the shed on the
inside. The building is illegal but if neatly kept the municipal authorities
won't bother you.
Alfred Motlana looks at the chickens, inspects a pear tree for bugs,
and goes into the front yard to see his dahlias. He then begins digging a
border along the front wire fence. Father and son work silently for an hour
until the silence is broken by their Zulu neighbor to the North.
Alfred exchanges pleasantries with Mr. Ngubane, who enquires about
about the dahlia seeds that grew such large flowers. Alfred, speaking Zulu,
tells his neighbor where and when 'he got the seeds and what he paid for them.
The thought never crosses his mind to give his neighbor an extra packet he
has in the toolshed. The men part as dusk creeps over them.
Mr. Motlana washes his hands carefully, using Sunlight brand soap,
and dries them on a new white towel his wife bought on Saturday. He picks up
the paper in earnest, glancing once at Billy doing arithmetic in the corner.
He looks up again when his wife scolds Rhoda for putting the hot stew on the
table without a protecting mat under it.
Mr. and Mrs. Motlana sit down at the table, Billy on the floor in
the corner, and Rhoda on the settee, while the mother says grace:
ItMorena hlonofatsa lijo tsena
'me 0 hlonofatsa le matsoho a li entseng, Amen."
(Lord bless this our food, and also bless
the hands that made it. Amen) .
After dinner Alfred
Motlana finishes the paper,
thumbs through a copy of Drum,
and half listens to the red1f-
fusion. He feels too sleepy
to read much in the poor light.
Just after nine
o'clock, Alfred rises, walks
to the window, pushes aside
the curtains, and stands look-
ing at the front gate and just
beyond. Something is bother-
ing him -- has been bothering
him especially since the ser-
mon yesterday morning. Only
three nights ago -- Friday --
he had heard an anguished yell
outside, had dimly seen what
appeared to be three men hit-
ting a fourth, their hands
coming up into the light and
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striking down with some objecto After a second agonized cry that ended in a
moan, the man slumped out of sight beyond the gate, and the men swiftly disap-
peared into the darknesso
Mr 0 Motlana had been too afraid to unbolt his door 0 The man was
probably dead an-y1ifay, he thought 0 But on Saturday morning there was no body,
only a piece of iron wrenched from a bedstead with darkened blood on ito Per-
haps he should have taken his stick,gotten his neighbor, and gone to the
police station half a mile away to tell them about the bodyo But then the
police might ask him why he didn!t bring the tsotsis who had made the attacke
Mre Motlana thinks for several more minutes, then turns to lead the family in
evening prayerse He extemporizes in asking God to give strength to those who
are weary and in need, and then with Mapula and Rhoda and Billy, he says the
Lord's Prayere Without further word, he goes into the parental bedroom where
he is no sooner in bed than he falls into a quiet and rhythmic snoree
She doesn't know how long she had been lying
awake, but the clock shows 5~35 and it is time to get up.
QUietly, she gets out of bed without disturbing her hus-
band, Alfred, and goes into the other room. Daughter
Rhoda turns over restlessly without awaking. After two
tries, Mapula gets the primus stove lit and puts on the
tea water.
Mapula Motlana was born near Odendaalsrus in
the Orange Free State in 1919. Her grandfather had been
a minor Basuto chief in the days when Cetewayo!s Zulu
iropis were scourging the neighboring tribes. Her grandfather' moved to the
Free State to work at good wages in the first diamond rush, and Mapula's father
was born there. Mapula went to a farm school for four years where the Boer
farmer paid for the teacher, and often read to them from the Bibleo Her first
work was in the farmer! s fields while her mother tilled the family plot. Mapu-
la was clumsy when she first worked in the farmhouse kitchen, but improved and
moved to the house of the farmer's sister in Bloemfonteino It was still later,
while working as a maid in Johannesburg tnat she met and married Alfred in
1940.
Billy wakes up and Rhoda gives up the battle against the grOWing
noise. The tea water boils, and Mapula takes the hot tea to her husband as
soon as the rediffusion goes on at 6:00. Then she turns to start her chil-
dren's breakfast. No tea, of course, but they need food, especially Billy who
is growing up faste She tells Rhoda to add the left-over meat from Sunday on
top of the bard·porridge when Billy is ready. Her only other conversation is
to ask Rhoda for the red sweater she wears over her blue dress on chilly morn-
ings. Mapula returns her husband's nod when he leaves at 7:00 AeMe and fifteen
minutes later she also leaves the house.
Mapula walks half a mile to Mlamlankuzi station, passes the ticket
barrier where a few tsotsis are screened out, and boards the train from Nance-
field after passing under the tracks through the cement underpass. The train
is so crowded that she stands until the c~~d pushes her toward the center of
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the coach and a young man offers her a seat. Surprisingly, it is beside a
cousin of Mapulaws. They talk about Methodist Church affairs and the fine
christening dress Mapulaws younger sister borrowed for her first-born.
Outside Johannesburg station, Mapula waits in a queue for ten minutes
for a bus to Hillbrow. Some of the women who commute to Hillbrow walk up the
fairly steep mile or so, but Mapula usually takes a bus for 4d. On rare occa-
sions she has seen one of the women who clean in her block of flats taking an
African taxi From the bus stop it is only two blocks on foot past the densely
""c;;o,~........'.... bUildings of "flatlandn until she reaches Clarendon Court.
There she takes the slow: elevator, freshly marked I~on-Europeans,"
to the eleventh floor. Going up she recalls that when she first worked in
Johannesburg no Africans rode with Europeans in the same lift -- even if it
meant a long wait at a busy hour for the lift to be free. Then in about 1948
Africans began riding in lifts with Europeans, especially where there were no
lift attendants. Only in the last few years had many signs begun to go up
marking separate elevators for Europeans and Non-Europeans.
The thought is quickly out of her mind when the door opens and she
looks for Charlie, the Zulu flatboy. She finds him cleaning at the far end
of the hall on his hands and knees, or rather with two heavy leather pads pro-
tecting his bare knees. He lets her into the flat. They never say much to
each other -- but there is no Tribal antagonism.
It is a typical bachelor's flat -- he is an apprentice architect two
years out from England -- in which the heavy cleaning is done by the flatboy.
Mapula starts in the kitchen where she disposes of an empty Gordon's Gin bottle
and washes a dozen glasses and a few plates. She takes two white shirts out
of the hamper, dampens them, and irons them carefully without starch.
Before going into the bedroom, Mapula opens
the frigidaire and helps herself to a piece of ham and
some cheese. She is washing down the cheese with a
~ Pepsi-Cola when the bread man comes. She takes a piece
of buttered brown bread to the bedroom with her, as she
prepares to change the bed.
On the dresser she notices a letter half-stuffed back in an envelope.
She takes it out and finds to her annoyance that it isn't typewritten. She
sees it is from Sussex and begins, "Darling Ian," which intrigues her to 'try
to read all the way through despite the handwriting which she finds difficult.
She is interested in the words of endearment -- but would never use
them herself at home •.
At 1:00 P.M. she leaves the flats, meeting a friend of her employer
coming down in the Non-European lift. The man nods and says good afternoon
before leaving the elevator first on the ground floor. Four short
cross-blocks bring Mapula to the third floor flat of Adrianna Coertze, a
Staff nurse at the hospital a few blocks away. The
kitchen is so after taking a piece of fruit cake from the tin,
gets out the polish and does all the metal bits around the furnished
flat. She listens to the English transmission on the wireless while she
she understands Afrikaans much better. Her choice in programs
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reflects partly her preference for the music on the English transmission and
partly a widespread but subtle boycott of Afrikaans by Africans. Mapula lis-
tens while she irons two blouses and a blue evening dress. The dress doesn't
lool\: right when she puts it on the hanger, so she irons it again. It still
doesn't look right but she hangs it in the closet an~{ay. It is still three
weeks until pay day when she will get her monthly ~3 from Mej. Coertze.
She leaves the flat early, at 4:00, and walks downhill to the sta-
tion through Joubert Park with its beautifully ten-
ded lawns and variety of flowers. An African man
on one of the benches not marked "Slegs Vir Blankes
Europeans Only" speaks to her as she passes.
Mapula's response is to quicken her step.
lviapula stops near the station at the "Lon-
don" shop where she buys a packet of fish and chips for a shilling. She begins
to eat only after her train has come and she is standing in the aisle.
The train is packed even tighter than in the morning. When the
train has travelled half of the twelve-mile distance to Orlando, Mapula sees
a husky, perspiring man in a leather jacket reach into the bag of a woman
three paces ahead of lviapula. The woman doesn't shout until the man is several
steps away from her. Instantly, he draws a long knife. With barely a pause
in the conversation, the people in the coach make way for the man as he passes
Mapula and disappears out the door at the next station. Mapula knows better
than to make trouble for the tsotsis, but she hopes some of the African plain-
clothes men are there to see the incident.
Outside the local station, Mapula buys a roasted mealie for 4d. She
walks toward ho~e very slowly, holding the mealie in her left hand and using
her right thumb to break off the kernels two and three at a time, and then
putting them in her mouth and chewing them slowly. They are tougher to chew
than American corn.
Mapula stops at a
large three-room house to talk
with Corporal Franklin's wife.
The slim, energetic Zulu woman
is chairman of the creche com-
mittee of the tovmship, and
last week offered ~~pula a job
at ~3 (8.40) a month (With no
train tickets to buy but no
free food) to work in the
creche. While ch.:'1tting a few
minutes on the 'Stoep, Mapula
volunteers to work next Sat-
urday morning for the fund-
raising committee that is
putting on a choral concert
to raise money for a new
stove to heat milk on the
creche premises.
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Near home, Mapula watches a bare-bottomed boy playing with a brown
dog. The boy and dog follow her to her front gate. It is 5:35 as she closes
the gate and greets Rhoda. She sends her daughter for offal for dinner.
Over the week end, Mrs. Motlana spent 12 shillings ($1.70) for meat which was
several shillings more than usual.
The house is clean and neat except for a copy of Drum on the settee.
Mapula never reads the papers and rarely looks at magazines:-8he knows Rhoda
rarely looks at~. Mapula is a little worried. Later, ~hen her husband
and son are outside in the backyard, Mrs. Motlana waits until her back is to
ber daughter, and then tells Rhoda (in Sesuto) that she must not become preg-
nant; that her father will be very angry if that happens to his seventeen-
year-old daughter. To herself, ~pula thinks, girls used to be taught these
things at their initiation ceremonies, but neither Rhoda nor most of her girl
friends in the locations knew any of the things Mapula had learned as a girl
on~ De Wet's plaas.
During dinner, Mapula (meaning "born on a rainy day" -- hence a day
of food --hence a good omen) uses the large serving spoon to ladle out the
stew, and then keeps it for herself to eat the liquid in her bowl. She uses
her hands for the porridge, while her husband eats much more slowly with a
fork. Mapula thinks to herself that only we Basuto know how to make the best
porridge.
While Rhoda is cleaning up the kitchen Mapula sits in the straight
chair sewing up Billy's blue trousers for church. She would prefer to sew by
the light of the paraffin (kerosene) lamp, but the lamp smokes up the ceiling
badly. She is sewing when her husband, who is standing by the front Window,
turns to lead the family in evening prayer. After he has gone to bed, Mapula
puts her sewing away, looks at Billy, leaves the candle for Rhoda to blowout,
and goes into the parental bedroom. It is 9=20 and the rediffusion is still
on (although she has turned the volume down) and will continue until it goes
off at 10:00 P.M.
3. Rhoda Motlaua
Rhoda, 17, is dreaming of dancing in a white net dress at the Bantu
Menis Social Center. As she whirls around she notices Richard Dube watching
her. He is tall ahd has a smooth coffee-colored complexion and, most impor-
tant, she knows he has his B.A. from Fort Hare College. The music stops and
Richard comes over to ask her to dance, but instead of the music beginning,
the rattle of a tea cup eighteen inches from her head shatters the image.
Reluctantly, she turns her head away from
the back of the settee and looks over at her brother,
who looks back without word or expression and goes
back to reading Drum. Rhoda reaches out for her
slip on the chair, pulls it over her head and down
her hips under the blankets. The moment she has her
red dress on, her mother catches her eye and looks
at the water bucket. Before washing her face or
putting on her shoes, Rhoda picks up the bucket and
steps out on the rough concrete of the back stoep.
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Picking a purple grape from the vine that shades the stoep
at midday, she chews it slowly while the tap, fifteen yards
behind the house, slowly fills the bucket.
Walking back, Rhoda stubs her toe on a stone em-
bedded in the cement walk. As soon as she pours the water
for her father's washing and shaving, she sits down on the
settee to rub her toe. It is bleeding, so she gets up and
takes the tin box of Elastoplast from the shelf above the
kitchen table and puts a piece on her toe.
That done, Rhoda standp. up, puts a soiled blue
apron around her, and begins :>reparing the porridge for
Billy. She nods to her father when he leaves, and to her
mother who leaves a few minutes later. She adds left-overs
from Sunday to Billy's porridge. She would like to have
some tea herself, but didn't ask her mother before she left
because it was agreed in the house that tea was too expensive for children.
Billy is gone and Rhoda is eating a little porridge at 8:15 when the
milkmanis call comes from the street. Rhoda goes out, still barefoot, and
buys milk with the sixpence her mother left her. Rhoda does most of the family
buying except on Saturdays when Mrs. Motlana spends 6/6 ($1.00) for the twenty-
five pound bag of mealie meal to last a week.
Rhoda begins to clean up the house, first drawing apart the brown
and yellow curtains decorated with an English country scene, and opening the
front window with its six panes of glass divided by steel strips. She listens
to a catchy old vernacular tune -- Skokiaan -- on the rediffusion, and turns
up the volume to where it fairly blasts -- and will blast all day.
In putting away the breakfast and tea dishes, Rhoda sees that the
shelf paper is badly soiled. She takes down the dishes already there, finds
the Sunday paper in the bedroom, and with an old pair of scissors cuts a new
paper, carefully cutting a serrated decorative edge where th~ paper hangs dOwn,
before replacing the di shes. >
Rhoda makes the bed, dusts the ~inted wedding picture of her parents
on the wall of their bedroom, picks up the large calendar she knocks down in
dusting, and by 9:30 sits down in a clean and neat house to listen to the
music.
After a few minutes she hears the breadman calling outside and goes
to buy a loaf. While she is outside the municipal men arrive to dump the con-
tents of the large silvery galvanized can near the gate, into the wagon.
Rhoda watches it move away pulled by four oxen.
At 10:10 there is a sharp knock on the door that makes Rhoda start.
Her heart jumps when she sees it is Edward Masinga and his friend John. With
scarcely a word, they come in and sit down. Edward comes from Nqutu in Zulu-
land and has been in Johannesburg for three years living with his uncle.
Friend John has a Xhosa mother and a Basuto father. The tvo eighteen-year-old
boys met vhile working as caddies in Lower Houghton. They like each other and
often do odd jobs together and share social occasions.
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John pulls out a package of Venus cigarettes, gives
one to Edward, but doesn't offer one to Rhoda, who doesn't
smoke. The rediffusion blares away as Rhoda dances alterna-
tively 'With the two men in the small open part of the room.
After an hour of this jiving -- she doesn't like rock 'n
roll -- Edward pulls some coins from his pocket and gives
Rhoda 2/6 (35¢) to buy some liver and 2/- for some Kaffir
Beer. She knows that Edward often gets a few shillings for
doing small errands for a local gang leader. He has never attacked anyone,
merely moves stolen goods from one location to another, and couldn't fairly be
called a tsotsi.
Before going into the shebeen, Rhoda looks around in the bright sun-
light to make sure no police are about. Inside, she hands the old Sotho woman
her scrupulously clean two-pound jam tin, and wtches the brown liquid gurgle
into it.
Back in the house, after she has cooked the
liver and the three of them have eaten it and some mealie
meal she added, they lie back on the settee in the main
room, and the boys begin drinking the Kaffir Beer. They
discuss the English picture about submarines that was at
the bioscope last Saturday night. The rediffusion starts
a Zulu piece Rhoda doesn't like, so she gets up and puts
her one and only Pat Boone record on the wind-up gramophone. Edward is just a
bit unsteady as they dance to "April Love. tI Friend John is reading ~.
Billy comes home from school, puts his books on the table, eats a
piece of liver Rhoda saved for him, accepts a sixpence piece from Edward, and
goes out to play.
At 3:30 John rouses himself from the chair and the heat coming
through the corrugated iron roof, and says he has to go see a friend in tlpass"
difficulty. He explains that the friend has not found the kind of job he
wants in his allotted fourteen days in Johannesburg, and is now afraid to look
further because the police will catch him with their usual checks, and without
a pass they will send him to the platteland for farm labor. John says his
friend needs five pounds ($14.00) to buy a forged pass made on a genuine stolen
blank. Edward's only suggestion is that perhaps his mentor, the gang leader,
might be willing to help.
By 4:15, Edward has finished the last drop of Kaffir Beer and is
,.. ....'mf',,,,,,,,4I-al',' stretched out on the settee. He tells Rhoda what a fine house his
father has in Nqutu and how many cows. She is bored by this rural talk.
Rhoda sits up and says that she doesn't want to take her dress off today. Ed~
ward seems irritated only for a few minutes and then carries on his monologue
of self-praise by telling Rhoda what a fine softball pitcher he was two weeks
ago when his team won 9-8. This impresses Rhoda considerably.
It is a quarter to five and the rediffusion is blaring Bing Crosbyfs
"Old Man River," as Rhoda watches Edward close the front gate and turn down
the dirt road. She stands at the door and admires his blue silk shirt, navy
stovepipe trousers, and blue American shoes. He had told her the shirt cost
42/6 ($6.00), although he really paid 34/6. She isnlt worried about Edward's
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that she is going to baby-sit next
~l ($2.80), but that she can bring
and will inform her father when he
limited education (Standard 5) or that he
wears most of his wealth on his back. He
1s her man -- the morninG dream isn't
even a memory.
With a happy heart, Rhoda closes
the bottom of the double door and turns
to tidy up the house. She has scarcely
~~inished when her mother comes home. Her
mother looks at the coal basket, and Rhoda
picks it up and goes out the back door,
almost tripping over a broken bicycle that
has fallen away from the wall. She fills
the coal basket from the old petro drum,
and takes it inside where she puts some
coal in the stove and starts the fire.
Her mother gives Rhoda three shillings to
go to the store and buy offal for dinner.
Before leaving, Rhoda tells her mother
week for Mrs. Morgan from 8:00 to 4:00 for
the little boy home. Her mother approves
comes home.
While Rhoda is wiping the white oilcloth and setting two dinner
places of stainless steelware, her thoughts go back to Edward and how he can
jive better than any of the men she has ever danced with. Her reverie is
broken by her mother's scolding voice telling her not to put the hot stew on
the table without a mat under it.
Rhoda's thoughts are still on Edward while she washes up the dishes
and watches her mother sew. Rhoda is tired, and she is glad when her father,
who is standing at the window, finally turns away, leads the prayers, and goes
to bed. Rhoda nods goodnight to her mother, turns her back to Enos as she
undresses, gets into the bed she has made up on the settee, and is asleep soon
after she blows the candle out.
4. William Motlana
Eleven-year-old Billy is wide awake the moment he
hears his mother moving in the combined living-room-dining-
room-kitchen. He gets up from where he sleeps on the floor
in the corner near the stove, puts on his khaki shirt and
shorts, and goes out to the red brick outhouse in the cor-
ner of the backyard. He doesn't think to take a handful of
feed from the sack of chicken feed by the stoep door and
give it to the three reddish brow~n chickens and one roost-
er whose wire enclosure is against the outhouse. Back in
his corner, Billy picks up Drum and begins to read aVidly "Private Detective
Goombi," his favorite comic strip.
After his mother and father leave for work, Billy eats breakfast
alone, and leaves the house himself at 7=30 to walk the one-third of a mile
to school. He is almost half way there when he passes three Zulu boys his own
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age who live near his Sesuto government school, but attend the school of the
Zulu African Church near Billy's house. The boys eye each other curiously,
but there is no antagonism as they pass.
Billy has seven periods in his two-shift school, the first sess~on
of which runs from 8:00 to 12:30. Billy goes first to assembly where the
principal warns against boys who don't come to school. The principal is a
big man but Billy is not really afraid of him because he seldom gets into
trouble at school. Some of the boys are caned by the principal
tvo or three times a week, but Billy'hasn't been caned for
over a month, and then only four strokes for running away with
the girls' basketball while they were playing.
Billy is in Standard III which has two morning ses-
sions. Behavorial discipline is strict but the rules on cloth-
ing are not enforced. About half the pupils are wearing uni-
forms although, unlike many principals, the one at Billy's
school doesn't require them. Three of the 37 children are
wearing shoes. The next grade -- Standard IV -- has 61 pupils
in the class. Billy is one of the smaller boys. He started school when he
was 7 years old, whereas most boys started at 8 and the girl next to Billy,
who stands four inches taller, was over ~ when she began school. Most of the
boys and girls will leave school between the ages of 13 and 15. There isn't
a boy or girl who isn't cleanly and neatly dressed, although some sweaters are
out at the elbows, shirts are torn, and some hand-roe-downs are on the large
side.
Miss Mopeli, the teacher, finished her certificate last year and
likes the school. She starts the day's work with rtlitaba n or speech, followed
in half-hour periods by arithmetic, Afrikaans, geography, singing, playground,
Sesuto and nature stUdy. On Tuesdays, Billy studies English and history in-
stead of Afrikaans and geography. He finds English is his hardest subject.
Billy goes to the edge of the playground during the play-break and,
along with his friends, buys a ifvetkoek" of fried flour, baking powder and
salt, from an old woman who comes every day. He pays a penny for the "dough-
nut" and another penny for a piece of polony.
Miss Mopeli likes Billy but she has to keep after him about his
exercise books,. She is strict about these. In his geography book, Billy has
neatly copied the names of all the main rivers and mountains of the Transvaal.
In Standard III geography is concentrated on the home province. Miss Mopeli
finds this easy to teach because there are so many maps the children can copy.
Billy can copy when he wants to, but has more difficulty memorizing the dates
of South African history from his history exercise book.
When the inspector comes to Visit, Miss Mopeli will be judged pri-
marily she believes, on the neatness and volume of her pupil's exercise books.
Last time the inspector appeared to be particularly pleased with the maps her
pupils had drawn in colored crayon showing the high, middle, and.low veld of
the Transvaal.
After school, Billy goes straight home where he finds his sister
and two boy friends. Billy and Rhoda are close and good friends. Billy would
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never think of telling stories on Rhoda -- not even if his father did what he
rarely did -- took the old sjambok from behind the shed door. Rhoda gives
Billy a bit to eat and her boy friend gives him sixpence which burns in his
pocket as Billy goes off to the playground.
The African recreation officer employed by the municipality is late
but one of the boys has an old tennis ball which they kick around until they
get the proper soccer ball. Some older boys come at 3:30 and take possession
of the partly grassed, partly bare veld field.
Billy doesn't feel like going inside the recreation hall today, al-
though he is extremely proud of the car he made out of wood and bits of wire,
that the center displayed at the December exhibition.
Billy goes instead with an older boy down the road, past the bill-
board proclaiming the virtues of Surf, Phillips Milk
of Magnesia, a bleach, Karroo Cream "for lighter
complexions,1I and President cigarettes. Billy
watches the Principal (an African) of the High
School drive by in a new Volkswagen, but his real
interest is in the 1957 Chevrolet coming in the
other direction. Billy's greatest ambition is to
o'vn a great big American car like that.
Behind the sign and behind a row of trees in a small eroded donga,
the two boys find the spot where dice are being rolled on the hard packed
ground. Billy watches for some time and wants to play with his sixpeace but
doesn't quite understand the game which goes very rapidly. However, when a
fourteen year old boy offers him a nlift~" Billy doesn't refuse. He watches
the older boy carefully pour out a little precious cleaning fluid onto a
fairly clean rag. Billy accepts the rag. He isn't very experienced, but
holding the rag tightly under his nose, he leans back and inhales deeply.
Gradually, he begins to feel lighter and a little dizzy. He gives the cloth
back to the older boy and thanks him in a voice louder than he intended.
Billy likes the feeling but is afraid. Soon he goes home clutching the six-
pence in his pocket.
When Billy is home and his mother asks him where he has been, Billy
tells her, liThe ;football field and the recreation center. 1I Mrs. Motlana asks
him \-That he is making, and Billy says, riA sputnik. If
When his father comes home, Billy
helps him outside. First in the back yard
where his father has five pumpkins, six-
teen cabbages, and fifty-seven cornstalks.
The mealies are finished this late in the
summer but the cabbages are still good.
When Billy and his father finally finish
with the front border, Billy goes to the
table without T.vashing his hands. Actual-
he sits as usual on the floor with only
his mother and father at the table. Billy
eats the mealie meal stiff, not soft as
the Bechuanas do, with his fingers which
he licks, and then wipes on his khaki
shorts.
III
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Billy opens the door after dinner and looks out. He is unhappy
when he sees it is quite dark. If there were clear moonlight, Billy would be
able to play near the house for an hour or so. It being dark, he closes the
door, and re~uctantly picks up ~is arithmetic book.
The front door bolted, the family prayers said, the candle blown
out •••. the day of a middle-class African family in Johannesburg ends on the
note of the rediffusion's "pip...pip..•pip.•. Ii
This simple account is written with careful regard for the circum-
stances, actions, thoughts, and life pattern of the people involved. It may
be taken as reasonably representative of the people, place, and time.
One could append many pages of explanatory notes. For a few of the
briefest examples:
---a few months ago there were long waits for trains and buses, but
not now.
---the lack of conver'sation and kissing among parents and children
in this faIT~ly is typical of such families.
---the nighttime sense of isolation and fear of assisting victims
of assault are representative.
---the Rand Daily Mail recently began using IIAfrican" instead of
IiNative li in ordinary news stories.
---the tsotsi menace has been worse, and not as bad; what is des-
cribed is reasonable for the present -- something that happens not every day
but on several days every week.
---flower gardening has much increased in recent years.
---softball is having an upsurge of interest.
---the size of house and garden and the general environment is much
better than pictured by some overseas critics of South Africa, but ,the life
is much grimmer than some South Africans would like to believe and have people
overseas believe. There are families of eight living on small mudwalled
porches 0 The new Meadowlands homes are superior in some respects, while upper-
class Africans have far superior homes. The Motlanas may be taken as fairly
representative of middle-class Africans.
POUND A DAY OR WE POUND THE PAVEMENT!!!
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\.Jhen Do Africans Vote \-lith Their Feet?
A Letter from Edwin S. Munger
Johannesburg
April 15, 1958
The failure of a work boycott, which was
organized primarily by the African National Congress
in support of demands for a minimum wage of ~l a day,
should not obscure the salient fact that for the
first time in South African history Africans have
intervened politically in a democratic election of
the white oligarchy.
The strike, which began yesterday, was
less than 10 per cent effective on the Hitwatersrand.
It also failed in the other A.N.C. stronghold of
Port Elizabeth, and scarcely caused a murmur else-
where in South Africa. Today, it was called off by
A.N.C. Secretary-General Oliver Tambo.
Never before has the African National Con-
gress assumed such importance in the political ma-
neuvering of the two major parties. The National
Party, from Prime Minister Strijdom on dOwn, attemp-
ted to link the United Party with the African Na-
tional Congress as allies against the "white man"
and the National Party.
MeanWhile, the United Party, from Sir De
Villiers Graaff on down, strenuously disassociated
itself from any backing from or for the A.N.C. or
sympathy with it.
The failure of the boycott can best be
seen against the background of political and econom-
ic protests by Africans over the past year.
B US BOYCOTT AND JUNE 26
There is without question a deep and
widespread resentment among Africans in the urban
areas of South Africa against the conditions under
which they must live. A sense of frustration in
Copyright 1958 American Universities Field Staff, Inc.
strike on June 26,
successful. More
threats by the Minister
not successful in
The African National did not
nor did it find itself in the van
but when the A.N.C. leaders saw
ran for the head of the ~~'~Ofil~
~~,~~,o of and re-
the credit.
A
in JoJt1arlnesb\trg
about that J,.ater.
ceived
of '1'r<!u1spO]~t
the face of
There was and active
of the bus by groups of liberals.
Without into detail or assessing
situations for which the truth may never be posi-
let us look at the highly successful
fifteen months ago. That boycott
about and rap-
5~.L~~.~ African A genuine unity,
beit reinforced at times by intimidation of poten-
tial bus passengers, caught the of the
Africans of
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tried to in
got going but failed to
One of their
to the boycott was to
1Moo14t~lnt meeting at 5:00 in the after-
before the ordinary working Africans· had
l'/Q..........; ...... much more than one mile of the five to fif-
teen miles they had to walk each and
the boycott, in order to assure a small
Communist minority control of the meeting.
is intensified low wages.
on the all
show African incomes to be inadequate by 20 per
cent it has been estimated -- for a stand-
ard of living. Whatever the which are
difficult to and involve many kinds of
there is no doubt Africans a
and out of this comes pro-
The Communists may have succeeded in pro-
...v'e"Ei .... uEi the boycott for a while as it was coming
to an end and after the Chambers of Commerce and of
l~du~~tr~ had raised to in a
but the real in the bus hn'"I1">!f'\1".iI".
to mass of African bus riders of Johannesburg.
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THE MONGRELS BAR.K, BUT THE CAJRAVAN MOVES ON.
FROM NEW AGE which staunchly backs the Congress of Democrats
and promotes close ties with the African National Congress.
Its editorial position would entitle it to the name '~aily
Worker"
POUND - A - DAY
Six months ago the leadership of the Congress of Democrats (composed
of whites and considered by liberals and the government to be Communist-con-
trolled), the Indian National Congress (also considered by liberals and the
government to be Communist-controlled), and the African National Congress be-
gan to plan a protest which would center on the day of the General Election,
April 16, as a demonstration of Non-European demands for political rights.
There is strong evidence that the Congress of Democrats wanted a
demonstration so timed as to insure the return to office of the Nat10nal Party,
the assumption being that the National Party would take a "repressive" line
toward African aspirations and hence ultimately advance the goals of the Con-
gress of Democrats.
The leaders of the African National Congress, who vary in their
sympathy and liaison with the Congress of Democrats, included men who at times
thought that a protest would demonstrate the bankruptcy of the National Party
apartheid policy and hence help the United Party. President Albert J. Luthuli
subscribed to this view at one stage. Other Africans -- or rather Africanists
who oppose multiracial co-operation and want "Africa for the Africans" -- were
80 contemptuous of both white political parties that they did not care whether
action would affect the white election or not.
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I attended the national organizing meeting held a month ago in the
Johannesburg township of Newclare. Inside a hessian fence, on a steamy Sunday
morning, delegates from allover the country stamped their approval of the
pound-a-day boycott. There was enthusiasm but it was by no means wildo Some
of the papers on the cost of living, etc., seemed more appropriate to an aca-
demic gathering than to a political demonstrations
A CARTOONIST'S of liThe Load if carried in
South Africa. The newspaper ..-..,.......,..",.;,..;;,,;;;;;,,;,,;, published the in
its editorial policy it the Pound-A-
because it refused to editorial An'nnt~r~
of the of Democrats
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Despite the presence of many agents of the Special Branch of the
Police, some genuine discussion was carried on. Popular support developed
among the 1,673 delegates and over 2,000 African spectators, for a proposal
that the boycott should begin on April I and run until 16, instead of
beginning on the 14th. The boycott leadership managed to keep to the original
three days.
Most of the organization of the boycott was done at small meetings
out of police earshot. I dropped in on the homes of several shrewd organizers
a few hours after they had been raided by the police, among them the scruffy
flat of Y. Cachalia, a t'banned" leader of the Indian Congress, and found all
of the men out on various uerrands" as Cachalia~s attractive Indian wife put
it. Sophiatown was the venue for most of the secret meetings because of its
relative freedom of access and lack of legal restrictions on the movements of
non-Africans.
In the weeks following the National Workers~ Conference (to give the
boycott meeting its official name), the English-language press and The World
(still known as the Bantu World to most of the African readers of the twice-
weekly, European-owned, African-edited paper) launched a campaign to reduce
the effectiveness of the boycott (and help the United Party) by playing up
opposition to it. The World ran many stories casting doubt on the possibility
that the boycott0 would succeed and continued a long-time policy of driVing
wedges into the leadership of the African National Congress.
The Star (Johannesburg) and the other English-language papers featured
quotes from supposedly important African National Congress leaders against the
boycott. In nearly all cases the men so featured have no significant following
in Congress or have made a bid for leadership in recent years and failed.
Some ambivalence did exist in the leadership of the African National
Congress. This was true among those who came to recognize that they actually
were helping the National Party by the boycott although they wanted a United
Party victory.
However, as the deadline approached, the boycott became more and
more a syIribol of the broad strength of Africans as a group. In the week pre-
ceeding the boycott the African National Congress really buckled down to work,
African ranks steadied generally, and some of the anti-boycott A.N.C. leaders
in the Cape and elsewhere came back to the fold.
On April 10, four daye before the scheduled walkout, the gcvernment
announced a ban on meetings of more than ten Africans and imposed other re-
strictions designed to hamper the boycotters. Within a few hours over a thou-
sand Africans gathered in "Congress Square" and intensive meetings were held.
On April 11, most major employers of labor on the Witwatersrand
talked personally to their workers, asking them not to strike. None of the
talks could be called typical but they followed a pattern. Let me give you
the line of thinking taken by Mr. W. J. P. Carr, Manager of the Non-European
Affairs Department of the City of Johannesburg:
1. The call for the strike has come from certain political organi-
zations who are not representative of the ordinary African worker and who are
not primarily concerned with his basic interests.
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2. There is wide division even among the politieal organizations
calling for the strike, proving that it does not enjoy the support of all such
bodies"
3. The reasons given for the strike, namely, the demand for a mini-
mum wage of ~l per day and a repeal of all discriminatory legislation, are
obviously impossible of implementation and therefore it is wrong to ask workers
to stay away from their work" All employers have over the last year or two
shown a real interest in the welfare of their employees and many workers have
already had an increase in wages.
4. An ill-considered strike now will alienate the sympathy of em-
ployers and do more harm than good. Employees who respond to this call for a
strike will make themselves the unwitting tools of persons vnth an ulterior
pOlitical motive who are trying to stir up as much trouble between Black and
White as is possible.
There is clear evidence that the vast majority of employees do not
want to take part in the strike and the majority should not be influenced by
the views of a handful of discontented persons who are merely t~Jing to cause
trouble.
The police have promised full protection for all workers who want to
come to work and any person who intimidates anyone coming to work will be
severely dealt with by the police.
5. If it is considered necessary, workers can be allowed to stay
overnight on their jobs -- where there is real fear of intimidation. Any per-
son who stays away from work on the 14th of April 1958 and the follrnving days
will not receive pay for the time that he is away from work and he will thus
not only lose his own pay but his family and dependents will also suffer from
his actions.
Municipal employees occupy positions of responsibility and are ex-
pected to set an example to other workers and, therefore, can confidently be
asked not to take any notice of this call for a strike which is not only un-
authorized but also illegal.
THE WORK BOYCOTr
Preparations for the boycott ranged from simple to elaborate. Many
part-time African maids told their employers that they would come in and do
the washing on Sunday instead of Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday. Some laundries
refused to accept dirty bundles. Hospitals slept the major part of their
staffs from Sunday night on. The Rand Daily ~fuil had forty key employees
sleeping in. The government talked about IYadditional labor" but the story
splashed by The Observer in London about convict labor doesntt hold water.
Policements leaves were suspended.
The effectiveness of the strike was epitomized in the Institute of
International Affairs, where I have a desk, by the non-arrival of milk for the
staff tea at 11:00 A.M. When it did arrive an hour later, it was an accurate
tip that the boycott had failed.
This contrasted
with the widespread success
of last year's June 26 boy-
cott. In the factory area
of Industria 10 per cent
of the labor force showed
up on June 26 and 90 per
cent on April 14. Even in
the African National Con-
fress stronghold of Port
Elizabeth many factories
reported Monday morning
absenteeism well below
normal. On the T,frtWaters-
rand about 20 per cent of
the workers were late.
Some had walked to work
while others walked part
way and caught buses out-
side A.N.C. strongholds,
such as Sophiatovln, where
proboycott crowds gather-
ed at the bus stops. There
'\Iras a minimum of violence.
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~{O ~~ffiERS of the Congress of Democrats
(white) were arrested with 30,000 of these
stickers. Actually, very few appeared on
the Hitwatersrand. The misspelled "group
areas" is a reference to the policy of
ethnic grouping
POLITICAL, POLICE, AND ECONOMIC REASONS 1mY IT FAILED
The decision to call a boycott on the eve of the European election
involved judgments as to 1) how it~ affect the election, and 2) which
way the election should be influenced. Differences of opinion among Africans
on these points kept their ranks from closing solidly.
There was very little, if any, support from liberal Europeans, and
those Europeans who had risen early to give rides to bus boycotters were in
no mood to support this protest.
More important, a struggle (which continues) for control of the
African National Congress, and especially for its Transvaal Executive, ran
through the preparation for the boycott.
Members of the African editorial staff of The World and a key exe-
cutive of the white management told me that about 90 per cent of the African
National Congress leadership is under the control of the Congress of Democrats.
It was alleged that interlocking business relationships exist between the
organizations, involving the financial support of some A.N.C. leaders. ~
Worldts circQlation has suffered from its attacks on A.N.C. leadership, and
its African reporters have feared for their lives.
On the other hand, a "named Communist II who has worked for many years
with Africans and African organizations in and out of the labor movement, told
me most emphatically that the leadership of the African National Congress was
far stronger than that of the Congress of Democrats when the two organizations
worked together.
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PRESIDENT LUTHULI
of the A.N.C.
Ex-Chief Albert J. Luthuli, President of
the African National Congress, is one of the key
figures in the game of who runs whom. He is des-
cribed variously as "weak and in the pocket of the
Indians,n or as lia powerful democratic leader with
the interests of his people at heart," or as having
nsold out to the commies for pieces of silver."
This is not the time to go into Luthulits
character and political beliefs in which I first be""
came interested while visiting his home in Zululand
in 1953 to write a profile of him. Just two points
here. Luthuli vms definitely the strong personality
to whom most of the Treason Trialists looked for
leadership. Luthuli, who has grovm greatly in stat-
ure and perception, has the ability to run his own
affairs if he chooses to do so. This is evident in
the way he handles extremely tricky and hard ques""
tions in a press conference \~th a skill that few
American politicians or statesmen attain.
Luthuli appeared to vmx and wane .in his support of the Pound-A""Day
boycott. He was at pains to issue a press statement that he did not wish to
put the National Party into power. He only sent a written message, and a
cautiously lukewarm one at that, to the national organizing meeting described
earlier. But he definitely swung the support of the African National Congress
behind the boycott.
W~thout answering all the questions raised, it is clear to rre that
one reason the boycott failed was a measure of ambivalence and differences of
opinion in the leadership of the African people, both in and out of Congress.
POLICE POWER
On June 26 the South African Police were unable to mount continuous
patrols inside the African locations and townships. Some intimidation in""
creased the success of the one-day boycott. On April 14 the Police were out
in force and made ita point not to allow intimidation of those Africans vTho
wished to go to work.
Colin G. Corbett, President of the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce,
emphasized to me that in his view there was a significant change in the atti""
tude of the police between June 26 and April 14. The June 26 boycott of work
was preceded by thre~ts of Draconian measures, and individual constables
adopted a belligerent attitude. On April 14, according to Mr. Corbett, the
general absence of threats of drastic action plus a better attitude on the
of individual constables, as well as the greater control inside the loca-
tions and contributed significantly to the failure of the boycott.
The head of the police on the ilitwatersrand, Colonel Grobler, and
the head of the C.l.D., Colonel Olivier, are both men who believe in talking
softly even when they carry a big stick, and are personally of the school that
believes the best police action is in preventing trouble, not in dealing
1>11th violence.
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The only threats in the situation "rere delivered by a handful of
National Party and t,fO United Party candidates ,.rho ,-ranted to impress their
potential voters ""ith how tough they would be on the i~kaffirs.II
A high-raru(ing police official told me that in his view a major dif-
ference in the circumstances of the strikes of June 26 and April 14 was that
there had been a notable reduction of the crin~ rate in the African areas.
According to unreleased figures, criminal offenses in Alexandria Township
dropped more than 50 per cent, and cases of bodily assault more than 60 per
cent between the dates of the tyro strikes. The significance of this is that
tsotsis (gangsters) played a role in terrorizing nonstrikers during both the
June 26 work stoppage and the bus boycott.
The same official pointed to the correlation between housing condi-
tions and support for the strike. Sophiatown -- which he characterized as a
slum not fit for human beings was the stronghold of both the June 26 and
April 14 strikes. But, he pointed out, there had been a vast improvement in
housing for Africans in Johannesburg. Hhen I asked what in his opinion liQuId
have been the course of the strike if the slum conditions had been as terrible
as they were a decade ago he slowly shook his head in silent dismay at the
thought.
Oliver Tambo, Congress Secretary, also put police action -- IIpuni_
tive measures" -- high on his list of reasons for failure of the strike. But
more important, in my estimation, were what the African leader referred to as
"economic pressure and propaganda" by the employers.
ECONOMIC REASONS
The bus boycott, called in protest against a penny increase in the
fare, was purely economic in origin. And one reason for the success of the
June 26 work boycott was that Africans were especially hard-pressed financially
and 80 had a grievance in common.
(The element of surprise was a contributing factor. The bus boycott
caught the employers of Africans in commerce and industry completely by sur-
prise. The boycott was in effect before the various employers; organizations
knew it had started. The work boycott of June 26 was a partial surprise and
convinced employers that Africans could, and would, continue to organ-
ize stay-at-home strikes.)
Since June 26, 1957, there has been intensive activity among the
major employers of the Witwatersrand to do something, in their own interest
and in the interest of their community, regarding African strikes and their
causes.
I had luncheon with three men in this picture -- the
Presidents of the Johannesburg Chambers of Commerce, and of Industry, and a
past President of the South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry who
have been hard at work educating their colleagues in a new attitude toward
African workersQ
Mr.
burg Chamber of
address to the Johannes-
newspapers read by Africans to
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the effect that he considers African wages too low and that a case can be made
for raising them: HI venture to say that in my opinion these wages are too
low for the laborers to maintain themselves and their families at a standard
anyone in this room would regard as consistent with the needs of our civiliza-
tion. It is poor consolation to the worker living below the breadline to be
told he is earning more now than ten years ago. All he understands is that
he is not earning enough today.fi
The Chamber took measures to let employees know that their desires
and needs were not going entirely unnoticed. A "private and important" letter
was sent to each employer before the date of the strike, asking him to talk
personally with his workers, pointing out to them the wage raises that have
been put into effect and others that are under discussion, as well as the
Cpamberts action in subsidizing bus services. The membership of the associated
Chambers had voted NOT to threaten Africans with loss of their jobs for joining
the boycott. (It was as part of this program of talks that Mr. Carr spoke to
the employees of his department in the Johannesburg city government.)
This attitude ,~s not simply a sudden reaction to the threatened
strike. A group of leading Johannesburg employers have been meeting secretly
every month with a group of leading Africans (Dr. Xuma and Paul Masoka were
mentioned) to discuss mutual problems. One man at the luncheon said with
great sincerity that the opportunity to meet regularly with educated Africans
had been a great experience for him and had taught him not only to understand
African views better but himself as well.
Mr. Harry Goldberg, a City Councilor and highly regarded in the busi-
ness world, is currently circulating with success among top industrialists and
businessmen a proposal for an organization of businessmen to be devoted to
improving the standard of liVing of Africans and at the same time raising their
productiVity. The latter point is, of course, calculated to help sell the
business community on the organization but, as Mr. Goldberg pointed out, only
in cases where there might be exorbitant profits would it be possible to raise
wages very long without some corresponding improvement in productivity if the
business is to be viable.
At a press conference called yesterday by the Chambers of Commerce
and Industry in Johannesburg no hope was specifically held out to African
workers lest this be construed as we~kness and a capitulation to the boycott.
spokesmen assured the press privately that something would be done,
mentioning any of the confidential moves I have described.
CONCLUSIONS
The failure throughout South Africa of the three-day election-timed
strike for a pound a day is the result of:
1. lack of unity among African leadership, partly arising out of a
power struggle for the African National Congress;
voice;
2. strengthened action, possibly coupled with a softened
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3. a feeling on the part of many African workers that something has
been done for their economic woes, that some employers appreciate their prob-
lems, and that relief will come in the future.
The failure of the strike probably represents a setback for efforts
by the Congress of Democrats and Communists to intensify the bitterness of
the struggle in South Africa.
The failure of the strike should not be taken as a sign that Africans
feel less strongly about suqh things as their living conditions, the operation
of the pass lavis, and ethnid grouping. If anyone believes that all future
strikes will be equally unsuccessful, he is likely to have a rude aI.rakening.
Certainly the police leaders are under no false apprehension on this score.
Neither are the employers. Chamber of Comrnerce President Corbett said to me,
IIIf a year from now the economic conditions of Africans have not improved,
then a strike may be as much as 90 per cent effective. II
Finally, the attention which the white electorate has given the
boycott -- even to letting it crowd the politicians out of the headlines
has been unprecedented in South African history. To this extent, those ,,,ho
organized the boycott to bring the existence of African demands to the atten-
tion of the white population at election time p~ve succeeded.
In the past year Africans have sho"\vn they can vote, and choose not
to vote, with their feet.
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---A NOTE ON COVERAGE---
Facts about political development of the African community of
South Africa are much more difficult to obtain, and spot analysis
is less likely to be than in the case of European
activities in the Union, or African affairs elsewhere in Africa.
What formal organization there is among Africans here is tending
to resemble an iceberg, as more and more activities go under the
surface.
Often the leaders of African political groups are not sure of
just what is happening or will happen in their own organizations.
Further, and this appears true of Oliver Tambo, Secreta~!-General
of the African National Congress, African leaders may be unclear
in their own minds as to what they themselves believe.
The for~es at work are so powerful, so unchanneled~ and so depen-
dent in many cases on the thoughts of an uneducated mass, that
prediction and understanding are not easy for African leaders
themselves.
African "pipelines" such as the one occasionally published in
Die Vaderland are often~ die~ suig sucked out of the
thumb in the Afrikaans expression. Others, which may run clear
for a while like Africa X-Ray Report, a widely circulated and
expensive tip sheet, will suddenly without warning produce a
highly colored rusty stream.
In the last ten days, I've discussed the development of the
pound-a-day boycott with the correspondents of The Observer,
Die Transvaler, Bantu World, The Economist, Dagbreek, New
Statesman and Nation, New York Times, India News Agency,
London News Chronicle, and Die Vaderland, as well as the
English-language press in South Africa, and found all the
correspondents especially keen for hard ne\·TS. One would ex-
pect wide differences of interpretation from men represent-
ing with such diverse editorial positions, but the
major differences as to the solid facts reflect a general paucity
of such facts.
The attitude and perceptiveness of reporting on Non-European
affairs in the South African press is not helped by the general
rule that ordinary African news is handled by the crime repor-
ters.
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JOHANNESBURG INVESTIGATES A RIOT
A Summary of the Findings of a Commission of Inquiry
as Reported to the City Council
rather than help the
report
The
of Africans in the urban
to which the report bears
makes that
were not able to set and to pro-
release date.
held up the report un-
the general elections of
of the United felt
release of the report so
were opened and before it had been
to the City Council might hurt
with the voters.
The political of the report
are of considerable interest. Originally, the Jo-
hannesburg City Council (controlled by the· United
Party) planned to use the report as a political in-
dictment of the racial policies of the National
government, and -- more specifically of the
theories of Minister of Native Affairs Dr. Verwoerd~
Ethnic Grouping -- the South African gov-
ernment's policy of allotting housing to Africans
on the basis of tribal origins -- has come under
attack in the official findings of a Commission of
Inquiry of three retired judges of the South African
Supreme Court.
The distinguished judges blame ethnic
grouping for the Dube Riots that last September 15
and 16 resulted in forty deaths from police bullets
or during fights between rival Zulu anq Basuto gangs.
This letter summarizes' and quotes at
length from the Commission Report, which at this
writing has not been released to the press.
Johannesburg
April 24, 1958
A series of
til just six days before
16th. The
that an official
before the
Instead,
were leaked to
seriousness of
areas of JOlbann.es:bulrg
The publication in these pages is one of a
continuing series from AME RICAN U NI-
VERSlTIES FIELD STAFF correspondents
on current developments in world affairs.
This correspondence is distributed by
the AUFS as a contribution to the American
fund of information On significant foreign
events, trends, and personalities. The in-
formal letters, reflecting the current
ments of men On the scene, are of primary
interest to the universities and colleges
which co-operatively sponsor the AUFS, a
nonprofit corporation.
The letters are available by arrange-
ment 'to other educational institutions,
business and publishing fii\ms, and public
groups interested in the findings of
qualified correspondents. The
writers have been chosen for their ability
to use scholarly as we]] as journalistic
skins in collecting, reporting, and evalu-
ating data. Each lias resided in his area of
assignment long enough to be thoroughly at
home in it, and has combined personal ob-
servation and experience with advanced
studies.
The letters are copyrighted and must
not be reproduced or republished in whole
or in part, or given secondary distribution,
except by arrangement with the AUF S.
members of coUeges and univer-
sities receiving the AUFS services are priv-
ileged to use the letters in classroom work,
and students of these institutions may draw
on the material in them for academic papers
not planned for publication.
L etters an d reports issued by th e
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES FIELD STAFF
are oot selected to accord with an editorial
policy and do not represent the views of its
membership. Responsibility for accuracy 0/
facts an d for opinions expressed in the
letters and reports rests solely with
individual correspondents.
PHILLIPS TALBOT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
the news value of the
Copyright 1958 American Universities Field Staff, Inc,
the timing of the leakage has
of Inquiry squarely
arena where judicial considera-
conclusions of the report is
and the summaries that
from the My own
of my eXPerience in at-
for three of the six weeks
session.
thrown the whole
into the
tion of the
almost
The
follow are taken
/Comments are
the
were in
The National anticipating the use
of the Commission for purposes, permit-
ted no by the government's
"Native Affairs ww officials and the national police.
Their absence was the major gap in the testimony
to the Commission. The City Council had
asked the Nationalist to con-
into the riots, the Minister
refused to do.
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the many election
~~'~~l~~ let the air out of the
its bounce when the time /Comes to
or all of it. The papers!p
in which one would have thought those behind the
would have sought maximum were
left out in the cold.
The Commission visited the areas of the
iiThe conditions found in WShantytown' and
of Moroks Township known as 'Moroka
were no means beyond criticism,
obvious that these slum areas were in
the process of a considerable propor-
tion of the shacks which previously existed
on these sites been demolished.
These were the spots where anything in the
nature of slum conditions could be observed, and
it seemed to members of the Commission that on
the completion of the process of evacuation there
should be no reason for the development of such
conditions in any part of the area. With the ex-
of these two areas the townships as a
whole made a very favourable impression upon the
members of the Commission. The majority of houses
are detached four-room substantially
built of brick or materials, and
each upon its own plot of ground. Except
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in the more recently established townships well-established and
small gardens were a common feature of the dwellings and gave the
that the properties were regarded in a true sense as homes and not merely as
places of temporary residence. Here and there were houses erected with their
own funds by more prosperous members of the community, which would not have
been out of place in some of the middle class European suburbs of Johannesburg. u
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"There seemed to be a sufficiency of open spaces for the provision of
the necessary number of playing fields. A large number of sports fields, ath-
letic tracks, childrenvs playgrounds, recreation halls and club premises have
already been provided and more are planned for the current year. u
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"Meadowlands .••general conditions were substantially similar to
those in the Municipal townships .•. in respect of lighting this township is
in fact somewhat in advance••.• "
The report traces the history of the Clty Councilvs efforts to ac-
commodate single men and later to find a suitable place to erect the first
large hostel. A great deal of stalling occurred before 1948 and particularly
between that date and 1954, for which some responsibility rests on the City
Council and some on the Ministry of Native Affairs. The first men moved into
the Dube Hostel, one of four sites chosen by the City Council, in July 1956.
Dube Hostel covers about 70 acres and consists of bungalows each
housing 16 men. Toilet and bathing facilities including hot water are provided
separately, and a beer ball is in operation. The rent is $ 2.80 a month. The
hostel accommodates 5,152 men. The Commission found the hostels "adequate
though not comfortable." It noted that "the City Council bad pro:POsed to
build a more comfortable but more expensive type of hostel at Dube, but that
the National Housing and Planning Commission considered this too elaborate and
made it a condition of the necessary loan that the bungalow type of hostel,
which was a standard type, was to be built."
LOCATIONS IN THE SKY
Movement to the Dube Hostel was accelerated by the implementation of
an act to reduce the number of Africans living in the European areas of Johan-
nesburg, ~articularly on top of apartment buildings.
"The most important section of Natives removed to Dube Hostel under
the VSky Locations VAct consisted of the men employed as cleaners in the numer-
ous blocks of flats throughout the city. The majority of these VFlatboysV
lvere Zulus of the primitive type from the Reserves in Natal, who had left their
families behind and retained their tribal affiliations. A mass of evidence
was placed before the Commission to the effect that the removal to Dube Hostel
inflicted hardships upon these Natives. They had been housed in Native quar-
ters in the flats where they worked, with comfortable living accommodations
and convenient facilities for cooking their meals. Their wages ,-rere adequate
and duties not onerous, and they were able to augment their earnings by
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performing services for tenants resident in their flats. As a rule they were
under the control of a head boy, or induna, of their own race who understood
them and kept them in order without difficulty.
"The accommodation at Dube Hostel contrasted unfavourably with 'Vrhat
they had in the majority of cases enjoyed in the flats where they were employed
the cooking facilities were less convenient and they were obliged to buy their
own there was less security for their personal possessions and they suf-
fered from thefts of these. They were no longer able to supplement their earn-
ings by services rendered to flat tenants. They were obliged to spend between
two and four hours per day in travelling, so that in many cases they had to
leave the hostel at 5 o'clock in the morning and only reached it after 7 or 8
o·clock in the evening."
The Commission quoted a witness who said, '~hen these flatboys, flat-
men found themselves on the trains feeling tired and depressed, really annoyed
at having to be pushed out to Dube when they were qu:i.te comfortable in their
kavas on top of the flats, they met the clever youth of Johannesburg, who
robbed them, who assaulted them. You know the trains, especially on Friday
nights. Friday afternoon trains are real death traps for any African men and
women•.•nOW' these very unsophisticated flat servants who started going on
these trains .••suddenly find themselves assaulted on the trains, off the
trains on the station platform, and on their way to the hostel. The feeling
of resentment grew."
At this point, the Nationalist government point of view -- not given
at the hearing -- should be introduced. Dr. Verwoerd feels that Africans
should not be crowded in gr.eat numbers on the tops of tall flats in European
areas with no access to playing fields, cinemas, or other recreational facili-
ties. In this he has the support of many English-speaking clergymen. The
convenience of the apartment dwellers in haVing their tea at a certain hour
does not justify keeping Africans away from the open grounds and opportunities
for play and relaxation available in such areas as Dube. So would run the
government's case.
'One has only to walk through Hillbrow and Berea "flatland" on a hot
Sunday afternoon and act as a moving target for flying beer bottles, aimed at
Africans and Europeans alike, and thrown in the enthusiasm of drunken parties
of African men and women cooped up all week end on the top of apartment build-
ings, to add personal evidence to the wealth of sociological data that con-
vinces one the system is iniquitous.
The Commis.sion found that this "lay in the attacks to ,{hich the Zulu
residents of the township area, and more particularly those in Dube Hostel,
were exposed at the hand of the so-called 'tsotsis' .•..Although the tsotsis
were not necessarily of Basuto origin, at some stage they are said to have
adopted the Basuto blanket and to have held themselves out as 'Russians' --
this being the name adopted by certain Basuto fighting gangs•.•.One witness
suggested as a reason that the Basuto had the reputation of being fighters
and killers and that their guise was adopted by the tsotsis in order to impress
and terrorize, and so aid them in their robberies. However that may be, the
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adoption by the tsotsis of the Basuto dress or style led the Zulus who were
their victims to the conviction that the~' were being attacked and robbed by
their traditional enemies, the Basuto.
"It also appears, as a subsidiary cause of ill-feeling, that trouble
arose between the inmates of the Dube Hostel and the residents in the surround-
~ng township areas as a result of the visits of the former to the family areas
of the townships in search of beer and the society of women."
Coming to the actual fighting, the report describes the bostility
between Zulus and Basuto since the previous May. Some evidence by the South
African Police was available because it had been given in open court in the
trial of twenty-one rioters.
nOn the afternoon of 8th September 1957, a fight occurred in Meadow-
lands between gangs of Zulus and Basuto, lnthe course of which two Zulus and
one Mosuto lost their lives, the Mosuto being a leader of the Basuto community
living at Meadowlands. After that, according to Captain Moolman...almost
every morning the police picked up mutilated corpses of members of both factions.
liOn the 14th September fighting broke out in Mofolo North, after
which the mutilated corpses of seven Zulus were found lying in the streets.
liOn 15th September, the Basuto of MeadOWlands, haVing arranged to
bury the body of their leader killed on the 8th September, applied to the
police for a police escort for the funeral procession, and this was promised
them. About 2 p.m. on that day fighting occurred at Jabavu between gangs of
Zulus and Basuto, which resulted in the death of four Zulus. During the same
afternoon there was fighting in Moroka North, ..which resulted in three deaths.
The Basuto funeral procession.•. in the meantime making its way under police
escort .••found its way barred by a crowd of Zulus who refused to let it pro-
ceed through Mofolo. The funeral party, which at this stage was being escorted
by a force of about fifteen European and Non-European policemen, halted, and a
message was sent which resulted in the arrival on the scene of Captain Moolman
and a few other policemen. • • .As the cortege approached Mofolo township a
large mob of armed Zulus, estimated to be about one thousand in number, began
to appear from behind houses ..•and approached the procession in a threatening
manner. Other armed Zulus appeared, until the force reached a number estimated
by the Police authorities to amount to about two thousand. Their principal
leader was told to take his men away and was warned by Captain Moolrnan that no
fighting would be allowed. NotWithstanding this warning, stones were thrown
at the funeral procession from the Zulu side. The leader was again warned to
take his men away, but made a threatening reply, and proceeded to rush at
Captain Moolman with an uplifted weapon in his hand. About the same time
several shots were fired by the Zulus. On this the police were ordered by
Captain Moolman to fire, several bursts were fired from Sten guns, the hostile
mob was dispersed and the funeral cortege proceeded on its way. Six Zulus
were killed by the fire of the police.
"After this the Zulus were seen to be congregating in large numbers
near a rocky ridge in open ground to the west of Meadowlands. A party of
policemen under a Colonel of the South African Police proceeded to the spot
and were asked by the leader of the mob to be allowed to get at the Basuto
for ten minutes.' They were told to di.sperse, and proceeded to do so•••• "
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The funeral party reached the cemetery, completed the burial, and
left to return to Meadowlands. In so doing it came close to Dube Hostel. nAs
it approached this gate, with its escort, a number of Zulus inside the hostel
grounds, who were apparently among those who had returned from the gathering
outside Meadowlands, rushed out of the gate and proceeded to attack the re-
turning Basuto with stones. An order was given to fire, a few shots vrere
fired by the police, the Zulus were again dispersed and the funeral procession
was allowed to continue on its way back to Meadowlands. Three Zulus were
killed by the fire of the police in this encounter.
"After this, fighting continued between small groups of Zulus and
Basuto, the police receiving reports of general fighting until late in the
night. On this day••• in addition to the nine Zulus shot by the police in
the two attacks on the funeral procession, twenty-four Natives were killed in
fighting between the two factions."
GENERAL LAv.,lLESSNESS
The Commission, again pointing up the tsotsi attacks on Zulus as
being the primary cause of the riots, went into the question of the general
conditions of lawlessness. It concluded that "lawlessness was rife in the
townships, that crimes were committed almost with impunity and that tsotsi
gangs were able to carry out their criminal activities almost unchecked."
In the Commissions View, lithe main causes contributing to this state
of affairs are the socio-economic conditions affecting the young, the insuf-
ficiency of police protection, and the unwillingness of the inhabitants of the
townships to co-operate with the police.
IiAbout eighty per cent of the inhabitants of these townships exist
on or below the poverty line, and in a large proportion of cases it is neces-
sary for the mother of the family to go out to work, either every day or two
or three days a week, in order to augment the husband's earnings. Schools are
insufficient to cater for all the children of school-going age, and it would
appear•••that approximately one-third to one-half of these children receive
no schooling at all."
'~ecreational facilities and spare-time occupations are scanty. The
City Council makes grants-in-aid to a large number of voluntary welfare associ-
ations. Voluntary organizations•••do invaluable work in this sphere, but
t~e resources of such organizations are insufficient to enable them to cover
mdre than a portion of the whole field. Youth organizations such as the Boy
Scouts and Girl Wayfarers Associations are said to have a footing in the town-
snips, but the contxibution which they are able to make in this connection is
apparently small.
UEvidence was put before ul? to the effect that there had been of
late a noticeable weakening of filial discipline resulting in many cases in a
complete breakdown of parental authority.tv
The Comrndssion commended the Vocational Training Center in Dube for
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bricklayers ,carpenters, tailors, mechanics, etc e, but noted that 'lrTith less
than two hundred students enrolled the problem was scarcely touchede In stress-
ing the need for vocational training it gave weight to the evidence of a well~
known worker, Miss McClarty, who said that it "links up with the whole problem
of African youth unemployment e These boys are full of energy; they are full of
the adventurous spirit of life that one looks for in boys of that age, whatever
the· colour of their skin, they have no training and no outlook for their natural
faculties and desires. Then they turn to adventure -- the adventure of crimee fl
The Commission underlined the testimony of the South African Insti-
tute of Race Relations that:
"The major problem in regard to urban African youths centres in ef-
fecting their transition from school to employment without permitting an in-
tervening period of idleness: for there appears to be widespread evidence
that in this period, roughly fram the age of 14-18, marked deterioration sets
in."
INSUFFICIENCY OF POLICE PROTECTION
On this score Commission comments included:
---Police do not carry out foot patro~s at nighte Day patrols of from four
to six men are seen, but infrequently.
---"Abundant evidence" that the police forces available are tvunable to copen
,nth the gangs which infest the townsbipse
---African policemen are unarmed and often afraid to interfere when they see
crimes committed by armed _
---Police energies may be overconcentrated on pass and liquor raids.
---Determined and efficient police action kept bus services running when they
were almost closed down by tsotsi actione
this the Commission heard about:
---Fear of reprisals Africans who help the police.
---Definite hostility on the part of inhabitants toward the South African
Police. This long-standing dislike has recently been exacerbated by
increase in number of educated Africans and 2) resentment of such Africans
by "some of the police."
---Africans regarding police as enemie~not protectors.
---Africans making a sharp distinction between officers (few complaints and
much praise) and the men complaints) of the South African Police.
Complaints also African policemen with bullying and terrorizinge
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who see their parents treated roughly and rudely
sometimes adopt the same attitude toward their parents.
the police
---Dr. Eiselen, Secretary for who was commended for his ef-
forts to prevent friction between police and Africans.
---Africans to have civil guards of their OWfie'
---Disrespect for pass
social reactions in
serious crime.
etc@, leading to disrespect for all law and order;
no stigma is suffered even by one committing a
--Failure of authorities to recognize the permanence of African city residence
despite the evidence of the Holloway Report, and the Tomlinson Commission
which disposed of the theory that Natives are temporary residents
within urban areas. 0 .,ft
The of the three Judges traces in detail the origin and imple-
mentation of the idea of ethnic grouping, beginning with April 13, 1954.
It quotes the 1954 resolution of the Johannesburg Non-European Af-
fairs Committee and the Joint Native AdVisory Board as follows:
"The Joint Board reaffirms its preVious resolution rejecting in toto
the creation of ethnic grouping of Africans, as such a policy is ostens1bl-y--
intended by its authors to divert the Africans from the acquisition and adop-
tion of the Western way of life, which is the ultimate cultural goal which the
less advanced countries are striving for in order to make their contribution
for the good of mankind."
The commissioners also quote from the minutes of the Johannesburg
Council in 1955 on the opposition of the Joint Board:
~otwithstanding this opposition, however, since it is now the policy
of the Government that ethnic grouping on the language basis should be applied
all local authorities and that moneys provided by the Government for the
accommodation of Natives will be allocated only on condition that the policy
is the Non-European Affairs Committee considers that in the interests
of the Natives who are not yet properly housed the Council should accept the
Government's assurance that there will be no serious disorders and should
undertake to ethnic grouping on a language basis in terms of the circu-
lar."
The Commi~sion report states that, "A great deal of evidence was
led objecting on various grounds to ethnic grouping. The witnesses urged with
great force that the policy of ethnic grouping will result in antagonism be-
tween the different groups an antagonism which the Natives themselves are
anxious to forget and bury. n
The report quotes a witness, nAn African -wants to be referred to as
an African and quite often when you ask them what language they speak they
say, I am an African' and that's all. It is because they don't want
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to be divided small ethnic groups, that
8 common destiny."
have a common and
The felt that the most significant evidence n was
by three leading Basuto Chiefs and three leading Zulu Chiefs who were
brought to Johannesburg to speak to their respective followers and appeal for
peace. The six chiefs nstated that they had formed the impression that ethnic
~A'VUIJ~L;L~ was friction between the different tribal factions and that
ethnic grouping was one of the material factors in the disturbances which had
arisen."
In reviewing the evidence of a feeling of African unity and the
frequent intermarriage of people of different tribes, the Commission quoted
the Tomlinson Report to the effect that, f~{hereas young Bantu formerly had to
select a for life within their own ethnic group to a
ential marriage system, nowadays they marry even outside limits."
On the government argument that ethnic grouping is an aid to adminis-
tration, the report quotes Mr. Carr, the Manager of Non-European Affairs of
Johannesburg as follows:
191 think•.•that, with great respect to the Department of Native
their emphasis, their administrative evidence, is still directed to
rural as opposed to urban administration. Now our job is quite
different -- even those people, the primitive, rural types, who come to our
areas, very rapidly throw off their rural affiliation and allegiances as we
were discussing a moment ago; it has often astonished me how quickly they be-
come, shall I say, assimilated, integrated, into an urban environment. 0 Q
what we want in the urban areas is diversification of knowledge and not this
narrow sectionalism as far as a particular tribe is concerned•••• "
The Commission concludes in this significant paragraph:
The fact that the Basuto were concentrated in a portion of
Meadowlands and the Zulus were concentrated in Zondi and the Dube Hostel in
the immediate enabled both sections to gather in force in order to
attack one another. is that the rioting did not extend to the
Orlando where ethnic grouping had not been.implemented. it
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The Commission felt that tne presence of large numbers of unattsched
men contributed to the riot and heard much evidence conderrming migratory labor.
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It at length from the Fagan Commission, the and
the of the Social and Economic Planning Council under Dr. H. J.
Bck all against the migratory system.
The Commission powers and for
local African boards as "calculated not only to insure better administration
in the but to encourage a of cooperation between the inhabi-
tants and the authorities."
It vas an to sit at the hearings and to watch
of and listen to the phrasing of questions by the three re-
as commissioners. The three suggested the prevailing
urban Africans in three different provinces of South Africa:
and the Transvaal.
the
tired judges
attitudes toward
the
The Honourable Albert van de Sandt Centlivres, former Chief Justice
of South Africa and Commission Chairman, comes from the Cape and is essentially
a Cape man, although he has traveled in South Africa and heard all
kinds of cases from various parts of the country in his many years of service
on the bench@
Centlivres has a rugged sincerity in his face and a distinguished
bearing. His Cape reaction to the inquiry as it developed included both some
surprise and humanitarian concern at the harshness of African life in Johannes-
burg, as delineated by both African and European social workers, ministers,
officials, and interested observers.
A portrait was painted by some witnesses of a human jungle in which
the strong and vivid colors clashed in wild turmoil.
to jar Centlivres (a reaction he later confirmed in con-
much more used to the soft pastels of the Western Cape
a cultured path for two hundred years; where Africans
in the last decade; and where the relationships of
and the Europeans have been peaceful and pater-
This seemed
versation) who
where life has moved
have come in numbers only
the Coloured
nalistic.
This softer Cape view of race relations is noticeable in the news-
papers, churches, universities, and day-to-day actions of ordinary people in
the Western Cape. 1t is evident in the thinking of well-educated people who
rarely recognize, in my experience, many of the elementary facts of African
life and race relations on the Witwatersrand.
The Honourable R. E. Roper spent most of his long career on the
bench in Swaziland and Basutoland on the borders of Natal. He has a wide
knowledge of Native Law and was the presiding judge st a number of the famous
ritual murder cases He is highly respected by members of the bar for his
knowledge of rural African life.
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of touch with the fact
deaths in one of the
to detect any
the length and
At times Justice seemed
that this was an inquiry into the causes
industrial of' the worldo It was not
appreciation by him of the rise of African Nationalism across
breadth of Africa in the decade 0
and kindly a well...
to face
such educated Africans simply don't want
pay to their tribal chiefs
for whom the Justice great
his questions to admonish
deference to tribal tradition. The
testified to the passionate
segment of urban Africans
This was evident in his
the fact that the vast of
to follow Justice s wish that
and behave themselves as
admiration and even affection.
Africans for lack of tribal
bare fact that many Africans
of tribalism and tribal
sank in slowlyo
The Commission in him a certain lack
the situation and him to prepare the historical
report although this is nowhere indicated.
The kind, benevolent of Justice seemed to stand for the
attitude of a large number of English-speaking Natalians who genUinely
a great affection for nour Zulus n while wishing to protect them from evil
such as the Indian ncoolies n they so
Most of the three Commissioners was the Honourable Leo
Greenberg. This was recognized by pro-Nationalist Afrikaner observers at the
inqUiry who strenuously disagree with Greenberg's liberal views.
Recently in Bloemfontein, where Greenberg often sat as an court
judge, a judge who is entirely Afrikaner and pro-Nationalist in his background
and private sympathies told me that he admires Greenberg as a man with one
of the best and sharpest legal minds the South African bench has seen.
is a Transvaler and revealed this in his
of some of the ways of living today of urban Africans on the
he learned a great deal more about modern African
servers including Africans -- in the course of the
at all times better able to and deal with the new facts as they
were presented than did his colleagues. He was not sentimental in his ques-
tioning of African witnesses in fact he was the most severe in his
probing of one African ,Yitness who reversed his
The three ex-Judges were
well known not to be in with the
there wa s some doubt
in a
Council and were fairly
of the Nationalist
who some observers
The Commissioners
of urban Africans of
learned a tremendous lot about the problems
After several tours of the riot areas to
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establish certain ground facts, they were taken repeatedly to the African
areas by those advising them in order (the advisers felt) to let the facts of
African existence sink in.
PURPOSES OF THE INQUIRY
The official task of the Cormnission was Uto enquire into the causes
and circumstances of the riots which took place in the vicinity of Dube Hostel
in the South-Western Native Townships over the week end 14th/15th September,
1957. if
An immediate political purpose was to produce findjngs with which
to belabor the National Party before the April 16th election. The great ex-
pense of the hearings can scarcely be said to justify such a purpose.
A future political purpose ,ms to try to fix some or all of the
responsibility for any future riots on the policy of ethnic grouping promulga-
ted by the government. On this score the City Council should be partially
satisfied by the report.
A long-range purpose of the investiGation, in the minds of those
who persuaded the City Council to initiate it, ,.;as the education of the City
Council and some of the general public to the facts of African problems in
Johannesburg. This purpose may well be fulfilled. If it is not -- the Afri-
can population is likely to provide fresh evidence.
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There probably are more distinguished
writers among English-speaking South Africans, in
proportion to their number (fewer than the popula-
tion of Cleveland), than in any other language group
in the world.
Insights into the political and social
life of this nation can found in the literary
content, form, and quality of writing in the two
official languages. ,Anybody who undertakes a sur-
vey of South African writing comes up shortly vith
the question: Why is Afrikaans poetry superior both
to Afrikaans prose and to the English-language poetry
of South Africa? An answer may be found in looking
at the: Strength of South African English Prose,
Development of Afrikaans Poetry and Prose, Weakness
of South African English Poetry, Weakness of Afri-
kaans Prose, and Strength of Afrikaans Poetry and
Language.
Alan Paton is world renowned.
Gordimer is well known for the
of her short stories.
There dozen more
iets of not~< A casual announcement in
Outstanding men include Laurens Van der
his work; Dan Jacobsen
~~~~~~~~" recently at Stanford; Harry
has just had a musical accepted
music by a Johannesburg African;
whose latest was
here last
; snd Peter a~~~~~~Vtu his credit.
The publication in these pages is one of a
continuing series from AME RICAN U NI-
VERSITIES FIELD STAFF correspondents
on current developments in world affairs.
This correspondence is distributed by
the AUFS as a contribution to the American
fund of information on significant foreign
events, trends, and rersonalities. The in-
formal letters, reflecting the current judg-
ments of men on the scene, are of primary
interest to the universities and colleges
which co-operatively sponsor the AUFS, a
nonprofit corporation.
The letters are available by arrange..
ment to other educational institutions,
business and publishing fi(ms, and public
affairs groups interested in the findings of
exceptionally qualified correspondents. The
writers have been chosen for their ability
to use scholarly as well as journalistic
skills in collecting, reporting, and evalu-
ating data. Each has resided in his area of
assignment long enough to be thoroughly at
home in it, and has combined personal ob-
servation and experience with advanced
studies.
The letters are copyrighted and must
not be reproduced or republished in whole
or in part, or given secondary distribution,
except by arrangement with the AUF S.
F acuity members of colJeges and univer-
sities receiving the AUFS services are
ileged to use the letters in classroom work,
and students of these institutions may draw
on the material in them for academic papers
not planned for publication.
L ettli?rs an d reports issued by th e
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES FIELD STAFF
are not selected to accord with an editorial
policy and do not represent the views of its
membership. Responsibility for accuracy of
facts an d for opinions in the
letters and reports rests solely with the
individual correspondents.
PHILLIPS TALBOT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR . Copyright 19.58 American Universities Field Staff, Inc. ,
Let us with a poem of Eugene
Marais (who wrote in 1905 and that had a
powerful influence on the of Boers.
The earliest Afrikaans poetry comes
from the and dates back to about 1875. A
group at the Paarl but this
early work is not much more
rhymes.
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produced 97 manuscripts of novels from local
drawers. Perhaps this is only fair because sta-
tistics show that English-speaking South Africans
bUy (as distinct from "read") more books in pro-
portion to their numbers than any other cultural
group in the world.
In contrast to this enthusiasm and
wealth of fiction, it is unanimously agreed
among critics in a position to judge, that Afri-
kaans poetry stands as high as an elephantts eye
above English poetry in South Africa. Professor
of English Guy Butler at Rhodes Un~versity (a
fine poet and dramatist himself) says frankly
that, in comparison with Afrikaans poetry, the
English "output is small and the quality poor. iI
Marais t
poem but its
gave heart to the
Some said that
exprl~Sfucm was
and
(the language) by its very
status. No one was considered
educated who did not speak proper Nederlands
(Dutch) Skeptics said t.he "kitchen language"
would die out. Its limited vocabulary and sim-
drew derision from many educated
Boers not to mention the derisive snobbery of
the Dutch and Numerous
Afrikaners have told me how their parents corre-
in when because Neder-
lands was too stiff and and was
held to be inferior.
Winternag
o koud is die windjie
en skraal
En blink in die dof-lig
en kaal,
so -wyd as die Heel' se genade
le die velde in sterlig en skade
En hoog in die rande
Versprei in die brande,
is die grassaad aan roere
soos winkende hande.
o teurig die wysie
op die ooswind se mast
BOOS die lied van in meisie
in haar liefde verlaat.
In elk I grashalm se vou
blink 'n druppel van dou,
en vinnig verbleek dit
tot ryp in die kou!
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Winter Night
The wind it is biting
and chill,
Agleam in the twilight
and still,
Like God and Hi s grace without end,
So the plains in the starlight ex-
tend
Up above, far away
In their serried array,
Like beckoning hands
The tall grasses sway.
With sad music laden,
The east wind blows on,
Like the song of a maiden
Whose lover is gone.
Each blade in its fold
A dew drop doth hold,
So soon to be turned
To frost in the cold!
(Translation published 1956 by Anthony
ThorPe, Witwatersrand University Press)
(Note: Much poetry is, of course, Virtually untranslatable, and this
is the chief reason for Afrikaans poetry being unknown in the United States.
The English translations presented here, most of them prepared for the first
time for this letter, vary in their degree of literalness. Meters and rhymes
may possibly be sensed from the Afrikaans originals.)
The acrid ashes of defeat in the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) gave
Afrikaans poetr-J that followed a bitter, melancholy quality. But in the barren-
ness of defeat, when the Commandos had been dismounted, the dead women and
children had been buried behind the barbed wire of the epidemic-swept concen-
tration camps, and the uitlanders rode tall in the political saddle, there
sprouted a few tough shoots of poetry to nourish, while embittering, the Afri-
kaans spirit. Louis Leipoldt (1880-1947) went to the anguish and pain in the
heart of his people in the first decade of the century.
Aan 'n Seepkissie
Hulle het jou in England gemaak, seepkissie,
Om hier in ons land as In doodkis te dien,
Hulle het op jou letters geverwe, seepkissie,
En ek bet jouselwe as doodkis gesien
Klein Jannie van ouboetie SaarI, seepkissie,
Het hier in die kemp, met sy sussie gekom--
En jy was soos jy weet, seepkissie,
Daar oorkant Englland tot doodkis vir hom!
of eleven verses)
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made you in England, little soapbox,
to serve as a coffin here in our countrye
letters on you little soapbox.
I saw you as a coffin
Little Jannie of brother Saarl, little soapbox,
came here to the camp with his sister.
And you were destined in England, as you know little soapbox,
to be a coffin for hime
Little Jannie of brother Saarl, little soapbox,
was active and healthy, and quite a lad for his age,
but he here in the camp, as you know little soapbox,
for three weeks--and then he was dead.
Do you remember Jannie? You know, little soapbox,
He played little games with you.
The sun glinted on his curly head, little soapbox,
Shiny as its sun beams, bright as
On the Friday morning--do you little soapbox?
Aunt said, "Ach, Jannie's coughing,
and in the evening, as you know, little soapbox,
Jannie's life was already almost half ravaged.
On Saturday afternoon they carried you, little soap box,
To his tent--a coffin.
The little white face you know, little soapbox,
The tiny hands folded and crossedo
They you in England, little soapbox,
to serve as a coffin here for our children.
And they found little bodies for you, little soap box.
I saw you as a coftin myself.
(Seven of eleven verses)
The verses tell of the and of camp
life: the shelter, the suffering of the very young and the aged,
the mental a'~~~~.QU those who hear the moaning of the sick, see the suffer-
of dear and fear what the passing hours and days may bring. And
there refrain: Patience, oh patience, which can endure so much.
(Final
Forget? Is it easy to forget?
The """·Pof".,.",,,41 ,the was so very grievous
The iron has scorched and marked for the ages,
Branded our r-'~~~'- and this wound is too deep,
too close to our heart, and too in our
oh that can endure so much.
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(Final Verse)
Vergewe? Vergeet? Is dit maklik vergewe?
Die smarte, die angs het so baie gepla!
Die yater het gloeiend un merk vir die eeue
Gebrand op ons Yolk; en die wond is te na--
Te ne a~n ons bart, en diep in ons leve--
uGeduld, 0 geduld, wat so baie ken dra!"
Totius, Marais, and Celliers were major poets along with Leipoldt in
this period of Vaderlandse poetry. Celliers il "Die Vlakte" has moved succeed-
ing generations of Afrikaner youth and been declaimed from a thousand platforms.
His shorter poem "Dis Al" is also widely known:
Dis die blond,
d is die vlou:
d is die veld,
dis die lug;
en iln voel draai bowe in eensame vlug--
dis ala
Dis un balling gekom
oor die oseaan,
dis un grar in die gras,
dis 'n vallende traan--
dis ale
Itus the yellow and the blue,
ItUs the veld and the sky,
And a lone bird above
Flies slowly and high--
That's all.
It's an exile returned
Oiler the ocean drear,
It's a grave in the grass
Itis a falling tear--
That's all.
(Anonymous--recalled for
me by Prof. R. E. Lighton)
The bitterness did not last for all. Leipoldt, for example, eventu-
ally became a member of the South African Party in which Smuts and Hertzog
brought together the overwhelming majority of English- and Afrikaans-speaking
South Africans.
There was a close relationship in the days between the poet
people. This was deepened by the major themes. Afrikaans poetry up
1920's can be called, it seems to the three V's period:
and (freedom) .
Afrikanerdom is knit, masculine, earthy, and not
notably tolerant of nonconformists. The farmer the would
take violent issue with the suggestion that his son become a
still is associated with the effete and the effeminate.
niche in the Afrikaner value
one among most who
but who may be isolated
literature. The scene of the old, bearded
with his back to the covered
Yet bas
The role of recitation
have a for their
and without much formal education or
Boer at the camp
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wagons, and reading Die Boek (the Bible) to the extended family, is a familiar
example of this.
The American picture of the nervous youngster on the platform,' the
"Star Spangled Banner" sung by parents bursting with pride, followed by the
nervous declamation of the "Gettysburg Address,il is a green memory for many
Americans, and a mirror to South Africa.
The poems of Leipoldt and others were -- and are -- declaimed in
similar fashion on such occasions as the Day of the Covenant (DingaanBs Day)
and have served to give a sense of spiritual unity to die~~.
But on such Afrikaner days of celebration the poem and the declaimer
are far more important than the poet. Often the writer is anonymous. Al-
though these days have been modernized, not unlike the commercialization of
the Oceana County Fair I went to each summer as a boy in Michigan, they are
still cherished in the hearts of the platteland people and in the memories of
the townsmen.
Status for the poet was enhanced by the fact that nearly all of the
early poets engaged in respected occupations. Leipoldt was a doctor, Marais
and Langenhoven were lawyers, Totius a Dean of Theology, and Celliers a sur-
veyor before he became Professor of Afrikaans at the University of Stellenbosch.
With him began the modern practice of appointing poets to university ctairs.
South AfricaBs leading contemporary poet, N. P. Van Wyk Louw, has just accepted
a chair at the University of the Witwatersrand.
Before moving on to contemporary poets, we must mention Cornelius
Langenhoven who did more than any other man to encourage, by example, the
growth of literary Afrikaans. He cannot be considered a major poet. However,
some of his short stories rival those of Mark Twain in their folk humor, and
1lris pla~e in the literary shrine of Afr~kaans is assured by his writing "Die
Stem,1I one of the loveliest, least rr.artial, and most simply moving national
anthems in the world.
Miss Sarah Goldblatt, LangenhovenBs literary executrix, famed and
beloved by Afrikaners, does not make extravagant claims for him as a poet.
She told me that she felt his forte was the essay, both in Afrikaans and Eng-
lish.
CONTEMPORARY POETS
Afrikaans poets are not easy to classifye The leading school today
is a strongly intellectual one with Teutonic overtones, headed by N. P. Van
Wyk Louv, his brother W. E. G. Louw, and Dirk Opperman.
A Mediterranean or Latin touch is evident in the 'Work of Uys Krige,
Peter Blum, and (along with a touch of the East) I. D. du Plessis.
Elisabeth Eybers has a unique place in· Afrikaans poetry for her
to feminine emotion. She combines simplicity, clarity, and earthi-
ness. Her poem "Maria" is a beautifully moving introspective study of Mary's
thoughts as she learns she is to be the mother of the Christ Child and during
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the days that follow. Her sonnet "Die Vrou li ("The Woman lV ) portrays the im-
mortality of womankind as the seasons trek on from summer to autumn to winter
in unceasing cycle, while woman remains the bearer of spring which raises her
above the passage of the seasons and gives her immortality. Elisabeth Eybers
writes in this early period in a personal sense of love, birth, growing chil-
dren, death, and the passing of the seasons.
She grew up in a little town in the western Transvaal, where an
English teacher (in an Afrikaans school) encouraged her to write her first
poems, which were in English. Since the age of 17, when she entered Witwaters-
rand University, she has lived in Johannesburg, and does not display the hos-
tility towards the city common among Afrikaans poets. Her husband, whom she
married young, manages a clothing factory, and has given her the leisure to
devote herself to writing. T~at except for a period of seven years when
small children prevented much writing, f~ecause one needs time to be alone
and to think," she commented. In the last few years, with her four children
moving through school and two away now, she has been publishing with some
frequency.
Her style cannot be identified with anyone source although she
does say she became fond of Emily Dickinson at the age of 23 two years af-
ter her first volume was published. In her more recent poetry she has become
more than South Africa's outstanding woman and taken her place beside
those working on universal themes. This despite the fact that she has been
outside South Africa only once -- for a short trip to Europe. Incidentally,
the only complete collected edition of her works has been published in Holland
with both a critical and a popular success. Although Afrikaans is fairly well
understood in Holland, she is including a glossary of Afrikaans terms in the
next edition of the book.
Elisabeth Eybers is with a soft, oval face that is both femi-
nine and strong in its composition. Her new work has been termed "slightly
cynical" by some critics but when I asked her about this, she stopped eating,
seemed to study the texture of the fried sole and then, looking up with a
charming smile,said in her distinct Transvaal accent, I~O, I'm not cynical,
perhaps what they mean 1s that I'm more it
Here is a poem from her earlier
writel's of Afrikaans ....",=o1l": ...'''u
that has a title often used
Jy het my meer gegee as die blou van jou 00:
ook die meerblou tussen vit volke-oewers het myne
die dromerige rookblou van ver
die perelblou van die
en die roeklose blou van tn blam tussen groen gras.
gave· me more than the blue of your eyes:
The lake blue vhite cloud banks became mine
And the blue of distant
And the smoke blue of hour
And boldness flower
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Jy het my. meer gegee as die beroering van jou bande:
dig lug het teerder om my gevloei,
die aand het ~ as voorheen ontvang in sy koele omhelsing
en die wind het gaan op my bors.
gave me more than the touch of your hands:
The very air surrounded me with greater tenderness,
The evening embraced me more intimately in its coolness,
And the wind came to rest on my breast.)
het my meer gegee as die besorgdheid van jou stem:
die bome het hut takke behoedsaam geneig
en die sterre het hulle rondom geskaar soos wagte.
gave me more than the concern in your voice:
Trees dipped their branches with gentle care,
And the stars clustered round like guardians.)
Jy het my meer gegee as die drang van jou bloed:
die warm krag van die aarde het deur my gestroom,
die sap war lentebotsels uitstoot het gepols in my are
en die Lewe het ontkiem in my skoot.
gave me more than the urge of your blood:
The warm strength of earth flowed through me;
The sap which sets trees abudding pulsed within me
And immortality germinated within my womb.)
Jy het my meer gegee as die droom van een nag:
a1 die verlore drome van my kindertyd het teruggekeer,
en in my Be het jy sterre aangesteek,
te helder om te vlug vir die daglig.
gave me more than one night I s dream:
All the lost dreams of childhood returned,
And in eyes you lighted stars
Too to flee the light of day.)
Alles wat ek verloor het en veel wat nog ongevonde was, het jy my gegee.
Jy het my meer as jou liefde:
die guns en die liefde van God.
I lost and much I had never found you gave me.
more than your love:
and love of God.)
G. Ao is an interesting bridge between platteland and
is almost the Afrikaans poet to take up the obvious theme of
he wishes his readers would place more e~hasis on his com-
IJQi"O'&.VU for animals after the killing, and less on the hun't. On the other
hand, he reaches into the urban environment and in so doing parallels the
lives of. many Afrikaners He reacts to the city with dislike, distrtJ.st,
and fear. We are at least half a generation away from the Afrikaans poet who
will regularly find in the steel jungle or humanity in the packed tram
car.
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Watermeyeris feelings, and he speaks for many sensitive Afrik£ners,
are suggested in this poem:
Graafmasjien
fly kruip uit kreukels van die brein
af langs die hand oor wit papier
en snuffel met die potloodlyn
oor ribbe van die ~Naterdier.
Met werwelbeen uit staal gewring,
klounael gekantel teen die as,
word hy ons stadspoort ingebring;
die slaaf van hierdie tenger rasa
Vyf vingers aan die hefboom dryf
sy kake grommend in die gruis;
die nagte hurk sy drakelyf
geduldig tussen straat en huis.
~~ar somtyds (dit mag toeval wees)
gryp hy 'n bekvol bloed en vlees.
The Grab (Steamshovel)
He crawls forth from convolutions of
the brain,
along a hand and o'er the blank white
sheet and sniffs along the pencil path
over the water monster' t bones.
*blue prints
With steel-wrought joints,
talons curled around the axle,
it is brought into our city,
the slave of this frail race.
Five fingers round the lever drive
its gnashing ,jaws into the gravel,
and at night the dragon crouches
patiently between street and house.
But sometimes (by chance perhaps)
its jaws grip flesh and blood.
Watermeyer's mechanical shovel is a modern version of Grendel, the
mythical man-eating monster whose legendary assaults were ended by Beowulf.
Watermeyer is the most nationalistic (in a political-party sense)
of the leading Afrikaans poets. On the National Party election calendar four
men are quoted: Strijdom, Watermeyer, Langenhoven , and Malan. Some of his
verse strongly supports the so called "extremists" of the Transvaal. He se-
lected two lines for me from.his long Afrikaans poem on the republic of a
thousand years to illustrate how he feels Africans cannot be advanced rapidly:
Voor steen kool ryp tot diamant
(Before coal ripens to diamonds)
Stoot duisend eeue oor in land.
(A thousand centuries go over our land.)
I met Watermeyer one day after work -- he had been battling all day
with the problems of writing copy for Coca-Cola and Palmolive -- and he wel-
comed liquid refreshment. His bulky Rugby build, stolid face, and huge hands,
would not distinguish him from many Afrikaners recently in the city. He feels
very close to "my people" and takes pride in being a national figure He is
like Leipoldt in his sense of identity with his country, although he lacks, the
early Afrikaners bitterness toward Britain. When he gradually unwound after
an hour or more, and the traffic outside the quieted down a bit, as
if the were behaving itself by being less he quoted two lines
he has yet to use in to show his sense of with his fellow
Afrikaners:
Bounded and humbled
ghost-groping years
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Hatermeyer is not happy with the enthusiasm the "extreme" Afrikaners
show for his poetry. "They accept what I write about our history and our
being a chosen race, which I believe, but they don-t understand my deeper
meaning of love, of the need to sacrifice."
Watermeyer has been widely criticized for the inferior quality of
his English poetry and political verses -- his last work was on the myth of
the island of Atlantis and 'southern civilization.- He attributes this reac-
tion to 1) English dislike of his political views and, 2) the antagonism
between North (Johannesburg) and South (Cape Town) in Afrikaans literary
circles as in so many others.
I'll never forget my first lunch with Uys Krige in Stellenbosch a
few years ago. He wore a shabby brown suit and a shirt a washing machine
would like to greet twice. His dry and barely combed hair, and the lambent
glint in his mobile face completed a picture almost too Bohemian to be true.
Krige is the most versatile of today's Afrikaans writers. He has
written successful poems, a play, and novels. His English prose falls below
the qtmlity of his Afrikaans prose (although he wrote his novel, The Way Out,
in English, published it, rewrote it -- still in English -- and republished
it) but he often finds a particularly felicitous phrase in English. Krige
has said that he doesn't know a truly conVincing English character in an
Afrikaans novel, or a truly convincing Afrikaner in an English novel. He has
the perception to write a great novel, but his Afrikaans poems are his high
watermark. His forthcoming visit to America may provide a new spark to pro-
duce a new volume of poetry, long overdue.
CAPE TOUCH
The sometimes bitter and harsh poems of the Transv'aal are in con-
trast to the work produced by the lighter touch of poets like Krige, in the
Cape. Humorous poems seem easier in the Cape, where the light and life are
softer. In race relations, the presence of one million Coloured people, form-
ing a bridge between black and white, make the Cape quite different from the
Transvaal as a place to live. Subtle humor is evident in many poems in which
Coloured colloquial Afrikaans plays a role. Some fine ones have been written
by I. D. du Plessis who is, strangely enough, the top administrator of the
government's Department of Coloured Affairs.
These two poems by Peter Blum, who was born in Austria but educated
at the University of Stellenbosch, are examples of the lighter touch of the
Cape poets. In the first, a Coloured man in Cape Town talks about the massive
and revered Voortre~rer Monument to the heroes of Afrikaner 19th-century his-
tory that stands on a high hill outside Pretoria. Around the statue are
friezes of typical figures of the trek.
Oor Monnement Gepraat (Talking of Monuments)
Wat spog jul so met julIe monnement?
(Wbyd ~ya brag so much about your monument?)
Hy's groot ma'lielak, en hy staan so kaal
(It's big but ugly and stands so bare)
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ds'op sykoppie. Wie't vir hom betaal--
(on its hill. Who paid for it--)
al daai graniet en marmer en sement?
(all that granite, marble, and cement?)
2
o ja, hy's groter as tn sirkustent--
(Oh yes, it's bigger than a circus tent--)
mat waats die ped, die mooi nooi innie saal?
(but where's the horse, the pretty girl in the saddle?)
die lekka clowns, die leeus in hul kraal?
(the funny clowns, the lions in their cage?)
Nei, daa's gin spots nie vir jou Kjend!
(No, here's no fun for a child of the Cape.)
3
Hier het ons stetjoes, elkeen soos 'n mens:
(Here we have statues, everyone a person:)
ou Afduim-Murray, Hofmeyr met sy pens;
(Old thumbless Murray. Hofmeyr and his paunch;)
hier's Jan van Riebeeck, bakgat aangetrek
(Here's Jan van Riebeek flashily dressed)
in sy nlus-fours; Cecil Rhodes wat jou wys
(in his plus fours; Cecil Rhodes who points)
waf die reisiebaan l~; en vorie Paalmint-hys
(to the race course. And in front of the Houses of Parliament)
ou Mies Victoria met hat klein spanspek.
(old Ma'am Victoria, holding her little cantaloupe.*)
*The Queen's muff.
Ou Groentesmous
Die stad word altyd Duut, tn mens word ouer
en word f n vreemdeling in jou eie itryk
wat om jou greet. Terwyl jy staan en kyk
word jou huis donkerder, jou straatjie nouer.
Jou gasag cor jou kinners word ook flouer:
Hulle wateers skaars jou kniee kon bereik
stean netnou hard teenoor jou, en gelyk,
en netnou-netnou raas hul bo jou skouer.
Ons karretjies word ook ammel ingehaal:
Daa's Abels--hy beef nou op die Laaate Skeal ...
en Fransman--hy ry voor 'n stoet 6y laaste trippie.
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Lyk rrry net Tafelberg bly wat hy was,
soft ek hom kan herken. Ja, Mies, by skop vas
teen die wind en die weer. Hy's 'n goeie ou klippie
(Old Vegetable Peddler)
The becomes ever new, you grow older and a stranger
in your own district that spreads outward. While you
stand and stare, your bouse darkens, the street narrows.
Your authority over your children also weakens. They
who once could scarce reach your knees, soon harden toward
you, become equal, and very soon they rage above your
shoulder. Our little carts are also all overtaken. There's
Abels--he's trembling on the last scale and Fransman, he
leads his last procession at th~ Coloured Carnival. It
seems to me only Table Mountain remains the same -- to be
recognized. Yes, Ma'am, it stands firm against wind and
weather. HeYs a good little old stone.
In a more symbolic vein is the work of two outstanding Coloured
poets, S. V. Petersen and P. J. Philander. The following poem is taken from
Philander's volume Uurglas. In its picture of spring, rebirth, and beauty in
the crippled grasshopper which cannot live out its days the poem conveys a
sense of the position of the Coloured community, with its fertility, crippled-
ness, inability to live a full life, and yet a certain nobility in its suffer-
ing.
Lente
Blink son en doudruppel,
waarom is die sprinkaan kreupel?
Skildvlerk af en dybeen gebreek
en die agterlyf lam op die kweek.
Die eiers langs die leDoor uit,
'n lewe te bere onder die kluit.
fly loer gaasogig deur die gras
en beur afpotig met t n gekras.
Blink son en doudruppel,
mooi is die ondervlerk gestippel!
Spring
Bright sun and dewdrop. Why is the grasshopper lame? Shield
broken, hip broken, and the lower part of its body lame on the
grass The eggs spilling out of the laying tube a life to
bury under the turf. It peers thru the grass with its many-
faceted gauzy eyes and struggles lamely, uttering a hoarse
sound. Bright sun and dewdrop. How beautifully stippled are
the delicate wings!
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In another poem, Philander is speaking of an
living, probably, in a temporary shack in the rural 1F>tf\!IU"i·I-.'lMHd
his fellows are repairing a stretch of road.
Moeg van pik en hamer slaau
vir elke dag se skokiaan
l~ hy saans aIleen en dink
onder die swartgerookte sink
wat wydsbeen oor hom stean in dorp en
langs elke vaal verlate pad:
Die·Grootbaas het aan hom gese,
"Ek sal jou mare elders dalk nodig h€.li
road 'Worker
while he and
Weary of swinging the pick, of hammering,
Tired of each day·s alcoholic brew,
He lies alone at night, thinking,
Under the smoke-blackened corrugated iron roof
That straddles over him in
Town and city, along each
deserted, dusty road: The
Boss ffio{/ said to him, liTomorrow
I may perhaps need you elsewhere. 1I
DIETSE (GERMAN-DUTCH) SCHOOL
The two Louw brothers, N. P. Van and W. E. G., and Dirk Opperman
can be considered a triumvirate heading what is probably the strongest line in
Afrikaans poetry.
N. P. Van Wyk Louw is both South African and international in his
poetry, much of which is extremely difficult of translation because of its
obscurity in the original Afrikaans. Unlike the early poets, he does not
necessarily rely on local themes. In one series of sonnets which could have
been written in Heidelberg, San Francisco, or Paris, Van '\~yk Louw imagines the
walls of his room are covered with mirrors, and in them he sees the rise and
fall of the civilizations of Egypt, Assyria, and Rome (or does the eagle sym-
bolize America?). He is likewise international in writing of DostoevsbJ.
Van Wyk Louw was deeply influenced in his early development by Roy
Campbell, whose work will be discussed later. Both South Africans were strongly
in favor of authoritarian forms of government, although liberal friends of
Campbell now say his enlistment with the Franco forces in the Spanish Civil
War was a phase he wiped out by fighting for Britain in World War II.
Lest there be a misunderstanding, let me quote from a letter to the
editor of (Cape Town) written from Holland by Van Wyk Louv to put
on record to proposals for internal (translated)
"If the enemies of Afrikaans in South Africa had to think out a plan to
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enervate the language, to take away all attractiveness from it, they could
scarcely have thought of a more suitable means than the principles for which
our advocates of censorship and our purifiers of foreign taints are
"
Van Wyk Louw has been strongly influenced by German poets. Inciden-
tally, a German professor who specializes in poetry recently said that Afri-
kaans poetry more than held its own with contemporary German-Dutch-Flemish
poet~. Some see evidence of Louwws association with German thinking in his
poem tRaks, tv a long and perhaps verbose story of an African tribe in the Congo
with a mystic conception of a half-animal, half-human figure, that critic
Anthony Delius has described as a "forced march to novhere." A close parallel
to Rilkews "Herbst" ("Autumn") is sometimes seen in the following example from
a cycle by Van Wyk Louw:
Vroegherfs
Die jaar word ryp in goue akkerblare,
in wingerd wet verbruin, en witter lug
wat daglank van die nuwe wind en klare
son deurspoel word; elke blom word vrug,
tot selfs die traagstes; en die eerste blare val
so stilweg in die rook-vaal bos en laan,
dat die takke van die lang populiere al
teen elke ligte more witter staan.
o fleer, laat hierdie dae heilig word:
laat alles val wat proruc en sieraad was
of enkel jeug, en ver was van die pyn;
laat ryp word, fleer, laat U wind waai, laat stort
my waan, tot al die hoogheid eindelik vas
en nakend uit my teerder jeug verskyn.
Early Autumn
The year ripens in golden oak-leaves, in browning vine and
brighter sky, swept all day by the new wind and clear sun.
Flowers become fruit, even the tardiest, and the first
leaves fall so gently in the smoke-grey wood and lane, that
the branches of the tall poplars gleam whiter against every
light morning. Oh Lord~ Let these days become sacred; shed
all that was vain, ornate, or mere youth, and remote from
pain. Ripen, Oh Lord! let Thy wind blow, shed illusion until
all that is noble at last emerges from tender youth; naked
and firm.
Elisabeth Eybers admires Opperman' s "pover and force," but she con-
siders Van Wyk Louw the strongest South African poet. During our conversation
she made a point of Van Wyk Louw's change in political thinking -- from strong
sympathy for National Socialism and Germany during World War II to a public
repudiation of Nazism and Nazi methods when the fuller story became apparent
to him. This is of interest because it is the poetry he wrote during his pro-
Nazi period that is most often quoted in political context.
Van Wyk Louw has been a professor at the University of Amsterdam for
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t he past eight years • Although he is an ardent National Party supporter, when
he returns to live in Johannesburg he well introduce strong controversy
because of some of his views such $8 attitude toward censorship that I
have quoted above.
D. J. Opperman writes many poems of an international nature that
drew criticism from aome Afrikaners who would restrict Afrikaans poets to
Vaderland, ~, and Vryheid, in order that they might play a more specific
role in building up Afri~nerdom politically as well as culturally.
In Opperman's poem that follows is combined a timeless theme of
Christianity (as in many early Afrikaans poems) with a distinctive South Afri-
can flavor, the whole being underlain with the greatest revolutionary challenge
possible to Afrikaans society.
KersliedJie
Drie outas het in die haai Karroo
die ster gesin en die enge geglo
hul kieries en drie bondels gevat
en aangestryk met 'n jakkalspad
al agter die ding wat skuiwend skyn
eor 'n plakkie, 'n klip, 'n syferfontein,
oor die sink en die sak van Distrik Ses
waar 'n kersie brand in 'n stukkende fles
en daar tussen esels en makriel
die krip gesien en neergekniel
die skaapvet, eisers, en biltong
nederig gel'@ veor God se klong
en die Here gedank in gesang en gebe
vir 'n kindjie wat ook die volk sou red ••.
oor die hele affere het uit 'n hoek
'n broeis bantam agterdogtig gekloek.
This poem is poetically translated by Anthony Delius in Roy McNab's
new (April, 1958) anthology of South African poetry, but here I prefer a more
explanatory prose translation.
Three old Hottentots in the bare plain
Saw the star and believed the anGel
Took their walking stocks and tr~ee bundles
And walked along the twisting jaekalfs path
Following the thing which shone as it moved
Over succulents, stones, and seeping springs
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Over corrugated iron roofs and burlap sacking of District Six
Where a little candle burns in a broken bottle
And there among the donkeys and salted mackerels
They savl the crib and knelt down
The sheep fat, eggs, and dried beef
They htmilily laid down before Godve small brovrn child
And they thanked God with hymn and prayer
For the child who would also save people
While from a corner a broody Bantam hen
Clucked suspiciously about the whole affair
This poem is not easy to translate because many words have a precise
and intimate South African flavor in Afrikaans. Outas could be translated as
IiAfricansli instead of "Hottentots," but the latterS'eems preferable because
the three wise men were of a different group -- but related. District Six is
the roughest and poorest section of Cape Town where corrugated iron serves to
roof houses, and burlap sacking to keep out the damp winter cold arrdto divide
rooms. The equivalents of gold, frankincense, and myrrh are typically South
African.
Interpretation reveals wide differences of opinion and much contro-
versy.
The clucking hen in the corner is a possible (some say obviou~Bibli­
cal reference to PeterVs denial of the Lord. According to St. Luke (22:34)
Christ said, "Peter, the cock shall not crow this day, before that thou shalt
thrice deny that thou knowest me."
To some religious Afrikaners the poem suggests the thought that if
Christ had been born in South Africa, he probably would have been born in such
poverty-pressed surroundings as are found amidst "die sink en die sak van
Distrik Ses,1i and that he might well be "Non-European II by South African defini-
tion. A thoughtful Afrikaner woman, both religiously devout and loyal to the
yolk, asked me rhetorically, ViAnd how many of us would be present at his
'b'1'rth1 11
In direct opposition to this is Watenneyeris interpretation as a
friend who has worked vith Opperman and who feels that Opperman is
displaying a touch of the agnostic by having the broody hen cluck suspiciously
about the whole affair -- the story of the Christ childis birthc
A literary critic of Dagbreek, who teaches Afrikaans in a teachers w
college, interprets the final two lines as showing the frustration of the
members of the Coloured community and their indifference, and hence the sug-
gestion that they "alsou need a Messiahc
another line of thinking~ms summarized for me by Dominee
of the Dutch Reform Church in the Transvaal, who feels that
the poem by adding the animals that would reasonably
in a nativity scene. He discerned the significance of the Bantam. as
a breed that originated in the East.
Finally,
Brink, former head
Opperman
be found
being of
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The poem was originally published in 1952 in a slim volume of verse
without greatly arousing anyoneis feelings. But when it was reprinted last
Christmas time in the mass circulation n~13Q~~~T.~~ Die Transvaler it blew up a
storm of protest. "Profane, II Hblasphemous, and ii'scurrilous lv were some of
the complaints. A criticism of it appeared in the letters column of the in-
fluential church magazine Die Kerkbode.
Dominee Brink does not find the poem profane. He is mildly critical
of handling such a "highit subject as God t s child in such "low" Iitera:ry 1an=
guage as Coloured slang referring to the telescoping of "klein jongii (little
young one) to liklong li which has a non-white connotation == biitiS not perturbed
in the way many writers-to=the-editor were.
Dr. Ernst Lindenberg, lecturer in Afrikaans at the University of the
Witwatersrand, wrote his doctoral dissertation on Oppermanis poetry. He does
not see a. reference to the Bible in the. mention of the hen, but does feel that
the final two lines car:ry the "punch" of the poem.
He pointed out to me how Opperman has modeled this poem on the very
early Dutch Kersliedjies which abound in local touches to the Christmas story,
even to the point of picturing the three wise men as ilwading through deep
snow."
Lindenberg feels Opperman is definitely giving a probing thrust at
the Christian conscience of white South Africans who try to bring the word of
God to the Coloured community, while possibly -- just possibly -- sometimes
denying Him. The hen becomes the critical observer in this; is not so easily
conVinced, and gives support, Lindenberg feels, to both the interpretation of
the poem as being a challenge for Christianity, and a challenge to Christianity
along the lines suggested by Watermeyer. --
Opperman himself; in two conversations, spoke freely, but not for
attribution. Quite reasonably, he prefers to let the poem speak for itself
without the authoris interpretation. However, Opperman was willing to be
quoted to the effect that he used a "Bantam" hen in the scene because that
breed -- like a significant element of the Coloured population -- originated
in the East.
In discussing Afrikaans poetry with a religious theme, it is impor-
tant to bear in ~ind that Afrikaans poetry has been touched by the hand of
the disbeliever since the turn of the century. Even Leipoldt often said he
was a follower of Buddha. In the 1920 i s, when ToonVan den Heever appeals
judge and the greatest authority on Roman Dutch first challenged the tra-
ditional pattern of Afrikaans poetry, there was a tremendous public outcry.
Lindenberg put it simply: Since 1930 there has been only one major
Afrikaans poet W. E. G. Louw =- who has consistently professed Christianity
in his poetry. Opperman, for example, accepts Christianity, but within a
wider world view, according to Lindenberg, than Afrikaners generally think is
permissible.
The thought of these last two paragraphs is of course, known
to the Afrikaans , or even to more than a tiny fraction of the poetry-
reading public. There would be a public protest and possibly a voluntary
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reading and publishing boycott if some of the poets' unconventional views on
Afrikanderdom and Calvinism were known to a wider public. However, it is a
matter of interpretation. EVil, as well as beauty, lies in the eye of the
beholder.
WEAKNESS OF SOUTH AFRICAN ENGLISH POETRY
Let us examine some of the factors which may account for the current
weakness of South African English poetry.
First, it lacks great themes. The romance of the 1820 settlers land-
ing at Port Elizabeth scarcely compares in content with the hardships and drama
of the Great Trek. The Siege of Kimberley or the Jameson Raid or the battles
against Zulus are not really inspiring.
Two World Wars engaged the muscle of English South Africa but not
the whole heart, if we except those and the loved ones of those who fought,
died, or went to prison camp after Tobruk. A deep spirit of comradeship was
born in the western desert. It persists, but a great poem has yet to come
out of it. Guy Butler and Anthony Delius are probably ,the two best English-
language poets. in South Africa today. Butler, in an essay on English poetry
issued by the State Information Office, quotes Delius and subscribes to the
annoyance Delius expresses when he comments on listening to General Smuts on
the radio:
o words, those words
That Olive Schreiner noted too •••
'Mighty' and 'infinite' and 'God,'
That grow too tall for right and wrong
Do with vanished leopards lie
Along that old grooved tongue.
Another reason for the weakness of English poetry here is that South
African English writing is urban and lacks roots in the soil.
There are many English farmers in South Africa, but the great con-
centration of the English is in business, especially in large towns and cities.
Poetry is certainly not bound to the countryside -- but there are
no English poets of the cities, or even of the smaller, well-watered, magnifi-
cently equipped, and profitably operated farms of the Western Cape community.
Here the small, more intensely farmed holdings, and the more detailed life
might invite a manicured English poetry comparable to descriptions of Sussex
or Surrey.
But English poets in South Africa seek the frontier spirit quite as
much as do Afrikaans poets. Plomer is at his best when he moves north in
liThe Scorpion" to where:
Limpopo and Tugela churned
In flood for brown and angry miles
Melons, maize, domestic thatch
The trunks of trees and crocodiles ..•
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Roy Campbell, perhaps the greatest poet South Africa has produced,
lived a life which was the antithesis of that of most English-speaking South
Africans. As Tony Delius pointed out to me, "Campbell grew up much as my
mother did in Zululand as really a white Zulu, admiring the qualities of the
Zulus•••the powerful feel of cattle, of fertility, of their homeland. 1I
An example of such place-orientation is in the following poem with
.a Zululand locale in which Campbell (according to a commentary by C. J. D.
Harvey and Professor A. G. Hooper of Stellenbosch) not only describes the girl,
her child, and their setting, but also in poetic imagery hints at the rebellion
of the beaten tribes that will be the harvest the white man will reap.
The Zulu Girl
When in the sun the red hot acres smoulder,
Down where the sweating gang its labour plies,
A girl flings down her hoe, and from her shoulder
Unslings her child tormented by the flies.
She takes him to a ring of shadow pooled
By thorn trees: purpled with the blood of ticks,
While her sharp nails, in slow caresses ruled,
Prowl through his hair with sharp electric clicks,
His sleepy mouth plugged by the heavy nipple,
Tugs like a puppy, grunting as he feeds:
Through his frail nerves her own deep languors ripple
Like a broad river sighing through its reeds.
Yet in that drowsy stream his flesh imbibes
An old unquenched unsmotherable heat --
The curbed ferocity of beaten tribes,
The sullen dignity of their defeat.
Her body looms above him like a hill
Within whose shade a village lies at rest
Or the first cloud so terrible and still
That bears the coming harvest in its breast.
Campbell is again the exception to all South African poets
when he his finger on the of African nationalism in:
His naked skin clothed in the torrid mist
That puffs in smoke around the patient
The ploughman drives, a slow
And through the green his crimson furrow grooves.
His more he wounds the
Long by the share of insult
Red clod, to which the war-cry once was rain
And tribal spears the fatal sheaves of corn,
Lies now. But as the turf divides
I see the slow progress of his strides
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Over the rippled clods and falling flowers,
The timeless, surly patience of the serf
That moves the nearest to the naked earth
And ploughs down palaces, and thrones, and towers.
A third influence that works to the detriment of English-language as
compared with Afrikaans poetry is that the writers suffer a dichotomy of iden-
tification, responding to the twin pulls of South Africa and Great Britain.
There is a good deal of evidence that the English-language poets are
not completely at home in their own environment.
Roy Campbell was only one of many who emigrated, especially to Brit-
ain where Laurens Van der Post, William Plomer, and Roy McNab are three who
found congenial surroundings. A promising novelist, Daphne Rooke, went to
Australia, and there are many other examples. I donit know of one important
English poet in South Africa who has not lived long abroad or who doesnWt
visit abroad frequently.
Roy Campbell spoke for some of the expatriates in opening his poem
"The Making of a Poe>t ":
In every herd there is some restive steer
Who leaps the cows and heads each hot stampede
Till the old bulls unite in jealous fear
To hunt him from the pastures where they feed.
The resulting isolation is vividly suggested in his comparison of
himself with the lone Atlantic island of Tristan da Cunha:
Exiled like you and severed from my race
By the cold ocean of my own disdain,
Do I not freeze in such a wintry space,
Do I not travel through a storm as vast
and rise at times victorious from the main
to fly the sunrise at my shattered mast?
LTys Krige considers "Tristan da Cunha" the finest of the poems of
Roy Campbell, whom he knew for twenty-five years and lived with for a while.
I recently learned from Uys that when the poem was first published in the ntd-
w20 i s in the New Statesman and Nation, T. S. Eliot wrote a warm letter in
praise of it to the editor.
Krige feels that the environment of Natal in the 1920 ws was so in-
hospitable to the spirit of Roy Campbell that the poet had no alternative but
to flee, although Krige criticizes Campbell for his colonial attitude towards
South Africans of all races, and believes the environment has changed and is
now hospitable to poets.
But Roy McNab still feels the dichotomy which he expresses thus:
o Europe and Africa
Whose children both we are.
Swinging in continental chains
Like seas held to a star ••••
being
Deliu8 feels that Afrikaans writers are markedly less conscious of
Africa =- or of Africa than those who write in English.
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A Jewish author suggested to me that the lack of poetry from the
highly urbanized, English-speaking, Jewish community of South Africa, which
plays a leading role in such cultural activities as music, theater, and ballet,
and whose novelists are so outstanding,is also partly a result of identifica-
tion with Europe and with Israel. South African Jews send more money to
Israel, in proportion to their number, than any community in the Diaspora.
The most promising Jewish poet, Olga Kirsch, published only two slim
volumes in Afrikaans before she married and went to live in Israel. She re-
cently pUblished a translation in Hebrew of one of Elisabeth Eyber's poems,
and earlier had a number of English translations of E. E.'s poems published.
Despite all this dichotomy of identification, there is growing up
among English-speaking South Africans a new sense of "at homeness II in Africa.
However much foreign lands may influence them, their core is South African.
One suspects that all that would be necessary to win their complete emotional
allegiance would be the declaration of a republic in South Africa.
Roy McNab, to quote him again, concludes a long new poem "Entering
Table Bay" with these lines:
Here placed by History on these sands
My fathers dreamed of hinteflands,
Burnt maps of Europe with their boats;
Went nation building with their goats.
o how this sea-blown symmetry
Proclaims the Africa in me,
And binds me with the years' intent
Heart and mind to this continent.
Delius gives the depth of the growing feeling:
Shaded by the kaffir kaffir tree
Africa encircles me,
coiled horizons loosely bind
me, Promethean, to its rind.
Another reason for the weakness of South African English poetry is
the impact of the English-speaking world on the million people in the Union
whose home language is English.
Delius, who is just back from a visit to America on a Carnegie Travel
Grant, is deeply conscious of the tremendous influence of British
and American writers on the English 'WTiting of South Africa. The American
influence can be seen in the magnificent writing of Bosman~s Mafeking Road and
the prose of Nadine Gordimer and Dan Jacobsen. There are ever-present cultural
pressures on South African English poets toward imitation of styles that are
associated with English-language writers of Britain or the New World.
Of the Afrikaans writers, Van Wyk Louw in some of his poems (which
nevertheless are his shows an influence of German writers.
On the whole, however, the Afrikaans poets better escape the overwhelming
aspects of the cultural impact of the world abroad.
In the end
in South Africa has
may turn out that the development of English poetry
been delayed as the writers have gone through an
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imitative and postponement of the fruition may prov~ to have been a
blessing. of critics -- English and Afrikaans have suggested to
me that the second half of the will find South African English n~'~T~~W
dominating the local scene.
I anticipate that the American influence will be noticeable in
Delius, South Africa's ablest young English poet, as the memory of listening
to Robert Frost in the winter of a small Vermont town, the blare of smoky
jazz in a New Orleans honky-tonk, and the wide reading of American literature
his visit stimulated him to do, all begin to arise from his subconscious.
English-language also suffers from the fact that the vehicle
of expression is ill-suited to the African scene.
Does what the soul feels and the eye sees in South Africa fit into
the limitations of English? Professor Butler makes the familiar point that
English lacks words for physical features and must, for example, speak of
such as a IIprairie ll or IIsteppeti or l'boundle5s plain, It all of which fail to
catch the of the Afrikaans word Butler says Delius is forced
and odd in writing of the Karoo:
These wide-armed vlaktes shut
In by surprising mountain tops
A reference to Campbell1 s works shows such Afrikaans words as
Kaross, as well as the use of common Swahili words such
~~~ when they give an African flavor. One immediately
and local flavor Kipling achieved with Indian vernacu-
lars even if they sometimes obscured his meaning.
The Hobson brothers, whose home language was English, wrote many
books in Afrikaans because they said it was better suited to the Kalahari
Desert and South Africa than English.
When I discussed all this with Delius he commented, "I use Afrikaans
imagery because we are slowly beginning to push down roots. We have been slow
to do this because we (English poets) have had to resist the impact of both
~UI~••Q~ and American styles. The Australian poets, such as David Campbell,
are ahead of us in and liThe S'W'.I'ImIer of the Seventeenth Doll II is an .................1:".......
of the Australian in the theater."
statistics. There hasn't
population of South Africa
there
yet been time enough for
to many really
Arthur Ravenscroft, in the English at Stellen-
and now at the Rhodesian College, concurs that
is superior, but does not much weight to any of the
have cited. He emphasizes that in his view major poets are born,
and that in such a young as South Africa, not many English
have been born. Charles Hudson, a Nationalist Afrikaner
his name writes criticism for under several pen
concurs on this with a
of in South Africao
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One of the best examples of Afrikaans prose is Marai.'
short story "Die Siel van die Mier." As and Ravenscroft reminded
me, Maeterlinck is reputed to have "borrowed the story (which he could read
by applying his knowledge of Flemish to the Afrikaans text) and published
with minor changes, as his own. The story is well known under the English
title, liThe Soul of the White Ant."
There is some excellent Afrikaans prose but most of it is confined
to~ plaas~ (the farm life), such as C. M. Van den Heever's Somer which
has been translated into several foreign languages. This is, however, an
exception to the relatively inferior quality of Afrikaans prose.
Three of the universal themes are Virtually closed to the Afrikaans
novelist.
Religion is not something a Calvinist questions or often wrestles
with in South Africa. Sentimental stories with a Biblical setting, yes, but
not a searching examination of the tenets of the church. Long-time readers
of these letters will recall the case of "Pink Pete" the Stellenbosch theology
professor who questioned a point of dogma, only to be put on trial for heresy.
Sex has likewise been traditionally taboo for the Afrikaans novelist.
The best novel of the Great Trek, Stuart Cloete's Turning Wheels, may well
overemphasize miscegenation, but the bitter dislike of the book by some Afri-
kaners and the fact it was banned at one stage, indicate the sensitivity of
the community on this score.
Sex is the central force in Alan Paton's novel of the Afrikaner,
Too Late The Phalarope, both between the policeman and his wife, and across
the color line. Paton once ~xplained to me that the reason he, an English-
speaking South African, wrote his first two novels about the African and the
Afrikaner was that in these two groups are the deep, emotional forces from
which a writer can draw the stuff of a novel. By comparison, he said, the
English, Indian, and Coloured communities lack the basic conflicts that a
novelist seeks.
This leads to the "problem" which more than ever colors life in
South Africa. With a serious treatment of racial issues essentially denied
to the Afrikaans novelist, the third of his ,possible major themes is shut off.
An approach has been made in a number of ways, such as Frans Venter's
historical novel Man van Cirene (Man of Cirene), in which an acute reader can
draw comparisons between Biblical themes and South Africa today. Venter's
earlier novel, Swart Pelgrim (Black Pilgrim), another example of some relaxa-
tion, is being translated for English publication by Collins publishing house
in London.
The current issue of Die Huisgenoot, one of the better Afrikaans
magazines, has a leading article on the use of God's name in literature. While
not supporting profaneness, the article asks whether certain sins should
be discussed in and comments (translated): most important
question is: Will literature be true to life if it tells of people who
live good lives and do good?"
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A few years ago in I discussed this with newspaper editor
Theo now a rising Nationalist politician and son of a onetime Stel-
lenbosch Professor of Theology. Gerdener has wr!tten a series of somewhat
and has shown of real but has never taken
a theme which would test his create prose. what
theme is he.free to take that goes to the heart of his
medium or the machinations of the United or the rise of
Afrikaans
Klaas Steytler, the popular columnist, pointed out to me
the economic censorship which a to a million-plus people
exercises. Real book profits come through sales to schools, a fact which re-
calls a remark of Van Wyk Louwts that a literature shackled to the requirements
of schools can scarcely be expected to progress. The nature of the market for
Afrikaans exerts a constant pressure on the writer who would
see his work is to find himself avoiding taboo phraseology
and ideas.
Another aspect of this licensorship of the market" is that Afrikaans
readers tend to buy books that the whole family can reado Hence, in a Calvin-
ist a book· that father and mother might like could be rejected as un-
suitable for the children 0 Book Clubs keep this in mind in making selections,
but even this lucrative source of income has suffered from the rise
of Afrikaans s book club membership has
from the total of 14,000 to 6,000.
There is the instance of an author who let a Afrikaner
see a synopsis of a book he was working on. The author, looking into
had created a situation in which an African government was in
nuclear had made the Rand radioactive, and the white popula-
in dire straits. The editorts reaction was that publication ,of such
a respected Afrikaans writer would dangerously shake the confidence
His comment was to induce the writer to abandon the pro-
editor
the
power, a
tion ws
a book
of
CamPbe.ll s criticism Q~~~&.~D
directed towards aome English
to extend it to Afrikaans prose:
nSome South African Novelists Ii was
but Campbell would not have hesitated
'ty'ou the firm with which
I'm with you there of course:
use the snafne and the curb all
But where's the horse? II
write --
It is evident that Afrikaans poetry does not suffer the same slings
of as Afrikaans prose. There are few holds barred in a
poetic treatment of philosophy, sex, or color. This is especially
true if the "'"""',"'+ ....... is sufficiently obscure. A book of poetry say,
800 copies, to is not to the morals of
nor beliefs. Canonized survive such
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Proof of this is
reaction to the
lation __~;;..;.;;;;,;;;.;;;;.;;..
discussed Afrikaner
in the mass circu-
underlined to me this advantage of Afrikaans
to use symbols and to generalize, whereas
of ideas which may invite
A major Afrikaans
over prose in the
prose more often
and V.I:',l:'V'C>.L ·11 JI. \JU •
The strength of Afrikaans poetry derives not from its relative
freedom to tackle issues. Its strength also lies in the of the
Afrikaans language, and the language's association with the daily af-
fairs of a people determined to maintain its cultural
Pp'l'ih~lnt:l ""'1.JI.l~.l.I:>U bas become so in the of
Britain and America is it the reader of English that has the sophistica-
tion?) that it is in South African situations. of the simple
but deep emotions and expressions that distinguish Afrikaans poe~ in the
original, and seem natural to readers, become oversentimental sounding
and banal when an is made to substitute words.
An indication of the of Afrikaans poetry is
only of high quality is the
also is the improving ~,;;;,;;;.;;~~..;..;;;,;;;..
have the whole
need a journal in South Africa, this may explain
fertility, and 'POWer of Afrikaans poetry,
The "drive" of Afrikaans is a continuing phenomenon. I an-
ticipate a considerable protest in a few months t time when Peter Blumts forth-
","VIJ.U.IULI", book of poetry is published by A. A. Balkema in Gape Town. Blum does
in a sense, by inclUding many words from foreign languages
~n(7ug;u such usage were normal.~ On these plus
that some were too risque, refUsed
.I:'"....Ilo ... .,..... the volume. more to poems
strong
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COMMUNIST ACTIVITY IN SOUTH AFRICA
are
The
to link
with
rec told
the communists are
is not true of
of all races
numerous
as poor as
Prime Minister of
Edgar
met John Foster
United States Sec of State
been well briefed" because "he didn't
to have the faintest idea where the
tion was@"
A Letter from Edwin S.
"Communism" is a word kicked
around in South Africa almost as and
loosely as communists like to kick "democ-
racy" and around to score their
own goalso This attempts an assess-
ment ot some of the controversial
that "communist" es in this
There is an active and often successful
Communist movement in South whose
ramifications and connections Moscow
will be but the South African
Government on occasion, the United
States Government often confused in
II of communism in a.
Dulles
Africa is lItwhere
immense sums ..
Africa where
unable to
because
Some Nationalist
liberals and the
Communists as common
the white state This is not true
smear tee has even been used
the basic United
communism--a feat
The publication in these pages is one of a
continuing series from AMF. RleAN U NI-
VEHSlTlES FIELD STAFF correspondents
on current developments in world affairs.
This correspondence is distributed by
the AUFS as a contribution to the American
fund of information on si~nificant foreign
events, trends, and personalities. The in-
formal letters, reflecdn~ the current jud~­
ments of men on the scene, are of primary
interest to the universities and coUeges
which cO"operadvely sponsor the AUFS, a
nonprofit corporation.
The letters are available by arran~e..
ment to other educational institutions,
business and publishing fh.-ms, and public
affairs ~roups interested in the findings of
excertionaHy qualified correspondents. The
writers have been chosen for their ability
to use sdlolarJy as well as journalistic
skiHs in collecting, rerorting, and evalu-
ating data. Each has resided in his area of
assignmem long enough to be thoroughly at
home in it, and has combined personal ob-
servation and experience with advanced
studies.
The letters are copyrighted and must
not be reproduced or republished in whole
or in part, or given secondary distribution,
except by arrangement with t Ii e AUF S.
members of colleges and univer-
sities receiving the AUf'S services are priv-
ileged to use the letters in classroom work,
and students of these institutions may draw
on the material in them for academic papers
not planned for publication.
Letters an d reports issued by th e
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES FIELD STAFF
are oot selected to accord with an editorial
policy and do not represent the views 01 its
membership, Responsibility for accuracy 01
facts an d for opinions expressed in the
letters ilnti reports rests solely with
irtuJividual correspondents,
PHILLIPS TALBOT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
C()l'yri~ht 19.5H American Unin'rsities Fidel Staff. Inc.
The Treason Trial defendants have
in Great
of the Forman-Sachs
members of the Gov-
Police look foolish in
take down coherent notes
cone of communism@
criticism the manner in
Police "swooped" down at
the initial arrests@ The
life and
of those on
of those discussed have sub-
been released), without giving
that in this
courageous and sed group are
ore ommunists
or
racial is not true~
Of the 91 men and women whose treason trial
will begin were card-c
members of the Communist of S
Africa at the time it was declared
Most of the accused have
and to further the aims of
the underground Communist South
The publisher's sketch
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The main
book is to make
ernment1s
their
and in their
It cites
which the
4:00 A M@ to make
book stresses the
South African
have not
as careful as might be in dis
between African nationalisn and commu-
of the Government
President Albert J~ Luthuli of
the African National
has been, and
munist Senior
this is true
Trial is
But
and his
burdens
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Professor Z K Matthews 0A Yale) 1s still on
he has been a t for communist abuse and
e he may be tec under the
Suppression of Communism Act of communists
various forms of rac disc Professor Matthews would
scarcely be considered a communist in the United States~ He
believes in a Multiracial democratic state in So~th Africa~
the African
for the most
at
influence
s in
to unravel this skein
South Africa, let us look at
of communisM in this
communist
William H~ the father of South African Commu-
born in olk", While a turner in
he heard Lord) on the
:man's burden in a while work in London
friend of the riches of the Rand In his
of the theories of Karl Bill Andrews s (the
liner a sail ) for Town and arrived
--three tIe liners take He took the
miners' coach on the and
in a c with seven African who
had the most room on the floor@
erved in numerous cabinets,
the heathen en
the position of the white workers on the
Andrews was soon drawn into labor activities and
union work in 1 the tumultuous years of the
Jameson Raid and -Boer Bill Andrews became President
of the Trades and Union Council in 903 This was followed in
1909 the formation of the South African Labour At that
time and ever since with a few notable Labour
movement has been white and has led
blackman in his
the Labour
role in
were
Witwatersrand
took occasional exc
speech
the encroachment coloured
ot South n Andrews
:man who did certain be
not ace his colour
Andrews
labour n
held "to
in the
that Ita
the work
"white
in
of the International Socialist
This off from the
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vote for the down-
votee"
South African Labour and announced itself as being
In 1917 Andrews was defeated in a Provincial Election in
center of Benoni Labour, which declared in
"Brother Afrikanders vote for Andrews, and
fall of the workers and the blanket or
antiwar~
the labor
Two of Andrews' strongest supporters were David I~ Jones
became Secretary) and Se P@ Bunting, both men with a deep
sense of identification with African rights and active in carrying
the socialist message to Africans@ Jones, a Welshman, spoke Zulu
in the days when few African workers knew English or Afrikaans~
Jones and Bunting organized the Industrial Workers of Africa with
a "Sifuna zonkel" -- "We want aIle" They hoped to emulate
the organizing success of the IeWeW~ among workers in America e
When a strike that was organized to gain a raise of six cents a
for African "night soil" bucket boys was broken five members
African National Congress were charged with itement to
violence with three white members of Andrews' International
Socialist Leaguee
editor of the IeSeLe paper gave
to'the "vic of in
Communists appealed 1918 for
at a Stockholm meeting to an armi-
the revolution against imperialism, Bill Andrews
the IeSeL delegatee The meeting petered
conversations with such men as Maxim
of the Soviets in Great Britain@
South African
stice and aid
was chosen as
Andrews had
the
Back in South wrote a pamphlet on "The
Workers' Revolution in Rus which was distributed in English,
Afrikaans, and Yiddish by the thousands@
The Communist of South Africa held its first
Congress in Cape Town G in 1921e The Chairman was
C B$ ; the Secretary, Bill Andrews; and the Treasurer,
S $ P @ ing @
The 1920's were years of violent labor turmoil on
the Witwatersrande Bunting was active in to unite white
and black workers but with little success@ 1922 strike had
its in the Communist offlces@ Afrikaner miners
BC sang the "Red " in English to the tune of the "Yolks
lied" of the old republic The color sympathies of the miners
were shown a curiously reworded May Day banner, "Workers of
the World and Unite for a White South Africal"
Uscabbing U both black and white workers a
few of the communists persis in their efforts to bring two
On the the communists concentrated
and unrest as possible in the emerg-
the Witwatersrand The communists were
or strike and for inciting to violencee
A members marched to the sc singing the "Red
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I~SeLEil
it clear
function
and
form","
Before became the Communist the
four candidates the 1920 election~ Andrews made
"we know the limitations of and its c
But while it lasts we will follow 's advice use
parliamentary elections~ tor of an intensified
In 1922 both Andrews and attended the
Congress of the Communist International Moscow", Andrews was
met by David Ie Jones~ who had been in Russia and was soon
to die there of tuberculosis. Jones him Red the
tablet to American John Reed, and the Kremlin which was to
know so well. At the Congress, Andrews was elected to the Execu-
tive Committee, and spent many subs months in the Soviet
Union",
The communist movement in South Africa at
this time. The bloody Rand fights had taken their
Afrikaner workers were co-operating with the
leaders in the African National Congress had the upper hand over
the communists The bright for the communists
new Youth Dr", Roux- and
Jones wrote to last "As a cold at
fact there is no room a Communist in white South Atrica
except as a of the native, as of rapproche-
ment watching the broader oppor-
to switch the white movement on
had a frus and ineffec
of their troubles h s
Port
ot Africa
flourished Rack-rented
Natives in Government
farms flocked to join
riots with occasional
Africans were
the Free
The Industrial and Commercial Workers'
had been formed in 1919 for African dock workers
it became the Union. It
successes and won an
c "The genuine es of
hotbed in which the I.C",U",
the urban locations
treated Natives on
movement" There was a succession of
deaths, such as in- Bloemfontein where
the time the I@C U was to
showdown between the
such as founder Clements
ed the communist infiltra-
communists for mass African
of white men$ The
their white and black
Natives want with communism? You
of pass laws
cent of ;you
The Port
communists and the
a
an effort to
~ Kadalie attacked
communists strove to hold
Kadalie "What do
want more wages
not
In the end
African Communists to make
La Guma and Gumede attended the
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been
was pro-
is
full safe-
tenth c of October Revolution
President of the African National s
claimed there: "An South an
towards the workers i and
and for all national
At Sixth Congress of the Communist
the two white South African and Dr@
unsucces opposed the of this s
s that Africans were still too raw and not c
ization also resisted instructions that Africans should
assume positions in the Communist of South a
Both South ans were accused chauvinisM@u
When went to in Britain to seek advice, he
was told kle down decision
The new line was reflected in the "task of the
upon at the 1929 conference of the South African
as follows
ts
has
of
for
as pass
ranks
who
maSSes
in
Communist of South Africa; for its
active c ever since its 0 in
al and for the black
wo class ective of c
removal all race oppressions and discriminations
laws@ In recent years it has succeeded in
an of native workers and also
are to acclaim it as their the p
g the largest members any C
the world The work of has come to centre
ever on native agitation, educat and organization
and industrial extension of the's influence wherever
sible in native bodies like the an National Congress or IeC
of and assistance to native trade unions strikes and
al demonstrations; and a commencement of agrarian masses
who constitute the great bulk and potentially~ owing to land hun-
ger, p the most section of the oppressed rac~
as a the overthrow of
in e and in its
colonies the devotes special
cause of the native people as such.,.,., .. "
This new and drastic line dictated from Moscow was not
based on a of the South African situation
the succeeded its ranks with many hundreds of
Africans the new recruits were mostly illiterate, untrained~ and
not amenable to communist discipline This was recognized
ed communists on the t who continued to protest the
new line sub rosa and to oppose African leade Bill
Andrews » and Solly Sachs were from the
Communist 931 for their insistence that African advance
was Edward R Roux was ad on Politburo orders
in his own words, he "refused to carry out
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the instructions
were subs
Communist
ii Reader
an National
Africa(i)u
s
those
succes
called the
the current
"Come Bac
In
the
attended rural
to their internal difficulties in the late
the Communists lost inside the
there were successes@ At one
at ion at Potchefstroom
and crowds of over
The schism between Labour
Labour stalwart Tielman
under the t" t
effort to deal wi Communist
became la~: person who utters any
act or whatever with intent to
between Natives and
This wide definition can be seen as a
sion of Communism Act Occae at white-hot
of both the Nationalist and United Parties J
made that the It should be handled this
the has occurred to me that such state-
f or
open ans
press@
when remarks are
and that
are not c
Africans s
the accounts
War the Communist
of for its antifascist
intellectuals who
had nLt been of Hitler is easy to
trace the Comintern line in the various communist ations of
the and to ee the editorial about-faces Moscow re
versed itself The South African Communists General Smuts
war in South Afric and derided Britain War II
until the Rus when switched to bitter
criticisms the Union for not to
the allies and to hasten the establishment s
the
effort to
ans be used to
must be armed
switched
Non-
that
the fascists
of Communist
been a
the t
Councillor
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Coune while Watts succeeded
elections. When Sam Kahn was forced
War II the Communists managed to
(son the aforementioned Se P.
der@ are now no Communists in
Native was among the
CONGRESS OF DEMOCRATS
in the
out of Parliament
e him with Brian
) and then Rachel Alexan-
Mr@ Lee
accused in the Treason
This is the most front
nism in South Africa at the present time@
zation of commu-
In there was al organization in
Africa that included stood for racial
was held in of people from all
who in a strong antidiscrimination policy
with a view to s up a formal organization Included were
the local Congress Democrats a white body, and white members
of the sive League of Cape which included all races.
These had Red overtones A tantial number of liberal-
minded who had no association with communism also at-
tended@
Those in attendance at the national meeting divided
themselves broadly speaking~ into two c those who wanted
immediate universal ; and those supported a qualified
franchise. After committees had been named and had completed
independent studies a second meeting was held Most of the "qual-
ified franchise" group did not attend the second Those
who did attend formed the Congress of Democrats in whic the lead-
ership had intimate ties with the now Communist Party of
South Africa
Most people who didn't join the CeO@D. formed themselves
into the Liberal Association and later the Liberal Party in subse-
months. They included a few persons who supported an im-
mediate universal franchise but refused to serve with a Communist-
led Some torn between a dislike for Stalinist
tee and a desire to work on race relations joined
both • Dre Edward R Raux» who lectures in at Wit
waters University and is no longer a hard-core Communis
belonged to both Freda Troup Levison (author of a book
on Michael Scot of F , like many others, joined both
groups but has from Congress of Democrats
activities although she works with individual members through her
post as Sec of the Treason Trial Defence Fund
The formatton of the C@O@De was not only in response to
a Communist need for a cover groupo During the Passive Defiance
c of 1952, when hundreds of Africans and Indians were go
to prison and later suffered lashes because of their opposition to
segregation laws, a g feeling grew that there must be white
partie ion in a movement that attracted wide abroad
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Patrick Duncan~ Manilal Gandhi (son of the Mahatma)
and Bet du Toit deliberately broke the segregation laws
entering an African location without sion after
the police of their intentiono Duncan, Gandhi and Troup were
no means Communists, although the actively behind
Defiance Campaign0 Betty du Toit is a She was
married to YUBef Cachalia, a Communist Indian leader@ She rec
made a small killing in gold shares on the Johannesburg Stock Ex-
change. Her laughing justification for accepting such capitalist
tainted money is that "at least the car I've bought is needed for
my C"OeD@ worko"
The Congress of Democrats membership has never been
much over 500 in South Africa, but it has at least as many more
sympathizers who are not in a position to join it openly although
some of them contribute moneY0 Since the Treason Trial and a
step-up in police ac the membership has suffe~ed a steady
attrition and now stands at about 350 (341, says another Congress
source), according to Chairman Piet Beyleveld e C"O@D@ contribu-
tions are heavy by South African standards, running as much as ~2
($5,,60) a month for regular members@ Students are assessed a
minimum of 5 shillings, or $@60@ Congress has been hit with
the of the Treason in which a large
is involved. This was reflected in a
Univers law student who said he
believed in the antidiscrimination campaigns of C@00D. but who
complained of boredom: "I don't like to go to meetings as much
as before@ They most of the time asking for money@n
The Treason Trial, with its extraordinarily long pre-
hearing, the glare of publicity, and the stigma attached
those charged, has severely punished the men and women on trial
no matter what the final verdict bee People have lost their
jobs through long months of sitting court; employers are
reluctant to hire "Trialists" in general, and even when are
not influenced by political considerations they hesitate
someone who may be in court for long periods and
or even ed under sentence of death Profes have
seen the practices dwindle to a fraction of their former size
The release of 65 of the original accused make the actual
~ 'G to begin in August in but
y"ear may elapse before verdicts are Because
of hardships especially on Africans out ot the circum-
stances of of verdicts--there has
been considerable financ contributors in
South Africa and in Great those in America,
to the accused and
hard blow to South African
of Democrats not has
able to recruit the normal
but
the
withdrawn),
Treason Trial has dealt a
many fronts0 The
but also hasn't
It
The
Communists on
lost members
inflow of
has still lost
Liberal As
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and in elections the Liberal Association candidates won a majority
of the seats on the Students U Representative Council@) The time,
and thought the C@O@D leaders must to the Treason
(and the glare of ity) have all hurt the organization@
This is a reason why C@O@D candidates fared so poorly in the
recent Coloured elections in C Town, and a contributing factor
in the organizational failure the African stay-at-home strike
discussed in "Pound a or We Pound the Pavement," an AUFS letter
(ESM-)-U58)@
Piet Beyleveld, head of the C@OeD@, is a tall, handsome
Afrikaner with a pleasant smile and a firm handshake His ginger-
haired wife runs a typing agency in the financial district of
Johannesburg and does a first-class job for many of the leading
financial institutions@ Until recen she did most of the out-
side court work in Johannesburg for the Department of Justice, but
Minister Swart ordered this stopped Beyleveld got special per-
mission from the court to stand as a Candidate in the Coloured
Elections When we discussed his campaign over lun~ he sounded
like a philosophical politician@ He attributes his crushing
defeat by a United Party candidate (who han little genuine sympathy
for Coloured aspirations) to the partial boycott of the election
by militant Coloureds; the old 1948 voters U roll that excluded
the younger and more leftish youth; the apathy of the Coloured
population; and the buying of influence and votes by the U@P.
candidate
It would be wrong to conclude that from the Communist
viewpoint the campaign was any more a total failure than have been
the local election efforts the C@O.D@ has made in Johannesburg
An election may be lost but fighting it offers an excellent oppor~
tunity for canvassing neighborhoods~ for seeing just where there
may be a glimmer of support that can be nursed along until it
becomes full membership in the Congress of Democrats or allied
organizations
In reading about the CeO@D@, you have probably wondered,
"If the Communists are committed to an interracial socie
have a s e white organization?"
When the C@O.D was proposed there were strong objec-
tions from Cape Town where former members of the Communist Party
had succeeded in developing an interracial groupe Africans in the
African National Congress were adamantly opposed to the creation
of an interracial organization on the grounds trlat it would compete
with the AeN@G. for membership and that its African members would
be duplicating their efforts. There is powerful opposition to
white Communist leadership at the branch level of the African
National Congress and throughout the amorphous membership@ The
history of Kadalie was not overlooked in planning the strategy of
various organizations Neither were the problems of disciplined
African members, although a much stronger cadre of disciplined
Africans has grown up since the 1930 us, when Moscow's insistence
on on Africans brought disaster to the C P
The of Democrats has ing success in
ga~nlng the uno!f aIle e of ans
it possible for them to live dec either t
subs or 3 more often, by arranging jobs them@ Most Afri-
can politicians are desperately poor A ~20 ($56) a month
is the difference between starvation and an ome that can be
made to suffice and leave a man time for kingG Indians
frequently extend credit or advance train tickets to Africans
The subtle political that from such finan-
cial vary but they add up to effective control Mr
Dulles speaks of the sums the Communists are spending in
Africao In South Africa, small funds are made to go a
tremendous distance in subverting convictions and
judgment of African ians G
t that there are not
are, and the Congress of
at its peril~ In fact, the
organizing near
in Natal so that he could meet
his travel ban or
The foregoing is not to
extremely capable African leadersG
Democrats would ignore their wishes
Congress of Democrats held a secret
Luthuli's home just north of Durban
with the white leaders without
the police off that a meeting was being
INDIAN AND COLOURED CONGRESSES
In addition to the African National Congress and the
Congress of Democrats, there are two other racial congressesG
t in the South African Indian Congress is Dr
Chairman of the Johannesburg District
played a vital role in the Passive
the African and Indian Congresses worked
After Dadoo and other Communists such as
J former General Sec of the Communist of
were arres convic and given sen-
the campaign was broken up~
The s
I@ Me
of the Communist
Defiance
so c10s
Moses
South
tences,
in
of
other es
the cutthroat
the
The Indian s is the
of Afric $
Natal and the Indian
to the Communist-run
with a
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as much as against the laws of the coun of his birth To such
a man, the Communists offer intellectual stimulation, social
contac on a multiracial basis, a creed to follow, and a cause
into which to pour his burning passion. '
At the annual Indian Youth Congress held last month in
Johannesburg, the Chairman confessed to a questioner from the
floor that headquarters was behind in dues collections but claimed
that every young Indian in South Africa could be considered a
member. The chief non-Communist at the Congress was the opening
speaker, Patrick van Rensburg, former South African Vice-Consul
in Leopoldville, who resiened in opposition to apartheid and has
been trying to outsympathize the Communists in his approach to
Non-Europeans. The Congress Resolutions were closely tailored to
the Communist line. The Congress was not well organized. The
whole audience, including 12-year-old Indian boys, was allowed to
vote on questions. Perhaps there was no need to check delegate
credentials in view of the rubber-stamp nature of the program.
The South African Coloured People's Organization is the
weakest of the front groups@ A Trotsky-oriented group, the Non-
European Unity Movement, can legitimately claim much wider support
among militant Coloured people in the Cape Town area.
Trotskyism has always found its strongest South African
support in Cape Town. During the 1930's the Lenin Club drew large
audiences and far outshone the Stalinists in organizing ability@
Even after a split among the Trotskyites on the question of whether
Afrikaner Nationalism was anti-imperialist or not, the intellectual
wing at the University flowered. It produced a well-edited paper,
The Spark, for five years and cultivated some talented African
writers whose plays it produced in Cape Towne The Spark expired
in 1939, but the Trotskyites continued strong in opposition to the
war, even after the attack on the Soviet Union@ In 1942, a Col-
oured Trotskyite so swayed a meeting of Non-Europeans in Port
Elizabeth that his listeners voted against participating in an
"imperialist war," directly countering the all-out Stalinist sup-
port for war at that time. The Trotskyite Unity Movement is, as
pointed out to me by the Secretary of the Congress of Democrats,
much more revolutionary than any of the congresses in what it will
do In Cape I recently attended a private party where I was
the only non-Coloured person, and I talked with numerous teachers
who support N.EeU.Mo ~nd oppose the Coloured Congress. The Unity
Movement people deride the protests and pamphleteering of the Com-
munists as unnecessary when the day for revolution arrives. How-
ever, the fact that the strength of the Unity Movement lies among
Coloured teachers, who are government civil servants, means that
the moment the Movement actually does more than talk, its members
will lose their jobs. Six years ago, I discussed the movement
with leader Benny Kies over a cup of tea in his Woodstock home
He spoke of all kinds of militant action then, but the situation
is little changed todaYe However, the Trotskyites do outmaneuver
the Stalinists in the far-left circles at Cape Town University.
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MAY DAY is a
as these two
applauds the unions lis
Non-European, a field
the careful
communism is the reason some
Da.y any longer
South Africa.n unions
The Communist paper
Most of them. are
white trade unionistse
it is clear that
do not sup-
JOHANNESBURG.
J-"or the first time tbis year,
10,000 to 15,000 White build-
ing workers will be working
on May Day.
Under the new agreement
for the building industry, to be
gazetted this week, May Day
is replaced as one of the re-
I\'ognised holidays by Ascension
Day (May 15).
This is by agreement with
the Master Builders' Societv.
A union official. interviewed
by New Age on the telephone.
said flatly: "Yes. May Day is
a working day."
Asked for the reason why it
would no longer be observed
as the workerg; holiJav. he re-
plied: "The men don't' want it, I
There is DC need to celebrate
it .. , May Day has been spoilt
in this country. I'm not pre-
pared to Jiscuss it with news-
papers. But May Day is not
the same as in other countries.
The men wou:d rather be
working , , ,"
On 1958, we South African Workers, pledge soli-
darity with Workers everywhere-
H bombs and war
For peace and friendship between nations
Against exploitation and unemployment
For a wage and jobs
colour bars and racialism
For freedom in our life=time
Furniture, Mattress & Bedding Workers' Union.
National Union of Laundry, Cleaning & Workers.
National Union of African Laundry, Cleaning Workers.
Shops & Office Workers' Union.
African Milling Workers' Union.
African Broom and Brush Workers' Union.
Toy Workers' Union.
African Textile Workers' Industrial Union,- S.A.
Textile Workers' Industrial Union (S.A.)
African Food and Canning.
Food & Canning Workers' Union.
S.A. Clothing Workers' Union.
African Building Workers'
Tvl.Non-European Iron & Workers' Union.
South African Railway & Harbour Workers' Union (Non-Euro-
among the
des
is if
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in AUFS letter e Coloured Where
There are listed Coloured Communists
and few of these are hard-core the Communists will con-
tinue to push and are to du Toit was
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The kind of trade union movement that embraces workers
s of color has been affec broken in South Africa by
the color-consciousness of the white and the strenuous
administrative and legislative efforts of the government to break
up mixed unionse unions still exist 3 but no ones
can be lormed~ The ial Labour Party has been free
of communism and militant African civil agitation but it
has been unable to educate its own memberse Its crushing shutout
at the recent election suggests that there is no room for a liberal
anticommunist labor movement in South Africa at this time@
The Communist approach to unions in South Africa is sug-
gested in these directives:
le Communists recognize the importance of unions
2 Communists do not break away but endeavor to gain controle
30 Communists stand for full racial equality in unions
4@ Communists have taken a leading role in forming and fur-
thering non-European unions and should continue this@
5 Agitation must always be directed toward legitimizing
African unions under the Industrial Conciliation Act@
The Communists have always exerted great leverage from
their small membership in the trade union movement In 1950, when
the Communists were forced underground, the government estimated
that they controlled one-third of the registered trade unions to
a greater or lesser extent If this was true, it did not follo~
that one-third of the union members were under control, because
there are many small Communist-affiliated unions Some of the
strongest anti-Communist unions (for example the iron and steel
workers who support the National Party) have large memberships@
In any case the Communist influence is much diminishede A "named"
Communist may not hold union office Formerly the Communists
might have only a dozen members of a large union, but by dint of
personality, demonstrated merit, and organization they managed to
elect their own men to positions such as chairman and secre-
The South African Congress of Trade Unions is numeric
the weakest labor federation@ Chairman claims an honest
of 000 for membership, although a visiting labor delega-
tion left the impression that the membership was 60,OOO~
When the government swept up all the officers and members
of the executive committee of the Congress of Trade Unions and
c them with treason, a new slate was elected with the excep-
tion of Chairman Leon Levy and Secretary Leslie Massina Both of
these men are prohibited from leaving Johannes for five years@
Inc when's brother Norman was released from the
Treason I he was given back his teaching job in a government
school~ The Trade UnLon C s Chairman belore Levy was Piet
Leslie Mass Secretary, who is an African, went
in 1954 and returned to South Africa in
While in he underwent an intensive course
and strike actions~ It was the Congress of
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Trade Unions that
mentioned above
the strike among worke~s
Less than a year ago the International Confederation at
Free Trade Unions sent a delegation~ headed Sir Tom 0'
Chairman of the Trade Union Council
the general union situation in South Africa.
was highly critical of many South African laws
those the and of
trade unions~
It is worth quoting from the minutes of the
Board of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions~
which met in Tunis in July 1951 and heard the IS
pres the s of the Congress of
which strongly supports the Freedom C the ICFTU
comments:
for co-oper-
this was
in Hun-
too far
"There would be no harm in this it it had a s
trade union position and knew its own mind. But there are forces
at work which aim to make SACTU a tool for a1 ends. It
could under the circumstances easily fall victim to the attractive
phraseology of c which to Africans in
their demands for it was our COnversa-
tion it became when were
arrested for for to the
ICFTU and the TUC~ but to the
of Trade Unions~ and communist-dominated] and
as the All-India Trade Union Congress. Ac
assistance was received from the WFTU. It is of
that the ICFTU and the British TUC made contributions
Treason Trial Defence Fund It is curious to relate~
these people did not seem to have a conception of the
gulf ICFTU and the WFTU, for appealed
atioD between We stated in no terms
out of the and we on the
gary@ seem
away n
of the
are anxious
the WFTU in
The reporting
Congress; ending with the s
to see fraternal ties betwe~n
the interest of world peace~n The Labour
"The mildest construction we can is that
know not what do We sion that SACTU led
a few who know what that the others follow
more or less It not be out of the bounds of
poss to wean the of Trade Unions h it must
not be tten is the trade union center
Africans can oin) away from influence ot leaders~ We
had too contact with them to determine who is the real
but if we were asked for our sion would say Mr
the Mr a close second n
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co
Congresses {of which the African National
one not communist-controlled below the top
by the National Ac,tion Council of
The goal of this body is to establish
the lines of the countries
a period of tremendous organization, the Con-
a massive meeting at , near Johannesburg,
free of c police restrictions and laws con-
in municipal areaS e The Communists expected that
000 delegates would be on hand to endorse the
to lay the basis for an to world opinion
represented the people of South &e The police took
drastic action before the and this, combined with an over-
estimate of their own s resulted in the total attendance
under 3,000, mos ans S this was a sizable
The South African e in
documents searc photographs
h of course before the
at the
The Charter borrows
sources for its
ratic and communist
of South Africa, declare for all our
know:
that South Africa to all
and that no can
is based on the will of all
that
have been robbed of their
a founded on
free until
and
the
of c
that democratic s
, can secure to all their
race, sex or belief;
on the will of all
without distinction
white
Freedom
neither
here set out have
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THE PEOPLE SHALt GOVERNl
man and woman shall have the
to stand as a candidate tor all bodies which
All
istration or
to take
to vote tor and
la1l8;
in the admin-
The ot the
ot race, colour or sex;
shall be the same,
All bodies or
and authorities shall be
boa»ds, councils
organs of s81f-
ALL NATIONAL GROUPS SHALL HAVE RIGHTS 1
There shall
the courts and in the
status in the bodies ot in
for all national groups and races.
to use their own
culture and customs;
insults
ted law
The
discrimination
ot
a
race or colour
c
All laws and tices shall be set aside.
THE PEOPLE SHALL SHARE IN THE COUNTRY'S WEALTH!
South
The national wealth of our
, shall be restored to
of all
The mineral- wealth beneath the the banks and
indus shall b. transferred to the of the
as a ;
All other indus
assist the ot
be controlled to
c
sionse
trade where
crafts and
THE LAND SHALL BE SHARED AMONG THOSE WHO WORK IT!
on racial basis shall be
those who work to
Restriction of land
and all the land redivided
famine and land
The the with
tractors and dams to save the soil and assist the tillers;
on the
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Preedom of movement shall b. to
choose;
All shall have the to occupy land wherever
shall not be robbed of their c
labour and farm shall be e
and forced
ALL SHALL BE BEFORE THE LAW!
No one shall be
out a fair trial;
or restricted with-
offic
No one shall be condemned the order of any Government
The courts shall be of the
the
shall
and shall aim at
serious c
not vengeance;
The e torce and
basis and shall be the
shall
and
all on an
ot the
laws which discriminate on
or belief shall be •
of race l colour
ALL SHALL ENJOY HUMAN RIGHTS!
to
and
tected
The of the house trom police raids shall be pro-
All shall be free to travel without restriction trom
to trom to e, and trom South
Africa abroad;
Pass
freedoms shall
~nd all other laws restric these
THERE SHALL BE WORK AND SECURITYI
All who work shall free to form trade unions to
elect their officers and make wage with
The state shall
and to draw full
and of all to
MeD and women of all races shall receive pay for
aas
There shall be a
annual
on full pay
a national
for all workers
mothers
Miners domestic
ants shall have same
, farm workers and civil serv-
as all others who
tract
the tot and con-
THE DOORS OF LEARNING AND OF CULTURE SHALL BE OPENEDl
The shall discover,
national talent for the enhancement of our
All the cultural treasures of mankind shall be
exc of books, ideas and contact with
to
lands,;
The aim of education shall be to teach the
love their and their culture, honour human
peace;
Education shall be
for all c
universal and.
education and teCUA&~~__
to all means of state allowances
basis of merit;
tion
Adult shall be ended a mass state educa-
Teachers shall have all the ot other citizens;
The colour bar in cultural life, in and in educa-
tion shall be abolished.
THERE SHALL BE SECURITY AND C
in
Unused space shall be made available to the
Rents
no one shall go
es shall be food and
health scheme the state;
for
Slums shall be
all have road8~
social centres}
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and new suburbs
fields~ c
where
and
The
be cared for
the
state;
j the disabled and the sick shall
leisure and recreation shall be the of
Fenced locations and
which break up families shall
be abolished and laws
THERE SHALL BE PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP!
South
respects the
South Africa shall strive to maintain
the settlement of all international disputes
war;
which
secured
Peace and
of the
... shall
amongst
rights
shall be
and status of
Bechuana-
tor themselves their
all the
be rec
of Africa to
and shall be the basis
Let all who love
we say heres
and their now say"
"THESE FREEDOMS WE WILL FIGHT
THROUGHOUT OUR LIVES, UNTIL WE
SIDE BY S
WON OUR
The
Treason Trial.
gave rise to c to the
Needless to say, in all their from the well
of democraticexpressions~ the Communists did not have room to
Soviet statements such as the one then Premier Molotov
the use of slave labor in a speech of March at
of Soviets:
are
communal
and
This is
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beneficial for the
makes them useful
for it teaches them how to work and
soc @e .. "
some
of those who listened were
and hence were hostile" The "&D,, leader
cons a defamation action
A book was entitled in
a sense, there are none.. ause of
the divers of culture and wide Western
and lite" there is of an
African African Nationalism and on the
role of the Congress of Democrats. Dr Peter ele is a small
energetic man with a round face and a dramatic and
late way of He was a student in his
and now tices medicine tn
, but it is fair to
of the multiracial
a audience in the
an Africanist in the an National C
white influence in that organization
which follow are taken from a
s A
Congress of
at the Univers
t Teele"
African Nationalism is a
to create a African melting
tribal differences& The practice of labeling certain
Africans as moderates is senseless and pointless" What
can an African who is voteless, and downtrodden
moderate? a term like is a
better term" can be no African extremism in the
for national freedom and e The truth
at ent the degree of our skin
ans at all levels of social
to share a common historical fate"
recent the cruel fact that the in-
human treatment thrust the Jews in our time awakened
an indestructible consciousness nourished in a
matrix of a common sense of a shared historical fate"
Factors like a common culture, ec
were be the end
e self-determination"
not have known this truth
still suppos
to a totalitarian
and whatever ~ts
or White Leader-
years now Africans
this A
Africanism
be it
or
with
have been
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It the
Khrushchev
to totalitar-
The melanin in
the differenc lies
antiwhite or
ocrats, whatever
for
J and Com-
member-
sense of hov
Continued
National
of Democrats.
in
and dictation of the African
des the
are st.ill in a
of C
It true that Africanists
direct. policies because:
(
are
tor them --
conditions a man's
)
) The C@O@D.
and for
at A@N @ conferences@
note that CoO its
m.onths before an @N@e conferenoe.
seldom. but serve to bind the
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) The Government with its inhuman laws and
"Contracts" terrible ense of
fear and urban Afric The
C@O@D@ knows this and
food for these Africans on
ans become ot CoO@D
framework of .N@C. branc
~onlt revolt sometimes
ers@
) OeD. has a
and
false and
one suspec in the taint
is taken to court its sales
members are dedicated and
cause of their
. and few as
work.
leader in the African National
He has carried on a
He c the at
the upper hand@ Teele and the
like him--for he has no mass sup-
back to the resolutions of the African National s
as the untainted basis of African Tsele saTIl
that the in Afric has been the Con-
gress or Democrats that and other
are antiwhite whereas anticommunist.
("South Africa's )
of Democrats
In the edition of editor
GR.C. has had itsups-and-downs moment was
it became an of Government
sed communism this and thus drove it
made the Africans its the AeN.C. was made
or rather it was the ic when it allowed
of Democrats to its ranks.
"This was a disastrous
that the C.O.D. is the
efforts of the African
nation and 80 to come
Ii Africa [ICome
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This is not the place for a full discussion of the Lib
eral Party, but certain aspects of its place and purpose are ger-
mane~ The Liberal Party came into existence in 1952 with the
premature release to the press of tentative plans put forward by
Senator Leslie Rubin and Oscar Wolheirn of Cape Town0 Mrs~ Margaret
then President of the Liberal Party, was against the
formal organization of the party. She had no voice in the cam-
paigns of the three Liberal candidates at the last election. Mrs.
Ballinger can fairly be described as a bitter foe of the National
and an implacable opponent of cornmunismo
More than any group in South Africa--including the dis-
United Liberals have conservative and liberal wings@
The conservatives hold sway in Cape Town and have practically no
dealings with the Congress of Democrats& The Natal group is
farthest "left," and it and the Johannesburg Liberals co-operate
with the C.O@D@ on various issues without ever supporting communist
ideology as such e At the last national meeting of the Liberal
the issue of "action versus talk" was decided in favor of
more action@ Hence the Transvaal Liberal Party has, in co-opera-
tion with the Congress of Democrats, issued a broadside against
the pass laws@ The Liberal has not been able to exploit
its advantage over Congress in being a multiracial party with
its own African members, although its national membership is almost
ten times that of the C.OoD@ African support for the Liberal Party
has been slowed by the conservative Liberals' talk of a qualified
franchise compared with the universal suffrage proposals of C@O.De
Is the Liberal Party under Communist 'control? Emphati-
cally NO@ However, Margaret Ballinger, for one, would be much
happier if men such as Jock Isacowitz (legally listed as a Commu-
nist), who sparks the Liberals in Johannesburg, were not in the
Liberal PartYo Ben Turok, current Secretary of the C.OeD., made
the point to me that there are more former members of the official
Communist Party of South Africa in the Liberal than in the
Congress of Democratse This the Liberals and
out that those few in the are ommu-
nists and those in C OeD are disguised Communists--a substantial
differenc let me reiterate that there are wide dif
ferences of views within the Liberal Party, and it may
a seam dividing those who are willing to work
with e who abhor such a devil and all his frontso
The C.O@D. works ceaseles for and every kind of popular
front against the government@ In frustrated anger against
the in power and their own inability to make a
cant al dent either among Europeans or Africans, Liberals
find themselves driven toward co-operation with the Communists
whose many of them pass hate@
The
the
his wife has
now under
by him and
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YOU CAN'T MAKE PEOPLE LIKE PASSES.
Verwoerd's actioll ill
COllgress in certain Reserve
It the tense situation existing in
measure)
from meet-
of more
o @ is not
this measure,
interrac
to writers of
writers and Congress
ize
a wide range
of Democrat
writes a
theme has
finds itself in
color issues but the
The
the
1
3
4
5
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"The democratic and constitutional
means to achieve ects and is sed to all forms
of totalitarianism such as communism and fascism
in
which carried
ited
sion
still
of those
George Goldiillg (iiill fmillt, witb hat) ailld frieillds c hair Abe Bloomberg after his victory iill the Peilli..
sula cOilltest.
election of the United
the Coloured voters
a conservative Coloured
ed over the failure
the
defeat of
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that
African in
for
student c
The official
Trialists
conscious
1 find it
At the other end of the c
hard-core member
and discussion j
discussions while ac
An of this role
should
tiona for the first
in Parliament
hundreds@
Let us look at the contents of a recent issue of this
"Journal of Democratic Discussion@" An editorial the
"Will of the " and the Us in connection with
"Pound n It attacks the anticommunist,group in
African s, and hard for the of
C ses behind Freedom Charter@ An able
Nokwe, discusses "BANTU AREAS the
1'lf';1I"1''!l'''6l:t,s=lsion", Vi Nokwe is the African to whom I was
who wished to refute that
can National decisions", He been in D@ N
Q",C@ British barrister who has had numerous
one at the
n and concludes that
the "most bellicose of or
of his attack is to
"1 start on the
of do not need
which is one anti-
commentator in both Great
that
to
Soviet
Britain ~
rulers
the
because
and
of indus
fact that tithe U
in
all socialist
the need for an
Eli
job-reservation in
Dlan
It is better to make an attempt
than to hear startling stories of
"meetings are banned in tbis area"
ani! then have nothing done about
it. The opportunity of lim",ting
the number of Africans in meet-
ings to 10 could he utilised to
the advantage of the M-Plan
which alsO SUggested meetings of
10, and so overcoming \ferwoerd's
ban. It does not ask people to JU ]defy the ban, so there should be dNE 26 th9HANNES
no fear of implementing it. strullY of r~~d year sboB,URG.1 d g e aga" edlcat" u d be
T. T. TSHUME n for InSt Nation~~i~t to 111:
.' _ _ tyrann
rauls for permits are b~~ III dl!illy c'lllKSC· Y
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"economic imperialism," Mandela points to the network of bases
"for armed intervention in the domestic affairs of independent
states should the people in these states elect to replace American
satellite regimes with those who are against American imperialisms"
He mocks American warnings that communism would enslave Africa:
"Unlike the UsSsAs, neither the Sovie~ Union, the Chinese People's
Republic, nor any other Socialist state has aggressive military
blocs in any part of the worlds" In closing he takes swipes at
Little Rock and the nUn-American Activities Witch-hunting Commit-
tees" The issue that carried these items contained 28 pages, sold
for one shilling, and contained an appeal for funds to help present
"vital issues confrontirig every progressive person in South Africa@n
Fighting Talk is published separately from the other
Congress of Democrats editorial efforts@ It was formerly the of-
ficial organ of the Springbok Legion, which came into existence
after World War II and for a time presented a liberal/left ex-serv-
icemen's point of view. After a few years of communist control it
lost membership in droves and finally died when its few remaining
members went into the Congress of Democrats. Fighting Talk--"A
Journal for Democrats'I--is now published by a surviving committee
of ex-legionnaires, and edited by Communist Ruth Firsts
The magazine has been reasonably successful in attracting
noncommunists to its pages and also some prominent people@ Writers
include Doris Lessing, Diego Rivera, Jean Paul Sartre, Alex Hepple,
Harry Bloom, Trevor Huddleston, and Louis Burnham, the editor of
Paul Robeson's paper "Freedoms" Articles are on such diverse
topics as:
Khrushchev on Soviet Policy;
Negro Equality, Not Jim Crow;
Trade Unions for Freedom;
Group Areas Plunder;
Moshesh--Builder of the Basuto Nation;
Hounding the Africans for Passes;
The Nazis are Back!;
First Fruits of Bandung;
Literary Stock-taking in the UoS@S
Opera in Peking;
Suez Crisis;
Slave Labour in
Torture in Algeria@
Fighting Talk is a well-produced and well-written maga-
zine@ Its circulation has shrunk--partly because the automatic
subscriptions from Springbok Legionnaires are gone--from about
40,000 a month to about 4,000 In the same period the quality of
the magazine has improved Fighting Talk, like the whole Congress
Movement, needs money desperately@ At the end of Maya social
party was held in a Johannesburg home to raise fundse About 200
people paid S shillings @60) admission Net profit for the
magazine was or $84 The revelers were mostly members and
friends of members from the Congress of Democrats branch
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in the Jewish suburb and older members from the
brow Branch of the
Moses Ao~ane one of the African~
who Peace Conference, now defunct
edited for Africans Edwin
another t who visited Moscow,
tities
of
Russian
after World
action@
possible to
in both
ations reached
II but have now
the
South Atric
slowed to a
net is not
recent Chinese C
which find their way
American visitors
from
many of
with communist
down this ass
of
mailed in
is resc
he is
to nail
Joe Matthews makes a
a flood of communist literature
and other Iron Curtain cities
Joe is a and
materials have not been
that
ations
cribed in the
turn out a tremendous amount of
and little money@ No editorial
, and none is more
leaflets I have
and its friends
limited
c
The environment in which communism flourishes in
Afric is and breeds a species of communist@ So· runs
the thesis one of South Africa s foremost newspaper editors@
He that Communists in South Africa are c to the
left of the British Labour and are uncon-
erned communist ideology This is a thesis that my s of
situation does no It is true that a f perc
of Africans and come into association with communism in
South a in a means of sion ag
the es similar or a
Durban joined the ommunist discussion club because
it was the e where he could meet with Africans and Indians
soc and with a kind of
social conscience in South a have been attracted to
communisM@ This influence was summed up Father Trevor Huddle-
who worked with communist front groups, when he nlf
an Afric and not a I would a
communist" No an erc
"named" Communists in South Africa
at in ome c communist economic
ieal and idealistic were
for various pro-RUB
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racial discrimination editor that the
line drawn between those who took one are identified
communists, and those are ace
-class citizens, a tine one at the bas become
chasm~ C a number of South Afric of liberal beliefs
have telt about thos. accused ot commu-
man--"There but tor the grac the
the
communismlll
in the Treason
There is a
standard of
toans and little
cause From the
or c South Communists
ultimate in chauvinistic, undisc
unsacritic white communists That tatement does not
be modified much to it to the African and Indian
It remind. me of sarc tic and c remark
to when he was here in the
" After out (stric
) an leaders of
and Canada Lee CvW,~.Q~,U~'~
are too soft I haven't
ions in
never had it 0
is to die
it must be remembered
fundamental Leninist
among all rac
e
But when all this is
it not necessary to resort to
in South Africa in order to
Abraham Lincoln and the
the first-round ammunition the Communists need e
machinations of the who have their eyes on the ultimate
of a i which liberals and democrats will the
all the more insidious and diffioult to combat
named Communists who are described well-
innocent of any for
Rus action in
American
Communism in South
than
may reasonable to
two levels of communism in South
militant African nationalism
second the kind of
aSBoe ed
does not
groups not
actions of
attainment of the
tion rem.ains
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ectives of the second group, but the distinc-
We find an example of this if we examine the
trial of Samuel Pico Ses and ten other members of the
Congress (including Joe Mathews) for offenses
charged under the sion of Communism Act and other laws~
The Court records case ~ 122 of 1953, in the Supreme
Court of South Afric Griqualand West Local Division) contain
voluminous speeches were made by the some days be-
fore serious and disorder took place in the Kimberley
Location. The speeches were part of the African National Congress
and Indian Nat10nal Congress Defiance Cam.paign against Unjust Laws.
Let me here the portions of which were speci-
fic Prosecutor as evidence for conviction:
"The Europeans do not think of the law of Christ. They
must not love your neighbor, only when he is
"The 200,000,000 Africans must decide what goes on in
Africa, insofar as any solution of any country in Africa
is concernede ll
"I would like to warn Strijdom and the rest of them
that inasmuch as the Afrikander people were able to
fight against a large Empire like Great Britain, we will
be able to get our freedom with a few millions 0"
"We are prepared to sacrifice a few of the millions be-
cause we know that history and time are on our side0"
"Out of the 200,
lose a but
lose a few."
000 Africans we are.prepared to
South Africans cannot afford to
wonder that the rank and file of Africa has
himself a bad man? Can wonder that he
retaliates in hate? I want to you men
who started the riots in Port Elizabeth are not nec-
essarily Congress people. They are people who
believe that the white man hates the African. We
the fault at the feet of the Europeans. They have in-
stilled hatred in the Africans."
"He does not realise that the white man has ruined the
chances of reconciliation with the black mane It is
the Europeans who have ruined this happy state of
affairs0"
"The white people have destroyed and ruined our faith
in him@ It is impossible to restore that faith. That
is the reason for the trouble in Port Elizabeth where a
few white people were killed angry people. 1I
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"These happen essentially because allover Africa
the white man made himself hateable@ He is a traitor
to his God and his traditioDo These things happen be-
cause the teachers of Christianity tollow Satan@ Our
faith has been undermined and violence, emotion has come
into these people@"
"When the Boer and Briton
African to crush him politic
the constant consciousness of
our people crosson
it is against the
and otherwise@ It is
tice that has made
It
take that
"There is no such
rests with the African stretch his
which God has meant for him."
"I wish to say categorically that Dr., Swart and <&
Verwoerd, are responsible for what happened in Port
Elizabeth."
"We are not to tolerate the position as it is "
"The other countries freed themselves
efforts and the African people are
selves too it
their own
to free them-
"An avalanche is coming down the hill and
can who is not with us will be swept out of
Afri-
way@"
"We shall criticise after victory is von Let us
show the white man that we can help ourselves."
These statements were 'sa.id by Crown a.dvocate to
encourage a scheme which aims at bringing about
soc or economic changes within the
tion of (or of promoting) disturbance or
broad c that the c would result in "abolition ot
laws between and
items of evidence from the trial
and communism mix
the one ot
"It
can
Cabinet
man is a Communist It is a
don't know that the African
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National Congress the most anticommunist
How can we Communism?
are not interested in
Communism is
We have Communism W~
We do not know what
"No African Indian refuses
it is done ect to
it is a fraud us
We ay it is domination
not at all It denies the blac man
es while it enlarges the life and privileges of
white mane should the millions of Africans
not have a fair s in law and in education? Why
should not get rair for their sweat and
labour? are not deemed fit for human ?
It is not the tsia of Africa who feel
these n
th
item which contrasts in tone with the first
the African National Congress to the Kimber-
arrest of Moses Kotane onetime General
t of South Africa and
contained in a
ze the arrest of the
n said that "Moses M Katane is
with a dramatic declaration
live our freedom s
Njongwe Port Eli
The
is the
group
Seers of the
in attendance at
called on the faithful to
volunteer to sacrifice for
a victim of un t laws
that "sacrifice must
gle. D The was
given a
The accused in the
months v sentence
Case were convicted and
suspended on various conditions.
sion of Communism Act had an ex-
Mr. Justice in his
on the of a similar case in
Sisulu and others discussed a
of a farmers t association@ the farmers felt
to a on wool or to fenc
and attention to the in tice of
commit c breaches the
Greenberg s no reason
not to exceed ten yearse
well be that the law did not realise
and language used all these ns would cover the
acts involved in the hypothetical instances cited e." In the
Sisulu Case, the appeal was dismissed.
definition of communism in
much modified new definition follow:
and the
" means a person
or has at any
means the doctrine
of Marxian Socialism as
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time before or after the com-
menc Act ed
to be or who after
a reasonable
such
as he may con~
is deemed
or, in
case of an inhabitant of
of South West
a, the Administrator
of the to be
Communist on the that
he is advoc ,
or encouraging or has at any
time before or after the com-
mencement of this Ac whether
within or outside the Union
the
whic
which were calculated to fur-
ther the achievement of any of
the ects of Communism~
or encouraged the achievement
of any the objects of Com-
munism or act or
which is to
the achievement of any such
act or that he has at any
before or after the com-
mencement of this Act been a
member or active of
zation outside the
which profes its
name or otherwise" to be an
for
or
Lenin or
ommunist Int
Comintern) or
formation
or any related form of that doc-
trine expounded or advocated in
the Union for the of
the fundamental of
that doctrine and includes in
doctrine or
scheme - (a) aims at the
es of the
under which one organ-
ization is recognized and
all other political
tions are suppressed or elimi-
nated or ) which aims at
about
indus soc
change the Union by the
promotion of disturbance or dis
order unlawful acts or omis
sions or the threats of such
acts or sions or means
which include the of
disturbances or disorder, or
such acts or omissions or
threats; or ) which aims at
about
soc
the Union in
accordance with the directions
or under the e of or in
co any
or international institution
whose purpose or one of whose
purposes (professed or other-
wise) is to promote the estab~
lishment within the Union of
any al, soc
or economic system identic with
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At the time the C.P was officially dissolved in 1950,
its membership was approximately as follows:
200
900
250
150
On the the European members were better educated,
disciplined, and harder working. The chief excep-
were individual Indians e Probably the ablest African
Moses Kotane. He was then General Secretary, and after the
introduction of the Suppression of Communism bill in May 1950,
Kotana rushed around South Africa breaking up the party, destroying
or documents, and giving instructions to local branches.
Orders were given that Communists must infiltrate all kinds of
national organizations, and when they had gained executive control,
such organizations could be used for Communist ends with some hope
of escaping the Suppression of Communism Act.
Part of the Central Executive Committee foresaw the need
for an illegal underground organization@ The Cape Town members,
among whom was Sam Kahn, were opposed to this suggestion@
when such a need became increasingly eVident, an under-
group was formed and headquarters was moved from Cape Town
to Johannesburg@ Sam Kahn's influence in the party went down@ So
did the influence of Danie du Plessis, an expert on trade unions,
who got caught in an argument over tactios inside trade unions0
Probably the two ablest Communists in South Africa are
Joe Slovo and his wife, Ruth First@ Joe was rising steadily in
the Johannesburg legal profession and moving into the upper income
brackets (they live in one of the wealthy suburbs) when he was
arrested for the Treason Trial@ Ruth First is editor of the
veterans' ation and a skilled writer Her
extensive travels have to Moscow and Communist
China
At a small dinner party recently; I met the Slovos for
the first time and found them personally charming and acutely per-
c on South African affairs within their ken@ Ruth is an
attractive woman in her late thirties with creamy skin and jet
black hair She had had trouble that night in finding a baby sit-
and she hoped that the African girl she left in charge had
heard about the recent case of a baby sitter who had learned
the right length of time to a baby in the gas-filled oven
to quiet a screaming child apparently doing damage. She
laughingly related how a came to their house the day they
were arrested for treason 9 and wrote about their "highly animated
children0"
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behind his 's
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The Slovos share the South African tradition
little about the rest of a. I discussed
in Sao Tome or when a medical researcher des-
cribed a demographic s in Mo~~~~u.~ it was clear from
tions that keen interest had to up for @
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Fenner Broe for writing without eption
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Laborers among the Africans
of the 256 Some Africans so listed
but have no visible occ outside of Union
cials and e businessmen have representatives each@
but three the 25 African women are housewives
81 out
labor,
All
Africans on the t live in Johannesburg (18)
Town (31), Springs (21) Pretoria (20), Wolmaransstad
Port Elizabeth (11) tad is a small town in
and one can that there must have been a
at work there at some stage~ An is of
shows the majority of Africans were Basuto (85),
) and Zulu (19)~
the 54 Coloured men and 13 Coloured women
is to be expected. After 11 union officials,
of occupations.
When the order of 600 Communists consecutively
the years is broken a marked shift from Europeans to
Africans is evident. the list in consecutive of
the number of Europeans on runs: 35,. 25.
The number of Coloureds named has been
with the number of Indians. It appears
tended to run out of to "name n
leadership that attracts the 's is
more and more Non-European. In recent there has been a
noticeable down of the "naming process as available evi-
dence is used ommunists are more cautious. The urban nature
of those accused of communism is evident. In South Africa;
there is no movement of s anee any al description
in the rural areas@ The conservatism and lack of education of
rural Africa is a barrier to administrators and Commu-
nist workers alike A Communist eonplaining about
instruc in the t, commented to me, "We just don t have
in South a in the European or Marxian sense "
MOSC
An account of the great upsurge in Russian scholarship
on Afric would be a long es in itself A new Russian political
of South Afric is c documented (albeit full of
al errors in Englis Afrikaans and African words) and
up to date A Russian coverin~ South a is better than
any similar map ed the Union@ This all contrasts with
the old inaccurate publications obvious dis
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Africa~
It is easy to conjure visions of communist
around South a, secret messages
ans believe stories about--and some will even tell
s --Russian submarines surfac off the
coast to take aboard Africans and to secret
It is true that unidentified submarines are often detected
the coast--and arenlt British or American--but their
has not established@ almost c
communist or Africans to the U
they haven't4/)
to
i-
went
Tambo
Until the sion of Communism Act and other laws
aimed at the activities of communists in the Union (but also ap-
to noncommunist of the government), it
easy for the communists to s information or
the Union The Soviet Consulate was the scene of
parties attended Africans of all races
Communist members~ The Consulate also s
for clandestine Ruth First told me of some
thrown the Russians Dr@ Peter a letter
accusation African National Oliver
Tambo, accuses leaders of the Defiance
"financial from the Russian
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was easy to away from
readmitted on return. A girl student at
to me, was refused a passport~
crowd seeing people off took a berth booked
ed proof ot South an citizenship in
and had an axc all expenses
the Iron Curtaine
The best means ot direct contact and education for
Moscow's is stream at visitors from South Africa to the
Iron Curtain countries. This techniqueot building up a point of
view and ideas a succession of "pilgrims" is
well documented in communist literature on relations with other
countries outside Russia. I've given some attention to this and
have dug up the names of 100 people (I could probably have
some more, but the were getting lean) are at
to communism and have vis behind the Iron
the last eight years. They include 27 men and women
who have been or are of the Communist Party ot South Africa.
Some of these also appear on the list of 44 Communist members
among the most in the Congress ot Democrats.
an
are Euro-
three are Coloured.
considers himself
Congress.
ot these
a1
ot.visitors almost all
C.O.D. other
are exc tor
Ruth First aren't--at
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narrower need for a
and
and can be
South Africae The
almost unnecessary
broad sense of the term than it is to the
courier service. The
down the Communist
communist without his ever
nature of the communist movement
an elaborate "spy network" in the Union.
money
to be
money
a
The communist world
into South Africa it it
not to much money
from of the
at the most. I'm not
outside the borders of the
in to South Africa to be added to
It would be sible to a lot
but this of pay-out cheap 80 far. President
rumored to receive 000 a year from
Congress plus a car. If such
to gain influence over it is
Some money does come in
scale transfers are comes
front organizations. The amount to
gress of Trade Unions, and the Peace Conference its peaceful
South African friendse Payment for all communist work--
such as printing--is made in cash e The funds appear to be
in honest hands are in cash and in any open bank
accountG an communism does have some fairly well-off
supporters who contribute financ without entering the
of public but on the whole the party work and front
tions are supported a small number of people, mostly
and Indians, who dig into their private purses
A NOTE ON THE TREASON TRIAL
Curiously, or perhaps no communist
contributed significantly to the Treason Trial Defense
though the trial threatens most of the Communist
Individual CeO.D members have but the
somewhat cynic acc the real efforts or members
of the Liberal to make a success Fund s ef
fort to support of the defendants e
The government has not handled its case well so far and
gives few signs of improving. It may come out in the evidence,
but so far the observer can see no pattern in the determination
of which defendants are to be released and which to be held over
for trial o Seven card-c members of the old Communist Party
of South Africa were among B released. Several ot the men
retained on trial have been known to oppose the Communists in the
t inside the African National Congress. Professor Z@ Ke Mat-
was ad that he wasnft released and c "I
would let go all except the hard-core ."
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examination
ommunist P
Matthews held elf
members among the accused
On the whole the Treason Trial has played into Communist
hands to the extent that it has given a sense of common unity to
those who f themselves under attack by the government Lionel
Forman several staunch members of the Liberal
to be his devotion to Marx because of the bloody events
in since the trial he has been mo~e than ever one of
the with defendants who oppose communism, I learned
that difficult to maintain their identity
as noncommunists in the face of a feeling that they have been
victimized because of their opposition to the government
F
an alc
hate
will
nor brought to South Africa
harmonye man who teaches
the habit of hate, and
for attack when the old are
are afraid of the the many are afraid
this makes an emotional se for the s of
good will toward all men found in Boer, and
is poisoned many, but by none more than communists
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Town
March 21 p 1959
Edwin SoA
The tremendous
climate in the past 120
denc e of a in the
tudes of South Africa IS
ically, while the outward
more
THE 1959 PARADOX
IN AFRIKANER NATIONALISM
Town"
is of a
there is within the
circle of Afrikaner nationalism a
widespread search for justice. Most of the new
................''' ... ''.. 6 is discussed in and has not been
"""......... ''''' ... J;;;. .... the staunch Nationalist
nor" of the Free State, Jim Fouche, did
say publicly this month that a and com-
ective policy must now be followed in
race relations because "I do not believe in white
domination or 'baasskap' as a future
pos or goal."
the new is itself felt~
this does not mean that a decade of no,IfY~,'Il""',r"'"
lation will be For ten years the govern-
ment of Africa has said that it stands for
white9 Christian, Western civilization.. It is in
this context that one should examine some of the
enacted laws as well as measures cur-
under debate here in Cape
cornerstone of Western gov-
ernment, of new in South
Africa that will abolish the of Africans to vote
for members of The Africans in South
Africa have exercised the franchise for over 100
Phillips Talbot
Executive Director
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years, albeit restrictions have been imposed from
time to time. At present, as the result of a solemn
agreement forged by a distinguished Afrikaner leader,
General James Barry Munnik Hertzog, in 1936, they
may vote in the election of only three out of 162 mem-
bers of parliament. In return for the removal of qual-
ified Africans from a common roll, the Africans were
guaranteed this limited representation and also prom-
ised 24,000 square miles of land. After 24 years,
only two-thirds of the land promised to the Africans
has been purchased for them.
In Cape Town, franchise limitations on a munic-
ipal level are soon to be imposed on the Coloured or
mixed population. Over 1,000,000 people, who consti-
tute the largest racial group in the city, will lose
their long-established right to vote for municipal
councilor s on a common roll with their white fellow
taxpayers. They are to be transferred to a separate
voters' roll.
Academic freedom, vigorously defended at no
small cost in the Western world, has few public cham-
pions in South Africa. The Government here insists
on carrying through a long-held desire to force the
"open" universities of Cape Town and Johannesburg
to exclude nonwhite students, and to make faculty mem-
bers of the new nonwhite universities subject to the con a
trol of a cabinet minister in regard to their place of
teaching and tenure.
Freedom to work--to sell one's services to
whom, in what trade, and where he wishes--is a pre-
cious perogative that too is affected by legislation in
South Africa.. Under "job reservation" laws certain
categories have been reserved for white people.
Some positions, now reserved for white people only,
had for many years been filled efficiently by Coloured
or African workers with no complaints from em-
ployers or fellow workers.. No previously "white"
jobs have been reserved for nonwhite people under
this legislation.. However, in certain areas where
competition by non-Africans is prohibited, some pro-
fessional posts, skilled trades, and occupations have
been opened to Africans ..
.Other well-known facets of Western culture
are being treated in South Africa in this manner:
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Property rights of Indians (in some cases under the Group Areas
are being ignored for all practical financial purposes. The forced movement
of long-established Indian trading families from the administrative capital of
Pretoria to a bare stretch of veld 18 miles away, can scarcely lead to anything
but the financial ruination of most of these famHies.
The rule of law is suffering erosion, as it is in other parts of the world,
by the steady growth of adm.inistrative powers in the hands of officials from
whose decisions there is no recourse to the courts. The recently retired Chief
Justice of South Africa, the Honorable A. van de Sandt Centlivres, says that
"the great principles of Roman Dutch law, handed down to South Africa
Western civilization, are steadily being undermined••• policies are being pur-
sued which will eventually destroy our Western civilization."
Freedom of movement in their own country is being steadily restricted
for the nonwhite population, especially the movement of rural Africans seeking
higher pay in the labor-short cities.
Freedom of association with friends of one's own choosing will be fur-
ther restricted if the wishes of a new cabinet minister are enacted into law.
He would broaden his existing authority to forbid, with the concurrence of local
municipalities, white and nonwhite to meet each other in their homes. They
are now severely restricted from meeting in public places.
POSITIVE ACHIEVEMENTS
It is hard to see where this record reflects Christian thought or defends
the ideals of Western civilization. South Africa's Chief Justice Fagan recently
told Orange Free State University students that they must not think of Western
civilization as necessarily white. (Chief Justice Fagan, a pillar of Afrikaans
culture in the Cape, is likely to speak out with great force after he retires in
Aprile) What offsets this pattern of legislation to some extent is the recogni-
tion that the South African government has effected a number of measures
which benefited the nonwhite population--but many of these accomplishments
have a negative aspecte Here are four examples:
(1) Housing for Africans in the cities has been in the
last ten years. Funds exceeding $55,000,000 have been spent in helping to
build over 100,000 homes for nlore than half a million Africans. In Johannes-
burg nlore than 17,000 homes have been built in the last six years. Nearly
all of the miserable slums I saw in 1949 have been eliminated.
BUT slum clearance and rebuilding involved the termination of African
landownership in the urban areas. While less than 3 per cent of Africans in
.Johannesburg owned their own homes, the principle was important to nlany
nlore.
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(2) In this session of parliament, one of the most enlightened penal
administration codes in the world was passed. It provides for practices such
as allowing poor prisoners to serve their sentences only on week-ends in order
not to deprive their families of needed income, the establishment of a wide
range of institutions from maximum to minimum security, offering generous
vocational-training opportunities. The code is a positive achievement for
South Africa, reflecting credit on the private penal- reform movement, the
Director of Prisons, and the Minister of Justice. Mentally ill African prisoners
are provided with adequate physical surroundings, food, and medical treatment
in South Africa; in comparison, conditions in Ghana are downright shockinge
BUT the number of convictions of white policemen for assaults, includ-
ing rape, on nonwhites continues to reflect on the South African police. The
1946-48 figure of 63 assaults charged against white constables rose sharply to
475 in 1956-58, according to the Minister of Justice.
(3) South African medical services for all classes of the population,
and particularly for the largely nonwhite lower income groups, attract praise
from local and foreign doctors (including bitter political opponents of the Na-
tionalists). Government social services for the destitute, the blind, the crip-
pled, and the deaf of all races are the best in Africa.
BUT the nursing profession continues to be deeply concerned over gov-
ernment insistence on dividing the nursing register along racial lines, despite
vigorous protests from nursing sisters.
(4) Primary and secondary education for Africans has made enormous
strides in South Africa. Numbers of pupils and expenditures have risen as
follows (in round figures):
Pupils Expenditures
1925 210,000 1925 £ 423,000
1939 450,000 1940 996,000
1952 815,000 1950 5,072,000
1958 1,345,\1000 1958 9 11 083,OOO
The governm.ent estimates that approximately 52 per cent of African children
of school age are enrolled. The African literacy figure of over 30 per cent is
the highest in Africa. The number of African teachers is increasing rapidly.
While the average salary is about $800 a year, the top salary of an African
teacher runs to over $3,000.
BUT there is a widespread feeling among African teachers, and parents
who serve on the new Bantu School Boards, that they m.ust toe the government
line or lose their jobs.
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A few years ago, one could judge the
whether he spoke of the majority of the
!i-"'U views of a white
1J1U..ll.Cl!.l.Jl.V.lUL as:
Kaffirs - - the aero:2:a1~OI to
Natives
Bantu
Africans
standard word, conservative 0
an official to move away from linative» if a
term which is much disliked by those to whom it
is applied.
openly sympathetic to such people's aspirations.
Regarded as "liberalistic" borderin.g on "co:rn:rnu-
nistic" in most Afrikaner circles. Also, a linguis-
tic problem because the English word "African"
translates into Afrikaans as "Afrikaner. II
Die
The new Prime Minister, Dr. H. F. Verwoerd, moved to avoid
the opprobrious"native" by renaming his previous portfolios Department of
Native Affairss the "Department of Bantu Administration and "
and he added a new "Department of Bantu Education."
The University of Stellenbosch, al:rna :mater of half the cabinet and the
intellectual home of Afrikanerdom, has just announced that applications are
invited from " suitably qualified Africans Ii for the post of language assistant in
"Bantu" languages. Here Bantu is used in a precise linguistic sense; what is
important is the Registrar s use of "Africans .. "
After a talk on "Christianity and the Social Order" given by Archbishop
Joost de Blank to Anglican students at Stellenbosch University, a heckler de-
manded to know whether the Archbishop would sit down at a table with unedu-
cated "kaffirs." When the questioner ignored the Chairman's request to desist
in his bad manners, the rest of the Stellenbosch students refused to let the
heckler continue, and one of them got up to apologize to the Archbishop. Die
Burger carried a straight news account on its front page, but one could sense
its disapproval of such boorishness.
When Prime Minister Verwoerd used "kaffir" in the midst of an emo-
tional speech at Parow, he immediately substituted "Bantu." Later, on what
an opposition Senator called an "historic occasion, " the Prime Minister apo-
logized in the Senate for this inadvertent use of a word that, Verwoerd ex-
plained, has come to be offensiveo He went on to criticize the press for hurt-
ing race relations in reporting a of the tongue he had corrected.
recently used "African" without italics when the meaning of
-------'''''"--
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the newspaper article depended on the precise use of that word. One does
hear "African" quite often nowadays in private Nationalist circles. It is only
a word--but it conveys an underlying attitude when used in South Africa. The
psychological difference between Afrikaners who speak of "kaffirs" and "na-
tives" or of "Bantu" (capitalized!), is significant.
CONTRASTS IN OFFICIAL POLICY
The government IS political approach to Africans can be outlined for
purposes of clarity as follows:
(1) Announced policy in African areal:l.
Actual practice in areas.
Announced policy for Africans in "European areas."
Actual practices toward Africans in "European areas,,"
In the last AUFS survey of South African parliamentary activities, 1
I quoted the then Prime Minister,.:[ohannes G. Strijdom, in his statement of
a blunt and brutal and proud adherence to a policy of "baasskap, paramountcy
and domination,," He cracked out his words l.ike pistol shots as he reiterated
the po~er of "baasskap and domination" leaving no doubts as to his govern-
ment I s ,policy and practice in every part of South Africa"
Strijdom's successor, Dr. Hendrik F" Verwoerd, has laid down the
policy in parliament that Africans must have "self-government in their own
areas,," He regards "territorial authorities as independent bodies in the first
of development. There are a number of unpopular controls which..•
will lapse as they advance from one stage to another." In an important speech
Dr" Verwoerd opposed the concept of permanent supremacy or baasskap.
Commenting' on this in the Cape Times Anthony Delius said that it was "the
purest spirit of Accra, II and that "if Dr. Nkrurnah had been sitting up beside
the single old African clergyman in the packed public galleries, he would have
found himself nodding in appreciation oiDr. Verwoerd's sentiments."
The significance of the Verwoerdian pronouncement is limited but im-
For the time it commits the Nationalists to the principle of
African self-rule in certain parts of the Union" As Harry Lawrence, the
United parliamentary star, astutely observed, Verwoerd "jumped in
where both Dr" Malan and Mr. Strijdom were too cautious to tread."
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The parliamentary basis for the Prime Minister's was his
proposed legislation to .enable a Bantu Development to
$1,400,000 in aiding African business in the reserveso The
Party economists made a shambles of this bill0 Professor 10 So
Fourie told the house "it is clear that this corporation is the bluff
and the greatest farce this country has had to faceo Ii
United also concentrated on the need to recognize the
IIJ....' ...... ,...........A. aspirations of urban Africanso In this they received no from
Nationalist Mo P. 'SO But the point is well taken. If political representation
is to be extended to Africans, should it not go to those with the most education
and greatest abilityo There are more African university graduates in South
African cities than anywhere else in sub-Saharan Africa. Why then is the
principle announced in regard to the African areas with the least educated
people?
The answer is simple. Government policy is not based on African
desires or capabilities, but on the fact that National Party supporters are
less unwilling to grant political rights in the reserves than in the cities.
However tightly Nationalist M. P. '13 close their in parliament,
they do not all close their eyes to the problem. A prominent Nationalist par-
liamentarian is said to have told a secret meeting of some 20 fellow M. Po's,
that there would have to be some African M. P. 's within the next few years.
Only one of the Nationalists present protested. Six months ago such a pro-
posal would have blown up a storm. Another Nationalist group in the Cape
suggests two African ministers in the cabinet I
Ironically, a Nationalist who defeated a United Party leader in the last
election in because of the elimination of Coloured voters, now says
(translated) "there must be Coloured members of parliament in the next few
years." He was talking with a colleague from the Western Transvaal who is
known in the press gallery as a "baasskap M. P. ," but who agreed with the
need. Two years ago, many Nationalists not only beat what one called "our
tribal drum" in public but also in private conversations. Now one doesn It
even hear the Boer War refought in private. Instead, Mo P. 's speak of cri ti-
cism by younger constituents, and the disquiet among some Afrikaners who
object to taking away African representation without an "adequate compensa-
tion of rights."
Indians are not being ignored in the new spirit. On the evening of
March 12 a secret meeting of a section of the Nationalist caucus, including
Interior Minister Naude and Deputy Minister Botha, considered Indians and
the Group Areas Acto Ways and means were discussed of softening the Act,
particularly the onerous financial implications it has fOi many Indians.
Veteran South African would have been amazed to hear the liberal
sentiments expressed by M. P. '13 known as "wild men of the North" toward
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the most disliked group in the Union. It may be a coincidence, but a key
official in Group Areas Act decisions, a man known privately both for his
desire to use economic force to drive Indians out of South Africa and for his
opposition to private landownership, has left his Group Areas post to accept
a more rewarding legal appointment.
From one Nationalist after another, I hear relatively liberal ideas.
These are not simply odd thoughts expressed to an outside observer--in one
instance, several Nationalist M. P. IS, in conversations continuing on after
3:00 a. m. and two bottles of Oude Meester Brandewyn, expressed themselves
freely. Had these same men made their sentiments known two years ago, I
would have considered the situation sensational. Now one hears men who,
in speaking to short-term visitors from abroad and to members of the Oppo-
sition press, will deny they have qualms over government policy but who will
cri.ticize party negativism when they feel safe.
A highly placed civil service official (a :man I've known for years)>>
whose post de:mands an excellent grasp of Union politics, burst out in a mo-
ment of pas sion: "Now we are just beginning to get the right spirit in the volk.
There is no bloody excuse whatsoever for the way we've treated the Coloured
people in the last ten years. It is disgraceful and :more and more of our peo-
ple recognize it. You are so right about the new spirit. You know I'm a long-
time :me:mber of the Broederbond [an Afrikaner secret society]. The change
in attitude a:mong the broers [brothers] is unmistakable."
"Governor" Fouche has not been challenged on his published declara-
tion that lithe horizontal division by which the whites can and will remain
above and the nonwhites below the line, can and will not re:main." Fouche,
who supplanted General Hertzog in parlia:ment when Afrikaner Nationalis:m
turned a sharp right in 1941, acknowledged that "we notice everywhere in
private conversations a degree of defeatis:m about our eventual success."
Apartheid is a word with so many meanings to so :many people that it
is used sparingly in this report. The idea of baasskap or the original "total
apartheid" is close to being a dead duck. What is being considered by so:me .
Nationalists and liberal United Party M. P. 's is a combination of partition
with atte:mpts to give political rights to Africans in the so-called European
areas. The new President of the Institute of Race Relations, Donald Molteno,
believes that "so:me partial and limited application of the partition principle
:might have to be accepted in relation, for instance, to the development of the
existing African Reserves along the lines reco:m:mended by the Tomlinson
Co:m:mission.,,2 He now believes, in co:mpany with a number of traditional
liberals, that the simple one'man-one vote formula cannot reasonably be
expected to work in such a heterogenous country- -or at least tha~ it never
a JJE~mOCra
published by the Institute of Race Relations, Johannesburg» 1959.
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worked under sirn.ilar conditionso His
Ion as an example of where the formula failed to T'lI".n1"s......'t 'In'''ll'I'll'''il/l''lI'''1'1'""'1.T
I have a few of the very many comm.ents I have heard and
statements I have read that indicate attitudes among Nationalist
Like the on a each seems .lUIJI,''''.II.~;.u.J'A..II.''''GJu.Il.,
taken they form a distinct Two years ago the lone construc-
tive critic in Nationalist ranks was Me Pe from
South-West Africae I have him a tirn.e and could write pages about
his constructive to the of South Africa. He is excluded
from this account of the new for answers in Afrikanerdom
because he has not changede Rather, others have joined in
more than one directione
The press is highly sensitive to the way the political winds are blowing.
After the election in April, there was an unprecedented outburst of liberalism
in Afrikaans papers. It came to an abrupt end the election of Verwoerd
as Prime Minister. Only three months ago the cold winds of caution
everywhere. The whole atmosphere has since warmed up so dramatically
that reporters for Nationalist publications feel far freer in what
and in their own speculations. The parliamentary columnist for one of the
Transvaal Afrikaans papers says he feels he can write in a far "more liberal"
vein than ever before. A Nationalist correspondent is writing a book in
Afrikaans on the growth of African nationalism and how Afrikaners must help
Africans to gain their freedom. is based on interviews with leading Afri-
cans including Mboya, Nyerere, Banda, Haile Selassie, President Tubman,
Azikwe, etc. His theme is that the idea of erkenning van volksbestaan
(roughly: recognition of a people! s existence) is a far deeper Afrikaner tradi-
tion than baasskap.
A new novel by J. S0 Rabie, Ons, Die Afgod (We, The Idol), is selling
strongly by Afrikaans publishing standards. It dramatically emphasizes the
need for a deeper Afrikaner understanding and closer human relationship with
the Coloured people. Publisher A. A. Balkema says it sells best through
Die Nasionale Boekhandel in the Dutch Reformed Church building in Town
This whole trend in Afrikaans writing--Rabie1s is the latest example--is out-
lined in a previous lettere 4
The theatre is also one of the arts reflecting the new spirit. Cape
4 SOUTH AFRICAN WRITING: ENGLISH AND AFRIKAANS 158),
an AUFS publication0
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Town has been flocking to see three plays on the color question. Try for
White, by a local Cape Town advertising m.an, has some wonderfully percep-
tive dialogue. Kim.berley Train arrived after a long Johannesburg run, and
also depends on a "passing" them.e. Lastly, is a revival of Let The Day
Perish by Cape Town Liberal Party Chairm.an Gerald Gordon.
Never in the history of South Africa have so many outspokenly liberal
"color" plays--all by South African authors--been presented at one tim.e.
The reaction of the Afrikaans press is illuminating. In Die Burger, the
Afrikaans paper in Cape Town with the highest reputation for criticism. in
the arts, the drama critic, poet W. E. G. Louw, found m.uch to praise in
Try for White. His negative corn.rn.ent was that som.e situations and dialogue
were som.ewhat exaggerated and preachy, thereby weakening the m.oral force
of the play. He raised no objections to the political content. The play also
occas ioned a lead editorial in Die Burger. It is significant that the editorial
ignored the chance to attack the play on political grounds, and instead praised
the authors for at last grappling with the contem.porary South African scene ..
Indirectly, it criticized Afrikaans authors for setting their work in far off
places, and called upon the Afrikaans theatre to tackle local issues.
The m.ost favorable review of Try for White in the Johannesburg press
was in Die Vaderland, the largest selling Afrikaans daily.. In Pretoria, Pro-
ducer Scr..ach tells m.e, the theatre was packed with overwhelmingly Afrikaans
audiences. New thinking can be found on all the Afrikaans papers including
Die Transvaler, the usually extrem.e party drumbeater. It extends to the
government-owned radio network staff where such divers people as Afrikaans
news editors, classical m.usicians, and the fairy godmother who tells chil-
dren I s tales, are outspokenly liberal. .
PROFESSORIAL CONTACT
If different racial groups are to live am.icably, it is alm.ost axiom.atic
that they m.ust have som.e understanding of each other's desires and aspira-
tions.. For som.e years there has been virtually no unofficial contact between
leaders of the two m.ost im.portant groups in South Africa--Africans and Afri-
kaners. Three anti-Nationalist Afrikaner authors have em.phasized that no
group can devise a blueprint for the future that will work without a discussion
of m.utual problem.s. Professors Marais (The Colour Crisis and the West)
and Pistorius (No Further Trek) of Pretoria University, and Professor Keet
(Whither South Africa?) of Stellenbosch University, have now been joined by
p To-Nationalist Professor L. J" du Plessis of Potchefstroom. University,
who is turning out a stream. of articles urging close consultation with thE;
"real nonwhite leaders" and not "governnlent stooges .. " Du PIes si~, a founder
of the Broederbond, is vociferously assailing his old friend the Prim.e Minis-
ter for the latter I s opposition to contact, as "evidenced by his closing of
International Club and his attem.pt to avoid m.ixed Senates and Councils
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in the new University Colleges for Coloureds, Indians, and Jl.;ItCU.lU,U0
Following the enthusiastic support of some 300 delegates the last
SABRA Conference for a multiracial me~ting, 5 a group of SABRA ".. ...'''''''\t .... CO
determined to carry through privately after the government opposed a
formal meeting. There is little doubt that the professors made a wise deci-
sion to avoid the predetermined strait jacket of thought that would bind each
group in the publicity glare of a national meeting"
Groups of these Afrikaners (16 but never that many at one
time) under the leadership of Professor N. J" J. Olivier of Stellenbosch
versity, met with more than 200 African leaders, including a majority of the
most important African political leaders in the Union of South Africa, in various
parts of the country,,· All shades of African opinion were represented except
that of outright Communists--but the professors included many Africans who
have been charged with communism. They even met the avowedly h~1i"'lI",",.... I ....
antiwhite "Africanists. II
The principal purpose of the meetings was to listen to Africans.
were no great difficulties encountered in holding the ) African leaders
launched into long and bitter and sarcastic attacks on domination in South
Africa. The usual pattern was a two-hour storm of criticism and complaint
Africans, followed by one or more hours of discussion of relations in the future.
Usually, discussions were on a group basis. President Luthuli of the African
National Congress sat down to discussions both alone and with a group of his
followers. Professor Olivier feels there was not a single group, with the ex-
ceptifn of the Africanists, of Africans with whom good relations were not estab-
lished. An African leader in Durban told me that he had grave doubts about
even going to talk to a group of Afrikaner Nationalists, but that he came away
from two long sessions with a much better feeling and would now be pleased to
have follow-up discussions.
There were, of course, no "settlements" of the racial problems of
South Africa. Wide differences of opinion remain but in some areas there was
agreement. The professors heard endless stories of arrests on trivial grounds
and all manner of suffering by the African people. many instances, the men
from SABRA felt the complaints were substantially valid.
A highly significant feature of the tour was the confidential interviews
with leading police officials. The professors found such officials not only
aware of but concerned over injustices to Africans, and prepare'd to present
constructive ideas to reduce racial tensions and ameliorate African conditions.
All the editors of the English press in South Africa co-on€:ra with the
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professors, by suspending press coverage lest a story, even unwittingly,
prej udice the success of the meetings. The editor of the liberal Evening Post
in Port Elizabeth apologized, in writing, to the professors for the inadvertent
publication of a short item that indicated there had been discord at a meeting.
Press silence was broken only by the Communist paper New Age.
One of the Afrikaner professors in assessing the value of the meetings
said that (1) nothing in his life had given him more personal satisfaction, and
the talks made the greatest contribution to a lowering of racial tensions in
South Africa in many years. Another professor, who knows conditions in rural
areas intimately, said he learned facts about African life that he had scarcely
suspected before. The professors went to learn. They did. The Africans
went to complain. They did. Both groups would appear to welcome another
round.
AFRIKANER ORGANIZATIONS
Afrikaners have a multiplicity of organizations, including their own
versions of the Red Cross, Boy Scouts, etc. Mutual interest has led to the
formation of dancing, sewing, music, farming, business, professional, and
teaching groups. But not a single Afrikaans organization is based upon race
hatred. Some groups require a ritual of support for so-called Christian Na-
tional Afrikaner goals, and others aim. at competition with English- speaking
South Africans, but no group today has hate as a m.otivation for gathering
together.
When a crank assem.bled a handful of English- and Afrikaans-speaking
white people here in Cape Town to propagate Klu Klux Klan ideas sent from
America, the whole idea was savagely attacked in Afrikaner circles. Afri-
kaans reporters predict that the principles are so "un-Afrikaans II that the dia-
tribes will fall on deaf ears. Sir Oswald Mosley received a sour Afrikaans
press on a visit in January. His lieutenant who cam.e here from. England last
year, was prom.ptly fired from a temporary teaching post when the relation-
was disclosed.
The one lihate" (antisemitic and anti-"mongrelization") publica-
tion in South Africa is in the with a circulation limited for the
m.ost to what it can give away. It has an appeal to the few Nationalists
eager for any kind of English-speaking support, but I have heard Nationalist
M. Pe I S and a Cabinet Minister criticize it as fascistic and extreme.
-..dll. issue has so aroused the condemnation of the West-
of the South African government to 'Til,~"i"""::I!
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segregation in higher education. The many cogent arguments against
do not need recapitulation. In 1953, I reported the personal views of the then
heads of the main universities affected, and their to resist
the government1s pressure. 6
It is in the area of university apartheid that the 1959 paradox is most
evident. Strong forces in the Nationalist party have wanted to clamp down on
the i'liberalistic" forces in the "open" universities since the came to
power in 1948. Baasskappers pointed with horror to the steadily growing num-
ber of nonwhites who would be seeking higher education" Probably because of
personal intimacies involved in the study and practice of medicine, the first
assault was on nonwhites in "mixed" medical schools. A separate medical
school was established in Durban with an excellf'nt faculty and had better
ment, because it was newer, than Pretoria University.. More nonwhite medical
students trained at government expense than ever before, a total greater than
anywhere else south of the Sahara.
Despite the success of the nonwhite medical school, the proposals for
so many different "tribal" universities plus one for the Coloured community,
make it impossible to pretend that university apartheid can be made to offer
equal facilities at the present time.
The Nationalists first sought support for their higher education policies
by appointing the Holloway Commis sion, named for the former South African
Ambassador in Washington, who acted as chairman. The other two members,
Malherbe and Wilcocks g were heads of the universities of Natal and Stellen-
bosch" Despite the names, all three are from old line Afrikaans families" The
carefully worded report of the government-appointed corn.rn.ittee said in effect
that it was not practicable to implement university apartheid at that time, and
some aspects of\university education should never be changed" These views
were received in 1953 by the Nationalist benches with stony silence"
Two years ago a new report was requested. This time the government
did not choose relatively independent men, but members of the government
civil service, headed by Secretary of Education H. S. van der Walt. The Van
der Wait report, reflecting further inquiries in the academic world and the
opinion of education experts, has never beell made public. Evidently, the
report does not support the legislation now under parliamentary consideration.
Some Nationalists say that the principal author was "kicked upstairs" to the
post of Auditor-General to clear the way for the legislation.
One conclusion stands out amidst a plethora of opinions on university
aparthe!d in Afrikaner academic circles: as nearly as one can judge, over 90
per cent of the faculties of Afrikaans universities privately oppose the present
bill. It has not been supported publicly by a single head of an Afrikaans univer-
sity and has been roundly condemned by some professors. The head of the
6 NATIONALISTS AND THE UNIVERSITIES (ESM-51-'53) an AUFS publication.
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strictest Calvinist institution, Potchefstroom, strungly criticized the bill in
speaking to Stellenbosch University students. As a curious sign of the times,
Professor P. C. Coetzee felt impelled to say that his criticisms were made
as a "100 per cent Nationalist," a statement that would have been 100 per cent
redundant three years ago. Coetzee does not believe in the proposed separate
white and black councils for African institutions.
SABRA, the intellectual fountain of apartheid, has testified repeatedly
against the government's proposals; the last time during the parliamentary
recess to a special Select Committee. Three years ago SABRA was a solo
voice occasionally heard criticizing the government. Today, on this issue, it
is almost lost in the chorus.
Government legislation in South Africa is normally drawn up- by the
department concerned. Sometimes a draft bill is then confidentially submitted
to a National Party caucus group specializing in the subject. When the original
university bill was referred to the Education Group, it was hammered into a
powerful measure for immediate and almost total apartheid. A leading govern-
ment educationalist complained bitterly to me that this group of farmers, men
who taught school for a short time thirty years ago, and lawyers, was a
"baasskap bottleneck" when it carne to modern educational thinking and academic
freedom.
Differences on a bill drafted by departmental experts, and the opinions
of the "caucus group" of the National Party, are normally referred to the cabi-
net for decision. M. P. 's views usually carry the day. Last year the Education
Group was nearly unanimous in support of the bill finally introduced--though it
varied widely from the recommendations of the men appointed by the govern-
ment to investigate the issue. A few weeks ago, when the bill was again pre-
sented, considerable doubts were expressed in the caucus group as to the wis-
dom of the bill. The cabinet was somewhat surprised to find that a long-
planned Nationalist measure, which had always had the support of the inner core,
was no longer solidly supported. (On the "Church Clause" last year, the caucus
group finally backed up Dr. V~rwoerd on the understanding that the law would be
in cold storag,e. The Dutch Reformed Church swung many M. P. 's against
the clause.)
A save-face appears to have been worked out inside the
party. The government will try to put the university bill through with every
surface appearance of party unity and volk support, but the application of the
law will be different from its original intent. For example: gradu-
ate students of all races will continue to be welcomed at the "open" universities
and, also students in subj ects not taught at one of the African institu-
tions. Of course this breaches the of total segregation and ignores
many of the emotional for it. To argue that a white girl' should not
sit next to an African in a class, but can do so in architecture would
be ludicrous. The racialistic element in the early (black .........".".1«.""' ...
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argum.ents has now lessened in im.portance.. A group of Afrikaner professors
(including the head of an Afrikaans university) are now proposing a plan to ad-
m.it Coloured students to Afrikaner institutions, including Potchefstroom and
Pretoria! An African student, who is also assisting in languages, is the first
nonwhite student enrolled at Potchefstroom., albeit in special circum.stances
and without publicity ..
The paradox is clear. The governm.ent steam.roller will probably
the bill through, and the outside world will be treated to further evidence of
white suprem.acy, while not only is there widely spread opposition to the m.eas-
ure inside Afrikanerdom., but a Nationalist M .. P. who claim.s to speak for m.any
colleagues said, "We wish this bill had never com.e up at- all."
"SUNTANNED AFRIKANERS'I
This description of the Coloured com.m.unity by a Nationalist adminis-
trator of Coloured affairs, suggests the close and em.otional ties of language,
religion, and history, which m.any Cape Afrikaners feel with the Coloured
population.. The com.m.on ancestry of m.ost old Cape fam.ilies with present-day
Coloured fam.ilies, many of whom. bear the sam.e family nam.e, creates a mys-
tical bond.
If Afrikaner Nationalists are not pure hypocrites in their talk of a cul-
tural heritage and not m.ere skin color as a reason for ethnic feeling, then the
Coloured people offer a test. For a decade this group has been steadily m.oved
away from the,white group and subjected to negative legislatione A recognition
of this--alm.ost a sense of sham.e--is part of the new spirit.
In addition to the com.m.ents on Coloured people already quoted, let me
add the words of a cabinet minister: lilt is only fair and just that we have
Coloured MePe ISe I sincerely believe that the Coloured people already have
better representation than ever before through the four M. P. 's (white) elected
by them.e Never have so m.any Coloured people com.e to the House to speak
with their M. P. IS. When they were on the com.m.on roll both parties sought
their support, but the day after the election nobody paid any attention to them.e II
In com.m.on with a large num.ber of Cape Afrikaners in and out of politics, the
Minister believes personally that the Coloured population will be gradually
absorbed into the white population. An Afrikaner civil service official pre-
dicted to m.e that where the Coloured population is concerned, apartheid will
be the first step to integratione
Race classification is a subject of the deepest personal concern to m.any
thousands of South Africanse Not only are there m.any cases of "trying for
white" but also of Africans "trying for Coloured" in order to escape pass laws
and to secure a better salary. Muriel Horrell of the Institute of Race Relations
has described the m.any kinds of tragedies that arise when, for e:kam.ple, part
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of a family is classified white and other brothers and sisters are classified
Coloured. 7 Fantastically complicated situations cannot help but arise under
the various acts pertaining to color, and would often be ludicrous if one
were unaware that they resulted in poignant human tragedies. The highly
charged emotional state classifying induces, in those who deal with it daily,
affecting even a veteran investigator like Miss HorrelL suggests the human
anguish involved.
The official definitions of race are more "cultural" than "biological."
Time magazine and other publications have given wide circulation to the opin-
ion that tragedies arise through efforts to "downgrade." The popular impres-
sion is that the whites are trying to uncover Coloureds passing for white.
After careful investigation, I believe that most classification decisions are to
the "upper group." When there is a doubt and a person could be classified as
either "white"or "Coloured," the instructions are to classify as "white." It is
clear that the approach of Sinclair Lewis's Kingsblood Royal psychology or the
Louisiana "one drop of blood" doctrine is repugnant to most Nationalist M. P. 's
and officials concerned. No one seems to worry if a few thousand people of
"mixed ancestry" are now absorbed into the "white group" as happened genera-
tions ago. At the same time, the government would do everything to give the
official impression that my observations are wrong.
Government policy on the Coloured community is far from clear- cut.
The Prime Minister is a man of definite opinions and detailed plans in many
directions. But a<;;cording to a usually reliable source, he told a Nationalist
friend this month that no clear idea has yet come to him on what the precise
policy toward the Coloured people should be. Former Cape Party Secretary
P. W. Botha, Deputy Minister of the Interior, has definitely held out the hand
of Afrikaner friendship to the Coloured group in two recent speeches. In this
he has the support of the Dutch Reformed Church. A predikant (minister)
widely admired in the Church, offers his view that if the legislation removing
the Coloured voters from the common roll were to come up today, he does not
think the D. R. C. would support it. Certainly, the conscience of the kerk in
the Cape is deeply disturbed by the plight of the Coloured community.--
ANTI-NATIONALISTS
Surprisingly, the Liberal Party is often more acute in recognizing
changes in Nationalist thinking than the United ·Party. Many U. P. 'ers are so
obsessed with opposing everything Nationalist that they blind themselves in
Nationalist affairs. Right-wing U. P. members have been taunting the Nation-
alists for being "the great, Liberals of the present day" and of being "kaffir-
boeties" (politely: African-lovers). While colleagues were thought{u~
7 "Race Classification in South Africa--Its Effects on Human Beings, II Fact
Paper No. 2 published by the South African Institute of Race Relations,
Johannesburg, 1958.
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pointing out the inadequacy of the sums suggested for the Bantu .u4~V~e!<)'P]rIu~nt
Corporation, the right-wingers attacked the govermnent for sp,enldina
of the white taxpayer's money. The United leader in Natal
English-speaking section of the white co~unity is is 1:::. ..
Mitchell. When caustically criticizing the govermnent, he was ,""' ,.. Jllli, "'" to
state a positive policy of his own. Mitchell's reply was IINo, I refuse
to put any millstone around my neck at this stage. II
Durban Member of Parliament Raw's negative contribution was to de-
nounce Prime Minister Verwoerd for wanting to give away of South Africa
to create "black states II after "our forefathers made sacrifices a.nu
to bring Christianity and civilization. II
A dishonest (so labeled by a liberal United Party M. P.) United Party
trick is to play on the emotions of lower class Afrikaners. This is precisely
what the U. P. has accused the Nationalists of doing for three elections. Ac-
knowledging truth in the U. P. allegation, the wife of a Nationalist cabinet min-
ister discus sed with me at length the urgent need to introduce a rational ap-
proach to racial problems and to educate lower class Afrikaners. She com-
plained that too many voters in her husband's constituency think of "Hot-
nots and Kaffirs" and will not "listen to reason.·11 The United Party method
of painting such Nationalists as radical liberals is typified by a story in the
Weekblad (a United Party paper) headlined (in translation):
"VERWOERD TO GIVE GREAT NEW POWERS TO THE NATIVE"
This emphasis on racialism leads to pressure on local National Party organ-
izers, who in turn urge the government to go slow on "doing too much for the
native."
LIBERAL COMMENT
Privately, most liberal leaders are cautiously pleased with the internal
trends they know about in the Nationalist Party. Patrick Duncan feels they are
"extraordinarily encouraging." In his column in Contact magazine he says, "I
never thought I'd live to say a good word for the Nationalists. But Mr. Swart's
new Criminal Law Amendment Bill one revolutionary provision in it which
deserves praise." Duncan referred to the section which would terminate the
practice of arrests for minor offenses. Under the proposed amendment, a
policeman may not make an arrest for an offense which, in his opinion, would
warrant a fine of less than £ 15 ($43). Instead he must issue a summons to
appear in court. IIIf this law is administered properly," Duncan writes, "not
only will the prisons population be drastically reduced: the main instrument of
police bullying will be taken from their hands."8
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This change proposed by the often-attacked Minister of Justice has
also been praised in the violently anti-Nationalist Golden City Post by Senator
Leslie Rubin (elected by Africans), who says: "Credit where credit is due.
If the new provision is put into operation, hundreds of thousands of men and
women in the locations in South Africa will sleep rrlore peacefully at night.
And that is very irrlportant. "9
One finds liberal leaders in South Africa are often more flexible in
looking at Union politics because their lack of irrlrrlediate hope for election to
office permits a nonparty honesty. Hence Contact can headline an editorial
"Even the Nats are Thinking Liberal" and go on to agree with the goverrunent
attack on "United Party 'discrirrlination' as unjust and untenable in an age of
decolonialization. ,,10
THE PRESSURE OF PARTY POLITICS
We have traced the outward rigidity of legislation and the inward con-
structive thinking of the National Party. An analysis of the situation in South
Africa would not be cOrrlplete if it did not include mention of the influence of
practical party politics which has the potential power to prevent further devel-
opment of the trend toward liberalization.
The new plan to take the Coloured voters off the municipal voters I
roll is a case in point. Lower-level party workers estimate that without
Coloured voters, the Nationalists will pick up a number of additional city
councilors. These posts are eagerly sought by party workers. It is no exag-
geration to say that the pressure for jobs is at least as strong as the pressure·
for apartheid. Patronage on the American city hall level has often been camou-
flaged in South Africa by an anti-English or anticolor motivation. The decision
to transfer the Coloured voters to a separate roll was reached, according to
one Nationalist M. P., with deep party rrlisgivings and to his own abhorrence.
The day when the farmer stepped from behind his plow to go to the city
to legislate for a few weeks has long faded into history. Politics is a full-tirrle
occupation and a deadly serious one. Those who lose cannot easily pick up the
reins of the old way of living. The make-up of the Nationalist legislators re-
veals this dependence on politics. Let us put aside the legislatively uni:m.por-
tant Senate where party faithfuls can be rewarded. Among the 103 Nationalist
M. P. 's, over one-third have held paid positions controlled by the party. Not
many of these M. P. IS could rrlake anything like as good a life for themselves
outside of party politics. Among the twenty cabinet ministers, the same ap-
t 0 almost half. I'm excluding the Prime Minister, although for many
idem.
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years he edited the chief Nationalist newspaper. There are lucrative a1=,p()Ult-
ments available for nearly half of the sitting M. P. 'so With such
few politicians could fail to insure party discipline. A few of the most IloJUl.'V ......Jt;,A.JLIlo-
ful Nationalist M. P. I S are former organizers» on the whole one can
distinguish the numerous ex-organizers
A decade ago it was unusual for a party organizer to to a seat in
parliament. The supporters of General could afford to be wrong as a
matter of because they could return home to an occupation.
the demands of professional make it difficult for many men to keep
open a line of retreat» no matter how hard This trend is
by older Afrikaners. Elder statesmen have suggested the may be serv-
itself more than the people. The organizer spreads a point of view in his
constituency and then listens for it. That this trend is recognized
is evident in a new regulation in the Transvaal that makes it much more
difficult for an to secure nomination for office.
In studying the South African scene» it is to be aware that to
most Nationalist Afrikaners "race relations" meant relations between Afri-
kaners and English- white'S. The of Afrikaners a~:alnti;~
.~~~~~" (llred necks l1 --stemming from the Boer War when
"""·t1'"",,.."'.11"'11 from sun exposure) only ended at the last election,
1958. The termination of the struggle is evident many
perhaps it was best acknowledged by one of the extreme Nationalists,
Hertzog» when he told a of the Covenant gathering that the
war had ended but that there was a new war the "Hottentot, Kaffir
and Coolie."
This barbaric statement an immediate reaction in Nationalist
ranks Church leaders did not refer to Cabinet Minister Hertzog specifically»
but their intent was clear in the dragging of the "worst sort
of politics" into an es religious occasion. In an Afrikaner club» I
heard the most scathing criticism expressed with words such as Ilirresponsi-
bility» " "stupidity, " and "criminality" from a group the statement.
Nationalist M. p. I s voiced their The wife of another cabinet minister»
who would ordinarily be soul of discretion, of her utter abhorrence
of the Hertzog diatribe. I've never heard senior civil servants so sweeping
and so scathing in their criticism of a Nationalist. If it were not for the fact
that the English-language press would pounce on criticism as a stick with
which to beat the and to divide its supporters» the public protest
of Afrikaners would have been much greater. The man who wishes to be a
constructive critic, but not an rebel, is so praised to the skies by the
opposition that he has little choice but to be silent. The English press
here is learning not to smother Afrikaner critics with fulsome praise.
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Undoubtedly, you have wondered why this report so often uses a vague
"several" or "a Transvaal member" etc. The answer is simple: party disci-
pline. To identify individual M. P. I S and party supporters by name, even in
this report to American readers, would place some men in unpleasant posi-
tions and threaten their livelihood. Discipline is strong. Afrikaner eenheid
(unity) exacts a high price. One of the SABRA leaders is paying heavily for
disturbing it, as is Profes sor L. J. du PIes sis of Potchefstroom. He has
already been forced out as Vice-Chairman of the local National Party and as
Board Chairman of Dagbreek, the leading Afrikaans Sunday paper. The tech-
nique is sometimes crude and often subtle, but Afrikaners know it and fear it.
One does not doubt the sincerity of the large number of Afrikaner Nationalists
who are thinking deeply about their people r s problems simply because they do
not make martyrs of themselves. Martyrdom is seldom popular in any country.
CONCLUSION
Widespread and constructive thinking is going on at a scale far beyond
anything ever experienced in Afrikaner Nationalism. The cause is far more
complex than can be explained by five or six or even ten reasons. The self-
confidence and self-criticism after the last election is a factor. The All-
African People I s Conference had an impact. Nyasaland troubles came after
the new spirit had flowered, but Nationalists have been slow, on the whole, to
advocate a big stick as a simple reaction to Nyasaland. The passing of the
mantle of leadership from Strijdom to Verwoerd is significant- -although the
atmosphere was noticeably frozen for six months after the new Prime Minister
took office. What is still noticeably frozen is an earlier interest among Na-
tionalist M. P. I S in meeting nonwhite leaders and exchanging diplomatic rep~e­
sentatives in Africa. But all factors considered, South Africa is experiencing
the biggest thaw to date.
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South Africa may in time look back on the
1960 referendum as a major turning point. On Oc-
tober 5, the white electorate cast simple "yes" or
"no~· ballots on the single question of whether South
Africa should adopt a republican form of govern-
ment. The advocates of a republic won by the wid-
est margin in any vote since 1943, despite the edi-
torial opposition- -frequently vehement- -of news-
papers reaching over 750/0 of the "white" readership,
and the almost unanimous but generally mild oppo-
sition or disdain of the growing "nonwhite" press.
The choice made by the voters means, in practical
terms, that the country will have a President instead
of a Governor-General and will no longer give alle-
giance to Queen Elizabeth. Any changes in the gov-
ernmental structure under the Republic would come
about through legislation.
In this Report I have sketched the background
of the referendum and the major arguments, detailed
the referendum results, and then commented exten-
sively on the impact of the campaign and the repub-
lic on the future of the United, Progressive, Liberal,
National Union, and National parties, and concluded
with developments outside the party structure, par-
ticularly as they affect the majority African commu-
nity.
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Background
An A1nerican visitor to a farm in the Transvaal highveld is likely to
ask the Afrikaans - speaking Boer farmer, "How are race relations?" The
white farmer may pause, look over a grazing herd of beef cattle, and reply,
"Well, they seem to be getting much better these days," adding in explanation,
"We Afrikaners do get on better with the English than we used to." The con-
cept of "two white races" implicit in this reply is as much a surprise to most
A1nericans as it is biologically inaccurate.
From the end of the 18th century to the middle of the 20th century the
political struggle in South Africa has been between the descendants of the
Dutch (the van der Westhuizens, Hendricks, van der Merwes, Loubschers,
van der Spuys) and the Huguenots (du Toits, de Villierses, du Plessises,
Malans, Maraises) on one side, and the "English" (Stanfords, Robertsons,
MacKenzies, Thompsons, Smiths) on the other. On the "Dutch" side have
also been Germans (Diederichs, Dongeses) and Afrikanerized Scots (Murrays,
Nicols) while the "English" side, has Anglicized Dutch descendants (van der
Bijls, Graaffs). Elections results in South Africa can generally be predicted
within 50/0 by simply going through the names of the white voters and dividing
them into these two groups.
For a long while the "English" element maintained its ascendancy
through control of busines s and the political dominance of the British. The
peak was reached when the forces of the two Boer republics (established by
those who trekked from British rule) were defeated on the battlefield in 1902.
sympathy of the American public and world opinion didn It help the Boers
much.) Despite a generous peace, there were those who had misgivings. A
young but extraordinarily shrewd observer. John Buchan (author of the mys-
tery The Thirty-Nine Steps and later, as Lord Tweedmuir, Governor-General
of Canada), foresaw in 1903 lithe greatest dread--the growth of a South African
party, which is South African because it is anti-British. "I After warning that
"a too long or too straitly ordered tutelage might do it, or a harsh dictation
on some local question of vital interest," Buchan made these points: "The
Dutch have their own ideals. different from ours .... any attempt to do vio-
lence to their ideals, or any hasty or unconsidered imposition of unsuitable
.r;;:.,AAl'/:,A• .A.OU. forms, will throw back the work " He added, "They have a
Church and a creed."
Buchan observed: "South African civilisation must grow up
on the soil. and must borrow much from the Dutch race, else it is no true
but a frail exotic. It will borrow English principles but not English
institutions, since, while are grafts from human needs, institutions
are the encrusted mosses of time which do not bear It is idle
1 This and are from The African
London: William Blackwood
Studies in
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to talk of universities such as Oxford or public schools like Winchester. and
any attempt to tend such alien plants will be a waste of money and time. South
Africa will create her own nurseries. and on very different lines." But Buch-
an I s advice was ignored.
The "English" tried to discourage the maturing Afrikaans language
and at the same time treated the simple country Afrikaners with condescen-
sion. Discrimination was commonly charged in the civil service. Afrikaners
felt cruelly snubbed in universities. in business. in banking. and in social or-
ganizations such as the Red Cross and the Boy Scouts. This treatment pro-
duced a reaction embodied in new Afrikaner institutions. As "nurseries" these
institutions fostered a positive Afrikaner nationalism with the "dreaded" anti-
British underside. In the last three decades the battle between the two white
groups was repeatedly joined over Afrikaans language rights. over the question
of a South African flag to replace the British flag. over a South African anthem
to replace "God Save the Queen." and finally over the referendum on a monar-
chial or republican form of government.
By aggrEtssive political organization the Afrikaners achieved their aims
in these major is sues and many minor ones. At times the spirit of Afrikaner
nationalism was the deciding factor. in certain instances the Afrikaners rode
roughshod over the English-speaking white minority and the constitution of the
country. Paradoxically. the "English" element has come to accept various
Afrikaner goals - -without condoning some of the methods used in gaining them
- - but not until it had gone through a period of bitternes s. The capstone of this
150-year-old struggle was the republican issue.
Before the final Afrikaner goal of a republic was reached. a significant
body of Afrikaners began asking: "What about the majority African population 1"
The almost unbelievable inattention to relations between the white minorities
and the African. Coloured. and Indian communities has been a tragic result of
this narrow concentration on English-Afrikaans "race relations."
The republican referendum of October 5 was actually announced in
January before the recent "state of emergency." To most English- speaking
whites and many Afrikaners. the referendum on the republic was an anachro-
nistic relic obscuring much deeper and far more serious issues. It was charged
that the republic was simply a "red herring" to distract European opponents
of the Government. As we shall see. there were also Afrikaner supporters of
the Government who wanted a republic not only out of personal conviction. but
also because it would burst an old political dam behind which Afrikaners had
been walled up. and release anti-Government currents beneath the outwardly
smooth surface of Afrikaner nationalism.
The main lines of the referendum argument were a continuation of the
long struggle between the van der Merwes and the Smiths. It is pos sible that
the referendum was the last major contest between the two white groups. The
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argument for the republic was primarily historical: "We have always wanted
it." The argunlents against were primarily contemporary: the wrong time to
make a change; loss of export markets if the republic were excluded from the
multiracial Commonwealth; and charges that a republic would be a cover for
establishing a Nazi-type dictatorship.
The republic will be inaugurated on May 31, 1961, the anniversary of
the Treaty of Vereeniging ending the "Boer War." When I heard Minister Paul
Sauer tell a prorepublican crowd during the referendum campaign that, "We
must stop looking back to the concentration camps of the Boer War [a favorite
emotional issue for Afrikaner tub thumpers] and put an end to English and
Afrikaner fighting," the audience responded with a burst of applause. Future
historians may decide that 1961 marked the effective end of the "Boer War."
An examination of the results and party reactions may suggest a reason why .
...
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Results
The campaigns preceding the referendum were not conducted by polit-
ical parties but by republican and antirepublican organizations. However, after
an initial hesitation, the opposition parties decided to make it a fight along party
lines and sought a vote of no-confidence in the National Party Government. I
am confident that a substantial nUInber of prorepublic voters are deeply dis-
satisfied with the Government's racial policy and do not regard the outcome
of the referendum as support for baasskap (boss-ship), as has been widely re-
ported from South Africa. Many of those who voted against the :r;:epublic and,
therefore, for the continuance of South Africa under the monarchy also support
the doctrine of white supremacy. We shall never know whether pro- or anti-
republican votes were for or against "Native policy." However, it is useful to
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present referendum results and relate them to the parliamentary election
figures of April 1958.
Total Votes Cast: 1,633.772 This meant a turnout of a phenomenal
90.7 of those eligible. 7.426 votes
were spoiled.
Percentage Against: 47.490/@
For a Republic:
Against:
Majority For:
850.458
775.878
74.580
Percentage For: 52.05%
On a provincial basis the republicans won everywhere except in Natal,
although the margin was close in the Cape :
Natal Cape South West Orange Free State Transvaal
For: 42,299 271,418 19,938 110.171 406,632
Against: 135,598 269,784 12.017 33.438 325.041
Margin: 93,299 1,634 7,921 76,733 81, 591
1£ votes for the republic are counted as being for the National Party,
it would have repeated its April 1958 landslide victory and gained one seat in
Pretoria. The margin of victory for the republic was greater than in the last
election in every single one of the 102 National Party constituencies. By usual
calculations there are no longer any marginal Nationalist seats where a mod-
erate swing in the vote would change control.
In contrast to this. the opposition United Party found the margin against
the republic less than the anti-Government vote in 1958 in many constituencies.
In that election the U.P. won 31 uncontested seats.
In 13 seats which the U.P. sought and won in 1958, they showed greater
strength by polling 7,900 more votes. But in the other 7 seats they contested
and won in 1958 they lost 6.800 votes over-all. Most of the added votes were
in safely-held United Party seats. Most of the losses were in marginal con-
stituencies. In a parliamentary election the antirepublican gains would be use-
less and the losses possibly disastrous.
In comparison, the Nationalists gained approximately 116,000 votes,
pulling further ahead in safe seats but also doubling and tripling their major-
ities in some previously marginal seats. The antirepublicans led in 53 seats
rural and 48 city and town); the republicans led in 104 seats 3 rural and
31 city and town).
Analyzing results by each constituency does not show any appreciable
response to various antirepublican appeals. The republicans gained in the fruit-
growing areas of the Cape where exports are favored by trade ties with Britain,
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wool-growing districts where prices have slumped. The republicans appar-
ently gained heavily among Afrikaans -speaking supporters of the United Party
in rural areas and particularly in the Orange Free State. The Afrikaner sup-
porters of General Smuts (the bloedsappe) voted for a republic. This under-
lined the old Nationalist joke about the farmer who told the party organizer,
"Well, I'm still voting for General Smuts but my children will vote the right
way! "
The republicans must have gained a lion's share of the new voters reg-
istered since the last election. This reflects the much higher percentage of
young Afrikaners reaching the new voting age of~ than of the English-speaking
youth.
Republicans also appeared to have scored heavily with minority
groups such as Greeks, Italians, Yugoslavs, and Germans. On the other
hand although there was much talk and individual statements by Jews
supporting the republic·, the strongly Jewish constituencies of Yeoville,
Hillbrow, and Sea Point were in the van of antirepublicanism. However,
Jewish businessmen in the rural areas, who are closely inte-
grated in the Afrikaans-speakil?-g community, apparently went
along with a republic. Most leaders of the Jewish community
deplored appeals for a "Jewish vote" by either side. Since
the referendum, individual Jews have made unprecedented
contributions to National Party funds.
Finally, a very small percentage of English-speaking
anti-Nationalists appear to have voted for a republic. Indi-
"Stop l"eferrin~ to it as a vidual Nationalists have told me of voting against their party's
sovereign remedy!" recommendation, but these could not have been numerous un-
less they were balanced by English-speaking United Party sup-
porters voting against their party's recommendation. This cross voting is un-
likely to have been important and in any event its size cannot be estimated.
A measure of the decline in United Party persuasive powers may be
seen in such seats as Standerton (General Smuts's old seat), Stellenbosch,
Bloemfontein city seats, Pretoria seats, and the Rand town seats of Boksburg
and Vereeniging, which the United Party traditionally controlled, as well as
rural seats such as Aliwal. where the voting had at least been close in recent
elections, but where republican majorities ranged from 5-4 to over 2-1.
Dis - United Party
The growing factionalism within the United Party has ,for some years
served to belie the organization's name. In an AUFS Report written after the
1953 election I emphasized the disunity and anticipated the right-wing break-
away of the Conservative Party (now absorbed into the National Party). A Re-
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port in a similar vein published after the 1958 election predicted the split to
the left which has subsequently resulted in the vigorous growth of the Progres-
sive Party.
Both those elections featured the cry, IIVote for the Right to Vote
Again ll and predictions that there would never be another free election. The
referendum is now acknowledged to be the most democratic expression of opin-
ion by the white population this country has ever seen. Some reports published
overseas, particularly those in the Christian Science Monitor and The Observer
by Stanley Uys (whose local newspaper colu:mn was highly partisan for the U.P.)
implied that the referendum was stolen by voting dead men and other kinds of
cheating. This is sour grapes. I questioned pro- and antirepublican leaders
in the Transvaal, NataL and the Cape, and was told by all that voting was ex-
ceptionally clean. An antirepublican worker said that in Yeoville his side had
gotten two extra votes and the republicans none. Probably fewer votes were
stolen throughout the entire Union than in a single ward in most Chicago elec-
tions.
As usuaL the British pres s reflected the line taken by the United Party
and, as usual, British readers were misled on what to expect. The Times re-
ported two days before the referendum, IIEverything will depend, therefore,
whether the urban voters are as solid against Nationalists republicanism as the
Opposition hopes they are, and whether they go to the polls solidly enough to
produce a 90% poll or more." It editorialized three days after the voting: "Once
the issue was put to the electorate the conclusion was foregone. II But it con-
tinued to echo a hoary United Party cry that the English language will be sup-
pressed: "The price English-speaking South Africans must pay in order to be-
come accepted is much higher than to turn their backs on the Queen. They
must acquiesce in their native language being treated to lip service and more
and more placed at a disadvantage in comparison with Afrikaans."
The United Party batting average for predictions is slipping. United
Party leaders have sought to explain away their defeats with various excuses.
The three loudest have been:
- - -Constituencies were dishonestly drawn in the manner made famous
by Massachusetts i Governor Gerry. But in the referendum all votes were
lumped together so electoral boundaries were immaterial to the result. De-
limitation was no excuse.
- - -Rural seats were loaded by up to 150/0 under arrangements drawn
up by General Smuts of the United Party (in the fashion of many American
state legislatures) and this gave the Nationalist Party an unfair advantage.
The U.P. claimed that if those urban constituencies conceded to them by the
Nationalists had actually voted, they would have polled a majority in South
Africa in 1958. But this time every constituency voted and every vote counted
the same. Loading was no excuse.
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- - -Apathy on the part of English-speaking voters tipped the scales in
favor of the Nationalists. But this time not only did the percentage of eligible
voters climb over 900/0 but soared as as 95.2 in antirepublican polling
divisions. was no excuse.
Opposition leader Sir de Villiers Graaff entered the referendum fight
in a lukewarm fashion. But by the end of 'the campaign he became enthusiastic
over what he felt was a good chance to deal the Government a hard -blow; he
drew encouragement from cheering antirepublican crowds of 35,000 in Durban
and 20,000 each in Port Elizabeth and Pietermaritzburg- -only 7.000 gathered
in Cape Town to hear Verwoerd. Two weeks before the election de Villiers
Graaff shouted from the front pages of opposition newspapers: "Dr Verwoerd
and his party occupy their position of power only because of the manner in
which our constituencies are delimited. At no single election have they ever
commanded a majority of the voters of South Africa. They don't do so at the
present time ...." He predicted flatly that if the urban voters IIgo to the
polls in adequate numbers. the issue will be put beyond doubt. II
They did vote. Further. if every single person who didn't vote in the
city constituencies where sentiment was against the republic. had gone to the
and everyone of them had voted with Sir de Villiers Graaff. the republic
would still have been chosen by 25.000 votes.
The purpose in giving so many details is to dem.onstrate the weakness
of the United Party despite the hundreds of thousands of votes it polls. Its
greatest as set has long been that it was an alternative to the National Party.
Tens of thousands of white South Africans who disagree with the white suprem-
acy platform of the United Party have supported it as the lesser of two evils.
All sorts of compromises were made to the goal of "beating the Nats. 1I Now
this asset has crumbled. It has been crumbling for the last two years.
Before the referendum my wife and I spent a stimulating evening in
Sir de Villiers' home during which he discussed U.P. policy first with a gather-
of 40 and later with a smaller group of a dozen. The South Africans there
were all ostensibly his supporters. but he was on the defensive all evening be-
fore the more liberal ideas of his guests. Sir de Villiers has matured greatly
in leadership. As a speaker. organizer. and charmer. he is one of his party's
strongest assets. But without the promise of power he cannot hold within the
United the more liberal-minded English- and Afrikaans-speaking oppo-
nents of the Government.
Sir de Villiers has lost the best m.en in Parliament who oppose
the Nationalists. The ten Progressive's behind Dr. Jan Steytler took
with them a number of United organizers. On the Witwatersrand.
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the Progressives excelled in the antirepublican organization. In the Yeoville
constituency. for example, they handled the transport for polling day. Sus-
pected antirepublic voters were divided into sections of 1,000. One section
organizer started at 5 :00 a.m. to line voters up at the polls. By 7 :00 p.m. all
but 120 voters had been checked off. By 8:00 p.m. the number was down to
30 and two cars were searching for each voter not checked in. When the polls
closed only 12 of the LOOO he was responsible for had not voted- -three were
overseas and two wouldn't come because it was the second evening of Succoth.
The Progres sive organization had a balance of experienced profes sionals (by
South African standards) and young people. The United Party had very few
younger workers.
When the antirepublic work is added up for each constituency. the whole
battle consumed a tremendous amount of thought. energy, and money at a time
when South Africa desperately needs to concentrate on its internal racial injus-
tices. Although the United Party was simply negative toward a republic, the
Progressives qualified their opposition by the slogan "Reject This Republic."
The vote within the Progressive Party in favor of fighting the republic was
close in many localities. Leader Jan Steytler and most of the other prominent
Progressive leaders with whom I discussed a republic four years ago strongly
favored a republic in principle. Their party wisely used the referendum cam-
paign to tighten its own organization belt vis -a-vis the United Party (but not
unfairly), and also hammered away at the lack of African political participation.
It may be significant that the Queenstown constituency which Steytler won for
the United Party in 1958 by 13 votes out of 9,000, went against the republic by
180 votes after a joint U.P.-Progressive campaign. The Progressives had the
advantage of campaigning nationally for the first time without the typical dis':'
aster for a new party- -being crushed before it becomes well known.
Splinter parties have as notoriously a hard time in South Africa as they
do in the United States. The Progressives, who want Africans to vote. are
drawing strength from three sources:
1) United Party members who disagree with their party's policies and
think the U.P. reactionary.
2) National Party supporters who disagree with their party1s racial
policies and also dislike the Colonel Blimps who serve the tepid tea
of the U.P. with its anti-Afrikaner taste. (Now that the Progres-
sives have accepted the republic, they may gain more of this sup-
port than the U.P. which continues to bicker.)
3) Liberal Party members who want to work on a political movement
which has a greater prospect of winning parliamentary seats and
possibly influencing legislation in favor of more rights for Coloured
and African citizens. Two prominent Liberal Party members, in-
cluding the least unsuccessful Liberal candidate in the 1958 election.
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have resigned from the Liberal Party and are giving tacit support
to the Progressives.
The most powerful businessman in Africa, Harry Oppenheimer, of
gold, diamond, coaL and copper fame, is also giving tacit support to the Pro-
gressives. Oppenheimer was slated to move from the front benches of the
United Party to a cabinet post if and when the U.P. formed a government. His
father 's death in 1957 forced Oppenheimer to retire from parliamentary poli-
tics in order to watch the corporation tills more closely. He subsequently re-
signed from the U.P. and belongs officially to no party. Occasionally he has
staked the Progressives and since the referendum has partially underwritten
tours of the United States and Britain by M.P .1 S Colin Eglin and Zac de Beer
to promote Progres sive ideas in influential circles.
Just how many of its seven seats the Progressives could hold or add
to in a general election is open to conjecture. It is clear that the Progressives
are the strongest Union-wide party campaigning for substantial African voting
that South Africa has ever seen. So far most Mrican intellectuals have watched
it with a sympathetic but wary eye. A party convention will soon decide on
what qualifications it believes voters should possess; after this it plans an ap-
peal to nonwhite citizens.
Liberal Party
This party used to stand approximately where the Progressives do to-
day. But now it has moved from advocating a qualified franchise to favoring
immediate universal suffrage. Capital "L" Liberals were not significant in
the referendum. The Cape Province Executive voted almost unanimously not
to take an official stand. Racial issues aside, one group of Liberals would
have voted for a republic. A second refused to take any part in lily-white
politicking as being both immoral and thoroughly unrealistic. A third Liberal
viewpoint held that a republic is desirable because it will force South Africa
out of the Commonwealth and increase the external pressures from the world
at large, and at the same time lead to a split in the governing National Party
now that the republican dream has come true.
Patrick Duncan, the courageous editor of biweekly Contact magazine,"
whose father was the first South African-born Governor-General appointed
by His Majesty in 1938, did not oppose the republic, although he has been at..,.
tacking the Government's racial policy and Communist front groups harder
than ever. Contact's circulation has gone up from 12,000 to 20,000 this year
This is a fraction of the magazine's readership in the Mrican. Indian. and
Coloured communities. Contact is the unofficial organ of the Liber,al
While unacceptable to Natalians on the republican issue, the publication spear-!-
heads a Liberal drive among the nonwhite population which is gaining morel
adherents than ever before.
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Natal
This smallest of the four original provinces and staunchly English-
speaking antirepublican poses a problem for the United Party. Progressives.
and Liberals. Feeling continues to run with hot-blooded cries for seces-
sion and taking up arms against an iiAfrikaner-Nazi" Government. Hot coals
are heaped on the Government for giving only partial voting rights to the I mil-
lion-plus Coloured people of the Cape. But hypocrisy remains the outstanding
characteristic of most critics in Natal. Suggestions by anti-Government poli-
ticians in the Cape and Transvaal that the 350,000 Indians in Natal be given
political rights produce what must be calmly described as hysteria. English-
speaking Durban has long led all other cities in inflicting the grossest discrim-
ination against Indians under the Group Areas Act. Recently, some sense of
justice has begun to appear. But the defeat in the referendum, when the press
and politicians had up expectations to a fever pitch. has exacerbated
Natal's relation to the rest of South Africa.
This hits the United Party particularly hard because so much of its
dwindling strength lies there. Cape, Transvaal, and Free State anti-Gov-
ernment party workers resent being dragged along to fight Natal's battle for
the monarchy. It was done in co:m.:m.on hope of defeating the Government, but
now resentment is growing over Natal's refusal to accept the results of the
referendum.
years ago there was a Dominion which stood for Great
Britain first and South Africa second, and whose members commonly referred
to "going home II when they went to London. whether or not they had ever been
there in their lives. Incredibly, you can still occasionally hear this even in
1960. Never again is any party significantly influenced this attitude
to come to power in South Africa. Neither Afrikaners nor Africans would sup-
port it. But primarily because of the attitude of Natal, the United has
fought against various measures designed to give South Africa a feeling of in-
dependence such as its own flag. national anthem, and now the same political
designation as that of India and Ghana. The narrow-minded isolation of most
English-speaking white Natalians from the rest of South Africa and their racial
prejudices are directly and indirectly responsible for much of the excessive
legislation of recent years. Strangely enough. ex-Chief Albert John Luthuli,
the distinguished leader of the African National has always expres sed
a certain sympathy with Afrikaners based on his experience as a Zulu living
among Natal jingoes!
An example of the ambivalent attitude in Natal is found in higher educa-
tion. Natalians designation the whites arrogate to themselves) are supporting
objections of Indian political organizations to the recent establishment of an ex-
clusively Indian University College in Durban, at the same time the University
of Natal continues its class room segregation in the basis of color. The Indian
co:m.:m.unity is divided as to which is more evil, segregated facilities inside an
institution or their own separate institution.
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Curiously, a Natal town like Pietermaritzburg today echoes a town like
B~oemfontein a generation ago. In those , the United dominated the
government and stood for the status quo. A young European found political ex-
citement in joining the Afrikaner Nationalist minority, waving the of
the old Free State Republic, fighting for Afrikaans language rights, and aele:na
a sacred cause. Today the shoe is on the other foot. The yOWlg English-
speaking European of Pietermaritzburg can idealize himself as part of an em-
battled minority under government oppression, wave the Union Jack, and shout
his defense of the English language. This has more emotional appeal than
Sl;ianollng for the rights of all people regardless of race.
Commenting on Natal's "extreme bitterness" at being forced into a
by the votes in other provinces, the highly respected former Admin-
istrator of Natal. D. G. Shepstone, warned secessionists that they
could gain their ends only through "consent of or by violence" and
doubted Natal's ability to survive economically. A compromise short of
armed revolt will be a formal request for more provincial autonomy and a
"Bill of Rights" by the United
Outside of Natal there are that the English-speaking press is
tired of a Natal tail trying to wag a South African dog, as the Rand Daily Mail
put it. The Star, also in Johannesburg, dismisses Natal moves for provincial
against the national Government as "impractical" and that the country
is not "prepared for so sweeping a change." The Bloemfontein Friend says
the Natal demands are obviously completely unacceptable to the Government
and few people outside Natal would support "damaging the country's unitary
constitution. II The strongest censure of Natal isolation and hypocritical color
attitude comes from the Cape Argus which describes the "Natal English II as
" a species of slightly funny. slightly pathetic human coelacanths. 1I
While the broad and liberal leadership one might expect from the well-
educated English community of Natal is dissipated in narrow snobbery. recent
months have seen a surprising development on the Afrikaans-speaking front.
A series of prominent Nationalists. reaching cabinet leveL have been dining
with Indian leaders and businessmen in Natal. SABRA (South African
Bureau of Racial Affairs) has been advocating votes for Indians and represen-
tation in Parliament. Already a few minor advantages have been won by In-
to ease their desperate More could follow. It is not ...... Jl,JLIlJ'U'i;>i;>
that South Africa may take a major step toward meeting criticism of her in-
dian policy in the United Nations.
However, all this woul~ make most white Natalians' attitude toward
Afrikaners and the rest of the Union even more intransigent. That may be
one of South Africa's leading English poets said to me recently, "I'm
to be ex-Natal. II
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National Union Party
If you make the cross-country jump from the balmy beaches of the
Indian Ocean to the cold fogs of the Atlantic west coast, you will land after a
four-hour flight in another "province" a yen for autonomy. The greatest
strength of the National Union Party lies so far in South-West Africa where
it has picked up German support. The editor of Algemei~e Zeitung2 has re-
signed to work for the new party both as a political organizer and as editor
of a new newspaper (German, English, Afrikaans).
This offshoot of the National derived from the expulsion of M.P.
J. du P. Basson from the National Party caucus when he refused to support a
further apartheid measure. The new party stands fairly close to the Progres-
sives in most- respects but is tailored to attract National Party voters. Japie
Bas s.on favored a republic as he always but the party did not take an offi-
cial stand.
In an election tomorrow, leader Basson would probably lose his Namib
seat in the arid south of South- West by a close margin. More likely, he would
stand and win against the incumbent Nationalist in more cosmopolitan Wind-
hoek, capital of the territory. European South-Westers and particularly Ger-
mans are uneasy regarding Nationalist racial policies and the rela-
tion to the United Nations.
National Union has also begun publication of a newspaper in Johannes-
burg in English and Afrikaans. Werda (Halt! Who goes there 1) is so far a
monthly. A press is probably es to the party's success. The Afrikaans
press has been fairly tolerant, especially Die Burger in Cape Town, but when
Basson and Company lock horns with the National Party as they must to gain
ground, they may lose this voice at the time it is most needed. The best place
to start a newspaper is Johannesburg, where the National Party voice, Die
Transvaler. alienates many Afrikaners with its extremism. If the English-
language press supports Basson and uses his new party's opposition to the
Nationalists as a club with which to beat them. it will be the kiss of death.
Experience shows that Afrikaners are not going to be led away from the Na-
tional Party by strident English voices.
On balance, the National Union has slightly better than the usual long-
shot chance of becoming a significant force. It needs one or two leaders with
greater national stature than its present executive to capture the imagination
of voters. Basson has been quite frank in describing his tactics to me. He
does not plan on attracting voters by the ones or even the tens, but is waiting
for some great development to create an emotional wave for major change in
Nationalist policies. on the crest of which the National Union Party would ride
See South-West Africa: Key German Minority (ESM-17-
publication.
an AUFS
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to power. Of course. a split in the National Party is Bas son's deepest hope.
He has many Afrikaner friends in and out of Par liament who like him and his
ideas but pick their political path warily like a soldier moving through his own
side I 13 mine field.
Minister Hertzog's
portrait by an anti-
republican cartoon-
ist suggested: "Not
to be opened until
after referendum
by order of Prime
Minister Verwoerd. II
It is widely believed inside the National Party and
....................... .,..... writers for Nationalist newspapers with whom
I have discussed it. that the extremists on the far right of
the party have served their main purpose. and are in re-
treat for the first time in party history. Their leader. Dr.
Albert the firebrand Minister of Posts and Tele-
• was unable to make his inflammatory speeches be-
fore the referendum because he was specifically muzzled
by the Prime Minister. His outbursts of venom have been
sharply criticized in almost every Afrikaans paper. includ-
ing Die Vaderland of which he is a minority director in a
triumvirate. Hertzog's anti-British phobia may be dated
from the when as a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford.
failed an oral examination 30 years ago. A fellow Oxonian.
who later taught in Hertzog's home province of the Orange
Free State has told me of Hertzog's bitter attacks on the
examiners for political bias and his subsequent rush to the
Netherlands where he was awarded a doctorate.
s cohort and rabid white supremacist. Hans
Abraham. who insisted on giving the Prime Minister his
views has been eased out of Parliament to an
Although the National Party lived up to its recent promise that it would
not legislate a republic purely on the basis of a parliamentary majority. it is
generally overlooked that the kind of a republic supported by the white voters
bore little resemblance to the drastic changes advocated by National Party
republicans 20 years ago. The only significant change voters were asked to
support was the substitution of a President for the Governor -General. No
changes in the flag. in voter's qualifications in other parts of the laws. or in
the independence of the judiciary were proposed. This really marks either a
victory for the "moderates" inside the National Party because of a maturing
of views. or a compromise on the part of the party leadership. True. the anti-
republicans campaigned heavily against the kind of constitution reportedly
drafted Prime Minister Verwoerd. Foreign Minister Louw. and other party
leaders in 1942 which contained antisemitic references and also threatened
the freedom of the press. Antirepublicans charged that the simple substitution
of a was merely camouflage for sinister moves below the surface.
Only time will prove or refute these dire predictions.
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adm.inistrative post in an African rural area where he feuds with the press in
trying to apply som.e of the laws he so gleefully passed. Another hard-bitten
type. Deputy Minister F. E. Mentz of Bantu Adm.inistration has resigned after
a row with the Prim.e Minister. Am.ong c~vil servants. the head of the police
at the tim.e of Sharpeville has been prem.aturely retired for "health reasons,"
although visitors to his farm. com.m.ent on his vigor.
It appears that the Senators who will lose their seats in the new Senate
(reduced from. 90 to 54) include the well-known extrem.ists de Ridder. van ZyL
Lategan. and Mrs. Mathilda Koster. Senator Weichardt, a wartim.e Nazi, is
likely to be left out. In fact. so m.any of the Verwoerd supporters who put him.
over as Prim.e Minister in the election with Cape leader Donges are out that
Verwoerd m.ust m.ove "left" to keep a m.ajority behind him..
The extrem.e right of the rightist National Party wanted to form. a re-
public by using the crushing parliam.entary m.ajority and also wanted sweeping
changes toward a m.ore authoritarian governm.ent. The insistence of the party
leadership on holding a referendum. of the white electorate and on only the
barest change in governm.ent are signs of changing tim.es. but the extrem.ists
in the National Party are still powerfully entrenched.
The substitution of the 1960 republic for the notorious 1942 version can
also be seen as reflection of the growing influence of intellectuals on a m.ore
sophisticated Afrikaner public. The first signs of Afrikaner Nationalist revolt
against the racial theories of politicians were m.anifested in poetry. 3 It is sig-
nificant that not a single outstanding work in support of apartheid has been pro-
duced by an Afrikaner poet, novelist, playwright. com.poser, painter. or sculptor,
while creative writers and artists have produced m.any works critical of the
policy. The only m.ajor artistic effort in support of Governm.ent policies has
been G. A. Waterm.eyer's Republiek van Duisend Jaar (Republic of a Thousand
Years).4 a long poem which embarrassed Afrikaner intellectuals by its sterility.
and may have been rooted more in revenge than in conviction.
In contrast, the study by the leading contemporary poet in Afrikaans,
and som.e critics say the best in the dietse world of Dutch, Flemish, and Ger-
m.an, Professor N. P. van Wyk Louw, in 1958 on Liberale Nationalisme contin-
ues to be read and discussed. 5 The m.ost devastating criticism. of apartheid in
a Christian society has recently been published by Jan Rabie: Die Evolusie van
3 Munger. Edwin S., "Self-Confidence and Self-C riticism. in South Africa,"
Foreign Affairs. July 1958.
4 Watermeyer, G. A., Republiek van Duisend Jaar, Johannesburg: Dagbreek
Pers-Drukkers vir die skrywer, 1957, 101 pp.
5 Van Wyk Louw, N. P., Liberale Nasionalism.e, Kaapstad: Nasionale Boek-
handeL 1958, 132 pp.
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Nationalisme.6, Rabie's indictment is rooted in Afrikaans history and thought
comes the conclusion that while his fellow Afrikaners have justified
individual wrongs under apartheid in view of a just goal. many individual sins
add up to a collective sin on the part of the Afrikaner people. Rabie says this
is the worst form of sin.
Afrikaner intellectuals. who more and more are articulating their oppo-
sition to government racial practice. do find common cause with the Afrikaans-
speaking mass in wanting a republican form of government. This is the
republican vote is not an index of Afrikaner support for racial policies. Intel-
lectuals also identify with and lead Afrikaners in invoking the Wilsonian prin-
ciple of self-determination of nations as applied to the Afrikaner people. and
in resenting what they view as frequently ignorant and malicious criticism from
abroad.
President C. W. de Kiewiet of Rochester University is looked upon as
a compassionate critic because in his biting criticism of the course of Afrika-
ner racialism in his Anatomy of South African Misery" and in a recent series
of lectures in South Africa. De Kiewiet kept in perspective the humanitarian
spirit of the Dutch and British forefathers which. he says. is still alive. In
describing the sense of guilt felt in Western Europe and the United States about
Africa. and the consequent spirit of atonement. De Kiewiet cautions that this
"must not become a lash laid on the backs of whites in Africa."
De Kiewiet is one of the very few severe critics abroad with whom
Afrikaner Nationalist intellectuals find a degree of emphathy in their two-way
struggle against a party leadership whose racial policies they see as immoral
and suicidal, and against most foreign critics whom they see as hypocrites lick-
ing their lips in anticipation of Afrikaners drowning in a blood bath.
Meanwhile. on the popular front. the achievement of the republican
dream of farmer. worker. businessman. and poet. that is the goal of the Na-
tional Party. could very well carry the seeds of the party's dissolution. The
Prime Minister has referred to a realignment of political parties and has gone
6, Rabie. Jan. Die Evolusie van Nationalisme. Kaapstad: Die Mishoring-Pers.
1960. 96 pp.
Three additional books by Afrikaners in a critical vein are:
Pistorius. P. V .• Die Trek Is Verby (The' Trek Is Over). Johannesburg:
Central News Agency. 1957. 91 pp.
Keet. B. B .• Suid Afrika Waarheen1. South Africa1). Stellen-
bosch: University Publishers. 1956. 96 pp.
Van Jaarsveld. F. A.. Kaapstad: Na-
sionale Boekhandel
., De Kiewiet. Cornelius W .• .!.!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:!Y..
and New York: Oxford
London
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so far as to hint openly at the inclusion of English-speaking South Africans in
his cabinet. Never since the National Party squeaked into power in 1948, has
it wooed English-speaking voters so hard after as well as before a contest.
This is not a superficial political trick. One can scarcely find a Nationalist
who does not talk of the need to find a real rapprochement of the two groups.
Most would use "white unity" to gang up on the nonwhites. But a large number
would follow burying the hatchet within the white groups by seeking amity be-
tween white and nonwhite groups. A search for a better understanding is di-
rected fir st toward the Coloured population which shares its language, much
of its religion, and many of its ancestors with Afrikaners.
In Cape Town, scarcely an evening passes without some Afrikaner and
Coloured intellectuals gathering in private homes or restaurants to discuss a
"new deal." Representatives of Stellenbosch University student organizations
to their continuing Racial Affairs Discussion Group have criticized various
"racial qualifications" applied to Coloured people including the Group Areas
and Immorality acts. In Kimberley. two Coloured city councilors have been
elected for the first time and with European support. Cape Town has long had
Coloured councilors from predominantly Coloured wards.
A Dutch Reformed Minister. Reverend D. P. Botha. has written a power-
ful plea for the complete integration of the Coloured population.8 In the preface
to this book N. P. van Wyk Louw calls on Afrikaners to see the Coloured man
as shopkeeper. intellectual, civil servant. clerk. doctor ... above everything
as just a human being among fellow human beings."
Throughout the rural Cape. in such farming towns as Paarl, groups of
Nationalists - ..busines smen. farmers. teachers. ministers - ..are meeting Col-
oured people for tea and discussion in a fashion few predicted possible five
years ago.
In the Transvaal. where there are few Coloured people and the color
line is far stronger. the former Ambassador to the United States. Wentzel C.
du Plessis. told a Kruger Day audience of farmers that Coloured people must
be taken under the same roof. He told me in Pretoria. where he is now Direc ..
tor of the Africa Institute. that he was more than pleased by the response.
The north may move slowly. but in the Cape Town area a majority of
leading Afrikaner Nationalists favor an approach toward integration with the
Coloured community.
On the official level, the Race Classification Board in Cape Town. which
has brought so much heartache. has been disbanded. It had received 33 appeals
since February. mostly from people classified as Coloured who wanted to be
European. and granted every appeal without exception.
Botha. D. P .• Die Opkoms van ons Derde Stand (The Rising of Our Third
Class). Kaapstad: Human and Rouseau. 1960. 173 pp.
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A new com.mittee of the Cape National Party is now sitting to recom-
mend IIColoured" policy. The Chairman. Minister of Lands Paul Sauer. wrote
to me recently that the advent of the republic would bring significant improve-
ments in the position of Coloured people.
So far. it all adds up primarily to talk. Cape Town can still only hire
a few Coloured policemen with the right to arrest white people. Coloured peo-
ple are still not in Parliament. Afrikaans -medium universities still don't ac-
cept Coloured students no matter how capable. And the largely unimplemented
Group Areas and Job Reservation acts still hang over the increasingly pros-
perous Coloured com.munity. The sweeping artistic and financial success of
the Eoan Opera Group- -whose productions are probably the best in Africa--
bring more pride than social acceptance to Coloured South Africans.
Inside the National Party and the Government another ferment involves
the position of Africans. particularly urban Africans. now that the republican
referendum is out of the way. Some of the changes are petty. such as the
Johannesburg daily Die Vaderland deciding to use IIMr ll in referring to African
leaders. This follows on the use of "meneer II in referring to Coloured people
and "dominee" for non-European ministers of religion. The distinct shift to-
ward a more Christian approach to personal courtesy is evident if one goes
back only a decade to a novel of W. A. de Klerk. The author was in the van-
guard of "liberal Nationalists II when his hero complained that II ... ons eie
pers kan dit nog oor sy hart kry~ selfs In verfYnde en opgevoede k~r~
The significance of this picture of ordinary Coloured. Indian. and Europear.
patrons of one of the half-dozen good nonracial restaurants in Cape Town.
lies in its publication (along with other similar ones) on the front page of
Die Burger's week-end supplement Die Byvoegsel. Far from decrying
such nonracial conviviality, the leading Nationalist newspaper in the Cape
comments favorably on the decorations. cuisine. and general decorum of
restaurants such as the Crescent. Zambezi, Naaz, Medina. and Lotus.
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as meneer~ te spreek nie .... 11<) This was a call on the press to use hon-
orifics for educated Coloured people; it no needs to be made in Afrika-
ner intellectual circles.
For a significant concrete development in race relations one must look
to the South African Police Force. The whole force has been considerably
smartened up in efficiency and discipline. A new corps of inspectors is strictly
enforcing new regulations against calling Africans by the derogatory epithet
"kaffir." The new head, Lt. Gen. H. S. Du Plooy, has decreed that the tendency
to be brusque and offhand with the public must cease! Long-standing recom-
mendations on improving the Police College and reducing the number of young
and inexperienced policemen were given a boost by the extended lecture visit
two years ago of David McCandless of the Southern Police Institute in Louisville,
Kentucky, under the combined aegis of the Rockefeller Foundation and the United
States South African Leader Exchange Program. McCandless, who has received
wide praise for his work with American policemen of different races, made an
excellent impression on senior police officers throughout South Africa. Young
recruits will now have a full year of training including academic subjects and
lectures on race relations.
The Governm.ent Gazette of October 21 published an official amendment
to Police Regulations raising the minimum educational qualifications of recruits
from Standard VI to Standard VIII. With the new academic training this means
three years more of educational background. Alas, education is no cure-all
for prejudice. But few would argue against more of it.
More noticeable to Africans have been Du Plooy's orders in regard to
pas s laws and liquor regulations. Police have been instructed to stop making
sweeps of African residential areas and not to awaken Africans at early hours
in order to search their homes. Du Plooy told an African reporter of The
World 10 that liThe Police are working on a policy whereby Africans will be
made to feel that they are not being treated like underdogs by the State. I would
like to see as many African men as pos sible buying liquor direct from bottle
stores, instead of buying it from shebe ens at exorbitant prices."
Enforcement of pass regulations has been eased generally. The great-
est improvement is reported by the Institute of Race Relations on the Witwa-
tersrand. Assistant Director Fred J. van Wyk told me in Johannesburg that the
number of pass arrests had plummeted and that the Institute has had far fewer
distress cases to cope with since the "new deal." The Institute of Race Rela-
tions is the most important nonpolitical organization in the study of non-Euro-
pean problems and carries on an active social welfare program. Of late, it has
<) Page 119, De Klerk, W. A .• Die Wolkemaker, Kaapstad: Nasionale Pel's,
1949,. 386 pp.
10 27, The World. "South Africa's leading African newspaper."
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found a more co-operative attitude among governmental authorities toward
easing the plight of Africans.
A deadlycat-and-mouse game is going on between high South African
Police officials and a tiny handful of individuals both white and black who wish
to promote violence and to use for their purposes the legitimate leaders of the
African people. Mr. Robert Sobukwe' s Pan-African movement, which led the
Sharpeville 11 demonstration, reflected in part a determination to move away
from those who would manipulate African mas s movements for non-African
goals.
Violent strategy is freely discussed not only in South Africa and Basuto-
land but outside the Union's border s. I was given details by a political refugee
in the Congo on his way north, and later found confirming evidence in the Union.
The first step for violence is to pick a dramatic grievance where African re-
sentment runs high and which can be clearly understood overseas as a major
injustice. Secondly, a large mob must be gathered of those who simply want
to protest peacefully against a legitimate grievance. The generally moderate
and nonracialistic rank and file of the African National Congress can be used
for this. It is desirable to have a goodly number of women with babies on
their backs--borrowed, if necessary--and the small boys who run along with
a crowd. The odds against any single child being hurt are low. Certainly, no
mother takes her child to a demonstration expecting trouble. A third condi-
tion is that no weapons are carried but stones must be available for a few peo-
ple in the crowd to pick up and throw at the police.
Given such ingredients and the trigger fingers of nervous young police-
men afraid of being murdered as were their nine white and black colleagues in
Durban's Cato Manor, and adding in the hot pepper of some police who hate
"kaffirs" anyway, and the chances of another Sharpeville massacre go up. The
instigators' calculations are that only three or four more "Sharpeville" inci-
dents would be needed to bring in the United Nations or separate African and
Soviet intervention within two year s. It sounds diabolical. The revolutionists
see the dilemma as a diabolical one which they can only resolve with the help
of police violence.
Of course, the South African Police officials are more or less aware
of this and have placed subordinates under the strictest orders. Some young
white police have been told that if they fire without orders as police did at
Sharpeville. they will be shot by their own officers.
But who speaks for the average man in South Africa. an African who
has finished primary schooL and wants a life without discrimination where he
11 At Sharpeville. near Johannesburg, 72 Africans reportedly were killed
and more than 200 wounded during two days of riots (March 21-22. when
police fired on Africans demonstrating against South Africa's racial pass laws.
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can develop his skills to the best of his ability and support his wife and chil-
dren in peace and security with his fellow citizens of all races? He does not
want to kill or be killed. He does want a better way of life and a fair voice in
deter:mining it. He doubts both the Govern:ment's intentions and the :motives of
those who urge hi:m to violence.
Reference books (identification papers) for women concern hi:m deeply.
They will not co:me into force this year as planned. In announcing at least a
postpone:ment, the Minister of Bantu Development suggested it was a reward
for not causing disturbances during the referendum. That is rubbish. The
Chairman of SABRA, Dr. A. L. Geyer, a :member of the Hoofraad (Chief Coun-
cil) of the National Party and Dr. Malan's successor as editor of Die Burger.
wrote to Minister Daan Nel requesting postpone:ment and citing the tre:mendous
antagonis:m to it found by Professor N. J. J. Olivier and other SABRA :me:m-
bers in discussions with African leaders. Minister Nel replied so:mewhat
rudely to the earnest representations and flatly refused to alter his plans to
introduce what Africans consider as passes for wo:men in December.
But when the Depart:ment of Bantu Affairs notified the South African
Police of their intentions, Minister Nel got the shock. The Police said in ef-
fect that any African wo:man arrested for a cri:minal offense who could not
produce her reference book. would be charged for that as well. This is the
difference between asking an American for his driver's license after an acci-
dent and stopping every car on the street to send those without licenses, or
who have :merely forgotten the:m,to jail. Europeans are required to have iden-
tification papers, butpractically no one carries them. and no policeman would
stop a European in the street to ask for papers. Without specific police sup-
port, the Depart:ment of Bantu Affairs backed down after failing to win at the
highest level of Govern:ment.
It is wise to turn a cynical eye toward National Party protestations of
a "new deal." Experience shows that pro:mises by Nationalist politicians are
not :much :more reliable than predictions by United Party ones. The Police
:moves do stand out- -so far- -as positive steps. The re:mainder :must be seen
to be believed.
Extra Party Maneuvers
One finds tre:mendous support a:mong white South Africans for the idea
of English and Afrikaner co-operation. So:me Nationalists say "help us :main-
tain white supremacy." So:me white liberals say "help us turn the tide and
start integration." Words ar e used by the dictionaryful and so few :mean the
sa:me to :many. But the churning of ideas is new. One cannot shake off the sig-
nificance of a call for a new "Declaration of Beliefs Ii by 68 well-known Euro-
pean citizens. The prea:mble reads: "We South Africans of both language
groups declare our belief that the great opportunities which await our country
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can only successfully be realised on the basis of what is right and just for all
sections of our population: that no group is superior or inferior to another
merely on grounds of race or colour; that every South African regardless of
race, colour or religion, has an inalienable right to respect of his personal
dignity as a human being; and that everything possible should be done to im-
prove relationships between different sections of our population, within the
framework of a civilised, stable, well-run and prosperous society. II It moves
an inch when a mile is needed, but even inches have been scarce.
One of the prime movers of this appeal has been Harry Goldberg,
(United Party) Johannesburg City Councilor and organizer of the campaign to
raise African wages which has gone from success to success in the past year.
The preamble may be platitudinous but the significance lies in the number of
Nationalists and non-Nationalists who signed a common appeal. Some signers,
like Dr. H. J. Van Eck the head of the multimillion-dollar Industrial Develop-
ment Corporation, have never been identified with any political party. Over
300 additional names of community leaders were added in the first days after
its publication. Some of the original signers, are listed below as individuals
without party leanings:
Prof. Rautenbach
Vice-Chancellor Pretoria University
The Hon. W. Nicol
Ex-Admin. (Governor) of Transvaal
Rev. C. B. Brink
Former Head Dutch Reformed Church
Transvaal
Dr. M. S. Louw
Past-Pres. Afrikaanse Handels-
lnstituut
Mr. K. Schoeman
Chairman, Bantu Development Corp.
Dr. F. Meyer
Chairman, Iron and Steel Corp.
Mr. C. Borckenhagen
Ex- Director, Imports and Exports
Dr. A. L. Geyer
High Corn. in U.K.. Ex-Dle Burger
Editor, Chairman, SABRA
Prof. Duminy
Vice-Chancellor Cape Town
University
The Hon. D. G. Shepstone
Ex-Admin. (Governor) of Natal
Mr. E. J. Horwitz
Chairman, Zionist Organization
Messrs. Atkinson and Savage
Past-Presidents S .A. Chamber
of Industries
Messrs. Ruddock, Orr, Corbett,
MacPhail
Pa st- Pre sidents Johannesburg
Chamber of Commerce
Mr. ::-1. Goldberg
Past-Pres. S.A. Chamber of
Commerce
Messrs. Scully and Sutton
Past-Presidents Natal ChaITlber
of Industries
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Mr. C. Corder
Chairman of Board Cape Times
Mr. A. J.
Pres. Stock Ex-
Dr. J. E. In''''J.~H:I''''''''''V
Former High Com. U.K. and Ambas-
13ador to U.S.
Messrs. Stuttaford. Gallo.
Prominent Company Chairmen
Mr. C. H.
Man. Dir. Federale Volksbeleggings
Partition
Also outside lines. but nowhere as concretely supported as the
"Declaration of Beliefs" is a proposal for an India-Pakistan type par~ition.
The idea has taken on a new stimulus in all parties but particularly in the
Western Cape. As presented by Dr. Jan de Villiers Graaff (brother of Sir de
who is an economist and republican. there would be independent
Eastern and Western states. According to present population distribution. the
Eastern State would have approximately 6.3 million Africans. 400.000 Indians.
and 300.000 Europeans. The ports of Durban and East London would fall in
the East and those of Port Elizabeth and Cape Town in the West. The area en-
larges on the proposals of the Natal seces sionists but with the difference that
want White control. whereas Dr. Graaff plumps for full democratic rights
and. presumably. a predominantly "African" government.
The Western State under the same conditions would probably have a
predominantly "European-Coloured" government for 4.5 million Europeans
and 3.5 million Africans. some of whom are migratory workers
from the Eastern State. Merit would replace color as a guiding criterion of
the Western State. The Eastern State would also emphasize merit as a crite-
rion but white South Africans look to a pos sibility of government under a
United Nations trusteeship.
The reaction of most whites is firstly horror. secondly disbelief. and
then often a to consider and even support. Some of the most prom-
inent industrialists in the country of the three parliamentary par-
have to the . African reactions
are obviously crucial.
The editor of Drum reports lZ the visit of a foreign affairs expert from
Europe to his office.' At the request the editor asked
his staff to to a proposition under which "each side would
some cities. some mineral wealth. some farming land.
and so on . "
page 65.
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'''You mean more or less equaP? asked a writer
outside who had come in for the meeting.
'Yes.'
from
He looked around the other faces with a u.OC;'Jl. ... l~Jl.Jl.II.... 'u. smile.
'Cripes. boys--let's jump at it! .... The way we can trust
the white man is to have him clean out of the way. Right outside! If
we are supposed to be sharing the same thing. he'll find a way
to do us down'."
There is surprising support among Africans for accepting this kind of
a half-loaf today. possibly with the thought that eating it will give sufficient
strength to take the whole loaf tomorrow. For this reason- -if for no other --
it would be foolish to dismiss Dr. Graaff's partition proposals as im-
possible particularly since in all likelihood future events will increase the
tremendous pressure for change in South Africa.
African Views
African politics are just beginning to take on life since the imprison-
ment of most non-European leaders for months without charges under Emer-
gency Regulations supported by the National and United parties. In most parts
of South Africa. the Pan-Africanists with their anti-Communist and intensely
antiapartheid platform may have gained strength over the traditional African
National Congress. It is too soon for definite conclusions. Several small pro-
tests have fizzled out but the temper of Africans is hotter and resentment more
widely spread. One consequence of government action in sending alleged
"loafers and agitators" to the reserves is the spread of African political move-
ments to rural areas as never before in South Africa. The strongest anti-Gov-
ernment activity throughout is in Pondoland. 13
There is a tendency to go underground. The functioning of the escape
route to Swaziland and Basutoland during the emergency and the well-traveled
routes through Bechuanaland show how much goes on despite police action.
Police officers can no longer trust their non-European subordinates and the
intelligence system appears to have slipped. An indication of this is that sub-
poenas have been issued to journalists suspected of possessing valuable infor-
mation. Editor Patrick Duncan published a story that the Communist Party
(always predominantly white despite Stalinist purges in the 1930's) has now
been officially resurrected and chided the Communists for not being able to
13 The Pandoland African Reserve is in a remote area of Southeast Cape
Province. At issue are Government appointments of unpopular chiefs and
subchiefs to rule in the reserve.
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add one face to the Central Conunittee. The prosecutor demanded that Duncan,
as a citizen with knowledge of an illegal act, reveal his source of information.
Each time Duncan refus ed on grounds of journalistic ethics, the editor was
sent back to his typewriter and books in jail. After he had served a total of
21 days, the Government released him.
Most of the pre- and postrepublican intrawhite maneuvering, even
where it involves the Liberal Party, bores African intellectuals and does not
excite the masses. In the words of journalist Lewis Nkosi, 14 liThe overriding
factor in African indifference to the whole issue of a republic is that to them
this seems to be a classical example of fiddling while Rome burns. The fal-
lacy that 3,000,000 Whites can still build political structures of any lasting
value and at the same time ignore the 11,000,000 non- Whites is, of course,
rooted in Nationalist Party philosophy. Although some enthusiastic Nation-
alists like to say that the Blacks are just as republican as they are, Africans
cannot attach must value to flattery since the White republicans will not have
anything to do with the Black republicans."
However, the hope arises in African circles that the Government will
begin meeting with "responsible Africans and of having discussions with
them .... If Ilanga Lase Natal goes on to editorialize that "the root causes
of disturbances are poverty, discriminatory laws, bad living conditions and
other factors which militate against Africans living in com.:fort and security."
The editor believes that "the only way the Government can hear the genuine
grievances of our people is by consultation with the responsible leaders of the
people ... and that very few are imbued with Conununistic tendencies. All
they want for their people are their rights and privileges."
Consultation is never a solution but sometimes it is a path. With the
exception of SABRA, whose leaders have made themselves informed by fre-
quent meetings with African leaders of all shades of opinion, virtually no Afri-
kaner group knows what goes on in African circles. The fertile and active ex-
change of views between Afrikaner and Coloured citizens makes the lack of
,Afrikaner contact with Africans seem all the more abysmal.
Meanwhile, on the surface, life goes on in South Africa without much
apparent change. African beauty queens around the country to model new
clothes, break out over selections for an African all-star football
team, a few new African businesses are started with funds froIn the Bantu
Development Corporation, Africans are to fly to London to star in the Johan-
nesburg Inusical King Kong, and African wages and salaries go up. But the
fundaInental injustices in a society which claims to be Christian and democratic
reInain like icebergs, whose underwater projections can rip open the bottom of
the of state at any tiIne.
Town, September 22,
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The report from South Africa in November is that the republican
victory and its aftermath may set the white ship on a new course. If certain
Nationalists, including Dr. Verwoerd with his self-proclaimed "unyielding as
walls of granite II policies; stay at the wheel they will set an even sharper col-
lision course. Others--particularly in the autonomous Cape National
- -would steer to ease the irrunediate danger to their Government. But even
if they do. it is a long voyage to a peaceful port. and will never reach it
without the help of at least some of the leaders of African and Coloured
Indian South Africans.
Postscript
In a political report of this nature. this writer's procedure is to ask
thoughtful men holding various political opinions to read it critically. Two
comments are particularly worth quoting in connection with the republic. A
prominent Afrikaner in the Government said: liThe most important fact of the
referendum is the release of many of us from any further corrunitment to sup-
port the National Party now that our cherished dream of a republic has been
realized. Just as the Voortrekkers gave way to the Boers [a broader group],
and the Boers gave way to the Afrikaners [a still broader group], so now peo-
ple like myself who think of ourselves as Afrikaners must lose our exclusive-
ness in a broader citizenship. I wrote myoId father, who was born in the
Orange Free State Republic and helped defend it in the Boer War. that an old
book is closed and a new one must be opened. On polling day, I voted for a
republic and for the dissolution of the National Party as we have known it. II
A Progressive Party supporter and money raiser, who is a business-
man, author, and also happens to be Jewish. commented: "I worked and voted
against the republic, but now I accept it. Actually. I wasn't so much against
a republic as against the Government's racial policies. Since the republicans
won the referendum, we have had a great release from tension. The result
was probably for the best in the long run. Now we may make some progress
in race relations. II
E.S.M.
[Cartoons courtesy David Marais; photograph courtesy Die Burger.]
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South Africa has a higher percentage of
Christians than any other country in Africa. It
also displays the m.ost racial discrim.ination. The
exclusively Afrikaner Cabinet Ministers of the
Union are m.ore Church-oriented than those who
direct the destinies of other countries on the con-
tinent; their Afrikaner supporters tithe m.ore com.-
m.only than do Christians elsewhere in Afri~a. Yet,
after 12 years of Afrikaner rule m.ore discrim.ina-
hon exists am.ong Christians on the basis of color
than before they cam.e to political power.
'I>
To keep the religion and race relations
problem. in perspective, it m.ust be noted that this
paradox is not confined to South Africa or even to
Africa. The oldest Christian country in Africa,
Ethiopia, is the nation against which the strongest
allegations of the practice of sem.islavery are
m.ade. It is also said that in the m.ost solidly Prot-
estant part of the United States, the boundaries of
the "Bible belt" also define the area of m.axim.um.
racial tens ions.
It is as easy in South Africa as elsewhere
to relax in com.fortable theater seats and watch
[ESM-I- '61]
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Hollywood interpretations of the early Christians testifying to their faith under
the Roman lash, as though Christianity were to be studied but not lived. But
whatever the conditions in other countries, the stark facts of South Africa's
race relations are a challenge- -accepted or not- -to all South Africans, what-
ever their faith. The attitude of Jewish citizens is characterized by Dan Jacob-
sen, the author, who says that in a racial clash they would feel morally con-.
strained "to shoot only to wound." In a contemporary Afrikaans work the poet
suggests that if Christ were to be born in Cape Town he might have a brown
skin, and he asks how many white people would gather around the manger.
South African Churche s
According to the latest census figures, the leading organized religious
groupings in South Africa are Afrikaans Churches, Methodists, Anglicans, Sep-
arate Bantu Churches, and the Roman Catholic Church. The Anglican Church
became my choice for intensive study in this report because it has received
the most publicity for Christian opposition to apartheid. Another report will
be devoted to the Afrikaans or Dutch Reformed Churches which exceed the An-
glican Church both in the total nurnbe r of white com.m.unicants and in the per-
centage of whites in the total memberslnip. The Methodist Church, with more
African members than any other church, will be pas sed over because it is pri-
marily among whites that racial problems arise. Sometimes the Bantu, or
African, Churches make up in tribal antipathies what they fortunately lack in
racial prejudice, but that problem lies outside the scope of my topic.
Before elaborating on the Anglican Church, whose Houses of Bishops,
Clergy, and Laity recently finished legislating for the Church in its quinquen-
nial Synod, it should be understood that in South Africa "Anglican Church" is
an unofficial but commonly used term referring to the legally constituted
Church of the Province of South Africa. The Church is an independent body
which derived from the Church of England, as did the Episcopal Church in the
United States. It is a member of the 17 -unit, world-wide Anglican Com.m.union
whose total membership is 40 million.
When the Mayor of Cape Town gave an official party for all the mem-
bers of the recent Synod, she welcomed them as members of the "C of E. " or
Church of England. In doing this she pinpointed the greatest weakness of the
Church. While it is self-governing, the Church still retains a spiritual depend-
ence on the Church of England and as a consequence has failed to sink its roots
firmly in the country.
The Church was a latecomer to South African shores; its arrival fol-
lowed the English occupation of the Cape in 1795. The leaders of the Dutch
Reformed Church went out of their way to make their Cape Town fa'cilities
available to visiting English ministers. It was not until 1834 that the first
building of the Anglican Church was opened. On his lengthy and difficult jour-
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neys of visitation in 1848 and 1850, Robert Gray, who had been sent by the
Archbishop of Canterbury as the fir st m.is sionary bishop, frequently preached
to his scattered flock from. Dutch pulpits, either because there was no Angli-
can church in the town or the Dutch church had a greate r capacity.
Although the Anglicans have been in South Africa less than half as long
as the Dutch Reform.edChristians, this need.not have been a severe handicap
in grounding the Church locally. Other Churches, particularly the Rom.an Cath-
olic and the Methodist, have put down m.uch firm.er local roots than the Angli-
cans and have done so in a shorter period of tim.e. For exam.ple, whereas An-
glican Archbishop Joost de Blank is from. Britain, all four Rom.an Catholic
Archbishops in charge of the provinces of South Africa are locally born. In
the Rom.an Catholic hierarchy, the Zulu, Mosotho, and the white South African
bishops of les ser rank are far outnum.bered by im.ported bishops, but the latter
are from. such widely scattered 'points as Ireland, Switzerland, Am.erica, Italy,
Holland, Canada, Austria, Spain, and Belgium.. Only two of the 14 Anglican
bishops are South African-born and the foreigners com.e alm.ost exclusively
from. Great Britain. (This disproportion m.ay have be.en a factor in the recent
consecration of a Texan.)
English institutions throughout Africa which indefinitely continue to
draw their sustenance from. the m.other country have tended to fade out in the
African sun. For a century, Anglicans them.selves have been poJnting this out.
An Anglican wrote to the Cape Tim.es recently warning that as a result of con-
tinually drawing its leaders from. abroad the Church would soon be regarded
as an "alien institution." He suggested that "our Church would be a m.ore ef-
fective force in com.batingthe evils so many of us wish to see put right if
there were m.ore South Africans in its key positions."
[The teaching profession, too, suffers from. a lack of English-speaking
white South A,fricans. In the high schools, a great m.any Afrikaans - speaking
teachers are in charge of teaching English to English-speaking children. Afri-
faners are hired because staff vacancies cannot be filled in any other way de-
spite wide advertising, higher salaries, the recruiting of teachers in the United
Kingdom.. Even in the English-m.edium. University of Cape Town, less than half
of t"e full professors on the Arts and Science faculty are South African-born
"English." The two professors of English com.e from. Australia, the heads of
French and Geography departm.ents from. the United Kingdom., and the Principal
is an Afrikaner. The Profes sor ship of Education in English has been vacant
for two years.]
The Church depends on clergy from. Britain who do not know and fre-
quently do not learn the local languages. This m.akes for difficulties. In the
Diocese of George, for exam.ple, 28,000 out of 33,000 adherents are Coloured,
nearly all of whom. speak Afrikaans in their hom.es. On a typical Sunday in
South Africa less than half of those Anglicans attending church will be listening
to services in English. An approximate breakdown is 40% in English; 20% in
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Xhosa; 15% in Zulu; 15% in Afrikaans; and 100/0 in Sesuto and other African
languages. This places a heavy burden on the clergymen who are bilingual or
multilingual.
But more important than lack of communication has been the attitude
sum.m.ed up in Ogden Nash I s comment on the English "love for their colonies
and contempt for their colonials." Resentment of this is widespread; it is
even expressed against "provincial" status vis -a-vis England implied in the
title "Church of the Province." Most English- speaking whites consider them-
selves staunch citizens of their country. Thousands of South Africans of Eng-
lish descent who abhor the racist policies of the present Government are quite
unwilling to follow what they feel is the alien leadership of the Anglican Church.
This is the principal reason why the Anglicans have not been more effective in
(1) attracting white citizens and (2) influencing white-dominated public opinion.
Locally-born Anglicans of all races also complain of the arrogance of some
foreign clergy who may be accustomed to the "established church" as in Brit-
ain. Non-Anglican Christians also criticize the slavish copying of Church of
England style. They consider the designation "Lord Bishop of Bloemfontein"
presumptuous when only a tiny fractio~ of Christians in that city are Anglicans.
The administrative headquarters of the whole Church is named in a large brass
plaque: "English Church House. II Repeated episcopal references to the commu--
nity of Christ regardless of nationality have made little impact.
African Membership
In some ways the fact of close association with Britain (though there is
no legal relationship) has been a positive advantage in spreading the gospel
among the African population. Most Anglicans in South Africa are Africans.
African clergy, of course, are born in South Africa, yet a bare majority of the
total of 850 clergym.en are locally- born. The first African to wear purple in
the Church, Canon Zulu, was not consecrated as an Assistant Bishop until No-
vember 1960. In appointing Africans to the episcopacy, Anglicans in South
Africa have been far behind Anglicans elsewhere in Africa, where the Anglican
Church has existed a shorter time and where the general level of African edu-
cation is not nearly so high as in South Africa. They are also less advanced
than the Roman Catholic Church in South Africa.
On the other hand, the Church in South Africa has a general reputation
- - IIheadline reputation" one African laym.an said- -for championing the cause
of the African underdog. At the Synod in November 1960, the Reverend Norman
Gilmore of Zululand attacked the "wicked Government" because it did not "dare"
to act against exploitation of child labor on farms owned by "notorious Govern-
ment supporters." The Urban Areas Act "ignored the sanctity of the human
personality and the integrity of the home," according to the Rever'end H. Thorpe
of Grahamstown. This statement brought enthusiastic nods from the Africans
scattered through the clerical and lay sections of the Synod. An African lay-
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man rose to out that every time the ne~spapers reported the Archbishop
«lI.I.I.«lI.'.... .Il:'l..Jl.Jl.Jl.1'> the Government, Mrican Anglicans felt encouraged and Church re-
cruitment was much easier. Some of the clergy present expressed a that
conversion would have a somewhat broader basis.
But there is little doubt that hard-pressed and spiritually-weary Afri-
cans in their many thousands (both Anglicans and non-Anglicans) draw hope
and inspiration from the leadership of the Archbishop of Cape Town, Joost de
and from the deported Bishop Ambrose Reeves, as they have from such
controversial clergy as Father Trevor Huddleston and the Reverend Michael
Scott. The fifty-two-year-old is a firm believer that "Anglicanism.
at its best has again and again prevented the Christian religion from becoming
a private way of escape. and has kept it firmly rooted in the market place and
on the factory floor."
Discrimination
It is general practice in the Church to discriminate
in salaries and pensions on the basis of race. His Grace the
Archbishop is trying to move toward equality of treatment.
So far, this has been achieved only in the Diocese of Cape
Town, where the salaries of the two African and 12 Coloured
clergymen have been raised to equal those of the 80 Euro-
peans. 1 the Archdeacon of Cape Town, in being fair to
other dioceses, pointed out that the finances necessary to
achieve this goal in Cape Town are a small fraction of what
However, it is highly unlikely that any Anglican would
be turned away from any Anglican Church in South Africa on
racial grounds, although in some churches regular attendance
would be difficult in the face of hostile parishioners. Arch-
bishop de Blank has tried to dramatize his open-door policy
by the erection of a large sign outside his St. George Cathe-
dral in Cape Town which specifically welcomes "All Races
to All services at All times. II
Despite its "Fighting Priests. II the Anglican Church. which evolved
from an upper -clas s white com.:munity in South Africa. is far from being wholly
free of racial discrimination. In some 'churches Sunday
School clas ses are conducted at different times for different
racial groups. Many smaller towns of the Cape have two
Anglican churches - -one attended by whites and the other by
nonwhites. ""There tend to be separate churches in Zululand.
In the relatively more enlightened community of Stellen-
bosch, white worshippers sit in the front of the church and
nonwhites in the back. The whites take communion first.
This notice board
is attached to the
Anglican Church
in Retreat (a Cape
Town suburb).
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would be required in Bishop Reeves' Diocese of Johannesburg, where the num-
ber of African clergy is m.uch higher and a wide gap exists between white and
nonwhite salaries. Each diocese is financially autonom.ous, so stipends for
all races vary widely within South Africa.
Racial distinctions are sharpest where diocesan incom.es are lowest.
Dr. E. A. Barker of Zululand rose at the Synod to indict a system. whereby
som.e of the m.arried African priests receive only $236 a year while m.uch bet-
ter paid white clergy left the diocese for the "glittering prizes" offered by
wealthy white congregations. The m.inim.um. for white clergy in the poor m.is-
sionary dioceses is on the order of $1.000 per annum, rising with increm.ents
to over $2,000 in, say, Cape Town. To this m.ust be added a hom.e and an allow-
ance for married clergy. Dr. Barker also contrasted the foot and horse trans-
port of African priests with the autom.obile travel of white clergymen.
The Archbishop's public relations officer stresses that the "African
clergy are not agitating for more money," and very often accept lower stipends
as part of their offering to the Church, inasm.uch as im.m.ediate equalization
of salaries would m.~an the forced resignation of at least half of the African
clergy for lack of funds. He points out that such clergy would have low in-
com.es outside the Church and that their incom.e as clergy is tied to parish
contributions. In African parishes ~t would not be fitting for the congregation
to have to squeeze out a salary for their priest "many tim.es greater than what
the parishioners them.selves receive."
Africans complained at the Synod that the use of different actuarial
tables for European and Coloured clergy on one hand and Indian and African
clergy on the other hand was bringing "deliberate discrimination" from. out-
side into the Synod's retirement plans.
In actual parish organization, segregation persists in the Church of the
Province. Patrick Duncan's Contact magazine (in its is sue of September 24,
1960) assailed the Diocese of George because only one parish is not segregated.
When that one was integrated all but three white parishioners left their church.
In Bredasdorp the church building is used by all, but since 1920 the congrega-
tion has been divided into two parts, with separate Church wardens, councilors,
and services. The whites hold the assets.
Although Africans are a majority in the Church, they have little influ-
ence in the hierarchy and do not hold the most important lay positions. No
diocese- -even among the overwhelmingly African ones - -is headed by an Afri-
can Bishop. Africans were well represented at the Synod in both the Houses
of Laity and Clergy, but African voices were raised only occasionally, and they
did not "carry" the Synod on major issues. Great deference was paid to
can wishes by European speakers. One felt in the air that "surely,.the Synod
1 Europeans as used here and elsewhere in this report is a synonym for
"whites ."
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would not go against African wishes." Cons~quent1y, on certain issues Euro-
pean speakers tried to clinch their argmnents by quoting Africans who sup-
ported them. only to have European opponents also cite Africans on their side.
African votes often were cast for and against proposals. When a measure was
put forward to admit women to the Synod, most Africans strenuously opposed
it. As a priest remarked sotto voce, "Now we must discriminate against
women in order not to discriminate against African wishes." After the "wom-
en's rights" bill had passed the Laity 41-21, squeezed by the Clergy 44-37,
and had the nod of the Bishops by 8-2, it was defeated on its final vote when
some of the original supporters of the measure found they could not limit the
number of women through a quota system.
impression from the week-long Synod was that Africans have very
little voice in Church government: that great and almost unnatural outward
deference was extended to African views, but that what the Church would do
in the interests of Africans would depend on how those interests were inter-
preted by sympathetic Europeans.
Church School Discrimination
The Church of the Province was dealt a body blow a few years ago by
the Bantu Education Act which withdrew government subsidies from Church
schools attended by Africans. The Church had developed a large network of
such schools. Now these schools are more in the hands of Africans (through
local school boards) and much more closely regulated by the Government.
The Roman Catholic Church has continued to operate some of its African
schools by providing the entire financing themselves as it does in the United
States. The Anglicans capitulated under the financial burden.
The Church has continued its association with elite secondary schools
for whites which charge stiff fees. The 594 boys in the Diocesan College
(known as "Bishops If) do not always stand high in scholarship but they are in-
side one of the most fashionable secondary schools in South Africa. Bishops
is a local Eton where boys can be, in the words of the late Archbishop, "un-
ashamedly English." A member of the school board explained that "Jews
would be accepted if they agreed to attend Anglican services." A few years
ago there were several sons of Indian diplomats enrolled but today the school
is 100% white. Shortly after Archbishop de Blank arrived in Cape Town in
1957 he was involved polemically with the Minister of External Affairs, Eric
Louw, a man who seldom wins an argument. Louw challenged the Archbishop
to admit nonwhites to Bishops or to stop attacking segregation in government
schools. The Archbishop said it was against the law of the land for his Church
Schools to admit nonwhite pupils. Louw challenged the Archbishop to apply
for an exemption (as allowed by the law) and asked further about Coloured stu-
dents from Cape Town who need not be boarders. The Archbishop let it be
known that if Coloured students could be admitted they certainly would be--
that he wasn't a party to any segregation.
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Later, Archbishop de Blank approached the leader of the United Party
(the main opposition party), Sir de Villiers Graaff, whose supporters are pri-
marily English-speaking. Sir de Villiers is himself an "old boy" of Bishops.
His Grace asked the politician's support for the admittance of at least one
Coloured boy to Bishops. Sir de Villiers pointed out that he was himself a
member of the Dutch Reformed Church and didn't wish to involve himself in
an Anglican squabble, but predicted that the Archbishop would not have the sup-
port of his own white communicants for this change. The Archbishop was most
indignant at such a suggestion, Sir de Villiers recalls with a mischievous twin-
kle, and left like a general determined to discipline unruly troops.
That was several years ago and still Bishops is pure white. The
Church claims that no discrimination exists and a spokesman heatedly denied
to me that the School Committee had voted against the admission of Coloured
students. It was explained that the vote was against scholarships for Coloured
students to enable their parents to send them to such an expensive scaool.
Not one of the elite schools for whites in South Africa closed although
all the African ones (most of them in Bishop Reeves I diocese) were closed for
lack of funds. For the last fiscal year (reported as of September 30, 1960) the
Pan Anglican Educational Fund gave equal amounts in grants and in loans to
what it designated as "European" and "Non-European" institutions despite the
fact that most Church members are "Non-European" and their educational and
social needs are indisputably greater.
It appears that the Archbishop did not originally appreciate that the so-
called Church schools do not a.ctually fall under the authority of the Provincial
Synod, but have autonomous and self-perpetuating boards. However, virtually
every member of the various school boards is an Anglican. The Archbishop
appoints half the board of Bishops and is himself Chairman. It is unfair for
critics to accuse him of permitting discrimination which he has the legal power
to alter, because he lacks such powers. It is fair, however, to say that, for
whatever reason, he has been unable to exercise sufficient moral leadership
of Anglicans to rectify the kind of practice for which he so often assails the
Govermnent. In all charity, the Archbishop's explanation to me that exemptions
for nonwhite students have not even been applied for because to do so for each
individual case would be "involved" is rather feeble. A franker and fairer un-
official explanation is that: (1) all the Anglican board members "don't go to
church"; (2) the Archbishop has had only one vacancy to fill by nomination since
he arrived; and the board is dominated by the "old boy attitudes" of the United
Party.
At the SYnod, Mr. Job Rathebe of Johannesburg protested against school
segregation and regretted the role of his Church in it: "Some of us Africans
wonder why we stay in the Church these days." He told me that he was sending
his nephew to Southern Rhodesia next year to attend a previously all-white
school.
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Not long ago the veteran and conservative Coloured leader George
,,-, ...~ ......, ......... Jt::. attended a Church meeting as an Anglican layman and raised the issue
of whether Coloured pupils should be admitted to the best Anglican-controlled
schools. The response of the clergy was says Golding. who felt he
was tacitly ostracized of the present.
Restrictions on Race
South African laws create real problems for an interracial church
sometimes convenient excuses for segregation) and none
more so than those to passes and residence. The recent invitation
extended to Canon Assistant Zulu to stay at the Archbishop's
residence of Bishopscourt (Cape is a case in point. When Canon Zulu
said he would corne from Natal, the Archbishop reminded him that he would
have to for permis 13 ion to stay overnight in a "white II area. Canon Zulu.
a determined man deserved his elevation to Assistant Bishop.
replied that he does not carry a pass and does not apply for such permits. Then
the Archbishop applied for permits on behalf of Canon Zulu and two
other Mrican guests who had consented t9 this procedure. The
Archbishop was turned down! An Mrican priest agreed to make arrangements
for Canon Zulu to stay with a nonwhite friend in the nearby suburb of Retreat.
Canon Zulu arrived at Bishopscourt and was met at the door with the announce-
ment that he couldn't stay there, accommodations had been arranged elsewhere.
He telephoned his "friend" only to find out that the man had not even been noti-
fied. When the tired and weary Canon Zulu finally reached the glorified shack.
he and Mrs. Zulu were im:mediately welcomed by the man and his wife and the
two couples made the best arrangements possible under the cramped circum-
stances. Subsequently, Archbishop de Blank's emissary went back to the gov-
ernment official and pleaded for a permit. The sympathetic official said he had
meanwhile found an obscure regulation and granted permission. When Canon
Zulu was asked to move into Bishopscourt. the reply was a curt "No, thank you";
and the new Bishop-to-be stayed with his humbly situated but hospitable friend. z
The Church, Its Strength and Weakness
To understand the Church's role in combating race discrimination and
in a greater sense, its position as a South African institution. it is necessary
Z The official at Bishopscourt was not sure which regulation applied to
Canon Zulu's visit. In fact, the liberal Institute of Race Relations has received
legal advice and does not believe the Group Areas Act applies to guests. The
Institute relies on its white executives to house nonwhite visitors - -with the
knowledge of government departments - -when the hotels are full. The moral
seems to be that to apply for what you don't need is a sure way to be turned
down.
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to consider historical, theological, and hUInan factors.
The expression "high church!! and "low church!! is corn.monly used in-
side the Episcopal Church in the United States to indicate whether the form of
church organization and services tends in the direction of the Roman Catholic
Church (high) or in the direction of Presbyterians, Congregationalists, or even
Baptists (low or lower). Under the influence of Archbishop de Blank, the
Church of the Province has moved steadily toward being "high church." More
formalism has been introduced. The Archbishop has more attendants than his
predecessor, and nlore emphasis is laid upon being part of the Universal Cath-
olic Church. De Blank has written that the sacraments are what save man
from subjective religion. 3
Bishop Ambrose Reeves took to task the secretary of a Christian gr.oup
for including the Anglicans as a "Protestant Church." Reeves suggested the
group be identified as "A non-Roman Catholic Christian group." When it was
pointed out that this offended some "Roman!' Catholics, he replied, "That's too
bad." "Protestant" was a term widely used for Anglicans in South Africa a
few years ago, and as far back as 1870 there was talk of some Anglicans merg-
ing with the Dutch Reformed Church.
The Synod debated whether or not there should be stricter adherence
to form of service as laid down in the Church of the Province. Ordinarily, one
might think that this was directed at those who simplified or vulgarized the
service, but in fact it was really directed at those of the clergy who, in the
views of some laymen, tended to follow too closely the practices of the Roman
Catholic Church (also followed in England) but not prescribed by the Church of
the Province. No action was taken against the "upward deviationists, " but the
warning from some laymen was obvious to all.
Form is a touchy point in the Church. Anglican history in South Africa
is replete with schismatic eruptions. The most notable act is that of Bishop
Colenso in Natal a century ago, who defied his Archbishop and was eventually
excommunicated, although he continued to administer to certain Churches and
even to ordain priests. Colenso was "low church" and a great champion of
African rights, while his judge and prosecutor, Archbishop Gray, was of the
"high church" party. Colenso got into trouble originally over his refusal to
take the Pentateuch literally. The story is that keen questioning by an African
forced Colenso to re-think his position. A contemporary limerick ran:
A Bishop there was of Natal,
Who took a Zulu for a pal,
Said the Kaffir, "Look 'ere,
Ain't the Pentateuch queer?"
And converted the Lord of Natal.
3 Morgan, Dewi (ed.). They Became Anglicans. London: A. R. Mowbray
and Co., 1959. p. 32.
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The 'violent controversy did serve to establish the autonomy of the
"colonial Church" the power of the Archbishop of Cape Town over his in-
dividual bishops.
As an afterrn.ath of that dispute there remains in South Africa today
the Church of England of South Africa--a body not to be confused with the
Church of England in England or the Church of the Province. It links its his-
to Colenso and its relations are less than amicable with the Church of
England in England and the Church of the Province. With a number of parishes
in the Transvaal and Cape Town, it has 35,000 members (12,000 of them Euro-
pean), who follow a distinctly "lower" form of worship. When Bishop Morris
accepted leadership of these dis sident Church of England parishes in 1955, the
Archbishop of Canterbury said that the Bishop had "put himself out of Commu-
nion with the See of Canterbury and outside the fellowship of the Anglican Com-
munion." The attitude of the Church of the Province was summed up by Arch-
bishop de Blank's aide, who told the writer that if- -as an Episcopalian- -he
took communion in one of these churches, his act of faith would be regarded
as of no significance. It would be. he said, as if he had strayed completely
from the Anglican fold- -say to the Lutheran Church.
There is no point in pursuing these historical and contemporary theo-
logical quarrels except to reiterate that the Anglican Communion in South
Africa is not always as solid as it may outwardly appear. In the event of a
very deep clash of views on colo!' questions. ther~ are schismatic precedents.
While -these do include a separate "Order of Ethiopia" founded within the
Church in 1900, this segregated effort has withered.
Under Archbishop de Blank's leadership there has been a trend toward
centralization of the Church of the Province. However. the November Synod
was the first one held since His Grace came to South Africa. and it cannot be
said that the laity. clergy. and assembled bishops were in sympathy with cen-
tralization.
A proposal, strongly backed by the Archbishop, to increase diocesan
assessments so that Church headquarters in South Africa could render greater
aid to needy dioceses was assailed by the Bishop of Natal (the richest diocese)
as "forced grabbing" and a case of "soaking the rich to help the poor" by pass-
ing legislation instead of relying on Christian charity. After a hot debate, the
unprecedented reduction in diocesan autonomy was passed by the laity and then
by the clergy. It was defeated at the last hurdle by the Bishops, to a few cries
of "shame." The key vote was that of the Bishop of a poor missionary diocese
who said that as a matter of principle he could not support it. Several Afri-
cans grumbled at the result. Lay delegate Chief Buthelezi of Zululand said it
went against the spirit of the Synod.
Another plan of the Archbishop's (proposed from the floor by a Johan-
nesburg clergyman) was for an advisory council. Canon Hemsley of Bloem-
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fontein warned that a dangerous "coterie" ITlight gather round
the Archbishop and that far distant dioceses ITlight not be ade-
quately represented. HeITlsley spoke after his Bishop had been
silenced and ruled out of order by the Archbishop. The Bishop
of George said such a council could be a "Frankenstein ITlon-
ster, "and Dr. E. A. Barker of Zululand warned against the
danger of being "led by the nose through high pressure execu-
tive business ITlethods." The proposal lost by a wide ITlargin.
His Grace I s plan for a liITlited order of ITlerit for out-
standing laity did pas s. It will give the Archbishop a chance
to give recognition to lay Anglicans as he sees fit and, in a
sense, establish a bond between individual layITlen and his own
office.
In his charge to the Synod, the Archbishop expressed
sharp disapproval of the organization of the Synod in the pattern
of the parliaITlentary body of a deITlocratic institution. He ITlade
it clear that the Church is a hierarchy although in the Synod it
has "a deITlocratic instrUITlent of governITlenL" He regretted
the close parallel to the south African House of As seITlbly and
said it was "quite ridiculous," for exaITlple, to assign the Arch-
bishop "a post that is virtually the saITle as that of Speaker in
Bishop of George our ParliaITlent, and his functions as laid down by Standing
Rules are theologically indefensible and will one day have to
be rectified." No atteITlpts were ITlade to revise synodical rules
to enhance the power of the Archbishop.
The Archbishop's public relations officiaL Archdeacon C. T. Wood
brought pres sure to bear on Die Burger's reporter at the Synod. The reporter
herself is an Anglican and the daughter of an Anglican Bishop, but the Arch-
bishop I s coterie was annoyed by lampooning cartoons in Die Burger (such as
the one reproduced on page 14) and what Wood labeled as "persistent and vio-
lent attacks on this Church." As the first order of business in the whole
Synod the Bishop of George rose to question the Archdeacon's authority in
limiting the press. De Blank looked annoyed and disposed his Bishop's ques-
tion rather curtly, adding: "IiITl quite overwhelITled that as senior a Bishop as
this should raise this point in this way. II De Blank asserted his authority to
handle the pres s. However, the press restriction was iITlmediately withdrawn.
In sum, efforts toward centralization of authority under Archbishop de
Blank were checked by the Synod, while the independence of Bishops in their
individual dioceses was strongly upheld.
Anglicans in South Africa have expanded their missionary work among
Africans, but on the whole the Church is in a period of consolidation rather
than expansion. The shortage of priests--including European priests--has
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Clerical and lay
delegates to the
Synod.
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..En wat is dit dan wat ek alles hoor van sekere eksklusiewe skole?"
pie Burger published this cartoon showing Archbishop de Blank
at the Accra Airport en route to America. After signing the dec-
laration against apartheid Ghana requires of South Africans, he
is asked by the customs agent (President Kwame Nkrumah): "And
what is this then I always hear of certain exclusive schools?"
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been an obvious brake on efforts to make converts. Because of this shortage
there are well-established parishes throughout South Africa with no clergy to
shepherd them. England no longer has a surplus of recently ordained and
eager young men to send to South Africa, and the intake of candidates for ordi-
nation is disappointing to many of the Bishops.
While the Anglican Church (Church of the Province of South Africa) is
failing to expand or even, in some places, is contracting, other churches and
other creeds are striding ahead. Archbishop de Blank warned in his Charge:
"It is our imperative Christian duty to bring the Gospel to these hundreds of
thousands before they are captured by rival faiths and false Messjahs." This
was one justification he presented in making his unheeded call for more cen-
tralization.
The Christian bodies presently scoring the greatest successes among
both African and European populations are the Roman Catholic Churc'h and
the Dutch Reformed Church. Members of the laity and the clergy complained
one after another that the "Romans" and the "Dutch" were getting ahead. Both
were said to be pouring in men and money with more churches, more teachers,
and more enthusiasm than the Church of the Province.
Another battle of the Church on the race relations front was not men-
tioned at the Synod but featured in the Coloured press in 1960. The Archbishop
issued a pamphlet for Anglicans which the Muslim community (generally known
as Malays and a distinct subdivision of th~Cape Coloured group) took as an
attack upon Islam. The lack of segregation and the presence of brotherhood
in Malay circles has been gaining adherents among some nominally Anglican
families. The Golden City Post headlined an attack on Archbishop de Blank by
Muslim leaders, and a subsequent protest meeting drew a reported 10,000 peo-
ple in Cape Town. Veteran Muslim spokesman Ahmed Deedat accused the An-
glican Church of trying to "poison" the minds of Christians against Islam and
said it was sad that "a man like Archbishop de Blank should have published a
vilification of Islam without consulting the Holy Koran." Relations are now
papered over but the Archbishop is far from loved by the Malays.
The Dutch Reformed Church program among the Coloured community
seems to gain more supporters than the Anglican program because of a more
intensive pastoral effort, with huisbesoek (house visits) and counseling. Cer-
tainly the Coloured people in the suburb of Bishopscourt are highly critical
of the present Archbishop for appearing "too lordly" and "too busy to visit
us," the way previous Archbishops have done. They say that in providing for
his enlarged European staff, the Archbishop turned a Coloured gardener out
of the cottage he had lived in for 30 years and no effort was made to provide
new accommodations for him. Whether such sniping is fair or not, it is sur-
prising how often Coloured Anglicans complain about their Church as being too
headquarters-conscious.
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If a humble rn.an-to-rn.an approach is the of the Dutch Re-
forrn.ed Church with Coloured people. it is emphasis upon cerern.ony and the
physical side of worship that Mricans cite rn.ost often in accounting for the
gains of the Rorn.an Catholic Church. Catholic priests have often told rn.e in
Africa that the color and cerern.ony of their sacrarn.ents does seern. to fill a
vacuum in African lives created by the decline of tribal cerern.ony. all of which
the priests naturally consider secondary to the rn.essage of Christ.
It. therefore. appears that while the Church of the Province gains head-
line support for its rn.ilitant to discrirn.ination by the Governrn.ent.
it struggles to consolidate past gains and by no rn.eans rn.atches the
expansion of its Catholic and Protestant rivals. not to rn.ention the force of
Islarn..
Another rn.atter of irn.portance is the Church of the Province's relation
in regard to the Protestant Churches. For sorn.e tirn.e there has been in South
Africa a Protestant pattern of at one end of a spectrum.. close
to the Methodists. Presbyterians, Baptists and Lutherans. and the Dutch Re-
forrn.ed Church adherents at the opposite end of the spectrum., rather isolated.
For exarn.ple: all Protestant Churches except the Dutch Reforrn.ed Church be-
long to the Association of Protestant Churches in Cape Town. A not easily
definable shift has tended to draw the Anglicans sorn.ewhat away frorn. the other
Protestant bodies and the Dutch Reforrn.ed Church sorn.ewhat closer to the rn.id-
dIe group. Not long ago, the Lutherans of South Africa privately proposed to
the Dutch Reforrn.ed Church that a new Christian body be forrn.ed including the
Dutch Reforrn.ed Church and anyone else who wished to join- -although it was
not expected that the Anglicans would do so. The Dutch Reforrn.ed Church
urged caution and a postponern.ent.
At the Johannesburg Planning Conference for the World Council of
Churches rn.eeting in South Africa, the Anglican Church rn.ade a num.ber of ob-
jections. At first the Archbishop wanted the conference outside South Africa.
Then he wanted the deported Bishop Reeves to attend. Finally. he consented
to the rn.eeting as scheduled and the Associate General Secretary of the World
Council, Dr. Robert S. Bilheirn.er, prepared to fly back to Europe with the ar-
rangern.ents .in his pocket. But when Archbishop de Blank returned to Cape
Town, he added a new condition that the Anglicans would attend only if Bishop
Reeves granted perrn.is sion. Dr. Bilheirn.er was rn.ore than slightly annoyed
by what he and the other non-Dutch Reforrn.ed Churchmen considered a reneg-
ing on an agreern.ent. Instead of flying north he flew south to Cape Town to
confer with the Archbishop, who withdrew his condition.
In his Synodical Charge, the Archbishop corn.plained sorn.ewhat right-
eously about a series of conces sions "rn.ade, I add, every on~ of thern.
by the Church of the Province and not a single one by any other Christian
body." This did not sit well with the other Christian bodies. It would be
grossly inaccurate to suggest- -as sorn.e Anglicans have s\lggested- -that this
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trend toward isolation of the Church reflects a opposition to discrimi-
nation. The Methodist Church in South Africa, to take one example, has far
African participation in its councils than doe s the Church of the
Province. In fact, the Reverend J. B. Webb is one of the strongest and also
most effective defenders of African in South Africa. If this were not so,
the Reverend Seth Mokitimi, stood for recently, would doubtless
have been elected instead of as the Methodist churchman. The
Methodists and several other Protestant Churches are more integrated in every-
church life than the Church of the Province. However. Anglicans around
.............. ,"" ......"""Il-" lash out at these churches as "fence-sitters" who do not take
.... V'....'ULC.Il..Il..Il. ...A.Il.ULJ::!> the Dutch Reformed Church.
Relations with the Dutch Reformed Church
There exists an entrenched antipathy between the Church of the Prov-
ince and·the Dutch Reformed Church. In part it is the religious aspect of the
150-year-long battle between Boer and Briton for control in South Africa. An-
glicans who corne out from England are used to an established church (for ex-
ample, their bishops are the only religious leaders to sit in the House of Lords).
When they get to South Africa, they are sometimes doubly smitten to find that
the Government is not behind them and that, fact, the present Administration
is more sympathetic to the Dutch Reformed Church.
The triad of English- speaking, Anglican, United Party supporter parallels
that of Afrikaans - speaking, Dutch Reformed, National Party supporter. Political
animosities are carried over into religr-on by adherents of both language groups.
This does not apply to nearly the same extent in other Protestant groups or'in
the Roman Catholic Church, which has been making headway among the Calvin-
ists. For example. the Roman Catholic Bishop of Natal is a brilliant and out-
spoken opponent of racial discrimination and can see to it that his priests carry
out his orders far more rigorously than can Archbishop de Blank. But Bishop
Hurley made a forthright statement that the form of government--when the white
electorate was asked to choose between a republic or a monarchy- -was not the
business of the Roman Catholic Church. At the same time, numerous Anglican
clergy voiced political opinions against the republic prior to the referendum in
an effort to throw their influence onto the antirepublican scales.
The non-Anglican churches occasionally criticized the discriminatory
policies of the United Party when it was in power; today they criticize even
more its segregation-with-politeness answer to the blunter Nationalist segrega-
tion policy. Anglicans, generally, have been holding back criticism of the United
Party. the Synod a booklet was praised for its denunciation of "apartheid
laws." But in t;ruth most of those laws were originally passed (with little oppo-
sition) the English-speaking United Party in which Anglicans
have long been influentiaL In other words, Anglicans tend to be part of an Eng-
lish-speaking establishment. A history published in 1895 referred to the
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lish Church and People in South Africa" anq to this day it is known among
Afrikaners as "Die Engelse Kerk," or the English Church.
Militantly outspoken churchmen from England are also part of a pat-
tern. D~.van der Kemp from the London Missionary Society began work in
South Af:hca in 1799, and soon identified himself with the nonwhites by buying
an African slave girl and marrying her. His championing of the African cause
earned him the emnity of the Dutch settlers. (The son from the marriage was
later slain by an African war party.) In contemporary times the Reverend
Michael Scott worked in South Africa and still champions the cause of the in-
digenous inhabitants of South- West Africa before the United Nations. His influ-
ence on white opinion (including Anglican) in South Africa was weakened by his
confession of having worked as an Anglican priest and as a member of the
Communist Party at the same time. Doubtless this has influenced the Ameri-
can Government in granting Scott a limited visa which restricts him to the
New York area around the United Nations buildings. Scott is also prominent
in the passive resistance movement against nuclear warfare in Great Britain.
Father Trevor Huddleston (recently consecrated asa Bishop in Tan-
ganyika) had more effect. His book Naught for Your Comfort was roundly
damned by many white critics in South Africa, and answered by You are Wrong,
Father Huddleston. Huddles'ton knew much more about the African slum areas
of Johannesburg where he worked for a dozen years than any of his critics.
But when his pen ranged over the rest of South Africa many of his statements
could be shown up as false or biased.
The Right Reverend Ambrose Reeves, Bishop of Johannesburg since
1949, is the latest churchman in this tradition. Reeves was deported by the
South African Government on September 12, 1960 (he had never taken out South
African citizenship despite his long residence) in retaliation against his activ-
ities of a "political nature" such as the Treason Trial Defense Fund and his
reported allegations about the use of "dum-dum" bullets at the Sharpeville
massacre. His comment that "the South African Government is worse than
communism" did not endear him to the authorities or even to some of his pa-
rishioners. In fact, the sixty-one-year-old Bishop was severely censored by
many Angli,cans under his jurisdiction for, as one put it "deserting his post"
at the time of the Official Emergency last year, when Reeves fled to Swaziland.
Several Johannesburgers then felt their Bishop should have returned to testify
against the police after he was given a "Safe Conduct" pledge. Anglicans in-
side Church politics point to a publicity rivalry between Reeves and de Blank
after Reeves was passed over as Archbishop. Both the Anglican Bishops and
the clergy are divided as to whether Reeves should be encouraged to return,
but my impression is that a majority of his fellow Bishops feel he is a bit of
a "grandstander." They are supporting him publicly by pledging themselves
to make up $2,800 of his salary as long as he is away from his diocese. Bishop
Reeves reportedly said on his departure that his concern was only with the
work of Christ and not with politics and that like Bishop Makarios he would
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return. This may be a double analogy. The Reverend J. B. Tsebe of Pretoria
praised the courage of Bishop Reeves in speaking out against the Government
which is. in Tsebe's quaint expression. "trying to get the mouth of the Arch-
bishop." The Archbishop's view is that the Government action "stinks." A
delegation of Dutch Reforrped Ministers. who are severely critical of some of
Reeves I "antics." went to the Government to try to secure Reeves i return but
without avail.
Archbishop Clayton was at the helm when Scott and Huddleston were
making local headlines. He was particularly conscious of the need for Angli-
cans in South Africa to become part of the local scene and not be extens ions of
England alone. His opposition to apartheid was firmly stated and Archbishop
de Blank has often quoted admiringly from Clayton's sermons. One of Clayton's
last acts was to defy the Government by refusing to order his clergy to abide
by the notorious "church clause" which would have limited the right of Africans
to attend so-called "white churches ,,,4
But Archbishop Clayton was also deeply concerned with establishing
closer ties with the Dutch Reformed Church. In 1955 I heard him speak to the
Afrikaans students at Stellenbosch University in a most convincing manner.
urging them to follow their consciences inside their own Church. Clayton spe ..
cifically urged that new priests from England should learn Afrikaans so that
they could not only speak with Afrikaans-speaking Anglicans. but would corne
to understand the country better. Although he was strenuously opposed by
Dutch Reformed Church leaders on several issues, he was deeply respected
and asked to preach in their Groote Kerk in Cape Town. Archbishop Clayton
spok<'5 with a powerful voice and not without influence among all Christians in
the country. As a leading Cape Town busines sman who worked intimately with
both Archbishops said. "Both men impressed me with their courage and clever-
nes s. De Blank is cleverer but Clayton was far wiser."
It seems somewhat strange today that at least several of the committee
which selected the then Suffragan Bishop de Blank of Stepney in the slums of
London as their new Archbishop of Cape Town thought they were picking a man
who would carryon in the same vein as Clayton. In the words of a selector.
"We thought the fact that he carne from a Calvinist background and could speak
Dutch would lead to closer relationships with the Afrikaans Churches." De
Blank, the youngest of six children, was born in the Netherlands. Brought up
as a member of the Presbyterian Church in England, he was a student at Cam-
bridge when he became an Anglican. His brother is a member of the Dutch
Reformed Church in Europe.
De Blank made a good start in his new post by pointedly refraining from
4 Clayton's "last letter" to the Prime Minister on March 6. 1957. is included
in a collection of his charges entitled Where We Stand. edited by C. T . Wood.
Cape Town. Oxford University Press. 1 960, 55 pp.
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commentirtg on the South African scene until- he could see it "at first hand."
However, the mood soon changed and even before he had left England, he had
made several pronouncements on South Mrican affairs. The editor of a Cape
Town English paper which gave these attacks prominence because it is opposed
to the Government, said to me, IIIf he had only held his statements until he had
been here six months, they would have had ten times the impact in South Africa."
In his first sermon in Cape Town, the new Archbishop spoke at some
length in a mixture of Dutch and Afrikaans, elicIting sympathetic praise from
the leading Afrikaans paper. The honeymoon was brief; within a few weeks the
Archbishop and the Church of the Province plunged into a long wrangle with the
Dutch Reformed Church. One Anglican-Dutch Reformed rapprochement broke
apart when Archbishop de Blank reportedly told an American audience that the
Dutch Reformed Church practiced a "twisted II theology. Dutch Reformed Church
leaders replied heatedly that they did not believe in any racial distinctions in the-
ology and accused His Grace of misquoting them in order to attack them. Charge
and countercharge followed and were made more bitter because most of the Arch-
bishop's accusations were delivered while he was on tour in the United States.
This brought public criticism of him from such diverse antiapartheid voices in
South Africa as the English press in Johannesburg and Cape Town, the Method-
ists, Presbyterians, and Lutherans, as well as private oriticism from Anglicans.
A common theme was that any attacks on a local church should be de-
livered locally and not in a foreign country. It was as though an Episcopal
Bishop had gone outside the United States to deliver a bitter attack on Southern
legislatures and on the Southern Baptists for their segregation policies, and
The New York Times had chided him for his timing and manners rather than
his facts.
In de Blank's Charge to the November Synod, he hit back at his critics
as being "half-crazy racists. II He also turned his episcopal guns on those in
his own Church who did not back him up. He confessed he had "anticipated a
greater unity within the Church ... and a stronger loyalty to the Episcopate
than I have in fact experienced. II He reminded the assembled Bishops at the
Synod that they had unanimously asked him to come in a special telegram when
he was in the United States, but that he was reluctant to leave London until his
mother and sister made it easier by agreeing to come as welL In the conclud-
ing paragraph of his paperback This is Conversion (London: Stodder and Hough-
ton, 1957, 75 pp.) Archbishop de Blank gave a clue as to why he is so often em-
broiled in controversy. He wrote that "Christians cannot contract out of their
civic and co:cporate responsibilities." His frustration athis inability at times
to bring this home to his own communicants as well as Christians generally
in South Africa is understandable and may account for the way he will lash out.
Last March and April when the Sharpeville emergency was at its height,
a close friend of His Grace says, the Archbishop and his advisers were panicky
and believed the South African Gotterd:i.mmerung was at hand. On April 7 the
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the Archbishop demanded, in effect, that the World Council of Churches expel
the Dutch Reformed Church from its membership. Unless the Dutch Reformed
Church condem.ned Government policy, he threatened to pull the Church of the
Province out of association with such Christians. His assistant, Archdeacon
C. T. Wood, was dispatched to the World Council headquarters in Geneva. In
fact, the charge so widely reported in the press was never officially laid before
the World Council because of the cooling water poured on the scheme by the
Archbishop of Canterbury during Wood's call in London en route. When tension
between the Anglicans and the Dutch Reformed Church continued to heat up in
South Africa, the Archbishop of Canterbury sent out his personal emissary,
Bishop Stephen F. Bayne, Jr., the former Bishop of Olympia, Washington, and
now Anglican Executive Officer. After the flare-up over where the World Coun-
cil meeting on South Africa should be held (at home or abroad), but possibly
unconnected with this problem, Bishop Bayne again flew to Cape Town in late
November to attend both the Synod and the consecration of three new Bishops.
Bishop Bayne told the Synod that churches cannot be "Chaplains to Nationalism."
Bayne clearly deserves some of the credit for helping local hands to steady the
Anglican boat lest it rock the World Council meeting.
Archbishop de Blank outran the wishes of his bishops, his clergy, and
his laity in his repeated denunciations of the Dutch Reformed Church. The
Dutch Reformed Church had not condemned the Government as de Blank de-
manded. But the Anglican Synod went out of its way officially to encourage
closer contact with other Christian bodies and named the Dutch Reformed
Church specifically. In blunt truth, the Archbishop's threats against the Dutch
Reformed Church were repudiated by the Synod.
To be sure, the Archbishop did not oppose various suggestions of re-
conciliation with the Dutch Reformed Church, only pausing once to include the
need for reconciliation with the Roman Catholic Church as well, but the tenor
of the Synod was unmistakeable. In preparing for this report, the writer spoke
with all but one member of the House of Bishops, and with more than 60 Afri-
can and European delegates (both lay and clerical) to the Synod. None challenged
the Archbishop's authority and none supported racial discrimination. But many
of them criticized the Church's relations with the Dutch Reformed Church and
the Archbishop's handling of them. A few laid the blame for "stupid statements"
on those around the Archbishop, occasionally singling an individual for being
"blind in his hatred of Afrikaners." A bishop who repeatedly supported the
Archbishop I s ideas in the Synod, said with a tone of regret, "he can be such a
wild man at times." The complaints would fill several pages and there is no
point in including them. The Synod revers ed the policy of antagonism toward
the Dutch Reformed Church, while upholding its opposition to segregation.
Although the young priests who have come into South Africa from Eng-
land (known in clerical <;::ircles as Joost's young men) are no longer urged to
learn Afrikaans, and the Archbishop has used less and less of it in his sermons,
there is C:1. rapprochement going on below the level of the Archbishop between
the Anglican and the Dutch Reformed churches.
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The Dean of Pretoria told the Synod that last year had
seen a greater increase in ftiendlines s with the Dutch Re-
formed Church than in any of the last ten years. Subsequently,
a joint service was held in the Anglican Cathedral in Pretoria.
One sermon was preached by Bishop Knapp-Fisher in English
and another by Professor A. S. Geyser in Afrikaans. In the
staunch Afrikaner province of the Orange Free State, the Bishop
of Bloemfontein ordered his priests to seek out their opposite
numbers in the Afrikaans Churches. The Bishop expressed
some hope to me that he would achieve closer co-operation.
He is the white Anglican bishop born in South Africa and
achieves results against un-Christian measures creat-
antagonism. In the Free State the Dutch Reformed Church
leaders are far less willing to co-operate than such leaders in
the Cape or Transvaal, but the Bishop is widely respected. He
believes, as he told the Anglican Synod, that there is no
peaceful solution for South Africa except a Christian solution
and that it is essential to bring Christians together in order to
achieve it.
The of Natal has the wealthiest and most suc-
ces organized diocese. Although there is tremendous
feeling in Natal against the Government not against
segregation) the Bishop has carefully disentangled the Church
from intimate as sociation with the anti-Government parties.
of Bloemfontein One of his clergymen spoke of the Bishop's strong differences
with most English-speaking opponents of the Government. It
is paradoxical, but the most "English" part of South Africa is where the Angli-
can Church has the stu!diest South African roots and is least tied, emotionally,
to Canterbur ian apron strings.
World Council of Churches Consultation
The first step in bringing a sense of co-operation between the Anglican
and Dutch Reformed churches carne at the consultations in Johannesburg (De-
cember 7 -14) under the chairmanship of Dr. Franklin Clark Fry of the Lutheran
Church of America, representing the World Council of Churches. Full details
of this meeting will be given in a subsequent report on the Dutch Reformed
Church, but it is essential to present here an outline of the role of the Anglican
Church at this historic meeting of the eight member Churches from South Africa
and the World Council delegation.
The Archbishop claims' that the meeting was the direct result of his
request to the World Council of Churches at the time of the'Sharpeville Inassa-
cre. This is politely dis puted by Dr. Fry who has said the Wor Id Council of
Churches came in response to a joint request from the meInber churches in
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South Africa after a fact-finding visit on the invitation of representatives of
the Anglican and Dutch Reformed churches.
Each of the South African Churches who are members of the World
Council sent ten delegates. Archbishop de Blank included four distinguished
lay Anglicans in the delegation he chose, although none of them had been a
member of the just-concluded Synod. They were Professor (of History) Edgar
Brookes of the University of Natal; Professor EmeritusZ. K. Mathews, for
long associated with Fort Hare University College and a stalwart leader of
the African National Congress; Professor Anthropology) Monica Wilson of
the Univer sity of Cape Town and the woman at the consultations; and Mr.
Alan Paton, who had returned to the Union after receiving the Freedom Medal
in New York.
The only Anglican among the World Council of Churches delegation
was Bishop Lakdasa de Mel of Ceylon. There is reason to believe that the
.....u.u ... 'O ...... 'V .... of Canterbury was particularly desirous of including Bishop de
Mel as a moderating force on Archbishop de Blank and as an example to the
Dutch Reformed Church of Anglican good wilL The consultations were com-
pletely interracial in every respect. Bishop de Mel proved popu-
lar and particularly so with the Afrikaners for his personal qualities and per-
haps also because of an historical association with as a prison camp
for Boers during the Boer War.
At the start of the consultations various memoranda were submitted.
The Anglican one was drawn up by the Archbishop's coterie and included a
strong attack on the Dutch Reformed Church. It was so aggressive that the
Reverend J. B. Webb, president-elect of the Methodists and the Church leader
South Africa most widely respected by Christians of all churches and all
races, privately characterized the attack as "vicious and containing numerous
fals ehoods." For a while it looked as though the closed-door consultations
reporters or observers were allowed) would founder. A Dutch Reformed Church
memorandum refuted specific charges concerning the educational field, where-
upon Profes sor Wilson made a generous and gracious apology, although the An-
glican author of the charges did not concur.
Briefly summarized, the conclusions of the conference, in which the
major Dutch Reformed Church concurred, were that:
- - -No one can be excluded from a church on the grounds of race.
- - -No scriptural grounds exist against interracial marriages.
- - -Reservations of jobs by racial categories must give way.
- - -Africans permanently settled in the cities must participate in gov-
ernment.
- - -No objections can be made to the principle that Coloured people
may sit in Parliament and, it is hoped, the principle will be applied.
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- - -Insufficient consultation exists among various racial groups and
effective consultation is needed between the government and l~aders
accepted by the nonwhite groups.
These are specific points on which Anglicans in general and Archbishop
de Blank in particular have been attacking the Dutch Reformed Church. The
Dutch Reformed Church has repeatedly replied that the Archbishop did not
take the trouble to find out their views and that these vieW's have been consistent
with the above statements for many years.
If the Anglicans have sometimes hastily and even vindictively crawled
out on a few limbs, they certainly crawled back with a display of deep humility
and a spirit of Christian bortherhood. For example, Profes sor Brookes told
friends on his arrival in Johannesburg that he was not coming to meet with the
Dutch Reformed Church in "any spirit of reconciliation." But after the consul-
tations he apologized to one friend for his "misinterpretation" of the Dutch Re-
formed Church and, with tears in his eyes, said he wouldn't say more lest he
make a fool of himself. Alan Paton commented inside the consultations, when
the Reverend Beyers Naude of the Transvaal was speaking, that, "I never ex-
pected to hear a Dutch Reformed dominee seem to use my very words. II Sub-
sequently, Paton publicly praised the Dutch Reformed Church and told a Natal
meeting that he felt "more hope for this country than when I left for the United
States three months ago." D.R.C. leaders commented later that Professor
Mathews and indeed all the Mrican d~legates were a constructive force for
Christian unity.
But it was His Grace, the Archbishop of Cape Town Joost de Blank, who
won the deep admiration and respect of the delegates by a carefully thought-
out speech at the final plenary session. Although the contents of the speech had
been shown to and discussed with most of his Bishops and lay people available,
the words were very much His Grace's.
Archbishop de Blank's Dramatic Speech
De Blank began by apologizing to the Dutch Reformed Churchmen for
his attacks on them. He withdrew remarks that might have been taken as alle-
gations and pleaded that some of his words had been chosen in the heat of the
moment and were ill-advised. De Blank acknowledged that some official Angli-
can statements had been inaccurate and mistaken interpretations had been
placed on Dutch Reformed Church statements, and sincerely regretted that he
had not consulted with the Dutch Reformed Church before is suing statements.
Delegates from all Churches with whom I spoke immediately after de
Blankis speech were moved by the obvious sincerity and desire for Christian
understanding in the words of the Archbishop. The Reverend C. B. Brink,
former Moderator (head) of the most important Dutch Reformed Church body
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The Archbishop (right) conversing with the Bishop of Kimberleyo
De Blank is a man of personal charm, intellectual force, and cour-
age. Many feel that if he had been less hasty and, perhaps, better
advised, he would be a far stronger force for good in South Africa.
in the TransvaaL has long felt that his Church was being victimized by the An~
glicans and has had individual tiffs with Anglican bishops 0 But Dominee Brink
told me that he accepted the Archbishop's statement as sincere and as herald-
ing a new day in Dutch Reformed Church-Anglican relationshipso Dominee
Landman, the Scriba or Secretary of the powerful Cape Dutch Reformed Church.
likewise accepted the Archbishop's speech in the spirit in which it was made.
Methodist president-elect J. B. Webb unreservedly praised the speech. The
Direc"tor of the staunchly liberal Institute of Race Relations. which has had
strong differences with'de Blank. said the speech was one of the finest aspects
of the consultations.
The Archbishop's critics are not few in his own Church and in Protes-
tant Churches generally. but I found no one who had heard what one man de-
scribed as a "truly Christian recantation" who did not respond to the evident
humility and spirit of love which animated His Graceo Even those delegates
from Europe and America who may not have been fully 'aware of the depth and
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bitternes s of the historical and contemporary chasm between the Anglicans
and the Dutch Reformed Church were moved to praise and admiration for the
spiritual head of Anglicans in South Africa. The passionately antiapartheid
Cape Times praised the consultations editorially (December 17) and hoped
that llit will not be taken amis s if we say that Bishop de Blank at one stage al-
most gave the impres sion that he was laying down the line for other commun-
ions to follow," but that now the air was cleared.
Unfortunately, perhaps, de Blank's speech was kept out of the minutes
at his request and no copy was given to consultation officials or to the pres s.
The writer reconstructed the speech with the help of the Archbishop's public
relations officer and cross -checked it with a number of delegates. The speech
also cleared relationships between the Anglicans and the World Council. Offi-
cials around the Archbishop had frankly thought that Representative Bilheimer
of the World Council had been "taken in" by the Dutch Reformed Church and
was "superficial" in believing any good could come from the consultations un-
less it was to show up the Dutch Reformed Church as m.ore racialistic than
ever.
Hendrik I: "Who will rid me of this turbulent priest?"
David Marais of the Cape Tim.es caricatures Prime Ministe"r
Hendrik Verwoerd's relations with Anglican archbishops. His
shield em.blazoned with the powder horn of the Boers, Verwoerd
exhorts his m.en including Finance Minister Donges (on the left)
and Health Minister Hertzog (on the right).
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Conclusion
One breath of fresh air will not blow away all the dark clouds built up
by Anglican-Dutch ReforIlled bickering ov~r a century and a half, but now at
least a truce has been Illade and perIllanent reconciliation is a pos sibility. A
blind Illan can see that conteIllporary South Africa has sufficient probleIlls of
race froIll within and of international tension froIll without to demand the full
energies, and Illore, of these heretofore antagonistic Christian bodies in the
achieveIllent of common goals of both Western and Christian society.
Whether the Illajor Christian goals can be extrapolated froIll the rela-
tively minor national irritations is a moot point. But looking at the South
African pressure cooker from the inside, there seems to be nointernal force
which can bring both justice and peace unless it is the Christian Churches
and, as the Anglican Bishop of Bloemfontein wis ely said, this is not pos sible
without the active support of the Dutch Reformed Church. In so far a~ the
Dutch Reformed Church and the Anglican Church can work in harmony and
oppose racial injustice, to that extent is there a ray of hope for those of all
races who cry for their beloved country.
In his message for the New Year, Archbishop de Blank said 1960 had
seen a cloud of "hopelessness and despair" but that we approach 1961 with
"new light and fresh courage" and that the reason for "this dramatic change"
was that "people have realized that ultimately there is no political solution to
our problems" without fully accepting Christian principles and deterIllination
to "work them out in practice at whatever cost."
[Cartoons, courtesy Honiball of Die Burger and David Marais of the Cape Times;
photographs, courtesy Dr. E. A. Barker and Contact.]
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Part I of this study was concerned with the
Anglican Church in South Africa. In opposing the
Government's racial policies, the Church proved
to be ineffective; at the same time it was vulnera-
ble to charges of internal race discrimination. In
this Report, the Dutch Reformed Church will be
considered. In the writer's opinion, it is the one
institution that can lead in putting Christ back into
Christianity in South Africa.
This year may see a titanic tug of war be-
tween Dutch Reformed Christians of opposing ra-
cial convictions. It will be perhaps the last great
peaceful effort of the majority of Afrikaners to
come to terms with African aspirations and with
their own consciences.
The lines of the contest are not so clearly
drawn as is usual in a contest between groups seek-
ing to impress their favored policies on a govern-
ment. In South Africa at this moment the Afrika-
ners hold the reins of power so firmly that the true
contest is not between Afrikaners and Africans, or
between Afrikaners and English-speaking South
Africans, but between factions of Afrikaners.
African institutions such as the African Na-
tional Congress and the Pan Africanists are by their
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nature opposed to the apartheid policies of the dominant National Party. Also,
the Chamber of Mines, an association of mining companies under the control
of English- speaking whites. is in opposition to rigid apartheid. However. in
the political power balance the white franchise and the demographic weight of
Afrikaners within the white oligarchy count so heavily that only the Dutc.h Re-
formed Church is capable of peacefully shifting the balance against the pres-
ent practices of the National Party Government. The Church knows this and
the National Party knows this. For a decade the Church has partially agreed
with the Party. but there have been churchmen who have warned repeatedly
that while "separate development"l might be just in principle. its application
has violated precepts of the Church. Recently some Church leaders have
moved more vigorously to make their sentiments known to the government
leadership. (See Appendix
One clash between Church and State was initiated not by an extreme
liberal but by a conservative churchman. The Moderator (head) of the Neder-
duitse Gereformeerde Kerk of the Cape of Good Hope - -which is linked to one
of the three major groups of putch Reformed Churches in South Africa- - re-
ceived a secret message last November from Prime Minister Hendrik F.
Verwoerd asking the Cape Church not to participate in the consultations held
in Johannesburg in December under the auspices of the World Council of
Churches and its member churches in South Africa. The highly conservative.
The cartoonist of the Cape Argus shows Prime Minister Ver-
woerd as the commander of a police Saracen armored car which
has just blasted through the United Nations and is about to hurl
itself against an old and thick-walled Dutch Reformed Church.
1 The Dutch Reformed Churches dislike the term apartheid and prefer
separate development.
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patriarchal, staunch Afrikaner Nationalist Moderator, Dr. A. J. van der
Merwe, after considering how much had to be rendered unto Caesar, refused
the Prime Minister. He considered the request highly irregular and not the
kind of step the late D. F. Malan- -who was both a Minister of the Dutch Re-
formed Church and Prime Minister--would have taken.
Not only did Van der Merwe lead his delegation to Johannesburg, but
he also led them in endorsing a number of statements (see Appendix II) which
challenge the basis of the present apartheid policy of the National Party.
This divergence from the views of the Prime Minister is akin to the
lively debate between the Cape and the Transvaal sections of the National
Party over the integration or segregation of the Coloured population. Afrika-
ner intellectuals (particularly professors and writers), as well as Cape busi-
nessmen and ministers supported editorially by the distinguished Afrikaans
newspaper Die Burger, acknowledge that they do not have wide popular sup-
port, and to some extent, they keep the debate churning in the hope of educat-
ing the public .
In reaction, a whispering campaign has started against "liberals" in-
side the National Party. It is being said that ultraconse·rvative Dr. van der
Merwe. who returned from a brief visit to the United States decidedly unim-
pressed with the meretricious materialism and superficial Christianity he
felt he encountered. was somehow subverted by "liberalistic" and even "Com-
munistic" influences during his short stay. Moderator van der Merwe arrived
at his present convictions only after what a younger and more liberal associ-
ate described as "tortoiselike slowness" over years of "great soul- searching."
But now that his mind is made up, he is unlikely to run from the first lion in
his path, or eve!1 from the man a Dutch Reformed minister described to the
writer as "our power-mad PriIne Minister." To understand the conflict we
Inust first consider the nature of the "Dutch ReforIned Church" to which 53%
of white Christian South Africans belong.
The Dutch ReforIned Churches
There is no unified Dutch ReforIned Church, although the title is COIn-
Inonly used inside and outside the country. As Christian includes a range of
believers from Billy GrahaIn to the Pope, and Protestant eInbraces a wide
variety of beliefs, so does Dutch ReforIned Church. Actually there are 16
autonOInOUS Dutch Reformed Churches. which can be divided into three broad
groups:
1) The Nederduitse Gereformeerde Kerk is by far the largest "church."
with 14 of the 16 units. These 14 units include separate "white"
churches in each of the four provinces of South Africa plus South-
West Africa, comprising 42% of all white Chris tians in the country.
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Bantu or African Churches are also separate, as is a Coloured
Church, and churches in Southern Rhodesia. All 14 will be collec-
tively refer red to in this Report as the N.G. Churches. The two
largest and ITlOst important of these are the white Cape N .G. Church
and the white Transvaal N.G. Church, They are the only two N.G.
members of the World Council of Churches. Also, the Cape, 'T rans-
vaal, Free State, and Natal Churches belong to the Presbyterian
Alliance, a world-wide body.
2) The Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk operates primarily in the Trans-
vaal where it has approximately one -third the membership of the
Transvaal N .G. Church. Its membership comprises 7% of white
Christian South Africans. The Hervormde Church is both a member
of the World Council (although highly critical of it) and the Presby-
terian Alliance.
3) The Gereformeerde Kerk is primarily in the Transvaal and rela-
tively tiny with 4.2% of white Christians and only 7% of the total
white membership of the three broad Dutch Reformed groupings.
It is commonly known as the Dopper Church and is theologically
fundamentalist. At its Potchefstroom University, students have been
discouraged from such sinful activities as smoking, drinking, card-
playing, dancing, and movie-going. The Dopper Church has no affil-
iation with the World Council of Churches or the Presbyterian Alli-
ance.
At present the Churches take different positions on racial questions.
The Cape and Transvaal N .G. Churches, to which 70% of Afrikaners belong,
are increasing their crit"icism of Government racial policies. The relatively
silent nonwhite N .G. Churches naturally hack the Cape and Transvaal N .G.
Churches. The other "white" N.G. Churches are also silent except for that
of the Orange Free State, which is staunchly behind the Government.
The Hervormde Church has officially backed the Government and praised
its policies as the only sound course. Some observers believe their statements
are opportunistic, intended to attract dissident members from the N.G. Church
of the Transvaal and possibly whole congregations to the Hervormde Church.
The Doppers support the Government in principle but not without some
stinging criticisms from time to time. This most tightly-knit of the Dutch Re-
formed Churches has been a very prickly problem. Of all the Afrikaners placed
in detention camps during World War II, the Doppers constituted 75%. Their
stubbornnessstemmed not from a love for HitlerianGermany, but from a fiercely
guarded independence of action (in thIS case noninvolvement with Britain). Re-
cently, in small ways, they have opposed Prime Minister Verwoerd'!s attempt
to tell them what to think and what to do. While not in active disagreement with
the Government, they are keeping their distance and by no means embrace it
after the fashion of the Hervormde Church.
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and Racial Attitudes
Hist~ry holds the key to understanding most of the present-day maneu-
vering of the Dutch Reformed Churches. By briefly tracing back Church-State
ties and the different racial attitudes of the Churches one can see why it is so
difficult for individual churches and churchmen publicly to criticize un-Chris-
tian race relations and why- -when it comes - -criticism from an Afrikaans
church is such a great shock to an Afrikaner government.
After 1568 the religious struggle of Calvin's Dutch followers and the
political struggle of the Dutch counties against Phillip II became so inter - ~
twined that final success found the new state and the new church gripped in a
common bond which today persists legally in Holland and emotionally for many
Afrikaners. The Nederduitse Gereformeerde Church established the Synod
of Dordrecht in 1618-19 was brought to the Cape of Good Hope by Jan van
Riebeeck in 1652. Its predikante (ministers) were paid by the Dutch East India
The Cape Church remained under the Amsterdam Synod and under di-
rect governmental control for almost 200 years, unlike the Dutch Reformed
Church in New York State which soon left the same Synod and broke away
from local political domination. As a result of the British capture of the Cape
in 1795 the Church's ties with Holland were weakened, and in 1824 a separate
Synod was established. But the " spiritual bondage II of the Cape Church (under
which political commissioners attended Synod and exercised a veto power)
continued until 1843. Hence separation of Church and State was a late issue
at the Cape and the principle is imperfectly es tablished. 'The last legal tie
was not broken until this year - - 1961.
After the Great Trek of 1835 - 36 (when Afrikaner farmers left the Cape
of Good Hope to escape British control and pushed northward to found their
own independent republics), those who settled the Transvaal became fearful of
domination by the British-ruled Cape. The illiterate Transvalers felt they
could contend against an army, but they were wary of the superior education
and economic advancement of the people in the Cape. Their fears were en-
hanced by the probably apocryphal story quoted contemporaneously by Com-
mandant Paul Kruger and still told in 1961, that the British Governor had
threatened to conquer the Transvaal by means of his "spiritual sword"- -the
influence of clergymen appointed by him. To check such a possibility, the
Volksraad of 1853 declared the N.G. Transvaal Church to be independent of
the " c ivil or Church laws of the Cape Colony. II
But sentiment for Church-State ties remained strong. The Constitution
of the South African Republic ransvaal) of 1860 laid down that the Hervormde
Church was the State Church, all members of the legislature must belong to it,
and that the state would pay the salaries of Hervormde ministers but not those
of other churches. [The name of the church came about when a Dutch drafts-
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man of the new constitution adopted Hervormde (also meaning Reformed)
which had gradually replaced Gereformeerde in popular use about 1750, and
had become the official name of the Netherlands Church in 1816.]
Church politics underlay Transvaal politics for many years. The Rev.
T. R. Burghers left the Cape N.G. Church in a theological dispute, joined'the
Hervormde Church in the TransvaaL and was elected President of the Repub-
lic the next yea.r, in 1872. Much later, when the Afrikaner National Party
came to power in 1948, it was under the Prime Ministership of the Rev. Daniel
F. Malan of the Cape N .G. Church, who had first left the to edit an Afri-
kaans daily paper. Christian ministers played a prominent role
enthusiasm and loyalty for the present National Party both
the secret Broederbond in which they have 'have always been In a
crisis Afrikaners will not find it unseemly if a Dutch Reformed minister stands
out in public to point to a new political
The oneness of Afrikaner society Church and State is reflected
in many ways such as the call for "Christian National Education" which now
dominates the Transvaal. This unity is a of long intellectual isolation.
once has it been challenged. While it did not disturb many in
the 1880's when Dopper Paul Kruger said any fool could sit on his porch and
see the earth was flat, it did disturb scientists who belonged to the Cape N.G.
Church when its teachings carne into conflict with the study of evolution in the
1920 IS. Church leader s clinging dogmatically to the literal teachings of the
Bible were challenged by the greatly admired Profes sor of Theology at Stellen-
bosch University. Professor du Plessis sought to modify some of the encrusted
teachings lest. as he warned, all young people would turn away from the Church.
He did not teach evolution as did a Tennessee biology instructor, but he sug-
gested that some of the New Testament writers were fallible men. A bitter na-
tional controversy rocked the Church and involved the government in a case
before the Supreme Court. Bryan and Darrow attracted no more public atten-
tion with the Scopes triaL Professor du Plessis won his case on technical
grounds but was broken by the intolerance of his critics. After a tremendous
battle the Cape N.G. Church modified its position. Those who participated, in-
cluding many prominent men today such as Moderator van der Merwe and Advo-
cate (now Finance Minister) T. E. Donges, are fearful of another great schis-
matic struggle.
Differences on racial attitudes. cons tituting our second historical theme.
are only a century old. Discrimination among Christians was not a feature of
the early Dutch Reformed Church at the Cape. In 1683 the government of the
Cape passed a regulation that slaves who became Christians were to be eman-
cipated. In Cape society slavery never played the dominant role it did in the
American South and was abolished in 1834, a generation before the Atnerican
Civil War.
But 19th-century South Africa lacked the intellectual roots to cope with
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the racial challenges of the ti:mes. The Cape Dutch had been isolated from
for two centuries and had few books and teachers of their own. Where-
as the settlers had arrived in 1652 as company servants and later
as businessmen. the main Puritan forefathers arrived in Massachusetts Bay
in 1630. with a deep religious purpose. The astonishingly erudite and vigor-
ous intellectual of 17th-century New England- -producing college
after 1642--had no at the Cape even two centuries later.
The wave of liberal engulfing in the 19th century scarcely
... 1-'1-' ... '''' ..... onto the shores of South Africa.
Mter 1780 the Afrikaner farmers on the Eastern frontier 500 miles
from Town strong antipathies toward the "natives II fought
year after year in cattle disputes and over land. The American frontier say-
that the Indian is a dead Indian had an offensive counter-
The farmers also clashed with the British administration all the way
back in Town for regulations with avidity but never aiding
the frontiersmen. Similar experiences led the trekkers to issue their Retief
Manifesto of 1837. In organi.zation it is analogous to the American Declara-
tion of . The trekkers felt compelled first and foremost to give
the world an of their actions. Secondly. listed
ances British; declared their
No had accompanied his congregation on the Great Trek.
In fact. the division between the ministers and their parishioners was one of
the causes of the exodus from the Cape. Deep chasms had eroded between the
illiterate farmers and the Reformed ministers who kept coming from Holland.
decade after decade. steeped in the new liberal thought. Rows between min-
isters and their flocks were and racial attitudes were often at the
root of them. The trekkers felt even further removed from the Scots
terian clergymen who had been recruited by the British to minister to them.
The Cape Church not only accepted the imported Dutch and Scots clergy. but
also frowned on the trekkers as runaways and for many years refused their
repeated requests for ministers. The trekkers were finally succoured after
1840 Daniel Lindley. an American Presbyterian. However. their isolation
both from the Cape and from liberal thought in Europe continued until the 20th
century and contributed to their hardening racialism.
Such racialism was evident when a religious split broke up the Volks-
raad of 1856. At a general meeting the various communities rejected a bid
to join the Cape Church for two reasons: the equality of black and white in the
Cape and the British political control of the Cape. President Pretorious crys-
tallized Transvaal racial feelings when he made a violent objection at arriv-
for his son's baptism and finding a Coloured child being baptized at the
same time. the Transvaal Constitution of 1860 rejected slavery.
Article 9 read:
volk wil geene gelijkstelling van gekleurden met blanke
ingezetenen toestan noch in Kerk noch in Staat. II
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(The people desire to permit no equality between Coloured peo-
ple and white inhabitants, either in Church or State.)
Back in the Cape the liberal spirit had corne under attack. At the N .G.
Synod of 1857 the delegates reluctantly acceded to the wishes of some white
Christians by officially permitting some separate services on a racial hasis
"because of the weaknes s of some II (i.e., the whites) but reiterated that "it is
desirable and scriptually right that heathens who become members should be
accepted and incorporated in our existing communities wherever pos sible. II
This was followed by the segregation implied in establishing a sepa-
rate mission church in 1881. The arguments for and against "separate" Col-
oured and African " s ister II churches in South Africa are not simply based on
discrimination. As far back as 1925, at the general missionary conference
in Johannesburg, two groups stood out in favor of African churches - -African
Nationalists and the N.G. Church. The multiplication of independent Bantu
Churches since the 1890's reached 320 in 1932 and 2,100 by 1960. l They are
a clue to the deep desire of many Africans to develop an indigenous Christian-
ity not only in South Africa but throughout the continent. Self-governing Afri-
can churches are a goal of long standing for both liberal missionaries and
African clergy. Any deviation of the N .G. Churches from the universally ac-
cepted practices of Christian mis sion development did not appear until after
the 1938 meeting of the International Missionary Council in Madras. The estab-
lishment of indigenous churches was repeatedly praised at that time.
It was not until the 1950 Dutch Reformed Church Bloem.fontein Confer-
ence that the idea of separate churches was spiritually crippled by coupling it
with the idea. of apartheid. No disgrace attaches to a purely African Church
divorced from any European Church or to an African Church attached to an
American Negro Church, but the concept of " s ister" churches in which the
N .G. Church has taken the lead has acquired a degrading connotation in the
eyes of many white liberals and African Christians. The Anglican Church in
South Africa has the machinery for a "sister" church but has let it rust.
As in the American South, segregation applied in South Africa to free
people of color is a phenomenon of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In-
terracial marriages were not prohibited in South Africa until 1948, al~hough
such laws were (and are) on the books of most southern and many northern
American states. A further step attempted by the National Party Government,
the legal exclusion of Africans from "white" church services, has twice been
defeated through pres sure on the Government by the N.G. Churches.
Z Estimated by Bengt Sundkler in "Frontier," Spring 1960, p. 18.
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"There', nothing to stop you from kneeling In here -lust as long as you're only scrubbing."
This bitter attack on the Church Clause to control attendance
of Africans at so-called "white" churches is by David Marais
of the Cape Times. The cartoon prompted a retired profes sor
of an Afrikaans university to comment. "The black man scrubs
the house of God and the white man dirties it."
- Cape Times November 17. 1960
D.R.C. Mission Efforts
The clash of the N .G. Church leaders with the Nationalist Government
is directly influenced by the mission work of that Church. Anti-Government
rioters have singled out Dutch Reformed Mission Churches to burn down.
Obviously, a harsh "Afrikaner" racial policy makes conversions by "Afrika-
ners" increasingly difficult.
Anglican Archbishop Joost de Blank has praised the Dutch Reformed
Churches for a. "magnificent" mission enterprise "far exceeding that of other
churches." White congregations do raise over $3 million a year to be spent
on such African and Coloured needs as schools, orphanages, deaf and dumb
institutions, etc. For many years the N.G. Churches have defended their
Christian virtue in race relations by pointing to these contributions as greater
giving per member than is true of major American Churches, and as evidence
of a deep Christian concern for the nonwhite peoples.
But this paternalism is no longer accepted as sufficient even within
the N.G. Church. The very existence of separate Bantu, Coloured, and Euro-
pean Churches is challenged by the N .G. ministers. As for the Hervormde
Church. its long opposition to mission work- -rooted in its stronger racial
feelings - -has blocked the formation of large parallel nonwhite churches in
the Hervormde domination. To make up for its lack of Bantu clergy for its
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new mission interest, it has been offering promotions to African evangelists
trained by the N .G. Church but not always qualified as ministers. This "raid-
ing" is a source of ill-feeling between the se two Afrikaans Churches.
An official N.G. statement on mission churches in 1956 affirmed that
the spiritual unity of all the members of the Church had never been challenged.
The statement pointed to two Coloured congregations - -St. Stephens and Stock-
enstrom in Cape Town- -within a "white" presbytery, and the presence of
their lay delegates at Synodical gatherings as evidence of spiritual unity. The
"Mother Church" in Cape Town was integrated until World War II.
In the meantime, African and Coloured clergy are becoming more im-
portant in the N .G. Church, both numerically and in their influence. The lead-
ing African minister (there are 170 African ministers in all the N .G. Churches)
of the Transvaal N.G. Churches, the Rev. S. S. Tema, plays a prominent ex-
ecutive role in mission work and serves on various interracial church com-
mittees. He was a delegate to the World Council meeting in Johannesburg.
The over-all influence of African ministers on N .G. policy is the least appre-
ciated of the pressures operating within the Cape and Transvaal N.G. Churches.
While one can meet "stooges" among the Africans who will rubber-stamp any-
white ministers want, there are African ministers of strong character in
the Church who make it very unpleasant for a white minister attempting to use
race instead of reason and right to put over a point.
Last month, when a minister of a Transvaal white congregation attacked
Coloured people as shiftless drunkards in a newspaper article, the white and
Coloured ministers of the Coloured Church exploded in rebuttal. Several prom-
inent Coloured politicians called on their people to leave the D .R.C. by
disavowing such untrue and un-Christian attacks can the N .G. Church
keep its Coloured membership. A white minister who works with the Coloured
Church told me he would rather lose such "ignorant white ministers" to keep
intelligent Coloured laymen in the Church!
The Search for Conscience
The concern of white Dutch Reformed Christians for the Coloured and
African has had a influence on within the
kaans Churches. But it has been primarily a pastoral concern in the rural
areas. The great s in South Africa are primarily urban. The chal-
of racial issues has developed with the rapid of cities, where the
races come into contact and often into conflict.
within the present generation has the industrial revolution become
a striking of South African life. The first indications occurred in the
1920 is, when indus trial strife reached a peak on the Witwate rs rand and
Afrikaner miners went to the scaffold s the "Communist Internationale. 1I
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flow of Afrikaners to the and the bench began in the
Side side with the white trek to the cities has occurred
African movement.
The on a young African who moves within the
space of a from a tribal- to a Western-oriented society. a rural sub-
sistence economy to a and a multiracial and segregated society.
with consequences. This is born out statistically in socio-
_'"",..~......... studies. and in such humanistic novels as Venter's The Dark
or Paton's the Beloved . In his new
denied the to choose his occupation and residence.
His Christian conscience .
..:l'}J"CCI>""-..II.UK from the of the white church in South Africa.
the N.G. Church in the upper middle-class Afrikaans suburb of Linden in
the Rev. J. F. Naude said that he had often served with educated
Africans on Church commissions and was often embarrassed that there was
he could take them to confer over tea or dinner. He
"when we shall have to accept these new things
ourselves." remarked "to think that all these
....... ~.,..trff"" must be after Hendrik Verwoerd is to our II
He added. "Our Christian conscience must take the lead. and if our Church is
to remain silent it would not be unfair to accuse it of and cowardice."
His final was that lIif Afrikanerdom and a separate nation mean more
to you than the will of God. then there is wrong with your Christian
way of II
Protests Dutch Reformed
of this situation are too numerous to list.
Aks ie one has
----~----conscience at work. __-:1- _
in South Africa in . The views Reformed ministers
wrote it- members of the three main groups of churches - -have pro-
duced a storm of and critical comment. In January in the small
Transvaal town of Brits a mass of 3.000 denounced the authors
and said were "not welcome" in the town until their views
isters of all three Reformed Churches • .ll.Jl.Jl.~.II.'uU..II.U.ll!
the Hervormde Church.
Book reviewers have and damned the book which grew out of a
series of of over Dutch Reformed ministers the
ville massacre in The names of the authors of this "heretical"
book are listed and some of their liberal summarized in .c-J>.,I-"I-''''' ..J''..IU......
is not known outside South Africa that such views exist.
the inclu-
a handful
the least
sion of four Hervormde Church members among
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of Hervormde ministers would concur in their views. On the other hand, the
five N .G. authors have many like-minded supporters. While most of these are
from the Cape and Transvaal N .G. Churches, it must be re -emphasized that
80% of the white members of the N .G. Church are in those two qynods.
The apparent unity might be misleading, for the 11 authors are not
themselves a united group and wide differences exist. But all are conscious
of and concerned with the challenge of race to Christianity in South Africa,
and all are dissatisfied with the acquiescence of the Afrikaans Churches in
the way apartheid is practiced.
In the context of this protest of conscience, the recent book of a Cape
N.G. Minister, D. P. Botha, entitled Die Opkoms van Ons Derde Stand (The
Rise of Our Third Clas s), called for the complete integration of the Coloured
community with Afrikaners. Botha and his views have been praised in Afri-
kaans newspaper editorials and by leading Afrikaner intellectuals and business-
men, especially in the Cape Province.
Why are such impassioned pleas for justice corning from the Dutch Re-
formed Churches? A world trend is obviously not missing South Africa, al-
though Afrikaners are unusually immune to popular fashion and, particularly
with their Calvinist background, to emotional do-gooding. More impo:r;tant is
the teaching of successive generations of theological students, and postgradua-
tion contact with them, by such men as: Profes sors Emeriti B. B. Keet and
G. B. A. Gerdener of Stellenbosch University; Professor Ben Marais of Pre-
toria University; and Professor C. H. Badenhorst, who has long been associ-
ated with the Dutch Reformed Missionary Institute at Wellington in the Cape
Province and with the Coloured people.
In 1956, the writer interviewed Dr. Keet in Stellenbosch in response
to his antiapartheid book, Suid Afrika Waarheen? (Whither South Africa?). The
mail he received from Reformed Church ministers, including many who had
not been his students, showed that a substantial minority of N .G. churchmen
shared his views at that time. A poll disclosed that about a quarter of the
theology students in this birthplace of Afrikaner nationalism were in agree-
ment with him. As pointed out in an A UFS Report at the time [Keet 1s Suid
Afrika Waarheen? (ESM-8- 156)], "he who educates the theology students today
educates die volk tomorrow." At present many former students of these four
professors are preaching from the most important pulpits in South Africa.
Results of the World Council of Churches Johannesburg Consultations
Before analyzing the clash between the Dutch Reformed C~urches and
the National Party, and internal church tensions, we come to the last of three
written criticisms which have been leveled at the Government. After the ap-
pearance of Delayed Action and the Botha book, the results of the December
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gathering of the South African member churches and foreign delegates
of the World Council must be considered.
The participating churches were:
(1) The Bantu Presbyterian Church
Congregational Union
(3) Methodist Church
Church of the Province (Anglican)
Nederduitse Gereformeerde (Cape) Church
Nederduitse Gereformeerde (Transvaal) Church
Nederduitsch Hervormde Church
Presbyterian Church
The Chairman was Franklin Clark Fry of the Lutheran Church of the
United States. and postconference critics used this fact to tap anti-American
sentiment. Other foreign participants were Bishop Lakdasa de Mel (Anglican)
of Ceylon. Mr. Charles Parlin (Methodist) of the United States. and Dr. Wil-
helm Niesel (Reformed) of Germany. Sir Francis Ibiam (Presbyterian) of
Nigeria was appointed head of state for Eastern Nigeria just the week before
the consultations and did not come. although he was welcome at the completely
integrated gathering. The headquarters of the World Council in Geneva was
represented by Dr. W. A. Visser't Hooft (General Secretary) and Dr. Robert
Bilheimer (As sociate General Secretary).
The method of voting on resolutions is critical. All church delegations
were limited to ten members. Each resolution required the support of 80% of
the delegates. This meant. for example. that if all the Africans present among
the various congregations. inciuding Anglican and N.G. TransvaaL wanted to
exercise a veto. they could do so. Likewise. if 60% of individual Dutch Reformed
Church delegates voted against a resolution it would fail. It cannot be said--
and certainly the N .G. leaders did not so charge- -that the Dutch Reformed
Churches were trapped into resolutions by a steam- roller majority against them.
In generaL the Hervormde delegates voted against the controversial resolutions.
and the Cape and Transvaal N.G. delegates voted for them with individual ex-
ceptions in all three churches. The postconference Hervormde position is
clearly that they were against the consensus. The attempt to crucify the N.G.
delegates on the cross of their support is based on their potential ability to veto
any criticism of the Government's policy.
The Final Statement of the Consultation is in three parts: a preamble.
a statement of principles. and some specific recommendations. Part Two is
reproduced in Appendix II. with parenthetical comment by the writer.
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These statements of principle did not satisfy every delegate who fa-
vored them, either from inside South Africa or from the World Council. But
given the circumstances, the delegates from abroad were satisfied with the
results from their viewpoint. Certainly the N .G. Churches commanded sym-
pathetic understanding for their position and for the difficulties of South Africa,
by their conduct at the consultations. Foreign delegates led by Dr. Fry as sured
me that no more than these statements will be expected from the Afrikaans and
other South African Churches for some time. Fry's conclusions were similar
to those expressed a few months before by Dr. Eugene Carson Blake, Stated
Clerk of the United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, in
the following observations:
"I) South African Church leaders will be helped more understanding
and loving criticism from the rest of the world than they will be
helped by needling or harsh criticism.
"2) I did not find racial prejudice amongst South African Christians to
be more prevalent or very different from that in my own country.
"3) Leaders of the Dutch Reformed Church are blamed for Government
excesses and given little credit for their not inconsiderable influ-
ence towards restraint.
Outside pres sure will not solve the problem. European and African
Christians must work out the answers to avert disaster.
"5) Today, no church which takes seriously its obligation of obedience
to Our Lord Jesus Christ can dare to remain in isolation from its
fellow Christians, as if only one's own church belong to Jesus Christ."
Im.portant differences between the two N .G. Churches and the force of
world Protestantism have been visibly lessened. Such differences are now less,
on most racial issues, than the differences within the Afrikaans Churches or
even within the Cape and Transvaal N.G. Churches themselves. The tension
has been shifted from an international to a national one, in which the great strain
is among the Afrikaans Church leaders and between them and the laity.
However, it would be inaccurate to consider the statements supported
by the N .G. leaders at Johannesburg major departures from policies they and
their Church in Synod have been consistently developing. The National' Party,
the Anglican Church, and the world press make this assumption because all
three have usually ignored the official statements of the major N.G. Churches.
The strain is easing as much because Archbishop de Blank (of the Anglican
Church) has seen the light, as because there is new light.
Paradoxically, the genuine support of the World Council delegates, espe-
cially Archibishop de Blank, is the greatest burden the Cape and Transvaal N .G.
leaders have to bear. This very support is used as a weapon against those who
concurred in the Johannesburg statements.
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The Showdown Within the D .R. Churches
The quadrennial Synod of the N.G. Cape Church meets in October. Po-
litical supporters of the Government have joined with ministers in a campaign
to disown the Johannesburg statements, Delayed Action, and other manifesta-
tions of "liberal" . A specific goal is the removal of responsible
Church officials from office. So strong is the counterattack that it now ap-
pears that the N .G. Transvaal Church will be forced to withdraw from
the World Council of Churches, and resolutions from individual congregations
to that effect have been into Church headquarters.
The 1 crisis between the National Party Government and the Dutch
Reformed Churches has many similarities to a crisis in 1950, following a
representative of the churches in Bloemfontein. Then the Church
called for total apartheid- -meaning the creation of white and Afri-
can states at whatever sacrifice in order to reduce segregation and injustice
in the white-dominated country. General Smuts, as leader of the opposition,
warned against total separation and demanded a statement from the Prime
Minister. Dr. Malan. Malan rejected separate states or "total apartheid."
but praised the work of the Dutch Reformed Churches and their Christian con-
cern for the nonwhite population.
What we have today is a logical and consistent switch. even if it ap-
pears paradoxical. After a decade of unsuccessfully demanding justice through
the demand is now for justice inside the unitary state. To the criti-
cal ministers. the Government appear s to want it both ways: far more Africans
are working in so-called white areas than ever before in South African history,
have fewer in those areas!
This contradiction of goals and facts leads to the ambivalent relation-
of the Afrikaners with their churches on one hand and the National Party
on the other. In the bitter post-Boer War days the Afrikaans Churches were
their rod and their salvation. When the last Commando had surrendered, the
Churches guarded the fires of nationalism. In time the Churches gave the in-
spiration and much of the leadership for Afrikaner unity.
When this burned brightly in the 920 's and 1930 's under General
J. B. Hertzog. and later in its "purified" form under Dr. D. F. Malan after
1948. many staunch supporters became somewhat disinterested with the Afri-
kaans Churches. especially men of sixty and seventy today who knew their own
nationalism would never be questioned.
In the decade however we see a great wave of churchgoing not
unlike the American phenomenon. The rising young lawyer or doctor finds real
""...'n~",,,'" sional rewardS in being a deacon. Attendance at Afrikaans Churches has
become a major symbol of Afrikaner unity. There is not a party task each week
for the politically devout of Afrikaner nationalism--but there are two Sunday
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services. One suspects from listening to many conversations throughout the
country that much of the churchgoing is sheer religiosity. Most of the pro-
fes sional men in the 30 to 35 age group believe les s Church doctrine, but attend
church more often than their parents. Nightly Bible reading has given way to
the radio and the bioscope (movies). For many older Afrikaners, religious
beliefs--even if narrow--meant something more than an empty materialism.
Now, the spiritual brake is in danger of slipping.
This tendency weakens those church leaders who hope that the Chris-
tian faith will stiffen the backs of Afrikaners to tak~ a stronger stand for
greater morality and justice in racial questions. But for men who attend an
Afrikaans Church as a symbol of nationalism, the choice between party and
church may result in a decision for the former.
Inside the Hervormde Church
The Hervormde Church definitely will not attend the 1961 World Coun-
cil of Churches meeting in New Delhi "because of the conference in Johannes-
burg," to quote an official statement. It now appears almost certain that the
Hervormde Church will withdraw from the World Council in toto. 'The Her-
vormde ministers who wrote for Delayed Action are to be disciplined. Pro-
fessor Geyser has refused to resign his Chair at Pretoria University and the
head of the University refused a request from his own Hervormde Church to
fire him. Other means of removing him are being sought. In the meantime,
strictures have been placed by his Church on his classroom statements.
The Hervormde delegation to the Johannesburg consultations, includ-
ing a Nationalist M.P., are leading the attack on the N.G. leade rs who partic-
ipated. The official magazine, Die Hervormer, has criticized by name the
Hervormde authors in Delayed Action. All down the line the ax is falling on
"liberal" elements and the Hervormde Church is lining up solidly behind
Prime Minister Verwoerd, himself an N.G. member.
To a hint that the Hervormde Church was using this racial issue to
win supporters from the N .G. Church and so reverse their relative positions
over the last century, Professor S. P. Engelbrecht of the Hervormde Church
replied on the telephone, "Lies, lies, nothing but dirty lies." But motivation
aside, it will not be too surprising if the Hervormde Church gains consider-
ably in membership, including possibly a congregation or two, despite his-
torical divisions.
Leaders of the Hervormde Church often express a certain pride in
their traditionally close association with the Netherlands. On arrival in South
Africa, most Dutch immigrants are drawn to the Hervormde Church because
they belonged to the Hervormde Church in Europe. Yet the Netherlands Church
is by no means in sympathy with the racialism of its South African namesake.
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Dr. W. A. Visserit Hooft. a member of the Hervormde Church in the Nether-
lands. indicated when he left South Africa after the Johannesburg consultations
that the Hervormde Church would certainly hear from their co-religionists in
Europe conc~rning their racial stand and hostility toward the World Council.
Religious and historical bonds between the Hervormers in Holland and the
Hervormers in South Africa are close. but do not touch on racial is sues.
On another front, the Reformed Church in America wrote officially to
the Hervormde Church in South Africa on July L 1960. saying that the Amer-
icans would oppose to expel the Hervormers from the World Council
as threatened Archbishop de Blank. but bluntly asking ilyoU. brethren. to
re-examine the Scriptures and to listen again to what the Spirit is saying to
our churches. II
The reply from South Africa. as printed in . Hervormer (November
, acknowledges that discrimination on the basis of skin color is unjustifi-
able. But it goes on at length to complain against sin everywhere in the world,
of mistreatment of South Africa in the world press, and of savagery in the
Congo. It concludes this critical vein by quoting regretfully the General SYnod
the Reformed Church in America as refusing to support a declaration that
fellowship is open to all irrespective of race. '
When the writer took up this accusation with Rev. J. E. Hoffman, Stated
Clerk of the Reformed Church with headquarters- on Riverside Drive in New
York, Dr. Hoffman wrote back that a newspaper report was erroneous and that
the motion against discrimination was iicarried almost unanimously by the
General Synod. il
Buitelanders (foreigners) overestimate the impact of outside criticism
on Afrikaners just as Afrikaners underestimate the effect of that criticism.
General Smuts, speaking at the centenary celebration of the Hervormde Church
in 1942, counseled a huge throng at Potchefstroom in these words: ilThat there
are great economic and social evils it is generally admitted. They have to be
removed. But this can and will be done without our resorting to new plans or
new orders which may affect and undermine fundamental ideas and principles. Ii
He said the Church, lias the carrier of His message, should follow Him alone. 1I3
It is difficult for a buitelander to see how General Smuts would go along with his
church at this time.
Inside the DopperChurch
The Gereformeerde Church was never, of course. a member of the
World Council of Churches. and will continue in its lonely but staunchly held
3Quoted from "An Address
publisher indicated.
General Smuts." Pamphlet with no date or
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beliefs. A general Synod in January held a five-hour debate on racial prob-
lems. Every speaker taking part rejected integration of Europeans and non-
Europeans in the Church, State, and Community. But no punishment was sug-
gested for the Gereformeerde contributors to Delayed Action and the Synod
decided to develop wider contact with non- European groups. A commis sion
will formulate the racial views of the Church.
One evidence of a stirring of ideas in this Church was the reception
accorded Dr. A. B. Xuma, former President of the African National Congress,
who recently addressed a packed meeting of students at Potchefstroom Uni-
versity, the intellectual heart of the Dopper Church. For three hours he was
heard with interest and without hostility. Another incident since the publica-
tion of Delayed Action was the strong attack by two Potchefstroom theologians
on the apartheid aspects of Job Reservation and the plan to establish industries
on the borders of African reserves. This criticism was published in the Cal-
vinist fortnightly Woord en Daad. However, the Gereformeerde Church will
certainly support the Government's racial policy along with the Hervormers
as long as its right to critize details is not threatened.
Inside the N .G. Churches
The Free State N .G. Church leaders have conferred, are adamantly op-
posed to the World Council of C.hurches, and denounce the statements emanating
from the Johannesburg consultations. A Synodal Commis sion reported on Feb-
ruary 25 that the World Council of Churches wants to solve everything by a
monstrous simplification typical of an anti-Christian spirit. After invoking the
long-held wish for unity of all the N.G. Churches, the Free Staters "urgently
requested" the Transvaal and Cape N .G. Churches to withdraw from the World
Council to improve relations among Afrikaans Churches, to benefit race rela-
tions, and to promote co-operation between Church and State.
The white Natal and South- West Churches will probably line up against
the "liberal" elements. It appears likely that the various federal associations
of the N.G. Churches will also corne out against the statements, and against
those churchmen who accept them.
Reverend Visser't Hooft's 1959 analysis of the church in race-relations
was primarily concerned with the southern United States, South Africa, and
Hitlerian Germany. This short paragraph has a prophetic ring today:4
"History as well as present experience prove that the Churches are so-
cial institutions whose life is largely determined by the general habits, convic-
tions or prejudices of the nations in which they are planted. We must go even
4 Visser't Hooft, W. A. The Ecumenical Movement and the Race Problem.
Paris: UNESCO, 1954. 70 pp. Page 61.
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further and admit that. in view of the all-too-human to confuse a
merely social tradition with a sacred are often slower
than other social institutions to respond to social patterns. But that
is by no means the whole about the Churches. Within these often conserv-
ative institutions there operates another force which Christians believe to be
the Holy and which others may as a re-emergence of the basic
and Christian convictions. When this force of renewal takes hold of
the Church the entangling alliance between the Church and the society around
it is broken. the Church reaffirms its freedom to follow its own inner laws
and manifests its own distinctive characteristics. II
How will the struggle go in the two N .G. Churche s - - Transvaal
and Cape- -where the bulk of the member lies? Their statements have
been consistent with church policy over the last decade, but the application of
certain principles carne as a shock to some ministers. and to the overwhelm-
of The opposition is strongest in the Transvaal. A series
of meetings have held in that province to denounce Action and the
World Council consultations. The Present Moderator and his
colleagues who include the Rev. C. B. Brink, leader of the N.G. group at the
World Council of Churches meeting in Evanston in 1954, have been
criticized by their Church. Dr. Brink has long been in the right-wing
of the leading Afrikaans race relations organization, SABRA
Buro Vir Rasse-Aangeleethede). Brink has been a real power in the Transvaal
Church and believes wholeheartedly in the world ecumenical movement.
The strong leader of the younger generation is the Rev. Beyers Naude
who heads the southe:rn section of the Transvaal N.G. Church. At the present
time, approximately 400/0 of the ministers support the leadership in its efforts
to come to grips with the racial problem of South Africa in a way that does not
always support the Govermnent. The lay elders appear to be about 80% opposed.
Taken together. those who vote at Synod are clearly against the kind of state-
ments supported by their present leaders at the Johannesburg consultations and
a large majority would denounce Action.
However, when Dr. Ben Marais wrote his book on the color problem
and the West in 1948. he was virtually alone in his analysis of the racial prob-
lems facing South Africa. There is a tllemendous of ignorance among
Afrikaners concerning their own country, and especially on racial matters--
not to mention trends in continental Africa and the world. The accusation is
made that ministers who talk to educated Africans and who travel abroad on
various exchange programs come back to their congregations with views differ-
ent from those they held before setting out. The approach apparently favored
is that ministers should seek in the Bible and in the outside world what
fits the attitudes of the local congregation.
Against this background, the emergence of more than one of the
ministers of the Transvaal N .G. Church as leaders determined to save their
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Afrikaner people through a recognition of the word of God and the facts of
South Africa is racial position is of tremendous significance.
To turn to the Cape, where the hand of man has lain on the land for
three centuries, and attitudes are altogether softer than in the often harsh
Transvaal, is to see the process much further advanced. It is still some time
before the October meeting of the Cape Synod, representing 290,000 members.
In early 1961, the balance is about even but slightly favoring what might be
called the realistic approach of the present leadership. Theological fights
peppered with hot political and party is sues have a .fury all the more intense
for their containment. A great battle is underway in the parsonages, in the
meetings of church councils, and occasionally in the pulpits.
The leading contestants are Dr. A. J. van der Merwe, the Moderator
of the Cape N.G. Church for 16 years, and the Rev. J. D. Vorster, the fourth
ranking official of the Cape Church. Reverend Vorster is a brother of Cabinet
Minister Vorster, one of the ablest and strongest supporters of Prime Minis-
ter Verwoerd. The Vorster brothers were deeply implicated during World
War II in support of Hitler, and the Rev. Vorster was convicted under the Offi-
cial Secrets Act. Although most Afrikaners were lukewarm in support of the
war because of their historical treatment at British hands, the cry of "traitor"
has a sour taste to many churchmen.
Consequently, another candidate must be found who will attract some
moderate support and front for the opposition group. The Vorster supporters
have tried unsuccessfully to enlist the Rev. J. Gericke of Stellenbosch Uni-
versity, a good friend of Prime Minister Verwoerd, although a past critic of
Government racial policy. Gericke is a strong force in the Cape Church and
sharply critical of Van der Merwe is leadership tactics rather than of what
was actually said at Johannesburg.
In summary, the split in attitude goes to the very core of the Afrikaner
people, dividing brother from brother. To the question, "Which comes first--
your church or your party?" the reply of several men I questioned was: "The
party, of course." But put to a clear-cut test, a slight majority of the Cape
Afrikaners, I believe, would choose their church. Whether the choice will be
necessary may depend on other factors, including the Afrikaans press.,
The Afrikaans Pres s
Die Kerkbode is an important magazine produced for all the N .G.
Churches under their Federal Council. The new Editor, Rev. A. P. Treurnicht,
explained to me that its traditional role is to reflect a consensus of church
feeling and not to take a strong lead. The first reaction of the magazine was to
criticize the "liberal" policies advocated in Johannesburg and to suggest minis-
ters might strike "a lower prophetic note." This carne as a shock to Cape and
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Transvaal N .G. leaders. Pressure on the young editor is great. The anti-
World Council of Churches group has been feeding him such publications as
Edgar C. Bundy's Collectivism in the Churches to discredit the American
Protestant leadership. Others cavil against "Catholic" influence in the World
Council and link this to the visit of the Archbishop of Canterbury to the Pope
in Rome. To less sophisticated men than the Editor of Die Kerkbode, there is
nothing inconsistent in charging the same organization with Communism and
Catholicism.. The Assistant Editor of the magazine, Rev. P. L. Olivier, sym-
pathizes with the Cape and Transvaal leaders and is appalled at some of the
frankly racialistic letters to the editor. Die Kerkbode is defending the mem-
bership of the N.G. Churches in the World CounciL but it will probably not
face up to the moral challenges posed by the Johannesburg statements.
Turning to the popular Afrikaans press, the attitudes in the Church
fight are mixed. Die Transvaler is strongly behind the National Party and
the ministers who attack the World Council and Delayed Action. Die Vader-
land also tends to this view but will give reasonably fair treatment to the
Church leaders even though it has more lower-class readership than Die
Transvaler, which finds '"liberal" ideas less acceptable. The third Trans-
vaal paper, the Sunday Dagbreek en Sondagnuus, with the largest circulation
of alL will probably stay behind the Church leaders. Editor Willem van Heer-
den is a staunch supporter of apartheid in principle and is close to the Prime
Minister (who is on the newspaper is board), but Van Heerden is also a coura-
geous editor who has sharply criticized the application of apartheid and flatly
disagreed with the Prime Minister by supporting the idea of Coloured people
in Parliament. He pleads for consideration of the issues in place of character
as sas sination.
The only Afrikaans daily in Cape Town, Die Burger, has been the best-
written and most thoughtful Afrikaans paper in South Africa since the days
when Dr. D. F. Malan was its first editor, and is the organ of the Cape Nation-
alist Party. Die Burger sympathizes editorially with the "liberal" leadership
of the Cape and Transvaal N .G. Churches. Repeatedly in the last two years
it has tried to give a constructive lead on one issue after another but has been
forced into a truce by National Party pressure. The Prime Minister went to
extraordinary lengths to tone down the raging criticisms of his policy toward
the Coloured people which erupted in the editorials, political columns, and
particularly in the letters column of Die Burger. Letters to the editor are
running against the N.G. leadership, but not by the 10-1 margin received at
Dagbreek en Sondagnuus. One finds about 80% of the intellectual leaders on
one side and about 80% of the Afrikaner population on the other- -a division
fraught with explosive pos sibilities .
'"....
* *
The depth of this split extends into the most rock-solid of Afrikaner
organizations, the highly secret Broederbond (brother-society). Many minis-
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ters are members, along with top government officials and academic leaders.
In some ways its influence has waned since the accession to power of the
National Party in 1948. Some of its members feel the purpose of combating
the British cultural, politicaL and economic dominance has been accomplished.
But one of the rules is that no man can resign. Meetings have been more fre-
quent in the last year. A major shift of leadership has occurred, in which the
head of an Afrikaner univers and major cultural organization has been re-
placed in the top post. The Broederbond leadership- -headed by the Iftwelve
apostles iV - -has swung against the kind of "libe ral If Church leade rship dis played
in Johannesburg and in Delayed Action. But for th~ first time in its history a
minority- -those who support the N.G. leadership of the Cape and Transvaal
Churches - -is too large to be disciplined. All that is being done currently is to
postpone differences until a clearer majority is obtained for one view or an-
other. In the present crisis the new leadership of the Broederbond can be
expected to exert maximum personal pressure behind National Party policies.
Conclusion
Every minister and one elder from each congregation are free to attend
the Cape Synod this year. Until then, the sub ros~ campaigning will go on. Pub-
lic statements may be limited by appeals from the Church authorities both pro
and con to avoid public squabbling, but they won1t stop the flow of coffee-talk
in ministerial and sometimes conspiratorial living rooms. The primary issue
will not be the actual statements made at Johannesburg or in Delayed Action.
The authors and leaders will be attacked not for what they said but how, why,
and where they said it, and at whOITl it was directed. The racial issue ITlay not
break the skin, but it will form angry boils just below the surface. It will be
charged that the Church has been dragged into politics, not that its ITlessage
has been distorted. To most South African Calvinists, the accusation of ROITlan
CatholicisITl in the World Council is deadly guilt by association. Visser't Hooft
was forced to issue special news releases in Geneva and Johannesburg, stating
that the World Council was under neither Catholic nor ComITlunist control. As
one of the leaders under attack put it privately, nSOITle people would attack
Jesus Christ because He was a Jew, and refuse to His words because He
uttered theITl to the wrong people in the wrong place. Ii
Cape A. J. van der Merwe is because he
was suspected of supporting General Jan Smuts when he caITle to Cape Town
University before World War 1. Anyone who has been to the United States is
suspected of being influenced IlhuITlanisITl" or "coffiITlunism, II ignoring
the fact that the new leade rs proposed for both Transvaal and the Cape have
ITlade American tours. Nowhere but aITlong Afrikaners does one find such a
detailed ITleITlory of ancient views among so many
What will the embattled leader do? Retreat is Surrender
is alITlost sible. Certain leaders are to be given a chance to
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what they have said and, if refuse, will be asked to submit to the
discipline of the Church. They would not lose their voices, but their voices
may not be heard the wilderness.
But defeat is no means certain those who dare to criticize the
Government for not out its task in a Christian fashion. The issues
go to the very soul of individual Afrikaners and of the Afrikaner people. Their
devoutness exceeds that of nearly all Christian groups in America. One antic-
ipates more resistance to the popular and racialistic wave among such Chris-
tians than we have seen on the whole among Protestant laymen in the Ameri-
can South. The sanctions are many, and ostracism is the least of them. Unlike
the United States, there are no safe berths in the north where the exiled minis-
ter can run if his congregation turns on him. So far, the leade show no desire
to be dead heroes. Instead they are skillfully with all the resources at
theircornrnand to be live heroes. It is a fight' for many, especially those
in rural congregations. Certainly the world will not appreciate their stand or
their sacrifice if they go down. Most of them who have traveled abroad are ac-
customed to criticism at public meetings in Europe and America, this
is meager preparation for being stabbed their own people.
When an American takes a long look at the of racial discrim-
ination in the United States (including the racists in the South and the
in the and at the problem in South Africa, including Afrikaners,
men, Jews, and Coloureds among those who discriminate, the results are dis-
quieting. If the size of the is measured the ratio of the in- group
to the out-group, and the threat supposedly posed in granting full citizenship
in each country, one wonders at the relative simplicity of the American prob-
lem. Chri~tian and actual progress seem slow. The chal-
lenge of race to Christians - -especially Afrikaner Christians in South Africa--
is approaching its climax. The odds are against a peaceful solution. The strug-
goes deep. Christians and nations which for a answer in South
Africa well approach it with .1.JI.U~.I.Jl.JlJ..lU
The General of the Cape of Good in 1843, discus sing the
Church bill of that year now to be amended in 196 L said that "it is just as un-
that Table Mountain will take a into Table Bay, as that the Dutch
Reformed Church will ever forsake its or principles. Ii His words
. Our as this has shown, is to Dutch Re-
formed Church, and which principles are concerned in racial questions. Will
1961 hark back to the segregation of 1900 or to the equality of 1857? Do the
beliefs of the Church come before the goals of the State? Or are we on the
verge of a new era of Political Commissioners?
What is clear is that Reinhold Niebuhr 's
immoral is in Afrikaner circles.
of "moral man and
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APPENDIX I
The following is a chapter-by-chapter summary of the book, Delayed
Action, written by a group of ministers of the Dutch Reformed Churches. The
original chapters contained much theological material, including complex and
often profound arguments which have been pas sed over or only sketchily men-
tioned. The material in quotations is paraphrased from the book.
Chapter I by Profes sor B. B. Keet (N .G. Church, Cape) of the Stellenbosch
Theological Seminary. In "The Bell Has Tolled," .Keet says it is now agreed
among all churches in South Africa that Christ made no racial distinctions:
those which arise because of different culture or education cannot \be based
upon the Bible. The Afrikaans Churches have supported apartheid in the
past on the condition that it offered a square deal to all people. But this is
now impossible. After so much integration over the years, the separation
of groups must result in injustice for the politically weaker group- -and Afri-
kaners will not be unjust to themselves.
"We Afrikaners excuse ourselves by saying we are misunderstood
abroad. But observers froIn abroad know what our laws are and these
are enough to condemn us. Our policies run counter to the new world
respect for the human personality. Not only do we stand alone but we
are not in the right and the white and Christian world is against us.
We meet black extremism with white extremism. Those who point to
African terrorism in the Congo forget those African Christians who
stood against it as others stood against Mau Mau. They also forget
what white people did in World War II. We must act now. If we do not
we will be lost materially and spiritually. The Church must raise its
voice and use its mission against wrong. We must tell th.e Govern-
ment the Church cannot support apartheid, and seek a better solution.
More contact with nonwhites is needed, especially with those anti-Gov-
ernment leaders who are the ablest in the country. If the Government
won It listen then the Church must make its own contacts and tell the
Government what it finds."
Chapter II by Professor A. S. Geyser (Hervormde Church), Professor of New
Testament at Pretoria University. Geyser says there is only one Church.
The translation into Afrikaans of belief in "a Church" should be "the Church."
It is not enough to speak of an invisible and abstract unity. It must be mani-
fest in visible deeds.
"The visible we have restricted to one group. Those who thus draw
racial distinctions in the Church disturb the witnes s of Christ. There
is no National Church. There is one Church of God--not separate
Bantu or Afrikaans Churches. Hence the Government's limitation on
who can attend Church in the 'Church clause' can never be accepted
because the Church is God's territory and not the Government's. Our
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division into white and nonwhite churches in the last century contra-
dicts the unity the Church demands and also the essential apostolic
nature of the whole Church."
Geyser quotes the story of the Pharisees to suggest that those who exclude
nonwhites from their rightful place will themselves be excluded in heaven.
Chapter III by Professor Ben Marais (N.G. Church, Transvaal) of Pretoria
University. The author traces the tremendous expansion of Christianity up
to World War 1, and the attacks on it thereafter by communism, fascism, and
National Socialism. "The subsequent growth of nationalism in the world is
sometimes assisted by Communisrn but is an outgrowth of Christian values
on the human personality. The Church too often destroys heathen values
without allowing for transition, whereas the Church should enter into Afri-
can development. [Marais emphasizes that the Church must not become a
fighter to preserve the interests of the present white rulers.J Separate
churches are contrary to the world ecumenical trend. Such churches can
do much good but exclusively apartheid churches are a sin. The Church can-
not be silent out of fear. Men and ministers must serve God before the nation."
Chapter IV by Professor A. van Selms (Hervormde Church) of Pretoria Uni-
versity. Van Selms says the current idea of Christian principles which ex-
clude nonwhite people will appear as ridiculous in the year 2,000. The author
attacks people who say their prayers with mental reservations on color
issues. "There is one community of Christ but some people try to improve
on the Bible by limiting community to one race. It is a greater sorrow for
God to keep communion with us than for us to seek comm.union with non-
whites ."
Chapter V by Professor H. du Plessis (Gereformeerde Church) of Potchef-
stroom University. Du Plessis says there is a new order in the world of
which an irresistible, awakening nationalism is the most important for South
Africa.
"We must learn to adjust ourselves and to abandon some of our tradi-
tional attitudes. Western civili:<;ation and Christianity have opened the
eyes of peoples in Africa and they judge us harshly. The stamp of in-
feriority we have impressed on them has become intolerable. This is
especially true of nonwhite people in South Africa who feel they have
become the most Western but also suffer the most discrimination, op-
pres sion, and exploitation. People in Africa want to be nations, not
tribes. This is one symbol of a new universality. Christians are a
minority in Europe and in the world in general. Christians of differ-
ent races must feel closer than they do with non-Christians of their
own race. The Church has not always raised its voice against injustice
and discrimination, whereas socialism and communism have extended
a helping hand to a suffering humanity.
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"Separate development of peoples is not un-Christian. But our applica-
tion of it is un-Godly, because we start from the premise of our own
white existence. To know what the Bantu want, most Afrikaner Chris-
tians must enter into conversations with Bantu Christians. Only when
Christ is heard among whites as well as Bantu will truth be victorious."
Chapter VI by Rev. M. J. Redlinghuys (Hervormde Church). Redlinghuys says
people are confused about apartheid and the policy of separate areas, as well
as the stronger meaning of race separation in "white" areas. The latter pol-
icy which dates from 1910 and the Constitution was as indefensible then as it
is now.
"Power should serve justice. But we whites have the power at the cost
of injustice to nonwhites. We are not concerned with the Bantu as we
profess. It is our own self-preservation we seek, as the Prime Min-
ister said in Parliament in 1955. We never consult Africans on what
we do for them. We decide. We tell them. If Chiefs object they are
removed- - Luthuli for example. Furthermore, Chiefs are by no means
leaders of urban Africans.
"Have we tried to learn the effects of Group Areas and Job Reserva-
tions? Do we understand we are directly responsible for the poverty
of so many people? Let us justify this before God- -a God more con-
cerned with the poor man than with the rich. He who seeks peace by
subjugating others is condemned by a God who hates all injustice.
"Why do we have racial differences in paying pensions? Yes, Bantu
living standards are lower, but don It the Bantu want higher standards?
We act as though God had chosen only ourselves for higher living stand-
ards.
"In the Boer War we fought for freedom and justice. Now we fight at
the expense of justice. The Church has become unfaithful because we
have elevated nationalism to the plane of God."
Chapter VII by Dr. G. C. Oosthuizen (N.G. Church, Cape), Professor of Theol-
ogy at Fort Hare University College (for Xhosa only). The author surveys
the problems of separate churches in South Africa and concludes that indig-
enous churches lead to separatism. The Hervormde and the N.G. European
Churches should abolish their racial restrictions as out of date and offensive.
The chapter is a plea for an adjustment of Christianity to the African environ-
ment- -that a truly indigenous church is needed.
Chapter VIII by Professor J. A. van Wyk (N.G. Church, Transvaa,l) of the Theo-
logical Seminary at the Bantu University of the North. Van Wyk stres ses the
loss of communication in the world and in South Africa, while pointing to the
interdependence of nations and of all the peoples of South Africa. "A general
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Synod of all language groups would be a witness to the reality of communica-
tions across all barriers."
Chapter IX by Dr. J. Stutterheim (Hervormde Church). The author examines
the Church and racial ideology. The Gospels offer no justification for racial
discrim.ination. The Old Testament does have racial particularism but in
relation ,to God, not as one race above another. "Mixed marriage" is op-
posed only between believer and nonbeliever. The Bible allows no grounds
for divisions of believers.
Chapter X by Rev. C. Hattingh (Gereform.eerde Church). Hattingh says apart-
heid may never be an attitude toward life. In the spiritual family there is no
apartheid, but only unity in the fullest sense of the word.
"We may believe in separate development but'it should not prevent the
Church from accepting other races and treating them as beloved broth-
ers, and it must not restrain us from practicing fellowship at the
Lord's table and in the Church."
Chapter Xl by Rey. G.J. Swart (N.G. Church, Transvaal). Swart raises the
issue of Church interference with the State. To restrict the Church to llspir_
itual matters" is to cripple it. The State exists to serve God by practicing
social justice. liThe Church may not shrink from the repercus sions of con-
demning political injustice- -even though men may prefer to hear drunken-
nes s denounced rathe r than political sin. II
* * * *
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APPENDIX II
The following 17 statements are paraphrased from Part Two of the
Final Statement of the Consultation of the World Council of Churches, which
was held in Johannesburg on December 7 -14, 1960. Parenthetical remarks
are the writer IS.
1) We re(wgnize that all racial groups who permanently inhabit our
country are a part of our total population, and we regard them as indig-
enous. Members of all these groups have an equal right to make their
contribution toward the enrichment of the life of their country and to share
in the ensuing responsibilities, rewards, and privileges.
(This statement moves beyond the polemics of "who carne to which part of
South Africa first.")
2) The present tension in South Africa is the result of a long histor-
ical development for which all groups bear responsibility. This develop-
ment must also be related to events in other parts of the world. The South
African scene is radically affected by the decline of power of the West and
by the desire fo.r self-determination among the peoples of the African con-
tinent.
3) The Church has a duty to bear witness to the Christian hope both
of white South Africans in their uncertainty, and of nonwhite South Afri-
cans in their frustration.
In a period of rapid social change the Church has a special respon-
sibility for fearless witness within society.
(This was the theme of a major conference in Johannesburg three years
ago which stimulated thinking on racial problems.)
5) The Church as the Body of Christ is a unity and within this unity
the natural diversity among men is not annulled but sanctified.
6) No one who believes in Jesus Christ may be excluded from any
church on the grounds of his color or race. The spiritual unity among all
m.en who are bound in Christ must find visible expres sion in acts of com-
mon worship and witness, and in fellowship and consultation on matters
of common concern.
(Statement 6 is a blunt rejection of the Government's notorious "Church
Clause," which sought to lim.it the attendance of Africans in churches in
"white" areas. The appeal to "com.mon worship" is striking. Curiously,
the week preceding one of Archbishop de Blank's attacks on the Dutch Re-
formed Church, there were more "nonwhites" in the predominantly "white"
congregation taking communion at the Groote Kerk [Great Church] in Cape
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Town than in His Grace's own cathedral a stone's throwaway. The Cape
and Transvaal N .G. Churches forced the Government to modify the IIChurch
Clausell when it was first introduced.)
7) We regard with deep concern the revival in many areas of African
society of heathen tribal customs incompatible with Christian beliefs and
practice. We believe this reaction is partly the re sult of a deep s ens e of
frustration and a loss of faith in Western civilization.
(Although the Bantu Presbyterian Church was represented at the Consulta-
tions, there are hundreds of IIbreakaway ll African churches unrepresented
and rarely in association with organized Christianity. Both sync!,,;;::'i-~~<-~~
and heathen groups are gaining strength.)
8) The whole Church must participate in the, tremendous missionary
task which has to be done in South Africa, and which demands a common
strategy.
(Mission groups have sometimes expended more energy in fighting each
other than in seeking out the unconverted mass or tackling the social con-
ditions under which Christian Africans must live. I know of no mission
group which does not share some responsibility for this inter-Christian
disgrace.)
9) Our discussions have revealed that there is not sufficient consulta-
tion and communication between the various racial groups which make up
our population. There is a special need for more effective consultation
between the Govern:ni.ent and leaders accepted by the nonwhite people of
South Africa. The segregation of racial groups without effective consulta-
tion and involving discrimination leads to hardship for members of the
groups affected.
(Statement 9 is political dynamite. The Government consults with chiefs
and nominated "nonwhite II representatives, but this statement calls for
governmental negotiation with such m2n as Albert J. Luthuli, president of
the African National Congres s, and Robert Sobukwe of the Pan Africanists
- -:men the Govern:ment is prosecuting.)
There are no Scriptural grounds for the prohibition of mixed mar-
riages. The well-being of the community and pastoral responsib~lity re-
quire, however, that due consideration should be given to certain factors
which may make such marriages inadvisable.
(Sex stimulates powerful emotions in South Africa as elsewhere, and the
IIwould you want?1I query is often the lowest common denominator. IIMixed
marriages II were prohibited in 1948 when the present Government carne to
power. Afrikaner theologians adamantly refuse to give scriptural backing
to a prejudice, however since rely they believe llm ixed mar riages" inadvis-
able at present.)
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11) We call attention once again to the disintegrating effects of migrant
labor on African life. No stable society is possible unless the cardinal im-
portance of family is recognized, and, from the Christian standpoint. it is
imperative that the integrity of the family be safeguarded.
(Many young Dutch Reformed ministers are up in arms against Gove~nment
regulations striking at the heart of family life, which result in the father
working in the city and his family living hundreds of miles away in the "Re-
serves." For ten years, I have heard this outcry grow louder and louder at
meetings on racial problems. It is now an angry chorus which no amount
of new housing or higher African wages can stilL if families cannot live a
Christian life. This is the is sue above all others where the Churches from
Dutch Reformed to Roman Catholic urge changes to meet desperate needs.)
12) It is now widely recognized that the wages received by the vast
majority of the nonwhite people oblige them to exist well below the gener-
ally accepted minimum standard for healthy living. Concerted action is re-
quired to remedy this grave situation.
(Although African wages in the Union are the highest in Africa and nonwhite
wages increased by over $42 million in the last 18 months, the average
African cannot bring up his family decently on what he now receives. The
high degree of Westernization and urbanization create necessities not pres-
ent elsewhere in Africa.)
13) The present system of job reservation must give way to a more
equitable system of labor which safeguards the interests of all concerned.
(In practice, semiskilled white workers and some unskilled and semiskilled
Coloured workers are protected by law from African "competition. ")
14) Opportunities must be provided for the inhabitants of the Bantu
areas to live in conformity with human dignity.
15) It is our conviction that the right to own land wherever he is domi-
cUed, and to participate in the government of his country, is part of the
dignity of the adult man, and for this reason a policy which permanently
denies to nonwhite people the right of collaboration in the government of
the country of which they are citizens cannot be justified.
16 a) It is our conviction that there can be no objection in principle to
the direct representation of Coloured people in Parliament.
b) We expres s the hope that consideration will be given to the appli-
cation of this principle in the foreseeable future.
(This principle flows from statement 15, but the specific naming of the Col-
oured people is significant because the Government has made only a half-
hearted attempt to create a Coloured "homeland" as a prelude to real apart-
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heid. The provisions for Coloured people to elect representatives to Par-
liament is strong evidence of their acceptance in one political sense. No
moral basis has been advanced for these representatives being exclusively
white. Die Burger fought the Prime Minister on this issue for four months
(October-January) and was only partially silenced after drastic party
measures. It carried a stream of letters for and against Coloured people
in Parliament. When a cabinet minister I s wife wrote the paper telling the
professors and Dutch Reform ministers to stay out of politics on this
issue, individual ministers blasted her in letter after letter to Die Burger.
The reader may wonder whether the mention of Coloured and not African
representatives is not invidious. The Anglicans were prepared to object
to this until their African delegates and other Africans present privately
urged that for tactical reasons no issue be made of the distinction.)
17) Insofar as nationalism grows out of a desire for self- realization,
Christians should understand and respect it. The danger of nationalism is,
however, that it may seek to fulfill its aim at the expense of the interests
of others and that it can make of the nation an absolute value which takes
the place of God. The role of the Church must therefore be to help to
direct national movements toward just and worthy ends.
(This remarkable paragraph by the drafting committee is so worded as to
be both sympathetic and critical of the major nationalisms in South Africa:
African and Afrikaner.)
* * * *
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South Africa's rationalization of its apart-
heid policy is put to its severest test in the role as-
signed to the members of the Coloured community.
Numbering 1,488,000 at present, and increasing at the
rate of 30/0 per year (the fastest growth of any group
in South Africa), the Coloureds are the racially
mixed descendants of the Hottentots, Bushmen, 'iMa-
lays" (originally imported as slaves from Java),
Bantus, and Europeans, As a group their language,
religion, and other cultural facets are Western and
particularly Afrikaans. They are predominantly in
favor of a capitalistic society and are inextricably
woven into the European-controlled economy.
Whatever weight apartheid's defenders give
to white fears of a "primitive society" of 10,807,000
Africans soon "swamping" a civilized white minor-
ity, they do not attempt to apply this argument to
the Coloured people who know no tribal language
and who are outnumbered two to one by the Euro-
peans. The situation of the Coloured people in
South Africa may be likened to that of Americans
of African origin who live north of the Mason-Dixon
line. The discrimination against them has no basis
in reason and can easily be shown up as sheer ra-
cial prejudice.
[ESM-2-'61]
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Despite a long history of injustice the Coloured community has re-
mained fractured into a dozen impotent political groups by rivalries among
its own leaders reflecting social, economic, religious, and racial differences.
But a cold and unyielding "granite wall II statement by Prime Minister Hendrik
Verwoerd in December barring Coloured people from sitting in Parliament
has provided a common challenge to bring rivals together. They are moving
toward an unprecedented alliance with militant African leadership. The first
objective is a National Convention of all Coloured leaders and organizational
delegates in June. The most striking feature of the whole movement is the
active participation of relatively conservative Coloured leaders. These men
have actually seized the initiative from the far left and have so far insured
that the movement is not antiwhite but antiapartheid.
Coloured Afrikaner Interaction
Paradoxically, the pressure behind the new moves was built up by
Afrikaners--many of them supporters of the Nationalist Government. They
inspired great expectations that the Nationalist success in the Republican
Referendum (October 1960) would be followed by a "new deal" for the Col-
oured people, possibly including the election of Coloured instead of white
M.P.'s to represent them. Among those Cape Afrikaners whose words gave
rise to these hopes were P. W. Botha, the Cabinet Minister most concerned
George Petersen, one of the most successful businessmen in the Coloured
community, sits at his desk surrounded by his sons -in-law (outside left and
right) and his four sons. They are (l-r) Ralph (businessman-fish and chips
shop), William (mechanic), George (attorney), Kenneth (businessman-meat
market), Sydney (attorney), and Derek (busines sman-meat market).
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with Coloured citizens; the senior Cabinet Minister Paul Sauer; Dr. 1. D. du
Plessis, who heads the Department of Coloured Affairs and is a Malay scholar;
Piet Cillie the editor of Die Burger; and many ministers of the Nederduitse
Gereformeerde (Dutch Reformed) Church. The Stellenbosch SABRA profes sors
were confident concessions would be made. The Coloured press including the
"English-financed" Golden Post (Cape Edition) and the "Afrikaner-financed"
Die Banier also republic would have a silver lining for their
readers.
Angry Coloured leaders are taking up the arguments forcibly presented
by "liberal Afrikaners lIon their behalf inside Afrikanerdom. A few days be-
fore Paul Sauer Is National Party committee of Cape Afrikaners was to report
sweeping advances for the Coloured people, the Prime Minister outmaneuvered
Sauer by setting up a Cabinet Committee with himself as Chairman. The Gov-
ernment corn.:m.ittee took precedence over the Party committee and squashed
the Cape Nationalist revolution.
The Coloured struggle has gone on ove r a long period of time. Col-
oured spokesmen for many years and in louder voices since the advent of the
Nationalist Government in 1948 have voiced their legitimate grievances to
Cape Afrikaners and some Afrikaners have taken these to heart. This inter-
action between Cape Coloured and Cape Afrikaner continues.
One of the more militant ColourEtd intellectuals my wife and I have spent
an evening with is a high- school teacher and short- story writer who recently
wrote an article for the New York Post. He believes the time for gradualism
is past, and wants a thoroughgoing revolution lito make South Africa a demo-
cratic country. II He expressed disgust with English- speaking South Africans
(whites) "w ho never helped us when they were in power and now want to regain
power by using antiapartheid support. II He added, llMost of my white friends
are Afrikaners and fellow writers. II He mentioned Jan Rabie, Uys Krige, and
other well-known Afrikaans writers, along with several younger people from
Stellenbosch University, who form a literary' group embracing writers of all
races.
Another example of this attitude is provided
by a leader of the Coloured Convention, Richard
van der Ros s .D., Cape Town). He· tends toward
gradualism although he is understandably bitter
about the treatment of his community. At dinner in
our horne a few months ago, the wife of a United
Party Provincial Councilor - -a member of one of the
most distinguished "English" families in Cape Town
--asked Van der Ross whether or Afrikan-
ers he knew had a better attitude toward Coloured
people?" He replied that he knew a large number of
people with admirable attitudes in both groups, but
Dr. Richard van der Ross
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that if he must choose one group of his friends "it would be the Afrikaners."
She was shocked at his reply, as would. be most anti-Nationalist "English"
South Africans, who assume that to be against the worst aspects of segrega-
tion is to deserve the appreciation of the nonwhite intellectuals.
Many of Van der Ross's associations with Afrikaners come through
his n~embership (along with most Coloured Christians) in the Dutch Reformed
Church and, like his father before him, being Principal of Battswood Teach-
ers Training College (under the Dutch Reformed Church) where he has made
a fine record with the help of his Coloured and Afrikaner staff.
The friendly attitude of both 'tMarxist" and "ITloderate It toward indi-
vidual Afrikaners they know as social or business friends is coupled with an
abhorrence of most Government policies affecting the Coloured group. Be-
cause this is now shared by ITlany thoughtful Cape Afrikaners, the Coloured-
Afrikaner interaction has a significance in white politics. It will grow as
tension in South Africa heightens.
Recent Goading
Meanwhile, if Verwoerd 's rejection of Coloured members in 'Parlia-
ment, and even more his blunt and crude way of doing so, stunned the Col-
oured leaders, they are impelled to stronger unity by fresh assaults. The
1950 Group Areas Act, designed to compartmentalize every city in the coun-
try into separate "group" areas, recently (February 10) led to the delimita-
tion of the main white and Coloured areas in Cape Town.
As Dr. van der Ross summed up in his column in Cape Town's morn-
ing Times, the 278,000 whites were allotted the verdant and lovely mountain-
side while the 365,000 Coloureds were left with the "sandy wastes." In prac-
tice this means "the other side of the tracks" of the suburban railway line.
Over 44,000 Coloured people will be forced to move as will less than 6,000
white citizens who can better afford to shift. This new imposition is in addi-
tion to the 1958 proclamation affecting 34,000 Coloured and 1, 800 white citi-
zens. The unfair re sult is typical of the application of Group Areas. The
writer spent two months in the intensive study of the delimitation of areas in
Stellenbosch, where conditions are most favorable to fair play, but the results
reflected conces sions to white political pre s sure. A rare exception to this
pattern is the large country town of Paarl, where an attractive white suburb
has been "declared Coloured," despite repeated agitation by white pressure
groups.
Not only is the division in Cape Town substantially between the best
and the worst housing areas- -generally corresponding to present occupation
- -but the Coloured built-up area is not adequate in size. For example: I went
through a relatively attractive tree -lined Coloured area convenient to schools,
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shops, and the suburban station. There were well-built homes with gardens.
One even had a swimming pool. But a modest horne in this area- -which would
cost a white buyer $5,600 in a comparable area--actually cost a Coloured
buyer $8,000. In other words, as in most American cities, if you have "a tanned
skin you are forced to pay 200/0 to 300/0 more for the same quality housing. The
area mentioned had been heavily mixed whi te and Coloured. If a fair share of
the mixed areas had been declared "Coloured," then the Coloured buyers would
have profited instead of being squeezed in a sellers' market.
This double inequi ty- -first segregation and then unfair application of
segregation--applies to business as well. One cannot deny the existence of
mild antisemitism in the Coloured community when one often hears the cry:
"All our stores are in the hands of Jews and Indians and they keep us out."
This was not suppos ed to be pos sible under the Group Areas Act. Coloured
businessman say that whereas they are excluded from white areas, through a
system of legal permits and illegal deals the whites are not excluded from the
Coloured areas. A glaring example is in the lucrative liquor store business.
A license is worth upward of $12,000. With a great hullabaloo it was an-
nounced that Coloured people would be given a liquor license and that the prof-
its would therefore flow through the Coloured community. However, Coloured
people have yet to obtain financial control of the enterprises legally open to
them. In several so-called "Coloured" businesses the Coloured participants
are merely fronts for "white" capital. For such reasons the Europeans sup-
posedly representing Coloured interests are thoroughly despised by most
Coloured people not beholden to them. In another instance, I was in a Col-
oured man's home- -a Malay- -when a white City Councilor called to arrange
the pay-off for Coloured voters at the February municipal election. It re-
minded me of being a precinct watcher in Jake Arvey's Chicago ward.
Added to Group Areas and discrimination under it, is deep resentment
against the Job Reservation Law under which the Minister of Labor can spec-
ify the race of workers allowed in whole categories of labor. Although rarely
applied, it is a threat. There are Coloured people who welcome protection
against African workers. But the community would gladly give this up if it
-\
had a chance for jobs on merit and not on color. The truth is that 950/0 of the
jobs denied to Coloured people are not denied by Nationalist reservation of
certain jobs for certain races but by the racialism of anti-Government United
Party supporters. That is, the "English" employers try to hide behind imagi-
nary apartheid in refusing to hire on the basis of merit. When the writer put
this bluntly in a speech to the Cape Town Chamber of Commerce, the "Eng-
lish" press left this comment out while Die Burger stressed it. Such unofficial
job discrimination is becoming more tragic because the number of educated
and skilled Coloured people is rising sharply. No longer is almost every out-
standing matriculant absorbed into teaching as in the past.
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What Coloured People Want Most
Another new grievance is the sudden application of "research library
apartheid." This doesn It affect a hundred persons I work but it touches a hun-
dred thousand hearts. We have seen a good deal of our friends across the
"Coloured" line in the past nine lTIonths. Fortunately, one doesn't always
dwell on "the problelTI." But £rOlTI tilTIe to tilTIe over an after-dinner brandy,
the question has arisen: What is the greatest grievance ilTIposed on the Col-
oured cOlTIlTIunity? Without doubt the answer is--at least alTIong our friends
- -an attack on their pride. The ilTIplication of inferiority is like a brand.
Thinking and legislating by groups is ubiquitous in South Africa. Such "group-
think" ignores individual differences. While lTIany people are not ashalTIed of
being Coloured, they do seek recognition as individuals. A vivacious librarian,
recently returned frolTI a course at the University of Minnesota, put it this way:
"Our books lTIay not be censored but there is always the as sUlTIption that wha t
is good for the European lTIay not be good for the Coloured."
This group labeling underlies the Coloured antipathy for the Depart-
lTIent of Coloured Affairs. The departlTIent battles for the Coloured people
inside the GoverlllTIent and has achieved lTIuch of real benefit to the cOlTIlTIunity.
Yet it is disliked because its very nalTIe spells differentiation. Its task was
not lightened by the "new deal" finally announced by the PrilTIe Ministe r, call-
ing for large - scale econOlTIic as sis tance to four large Coloured farlTIing areas.
Undoubtedly, the rehabilitation of these 4 lTIillion acres is needed. But the con-
centration upon rural as opposed to urban and upon "uplift
'
! rather than "rights, II
was a letdown. When the "English" pres s lTIanaged to label this a "Coloured-
stan" approach, as if the Coloured people were to be herded into a new kind of
Bantustan, lTIost of the favorable publicity expected by the GovernlTIent was
lost in frantic denials of this objective. Consequently, when Finance Minister
Theophilus Ebenhaezer D6nges followed up in his Budget Speech of March 15
with $700,000 for a Coloured DeveloplTIent Corporation, it raised no hosannas
alTIong Coloured people.
The de sire of the Coloured people to be people and not Coloured stands
out. Thus it works against the very concept of a "Coloured" protest or a "Col-
oured" organization. Of all the disabilities inflicted on these people, none is
lTIore barbaric than the way their individual dignity has been tralTIpled on.
Rural- Urban Split
The Coloured areas to be uplifted £orlTI a slTIall fraction of the Cape
countryside. In thelTI the characte ris tic Coloured lTIan is an illite rate farlTI
worker who is fed his wine thrice daily under the vicious "tot" systelTI and is
befuddled lTIuch of the tilTIe. A generation ago there were SOlTIe substantial Col-
oured farlTIers interlTIingled with white £arlTIers. For various reasons nearly
all have lost their land and lTIost of these soon lost their lTIoney in the city.
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Nevertheless, the percentage of Coloured people in the rural population of
the Cape is rising rapidly because of a higher Coloured birth rate and a white
exodus to the cities. Thus white legislators view the llbrowning ll countryside
with expected alarm. Coloured occupance of the la,nd coupled with whit~ ab-
sentee ownership promises future political discontent.
In the cities, where one half of the Coloured people live, the charac-
teristics are different although also conservative on the whole. Class distinc-
tions are more marked in the urban Coloured community than in any racial
group in the country. No class difference.s within the white group approach
the gap which the sober, industrious, and educated Coloured man places be-
tween his family and the skollies who fGrm street corner gangs, swill cheap
wine, smoke dagga (marijuana), and are quick with a knife. The trade union
man drawing steady wages for his skills and the reliable clerk or bookkeeper
are the backbone of the Colou:red middle class. Strangely enough, small shop-
owners are not an important feature of the stable and bourgeois upper and
middle classes. Members of these classes are more inclined to depend on
the Church or Mosque than on a political party as the core of their group inter-
est. The most successful of all Coloured organizations is an opera group! The
Eoan Opera Group has just concluded its finest season in 26 years with a tour
of the country. La Traviata is the best production of this premier opera society
south of the Sahara.
Coloured Response
Against this background one can distinguish four types of reactions to
the disabilitie s imposed on the Coloured people.
First there are the co-operators. Some of
these genuinely believe that Group Areas and the
Governrnent1s willingness to lend economic assist-
ance can form a base for such socio-economic ad-
vance as to make political advance pos sible at a
later stage. Men like N. P. Arends and Sarleh Dollie
serve on the Government's 27-man Union Council
for Coloured Affairs. They are Uncle Toms in one
sense but even they are far from docile when criti-
cizing recent Government decisions. Dollie loves to
repeat his consoling com.ment to Dag Hammarskjold
that "We'll handle our problems in South Africa if
you can handle the world." Dollie, a retired pharma-
cist, is unhappy that his son is kept in London by his
pharmaceutical work and his English wife.
George Golding, president of the Coloured
People I s National Union (founded in 1943), works
Mr. George Golding
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with the Government in the hope it will have a change of heart. The succes-
sion of blows to pride and pocketbook have made him a figure of derision to
many urban Coloured people. In the quite different country districts most of
the prominent Coloured people go along with the Government and keep hoping
for the sun to appear in an overcast sky.
A second reaction is one of sheer hands-off rejection of the whole sys-
tem and everyone associated with it. For the last decade this attitude has char-
acterized Ben Kies 's so-called Unity Movement, composed mostly of school
teachers. 1 When I talked with them eight years ago they gave an impres sion
of refusing to see or admit the ugly realities of life. The mass of the Col-
ou'red people are sick of the stultifying effect of this group using its consider-
able energies to tear down other organizations through sheer negativism. Two
prominent Kies supporters are now prepared to break with him and to join a
new' and positive appeal.
Third among reactions is to flee. At least 1,000 skilled Coloured peo-
ple have migrated to Great Britain. A brother-in-law of the Afrikaans poetry
prize winner S. V. Peter sen is a psychiatrist in London. Other s have gone to
new African countries. Some go seasonally, such as the soccer and cricket
professionals. A few find it necessary to leave in order to marry a fellow
South African across the "line" or to escape the tension of possible exposure
and family embarrassment. Some of those who leave for professional reasons
return, such as David Poole the well-known Covent Garden ballet star. He left
South Africa as Coloured and has now corne back to teach as a European.
Most passing is, of course, done locally and is a traditional method of
"escape." The Cape Town play, Try for White, had such a success in the Union
that it is now opening in London's West End. Passing may become more diffi-
cult in time but is more common than ever today. The Government is actually
encouraging it! So far, any lighter-skinned Coloured person who brings state-
ments from "three responsible Europeans" that he lives "as a European" is
clas sified as white. Hundreds of "slightly Coloured" people have pas sed and
are passing from the "Coloured" to the "European" group. A Coloured busi-
nessman owning properties worth something over $250,000 told me of his
brother-in-law, a less successful "European" businessman in the next suburb.
Most of the oldest Cape Afrikaner families have at least a trace of
"non-European" ancestry. Today, the law asks not your past, it merely de-
fines race by your present-day associates. When a .Nationalist M.P. tried to
ascribe the "European blood" in the Coloured population to "visiting sailors,"
he provided laughs not only in Cape Town but hundreds of miles from the sea.
The March issue of the Afrikaans -financed Coloured paper not only ridicules
the M.P.'s assertions but teases him about being "curly-haired" himself~
1 The N.E.U.M. program is given in Cape Coloured--Where Now?
(ESM-47- 153), an AUFS publication.
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The fourth and final Coloured reaction- - bearing in mind that thousands
of people are passive and fail to react- -is to organize and to oppose. A suc-
cession of organizations for this purpose have been born and buried thro~gh
the years. The most revolutionary one today is the Coloured People IS Con-
gress. That is the Coloured associate of the all-white Congress of Democrats,
controlled by onetime members of the now illegal Communist Party of South
Africa. Protests and demonstrations coincide with Communist strategy through-
out the world. In the 1958 General Election, the writer accompanied canvassers
for the Coloured Congress from door to door in Cape Town. They had no hope
of getting their ticket elected but used each horne discussion to (1) put across
Congress ideas and (2) locate potential party supporters and workers. In the
February 1961 Cape Town municipal elections one Coloured fellow traveler was
elected in a predominately Coloured ward and a prominent white fellow traveler
barely failed of election. Although Coloured voters will occasionally support
the secret choices of the Congress out of protest, the Congress is weak. It
even has a European head, Piet Beyleveld, and depends heavily on white organ-
ization and financing.
All revolutionary' movements in the Coloured ranks have a tendency to
founder because of conservative and unorganized rural laborers on one hand,
and the clas s consciousnes s of the urban group on the other. Because of well-
known Coloured middle-class abhorrence of violence, the white community
holds the conviction articulq.ted by one prominent Afrikaner; "We know the Col-
oured people too well- -they may talk but they will never cause real trouble.
Besides, they are too afraid of the blacks." So far Coloured protests have been
directed at the fringes of the problem. The Eoan Opera Group has stood suc-
cessfully against some minor apartheid laws, and some Coloured people have
participated along with Europeans and Africans in "sit-ins" at municipal tea
rooms and department stores with limited success. Questioning a score of
thoughtful Coloured people about it confirmed my impression that the Cape
Coloured people look toward and are influenced by American Negroes far more
than by African movements elsewhere on this continent. The "sit-ins" are but
one manifestation. Still, the great majority of Coloured people shrink from
breaking a law or becoming involved in such "undignified" public protests as
the upper-class and white "Black Sash" women employ. For these reasons it
is significant to find such enthusiasm and wide support for the new ITlove to-
ward Coloured unity.
This trend was demonstrated in the fate of Coloured union leader Edgar
Deane. During the height of the "Sharpeville II Official Emergency last year,
Deane resisted efforts to bring Coloured workers out on strike alongside the
striking Africans. Consequently, he was dropped as a candidate for the City
Council by the strongest local "ticket. II In the actual February voting he failed
of re-election by a wide margin. The exposure of an appeal by Deane to the
white "bosses" for donations to repay his loyalty to the Europeans during the
strike was held against him by Coloured voters.
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New Coloured Unity
The nominal head of the new Conventionorganization-in-formation is
D. van der Ross (Senior), although his son Richard is the family spark plug.
Religious leaders such as Bishop Francis H.
Gow of the African Methodist Episcopal Church
(AME) bring possible mass support. Bishop
Gow has an American wife and is highly re-
spected in the white and Coloured communities.
Others include the Rev. 1. D. Morkel who heads
the Calvinist Church of South Africa, estab-
lished in a breakaway from the Cape' Dutch Re-
formed Church on an apartheid is sue ten years
ago, but now working for greater Christian
unity; the Rev. J. J. Abrahamse, a senior min-
ister of the Cape Dutch Reformed Mission
Church; and Sheik A. Behardien, a leading
Muslim dignitary. Political partie s are als 0
represented. The secretary of the new move-
ment is J. C. A. Daniels of the Libe ral Party
and Contact magazine. Mr. M. A. Gierden is
on the National Executive of the Progressive
Party. Barney Desai is a power in the Col-
oured People's Congress. In other fields, H.
E. Parker is a Cape Town City Councilor, E.
Rev. 1. D. Morkel F. Doman heads the powerful teachers' league,
and N. Kearns is the leader of the Coloured
ex- servicemen. Even Sarleh Dollie says the movem~ntis "a very good thing
indeed."
The Convention movement's 12-man
executive contains three so-called militants
and nine so-called moderates and "ultra-
moderates." Bitter feuds dating back to
1934 and particularly since 1943 when the
Coloured teachers split into groups for and
against a Coloured Council, have been buried
for the first time in the new enthusiasm.
Such men as Bishop Gow and Van der Ross
(Senior) sat on General Smuts IS Council and
were boycotted by those who would not join
with them. As a result, the movement is
the broadest based Coloured effort since
Dr. Abdurahmanls African Political Organi-
zation. The APO--a Coloured organization
despite its title--was founded in 1902, fought
for Coloured rights in the Union I s draft con-
Mr. M. A. Gierden
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stitutionin 1909, and finally petered out in the early '40 I s with Abdurahman's
death. His daughter, Mrs. Z. Gool, is a veteran City Councilor but has stayed
to the left flank of the new movement. Potentially it is the strongest Coloured
challenge yet made to the National Party. Die Burger chided white scoffers
and said the movement "should not be underestimated."
All those mentioned are from the Coloured stronghold of Cape Town.
Organized support has sprung up in Kimberley, in Port Elizabeth where the
Kies negativists have been bowled over, and in Johannesburg, Dr. R. E. van
der Ross flew to Johannesburg to co-ordinate convention plans and found un-
precedented Coloured unity.
The one major element missing in the Convention front is labor. Teach-
ers may talk but the unions have the muscle. Organized labor has doubts about
diverting its energies from traditional trade union goals to political ones. It
fears such a step would create internal union friction and difficulties with white
workers, especially if they are in the same union. Although Edgar Deane, for
one, has lost community support, he is still powerful in his own union. The
omission of workers could be the Achilles I heel of the new front. An official of
the Department of Coloured Affairs said frankly: "If the unions go in then we
have a major problem."
In time, Coloured unity will also draw strength from the new University
College of the Western Cape at Bellville. This segregated institution is racially
comparable to Atlanta University. It has a student body of one race but an inte-
grated Coloured-Afrikaner faculty. Because Cape Town University is turning
away Coloured students (who hold official government permits to enter) if they
have only a "B" high-school record, the need for additional university "places"
somewhe re for Coloured students is now beyond challenge. Whether the 350
students at Bellville should be segregated is another issue.
Coloured-Bantu Alliance
The European reaction to Coloured unity remains m.ild until the threat
is raised of Coloured-Bantu co-operation. That specter produces a visible
nervousness when you interview Government officials. Ministerial threats of
the consequences of such co-operation, and the tender way editorials in "white"
newspapers advise Coloured people to desist "in their own best interests," en-
courage Coloured leaders to pluck this string on ·their battered harp. In the'
tumultuous days after Sharpeville, the Coloured comm.unity stayed on the "side II
of the Europeans by reporting for work and even taking over some African jobs.
African criticism of the Coloured people reached a new high, while sympathetic
Afrikaners made much of this "loyalty" in asking for a far reaching Coloured
new deal. By their frenzied reaction to hints of a Coloured-Bantu alliance, the
Europeans have shown the Coloured people what they can do to really scare
the white community. While it is true that the great majority of the Coloured
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people do fear and are prejudiced against the African mas s, there is a rapport
between educated Coloured and African -leaders.
The Coloured movement now emerging is seeking its closest ties with
the African National Congress rather than with the Pan Africanist Congress.
The P.A.C. is hampered by (1) its' best leaders fleeing the country; (2) a loss
of face when President Robert Sobukwe 's "pay no fines and serve your sentence"
edict was abandoned; and (3) the loss of money when bailees fled and the sub-
sequent inability to raise further bail for those P .A.C. men still in prison. In
the now bette r --organized African National C ongre s s - -although s till crippled
from the Sharpeville emergency- -there is less bitterness toward the Coloured
people and a new willingness to permit Coloured leaders to work out their oWn
tactics. When the writer talked with Sobukwe three years ago before led hi;s
movement, it was in connection with a study of the Communist Party in South
Africa. Sobukwe said then that his objections to "white Communist" manipula-
tion of the African National Congres s applied les s to the Cape than elsewhe re.
It is still true that white Communists stand aside from the A.N.C. in the Cape,
and thus a Coloured-A.N.C. rapprochement is possible.
The P .A.C. spark in Cape Town was Phillip Kgosana, whose control of
his followers was once demonstrated when he led 30,000 marchers in central
Cape Town and sent them horne peacefully. My impres sion of Kgosana on meet-
ing him in Cape Town in the interval between his release from prison on bail
and his flight from the country, was of an idealistic youth (twenty-one) with a
remarkable genius for inspiring the confidence of his people across tribal lines,
but with an unusual naivete and lack of sophistication, quite atypical of top Afri-
can leaders in South Africa. Without him the spark has gone out of the P .A.C.
in the city where Coloured and African leaders have the most contact. For
these reasons Coloured-Bantu co-operation involves the African National Con-
gress.
One does not question the sincerity of Coloured leaders who plead a
common cause for Coloured and African rights. But as a practical matter,
the Coloured community is very much an eager damsel hoping to be asked by
the European suitor. European political leade rship exploits the traditional
as sociation between white and Coloured and the aspirations of the latte r for t'he
freedom, cultural values, and economic prosperity of the dominant white minor-
ity.
However, there is a liITlit to how far friendship can be exploited. The
Cape Coloured people have unde rgone a tremendous economic and educational
revolution in the last generation, even in the last ten years. They,have ITlore
to lose than ever before but they were never so conscious of what is denied to
them. First and foreITlost is their pride. The steady streaITl of direct and im-
plied insults suffered by sensitive Coloured people reached a new low when the
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Nationalist mouthpiece in the north, Die T ransvaler, published two articles by
a Dutch Reformed minister smearing the Coloured people as unreliable, im-
moral, and drunkards. The articles were immediately denounced by important
sections of the Nederduitse Gereformeerde (Dutch Reformed) Church. Such scur-
rility does more than anything else to draw the Coloured people together and
simultaneously strengthen the bonds between Cape Coloured and Cape Afrikaner.
The Coloured Convention movement has a potentially strong impact
upon both "white" and "nonwhite" politics. Among Afrikaner Nationalists the
treatment of the Co;1oured people is a bone of contention dividing some of the
Cape people from the Transvalers and Free Staters. It is also a potential
bond between the so-called moderate Nationalists (largely Cape) and the United
Party.
The actual Coloured Convention planned for June is obviously only a
first step. A minority of the Coloured leaders see this step toward Coloured
unity followed by a general strike of all "non-Europeans" within 12 months or
less, in turn leading to radical changes of government. Most of the Coloured
leaders and the overwhelmingly conservative mas s of the Coloured people,
holding deep fears of African domination, have not gone anything like this far
in their thinking. If the Government showed any sign of significant concessions
to the Coloured community, Coloured unity would be shattered. This is ac-
knowledged both by those Coloured leaders who would welcome such a move,
and by those who would bitterly denounce it.
It is clear that within the "nonwhite" and "white" camps alike, the
consequences of the Coloured Convention bode ill for the doctrine of apartheid
inside the country.
[Photograph, page796,courtesy Neville Clayton; all others courtesy Cape Times.]
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